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1 
THE MISSION OF AGARD 

The mission of AGARD is to bring together the leading personalities of the NATO nations in the fields of 
science and technology relating to aerospace for the following purposes: 

- Exchanging of scientific and technical iiiformation; 

- Continuously stimulating advances in the aerospace sciences relevant to strengthening the common defence 
posture; 

- Improving the co-operation among member nations in aerospace research and development; 

- Providing scientific and technical advice and asristance to the North Atlantic Military Committee in the 
field of aerospace research and development; 

- Rendering scientific and technical assistance, as requested, to other NATO bodies and to member nations 
in connection with research and development problems in the aerospace field. 

- Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential; 

- Recommending effective ways for the member nations to use their research and development capabilities 
for the common benefit of the NATO community. 

The highest authority within AGARD is the National Delegates Board consisting of officially appointed senior 
representatives from each Member Nation.  The mission of AGARD is carried out through the Panels which are 
composed for experts appointed by the National Delegates, the Consultant and Exchange Program and the Aerospace 
Applications Studies Program.   The results of AGARD work are reported to the Member Nations and the NATO 
Authorities through the AGARD series of publications of which this is one. 

Participation in AGARD activities is by invitation only and is normally limited to citizens of the NATO nations. 

IIK' material in tins puhlication IKIS been reproduced 
directly from copv supplied In  AGARD or the author. 
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THEME 

Studies of the characteristics and the effects of the arctic ionosphere on radio and 
radar propagation have been conducted for many years.   The experimental and theoretical 
efforts recently expended necessitated a meeting of active workers in this field.   The 
objectives were to summarize the current state of knowledge of ladar-arctic propagatioi, 
and to determine and recommend where additional investigations are required. 

The characteristics of radar propagation in the arctic ionosphere, such as amplitude, 
phase and angle scintillation, auroral clutter and auroral noise affecting VHF-UHF 
transmissions are of concern.   For HF transmissions, the additional ionospheric phenomena 
of interest are, spread F, sporadic F, auroral absorption, polar cap absorption, and traveling 
ionospheric disturbances.   The current status of experimental and theoretical data on the 
propagation limitations of these effects in the frequency range from approximately I MHz 
to 10 GHz and the correlation of these effects with such phenomena as magnetic activity, 
optical aurora and particle precipitation were considered at the meeting. 

CW and pulse transmissions were treated for propagation paths traversing the arctic 
regions.   Investigations of the arctic-ionospheric propagation characteristics utilizing radio 
astronomical and satellite transmissions were particularly applicable to this meeting. 

George H.Millmann 
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EDITORS FOREWORD 

This book contains papers and discussions of the Electromagnetic Wave Propagation 
Panel Specialists Meeting on "RaJar Propagation in the Arctic" held at Lindau/Harz, 
Federal Republic of Germany in September 1971. 

This type of book is of little value if it is not made quickly available to the scientific 
and technical community.   For this reason the Program Chairman selected the papers to 
be presented and included in the Proceedings, on the basis of abstracts that were 
submitted 6 months before the meeting.   The authors were asked to complete their papers 
and prepare them for photocopying before the meeting.   The papers have not beer, edited 
or changed in any fashion in the interest of rapid publication. 

The discussions were recorded by having the participants write down their own 
questions, answers or comments during or after the sessions. 

The Editor has made some changes in the discussion comments in view of the contents 
of the written versions of the papers. 

The discussion of Session VII was recorded oil tape, transcribed, condensed and 
rephrased by the Editor. 

J.Frihagen 
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RESEARCH TASKS CONCERNING NATO SURVEILLANCE 

IN THE ARCTIC REGION 

by 

HJ. ALBRECHT 

Chairman, NATO-TACSATCOM Committee 

Without going too much into the historic development of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, we should remember 

that this great international community was born in 1949 as the answer cf the West to the threat presented by the steadily 

increasing strength of the Soviet Bloc, In subsequent years, more and more nations joined this collective defence system 
and now cooperate in the protection of the whole of the Atlantic Area. 

During the last twenty years, the NATO-created balance of military forces between East and West has prevented further 
communist gains. More and more examples of Soviet expansion tendencies have confirmed the need of strong Western forces 

which help to maintain this balance of power. 

The Eastern Nations hove combined their forces in accordance with the Warsaw Pact. Their strength has increased more 

rapidly than that of NATO. On the other hand, the higher quality of the military power available on the Western side has 

to be emphasized. An additional, perhaps more political aspect Is presented by the fact that Soviet troops in Central Europe 

have to be considered as part of an occupational force. 

The threat to which Western Nations are exposed is generally analyzed in accordance with geographic regions. Recent 

reports have frequently referred to the increase of Soviet naval powr-r in the Mediterranean Area. On the other hand, there 

are the Central European ana the northern regions. Since one of ihe main tasks of NATO is the maintenance of forces and a 

steady surveillance in all geographic areas of strategic importance, the northern and the central zones must not be neglected, 
even if major attention is directed at the balance of power in another area. 

With regard to the northern flank of NATO, the appropriate military command is represented by AFNORTH, the Northern 

European Command located at Kolsaas in Norway and the Allied Command Atlantic, called ACLANT with its headquarters 

at Norfolk, Virginia, United States of America. Analyzing in detail the military threat in the Arctic Region, the effective 
frontier between NATO and Warsaw Pact Nations leads from Northern Norway via Spitzbergen at 650 km from the extreme 

North of Norway to Greenland, and extends towards the islands of Northern Canada and Alaska.  Beside nafional troops and 

units integrated in NATO, a mobile force under direct NATO command is of extreme importance for the defence of the 

northern NATO region. It has been established to be available at short notice and comprises army units from Canada,  Italy, 
and the United Kingdom and parat-o>ps from Belgium, the Netherlands, United Kingdom, and United States of America. 

With particular regard to naval activities, the Soviet navy is considerably active in the Northern Atlantic Region. In 

principle, Soviet fleets may be capable of challenging the West wherever arcessibce waters exist. An important factor is 
presented by the submarine force and by naval units capable of missile launcning. This leads to another important type of 

threat: short-range and long-range missiles. Their warheads may be of conventional or nuclear type. Flight paths In the 
Arctic Region display relatively short distances between launching bases and some NATO countries. 

Summarizing, the northern part of the geographic area covered by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Is particu- 
larly exposed to enemy attack. The degree of threat has to be recognized and monitored ronstantly. This Is one of the 
essential tasks of NATO suiveillance. 

Depending upon the actual objective, surveillance can best be achieved by optical, electronic, or even acoustic 

means. Optical and acoustic methods of detecting enemy movements on land, on sea, in air or in space require relatively 
short distances between the object and the monitor. 

One of the most important methods of surveilloncy is represented by electronic means.  In principle, both, passive and 

active methods, exist. The former i.iclude all monitoring systems directed at the enemy's transmissions for the purpose of 

communications, navigation, ns well as his radar surveillance. On the other hand, the last-mentioned method represents 
the active type if used In the conventional way of analyzing one's own signal reflected by an enemy object. I.e. by 

RADAR. The more elaborate the systems, the more conclusive con be the issults. 

With particular reference to the methods of surveillance used on the northern flank of the NATO strategic environment, 
electronic warning systems play a decisive role. The northern frontier between NATO- and Warsaw Pact Nations is com- 
pletely covered by radar warning systems. Radar may be used on suitable frequencies which extend from HF to VHF and 

UHF ranges. In principle, the utilization of radar and radio links Is limited by several factors, one of them being the be- 

IX 
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haviour of the propagation medium. Such limitations are particularly pronounced in certain geographical zones. Predomi- 
nant are the effects on "Radar Propagation In the Arctic". 

Yoor specialists' meeting on this topic will deal In particular with all the relevant results of research work achieved 
up to now. It will thus present a summary of the current state of understanding fhe problems connected with radar propaga- 

tion In this geographic region of so vital importance to NATO. The different Arctic propagation effects io be dealt with by 

this meeting cover rrire than those relevant to radar use, because the effectiveness of propagation limitations on communi- 
cation and navigation links is very similar. 

The aurora zone Is frequently taken as an indication of particularly Intense changes in propagation conditions. 

Following the fundamental research work by Sir Edward Appleton and his cc'laborators in the early twenties, the 

analysis of the ionosphere was carried out on a world-wide basis. Particular attention has been paid to the polar region on 
account of the higher vcrlability and larger number of unknowns in that geographic area. In combination with optical ob- 

servations of aurora activities and, later on, the aurora backscatter for VHP and UHF transmissions, mare and more infor- 

mation was gathered on the effects of Arctic propagation media. Ytt, even at this stage, quite a number of unknown factors 

exists and presents themselves as research objectives. 

To some degree, the progressive change In communication systems emphasizes the importance of gaining complete un- 
derstanding on the behaviour of propagation media. A typical example Is represented by the use of satellites for communi- 

cation and navigation purposes. With terrestrial terminals In higher latitudes, elevation angles appropriate for NATO 

satellite communication links are small with satellite orbits around the equatorial plane. Thus paths affected are longer 
and detrimental effects are enhanced. Typical visibility ranges for a satellite in geostationary orbit show a NATO-wide 

coverage. A complete session in your meeting will deal with polar scintillations which hove a decisive bearing on amplitude 
and phase stability of signals passing through the atmosphere to spacecraft or satellites. 

In principle, there is no technical system which cannot be Improved if time and appropriate means are available. 

Although the surveillance systems presently used by NATO may already be regarded optimom, their effectiveness ca.i still 
be improved If new progress in research and development is token into account. 

With regard to the subject under discussion in this lead paper, three main areas of possible progress are indicated: 

technology 
recognition and extension of system limitations 

definition and accurate prediction of propagation-medium behaviour. 

A3 an example, technological progress may establish the usefulness of new portions of the electromagnetic frequency 
spec'rum and thereby extend the system limitations beyond the range 1 MHz to 10 GHz. Appropriate work Is being under- 

tnken on a N^TO-wide basis and particular attention has to be paid to the applications of those frequencies In the polar 

region.  Obviously, one of the important limitations with regard to such high frequencies is presented by the propagation 
medium itself. Thus the third point mentioned is of equal if not more importance. 

As another possible example of improving the surveillance, the general field of combining several surveillnnce sub- 

systems may offer new aspects. Such hybrid systems have come into being with the development of computers ai d their 
general employment in the strategic and factical field. Progress being constantly made in the field generally defined as 

Command and Control will open up new roads to better surveillance. 

Ever since the commencement of tne North Atlantic Treaty Organization in 1949 and the associated programmes of 

research, development and production, new results have been obtained on a NATO-wide basis. The multinational coopera- 

tion has been mutually profitable for all participating nations. This is continuously being verified by programmes which have 
already been concluded and other projects still being undertaken by NATO or a number of nations belonging to NATO. It 

has also been proved that efficient management on a multinational basis is extremely important and represents one of the 

secrets of success. As an example, complete duplication of research work may be considered a useless expenditure, but 
permitting two or more groups to investigate simultaneously the same project on somewhat different lines certainly results 
in a stimulation of acrivities. 

Nowadays, as never before, the safety of a nation or a union of nations is so much connected to and so much depends 
on results gained in the development of new defence means. Historically, even Roman troops more than 2000 years ago used 

technical aids which had to be developed and tec'ed. Even then, some kind of defence research work had to be carried out 
to keep equipment modern. 

Especially with engineering progress during the last few centuries, the utilization of technical means advanced more 
and more and incr'.'osed its share as well as its right of priority in planning for efficient defence.  NATO as .he great block 

of Western Nations uses surveillance and alertness as methods of modern defence. 

And within NATO, the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development or   'AGARD" fulfills the tasks of 
managing and coordinating many essential R&D projects. The founder and first chairman of AGARD,  Dr. von Karman, once 
said: 

"Scientific results cannot be use;- efficiently by soldiers who have no 

understanding of them, and scienti'.s cannot produce results useful 

for warfare without an understanding of the operations". 

 -■"- -'  MMUMMaHÜ ■UHMMMMMMHiH 
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One of AGARD's major achievements has been the establishment of such mutual cooperation. 

Twenty years ago, competent representatives of NATO nations recommended the formation of AGARD. It might perhaps 
be advisable to quote here Dr. von Karman again, from his reply to Professor Henri Laugier, Assistant Secretary General for 
Social Affairs in the 1947 newly created United Nations, who had asked Dr. von Korman for ideas on the contribution 
scientists could make to maintaining vorld peace : 

"I urged as a first step toward permanent peace the establishment of key 
international research centres, designed to attract learned men of all 
countries who would come to exchange ideas. I envisioned a return of the 
vagantes, or wandering scholars of the Middle Ages, who would, I felt, 
act as ambassadors to lay the foundations of internotionul good will. " 

In this way, and by its publication of scientific results obtained by multinational cooperation, and by providing NATO 
with the advisory capacity necessary to fulfill the military tasks, AGARD contiibutes to maintaining and safeguarding world 
peace. 

AGARD's Symposia, Specialists' Meetings and Lecture Series enjoy o high reputation among scientists and military 
users. Your meeting will be of direct concern to one of NATO's essential surveillonce tasks. I would like to cor elude by 
wishing you the utmost of success. 

 , i — 
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1·1 

ladio-wave propaaation throuah the upper at.oaphere at htah latitude• ia conditioned by effect• 
artatna fra. the influx of anaraetic cbaraed particlea. Sa.. of tbeae effect& are aaaoctated with the 
auroral ph- and haft been atudied for aany yean in that conte•t, aatnly fra. around atationa. More 
recently auch obaervatiODa haYe been auppla.eatad by rocket and aatelltte ... aura.enta, and alao have been 
atanded to !Delude particle-induced phen_.na not directly linked to the aurora. Thta paper will ravtev 
a variety nf obaervational data on the polar upper ae.oaphere, and particularly on the .orpholo1ical 
patterna deduced for the particle precipitation aaaociatad with auroral ph~na and with polar-cap 
dtaturbaDcu. The alplficance ;,f different portion& of auch patterna will be dtacuaaed with reference to 
particle aoergtea, aourcu, and ionoaphertc chaftlea durin& particular diaturbed intervale. Statiatical 
data on the diurnal, acasonal, and •P•~ial variation of auch aaaociated propaaation effect• •• abaorption, 
acintillatton, dtaperaion, etc., will be e..-!Dftd, alona with their correlation with aaanettc activity, 
apreed P, aporadic 1, vtaual aurora, and radio noiae obaervationa. In addition, the ator.-ti .. variation 
of aa.e of theae phana.ena will be dtacuaaed fro. the point of view of their ahort-tera effect• on radio
wave propaaation. 

1. IIITIODUCTIOlf 

Thia paper vtll atta.pt to pro7ide a 1eneral-backaround deacription of ao.a of the hi&h-lat1tude 
phena.ena that occur in the upper aaaoaphere. All too frequently one tenda to think of auch phena.ana •• 
dtaturbancea or ano.aloua feature& in what a11ht otherviae be a re1ular, eaaily-deacrtbable aituation, but 
thta attitude baa been conditioned laraely by low-latitude aparie~ce. The low- and atddle-latitude 
ioaoaphere can 1enerally be deacribed in teraa of aolar i l luaination end proceaaea that depend principally 
on the ultra-violet, optical, and infra-red radiation&. At hi&h latitude• the additional influence& of 
eneraetic charaed particle& have to be conaidered and the e•trapolation froa the better-known low-latitude 
aituatton baa introduced conatderable confuaion in terainolol)'. The literature 1a full of abnoraalit1ea 
and diaturbancea of vattoua kinda, and all too frequently the dtaturbancea are .. antnaful only in t•naa of 
the particular obaerviftl equi,.ant uaed ao that their aanifeatation in another type of obaervation cannot 
readily be predicted. 

the essential point ia that at hi&h latitudes there ia an additional eneray source for upper-atmospheric 
phenoaena in the fora of eneraetic charaed particles and that thia ia a noraal rather than abnor.al 
aituation. Accordinaly, the polar propa1ation effects of concern here are thoee reeultina froa particle 
precipitation, and the latitude& of intereat are thoae where particle effect• are obeerved. Hietorically, 
the aoat obvtoua effects are the auroral pheno.ana, though for purpoaea of thia ayapoaiua the intereet ie 
wor~ in the ionization feature• and the direct influence of theae on radio-wave propaaation. Froa a 
practical point of vtev there are tvo aain particle population• to consider; these can be identified in 
teraa of their ataoaph•ric effect• aa polar-cap-abaor~tion (PCA) pa r t icle• and auroral part1clea. The 
baatc d1at1nct1on between the tvo claaaea hinaee on the eneray ana number denaity of the particlee. The 
PCA event& are aaeoc1ated priaartly v1th inc~na protona havina ener1iee of the order of 10 MeV, but vhoae 
nuaber denaity ia aufficiently low that particle interaction• are not aiantficant above a heiaht of about 
1000 Ia; aa a coneequence their aot1ona in the acoaaanetic field can be fairly well approxiaated by 
St4r.ar'• theory for individual particle• in a dipole field. nae anroral phena.ena, on the other hand, are 
aeeociated with a aubatantially areater flux of leaaer-eneray electron& and protons and their behaviour in 
the 1ea.aanetic field is aore coaplicated becauee of particle interaction effect&. Aa a reeult theae 
particles precipitate in a characteristic pattern which ie related to the aeo.atry of the aa1netoephere 
and which, whe deacribed atatiatic~lly, ia known generally as the Auroral Zone. 

The paper wlll describe the average precipitation pattern for the auroral particlee; it v111 also 
indicate very br i efly the effects of PCA p~rticle influx. It will review eo-. of the groae obeervationel 
evidence on :he auroral pheno.ana and on the aaeociated ionization features in different regione of the 
ionoaphere. This aeneral aorpholoaical picture is intended to aerve as a background for eo-. of the 
subsequent ~!•cuaaiona in the ayapoeiua. In addition aoae of the ahort-tera effecte observable in varioue 
phenoaena during aaanetoepheric a oraa and sub-atorsa will be diacuaeed briefly in relation to the general 
precipitation pattern. 

2. AURORAL PAkTICLE PRECIPITATION 

!n considering the effecte of the influx of auroral ~articles into the upper ataoaphere one can 
outline a nuaber of poeaible proceeaea whose relative probability wlll depend aa.ewhat on auch factors as 
ener~y, nuaber flux, and the nature of the ataoepheric conatituenta. These proceeaea, along with their 
respective aanifeatationa, are a~r(zed in Figure 1· 1. Jn general aoat of the effecte can be attributed 
to electrone, though the coneequencea of incoaing protone ••e rather eiailar but not alwaye a• aarked. 
Theee proc~eeea are expected in dddition to thoee arieing froa eunlight or ultra-violet radiation; 
coneequently, all these effects, plus perhaps several others, are to be con8idered in the category of 
auroral phena.ena. 

It is iaportAnt to note hat a one-to-one correepondence between the different obeerv~ble pheno.ana 
shovn in Figure 1· 1 ie not neceeaarily anticipated, nor fa it found in practice. The radio-wave propagation 
effects are aainly associated with the ionization, the traneport of ionizatt~n, and the aaaociated eaall 
scale features, structures, and gradients that arise in t he ionosphere. The ~~atfetical pattern& for t~eee 
effects can differ in eoae details froa the auroral statistical picture, which depends on atoaic and 
aolecular excitation through aeveral processes aoat of which are indirect. Additional ca.plicatione aay 
arise froa obeervability factors such as aspect angle or daylight. Neverthe~ees, to the eJitent that the 
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statistics of each phenomenon are somehow indicative of the precipitating particle flux, one would expect 
the precipitation pattern resulting from each process to show gross similarities.  This has indeed been 
demonstrated, and as such provides most of the basis for the morphological summary that follows. 

It will be obvious that this method of arriving at a particle precipitation pattern or a gross 
morphological picture Is hazardous.  It involves the averaging or generalizing of detailed observations; 
in rocket or satellite data ambiguities of time and space need to be overcome, while in ground-based 
observations interpolations and extrapolations are required to off-set any deficiencies In station locations. 
Such procedures tend to smooth out the fine details in the data at the expense of the overall picture. 
There is thus a constant danger that the real physical situation might be obscured and replaced by a 
pattern forced by the processing used.  One must also be cautious in treating the various observable 
features identified in Figure 11 as equivalent; certainly they are not, even though various workers have 
been zealous in associating the adjective 'auroral' with many of them.  Thus one finds auroral hiss, 
auroral absorption, auroral sporadic E, radio aurora, auroral X-rays, etc., where the association with 
aurora may be questionable.  In the analysis undertaken here different data have been examined for general 
characteristics; these generalizations are not intended primarily to provide a faithful description of one 
or other of the phenomena in question, but rather to reveal a gross pattern or patterns for the particle 
precipitation which can be taken as meaningful in t^ims of the ionospheric or magnetospherlc processes. 

At various times in the past statistics on the occurrence of aurora in the night sky have been 
compiled.  Until very recently these were based on visual or photographic observations from the ground and 
suffered from problems of cloud cover, twilight or daylight, limitations in station locations, etc.  In 
spite of these difficulties a meaningful geographical distribution has resulted.  Figure 1-2 shows the 
Northern Auroral Zone, or the region in which nighttime aurora ir  r-een overhead most frequently (1), (2). 
Most people are familiar enough with the geographic location c' the zone maximum, but they do not always 
remember that this zone has some substantial width and thai  it  represents the statistical rather than an 
Instantaneous situation.  In Figure 1-2 the edges of the shaded region mark the half-maximum contours, while 
the maximum or most intense shading represents the regions over which auroras are observed on more than 
90% of the nights. 

This distribution indicates where the nighttime visual phenomena are observed, but give no information 
at other times of day.  Because the centre of this annular ring corresponds with the north geomagnetic 
pole, it is convenient to use a coordinate system involving latitude and longitude, or local time, based 
on the geomagnetic poles, and Figure 1-3 shows auroral statistical data for the northern hemisphere as a 
function of geomagnetic latitude and geomagnetic local time (3).  The pattern is that of an eccentric ring, 
which has become known generally as the 'auroral oval' and which shows a fairly constant probability of 
occurrence throughout the day, with slightly higher values In the night hours. 

3. PRECIPITATION PATTERNS 

Because of some uncertainties In the daytime data, and bearing in mind the distinction between aurora 
and other observables that has already been noted in regard to Figure II.  a number of workers have under- 
taken statistical studies of various observations to derive particle precipitation patterns. One such 
study was that of Hartz and Brlce, who examined mainly data from ground-based instrumentation (4).  They 
found a two-zoned pattern for the particle Influx, one zone corresponding more or less with tho auroral 
oval and the other consisting of an annular ring at a constant latitude of about 65° geomagnetic.  Their 
study was based on auroral absorption data, all-sky camera data, magnetometer data, micro-pulsations, mantle 
aurora, various types of radio aurora, VLF radio noise and auroral hiss data, observations of spread F and 
sporadic E lonosonde echoes, balloon X-ray data, and satellite observations of the 10 keV and AD keV electron 
flux.  In almost every case they found Indications of two general classes ot characteristics which could be 
uorted Into the two different diurnal patterns. 

It should be noted that the Hartz-Brlce pattern was an Idealized diagram; It represented the latitude 

and time regions In which a number of presumed auroral parameters were found to occur most frequently and 
in which they showed similar general characteristics.  The analysis leading to that diagram set out to 
Identify common properties In the various data and In the proceus tended to force a set of observations 
Into one of only two categories.  As a consequence, a lot of detailed features and fine structure were 
smoothed out, the degree of overlap of the two regions was de-emphaslzed, and the particular obEervatlonal 
parameters were generalized.  The two zones were portrayed as rather narrower than warranted by the data In 
order to accentuate the distinction between the two; probably a more realistic representation would have 
shown some overlapping at all hours of the day. 

In spite of such snort-ccrnlngs that pattern has served a very useful purn^se In distinguishing two 
quite dissimilar types of particle precipitation.  Since It was produced there have been many additional 
data from rocket-, satellite-, and aircraft-borne Instrument i'Ion, as well as from ground stations.  It now 
appears that some modifications to that diagram are called fc i, mainly In connection with the Inner or 
'splash' zone, or auroral oval, as It Is better known. This oval can be associated ulth the boundary 
between the open and closed field lines !n the magnetosphore and there are philosophical arguments which 
lead one to expect that phenomena on the day and night sides should differ.  In the one case the boundary 
lies deep In the magnetospherlc tall In association with the plasma sheet, and In the other case It Is 
linked to the neutral point or cusp on the surface of the raagnetosphere and thus probably to the magneto- 
sheath plasma.  Observationally, there are substantial data that Indicate that the auroral phenomena near 
noon have quite different properties from those at night.  Whereas the nighttime aurora Is primarily Bubstonn 
related, of limited duration, localized, rather sporadic, and at a height near 105 Km, the daytime 
phenomenon apparently occurs virtually 1002 of the time at heights In excess of about 140 Km (5), (6), (7). 
Recently Akasofu (8) and Romlck (9) have reported midday auroras with Intense red (6300 A) color, character- 
istic of the greater heights and low-energy particle precipitation, and similar findings have been reported 
by Father (10), by Eather and Mende (11), and by Buchau et al (12).  These auroras tend to be of the glow 
type with some arcs and ray structure that exhibit a green (5577 A) lower border, but with a relatively 
high red-to-green Intensity ratio.  They occur In the higher-latitude portion of the oval, above about 75° 
geomagnetic, whereas the lower-latitude side of the oval seems to show auroras with more structure that 

appear typical of a more-energetic particle Influx. 

v 
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Various other data have been obtained on the day side of the oval that Indicate different properties 
from those at night.  The direct particle observations of Burch (13), Hoffman and Berko (14), Johnson and 
Sharp (15), Heikklla and Wlnnlngham (16), Fr^nk (17), and Frank and Ackerson (18) show Intense fluxes of 
soft electrons near noon, with energies characteristically less than 1 keV, and with Indications of a 
somewhat harder flux at slightly lower latitudes. The VLF and LF emission observations of Gurnett (19), 
Hughes and Kaiser (20), Laasp^re et al (21), Dunkel and Helllwell (22), Hartz (23), Ba rington et al (24), 
and Gurnett and Frank (25), insofar as they can be taken to portray the electron Influx, show very Intense 
levels In the day and afternoon sectors.  The magnetometer data also show very significant day-to-night 
differences in the oval, as described by Mishin, et al (26), and somewhat similar conclusions have been 
expressed in regard to a number of other parameters (cf. Nishld:. (27), Andrews and Thomas (28), and Lebeau 
(29)).  As a consequence several revisions of or alternatives to the Hartz-Brice precipitation pattern have 
been advanced, of which the one described by Hartz (23) will be outlined here. 

Consideration of tha various observational data mentioned above has led to The revised precipitation 
pattern sh -n In Figure 1-4.   Here the phenomena on the day side of the oval have been distinguished from 
those at n.  t on the basis of general characteristics rather than simply on an energy basis.  The 
distinctive midday Influx is represented by the stars, while the rest of the diagram essentially corresponds 
to the earlier version. Again this Is to be taken as an idealized diagram depicting the average situation; 
the observations of particular phenomena suggest rather more overlapping of the three principal zones with 
a more gradual transition from one to the other than is shown here. For instance the results presented by 
Burch (13;, and Hoffman and Berko (14) and by Esther and Mende (11) would suggest that a hard (^j keV) 
electron precipitation in the noon sector occurs in the Itcitude region 70 - 75°, which may not have been 
adequately represented by the symbols shown in that time sector in Figure 1-4.   Those authors have 
described the hard zone as being generally featureless, which would imply that it should probably be 
Identified with the drizzle zone.  If so, the drizzle precipitation, in this time sector at least, has a 
significant lower-energy component that appears at higher latitudes than depicted in the figure, which 
would then overlap with the edges of the splash zone and also with the soft zone.  Similarly, the nighttime 
splash zone has been depicted on the basis of the more energetic flux and probably does not adequately 
represent the low-energy precipitation events which tend to lie at slightly higher latitudes (cf. Esther and 
Mende (11)) and which are likely the low-energy tall of the splash events.  However, Figure M is intended 
to emphasize the different characteristics for the precipitation, not merely energy differences, and each 

population Includes a spectrum of energies.  Accordingly, some latitude spreading and overlapping of the 
regions should be read into the diagram, particularly since it represents an average over all degrees of 
disturbance. 

4.   PRECIPITATION CHARACTERISTICS 

In each of the three principal regions identified in Figure M one finds. In general, a rather 
distinctive type of precipitation.  The distinguishing characteristics are summarized in Table 1.  Insofar 
as possible, these are generalized characteristics and are not limited to only one observable parameter. 
Two of the categories have already been described by Hartz and Brlce (4), while some aspects of the third 
aust still be considered aa rather tentative at this stage and are designated as such with parentheses. 
Obviously, these characteristics of the precipitation must be taken in a relative rather than an absolute 
sense. 

Generally speaking the foregoing pattern depicts the electron precipitation; the proton precipitation 
is not as well defined, though the existing data would Indlca^e a general similarity except that In the 
afternoon and evening portion of the oval they appear at slightly lower latitudes (see Figures 1-5  and  l-d). 

Table 1 Precipitation Zone Characteristics 

Noon Peak Night Peak Morning Peak 

• A • 

Continuous or quasi Sporadic, abrupt onset Long duration, gradual 
continuous onset 

Widespread, some fine Localized Widespread, little 
structure structure 

Stable, fine structure Rapidly changing, Quasi stable, slow changes 
changes impulsive p 1 u^ quasi-periodic 

modulatIon 

(Not subscorm associated) Suhstorm associated Suhstorm associated 

Flux not K dependent 
P 

Flux K dependent 
P 

Flux K dependent 
P 

Latitude shift with K 
I' 

Latitude shift with K No latitude shift with K 
P 

(No time shift with K ) 
P 

No time shift with K 
P 

Time shift with K 
P 

Peaked spectrum, 
principal flux % few 
tenths keV 

Main Ionisation In 
F region 

(Maximum In summer) 

Steep spectrum, 
principal flux  few 
keV 

Main ionlzation in 
F, region 

Maximum at equinoxes 

Fairly flat spectrum, 
principal flux **■ few 
tens keV 

Main lonlzatIon In 
D region 

{Minimum in summer) 

 -' ■■ 

ii-' - 
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It would be overstating the case  to claim that all portions of Figure   1-4    are equally well determined. 
The sectlo.-.s of  the auroral oval between about 6 and 9 hours and between about  15 and 18 hours are still 
rather uncertain.     Some data show gaps here,   others seem to shuw some confusion of  phenomena which probably 
depends on  the degree of disturbance.     Father  and Mende  (11)  shjw these portions with question marks,  as 
indicated here  in Figure   1-5    for electrons  and Figure  1-6    for protons.    Lassen  (30)   and Mishin et  al   (26) 
have  suggested  that  the oval Is not continuous  through these time intervals.     They suggest  that  the auroral 
data  are better represented by two horse-shoe-shaped  zones  that do not overlap — a high-latitude  zone for 
the dayside and a  lower-latitude one at night.    The more recent data from aircraft  flights and the preliminary 
auroral survey data f/om the ISIS-II  satellite  (31)  would  seem to support  the oval  configuration,  but 
possibly with some d^sconiinultles.     In any  case more observations should resolve  this problem,  as well as 
clarify the dependerce of the aurora and E-iegi'.m phenomena on the low-energy tall of the drizrle precipita- 
tion  on  the dayside. 

5. PRECIPITATION AND  I0NIZATI0N EFFECTS 

In the  light of the foregoing gross  statistical pattern with the indicated  characteristics for  the 
precipitation,  one may ask the question,  what  significance does this have as  far as  radio propagation  is 
concerned?    Some of  the answers may be  found by  looking at  the  Interrelation between various phenomena In 
the  different portions of Figure  14.     by  trying to relate  these to magnetospherlc processes,  by looking at 
the  sequence of events  for particular intervals such as sub-storms and storms,  and by looking at some of 
the  distributional  details  in  certain  of   the   ionlzatlon  data. 

In  Figure   1-4    the   Inner  zone  follows   the  auroral  oval  of Feldstein,   and while  his data did not   show 
these same diurnal maxima.  It Is well known  that the most active auroral features appear near midnight. 
This  particular region occurs at  the  feet of   the field lines  that are  located at or very near the boundary 
betwein  the   'open'   and   'closed'   field   lines   In  the magnetospherlc  tall  and   is  associated with  the  plasma 
sheet  and with  the substorm processes  that  originate  there.     It  is also apparent  that  the outer  zone  In the 
figure  Is not  represented in  the conventional  or all-sky  camera auroral statistics,   though  there is good 
reason to believe that  the mantle aurora  identified by Sandford  (32)   is meaningful here.     This  'drizzle' 
precipitation  is  at about  a constant geomagnetic  latitude and undoubtedly Is  of more  energetic  (>  40 keV) 
electrons  thai  car  lead  to D-reglon phenomena such as auroral  absorption.    The diurnal maximum falls  in the 
forenoon hours  it  a  latitude  that   Is  associated with magnetic  field  lines which  He  deep  In  the  trapped 
particle zones.    Accordingly,  It seems clear  that  this morning peak must constitute  the principal  sink for 
the outer Van Allen radiation belt. 

The  noon maximum can  be  associated   directly with magnetosheath particles   that  have entered  the 
magnetosphere  through  the polar  cusp  region  or neutral  field  point.     The particle  energies  corraspond  with 
those  of   the magnetosheath  and  the  Influx  appears  to be more  or  less  continuous.     In  Figure   17   are  shi-vn 
data  from the soft particle spectrometer on ISTS-I obtained  on a  trans-polar pass going from the dayside 
to   the  nightside of   the magnetosphere.     The  electron  energy  end  number  flux  are displayed  as a   function of 
latitude,   and   In   the   lower  frame  are  shown  the  radio  noise  data ob^alneJ  at   the  same  time  at  a  frequency of 
200  kHz  (23).     The  Intense electron  flux at  an  energy  of  about  200 eV and  the  corresponding  high noise 
levels  can be  seen  In  the  region  of   the  polar   cusp.     In  the  pola"." cap  the  Influx   Is  quite   low,  with   the 
occasional  sporadic  burst.     On  the  night   side   the   f .ux  Is more  Intense and  again  sporadic,  with a  trend 
toward  higher  energies.     This diagram exemplifies  some  of   the  general   characteristics  already  described  for 
the  high-latitude  precipitation. 

Figure   I H    shows  data  from another  trans-polar  pass  of   the  1SIS-I  satellite,   obtained  under  high  K 
conditions.     Again  the  electron  flux  and   the  noise  emissions  are  shown;   also  shown   Is   the electron  density 
near   the  satellite,   normalized  to remove   the  variation with   satellite height,   and  a measure  of  the  electron- 
density  fine  structure  or   'spread'.     Note  that   the maximum  electron density  and maximum  fine  structure do 
not   correspond with  the  particle  Influx  but   seem  to be  shifted  several  degrees   toward  higher  latltuae.     It 
appears   that   the  electron   Influx penetrates   to  the  Ionospheric  F region where   Ionlzatlon  Is  produced,   and 
then   Is  redistributed.     The  Ionlzatlon   transport   Is mainly  upward  along  the  field   lines,   though  some 
movement  to higher   latitudes may also  take  place as  suggested   In Figure   I-'*.       At   the  satellltt height   (in 
this   case  1-1500  km)   this  upward  flux  of   thermal   Ionlzatlon  appears very  structured. 

Unfortunately,  deta'led  studies  of   this  nature  have  not   yet  been  carried  out   at   all   tlmts  of   the  day 
and   for  all  disturbance  conditions.     The  preliminary  observations  of  Gurnett   and  Frank   (25)   In  the  evening 
hours  would  seem  to   indicate  that  the  upward   flow of   ionospheric  electrons   is  on   the   low-latitude  side  of 
the  energetic  electron   Influx  In  that   time  sector.     Further  studies are  obviously  required,   and much  more 
study   la  required  of   the  associated  transport   and   lonlzatlon-redlstrlhiKlon  processes   in  the  F  region. 
These   requirements  are  not  easily met;   thn  top-side   lonosonde  data are difficult   to   Interpret   In  terms  of 
ionlzatlon  transport  since  they give electron  density profiles  or  the gross distribution of   Ionlzatlon 
during   the  satellite  transit,   as exemplified   by  figure   1 HI     for  the  afternoon  hours   (33).     Statistical 
treatments  of  such  results  tend  to show  several  outstanding   feature»;   the  polar  peak  near midday  and   the 
mid-latitude  trough  at  night,  as  illustrated   In  Figure   1 11     (27).     Such gross   features,   to  the  extent   that 
they   represent   abnormal   ionlzatlon   levels   and  gradients,  will   affect   radio wave  propagation   in  those  regions; 
the   former  apparently   is associated ulth   the  midday  precipitation,  while  the   latter   represents  depletion of 
ionlzatlon,   presumably  by  transport   into  the  magnetosphere. 

On  a  smaller  scale,   electron density   Irregularities  or   'spread'   have been  studied  by various  people. 
Pctrlc's work  on  the  top-side  ionosphere  for   low K     conditions  showed   that  the maximum occurrence  region at 
a  height   uf   1000 Km  corresponded  falily well  with  the  auroral   oval,   as   Illustrated   In  Figure   I I."     (34). 
His   findings  have  been  extended  by  other  workers   (35),   (3fc),   (37),   and  the  results  would   indicate   that   the 
high-latitude   Ionosphere,   I.e.,   above  about   55°  geomagnetic,   is  very  Irregular   s  high  percentage  of   the  time, 
and  shows  scale  sizes   that   range  from ^1  Km  to     100 Km.     The   irregularities  appear   to  be  field  aligned  and 
can  be  described   In   terms  of  sheets  or  cylindrical  ducts  that   are quite elongated,   often  extending  from 
the   F  region  up   to  satellite heights  of   several   .housand  kilometers.     During   the  daytime  the   irregularities 
generally  occur more   frequently  above   the  F-region peak  than  below  it.     At   1000 Km  the  distribution  of   the 
most   Intense  spread   Is more  restricted   in   latitude  than near   the  F-region peak   and  appears   to  agree   fairly 
well  with  the  electron  preclpltatioii  region,   though  some preliminary  results  would  suggest   a displacement  of 
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aeYeral deareee, toward hiaber latitude in the day aactor, and toward lower latitudae in the avanina. 
Jnfortunataly the detailed etudiee of ionization traneport aeeociatad with aueh irreaularitiaa are atill 
vary inadequate at all haiahta in the ionoaphara. The ecintillation reeulte ara, of courae, relevant in 
thia context, thouah there are probl ... in eortina out affacta occurrtna ovrr an ext ended heiaht ranae in 
tboaa data. Tba polar wind etudiae of lanka and Bobar (38) , and othan, are alao vary pertinent, u are 
the obaarvationa of Ttaleek and Wet.. (39) of very low electron deneitiea at ti .. a in the polar topside 
ionoepbera. 

Ae far ae f~raaion effecta are concerned the etatiatical data are leea utiafactory. The aporad~c-E 
phenoaena in ionoaonde data are not sufficiently haeoaeneoua or extensive to provide a aood synoptic pattern, 
thouab the averaae diurnal distribution at auroral latitudes baa been deter.ined for aoae types as shown 
tn Piaure 1-13. Hera the auroral apor•ltc E ia ahown in the upper fr ... , and tr. thoa lower fr-. the low
altitude, diffuse eporadic E (40). The latter data are probably aore dependant on the drizzle particle 
influx, with parba,a •- influence fr011 direct aolar radiation, vhUe the for.er apparently depend on the 
apluh particle precipitation. Sllllevhat aimtlar reaulta have bean obtat~.d in the cue of VHF radio aurora; 
here in rtaure 1-14 are ahowr. the distribution of type A2 data obtained by Voaan (41) aa representative of 
the ionisation irraaularitiea in the I reaion aeaociat8d with the sporadic particle influx or aplaahea. The 
.an diffuse ~3 type of radio aurora have an occurrence pattern that ae ... to follow the drizzle precipitation, 
ae ahown in P1Jun 1·15. 

A aarioua i_,adi .. nt to the ca.,tlation of extensive atatiatica on E- and r-reaton ionization effects 
on radio propaaation baa been the lack of suitable criteria for interca.,arina data taken at different 
locationa under conditione of different obaervability factors, auch aa aspect anale, observtna frequency, 
and aqui,..nt aenaitivity. The heiaht distribution for the irreaularitiea has not been too well established 
ae a consequence. The auroral aporadi-: E and many of the radio auroral results ha·te been associated with 
ionization irreaularitiea at a hei&ht of about 110 ka, thouah in the latter data thia aay not represent a 
reliable observation in every cue. There ae ... little doubt, however, that the aplash precipitation produces 
trreaularitiea principally in theE reaton, i.e., between 90 and 15~ ¥a. The ionization irreaularitiea 
observed below thia heiaht tend to be .are continuous in character and can be used for ionospheric scatter 
ca.aunicationa in consequence (42). They apparently are aa~a.~ated with turbulence in the D and lower 
E reaiona and with the .are eneraetic particle influx at the hi&h latitudes. 

Radio wave absorption effects occur aainly in the D-reaion, and are principally associated with the 
driaala &one, 48 ahown in Fiaure 1·16 (43). However, the very intense ntahttiae splashes also show increased 
absorption •!~•~ts; these tend to be auch .are short-lived, thouah the peak absorption in auch events may 
exceed that in the forenoon houra. The other aain absorption type is the polar-cap absorption (PCA) which · 
follova certain larae solar flares (44). The particles responsible are mainly protons with eneraies of the 
order of about 10 MeV; these precipitate more or less unifor.ly over the polar cap and penetrate down to 
the D reston, producin~ only very ainor effects at areater heiaht. The resultin& ionization is dependent 
on ion-cheaical processes so that the free elettron population, and hence the observed absorption, is 
controlled by direct aolar illumination that can dissociate neaative iona. Accordin&ly the sunlit D region 
produces auch more absorption durin& a PeA event than does the ntahtti .. D region. The typical PCA event 
has a duration of several days, durin& which the absorption rises rapidly to a maximum then slowly decays, 
with a diurnal or sunltaht •~ulation aupert.posed. The lower-latitude liait for PCA is approxiaately 
that of the auroral zone, but this liait aay aove equatorvard when a strong geoaagnetic storm st~rts during 
the course of a PCA. 

Ionization irreaulacities are not a vety prominent feature of the D region, though short-term structure 
is observed on the eneraettc particle influx, and in the associated X-ray data. The A radio aurora 
apparently indicates D-reaion structures , and so .. irreaularitiea observed with ionoso~des and designated 
as sporadic £ aay also extend into the D region, but for aost propagation applications absorption is the 
main effect introduced by the ionization in this hetaht region. 

Regardina the interrelation betwe~n events in the different zones s~own in Figure 1·4 . the qequential 
pattern is by no aeana completely determined. It appears that the noon precipitation is a fairly constant 
phenomenon with some modulation in number flux or energy flux, depending on solar-wind conditions. 
Apparently the aagnetosphere is fed by magnetosheath material through the polar cusp region a high percentage 
of the tiae, so that this would seem to be the source of much of the F-region ionization and the ionization 
irregularities at this tiae of day. 

The nightt~ae splash precipitation is a direc t result of substorm generation in the magnetospheric 
tail anoi in the so-called plasma sheet in the tail. The particles precipitate <iirect ly into the nighttime 
ionosphere producing the various sporadic or short-lived effects. At the same time it appears that some 
portion of the precipitation goes into the trapped radiation belts and the drizzle zone shows a build up 
and decay of activity on a time scale rather longer than that of the substorm; these effects apparently 
occur at all longitudes to some extent but are aost prominent in the late morning sector. figure 1-17 shows 
the average absorption in the morning drizzle zone relative t o the substorm commencement time, and also a 
control curve showing the average morning absorption in the absence of substorms (4S). These rea•>lra show 
that the events in the drizzle zor.e are sequentially related to the aubstorms and the splash eve·t ·<, 

6. CONCLUDING R£MARXS 

This paper has outlined the general precipitation pattern for auroral partic l es a t high latituded. 
The earlier pattern identified by Hartz and Brice has been revised somewhat using m~re extensive and more 
recent observations on a variety of aurorally-related phenomena. These additional data indicate that the 
midday portion of the auroral oval has properties distinctl y diffaent from the night portior>, sa that a 
three-zoned pattern would seem required to describe the auroral particles. The splash zone is mainly 
associated with the nighttime hours; it involves short term processes that are generally described as 
aubstorms, is located in or near the boundary between the open and closed field lin ~a in the magnetospheric 
tail, and presumably is fed fro. the so-called plasma sheet and/or the immediately adjacent tail regions. 
The drizzle zone is mainly a morning or forenoon feature, though it may extend to other hours of the day; it 
appears to involve a later stage in the substorm, is associated with the trapped zone of particles in the 

'· 
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magaetosphere, and apparently constitutes the sink for such particles. The third zone Is a daytime feature; 
It appears to be continuous or quasi-continuous In time rather than substorm related, and apparently 
represents the direct entry of soler wind (I.e. magnetosheath) plasma through the magi.etospherlc cusp regions. 

It must be emphasized that the process of Identifying these distinctive reg  is has smoothed out a 
lot of detail that was Inherent In the original data, li'.* emphasis has been placed on the dominant or most 
outstanding characteristics In each Instance, so that the regions where the different zones overlap, or 
where two different phenomena occur simultaneously, are not represented too reliably and the final pattern 
Is therefore somewhat Idealized. Nevertheless, It should serve as a useful guide In sorting out the various 
effects of the high-latitude particle Influx. 

As already Indicated, the three dlfft.ent zones have been identified with different probable source 
regions In the magnetosphere, though there Is not yet agreement as to all the magnetospherlc features.  They 
also tend to be Identified with lonlzatlon effects In three different height regions In the Ionosphere, the 
D, E, and F regions, though the demarcation is not always clear cut. 

The response of the F region to the soft particle influx Is rather involved.  There is a general 
Increase in the lonlzatlon density, so that In a statistical sense this is a significant source of lonlzatlon 
for the high-latitude ionosphere.  However, the increased ionliation is accompanied by lonlzatlon 
redistribution, which depends on additional factors such as electron temperature, e'cctric fields, and 
magnetospherlc convection.  As a consequence, the F region and most of the top-side ionosphere, extending to 
great heights, is  characterized by lonlzatlon irregularities that are aligned with the geomagnetic field. 
Statistically the zone of maximum irregularity in the topside Ionosphere seems to coincide with, or to be 
only slightly separated from the zone of particle Influx. 

The E-region effects seem to follow the substorm-lnduced nighttime splashes fairly well, though the 
continuity to the day side Is not firmly established.  This height region can support significant electric 
currents, or auroral electrojets, leading to distinctive magnetic effects.  However, lonlzatlon 
redistribution is not a major factor, as it is in the F region, rather Che lonlzatlon irregularities 
appear to be related to the scale of the particle splashes and to such ln-sltu processes as turbulence, plasma 
Instabilities, and winds. 

The D-reglon ejects are associated with the most energetic components of the auroral particle Influx; 
at night this is in short-lived sporadic events vhlle In the late morning this Is a much longer-lived Influx 
or drizzle.  This height region Is also the only one that appears to be appreciably affected by PCA particles, 
though for that phenomenon the whole of the polar cap seems to show absorption effects that depend 
quantitatively on solar illumination and on ion-chemical processes.  Ion chemistry probably also plays 
some role in auroral absorption, but the effects are much less obvious.  lonlzatlon Irregularities also 
seer; to be less Important at these heights. 

The radio propagation effects that are most relevant In the F region are refraction and scattering. In 
the E region, scattering and In the D region, absorption. 

Finally, It Is Instructive to relate the foregoing to geographic coordim.^s.  The general precipitation 
pattern for auroral particles illutitrated in Figure 14 is to be thoupht of as fixed In space with the 
earth rotating beneath It.  An observer In the polar regions will then see different effects according to 
his location and local time.  Figure 118 shows this situation for the northern hemisphere for one time of 
day, namely for midnight over central Europe.  The geographic regions where the various precipitation effects 
are expected have been indicated; the situation for any other time of day can be obtained by a relative 
rotation of the overlay on the map.  It must be re-emphaslzed that this is an average picture, representative 
of all degrees of disturbance, and that the pattern for any particular time may depart significantly from it. 
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Hg.l-I Schematic   representation  of  upper-atmosplierlr  processes   resulting  from  the  influx of  energetic 
charged particles. 

Iig.l-- The   location   of   the Auroral   Zone   in   the  nnrchern   hemisphere.     Tin-   zone   maxtnmni,   marked   hv   the 

most   intense   shading,   corresponds   to  region?  where   auroras  -ire   observed   on more   than  907,   of   the 

nights,   the  edges   of   the   shaded   region maiV   the  haH-nvixlnrnm contour.      (After  Feldstein   (1)) 
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Fig.l-3   The percentage occurrence of zenithal aurora In all-sky-camera records, plotted as A  function 
of geomagnetic latitude and geomagnetic local time.  (After Feldstein (3)) 

ie- 

['ig.l-4 An   Idealized   representation  of   the  three-zoned  auroral-particle  precipitation pattern,   plotted 
as  a  function  of   geomagnetic   latitude  and  geomagnetic   local   time.     The  average  flux   Is 
Indicated  very   .ipproxlmatelv by  the density  nf   symbols.     The  splash  typo of  precipitation   Is 
represented  by   the  triangles,   the  drizzle  type  by  the  dots,   and   the  quasi-continuous   inflow  at 
ralddav  by  the   stars. 
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ligl-H    Inter comparison of data from the ISIS-T s.itelllte taken on Fehruarv 3, lclf)9; electron data 
from the Soft Particle Spei t roroeter (courtesy of W.I. Heikkila and I.D. Wtnnl n((ham), radio 
noise Intensity at 200 kHz, the relative electron density at the satellite normall?ed to 
remove variations due to changes In height, and a measure of t "le 1 rreRiiI ari ty of the local 
lonlzation or 'spread'. 
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Fig. l-'J Illustrative model  showing  the midday precipitation region  for  soft  electrons and  their 
relationship to up-going  lonospher-'.c  electrons and  lonlzatlon  Irregularities. 
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|-ig.l-10 Contours  of  constant   plasma   frequency  -is  a   function of  height   and  geographic   latitude 
determined   from Alouette   11   sounder   data.      (After  Nelms  and  Lorkwood   (33)) 
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Fig.1-11        Distribution,   in geomagnetic latitude and geomagnetic  local  time,  of  the average electron 
density in autunn for geomegnetically quiet  Intervals at  a height of 950 Km.     (After 
Nlshida (27)) 

IflOlTllw 

Fig 1-12   Distrlbtilon, in geomagnttic latitude and local time, of the njaximum frequency range for the 
spread eclioes observed with Alouette I at 1000 Km height, for Kp <   2.  (After Petrle (14)) 
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MEAN  GEOMAGNETIC   TIME 

Fig.1-13   The diurnal variation in the percentage occurrence of 

(a) auroral sporadic-E echoes extending beyond 7 MHE on ionosonde records, averaged for the 
Pt, Barrow, Churchill and Ft. Chimo stations.  (Courtesy of E.L. Hagg and D. Muldrew) 

(b) low-altitude, diffuse sporadic E at Narssarssuak.  (From Oleson and Wright (40)) 

Hg 1-14   Pe-centage occuirence of A  radio aurora, plotted as a function of geomagnetic latitude and 
geomagnetic loca1. time at the mid point of the propagation circuit.  (Courtesy of E.L. Vogan) 
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Fig, 1-15   Percentage occurrence of A^ radio aurora, plotted as a function of geomagnetic latitude and 
geomagnetic local time at the mid point of the propagation path.  (Courtesy of E.L. Vogan) 

I ig l-l(. 
Percentage of   the   time   that   -iurnral   absorption  of   1.0 dh  or more   orcm red  at   30 MHz,   plotted 
as  a   function of  geomagnetic   latitude  and   »»""• ••'-   '        '      • geomagnetic   local   time.      (After   Hartz  et   al   (i3 )) 
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Fig. 1-17   Comparison of average rloneter absorption In the forenoon hours (at Klruna) (a) associated 
with substorms Identified in the night hours (at Churchill), and (b) for control times that 
were taken to be the same zero time on the day preceding each of the substorms Included In (a), 
(after Jelly and Brlce (45)) 

Fig.1-18   Relative location of particle precipitation pattern In geographic coordinates for one tine of 
day, namely local midnight for Central Europe. 
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ON MODELLING THE ARCTIC IONOSPHERE 

C.J. Gassmann 
USAF Cambridge Research Laboratories 

Bedford, Mass,, 01730, USA 

SUMMARY 

The discovery of the auroral oval and the subsequently developed concepts of particle precipi^Kion 
have  provided new ordering schemes  for arctic   ionospheric data.    The re-ordering of tabulated  past data, 
mostly  from the  ICY,  has already brought  to  light  a number of arctic  features which  in  former  statistical 
treatments were barely apparent or completely smeared out.    Those  features are;    the absorption zone,  the 
belts of E8,   the F-Iayer polar ring and  the main trough.    The dependences of these  features  on the  para- 
meters UT,  Season,  Sunspot number and  Kp are now to a varying degree established. 

Besides  these more or less statistical data  recent  airborne and  satellite measurements have provided 
a number of cross-sections  from which  parts of  the arctic  ionosphere can be described   in  individual quasi- 
instantaneous  pictures.    Those three-dimensional electron density profiles show the true  shapes of those 
features mentioned and others,   in particular  the   frequent occurrence  of steep  tilts against  the horizontal. 
Comparison of equivalent data  from different  times  shows  laige variations which explain why data averaging 
may completelyotecur many ionospheric  features which are  important to HF and VHF propagation.    This fact 
also demonstrates  that average propagation conditions cannot  be derived  from average  ionospheric conditions. 
One important  new parameter which appears  to control many features  is  the substorm-time and  some  pertinent 
correlations have already been established. 

It appears  that  Che prediction of the arctic  ionosphere  In the manner and with the accuracy as it  is 
being accomplished  for moderate latitudes  is not  yet   possible.    However,  from the already established 
general  patterns  it  seems  feasible to provide an hourly updated and  fairly accurate description by real- 
time processing of data from a  few observing stations.    A number of suitable observing techniques have 
emerged. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The  special nature of the arctic  ionosphere had  been suspected  since the early days  of radio when 
transmissions across  the North Pole were accomplished  even during the arctic winter.    Within the  last  22 
years vertical soundings from ice-islands and airboine soundings have shown that even during long lasting 
absence of  solar  Illumination an ionospheric f-layer exists, often accompanied  by an E-  and a D-layer.    One 
feature was  always recognized,  the very high variability of the arctic  ionosphere,   its  seemingly complex 
nature and  its  sporadic behavior defying prediction.    Systematic investigations  although  conducted at times 
intensely by various  groups, were always hampered  by the  scarcity of observing stations.    The efforts  to 
establish  the morphology of the arctic  ionosphere,   to understand  it or to predict  it were  in general un- 
successful.    Even with the advent of satellites  this situation started  to improve only very slowly.     In 
retrospect,  this was due to the satellites main handicap,  namely Its orbit's confinement  to particular 
local times.    The raal breakthrough came  from systematic  ground observations  of  the visible aurora during 
the  IGY and   the  subsequent development   of  the  concept  of  the  "auroral  oval"  by Russian  scientists.    This 
concept  inspired a whole series of re-examinations  of old data and of new observation!;.     Suddenly a new 
ordering  scheme  for arctic data was available and  has since proven its high  usefulness   in  interpreting 
both satellite and  ground  based observations.     New aircraft   flights  carrying  ionospheric  sounding and 
optical  equipment  and  operating  In the  arctic  under  the  guiding concept  of the  auroral  oval  produced  a 
number of new insights  of  fundamental   importance.     The  time has now arrived  that one can  start  to arrange 
all known  Information on the arctic  ionosphere,   although still  fragmentary,   into a cohesive and  consistent 
picture.    This  can serve as a realistic model  for assessing HF and radar propagation conditions  in the 
Arctic.     At  the  same  time such a model  could  serve as a working concept  for  further  research, 

2, THE CONCEPTS  USED IN DATA ANALYSIS 

The  most  useful  concept   for  ordering  arctic   observations  has  been  th^t  of  the  "Auroral  Oval" 
(Feldstein and   Starkov,   1967),    Although  its  present  definition might   be modified  and   improved  during 
the coming years  this concept has  brought  a        h degree of order into past  optical and   ionospheric data 
and has  inspired  systematic new observations.     Gone  is  now the  "auroral  zone" and  gone  are  now the 
"spirals" along which the aurora,  sporadic E and  other phenomena supposedly occurred.     Instead,  those 
phenomena  can now be described as  fixed  patterns   in a map-like display using the horizontal  coordinates 
CGL/CGT   (Corrected   geomagnetic   latitude 'corrected   geomagnetic  time)  after  Hultquist   (1958)   and  Hakura   (1965). 
The  coordinate  system^  orientation  is   fixed with  the  sun,  while  the earth rotates   relatively  to  it.     At 
present  this   coordinate  system,   in which   the  original   Feldstein oval  concept   is  defined,   appears   satis- 
factory and   sufficiently  precise.     There  exists   improvements  and  adjustments  on  the  corrected  geomagnetic 
coordinate  system by Custafsson  (1970);   and  there   is  also  the  "invariant   latitude".     Those  above  differ 
from the  original  CGL/CCT  system by not  more  than  one  degree   in  some   locations   and   therefore  may also  be 
used   for describing arctic    phenomena,   in view of   the   limited  accuracy  presently achievable.     The   problem 
which geomagnetic  coordinate  is most  appropriate   for describing arctic  atmospheric  phenomena will   arise 
when the observations  become more sophisticated with  respect  to absolute  location.    At  present, we continue 
to  use  the  original  CGL/CGT coordinate   system as   tabulated   by Hakura   (1965),   especially  since  the  various 
auroral  ovals   in dependence  of the  parameter Q have  been defined  in this  coordinate  system.     Details  of 
these  facts  have  been reviewed   in connection with  the  auroral  oval  plotter and  nomograph   by Whalen  (1970 a). 

The  shape of  the auroral oval  Is  related  to the  geomagnetic activity and has been defined by Feldstein 
and  Starkov  (1967) as a  function of the  parameter Q.    Their definition of Q although  following that  of 
Bartels  1B  apecially tailored.    The value  uf Q  for  a  particular  (15 minute)  tin«  interval  had  been derived 
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from those magnetograms taken at locations which happened to be situated (at a particular UT) In the night 
sector of the auroral oval, that is near raagnecic midnight +3 hours and at corrected geomagnetic latitudes 
from 63° to 72°. Since the value of Q, so defiaad, is not readily available we have tentatively sub- 
stituted the value of Kp and found this a useful procedure to relate experimental data to one of Feldsteln's 
ovals. It Is likely that eventually the parameters Q or Kp for the purpose of defining arctic atmospheric 
phenomena will be abandoned in favor of parameters such as the solar wind vector and the tilt angle of the 
earth's magnetic axis. 

One  other important  phenomenon for ordering arctic observations  is now the  "substorm" and  this requires 
the introduction of "substorm time".    This   Implies  a determination of the time  zero when a substorm starts 
and  involves  the subsequent accounting of time  in minutes  for a period of about  two hours.     Although a 
wealth of  Information as to the visual  phenomena and  their correlation to processes  in the magnetosphere 
is  known  (Akasofu,   1968),  the morphology of  ionospheric  features during substorms  has only recently begun 
to emerge. 

A certain amount of data ordering has  been and will  be achieved  from the assumption that some arctic 
and antarctic effects are magnetically conjugate.     However,  care  Is required  in the meaning  of conjugacy. 
Although  cases of simultaneous conjugacy ot  auroral  arcs have been confirmed, most  other conjugacles do 
not  occur  simultaneously;  that means  the  phenomena are symmetrical  in magnetic coordinates  but unsyrametrleal 
In time.     It  is  for example known  (and  indeed  not  surprising)  that  In the Arctic and Antarctic  similar 
patterns  occur at UT - hours -]. day apart and  in months -1  year apart  (Pike,  1971 a). 

3.       THE   PLAN FOR  AN ARCTIC  IONOSPHERE MODEL 

a.    The meaning of the word model In this context is  to serve the purposes  of operational  long range 
radio and   radar circuits.    The model  In this definition does not  include minute details of high spatial 
resolution,  which are beyond potential  predlrtablllty. 
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Modelling  of  the  arctic   ionosphere must   therefore  strive  to  provide  snapshots  as  close  to  reality  as 
to avoid a damaging smear effect.     In practice,  this  requirement  for a  "quasi-instantaneous model"  implies 
that   its  variations  and  statistics  must  be   built-in.     Such  model  can describe  one   instant   +10 minutes 
(shorter  periods  might  have  to  be  considered)  and   should  contain  Hie  essentials   for   long-range  propagation. 
Its  spatial  resolution in the horizontal  plane aims   for an absolute accuracy of  +100 km  in CGL/CGT coordi- 
nates.    Higher  relative accuracy to a  particular  reference  point   (see anchor  points  below)   can  be achieved 
If  desired.     Thus   the modelling of  the  arctic   ionosphere will  consist  of  a variety  of   Individual   "quasi- 
instantaneous  models"  specified  below.     The  said  variety will  contain  the  statistical  behavior. 

b. Characteristics  to be  specified; 

(1) Plasma   frequency  in MHz, 
(2) Absorption  In dB.MHz2, 
(3) Sporadic  E  in  fEs   (MHz), 
(4) Small   scale   irregularities,   non-deterministic,   causing  scatter,   units   to  be  decided  on. 

Most   of   the  above will  be  specified   in  two  .separate  parts.     One  part  which  originates   from the  presence 
of   solar  radiation.   If  any,  will  be  specified   In  geographical  coordinates  versus  UT   (see  d.   (1)   below).     The 
other  part   originating  from the  specific  processes   in  the  Arctic will  be  specified   in CGL/CCT  coordinates. 
Transformation   from one  coordinate  system to  the  other and  vice versa   Is  being  prepared  as   a  computer  program. 
The   two  parts  above  are defined   in  such  a way  that   their  combined  effect   car'  be  computed   in  a  simple  manner. 
In  case  of   the  E-layer   (in which  the  recumbinatIon   rate  goes   linear with  the  square  of  the  electron densities) 
the   resulting  total   equilibrium electron density will   be  the   square  root  of  the  sum of  the   two  electron 
densities   squared.     In case  of  the  F-layer  above  250  km where  the  recombination  rate  goes   linear with   the- 
electron density  the   two electron densities  will  be   simply  added. 

c. Coordinates   (and  desirable  incremental   ranges): 

(1) CGI.   (Corrected  geomagnetic   jatitude)   trom 6'lc   to  90'   continuous 
(2) Height   from 0  to  1000 km continuous 
(3) CGT   (Corrected  geomagnetic  time)   from  00  to  24   in  2  hour   increments 

Number   of   Increments:   12 

Controlling  parameters   (and  desirable   Incremental   ranges); 

(1) IT   for   specifying  so ar  controlled   part: 
from 00  to  24   in  1   hour   Increments 

(2) IT  for   specifying arctic   part: 
(00-12)  and   (12-24), 

(24) 

Number  of   Tncrtments:     2 

■ ■ 
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(3) KP: 
(0-2+)   (3--4+)   (5--7+)  (8--S+), 

(4) Sunspot Number: 
(0-80)   (80-150)   (150-200), 

(5) Season: 
(Nov Dec Jan Feb) (Mar Apr Sep Oct) (May Jun Jul Aug) 

(6) Substorni Time; 
(0-20)   (20-40)  (40-60)  (60-80)  Minutes 

(7) Others,  effect not yet  identified   (siderial  time,  solar wind 
speed,   interplanetary magnetic  field vector, etc.) 

e.    Model Diversification: 

2-3 

Number of Increments: 2 

Number of Increments: 3 

Number of Increments: 3 

Number of Increments: 4 

Number of Increments: ? 

Omitting the  last  item d,   (7) above the number of desirable two-dimensional vertical  profiles 
(presenting one or more characteristics  (see 1.)  versus CGL and height) will be 3,460 or  larger,   assuming 
that the variation due to parameter d,   (1) will  be defined  separately as a routine modification  (24 fold) 
to the 3,460 profiles.    With this  24 fold modification the end  product of this model will consist of 82,800 
individual meridional cross-sections across  the magnetic  pole. 

In contrast  to  this desirable variety,  the material  presently evaluated  for the model  is  less diver- 
sified.     In the presently existing  fragments of the model a number of parameter ranges are  lumped together. 

f.    Error Marks: 

(1) Uncertainty (limits of confidence)  of each  part of the n-.r^dl due  to insufficient  statistics, 
bias,  etc.   should  be expressed by + marks, MHz values  for example by +%, magnetic latitude values by + 
degrees.    Although at  present wide  limits of confidence raust be attached  to some model  features   it  it 
important  to state  that the actudl deviations  show a high spatial correlation along constant CGL for all 
CGTs.    This  becomes   important for real-time specification using anchor points  (see below). 

(2) Fluctuations,   usually occurring within  20 minutes  about   the model  due  to unidentifiable  and 
random causes  should  be expressed as RMS value.    Those  fluctuations occur in cells of all  sizes,   most 
notorious are  those  of medium scale having  linear dimensions of up to 1000 km. 

If numerical  error marks  for either  (1) or  (2)  or both cannot  be given, an estimate  of the accuracy and 
the statistical significance of each statement defining part  of the \Tiodel should be added  as verbal addendum. 

(3) Anchor   points.     The  possibility  to  reduce   the  uncertainty under   (1)  by defining  one   or more 
anchor  points within tho synoptic maps at which  the uncertainty would be  zero will be considered.    This 
could  be achieved  by real-time measurements  from monitor  stations.     In this  case  the uncertainty at  points 
removed   from  the  anchor  points will  be  greatly  reduced.     The   feasibility of monitoring  certain   features   of 
the arctic  ionosphere has been demonstrated  in a variety of cases. 

4.     METHO' OLOGY 

In this situation a word on statistical data evaluation is in order. The essential characteristic of 
the model we aim for is to use terms of description which are as deterministic as possible.  If a statis- 
tical description of some parameter dependencies must be substituted because of lack of better information 
then It will be most useful if the quasi-instantaneous cross-sections (ace. to 1.  c. totaling 3460) be 
grouped Into a number of types. This ,rocedure allows a description of the statistical distribution of 
those types and prevents a smear out of the physical features.  The data evaluation must therefore proceed 
by identifying tho correlations of the various dependencies and by trying to arrive at information from 
which quasi-Instantaneous pictures or models can be assembled.  Without establishing the various cross- 
correlations the statistics of ..ingle characteristic values, such as [oF2  at one location, are not useful. 
The completed model, of course, will show certain statistics of its own; but those will be statistics of 
more complex features such as the location and steepness oi the "plasma ring" (see under 5.),  Accordingly, 
any trend analysis of data from a single station or satellite Is often meaningless in the Arctic; Instead, 
trend analysis must be applied to feature« of higher complexity and must therefore he preceeded by  a data 
analysis designed to derive the behavior of the said feature. 

The necessity to assemble single quasl-lnstantaneous models (being the building blocks of the whole 
model) from fragments of information makes It iiandatory to utilize Inference as much as possible, even up 
to the point of speculation.  Information on electron density, the basic rharacterlstic of the model, can 
indeed be Inferred from satellite data, optical data and from other types ui' data with a varying level of 
confidence.  Almost none of the inferences is completely safe since part of the  necessary Information Is 
usually missing.  For example, for precipitation flux data either the spectrum or the pitch angle distri- 
bution may be poorly known; In case of air glow data the height distribution of the emission is often known 
only with a wide margin of uncertainty. Thus, the assembly ol die model is a irinl and error method In 
which progress Is measured In terms of Internal consistency. 
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5.      NARRATIVE OF MODEL INGREDIENTS 

a. Sporadic E 

The  presence of a certain type of Es,  often classified as tsa,  in close correlation with the 
occurrence of discrete auroral arcs had been noticed  for ..iany years.    Airborne investigations have 
shown that Esa occurs  in the form of a narrow band  stretching approximately east-west;  its  latitude 
of occurrence  is  Indeed close to the  location of a discrete arc;  however,  in the case of a moving arc 
the spatial correlation is best,  almost one, with a  latitude where  the auroral arc spent most  of its 
time during the preceedlng 20 minutes.    The height of occurrence is  from 110 to 140 km.    Oblique 
Ega-traces  occur on arctic  lonograms up to virtual heights  of several hundred km.    This  indicates a 
backscatter mechanism from irregularities and excludes a wind-shear-produced horizontal discontinuity 
which would not allow backscattering other than in the vertical direction. 

The  statistics of occurrence have been extracted   from IGY data and were correlated with 
those of the visible aurora as documented  in Feldstein's ovals  (Pittenger et al.,  1971).     For tnis 
purpose the  published Es - data were replotted  In CGL/CGT coordinates, whenever possible,  and  re- 
sulted  in a variety of patterns depending on magnetic  activity.    An example is shown in Figure  1 
which shows  the occurrence of Es  for moderate magnetic activity and   for two threshold values  of  fEs. 
The patterns,   besides  following closely the  t,hape of the Feldstein oval  (for Q=3) shows,   in addition, 
a large enhancemenc  ol  occurrence in the sector from 19 to 01 CGT.     It is known that most auroral 
sub-storms  coiranence   In that  sector. 

b. Night  E 

This type of E-layer, classified as Ea and also observed as such for many years, has now 
been shown to have a distinct correlation to the auroral oval. This statement resulted solely from 
airbor;;e measurements and was first obtained in the noon sector (Whalen et al., 1971). The measure- 
ments now have been extended to other sectors (see Wagner and Pike in this Volume). Figure 2 shows 

the extent of occurrcrce of Ea for moderate magnetic activity and the spatial relation to the auroral 
oval. The statement on its probability of occurrence is still of a statistical nature as in that of 
the oval (757,, of time). This layer has a regular critical frequency which during the arctic winter 
ranges between 2 and 3 MHz.  During sunlit periods it shows up as a small enhancement (0.3 MHz) of 
the regular sola.- produced E-layer.  Its height h'Ea is between 120 and 140 km. At its northern 
edge the night E-layer terminates at a latitude where the airglow at 6300Ä has maximum intensity and 

where visible discrete aurora and Es appears most of the time. The night E-layer produces in lono- 
grams most of the time a trace spread in frequency indicating that it is Interspersed by irregularities 

c. HF-Absorption 

The general  pattern of HF absorption  Is  shown in Figure 2 as marked by Dd  (>200 dB.MHz^). 
The value   Is   for  night  conditions;   it   is  normalized   for   1  MHz  by assuming a  frequency dependence 
l/f2.     This  assumption,   ilthough known to be  only of  approximate validity,   Is  good  enough  at   the 
presently achievable  accuracy.    A number of details  .".re known how this  pattern may change with 
season and   In  that   part  of  the Arctic  which   is   Illuminated   by the  sun.     The main  sources   for  this 
information are:    Hook (1968),  Zhullna  (1969),  Berkey et al.   (1971) and Berkey priv.  conm.   (1971). 
The  results  of  Gorbushina   (1970)  although  of  considerable   Interest  are  not  yet  included.     It   is  also 
known  that  in  the  sector  19  to 01  CG very  strong  but   short   living  bursts  of  absorption occur when 
substorms are   in progress,   (marked  Ds).    The  Information  of  substorm absorption morphology  is  con- 
tained   in  the  results   by Fritz  (1968),   Hartz and  Brice   C1967),   Berkey et  al.   (1971),  Hargreaves   (1969) 
and  Jelly  (1969). 

d. The  F-layer 

The arctic F-layer undergoes the largest known day to day variations of any layer, but the 
controlling parameter- are poorly known so tar.  Nevertheless, the following important features have 
now been firmly estab.ished. The data sources are from our own observations mostly by aircraft, and 
the results from Sato and Colin (1969), Heikkila and Winningham (1971), Frank and Ackerson (1971), 
Thomas and Andrews (1968), Petrle (1966) and Burch (1968).  North of about 60° CGL is a sometimes 
drastic decrease of ionizatton, the "trough", stretching east-west and noticeable most of the time. 
This southern edge of the trough is assumed, for the purpose ol the model, as being Identical with 
the northern edge of the plasmasphere (P in Figure 2).  The position of the plasmapausc is assumed 
to follow that described by Carpenter (1966),  For the position and morphology of the trough our 
observations have been combined with thf results by Muldrew (196,ri) and by Nishida (1967). The 
northern edge of the trough is located al a latitude within the auroral oval. The electron density 
contour lines have steep slopes at both edges of the trough and are such that they give rise to 
oblique radio sounding reflections up to 60' off the vertical.  In northerly direction the trough is 
terminated by the presence of a ring of enhanced lonization ("plasma ring" or "irregularity zone", 
F in Figure 2) which surrounds the magnetic pole and leaves a circular area of lower ionization 
("polar cavity") (Pike, 1971b), The ring of enhanced ionization is heavily interspersed with 
irregulErities.  These produce a peculiar and long known type of "spread" on ionograras which allows 
to infer that the spread is produced by backscatter of non-vertical rays from field aligned (olumns 
embedded in the F-layer (Gassmann, 1957),  Figure 3 shows the F-layer features for two different UT's 
12 hours apart.  There is a IIT dependence of the arctic (and antarctic) F-layer which had already 
been noticed from IGY data of the Antarctic (Pike, 1970) and which shows in the Arctic at 18:00 "JT a 
fully developed "plasma ring".  In the example shown it has been attempted to ar ive at some state- 
ment on both the uncertainty of the model and th-! Iluctuatlons about the model. This assessment, 
indicated in the figure caption, appeart poor in cont"nt and meager in extent.  Improvement however 
is possible only after collection and analysis of a larger data base. 
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Figure 4 shows a snapshot of the arctic ionosphere In the form of a vertical crous-sectlon. 
Although the same uncertainties and  fluctuations apply as  indicated above the general character of 
the picture  is genuine and  typical.     It  shows  the occurrence of  large  tilts  of the refracting  layers 
against  the horizontal.    This   fact  together with  the map of  figure  3 makes  it obvious  that any detailed 
assessment  of HF and VHF wave  propagation In the arctic  cannot  be accomplished without a versatile 
three-dimensional  ray tracing computer program. 

6.      REAL-TIME SPECIFICATION AND PREDICTIONS 

Since not all  controlling parameters  have been identified which are associated with  large observable 
variations  the arctic  ionosphere  cannot yet be  predicted.     Neither  the particular size of the auroral 
oval follows clearly  from magnetic  variations nor  can other  fluctuations  be correlated  clearly with  pre- 
cursors  observable  somewhere else.     An easier task  is  the  specification in real-time.    The model under 
development  is  to a  great  deal based  on and  tied  to the  nine  sizes  of auroral ovals  for Q  from 0  to 8 as 
listed and  plotted  by Whalen,   1970.    The  ionosphere defined by the model  is  fixed as soon as  the  particular 
reference auroral oval  is  known.    This  seems possible.     It has  been possible to identify by HF-backscatter 
soundings  the edges  of the  trough  trom large distances.     In addition the  latitude of Es  could  be determined 
by oblique soundings   from a distance up to 800 km.    Several existing and  new observatories  including one 
to be established  by uc  at  Goose Bay are available  for this  purpose.    The  latter station will  Include 
Loran A recordings which have  proven to be useful  to determine  the  latitude  of absorption.    This  station 
will also  facilitate  the determination of another F-layer  feature  not  yet mentioned,  the  scintillation 
boundary  (see .1.  Aarons,   this  Volume),    At this  time it   is  not  resolved why this boundary does  not  coincide 
with the southern edge of  the  irregularity zone  (see 5,d,).    The   location of  the auroral electrojet,  which 
in the present model  is  assumed being identical to the  location of discrete aurrral arcs  can be  inferred 
from magnetometer  stations  arranges   in a chain,  of which  two exist   in North America,    Certain satellite 
flux data and  topside  soundings are available  frcm »rtiich the  instantaneous   latitude of  the   "plasma  ring" 
and of the  "trough" along a  particular orbit can be obtained.    That   it  is hoped and assumed  that  the 
entire arctic picture can be  inferred  from those few real-time observations,  appears justified  in view of 
the high consistency of the model developed so far.    The model does  not yet deal with very disturbed condi- 
tions.     It  also has  not  yet  been refined  to include detailed  behavior during substorms. 
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Figure 1. Occurrence of  sporadic E  In the Arctic during moderate magnetic activity (after Plttenger 
et. al.   1971),   In CGL/CGf coordinates. 

Figure  2. Schematic  of  arctic   ion-jspherc  in  relation  to  auroral   oval   in CGL./CGT coordinates.     Example 
for  Feldstein Oval  Q=2   (dotted  ari'a),  winter  night   1970. 

Dd   (cross  hatched   +^5").     "drizzle",  IIP absorption  >200 dB.MIIz2,   steady  for  1-2  hours after 
each  substonn. 

Ds   (cross  hatched   -A5').     "splash",   11F absorption    >>200 dB.MHz2,   short   (<10 minutes)  duration 
(at  start  of  substorm), 

Ea   (area between  solid   lines).     Auroral  or  night   E-laycr. 

F   (area  between dotted   lines).     Enhanced   F-Iayer  density at   18  IT   (the  area   is  LT  dependent), 
Irregular,  observed  as  "irregularity zone",   "plasma  ring",   "polar cusp",   "auroral  cliff", 
"polar  ring",   "polar  peak",   etc.     The  break  at   the   18-06  CGT   line   Indicates  a  tentative  dis- 
tinction presently  pending, 

P Plasmapause,   average  position  projected   onto map.     The   F-layer   "trough"  occurs  north  of   P. 

 -   ■ ^-  
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Figure J,   Example of the arctic F-layer; for two ITTs 12 hours apart; for winter, moderate magnetic 
activity.  Contour lines of median critical frequencies (MHz) are plotted in CGL/CGT coordi- 
nates. 

Present Uncertainty:  MHz - value -+307,, latitude +3° CGL however spatially correlated 
in whole Arctic. 

Non-deterministic Fluctuations: R>E 507, in large cells <1000 km. 

Figure ■'•.   Example of a quasi-instantn. eons vertical profile of the arctic Ionosphere from nagnotic noon 
t.> midnight; for winter, 06 IT, moderate magnetic activity.  Contour lines of median plasma 
frequencies are plotted 'MHz).  Vertical height scale is 1 tines horizontal scale. 
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The aain features of the spatial distribution of pla- in the earth's polar exosphere deduced frca 
satellite observations are described and related to recent .. asureaents of incoaing particles of .. gnetos• 
pharic origin, particularly in the low energy range ("-1000 eV). 'l'be topics covered briefly include• (1), 
the teraination of the terrestrial pla .... phere, (2), the identification and location of a ring or torus 
of enhanced pl .... density surrour.ding each pole, stationary vith respec t to the sun and under which the 
earth rotates1 (3), the geo .. qnetic control of the ionization vith the recognition of par..,unt effects 
occuring at certain universal tt.es associated vith the g-try of the geoaaqnetic axis - Earth-Sun lin~ 
systu, and (4) the polar vind. Sc.e o.f the .. in physical processes contributing to both the relatively 
static as well as the dynamic features of the overall structure of the polar pla..a distributior. 're 
introduced. , ... 
1. INTRODUCTIC8 

A large UIOunt of data on the nature of the ionosphere at hlc;h latitudes has been collected froa 
ground-ba!ed stations in past decades. 'l'be great variability in the different par ... ters deduced, both 
hourly and diurnally, has usually resulted in the presentation of the results in the fora of averages, 
often for individual stations 1,2,3, · sato and Rourke 4 have atte~~pted to construct approxiaately instan
taneous contours of electron density at a particular tiae over the polar cap. 'l'be poor spatial resolution 
resulting from the limited nlal:-er of stationo in their network and the limited time resolution (usually 
not better than 10 or 15 minutes) does not reveal the !ine spatial and temporal structure of these reqions. 

In the last decade, however, satellite-b>rne instru.ents of both the probe and sounder type have 
enabled a much acre de t ailed study to be made of the polar exospheric pla.ma by prcvidinq a virtually 
continuous recocd of the electron density variation alonq the track of the satellite. 't~e topside ~ounder 
satellites Alouette I and II and acre recently Isis I and II have contributed a vast ..aunt of useful infor
mation, from which some Clf the main features of the polar exospheric plaBDIB have been deduced. 

2. MORPHOLOGY OF 'mE EARTH'S POLAR EXOSPHERIC PLASMA 

The distribution of electrons alonq individual satellit& tracks, derived at differ£rt times have been 
shown to be particularly important- ::Olod sugqest that there is a characteristic polar elec : :'on ~ensity distri
bution along a satellite tr~ck at a particular anqle to the earth-s•.n lir.e 5, ~nd thls diP.:ri~tion is 
essentially inde~~ent of lonqitude i.e. of universal time. Therefore, there exi~ts a polnr plasma 
distribution stAtionary vith respect to the sun and under which the ti:arth rotates. 

Another important observation is ~f the pre~ence of very larqe systematic spatial qradiente of elec
tron density and of marked enhanc-nta of ionization confined within tair:ly narr·ow and .,.11-defined 
latitude and altitude limits. The most consistently observed feature at high latitudes is an abrupt 
decrease in the electron density as measured at a particular altitude, by up to an order-of-magnitude or 
more, in a horizontal north-south distance, sometimes, of less than 100 km. This is followed by a recovery 
(sometimes very rapid) to larqer values at higher latitudes. This eff~ct has been noted indepencently in 
a number of experiments and the feature has been termed the mid-latitude trouqh 6. 

Thomas and Dufour 7 suggested that the trough vas a demarcation between the solar and aurorally pro
duced ionization and coaaented upon the possible association between the trough and the plasmapa~ae, or 
knee in the equatorial electron density profile at a qeocentric distance of about 4 earth radii IRel· In 
view of the success of theories predicting protonospheric electron densities from the assumption that dif
fusive equilibrium prevails along geomagnetic tubes of force 8, it appears reasonable that any association 
would be via fi~ld lines. 

Whistler measurements combined with topside sounding data were used by Rycroft and ThomaH 9 to examine 
the link between the centn. of the trough and the plasrn.,(Jause. They used measuresr.ents on the nightside of 
the earth and showed that for quiet magnetic conditions, the centre of the trough appeared to lie on the 
same L-shell as the mid-point of the plasmapause. This work was extended by Thomas and Andrews 5 and it 
was suggested that it might be more meaningful in any attempt to correlate the plasmapause and trough posi
tions to associate the mid-point of the low latitude "wall" of the trough with the centre of the plasma
pause as observed in whistler data. 

Although an exact 1Uantitative description of the overall polar morphology is net possible for the 
reasons given earlitor, it is possible to state that there is in general a monotonic decrease in the plasma 
density at 1000 Jan altitude wit/,1 increasing latitude, values ranging from a few ti111es 10'• electrons/cc at 
mid-latitudes to "-l03.'cc near the magnetic poles, w) tll daytime values higher than night-tiii!C densities. 
The decrease is however not regular: there usually occurs a rather sudden !all-off especially during the 
evening hours. Often an order-of-magnitude decrease occurs in a horizontal distance o! "-100 lan. Even 
during the day-time the densit·! often !alls to low values at latitudeao rather lower than would be expocted 
on simple theory. Fig. 1 shows the dens i ties encountered on a traversal of the northern polar region in 
December 1962, together with F-~ak densities expec~ood from a Chapmar. layer with a 10 Mlfz overhead-sun 
critical frequenc~. While such theory is obviously i.1adequate, it does illustrate that the densities did 
not beqin to rise for some twelve degrees of latitude after solar photo-ionization might be eApected to 
have been noticeable, and not for sometime after the whole ionosphere was sunlit. When it did occur, the 
ri.se was very sudden as shown to the north of the frequently observed shoulder of ionizadon in the noor. 
sec~or labelled (ll in Fig. 1 . The sudden rise is much steeper in slope than that of the Chapman curve 
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and the whole picture is suggestive of a   'compression'  or removal of the plasma at the highest latitudes. 
Beyond the shoulder labelled  (1)   the density increases  (arimw 2, Fig.  1) .towards the equator though irregu- 
larities exist.      The plasmasphere   'termination'  is  readily identifiable at night and is often detec'^ble 
as a  'ledge'  or  'shoulder'   in the ionization distribution during the day. 

3. THE TERMINATION OF THE TERRESTIAL PT^ASMASPHERE 

The plasmasphere termination introduced in Section 2 is here discussed in more detail.  In particular 
the position of the low latitude boundary of the  main trough is described.  From a real height-density 
analysis of a sequence of topside ionoqrams, Thomas et al. ^ were able to show the presence of the trough 
simultaneously at all altitudes from the F layer peak up to the vehicle.  Using ion traps Sharp ^ detected 
the presence of the trough at  various heights in the F region from variations in the positive ion concentra- 
tion.  Using differential Faraday rotation measurements from the Beacon Satellite S-66, Liszka *2 has shown 
the trough is present in total electron content measurements, confirming that the phenomenon is not simply 
a redistribution of ionization. 

It has been pointed out ^" that the soread nature of echoes on topside ionograms polewards of the mid- 
latitude trough indicates that the ionosphere here is more disturbed than at low latitudes.  Results from 
the Alouette II topside sounder have shown that at altitudes of 2000 - 3000 km, there is a fall in electron 
density at a latitude approximately equalling that of the F rerjion main trough, but that polewards of this, 
there is not the enhar";ement mentioned in Section 2 and descrilieo in more detail in Section 4. 

As noted in Section 2, the poTitions of the plasmapaua;) (projected back along a field line, specified 
by a diurnally averaged geomagnetic field model, from its equatorial plane position to an altitude of 300 km 
in the northern polar region)  do not quite coincide with the observed positions of the plasmasphere termina- 
tion as measured in the ionosphere using Alouette I data.  In fact on the dayside, the plasmapause lies at 
a 1 ower latitude than the low latitude wall of the trough whereas on the night-side the trough lies below 
the plasmapause.  This can be attributed, at least in part, to the compression of field lines by the solar 
wind on the dayside bringing the plasmapause or knee' to a smaller geocentric radius in the equatorial 
plane while the compressed field line reaches the earth at a higher latitude than the diurnally-averaged 
field maps indicate. .  The reverse applies on the night-side.  However, it is unlikely that the compres- 
sion near 3.5 Re is large enough on the dayside to explain this effect.  With increasi.ig magnetic activity, 
the plasmasphere termination occurs at a progressively lower latitude.  The local time sector involved 
determines the precise position.  A typical linear regression equation giving the position. A' in invariant 
latitude of the foot of the low latitude side of the trough (i.e. plasmasphere termination A'p -, ) for the 
10.00 lecal time sector reads -\ 

P.T. 
62.09 -  1.01 K 

For  Kp  =  0,   Table  1  gives  the position  of  the  plasmasphere  Lermination near  1000  km.        Its  position  for 
Kp     =     3   in relation  to the auroral   zone   is  discussed   in  the  next  section. 

The  trough  is narrower on the evening  side than during the morning hours,   the plasma  termination 
being particularly  sharp during  the  afternoon  hours.       During the  noon hours  the  trough  is usually absent 
but  a   'shoulder'  of  ionization  (Fi-T.   1)   is  often  seen.       Thio  is  to be expected  since  the noon  ionization 
is  sufficiently extended  towards  the  north  in   latitude  to overlap  the normal  enhancement   (described  in 
Section  4). 

4. POLAR  PLASMA  ENHANCEMENTS 

By  examining  the exospheric plasma  distribution on successive  satellite   transits  across  the winter 
pole  Thomas  and Andn ws  13,14 have  been able  to establish  that a  ring of enhanced plasma density occurs  at 
higher   latitudes  thar   the plasmapause  termination.       The  ratio of pea>;   to  trough  values of plasma density 
at   1000  km may  excee'i  25  to  1.       In  fact   the   lower  latitude  edge of  tMs  halo or  ring of  enhanced density 
forms  one of  the  sides of  the main  trough.       A  schematic diagram illustrating  this   is  shown  in Fig.   2. 
Over  the polar  cap  itself  there  is  a  plasma  depletion or cavity,   elongated  and displaced  in  the midnight 
direction.       The   'gap'   between the  plasmasphere  termination and  the  stationary  plasma  ring  is  somewhat 
crescent  shaped,   being widest during  the  morning hours,   narrow on  the evening  side.        Inside  the  gap,  very 
low plasma densities prevail  especially  at  night.       Near noon the gap  is obscured due  to  the encroachment 
to  higher   latitudes  of  the  solar produced   ionization,   overlapping  the plasma  ring. 

The  statistical  positions of  the  density  enhancements  have  been presented  by  Andrews  and  Thomas  13"'4. 
The  distrifcution  shown  in Fig.   2  is of course  highly  idealized,   individual  passes  depart   from  this distri- 
bution  in detail  but ire  similar  in  character. 

In  Fig.   3  the auroral  oral  of  Feldstein 15  superimposed on  the boundaries  of  the density enhance- 
ments   for  a  Kp   index  of  3.       The plasmasphere   termination   in  the  F  region as  given  by  Thomas  and  Andrews 
is  also  shown  together with  the 40 ke.'  electron  trapping boundary.       Attention  is  diawn  to a  number of 
important   featuies of Fig.   3   in which  the  boundaries  of  the  density  enhancements  are  defined.       It  should 
be  noted   that   the boundaries  are  the  statistical  position of  the mid-points  of   the   sloping   'sides'   of  the 
df-nsity  enhancements.       Perhaps a more  geophysically meaningful  quanMty would  be   the  base width   (in degrees) 
of  the  enhancements.       In  practice  it might  be  expected  that on average  the  density  would  in  fact  be 
enhanced  approximately  1°    on each side of  the  zone  shown  in  Fig.   3.       The  invariant   latitude A'j,   (noon) 
and  A'JJ   (midnight)   of  the  upper boundary  are   76°  and  74"   respectively. 

It   is   interesting  to examine  the  movement  of  the  ring of  enhanced plasma density   in  the  samr  way as 
the  main  trough movement  has been examined.        The  lower boundary of  the plaama ring moves  equatorwards with 
increasing magnetic activity.       During  December  1962   for  the  0000  -  0200  local time   sector  the equatior,  for 
the  positV->n A'   in  invariant  latitude of   the   lower boundary was 

A'     -     65. 3     -     2.3   K 

■   — 
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The position of the upper boundary of the ring is rather variable, but it too moves to lower latitudes with 
increasing Kp. 

One important consequence of the identification and location of a stationary plasma ring is tSl<a »öcog- 
nition by Andrews and Thomas 13, that high latitude ionospheric observatories on the ground will rotate 
under the stationary ianization pattern - and may or may not Intersect it depending on their precise geo- 
graphic locations.  The effects of th« stationary plasma ring should therefore be detectable for example 
ae anomalously dense layers giving rise to high critical frequencies and 'oblique' traces on ionograms. 
These effects were in fact found in the f-plot data examined for a number of high latitude stations --, 
It is predicted that similar effects are likely to be found in absorption measurements since it is likely 
that the ring pattern extends from the lover ionosphere up to altitudes of a few thousand kilometres. 
Observed MUFs are also likely to toe atfected at high latitudes. 

The observations discussed by Thomas and Andrews related to a period of low solar activity and to the 
northern I.aT.i.sphere.  it is clear that the same basic density configuration is present in both hemispheres 

, despite the different relationship betveen magnetic and geographic co-ordinates, and also at times of 
higher solar activity  . 

5. .  GEOMAGNETIC CONTROL AND U.T. EFFECTS 

It was noted by Thomas et al. 10, that the trough positions on successive transits follow L shells 
rather than geographic latitude.  Geomagnetic control constrains the trough at a fixed local time to move 
along a contour of constant L or A' as the earth rotates beneath it.  Their data showed that the largest 
values of electron deisity recorded in the enhancements tended to occur in a period centred around 1800 - 
1900 U.T. which corresponds to magnetic neon (Fig. 4) with very few occuring after magnetic sunset or before 
magnetic sunrise.  Clearly the histogram shows that the large peaks are predominantly a magnetic daytime 
effect.  It is clear that the enhancements respond to geomagnetic control the largest enhancements beijng 
observed near magnetic noon when the angle between the geomagnetic dipole axis and the solar direction is a 
minimuci at ^1800 U.T.  Thomas and Andrews  showed that the trough is moved towards and away from the 
equator in synchronization with the rotating L pole, the trough being closest to the equator at the univer- 
sal time when the eccentrically rotating L pole enters the local time sector concerned.  The trough however 
follows a more constant value of invariant latitude indicating geomagnetic control. 

Universal time effects observed in the polar ionosphere by a number of workers have been summarized 
by King et al. i-°.       It is clear from a great number of independent observations that the maximum electron 
densities in the F region are observed near 0600 U.T. in southern hemisphere and near 1Ö00 t'.T. in the 
northern hemisphere.  There is also evidence that the height of maximum electron density in the southern 
polar regions is a iraximum near 0600 U.T. arid minimum 12 hours later, and at mar.y southern observatories 
the maximum electron density in the F2 region ias its  lowest value near 1800 U.T., the form of the height 
and density curves being approximately sinusoidal and in phase. 

6. PARTICLE PRECIPITATION AND THE POLAR WIND 

It has been pointed out that the disturbed nature of the polar ionosphere, including sveh features as 
thin, magnetically aligned sheets of ionization strongly suggests collision ionization.  To produce signifi- 
cant amounts of F region ionization, it is known that fluxes of c) ^'t rons with initial energies of about 
1 kev are required.  Recently, such particles have been measured directly 1'>20,^1,22   Significantly, 
these fluxes also show a cavity over the pole, where their intensity drops by at least two orders of magne- 
tude.   The high latitude boundaries, Al and A' iii Invariant latitudes, of the soft electron fluxes in the 
noon-midnight meridian are compared in Table 2 with the equivalent day and night boundaries of the plasma 
density ring.  The positional agreement between the precipitation and the enhanced densities strongly 
suggests cause and effect. 

Calculations ^,   - hich include the effects of plasma diffusion above 200 \m  altitude, indicate that 
the fluxes reported by ourch '' ir* i''iCficient to produce collision ionization densities equal to these 
observed.  The average soft ZJ:. , spectra fou'iJ by Burch ^ were, 

T « 2.7 x 10?E"1'',e/cm2/ster/ker/sec  (nightside) 

J ■  3.0 x l07E"?';,6/cm2/ster/kev/sec  (dayside) 

for 0.1 kev a E S 1.3 k»»' . 

The calTulation of the ionizing effects of such a flux is complex but may be simplified by the 
technique introduced by Rees ^° baped on the measured absorbtion of a mono-energetic bean of elections as 
it traverses a gas.   In his calculation Andrews I9 neglected the effect of the magnetic field, wi..\<*h is 
permissible for an extended precipitation source in a uniform field.   This is rfquired by the iv,K of 
pitch angle information in any case.  He used a nid-latitude atmospheric 1 C'le'.   with parameters .selected to 
approximate to low solsr activity, but higher temperatures correspond!nc; to polar latitudes.   Th« model 
used was CIRA 1965, 1400 hrs, for a solar 10.7 cm flux of 150 x l0"22w/m'','Hr,. 

After making the assumption that 35 eV is required for production of one ion-electron pair the produc- 
tion rate was calculated as a function of height.   It was estimated that the maximum production r«ite of Of 

in the soft zone due to eif  ron precipitation was 255 cm"^ sec"' at 235 km on the dayside and 2/'.i cm'     sec"' 
at 180 km on the nightside. 

In order to convert the profiles of production rate into electron dersity prci.'les t!v> steady state 
continuity equation with no horizontal movements was used.  For ease of solution diffusive equilibrium was 
assumed to exist at 1000 km a^itude.   In calculating the ambipolar diffusion in the al'it.ude range 200 km 
to 1000 km the scale height WuS matched to experimentally derived pola/ values.   Losses due to recombina- 
tion were calculated using laboratory measurements of the reaction rates and also inferred ionospheric 
values of these rates.   Andrew;; *9 calculated the density at the maximum of the F2 l»,yer to be 2.7 x IQ'J 
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to 5.3 x 105 cm-3 on the dayside and 1.6 x 105 to 3.6 x 105 cm-3 on the nightside.  From Alouette data for 
the period of 1962/63, densities at the F layer peak were found to be 'VO.5 x loVcc in the trough and the 
polar depletion.  In the nightside peaks, typical densities were in the range 1.5 - 2.5 x 105/cc, rising 
to 3.5 - 4.5 x 105/cc on the dayside.  Hence the day-night asymmetry in the density observations agreed 
with the asymmetry predicted by the precipitation measurements.  The quantitative agreement is good con- 
sidering the assumptions made in the calculations. 

The excess ionization near local noon peaked near L = 25, 10 so that the Alouette I observations of 
polar enhancements agree well with those of Haehlum 22  and Burch 21.   It is difficult not to interpret 
their results as confirming our general model of the plasma ring essentially resulting from particle pre- 
cipitation.  The movement of the plasma ring hypothesized and detected by Andrews and Thomas  has been 
placed on a quantitative basis by Maehlum 22 who has determined both the daytime and night-time movement 
with universal time of the poleward boundary of low energy electrons.   He finds during the summer of 1967 
that A'p follows an approximately sinusoidal curve with a maximum near 180C U.T. and a minimum near 0800 

(A1, A'N))   is least  (^20°) U.T.   (A1  = 84° and 74° respectively).      The size of the polar cavity   (180°  -  »,. D 

at 1800 - 2000 U.T.  i.e.  near magnetic noon,  and a maximum  (■V'35°)  at 0600 - 0800 U.T.,  i.e.  near magnetic 
midnight.       The plasma ring under which the earth rotates thus responds in universal time to the changing 
geometry of the geomagnetic axis  in relation to the sun-earth line.       Maehlum 22 points out that since the 
universal time variations  in electron fluxes are related to geomagnetic field distortions associated with 
the varying tilt of the geomagnetic axis with respect to the solar wind,  significant seasonal variations 
should be detectable in the electron fluxes in polar regions.       It is of importance thcietore to derive the 
seasonal variation in the plasma distribution along the track of the Alouette I satillite over the polar 
region.       It is interesting that Maehlum finds A'D winter to be less  than A'D summer by ^5°  for the few 
winter passes studied by hin. 

The  importance of  thr  polar wind theory  ^5  in determining  this morphology was  first  recognized as a 
result of latitudinal surveys of the topside ionosphere scale height.       Real height-density analyses of 
ionograms in the region were performed 2^ to provide information on the changes taking place across the 
pole.       Fig.  5 gives graphically the results of such an analysis of a  sequence of  ionograms,  during which 
the satellite crossed the morning trough from mid-latitudes,  and entered a polar peak of ionization.      The 
scale height Hof the  topside plasma,   defined by 

may be shown to carry information basically on the ratio   (T^  + Te)/m^,  where T^,  Te refer  to ion and elec- 
tron temperatures,  and mj   is   the  mean ionic mass.       The  sudden  fall   in  scale height at great  heights on 
entering  the  trough  is  consistent with a  rise  in mean  ionic mass,   so  that  the  ionosphere  at  high  latitudes 
is composed mainly of oxygen  ions.       This  abrupt chanre  from mid-latitudes  is  illustrated  in  the profiles 
A and B.       The  former alone  shows  the curvature near 600 km caused by  a  change  in composition  to  ions 
lighter  than 0+  at greater heights.       At  the  same  time,   the steeper  slope of profile B below  500 km,  where 
the dominant ion must be 0+,   implies the  temperature of the polar  ionosphere  is greater  than at mid- 
latitudes.       I-rofile C,   taken   inside  a polar   p?aV.,   is  interesting as   it   indicates  the  composition of  the 
ionization peak  is remarkably similar to the  trough,   i.e.  predominantly hot 0+,  even though the densities 
differ by  an order-cf-magnitude. 

At magnetic  latitudes  above  about  80°,   profiles  corresponding  to   the  night  hours  frequently  show a 
fall of scale height,  below 500  km,   compared with values  at  latitudes  a   few degrees  south,   to values dif- 
ficult  to explain on  the  assumption  that diffusive  equilibrium applies.       Such a  depression of H below 
500 km,  however,   is what might  be   axpected as  a  consequence of  the  polar wind,  where 0+  ions  flow upwards 
through  the  neutral  atmosphere  to  replenish  the outflowing protons  by  charge  exchange with  neutral  hydrogen 
atoms.       In doing so,   the  scale  height  of  the  flowing 0+ plasma  becomes  depressed  befow  that  expected  in 
diffusive  equilibrium,   and  is  nearer  thcit of  the neutral  atmosphere. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The  answers  to the overall   questions of  the  winter  source of polar   ionization,   and   the morphology of 
that  ionization  -ire becoming  known.       There  are  several   factors   responsible   for   this  increased  knowledge 
including  the  data collected  by  satellite-borne  experiroer.ts  and  aircraft-borne  experiments  and  thi    teaüza- 
tion of  the most  useful   schemes   for data  ordering. 

The  polar wind  is  a mechanism of plasma  removal  which has  been  shown  to be  operative   in  [arts  of  the 
polar  exosphere.       The exact  extent  to which  the  polar depletion  is  a   result of plasma  renoval   i r  simply 
the  absence of  the  ionizing  source of precipitation  is  not  completely  decided. 
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TABLE     1 

Local Time Sector 

0600 

1000 

1.200 

1800 

P.T. 

57 3 

. 62 1 

68 0 

66 6 

The invariant latitude, A'p T , of the plasmasphere termination near 1000 km 

as measured by the foot of the low-latitude side of the 'trough'. 

TABLE 2 

Observation 
.i .i    .•       Cavity 
N ON size 

Electrcins,   .08  -  21   kev,  winter  ]963 78 

Electrons,   .05  -     1  kev,   summer  1967 83 

Plasma Density,  Kp «   3,     winter 1962 76 

72 6 30° 

72 11 25° 

73 3 31° 

Comparison between plasma cavity position and the precipitating particle 
boundary. 
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FPEAK DENSITIES IN THE NOON 
SECTOR 
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100       90 80 70 
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Flq.   1     Trie experimentally observed electron  density,   NmF2,   as  a   function of  solar   zenith anqle   (or of 
latitude)   for a dayside pass on which   the vehicle was  travellinq towards  the   sun  in  the noon  sec- 
tor.       The  shoulder of  ionization   frequent]'/  seen  in   this  region  is marked   (1),   and  tne  steep 
gradients   (arrow 2)   encountered  between  the  shoulder  region and  the mid-latitude wall   of  the 
trouqh  seen at other  local  times.       The  upper  curve   labelled   'chapman'   illustrates  the approximate 
variation of NmF2  expected  from  simple   theory.       It   is  clear  that on  the occasion  illustrated  the 
ionosphere terminates  at  a  lower   latitude  than   is  suqgested  by  simple  theory.       The  sudden  fall- 
off  in  ionization  just  north of  the  arrow   (1)   represents  the  plasmasphere  termination   (from  ref.   14). 
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LOCATION OF HIGH-LATITLOE PHENOMENA 

NOON 

PLASMAPAUSE 

AURORAL ÜVAI. 

TRAPPING BOUNDARy 

BOUNDARESOF 
DENSITY ENHANCEMENTS 

Fig. 3 
The relative locations of various high latitude phenomf-na discussed in the text in terms of 

invariant latitude and local time for a Kp of 3.   The plasmasphere termination is clearly seen. 
The smoothed upper and lower boundaries of the high latitude ring of enhanced plasma density are 
also plotted.  The trapping boundary shown is that for 40 kev electrons rind the positions of the 
other features correspond to the winter of 1962/63 (from ref. 13). 
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A Discussion of Arctic  lonograms 

R.A. Wagner and C.P.   Pike 
USAF Cambridge Research Laboratories 

Bedford, Mass.,  01730, USA 

SUMMARY 

Examples of arctic lonogram sequences,  recorded on the AFCRL Flying Ionospheric Laboratory,  are 
presented.    The  purpose of this paper  is to show that:    a)   lonogram sequences,  recorded on arctic  flights, 
facilitate the interpretation of oblique  incidence echoes  from E- and F-layer heights,   b)  parameters of 
the arctic  ionosphere can be mapped  by using the  "auroral  oval" as an ordering system,  :) vertical  and 
oblique  Incidence echoes,  appearing on ground  station lonograms,  can be  Interpreted  in terms of the 
station's  position relative to the auroral oval. 

The analysis  of a three hour  flight with 6  latitudinal  scans undtrneaJi an auroral band  shows  the 
close relationship between auroral  type sporadic E echoes   (Esa)  and discrete aurora.    The  investigation of 
49  latitudinal  scans  through the auroral oval during times  of  low magnetic  activity revealed the existence 
of a particle produced E  layer which  is oval aligned,  is  2°  to 6° wide  in corrected geomagnetic   latitude 
and occurs at all corrected geomagnetic times.    This  layer produces  the night E echoes. 

A new lonogram analysis procedure, which uses oblique  incidence F-layer echoes,  Is demonstrated,  and 
the feasibility of monitoring the  latitude of the southern edge of the  polar F-layer irregularity zone by 
using this new analysis  procedure is demonstrated. 

1. INIROnUCTION 

Vertical Incidence  lonograms,  recorded  in high  latitude  regions,  are often highly complex.     Spread 
echoes and a variety of oblique echoes, which originate  in E-  and F-layer heights of the  ionosphere, 
complicate  lonograms.     In E-layer heights different  types  of  echoes are often simultaneously observed,  and 
their appearance may change rapidly.     These complications  are  the well-known cause of the difficulties 
which are encountered   In scaling and  Interpreting of arctic  lonograms. 

It  is often difficult to interpret echoes on complex lonograms when only individual sweeps, recorded 
at long time intervals, are considered.     lonogram analysis and  Interpretation can be aided by using lonogram 
sequencet,    This technique was used  for instance,  by Hanson «tal(l)  to show movements of the night E-layer, 
and Is presently being used In recording vertical Incidence swept frequency lonograms on the AFCRL Flying 
Ionospheric Laboratory.    An ionospheric  sounder,  carried on a high-speed aircraft,  is a valuable  tool  for 
Investigating the arctic  ionosphere. 

For planning arctic  flights the   "auroral oval"  (Feldstein and Starkov,   (2)) has been used as a  frame 
of reference,  since  It  has proved  to  be an ordering system for many arctic geophysical  phenomena.    The 
auroral oval, defined  as  the region of maximum occurrence cf visible  aurora at  a given Instant,   Is  an oval 
shaped belt surrounding the geomagnetic  pole,     fhe oval's  position is  fixed with respect  to the  sun and  the 
earth rotates underneath  It.    A high-speed aircraft,flying at  high  latitudes  against  the earth's   rotation, 
can stay at  constant  CG  local  time  for many hours    while,  at  the  same time,  making latitudinal  scans.     By 
fly!ng in the direction of the earth's  rotation the aircraft's movement  relative to the oval  can be 
accelerated,  and the entire oval  can be  investigated  In one  10 hour  flight.    The corrected geomagnetic   (CG) 
coordinate  system  (Hultqulst,   (3),   (4),   Hakura,   (5))   Is  used   throughout  this   papet. 

Examples are discussed  In this   paper which demonstrate   the  usefulness  of   lonogram sequences,   recorded 
on flights and on the  ground,  in interpretation of oblique  Incidence echoes  from E-  and F-layer heights. 
Analysis of lonogram sequences,  accumulated  in cross-section  flights  through the auroral oval at  all CG 
local times,  has permitted the mapping of the occurrence of auroral E and auroral Eg  relative to the  location 
of the auroral  oval.     A  special  analysis  procedure,  which  uses   oblique   Incidence  F-layer  echoes   for moni- 
toring the  latitude  of  the southern edge  of  the  polar F-layer   irregularity  zone,   is  presented. 

2. E REGION 

Many statistical   investigations  and   single  case  studies   have  been made  of  the  relationship  between 
ionospheric E-reglon echoes and  the visual  aurora. 

Results,   obtained   from simultaneous   ionogram recordings  and  observations  of  auror«,   show  that   good 
correl.-ition exists  between:     a)  sporadic   E   (Es)   range  and  elevation of  aurora   (Knecht   (6),   Buchau  et   al. 
(7),  Whalen et  al.   (8)),   b)  auroral  brightness  and   the  top   frequency of  Es  echoes   (Knecht   (6),   Hunsucker 
and (Vren (9)),  c)  auroral  brightness and  the  Inverse of  the  virtual height  of Eg echoes  for  the  case  of 
overhead  aurora  (Harang   (10),   Knecht   (ft)).     The  results  of  the  work of many  researchers  are  recensidered 
In  relation to the auroral  oval,   In a  study of the distribution  of  occurrence  of  Es  In high   latitudes,   by 
Pittenger and  Gassmann   (ü).     Es  echoes  with top  frequencies  >5  MHz were   found  to occur  in an oval   pattern 
and  to liave a pronounced  maximum in  the  oval's  night   sector,   indicating a  close  relationship to the   location 
of maximum occurrence of visual aurora. 

Simultaneous  occurrence    at  a  station    of night  E   (or   "auroral  E",   a  term proposed  by Penndorf   (12) 
for this  particle  produced   layer)  and  aurora has  been  reported   by King  (13)  and   Bullen  (14).     On  the  other 
hand  Hanson et  al.   (1)   found  no  hour-to-hour  correlation  of  night   E with  aurora.     Night  E  has  also   been 
observed  equatorward  of  visual  aurora   (King  (15)).     With  increasing magnetic  activity auroral  E   (night   E) 
is  observed  at   lower   latitudes  than  in  quiet  conditions,  which aiggests   a   relationship between  auroral  E  and 
the  auroral  oval.     Whalen  et  al.   (8)   found  close  relation  between  non-discrotc,   continuous    aurora  and 
auroral  E   (night   E)  on  cross-section  flights  through  the  noon   sector of   the  auroral  oval. 
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Observations of the relationship between Esa echoes and aurora and between night E and the locatiwn of 
the auroral oval, reported here, were made during cross-section flights -through the auroral oval. 

2.1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AURORAL Es AND VISUAL AURORA 

A section of a flight is discussed where the aircraft crossed several times underneath a stable 
auroral band. Vertical incidence ionograms and all-sky photographs used for this analysis were simul- 
taneously recorded at one minute intervals on 14 December 1968 during a flight from Labrador to Alaska. 
The flight track was planned so that the midnight sector of the auroral oval could be monitored for more 
than 9 hours while 18 latitudinal cross-sections, extending over 3° to 3-1/2° CG latitude, were made within 
the auroral btlt. Recording of Ionograms and all-sky photographs started on scan 4 and continued through 
the end of the liight. The flight track is shown in Figure 1 In geographic coordinates on the left side 
and in CG latitude and CO local time on the right side. 

Quiet magnetic conditions prevailed during the flight, Kp = 0+, 1, 1.  In the first part of the flight 
no discrete aurora was observed, and only occasional brightening of the sky and very faint unstructured 

forms in the north were observed. No Es was recorded during this time; however, a band of auroral E was 
observed which will be discussed later. At 6 UT (at the start of latitudinal scan 7) an oval-aligned arc 
developed which extended from ti.e west to the east horizon.  During the following 6 hours this aurora was 

seen constantly while the aircraft moved to the west, crossing underneath the aurora from south to north 
respectively north to south 12 times.  In the last three hours of the flight (9 to 12 UT) the aurora was 
at times very active often filling the entire field of view of the all-sky camera (1000 km diameter); quiet 
conditions returned in between. During the 6 hours when discrete aurora was observed auroral E8 was re- 

corded continuously; auroral type Es, as described in the ICY Manual (16), page 94—95.  Figure 2, lower 
part, shows an Ega echo recorded during this flight. When the aircraft approached an arc or band, passed 
underneath it, and then moved away from it, the virtual height of the Esa echo regularly decreased from 
high ranges, levelled off at i\  minimum value and increased again. When overhead aurora was observed over 
the entire width of the latitudinal scans, the time history of any of the individual bands or other forms 
could not be followed,  the h'Esa stayed at minimum values, no oblique traces were seen. As soon as a band 
or arc couid again be defined and it's zenith angle determined, the time variation of h'Esa and of the slant 

ranges to the aurora coincided again. 

In the upper part of Figure 3, the virtual height of ESa (open circles) and the slant rangts to the 
visible aurora (full circles connected by dotted line) arc plotted versus UT. They were recorded during 
the 3 hours when a stable auroral arc or band was crossed 6 times. Encircled numbers indicate the scan 
number in the sequence of latitudinal crossings. The slant ranges to the aurora were determined from the 
all-sky photographs assuming that the lower edge of the aurora was 120 km above ground. The slant ranges 
to the aurora and h'E coincide very well. Approach to and movement away from the aurora can be followed in 
passes 9 through 12 since the location of the bands (extending east-west) was in the center latitude of the 
scans.  In scan 7 the aircraft turned before reaching the northern edge of the aurora, and on the return 
scan the southern edge had moved to the north. The fact that the virtual height of the Esa and the slant 
range to the aurora change simultaneously during the 6 crossings underneath the auroral band Indicates that 
the region of ionization, causing the Esa echoes, must be limited in latitudinal extent to the vicinity of 
the discrete aurora. 

The auroral brightness Increased during the period Investigated.  During passes 7 and 8 the aurora 
was very faint, h'Esa was 130-135 km when the aurora was overhead.  Increased auroral brightness was observed 
in passes 9 and 10, the recorded minimum virtual height of Esa was 120 km when the aurora was overhead. 
Finally, (passes 11 and 12) h'Esa had decreased to 105 km, and the brightness of the overhead aurora had 
again increased.  From 0610 to 0730 UT (i.e. pass 7 through most of pass 9) simultaneous photometer me-nure- 
ments of the 5577Ä emission were made (Whalen, private communication). When visible aurora was overhead 
during this time, the correlation between the spectral line intensity and the Inverse virtual height of Esa 
is good, even for short-time fluctuations. 

Assuming that the height above ground of the lower edge of the auroral form, is identical with the 
virtual height of the Esa when the aurora is in the aircraft zenith, the slant ranges were replotted for 
passes 7, 8, 11 and 12;  The improved fit of the resulting slant ranges to the aurora and h'Esa curves is 
shown in the lower part of Figure 3.  (Arrows below the time scale in pass 12 Indicate the times for which 
ionograms and all-sky photographs are shown later, in Figure 5). 

The correlation between auroral brightness and top frequency (fEsa) of the Esa echoes,iound by other 
investigators, is confirmed by the measurements of this flight:  faint aurora from (6-7 UT) is accompanied 
by fEsa only occasionally over 4 MHz; injreased auroral brightness (from 7-8 UT)  by fEsa=5 MHz; rather 
bright nurora (from 8-9 UT), by fEsa between 8 and 9 MHz.  Therefore, it follows that the h'Esa Is inversely 

related to fEga.  In Figure 4 the virtual height of Esa. recorded In passes  7 through 12 when aurora was 
observed in the zenith, are plotted versus the top frequency of the Esa echo. 

Figure 5 gives examples of Ionograms and all-sky photographs recorded on pass 12.  Simultaneously re- 
corded ionograms and all-sky frames are labelled a. through d, and show that the range of the Esa echo 
decreases when the auroral band is approached.  Arrows below the time scale (pass 12) of Figure 3, lower 
part, indicate the times when the frames were recorded. 

2.2   OCCURRENCE OF AURORAL E (NICHT E) IN RELATION TO THE AURORAL OVAL 

The close association between Esa echoes and discrete aurora has been demonstrated.  A few examples 
follow of the occurrence of auroral E (night E) echoes in relation to the auroral oval.  The auroral E 
(night E) echoes were identified according to the description on page 106 of the ICY Manual (16).  This 

definition, originally given by Hanson et al, (I), was found to be clear and comprehensive.  Figure 2, upper 
^art, shows two examples of auroral E (night E) echoes, recorded during arctic flights,  A band of auroral 
■-. (night E) was regularly found In the three flights of December 1968 with a total of 16 cross-sections of 
the auroral oval at CG noon in darkness, reported by Whalen et al. (8).  Characteristics of this particle 
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produced continuous E layer that are of interest here, are as follows:  In the noon sector it extends 
about 5° southward from the instantaneous location of the discrete aurora; at the northern edge, at the 
location of overhead aurora, the typical E-echoes transform to Esa at the same virtual height; from north 
to south the critical frequency of the auroral E layer increases, while the virtual height decreases. 

Subsequent Investigations of ionogram sequences from cross-section flights thro'igh other sectors of 
the auroral oval confirmed the existence of an oval aligned E- layer of particle origin. 

AURORAL E OBSERVED IN THE NIGHT SECTOR OF THE AURORAL OVAL 

In Figure 6 the tracks of cross-section flights through the night sector of the auroral oval are 
shown.  The flights were made during the time from February 1968 through February 1971, and they were 
selected for this survey because of quiet magnetic conditions during the flights. Kp indices were 0 to 2 
during most of the time; exceptions are Kp = 3 for part of flights d and e, and Kp = 4- at the start of 
flight b, A total of 33 latitudinal scans through, or within the night aector of the oval were made along 
the flight tracks; flights d, e, and f are "oval stationary" flights with several scans in the same CG time 
sector; 2 flights were made along flight route c. The heavy dotted lines indicate the flight tracks where 
auroral E (night E) with critical frequencies >2 MHz was observed; 2 MHz being the low frequency limit of 
the airborne sounder. Auroral E occurs in a continuous band that extends over several degrees of latitude. 
A black bar across the flight track Indicates the location of the maximum critical frequency recorded on 
that scan. Intheoval stationary flight d auroral E was present continuously in all 6 scans; in 3 or 4 scans 

for flight e; and in 5 out of 15 scans for flight f. The f0E maximum was found at identical latitudes in 
every scan of a particular oval stationary flight. This is true also for the second maximum at 69° CG 

latitude in flight e.  In the last of the 4 scans of flight e nondeviative absorption had increased, auroral 

E with f0E <fmln may have been present. 

Flight f is the flight of 1A December 1968 where, as mentioned before, no auroral bands or arcs were 
observed in the first part of the flight, only some barely visible forms and areas of brightness were 

noticed. Auroral E was observed continuously until ESa appeared simultaneously with the auroral arc that 
had formed. (Occasionally oblique E echoes could be seen in the ri-.-ence of EsaJ This observation confirms 
the relation of auroral E and a non-discrete form of aurora,   found in the noon sector of the auroral oval 
(Whalen et al. (8J.  For all other flights the location of the band of night E relative to the position of 
discrete aurora is not investigated here. 

In the latitudinal distribution of f0E a second maximum, as seen in flight e, is sometimes observed 
during more disturbed conditions. Concluding from the results of Whalen et al. (8), electron precipitation 
with a spectrum, hardening equatorward, is likely responsible for the auroral E-layer.  Proton precipitation 
was found to be the cause for a second maximum in the north, recorded in a previous flight and not included 
here. Conditions in flight e are still under investigation.  No second maximum of foE was observed in the 
other flights shown in Figure b.     In flights b and d, and perhaps in some scans of f, the auroral E (night E) 
region may have extended farther to the north of the flight tracks, and a second maximum may, therefore, 
have excaped observation.  However, no increase in the E critical frequency was indicated near the northern 
end of the scans.  Figure 6 suitmarizes the observations of cross-section flights through the night sector 
of the auroral oval in quiet magnetic conditions; a) Auroral E oi ?'irs in bands several degrees wide in 
latitudinal extent; and b) the pattern of f0E increase with decreiusing latitude that was established for 
the noon sector in dainness, is found to exist in the night sector also. 

ENHANCED foE IN THE DAY SECTOR OF THE AURORAL OVAL, IN SUNLIGHT 

Particle produced ionization In E-layer height has also been observed in the sector 08 through 21 CG 
time for times of low magnetic activity under sunlit conditions.  In daylight the normal E-layer is produced 
by photoionization; where particle precipitation causes additional ionization, an enhanced critical frequency 
of the E layer is meas.ied, with an foE that is higher than that corresponding to the zenith angle of the sun 
at that given time,  and location.  Figure 7 shows (plotted In CG latitude and CG time) the routes of 9 flights 
performed In the summer of 1970 and 1971 which yielded a total of 16 cross-sections through the auroral oval. 

All flights were made in daylight and during magnetic conditions characterized by Kp 0 to 3- (except for one 
crossing with Kp 4-).  Heavy black lines along the flight tracks indicate the latitudes where enhanced toE 
W?B recorded. Dotted lines Indicate tho.e areas where the enhancement was very little.  In every crossing 
of the oval a single belt of enhanced foE was observed, the latitudinal extent of which varied from 2r   to  6'. 
Considerable variation in the location of the enhanced foE region is observed mainly in the 6 crossings in 
the 10 to 14 CG time sector.  The center latitude of the region Is located between 67  and 73r CG latitude 
compared with 71° and 78° for 16 crossings through the noon sector in darkness on the 3 flights of December 
1968.  In the evening, 18 through 21 CG time, the center latitude of the reg'on of enhanced E Ionization Is 
found at 70° to 71r CG latitude in 5 out of 8 cases. This coincides with the results from cross-section 
flights during the same time Interval, presented in Figure 6. 

SPREAD E 

Characteristic of the auroral E (night E) echo trace observed during dark hours is the spread near the 
critical frequency.  Spread near the critical frequency of the E layer is also observed in ionograms re- 
corded In the region of foE enhancement, in daylight.  The spread E is observed so regularly with enhanced 
foE that Bullen (14) uses occurrence of spread E in daytime ionograms as one criterion to determine from 
ionograms the existence of particle produced ionization.  In Figure 8 an example is given to illustrate the 
change In appearance of the E echo traces from ncrmal to spread and back to normal.  The ionograms were 
recorded during a flight In daylight across the oval belt.  Within the latitude band where foE was enhanced, 
spread E was observed continuously.  Howeve-, on the return (N to S^ when the aircraft crossed the region 
of enhanced E again, the spread near the critical frequency of E was rather weak and not seen In every 
ionogram (one ionogram per minute being recorded). 
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AURORAL E OBSERVED CONTINUOUSLY AROUND THE AURORAL OVAL 

The cross-section flights through the auroral oval belt at nearly all times accumulated statistical 
evidence for the validity of the E layer pattern which was first established for the noon sector in 
darkness. The question arises whether this pattern is also valid as an instantaneous picture around the 
auroral oval. 

In the 10 hour clrcumoval flight of 5 January 1970 nearl" the entire oval belt was investigated. 
In Figure 9 the thin continuous line is the flight track plotted in CG latitude and CG local time. The 
decrease of foE with Increasing CG latitude was found 'a all sections of the flight where the flight track 
deviated from its primarily eastward course and crosred through several degrees of latitude toward the N 
or the S. This la Itudinal dependence is particularly evident from 7 to 9 CG local time, 14 to 16 CG local 
time, and at the end of the flight near midnight.  Using the f0E values from analysis of the lonograms re- 
corded during the flight, contour lines of foE were drawn, shown as heavy lines In Figure 9; the dotted 
linef connect extrapolated values.  At 02 and 04 CG local time ( in Figure 9) E echoes were seen obliquely; 
they originated from a layer S of the flight track, as could be determined by photometric measurements. 
The figure presents a quasi-instantaneous picture of the occurrence of auroral E (night E) as derived from 
data taken on this flight. The 5th of January 1970 was a day of low magnetic activity, 

GROUND STATION DATA REVIEWED IN RELATION TO OVAL-ALIGNED E LAYER PATTERN 

The  E layer pattern for quiet days, derived from the aircraft data, can be tested by ground station 
data. As an example in Figure 10, in the center, a graph is shown from Hanson, et al, (1) of the time 
variation of tine critical frequency of a night E echo observed during a 5 hour period et  Fort Chimo on 
26 January 1952, a magnetically quiet day. The ionog.-ams, from which the critical frequencies are derived, 
are reproduced in their paper and show typical examples of night E (auroral E) echoes. The hour by hour 
poslclons of thr  station relative to the Q=l auroral oval are marked by triangles, the first corresponding 
to 16 LT (local time at Fort ChinuJ.  If on this day an approximately oval-aligned E region was present as 
Indicated, the station would be south of the E region through abcjt 17A5 LT. Rotating further towa.d the 
auroral oval it would move under the 3.0 MHz foE contour at 18 LT,  Due to the steep gradient versus 
latitude in foE at the southern ed",^ of the E region, the narrow band of maximum foE is overhead before 
19 LT. From 19 to 20 LT the station moves through the northern part of the night E region, 

2,3.  SUMMARY AND RESULTS 

1) Analysis of ionogram sequences and simultaneous all-sky photograph»  from a flight making six 
latitudinal scans in the midnight sector of the auroral oval under quiet magnetic conditions shows that: 
a) The recorded auroral type Es echo (Esa) Is returned from a spatially limited area confined to the 
latitudinal extent of the visible aurora, b) Good correlation exists between the brightness of aurora in 

the zenith, the inverse of the virtual height of the Esa. and the top frequency of the E8a. Consequently, 
in case of overhead aurora; the top frequency increases with decreasing virtual height of the Esa,  The 
results of the analysis also appears to support the assumption that the Esa echoes originate from a height 
Identical with that of the lower edge of the aurora, 

2) Ionogram sequences from cross-section flights through the oval belt during times of low magnetic 
activity show the existence of an oval-aligned region of auroral E (night E) which has a width of 20-6rj 

latitude.  It extends equatorward from the location of the auroral oval   in the day sector of the auroral 
oval ind is located within the oval belt in the night sector.  Of a total of 49 latitudinal scans through 
the oval belt, at times from 07 through noon to 04 Corrected Geomagnetic Time, 38 show the presence of 
auroral E.  16 of the 22 scans through the auroral oval's night sector exhibit the same latitudinal pattern 
found (by Whal n et al. (8)) in the noon sector in darkness; namely, decrease of virtual height of the E 
layer from north to south corresponding to precipitating particles with a hardening of the spectrum from 
northern to southern latitudes; and an Increase of the E layer critical frequency from north to south. Th'- 

analysis of day flights through the auroral oval resulted In Che mapping of the regions where enhanced foE 
was recorded, I.e. where foE was higher than to be expected from photolonlzatlon.  Although the latitudinal 
distribution of the amount of f0E enhancement was not established here, the pattern Is consistent with that 
derlvtd from the measurements in darkness, as are the results of a 10 hour circumoval flight in which 
auroral E (night E) was continuously observed. 

3.    POLAR F-LAYER 

The high-latitude F layer has been Investigated by niany workers, and several basic features are now 
known.  Muldrew (18), using Alouette topside lonograms, first showed the existence of the main F-layer trough 

Fetrle (19) established that the occurrence of spread F on Alouette lonograms maximized in an oval-shaped 
region which encircled the geomagnetic pole. Akasofu (20) later identified Petrle's spread-F region as 
being coincident with the quiet time auroral oval, hence a "spread-F oval".  Thomas and Andrews (21) showed 
that the distribution of topside F-layer electron density enhancements, scaled fro^n Alouette lonograms, 
maximized In an elongated ring, the "plasma ring", which, similar to the spread-F oval, encircled the geo- 

magnetic pole,  lonograms recorded on the Flying Ionospheric Laboratory during cross-section flights through 
the day sector of the auroral oval were compared with Alouette electron density data and showed that the 

topside polar F-layer plasma ring existed in the bottomside as an F-layer irregularity zone (22).  On these 
flights the latitudinal extent of the F-layer irregularity zone was determined from Ionogram movies recorded 
on the aircraft sounder.  An example which illustrates how the aircraft's motion Is used to interpret F- 
layer features on lonograms Is shown in this next section. 

3.1.  AIRBORNE F-LAYER MEASUREMENTS 

In the top half of Figure 11 the aitcraft's flight route on August 22, 1970 Is indicated by the dashed 
line drawn on a CG latitude and CO local time grid.  The night sector of the amoral oval for Q=2 magnetic 
cnndltionfi Is Indicated by heavy solid lines.  A sequence of aircraft lonograms is shown in the bottom-half 
ul Figure 11,  The letters next to the lonograms refer to the aircraft's positions, marked by the same 
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letters on the flight route map, when the ionograms were recorded. In ionogram A there is a vertical 
incidence F-layer echo at 280 km, the first and second F-layer multiple echoes, and .an extra echo at 
about 425 km. In ionogram B the extra echo is  at a rang., of about 490 km; while in ionogram C, rscorded 
Just before the aircraft turned, the extra echo is at a range of about 530 km. The change in range of 
the extra echo corresponds to about the distance that the aircraft flew away from the southern enge of 
the oval between the times ionograms A and C were recorded. The extra echo is then an oblique incidence 
echo which, most likely, is produced by a reflecting surface located north of the aircraft near the oval. 
Ionograms D and E show the oblique incidence echo moving down in slant range as the aircraft flies back 
towards the oval.  In ionogram F the oblique incidence echo is now closer in slant range than the vertical 
incidence F-layer echo.  Thus, the original vertical incidence F-layer echo is an oblique incidence 
echo, and a new F layer, the original oblique incidence echo, is moving down in range and will become a 
vertical incidence F-layer echo. The slant range to the extra echo is plotted versus universal time in 
Figure 12. Tiie letters on the abscissa refer to the aircraft's positions which are noted in Figure 11 by 
corresponding letters. All of the ionograms, recorded at the rate of one per minute, contain a strong 
oblique incidence echo, therefore, the slant range to the oblique incidence echo could be plotted with an 
accuracy of ±10 km. One sees a uniform increase in slant range as the aircraft flies south, away from the 
oval. The inflection point of the curve corresponds to the time during which the aircraft turned, and the 
decrease In slant range is due to the aircraft flying north, towards the oval. This example demonstrates 
how F-layer echoes, which occur in a sequence of ionograms, can be uniquely identified and followed when 
the aircraft is flying relative to a stable reflector. 

3.2,  F-LAYER MEASUREMENT AT GOOSE BAY 

From October 27-29, 1970 the Flying Ionospheric Laboratory was located on tht ground at Goose Bay, 

Labrador,  Goose Bay is located at geographic coordinates 54"N, 60oW or at CG coordinates 65.50N, 22°W. 
The location of Goose Bay, indicated by triangles, and the Q=3 auroral oval have been plotted in Figure 13 
on a CG latitude and time grid. From Figure 13 one can see that Goose Bay moves towards the oval during 
the afternoon and evening, that Goose Bay is underneath the ovel near midnight, and that Goose Bay moves 
away from the oval in the morning.  During this three day period at Goose Bay the aircraft sounder was 
operated continuously; the photometer and auroral all-sky camera were used at night for auroral measurements. 
Vertical and oblique incidence F-layer echoes, seen on the Goose Bay ionograms, are discussed here; schematic 
drawings, showing the main F-layer trough and the F-layer irregularity zone, are presented. 

A sequence of Goose Bay ionograms, recorded on October 27, 1970, Is shown in Figure 14, These ionograms 
were recorded during the late afternoon and evening from 1720 to 2110 local time, and F-layer sunset occurred 
at about 1830 local time. Analysis of these ionograms, recorded on 35 mm film, was facilitated by viewing a 
16 mm movie of the ionograms a number of times and by following F-layer features frame by frame in the movie. 
Later, these features were identified and numbered on these single 35 ran frames,  Ionogram A shows well de- 

fined ordinary and extraordinary wave components of an echo, labelled I, from an F layer produced by the sun 
and an extra echo, labelled III, at 725 ± 20 km between the first and second solar F-layer multiple echo. 
Ionogram B shows that echo III has moved down in range to 625 ± 20 km and has become better defined than 
before. The movie presentation of the ionograms, recorded between these two selected frames, shows echo III 
moving down in range,  Ionogram C shows the solar F-layer echo, echo I, the first solar F-layer multiple 

echo, labelled .',  echo III, and a new extra echo, labelled II, at 475 i 10 km.  Echoes, similar to those 
labelled II and III, have been identified by Stanley (23> and Bowman (24) as echoes which are produced by 
oblique incidence reflections from the poleward wall of the main F-layer trough.  Echoes II and III are 
also similar to the oblique incidence echo that was reflected from the region of the oval in the dirborne 
ionogram sequence In Figure 11, Thus, echoes II and III are probably oblique incidence echoes which are 
produced by reflecting surfaces located north of Goose Bay In the vicinity of ehe main F-layer trough and 
the F-layer Irregularity zone,  Ionogram D shows the solar F-layer ectu , echo I, with no multiple echoes 
and the oblique incidence echo, echo II,  The absence of a solar F-layei multiple echo would suggest that 
at this time a curvature in the structure of the plasma frequency contours Is passing over Goose Bay and Is 
causing ionospheric defocusslng.  Further suggestion for the presence of a curvature is the 30 km Increase 
in virtual height of the solar F-layer echo which occurs between Ionograms B and D,  In ionogram E one sees 
echo I from the solar F layer, oblique incidence echo II, and what may be the  reappearance of oblique 
incidence echo III. Bates (25) has pointed out that since aspect sensitivity of the reflecting surface is 
a problem encountered In the analysis of oblique Incidence echoes, the appearance and disappearance of 
oblique Incidence echoes can often be impoesible to follow,  Ionogram F contains a complex overlapping "f 
echoes I, II,and III between 275 and 400 km which cannot be Interpreted with certainty.  However, a multiple 
reflection of echo II may now be seen; thus, echo II must be nearly overhead at this time. 

A sequence of schematic drawings of F-layer structure, which could produce echoes I, II, and III, can 
provide some understanding of the ray path geometry Involved In producing these echoes. The schematics, 
seen In Figure 15, were drawn by assuming that during the late afternoon and evening the main F-layer 
trough and the F-layer irregularity zone would move from the north towards Goose Bay.  The schematics arc 
composed of constant plasma frequency contours which extend north and south from Goose Bay.  One schematic 
cross-section has been drawn for each lonoKram In Figure 14,  Virtual heights and plasma frequencies, tuken 
from ionograms A through F, verc used as the quantitative basis for the respective schematics.  The earth's 
curvature was taken into account when the grid for the schematics was drawn.  The ionosonde In the aircraft 
has a frequency threshold of 2 MHz.  The trough, which has an foF2 equal to or less than 2 MHz (18) (23), was 
not seen directly on the ionograms, and Its presence has been Inferred by Ionogram Interpretation.  Schematic 
A shows the plasma frequency contours which could produce the echoes in Ionogram A.  The solar F-layer echo, 
echo I In Ionogram A, can be produced by ray path I In schematic A,  Echo III can be produced by ray path 
III which has been constructed by assuming that a reflecting surface Is located north of Goose Bay at about 

the 250 km level.  Accordingly, the 725 km slant range to echo III in ionogram A corresponds to a northward 
horizontal distance of about 650 km as is shown In schematic A.  The reflecting surface has been assumed to 
be the F-layer Irregularity zone and has been represented in the schematics by a kink In the plasma frequency 
contours.  In schematic B the Irregularity zone is closer to Goose Bay than In schematic A, while In schematic 
C the distance between Goose Bay and the Irregularity zone has not changed.  These distances are consistent 
with the slant ranges to echo III which are seen in Ionograms B and C.  The appearance of echo II In Ionogram 
C is Interpreted as Indicative of the onset of the trough.  The formation of the trough would be expected 
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at this time because solar pixduction, which fills  in and  smooths over the trough during daytime  (26),  has 
almost ceased by now.    The shape of the trough has been drawn by using Bowman's  (24)  trough contours  as a 
model with the exceptions that  the troughs, wh-'rh he saw during the IGY, were wider by a factor of 4 or 5 
nnd deeper than the trougli shown here.     In ionogram D the absence of multiple echoes suggests that the 
trough is passing nenr Goose Bay at this time end  is causing defocussing.    Tor this reason,  the trough is 
shown nearly overhead of Goose Bay in schematic D.    Echo III  is missing in ionogram D.    One reason  tor 
this may be aspect  sensitivity of the reflecting surface or,  as  indicated  in the schematic. Eg or absorption 
may be blocking radio waves  from reaching the Irregularity zone.     In schematic E rfly path III is drawn 
because Ionogram E may contain echo III.    The trough has been drawn with about  the same shape in rchematic 
E as It had been drawn in schematic D.    Because Ionogram F contains a very complex overlapping of echoes, 
the interpretation given to these echoes  In schematic F should  be treated with caution.    The appearance of 
a multiple echo of echo II, which up to now had ^en oblique and did  not uisplay a multiple echo,  suggests 
that the trough has  passed over Goose Bay and •■.hat Goose Bay is now located on the poleward  side of  the 
trough.    Echoes I and  III are  barely dlscernable in ionogram F    but,  after examining other lonograms which 
were recorded ac about the same time as  thio  ionogram,  the complex overlapping of these echoes has been 
interpreted as seen in schematic F.    That is,  it appears  that echo I has moved  out in range since the  time 
that ionogram E was  recorded;  while echo III appears to have moved down in range since then^ 

3.3      MONITORING THE F-LAYER  IRREGULARITY ZONE 

In this section a new ionogram analysis procedure is  presented,  and examples are shown which demon- 
strate how this procedure can be used  to monitor the CG latitude of the southern edge of the F-layer 
irregularity zone,    A slant  range  plotter has been constructed  so that  the virtual heights of oblique 
incidence echoes,  similar to those  labelled III In Figure  14,  could  be utilized  in ionogram analysis  and 
not. omitted as they generally are.      This plotter (shown in Figure 16)  permits the virtual height of an 
oblique  incidence echo to be  plotted versus the  left ordinate;   the CG  latitude, which corresponds  to an 
eclu at this slant range, has  been  labelled on the right ordinate.    Thus,  the CG latitude of the F-layer 
irregularity zone can be monitored during the late afternoon and evening, when the irregularity zone  Is 
far to the noith of Goose Bay,  by plotting tne virtual heights of Echo III onto the slant range plotter. 
A 250 km F-layer reflection height has been assumed  for reflections which come  from the F-layer irregularity 
zone.    Some error  In determining the  latitude of the southern edge of  the irregularity zone may be  intro- 
duced by this assumption    but  it  should  not be greater than ^0,5°.    The slant  ranges to echo III In the 
October 27 lono^rcuus have been plotted on the slant range plotter in Figure 16.    The squares indicate that 
reflections  frjm the  Irregularity zone were clearly seen at  that  particular time; while  a series of  squares, 
connected by u line,   indicates  that the  irregularity zone echo was  ^een on each  Ionogram recorded during 
this pericid.    The  irregularity  zone echo closely follows  the  southern edge of the oval,  and the CG latitude 
of the southern edge of the irregularity zone cap. be followed as a function of  local time.    The aircraft 
contains a photometer and an auroral all-sky camera which were also operated  but,  because of partial  cloud 
cover on this night,  the all-sky camera data cannot be used.    The 5577Ä spectral  line of the photometer 
operated very well  through the cloud  cover and responded  to the  presence of aurora in the zenith at  2140 LT 
(indicated  in Figur«  16 by an arrow).    The onset of the F-layer  Irregularity zone overhead  Is then   closely 
related to the presence of aurora  In the zenith in the late evening sector.    Bates  (27)    and Bates et  si. 
(28), studying the correlation between radio and optical aurora  in the night sector, noted close    but  not 
exact    spatial coincidence between optical aurora and HK auroral backscatter.    A study of the correlation 
between radio ami optical .lurora was not  intended here, but  it appears  that  the F-layer Irregularity zone 
is closely related  to the F region which Bates has  identified as  the  source of HF backscatter. 

The slant range  plotter  for October 28,  1970 Is seen in Figure  17.     The  letter b Indicates the  presence 
of overhead blanketing Esa which did not  permit the detection of oblique  Incidence F-layer echoes.    The 
presence of aurora  in the zenith,  noted  by the arrow 3t 2000 LT,  was  again determined  from Khc  Intensity of 
the 5577Ä spectral   line    and   It  occurred about  I  3/4 hours earlier than on the  previous night. 
Similarly,  the irregularity zone, Indicated by squares, was detected earlier than on the previous night.    Thfc 
dally sum of the geomagnetic activity Indices,  Kp, on Oct. 27 was  EKp=9 and on Oct. 28 was   SKp=»22+. Hie   difference 
in onset  times of tha  irregularity zone on these two days can readily be explained by the differance  in 
magnetic activity on the two days.     If one puts  the slant  range data  for  these days onto auroral ovals  of 
different Q value,   then the reason  for  the difference in the onset times between the two days can be  seen 
clearly.    A Q=l and  a Q=3 oval were selected  for the data of October  27 and  28 respectively,  and they are 
seen  in Figures  18 and   19.     The  data   points  are  plotted  on a  CG  local  time  and  CG  latitude  grid.     In  general 
the data points  fit  the  two different ovals quite well but.   In Figure  19,   there  is a sudden departure  of the 
data points  from the  southern edge of  the oval at about  17 to  18 CG time.    This  appears  to be a real  effect 
because  it  was  possible  to  follow an echo,   similar  to echo  III   In Figure   14,   on each  ionogram recorded 
during this  period.     If the reflecting surface underwent an latitudinal  oscillation at  this  time,  it  could 
produce  this  effect.     It  appears     then     that  the   latitude  of   the   southern edge  of  the  F-layer  Irregularity 
zone  can be monitored  by plotting  the  slant  ranges  to certain  oblique  Incidence  echoes  onto the  slant   range 
plotter. 

3.4      CONCLUSIONS 

A special  analysis  of vertical  and  oblique  Incidence  F-layer echoes,   seen  on vertical   Incidence   lono- 
grams,  was  presented.     Results   from the  analysis  suggest that  the   latitude  of  the  southern edgo of  the  polar 
F-layer  Irregularity zone can be  monitored,  therefore, on the  spot  analysis of ground  station lonograms  from 
Goose Bay,  Labrador,  can probably  lead  to a r^l-tlme or near  real-time monitoring of the  polar F-layer 
Irregularity  zone  for   6  to 8 hours  of  each day.     Furthermore,   the  tine  when  the  main F-layer  trough  passes 
over Goosr. Bay can be  specified  on each day.    The close coincidence which was  shown to exist  between  the 
location of aurora  and   the F-layer     Irregularity ?one  suggests   that   the  CG  latitude  of  the  southern  edge  of 
the auroral oval,   in  the afternoon and evening sectors, can similarly be monitored. 

- -—  ■     - ■  '-'■— 
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14 DECEMBER 
1968 

Figure   1.       Flight track of  the  flight  of  14 December  1968  In geographic   (left)  and  CG coordinates   (right). 
The Q=i3 oval  is  Indicated  by heavy solid  lines. 
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Figure  3.       Virtual heights of ESa versus UT,  open circles;  and  slant ranges  to the aurora versus UT,   full 
circles,  connected by dotted  lines.     The encircled numbers are the numbers  in the sequence of 
18 latitudinal Beans.    The vertical  double  lines  indicate the aircraft turns at  the northern 
or southern end of the scans.    Upper  part;   slant ranges to the aurora, when actual height  of 
aurora is assumed to be  120 km above  ground;   lower part:  slant ranges to  the aurora when 
actual height of aurora  is assumed  to be  Identical to the virtual height  of Esa,  measured when 
aurora  is overhead.    The arrows on the abscissa mark the  times when the  ionograms and all-sky 
photographs,  shown in Figure 5, were  recorded. 
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Figure  A.       VUtual  height  of Ega  echo versus  top   freqviency of   E.sa   for   14  December   1963.     The  values were 
recorded when aurora was  overhead.     The  arrows  at  some of  the  8 MHz vclues   Indicate  that  the 
top   frequencies were  higher  than  the  high   frequency  limit  of  the  sweep. 
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AURORAL  OVAL 

-06 

Figure  6.       Flight  tracks  of  flights  through the night  sector of the auroral  oval;  thick dotted   lines mark 
the  latitudes where night E  (auroral E) was  observed;  black bars  indicate  the  location of 
maximum f0E  for each  latitudinal  scan:     a)     10/11 October  1969,  b)  21 April  1969:   c)12 and  14 Dec. 
1969,  d)  24 November  1970,  e)  1/2 February  1*71,   f)  14 December  1968,  and  g)  5/6 February  1968. 

Figure   7.       Flight  tracks  of  crosE-scctions   through  the  oval   In daylight  conditions.     Latitudes where 
enhanced   foE was  observed  are  marked   by  thick  black   lines;  dotted  sections  are   less  certain. 
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Auroral   E Layer: f0Ea [MHz]Contours 5 Jan. 1970 

Figure 9.       Contours of  i0E  for the  flight of 5 January 1970. 

18 - 

Figure   10.     Tlmt  variation  of   foE  as  experienced  by a  ground   station moving,   relative  to  the  oval,   through 
a  belt   of  E   ionization. 
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Figure 11. Aircraft flight route on August 22, 1970 is drawn on a CG latitude and CG local time grid. The 
night sector of the Q=2 auroral oval is indicated by heavy solid lines. A sequence of airborne 
lonograms, recorded at the positions marked by letters next to the flight route, is shown. 
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Figure 12.    The slant range  to the extra echo seen in the airborne  ionogram sequence is  plotted versus 
universal time.    The letters refer to the aircraft's  position. 

GOOSE BAY 

Figure 13. The L)=3 auroral oval Is plotted on a grid of CG latitude and CC local time, and the location of 
Goose Bay is indicated by ttiangles. 
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Figure  15.    Schematic drawings of  plasma  frequency contours over Goose Bay are shovm. 
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Figure   16.     The  slant  range   to  the  southern  edge  of  the  auroral  oval   from Goose  Bay  Is   plotted  as  a heavy 
solid  line versus  60DW  local  time.    The slant  range to  the  F-layer  irregularity zone  from 
Goose Bay on October  27,   1970  is  Indicated  by squares.     An arrow indicates  the onset of aurora 
in the  zenith at Goose  Bay. 
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Figure  17.    Tlie slant range to the southern edge of the auroral oval   from Goose Bay  Is  plotted as a heavy 
solid  line versus  bö0W local  time.    The slant  range  to Lhe F-layer  irregularity zone  from 
Joose  Bay on October  28,   1970   is   indicated  by squares.     An arrow  indicates  the  onset  of aurora 
in the zenith at Goose Bay. 
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Figure 18.  The latitude of the southern edge of the F-layer Irregularity zone on October 21,   1970, indi- 
cated by squares, is plotted on a CG latitude and CG local time grid.  The Q=l oval is indi- 
cated by heavy solid lines. 
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Figure  19.    The  latitude of  the southern edge of  the F-layer  Irregularity zone on October 28,   1970,   Indi- 
cated  by squares,   is  plotted  on a CG  latitude and CG  local time grid.    The Q=3 oval  is  indi- 
cated  by heavy solid  lines.    The  letter b indicates  the  presence of blanketing Esa. 
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SESSION I 

POLAR MORPHOLOGY 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

by T.Hagfors 

The review paper given by T Hartz waa concerned with the pattern of particle pre- 
cipitation in the polar regions.  It was pointed out that it is atill aoaewhat 
uncertain whether the precipitation pattern really ia in the form of an oval or in the 
form of two horahoea with a break in between.  Three characteriatlc regions were 
described.  One region occurring during the daytime has a maximum at noon a widespread 
pattern and rather continous precipitation. This daytime precipitation was thought to 
be caused by influx from the msgnetosheath or from injected solar wind particles.  The 
night sons also falling along the auroral oval shows a different behavior in that the 
precipitation is local and rather impulsive.  In addition to these zones a third was 
identified,  equatorward of the auroral oval, having a maximum in the early morning. 
This zone was thought to be associated with trapped radiation. 

Manifestations of auroral activity, such as luminosity, hiss, enhanced ionization, 
absorption etc. were then related to the various types of precipitation.  A missing 
ingredient in this excellent paper, in the reviewer's opinion, was the association 
of the particle precipitation picture with the generation of electric fields which 
plays such a dominent role in the excitation of E-region irregularities giving rise 
to radar aurora. 

G.Gassmann presented tw) papers describing the investigations of the auroral ionosphere 
using both ground-baaed and air-borne ionosondes.  It was shown how well the data 
obtained fall into a consistent pattern when they are ordered according to the various 
Feldstein ovals selected according to magnetic activity as measured by y.  It was also 
shown how the position of the trough can be monitored by analyses of ionosond data. 
Finally a discussion was given at the seemingly impossible task of modelling the polar 
ionosphere for ray-tracing purposes. 

J. 0. Thomas presented a very interesting paper on the studies at Ionisation processes 
over the polar cap based on topside sounder data.  It was pointed out that the 
dependence of ionization on solar zenith angle found at middle latitudes break down 
over the trough and that the layer profile becomes distorted.  A discussion was also 
given of the production mechanisms for ionization well within the polar cap in terms 
of photo-ionization and particle precipitation. 

      -           - — ■-   -- ■-  —■— 
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DISCUSSION 

E Shearman 

Would Dr Gasaman define the parameter "Q" made use of In Feldstein's auroral oval 
concept? 

G J Gassmann 

Feldstein adopted and modified the definition of "Q"  for characterising fast variations 
of magnetic activity in arctic regions.  "Q" was originally proposed by Bartels and 
defined from the horizontal components of magnetograms of all auroral zone stations. 
Feldstein's\intuitive decision was to utilise only those stations within the auroral 
zone which at a particular UT happened to be located near local magnetic midnight. 

The editor 

A question was raised on how the L parameter and Invariant latitude is defined.  The 
following is a synthesis of the answers given.  Further reference is given to CE 
Mcllwain JGR 66^ 3681, November 1961 and CE Mcllwain in the book Radiation trapped in 
the earths magnetic field, edited by BM McCormack, D Reidel publishing Co, Holland 1966. 

The L parameter is a very useful coordinate for ordering particle data.  Many features 
of the polar ionosphere are closely related to particle precipitation and should be 
described relative to the same coordinate. 

A charged particle that is trapped in the geomagnetic field will bounce along field 
lines, between mirroring points, as it drifts in longitude.  The trajectory of the 
particle will form a closed'^agnetic shell".  Other particles observed on a field line 
in this shell, will to a good approximation be trapped in the same shell. 

L is a parameter by which we can label all points in space by a number that is unique 
for each shell, it is constant along a field line.  For a dipole field this can be done 
exactly.  L then gives the distance from the centre of the dipole to the equatorial 
crossing of the field line.  For a more realistic field model the parameter is approx- 
imate.  Near the magnetopause or the tail region the parameter is practically meaning- 
less . 

Invariant latitude is defined by the relation COS^A = -y- 

T Hagfors 

The propagation of radio waves in the E and possibly the F-region is often greatly 
affected by the presence of small scale irregularities which are thought to be closely 
related to the presence of DC electric fields.  What if any is the relationship between 
the particle precipitation and the origin of these electric fields? 

T R Hartz 

Data on electron density, density gradients and irregularities are much more numerous 
than data on electric fields.  Electric field data do exist but not in sufficient 
quantity to get a statistical picture yet.  lonization movement depend on electric field 
among other parameters but the full nature of this dependence is not yet well establi- 
shed. 

K Toman 

1 noted a difference\between the crescent shape ionization trough shown by Thomas end 
the distribution of an ionization minimum shown by Hartz in paper 1 for a height of 
900 km.  ]s Hartz's contour to be considered a portion only of the crescent shape 
trough? 

J 0 Thomas 

1 have not compared the data of Hartz with mine in great detail but from the slide shown, 
and previously published work I do not believe there is any difference.  Of course the 
precipitation shown by Hartz on the night side will extend into the trough region.  In 
other words even in the trough there may be an ionization source from particles. 

m*ä:jä ■ 
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A Egeland 

The  6   keV particle  data   (cf  paper   10)   show marked discontinuities  with morning  and  eve- 
ning during  low  to medium magnetic  activity,   indicating that  the   auroral   luminosity can 
not  easily  be   fitted  into  a  Feldstein oval.     However,   the  40  keV  trapping boundary  is 
homogeneous  around the  pole.      Based  on these   facts I  would  like  to  ask two  questions: 

1) Are Es-layers mainly caused   by  6  or     40  keV  electrons? 
2) Would  it  not  be  better  to  refer  the  Es  data  to the  40  keV  trapping  boundary  in- 

stead  of   the  Feldstein  oval? 

G  J  Gassmann 

The auroral sporadic E (Esa) is probably not directly caused by any precipitation but 
is due to irregularities induced by the electrojet. 

It must be emphasized that there are, without doubt, several superimposed precipitation 
patterns in the Arctic.  One of basec importance occurs definitely in form of an oval 
and is likely produced by the fact that the magnetic field lines in the auroral zone 
are diurnally opened and closed.  Related lo both the oval and to the  40 keV boundary 
are precipitation patterns of semi-circular shape (along constant magnetic latitudes) 
which are very likely produced from temporarily trapped particles.  These precipitations 
cause absorption and night-E.  Inside the oval occurs a highly diversified precipitation 
from open field lines.  The 6 keV precipitation reported in Egelands paper appears to 
be singular part of the latter. 

J 0 Thomas 

1 keV -  electroiB will penetrate to about 150 km in the ionosphere.  Roughly 6 keV elec- 
trons are associated with the optical aurora observed near 100 km.  Thus the Feldstein 
oval may well  correspond with enhancements of the ionization in the E and polar spo- 
radic E layers.  However, in the F region enhanced ionization in the polar ring extends 
considerably North and South of the Feldstein oval and is associated with soft electron 
precipitation (about 1 keV) . 

     - ■ 
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POLAR PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON VHF-UHF RADARS 

Walter G.   Chesnut 

STAfIFÜRD RESEARCH   INSTITUTE 

Menlo Park,   California,   U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The  effects upon VHF-UHF  radar  of  concern   in   this  paper  will   be wave  distortion  caused by   wave   inter- 

action with E-   and F-regicn  auroral   lonization.     The   two primary effects are  auroral  backscatter--called 

auroral   clutter--and  forward  scatter  that   leads   to  amplitude  and  . igle  scintillation.     Almost   all   such 

effects  are  caused  by  small-scale  size   fluctuations   in electron  density—sizes  on   the  order of   tens of 

centimeters   to  meters  where  backscatter   is  of   concern--hundreds  of  meters  to  several   kilometers  where 

amplitude   and  an^le  scintillation  are of  concern. 

The  most   important  development   in  recent   years has  been   the  emergence  of   a  variety  of   instability 

concepts   that   seem  capable   of  explaining   the   production  of   lonization   irregularities  or   structure   that    is 

needed   to   interpret   disturbed  polar   radar   propagation.     Most   promising   is   the   fact   that   these   concepts   aid 

in  understanding  morphological   relations   that   have   been  empirically   derived  over   many   years. 

The   paper   rev'ews   recent   results  of   pulse-radar-backscatter   studies   from  aurora   and   describes  ho* 

these   data   seem   to   fit   in  with  new   theories   of   irregularity   production.     Aurorally   produced   radar   tracking 

and   amplitude   scintillation  are  discussed.      Some   rer.ulls   from   aurorally  disturbed   monopulse   tracking  of 
satellites  will   be  presented. 

  ttttmmi** l^^^mmmmmtmm mmm mmm ■ 
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1.      INTRODUCTION 

For more   than 20 years  It has been known  that   radar propagation  In polar  regions   Is affected by 

aurorally produced  lonlzatlon.    The earliest  effect discovered—and  the most  thoroughly  investigated—is 

auroral   radar clutter,   sometiines called  radio  aurora,   radar  aurora,   auroral-radar  reflections,   auroral 

echoes,   etc.     Perhaps   the   first   investigation of  the  phenomenon was by Harang and Stoffegren  (1940), 

though  Stornier  (1955)   does mention  unexplained   long-delayed  radio echoes reported   In   the  late   1920s. 

Studies  of  radio   star  scintillations  since   the  early   1950s have   Indicated  that   radar  signals can be 

affected  by  transmission  through  auroral   lonlzatlon.     The earliest   systematic   radar   transmission measure- 

ments  were performed  by   reflecting  radar   signals  from  the moon  (James et  al.,   1960).      Radars   that  have  suf- 

ficient   power  and sen&itivity   to make measurements of  auroral   effects on tracking of   satellites  and  space 
vehicles  are  extremely  expensive  and have  until   very   recently  been unavailable  to   the  propagation research 
community.     Murh of  what  we currently  know  about   radar   transmission  through   the  auroral   ionosphere has been 

learned   from  studies  of  one-way  radio  star  and  satellite beacon transmissions.     Most   of  this work has  been 

carried  out  at   frequencies  below  150 MHz,   which makes extrapolation  to  the higher  frequencies  of  primary 

concern  in this   study   somewhat  uncertain. 

This  paper   is organized  as  follows:      In  Section  2 we very  briefly discuss  aurorally produced  radar 

noise.     Such  noise can,   in principle,   degrade   the  detection  sensitivity of  radar   receivers   if  the  noise 

indeed  exists.      In Section 3  we  discuss  auroral   radar   reflection phenomena.     The   first  part  of  Section 3 

vlll   describe  what  we  believe   to be  the  current   state  of  experimental  data.     Most   of   the work of  recent 

years  has  been concerned with  relating experimental  observations  to various  theoretical  models;   the   latter 

half  of  Section 3 will   be devoted  to a  summary  and analysis of  such  relationships.     Section  •)  will  be  de- 
voted   to  rrdar   transmission effects.     These  can   be characterized  as  amplitude  scintillation,   angular   scin- 

tillation,   spatial  coherence  at  the  receiver  antenna,   angular  spectra,  etc.     Our  concern  is primarily  with 
the  ways   in which  tracking radars will   operate   in  the   auroral   environment. 

2.     AURORALLY  PRODUCED VHF/UHF  NOISE 

Aurorally  produced  radar  noise was   the   subject  of   several   papers   in  the  early   1950s.     Forsyth et   al. 

(1949)   and Forsyth et   al.   (1950)   present  discussions  of experiments   they  thought   had   detected  auroral 

radiation at  3000 MHz.     Hartz et  al.   (1956)   report  detection  of  auroral  noise  at  VHF.      Laier,   Hartz  (1958) 

seems   to  have  detected  auroral  radiation  at  500 MHz.     Egan  and Peterson (1960)   claim   to have  detected 

auroral   radiation  at  3C  MHz  and  ascribe   this   to  synchrotron  noise produced by   trapped  electrons.     VLF   fre- 

quency   noise  emissions  .ilso have  been  observed   and  studied—but   they  are  not   of   immediate concern here. 

To   the best  of  our   knowledge  there  do  not   seem  to  be  other  more  recent  detections  of  aurorally-produced 

radar   noise.     The early  observations,  except   those at   30 MHz,   do not  seem  to  h.ive  been  confirmed by  others. 

It   is  our  belief   tnat   these early  detections  may  be  attributable   to other causes  than  simple  auroral  emis- 

sions.     We  do  not   Intend  to  review  this  subject;   however,   we  present   the  following,   abbreviated  status  re- 
port   on  possible   noise-source  mechanisms. 

There  are   three  mechanisms  known   to   this  writer  that  could  produce  noise.     The   first   ib   thermal   emis- 

sion   from  the   auroral   lonlzatlon.     By Kirchoff's   law  (of   thermodynamics),   if   a   region   absorbs  energy   it   also 

emits   black-body   radiation,   with   its  emisslvlty   at  each   freiuency  equal   to   the   absorbtivity   at   the   same   fre- 

quency.        If  one   is concerned with  frequencies   above   150 MHz,   It   is  very difficult   to  produce  auroral   ab- 

sorption  of  sufficient  magnitude   that   the  resulting black-body   thermal  emission  can  be   significant  compared 

with  cosmic   noise  background.     For  example,   to   obtain   significant   absorption  at   a   frequency   of   100  MHz   at 

an  altitude of  80  km,   electron densities   In excess of   lO* 

4   x   107  el/cm3  are  needed  at   an altitude  of   100  km 

excessively  high--by   nearly  one   order   of   magnitude. 

per  cubic  centimeter   are   required.      Wore   than 

4   X   10     el'cm     are  needed  at   an  altitude   of   100   km  to   produce   significant   absorption.      These   densities   are 

A   second  noise   source   is  synchrotron   radiation produced  by   aurorally-trapped  radiation.     The  most 

significant   source  ever   of   near-earth   synchrotron   radiation  uas   produced  by   the   Star   I  ish high-altitude 

nuclear  detonation   in   1962  (l)yce  and Horowitz,   1!I63).      High-energy  beta   rays  uith  energies  as  high  as 

several   MeV   (Peterson  and  Hower,   1963)   were   produced   by   beta   decay   ol   the   fission  products ol   the   nuclear 

device.      These   high-energy  electrons  were   trapped   in   the  earth's  magnetic   field.      Their   gyration   around 

magnetic   field   lines   produced   synchrotron   radiation  at   HF   and   VHF.     Though   the   Star   1 ish  synchrotron   noise 

at   frequencies   from 30  MHz   to   120 MHz  was   readily  detected  by  equipment    located  at   the  equator,   when  the 

synchrotron   noise   spectrum was  extrapolated   to   higher   radar   frequencies,    it   became   less   than   the   natural 

cosmic   sources.     Therefore,   from  a   practical   radar-system  point   "f   vie»   the   star   Fish   synchrotron   radia- 

tion would  not   seem  to  be  a  significant   noise   source;   yet   the   trapped  star  f-ish  electron-energy  spectrum 

and   intensity  were  many   times  more   favorable   to  producing  synchrotron  noise   than   is   the   trapped  auroral 

speclrutr   and   intensity.      It    is   concluded   (Peterson   and   Hower,    I'lH.'M   that   synchrotron   radiation   is   not   a 

significant   radar   problem   in   polar   region.'. 

Strictly   speaking,   Kirchoff's   lau   applies   only   to  systems   thai   are   in   thcrmodynamic   equilibrium.     Auroral 

lonlzatlon may  not   satisfy  this  requirement   well   enough   to  validate  '>ur  argument s--but   no  one   seems   to 

have   pursued   this  question. 
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A third source  of  radar noise could be lUectronagnettc  radiation from excited plasma  Instabilities 

In the  auroral  Ionosphere.     Wo know of  no theories  that suggest radiation at  frequencies much above  the 

ionospheric  plasma  frequency,  which we doubt ever exceeds  several   tens ol  megahertz.     We  suspect  that 

auroral  emissions due  to cooperative phenomena  (plasma oscillations)   In the  auroral   ionosphere do  not exist 

at VHF  and  UHF. 

With   the exception of  synchrotron noise at  30 MHz  (Epan and Peterson,   1960),  we  are  not convinced  that 

the noise  detected at higher frequencies and reported in the references listed above was  indeed produced by 
auroral  phenomena.     It  seems more likely to  this reviewer that  the experiments detected  radar  interference 

propagated by way of  auroral  reflections;   a phenomenon not  known  to exist  for UHF frequencies  in  the early 

1950s. 

3.     AURORAL  RADAR REFLECTION 

Reflection of radar and radio signals from  the  aurora have been observed for many years.    Measure- 

ments have  been made using pulse-backscatter  radar,   blstatic CW radar,  and blstatic  reception of  signals 

of  opportunity.     Each  technique has   its own particular  features   that  commend   it.     Much experimental work 

has  shown  that radar reflections are  far more   intense  at  lower frequencies   in the HF  band  than at  the 

higher VHF/UHF frequencies.     Dr.   H.   B.   Möller  will   be  reviewing polar propagation effects  on HF   radars. 

Therefore  we   shall   confine  our  attention  generally   to  frequencies  above  50 MHz except where   lower-frequency 

data  are  pertinent.     Dr.   T.   R,   Hartz will   be  reviewing  the   morphology of  radio-radar polar  propagation 
effects.     Therefore we  shall  not be concerned  *ith  this general  subject.     Our principal  concern will  be 

with  the  detailed  characteristics of   the observed   radar  reflections.     The  relationships  between   regions 

where  radar  waves  reflect  and  regions where other   auroral   phenomena occur will   be  studied.     Finally,   we 
review  information  about  the  reflection environment   that provides us with a  better understanding of   the 

underlying physics. 

3.1    Current  State  of Experimental Observations 

For   radar   frequencies  above   100 MHz  and possibly  above  40 MHz,   it   is  believed  that   reflections  result 

from scattering of   radar waves  from  fluctuations   in  electron density  generally   in   the E   region and   lower F 

region.      In   the early period of   study of  auroral   reflections.   It  was  suggested  that   reflections  could be 

due  to regions overdense   to  the  radar  frequencies   that were  used at   that  time.     This explanation   is un- 

tenable  at   frequencies  above   100 MHz.     Current  opinion  seems   to  be   that electron densities   in  the   auroral 
scattering  regions  seldom exceed  10    electrons per   cubic  centimetei—which   Is overdense   to   frequencies  up 

to 28 MHz. 

When   it   Is   Important   for  presenting experimental   results,   we   shall   assume   that  observed  scattering   Is 

due   to underdense   reflections   from spatial   fluctuations   in  electron density  as  originally   proposed  by 

Booker  (1956).     We   have   likened   this   to Bragg scattering--which  monns   that   if   there  are  density   fluctua- 
tions present   with   spatial   wavelengths   that   are  equal   to one-half   the  radar wavelength,   then backscattcrlng 
takes place.     The  conditions   for blstatic   scattering,   we   assume,   also require   that   the  Bragg condition be 
met   for   the   particular  geometry. 

3.1.1 Aspect  Sensitivity 

Basing  his  hypothesis  on   the   shape   of   visual   auroral   forms.   Chapman   (1952)   suggested   that 

radar   reflections  from  aurora   should be   strongest   when  the  propagation path   into  and  out   of   the   refracting 

region  satisfied   the   specular  condition with  respect   to   the  earth's  magnetic   field.     For   backscatter   radars 

this  condition  means   that   the   radar  beam-line  makes   a  90     angle with  respect   to   the earth's   magnetic   field 

In  the   scattering volume.     We  speak of   the  angular  variation with   respect   to  the magnetic   specular   angle 
(90     in   backscatter)   as   the   magnetic   aspect   angle,      Srjsequent   work   has   shown   that   Chapman's  hypothesis 

was   Indeed   borne  out   by  experiments.     The  extreme   variation   of   reflected  power  with  variations   in   aspect 

angle   that   we   now   find  was   not   dreamed  of   in   the   early   1950s. 

The  experimenter  has   at   least   three   different   ways   that   he   can  organize   his   data   to   demon- 

strate   the   magnetic   aspect   sensitivity   of   auroral-radar   scattering.      The   lust   of   these   is   to  measure   radar 
signal   strengths  at   a  variety  of   aspect   angles   over   a   long  period  of   !ime   and  hope   that   every   region   that 

he  samples  experiences,   on   the   average,   the   same   auroral  excitation  conditions  as  every   other   region.     He 

can  then  plot   the  average   received power  as   a   function of   aspect   angle   to provide  a  measure  of   aspect   sen- 
sitivity.      Figure   3.1   shows   some   data   obtained  by  Chesnul   et   al.   (1968)   organized   in   this   way.     The   curves 

of   average   power  versus   aspect   angle  presented   in  Figure  ;i. 1   are   flat topped,   or  even dip   slightly   at   zero 

magnetic   aspect.     This  result   would  seem   to  argue   that   strongest   echoes do  not   come   from   region«   of   exact 

magnetic   perpendicularity.      We   believe   that   signals   should   be   strongest   when exact   perpendicularity   is 

achieved.     To  preserve   this  concept   of   aspect   dependence,   it    is  hypothesized   that   aurora   distorts   the  mag- 

netic   field   sufficiently   to  move   the  perpendicular   regions   around. 

When  aurora   is  weak,   the   magnetic   field   is   undistorted,   so echoes   are  obtained   from   regions 

of  zero aspect   angle   (exactly  perpendicular   to   the  undisturbed   field).     As   the   intensity  of   the magnetic 

disturbance   Increases,   the  magnetic   field  becomes  dls'.orted,   so  new   regions,   formerly   somewhat  off   perpen- 
dicular,   now   become   regions   of   microscopic   perpendicularity.      Because   the   magnetic   disturbance   is   stronger. 
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echo  amplitudes  are  stronger.     Thus,  we  believe  that   the  data   In Figure  3,1  represent  some  sort  of  convolu- 
tion of a steep  aspect  dependence with distortions of  the earth's magnetic field  In the scattering region 
during periods  of  magnetic  disturbance. 

The  radar   that  obtained  the  data  presented   in Figure  3.1  was  located  such   that  undisturbed 
mtgnetic  perpendicularity  of   the  radar beam  line  at   110   km altltude--where  most  echoing  takes  place— 
orevrs on  magnetic  azimuths  restricted  to within il0o   of  magnetic north.     If Farley's  (1963)   two-stream- 
' .stability  hypothesis   is  correct  (see  Section  3.2),   and   if  auroral  Hall  currents  flow mostly  east-west 
in  the most   Intense  scattering  regions,   then scattering  from  fluctuations   induced by   the   two-stream  in- 
stability   is  discriminated  against   in regions  of  exact  perpendicularity  by  the   geometry  of   the  experiment 
that  produced   the  data  of  Figure  3.1.     On  the other  hand,   the  same equipment   also produced  data   that  con- 
tradict   this   latter hypothesis. 

A  second way   to  organize  aspect-sensitivity  data   is  to observe  auroras over   a   long period 
of   time  and  plot   the  data  on   the  basis  of   frequency  of  occurrence  versus  aspect   angle.     Figure  3.2   from 
Chesnut et  al.   (1968)   shows  data  organized   in   this  way.     These  data  show  that  echoes  are  most   likely   in 
regions of  near perfect  orthogonality.     It   's  suspected  that   the  offsets  of  the  center of  symmetry of  the 
data  of Figures  3.1  and  3.2 with  respect,   to 0'   result   from  a   less   than  perfect  magnetic   field  model.     With 
the  data  plotted   in  this  way,  Figure  3.2  does  not   show  the  flattopped  behavior  evident   in  Figure  3.1. 

A   third way  of  studying magnetic-aspect   sensitivity   is   to observe   the   scattering   intensity 
of  a  single  aurora whose  environmental  properties   seem   the   same  over many  aspect   angles.     Data  obtained   in 
this  way  probably  are   Indicative  of   the microscopic  aspect-angle  dependence  of  auroral   scattering.     These 
data   tell  us   the  scattering  angular  dependence  with   respect   to   the   local  magnetic   field,   whether  or  not 
the   field   is  distorted.     These  data  are,   then,   the  best   to use  for comparison with  theories  that  purport 
to predict   the  nature  of   ionization   irregularities   responsible   for  scattering. 

Data  of   this  kind were  obtained  by Barber  et  al.   (1962).     Their  data  are  presented   in Figure 
3.3.       Thefct'  data  suggest   that   at  500 MHz,   the  aspect-angle  dependence   is  about   10 dB per  degree   to off- 
specular angles   as  large  as 2   .     Note  that   the  data were  obtained  from various magnetic  azimuths.     The 
aspect  sensitivity  does  not   show  an  obvious  dependence  on  beam direction  with  respect   to direction of 
auroral  electrojet  current   flow. 

Leadabrand  ct   al.   (1965a)   have   studied   aspect   sensitivity   in   this  way   at   401   and  800  MHz. 
Their  measurements   Include  0     aspect   angle.     These  measurements  did  not   show a  zero  slope  behavior when 
they  were   made   very   close   to exact   perpendicularity.     The   angular   dependence  of   aspect   sensitivity   of   their 
measurements   is   very  similar   to   that   obtained  by  Barber   i-'t   al.    (1962). 

Measurements  of   the   frequency   dependence   of   aspect   sensitivity   are   very   difficult   to  accom- 
...   ..i      i tana.\   i, „),,   .,   small   difference   between  ■101   and  800  MHz.     Chesnut   et   al. pi ish.     Leadabrand et   al.   (1965a)   find  only  a 

spect   dependence   is  only   very  weakly   dependeni    on   radar   frequencies 
!z.     Bates   and  Albee   (1969b)   have   found   that    in  order   to  cx- 

(1968)   claim   that   the  microscopic   as 
from   a   frequency   as   low   as   50 MHz,    in  .1000  MHz 

hesnut   et   al.   at    frequencies  ol   50  MHz  and  higher,     ("orobiniag   these 
decreases   I rum   3   to   10   dB  per   degree   off   ol   microscopic 

plain obi ique-'oackscal ter  data,   the  aspect   sensitivity   at    frequencies  between ■!  MHz   and   10  MHz   must   he 
nearly   as   steep   as   that   measured   by  ( 
results would   Imply   that   the   reflected  radar  power 
perpendicularity  at   almost   all   radar   frequencies. 

In   order   to  explain   their   results,   Hates   and  Albee   invoke   Ionospheric   refract ion   as   do 
Chesnut   et   al. ,    to  obtain   their   50-MHz   aspect   data.      Statistical   data   obtained  by   Leadabrand  el   al.   (1965B) 

al   30  MHz   initially   implied   very   weak  aspect   sensitivity.      I'nwm   (1968)   has   shown   her*   that   data    imply   very 
steep  aspect   sensitivity  when   ionospheric   retraction  effects   .ire   included;    il   Inuir.'s  conelusions   are   ac- 
cepted,   then   the   Leadabrand   data   at   30  MHz  would  !).•   cnnslstcnt   with   the   extreme   aspect   dependence   that 
Bates   and  Albee,   and Chesnut   el   al,   claim. 

McDiarmid   and  McNamara   (19671   have   studied   statistical   occurrence  ol   auroral   reflections 
al   50 MHz   and   have   concluded   from   their  data   thai   reflection  strengths  decrease   by   10  dB   lor   aspect-angle 
changes  of  20   ,   rather   than   10  du   for   1     as  do  the  other  observers.     Data  by  Dyce   (1955)   at   51.9  MHz   imply 
a   steeper   dependence   than   do   the   data   ol   McDiarmid   and  McNamara   but   neither   (>1   these  experiments   has   been 
evaluated   in   light   of   ionospheric   refraction  and  D-region  absorption.     This  reviewer   is  ol   the   '.pinion   that 
the   very   steep   aspect   dependence   of   3   to   10   dB   per   degree   applies   to  nearly   all   frequencies;    but   he  cannot 
absolutely  prove   it.     The   data   ol   McDiarmid   and  McNamara   could  be   responding   in   fact   to  a  phenomenon   not 
detected   by   the   other  experiments. 

Note;      1 he   authors   st.ite   thai    I he   data   labeled   in   the   figure   a^   cross-polarized   scattering   are   in   fact    not 
due   to  cross   polarization.      Rather   they   st.ile   Ilia'    their   cross-polarized   feed  »as   imperfect,   and   responded 
to   the  parallel   polarization  with  9  .IB  attenuation   and   therefore   acted  as   a  second,   parallel-polarization- 
nieasuremenl   channel   with   reduced   sensitivity.     Measurements   by   Leadabrand   (1965a)   of   the   cross-pol ar Ized 
scattering  ,it   ■100  MHz   shows   thai   this  cross-polarized  component    is   typically  2(1  dB  weaker   than   the  direct 
pol ar I zed  mniponent . 
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The   magnetic-aspect  sensitivity has been measured at  400 MHz  out  to  angles  as  large   as  8° 
(Jaye et  al.,   1969).     These data,  presented in Figure 3.4,  were organized by computing average signal 
strength  as  a function  of quiescent-magnetic  angle,   as were   the  data  presented   in Figure  3.1.     For  compari- 
son.   Figure  3.4  also  presents  398-MHz  measurements obtained  near zero-magnetic  aspect  that  have  been 
organized   In  two ways  by Chesnut et  al.     The broad curve  with  a  dip  at  zero degrees was obtained  simul- 
taneously with  the   139-   and 850-MHz  data of  Figure 3.1—but  not  plotted  there,   to avoid cluttering   that 
figure.     The  line   sloping downward  from 0°   to  i-1.7°  was  obtained by  dissection of  a  Single  auroral   arc   in 
a  manner  that   is  similar   to  that  used  by Barber et  al,   and presented   in Figure  3,3. 

The   two-stream   instability of Farley  (1963)   suggests  that   the   scattering  strength  of   radar 
aurora  depends  not  only  on  the  microscopic magnetic-aspect   angle,  but  also on   the direction of  the   radar 
beam  line with  respect   to  the  auroral  electrojet   In  the  scattering  region.     The  auroral  electrojet   is  an 
extremely  complex  phenomenon;    It   Is  not  clear how experimental   data  can be  organized  in  a  manner  to 
evaluate   this potential  dependence.     Under  the   assumption  that   the  auroral  electrojet  flows generally 
east-west  at  the  altitude  of   maximum  auroral  clutter,   one  might  expect   that   the   intensity  of  auroral 
echoes  would show  a  dependence  on  the  magnetic  azimuth of   the   radar  beam.     Jaye et  al.   (1969)   have  plotted 
average  signal   amplitude   for various  aspect  angles  as  a  function of  azimuth.     These  data  are  shown   in 
F1gure  3.5. 

At   the   larger  off-perpendicular  angles,   those   greater   than  5.5   ,   the  data  of Figure   3.5  do 
suggest  an  azimuthal   dependence   that   seems consistent  with   the  Farley  hypothesis,   though  the weakness  of 
the variation leaves  us  not  completely  convinced  that   the  data prove   the Farley  hypothesis. 

3.1.2 Kiequency  Dependence 

Many   authors have  published  results of  experiments   that  were designed  to determine   frequency 
dependence  of  auroral-cadar  backscatter.     Generally   the  scattering strength of   radar  aurora   is  very  much 
greater  at   low  radar   frequencies   than  at  higher  frequencies.      Auroral-radar returns have been observed  as 
high   as  3000 MHz  (Leadabrand et   al.,   1967b). 

Early   radar measurements  of  aurora were  generally  confined  to  frequencies below  about   100 
MHz.     Early   frequency-dependence experiments were  attempts,   in   the  main,   to determine  the  peak electron 
density   in  the  scattering  regions.      It   was believed  that  electron  densities   in   the  auroral  E  region  could 
be  as  great  or  greater   than  '0     per cubic centimeter.     A  rather  sophisticated  analysis  was performed   by 
Lyon  and Korsyth   (1962)   utilizing bistatic  radar measurements  obtained  simultaneously  at   frequencies  of 
42,   60,   82,   and   104   MHz.     Their   analysis   led   them   to  conclude   that   the   auroral   scattering environment   was 

7 3 sometimes  overdense   at  42 MHz  (which  requires  2.25  X  10     el   cm   )   and  very  occasionally  was  overdense   even 
8 3 at   104  MHz  'which  requires more   than   10    el.cm  ).     Extreme  heating of   the   ionosphere would  result   from  the 

excitation  necessary   to  produce   these   very high  electron  densities,     Chesnut  et   al,   (1968)   compute  heating 
u 

rates  of   200     K  per   second   to  maintain   a  density   of   10   ,      The   temperatures   of   auroral ly-exc 1 ted   Ionosphere, 
as   deduced   from  opt ical-rotat ional-spec tral   measurements,   would  be  much   greater   than   are   actually   observed. 
Other  kinds  of  measurements,   both  ground-based optical   and   in-situ  rocket   measurements  never  seem  to  find 
electron  densities   this   high. 

Moorcroft   (1966)   has   reviewed   the   data  of   Lyon   and Forsyth   (1962)   using various  plausible 
models  of   "blobs"  of  overdense   plasma.     His  reexamination   leads  him  to  deduce   that   the  data  cannot   be 
reasonably   interpreted   as   indicating   the  presence  of  electron  densities   that   are overdense  at   40  MHz  or 
higher. 

Flood   (1965)   has   made   pul se-barkscat ler  measurements  using   scaled   antenna  beams  at   fre- 

quencies   at   49,7,    143.5,   and   226  MHz,      He   related  his   signal    ilrengths   at   pairs   of   frequencies   by   a   power 

of   the  wavelength   ratio,      in   this way,   then,   the   ratio  of   signal   strength  at   143,5 MHz   to   that   at   49,7  MHz 

was  usually   about    •.' '       to 3. 7 Likewise when he observed echoes at 226 MHz, implying a strong aurora, he 

found a wavelength dependence of /. " " . During times oj extremely strong aurora, he lound instances of 

the   ratio  of   226   lo   143   MHz  as   steep   as   .,12-9'1'2, 

It   lias   recently   been  recognized  (Unwtn,   196H;   Chesnut   et   al, ,   1968.   and Hates  and Albee, 

1969b)   that   refract inn   can  play   a   significant   role   in  measurements  of   magnetic-aspect   angle.      Refraction 

changes   the   radar-beam   angle   in   'he   scattering   regions   so   that   the   actual   magnetic-aspect   angle   at   HF   and 

VHK   is  not   the  angle   thai   is  computed   in   the  absence  of   refraction.     As   a   result,   the   Interpret at if;n  of 

signal   strengths   .it   these   lower'   frequencies can become  somewhat   uncertain.     The   role  that  I)-reglon  absorp- 

tion  plays   is  also  quite   uncertain,   although   it    is   known   that    the  one-way   vertical   absorption  at   30   MHz 

can  at   times  exceed   10   dli   .is  measured  by   a   riometer.      for   a   round-trip,   oblique   path   this   absorption   might 

be   significantly   increased  by   increased  path   length   and  might   affect   frequencies   as  high   as   100  MHz,      As   a 

result,   it    is difficult    to know  how   to  .interpret   HF   and   low  VHF   radar  echo   intensities   in  terms  of   the 

scattering  environment. 

The   hypothesis   that   regions  of   the   ionosphere   are   overdense   to  50-MHz   frequencies  would   have 

profound  effects   on   the   HF   measurements   of   Hates  et   al,   (1966),      fur  densities   greater   than   this,    their 

oblique,   ilF   measurements   would   give  detectable   echoes   to   their   highest    frequency,   which   is 64   MHz.      Hates 

(private   communication)   h;is   indicated   that   he   virtually   never   sees   auroral   E   echoes   to   frequencies   this 

high. 

            --■"■ ■•----'    ■ 
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The  first  attempt  to measure  the  frequency  dependence  at higher,  UHF radar  frequencies was 

carried out by Presnell et al.   (1959).     A later study by Leadabrand et  al.   (1965)  employed frequencies of 

401 and 800 MHz,   and scaled antenna beams.    More recent work (Chesnut et al. ,   1968)  has extended  the  fre- 

quency coverage  to  frequencies  of SO,   139,  398,  850,   1210,   and 3000 MHz.     For practical engineering 

reasons,   scaled antenna-beam patterns could not be used  In  this latter experiment.     In order  to deduce 

frequency dependence of  auroral  scatter,  Chesnut et al.   assumed that  the scattering layer was on  the order 

of 8 km thick  In the vertical  direction.     It was  found  that  the  scattering  Intensity  as  a function of   fre- 
quency can be well  fitted by  the  following analytical  form: 

-f/f 

P(«  = P0 
e • (3.1) 

The quantity  f     Is  called  the  "scale   frequency." 

Figure  3.6 presents volume-scattering coefficients versus  radar  frequencti the  five 

lower  frequencies  as  measured by  Chesnut et  al.     This particular  data  set was obtained ry   special 

aurora  (long,   stable-radar arc)   that  they claim enabled  them   to  correct  for  refractlot t   50  MHz, 

That refraction definitely plays a role  at 50 MHz was demonstrated by  the  fact  that 5i ,1  was  ab- 

sent or very weak   In  the  region of  the   radar  arc where  the  magnetic-aspect  angle was 0 ne  higher, 

unrefracted frequencies  gave the  greater signal  return. 

On  some  occasions  auroral  echoes  were  obtained  at  3000 MHz,   but   they were  so very  weak   that 

the measurement  of  signal  power  necessitated  1  minute  of   Integration.     Figure  3.7 presents  results  of   the 

frequency  dependence  measured when 3000-MHz echoes were  observed.     Also  shown   in Figure  3.7  as  a  dashed 

line  are  the data  of  Figure 3.6.     We  note  that  the  general   slope  of   the  plot   is more  gradual  for  the  data 

set containing 3000-MHz  echoes.     These  data  Indicate  that   the   frequency  dependence of  auroral-radar  scat- 

tering  is  not  constant   In  time. 

A  set  of  36  separate measurements  of   the  frequency  dependence  of  auroral  backseatterlng, 

using  the   four  intermediate  frequencies  (139,   398,   850,   and   1210 MHz)   were  fitted by Eq.   (3.1).     A  histogram 

of   the  scale   frequency   for values   is presented   in Figure  3.8.     The  data  of  Figure  3.7  gave  a  scale   fre- 

quency of  220 MHz,   which value   is  not   shown   in Figure  3.7,   since  the  determination was obtained   in  a  dif- 

ferent   manner  than  were   tne  data   for Figure  3.7.     More  recently,   study   suggests   that   the  data  set   from 

which  the  histogram of  Figure  3.7 was  obtained were preblased  by  the way  data were selected. 

We   suggest   that   the  scale-frequency  concept,   whlc'n  always  seems  to  fit   the  data  of  Chesnut 

et  al.,  has utility  as  an  analytical   fit   to the  frequency  dependence of  auroral-radar  reflections.     But 

the origin of variations   in scale   frequency,   and   its  correlation with  other  geophysical  phenomena,   are 

unknown at   this   time. 

The  work  at  lower   frequencies by Lyon  and  Forsyth  (1962)   and  by  Flood (1965)   suggest   very 

much  steeper   frequency  dependence   than  was  found  at  higher   frequency  by  Chesnut  et  al.      In   fact   the  data 

quoted by  Hood produce  "scale   frequencies"  of  between 12  and 30 MHz,   rather   than  the value of   126  MHz 

found  at  higher  radar   frequencies.     This   frequency-dependence  work may   imply   that   there  are  at   least   two 

separate mechanisms   that   operate   to produce  the  structured   lonlzatlon   from which  radars  scatter.     This  re- 

sult  may  also   Imply  that   there   is curvature  to a proper   fit   to  the  frequency  dependence  that   Is  not   well 

detected  by  Chesnut   et   al.   (1968).      If   there  are   two mechanisms,   then  one  mechanism could produce   a  very 

steep  behavior   at   HK   and  VHF--and   another  produces   less   sleep   behavior   in   the   higher  L'HK   band.     This   laster 

deduction  is  reinforced  by  the   fact   that   the data of Chesnut  et   al.   (1968)   do extend   Into   the VHF   region-- 

and  show,   for  their  particular  observation,   a  shallow  frequency   dependence   In  contradiction  to Flood   s 

results  over   the   »ame   frequency   interval. 

There  has   been  no explicit  correlation of   the   frequency-dependence  measurements  with   the 

nature  of   the   radar   aurora,   using   the   nomenclature  of   Unwln   (1959),   these   are   diffuse,   diffuse   with   struc- 

ture,   short   discrete,   and   long  discrete.     Unwin  and  Knox   (19C8)   also  suunest   that   different   mechanisms  may 

be   involved   in  producing   these  different   kinds of   radar   aurora. 

3,1.3 Relationship   to Other  Auroral  Phenomena 

A variety  of  auroral   phenomena  have  been correlated with  radar   aurora.     An  excellent   summary 

of  gross  correlations  between  radar  and  other auroral  phenorr?na   is  given  by   Leadabrand  (1964).     We  do  not 

intend   to   review   all   such   relationships.      Some   relationships   are   of   part Icular   interest   because   they   may 

reveal   the   basic   nature   of    the   scattering  environment.     Generally,   when   geomagnetic   activity   Is   high,   all 

auroral  phenomena  are  nclive.     So   there   is  a  statistical   relationship  between  all   auroral   phenomena,    in- 

cluding   radar   aurora. 

Our  concern  here   is  with   the   detailed   relationships  of   collocation   In  Bp^iee   and   time,    In 

particular  we   are   Interested   in   the   correlation of   radar  echoes   with  visual   aurora,   with   satellite-measured 

particle precipitation,    jnd with  surface-measured magnetic-field  flurtuatlon,   since  all   of   these  may  (or 

may  not)   be   related   to   the   Immediate  scattering environment.     The  satellite  data  are   lust   beginning   to  be- 

come  available.      It    is   expected   that   soon   there  will   be   extensive   results   of   these  programs. 

_^_^_^^^_^                .^-^—...  -  .   —. 
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The  first  apparent   attempt   to compare  radar   and  visual   aurora was performed by Bowles   (1955). 
In   this study  he  tried   to  relate  the   shape  of   radar  aurora  at  106 MHz  to  the  shape   recorded   In photographs 
taken from his radar  site.     Briefly,   he   found no reliable  correlation between  the  shapes and locations  of 
visible and  radar  aurora.     Also,   there was   no correlation between   the presence  and  absence of  either 
phenomenon anywhere   in  the  sky. 

A rather  significant  statement  in his report  (Bowles,   1955)   is   that whenever radar  aurora 
was  present,  he could  see   the  shadows of   trees   In his photographs.     When radar  aurora  was  not  present,   the 
trees could  not  be  seen.     The  deduction was   that  when  radar  aurora   is present,   there exists  (in   the  night- 
time  anyway)   some  diffuse  visual  glow—perhaps without  well  defined  features. 

Bates et  al.   (1966)   have  also attempted  to correlate   the  location of visual  and radar 
aurora.     Bates  claims   that  he  very  often  finds  near-collocation  of  optical   and HI   radar echoes  on  the 
night   side of   the  auroral   oval,   but   that  more often   than not   the  radar echoes  seem   to be  adjacent   to, 
rather  than  superposed  upon,   the visual  forms.     However,   he  does have one  case  of  collocation within his 
range   resolution.     This work was performed using measurements  from  all-sky  cameras  (Bates et  al.,   1966) 
assuming a  height   of  visual   aurora  of   100  km.     A  separate  study   (Bates,   1969a)   used  photometric   trlangulation. 

Chesnut  et   al.   (1968)   have   attempted   to  relate  visual  and  radar  aurora.      In   their   technique 
they   triangulated between  two  all-sky  cameras  tu  find  the   location of visual  auroral  features.     A great 
variety of  cases  existed  with   radar  but  no  visual   aurora  present,   and vice  versa.     On  a  few  occasions, 
radar  and visual   aurora were  simultaneously  detected  and produced  patterns  as   in Figure  :i.9.     The  data 
were  obtained  with  sufficient   care   that   the  nonoverlap  of   the   two  phenomena   is  considered  real. 

We conclude   that   there   is  no  obvious  relation between 'jrlght,   visual  auroral   features  such 
as  one  detects  on all-sky  photographs.     On   the other  hand,   it   does  not   appear   that   a careful  correlation 
study  has been  made   to  determine   if   any  detectable  luminosity   is  present   in  regions   that  do scatter  radar 
waves  bui.  in which  there   is   no obvious,   bright  visual   aurora.     Bowles  (1955)   does  claim  that   nighttime 
radar  aurora was  seen only  when his  photographs revealed some  sky   glow,   though he  does  not   appear  to  have 
performed  a  systematic   study. 

The  geometry  of   radar   and visual  arcs  being observed  simultaneously  adjacent   to  one  another-- 
but   not   superposed--as   shown   in Figure  :i.9   and  as  reported by   Bates  et   al.   (1966)   and Chesnut   et   al.   ( I9ÜH) 
may  have   implications   regarding  the   two-stream   instability hypothesis  of  Farley   (196,1).      It   is   knovui 
(Wescott  et   al.,   1970;   Aggson,   private  communication)   that electric   fields   tend   to  be  larger  adjacent   to, 
but  outside  of,   visual   auroral   arcs.     Since   the Farley   two-stream   instability   is  produced  by electric 
fields—not   ionospheric  currents  that   are  known  to  flow   in visual   arcs—these  data  help  support   the   two- 
stream-instability concept. 

M   has  been  proposed  (Chesnut   et   al.,   1968)   that   when  auroral   activity  becomes very   intense, 
electric  fields   inside  visual   arcs  may  exceed   the  Farley   threshold.      In   this  case,   since  electron densities 
are  higher  inside  of  arcs,   it   Is  likely  that   the  strongest   radar  aurora would coincide with visual  phenomena 
During   these  dynamic,   auroral   periods   It    is   exceedingly   difficult    to  obtain  meaningful   radar  visual   corre- 
lations,   so   that   no  data   are   currently   available 

The  correlation   of   radar  echoes   uith   the   location   and   intensity   of   precipitating  particles 
has  been  studied  by  Leadabrand   and Hodges   (1967a),   Chesnut,   Hodges,   and  Leadabrand   (1971--in preparation), 
Hagfors   (1970),   and Bates  et   al.   (1969a).      Leadabrand   and  Hodges   (1967)   found   no  radar echoes  on   several 
satellite  passes  during  which   no precipitation  was measured  above   the  satellite's  particle-detection 
threshold.     On one  satellite   pass,   auroral   radar echoes  were  observed  at   139   and   198  MHz.     The  location  of 
the  radar echoes  seemed  to  correlate  best  with   the  location of  precipitation  of electrons with  energies 
greater   than  2  keV.     A   region  where   1-keV electrons  were  precipitating  and  a  broad  region of  proton pre- 
cipitation did  not   correlate   well   with   the   UHF   radar  echoes. 

Chesnut,   Hodges,   and Leadabrano   (1971)   have  compared   locations   of   auroral   radar  echoes   with 
peaks   in energy   deposition  by  electrons   and  protons   for   14   satellite   passes.     The  energy  deposition was 
computed  by  multiplying   particle   flux   by   average  particle  energy.      During   three   passes,   auroral   activity 
was very  high   and  radar   aurora  was present   almost  everywhere   in   the   surveillance  region.     During   the   11 
other  passes,   radar echoes   and  preclpitat ion-energy  peaks  were   sulficiently  confined   that   meaningful   re- 
lationships could be sought. 

Chesnut   et   al.    (1971)   have   found   that   peaks   in  proton   precipitation  were   never  collocated 
with  peaks   in   radar   returns.      Peaks   In  electron  energy   deposition   tended   not   to   be   collocated  with   radar 
returns,   though   there  were   some  examples  of   superposition.     Significantly,   though,   wherever   there  were 
radar   returns.   It   was   inferred   from   the   satellite measurements   that   there was enough  particle   precipitation 
to produce F-region electron  densities  on  the  order  "f   10'   per  cubic  centimeter.     This  density   is  probably 
sufficient   to explain  observed   radar  echo  strengths   in   terms  of   Bragg   scattering   from   fluctuations   in 
electron density  (Booker,   1956). 

Bates  et   al,    (1969a)   have   sought   correlations   between   HF   aurora   and  electron  precipitation. 
Their   results  were  based  on   16   satellite   passes.     They   found   that   on   the   night   side   of   the  earth,   gross 
position   and  occurrence   of   precipitating electrons  were   in   good   agreement,   however,   exact   correspondence-- 
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or a unique spatial relationship—was not clearly apparent.  On the day side of the earth, part of the 

electron precipitation was not generally accompanied by radar aurora, though they suggest that D-reglon 

absorption might have prevented echo observations. 

Recently, Hagfors (1970) reported simultaneous observation of proton precipitation nearly 

collocated with rodar echoes obtained at a frequency of 1288 MHz.  No electron precipitation was observed 

in the same region.  Hagfors finds that the region of peak proton flux was about 1 degree north of radar 

auroral-echo horizon. The radar echo Intensity was increasing toward the more northerly regions—over the 

horizon—but the data presented do not resolve whether radar-auroral returns could have been obtained from 

the region of peak proton-flux deposition. 

Hagfors states that the proton flux was insufficient to explain the ionization needed for 

radar reflection.  On the other hand, this was an afternoon observation, so that solar ionization of the 

E region was present; it is believed that daytime E-region electron densities are great enough to produce 

radar clutter provided it is structured by plasma instability processes to produce fluctuation scale sizes 

on the order of tens of centimeters. 

We note that Bates finds different correspondences between particle-precipitation type and 
location relative to HF radar echoes for day-side and night-side measurements.  Hagfors' inference of ^eak 
radar echo collocated with proton precipitation might then not contradict the nighttime data obtained by 
Chesnut, Hodges, and Leadabrand (1971). 

We conclude that data currently on hand show that nighttime radar aurora occurs In regions 

where some auroral precipitation is occurring.  Thus we have an explanation for the presence of the 

ionization to explain nighttime auroral echoes.  The correlation of radar aurora in detail with peaks in 

electron-precipitation number or energy density appears nearly random at this point In time with a prefer- 

ence for nonoverlap.  The relationship between radar aurora and proton precipitation on the night-side, 

according to the limited data base currently on hand, shows no clear examples of collocation of radar 

aurora with peaks in proton precipitations, though some weaker proton precipitation does sometimes take 

place into the radar scattering region.  One day-side measurement may have been revealed collocation of 

radar aurora and a peak in the proton precipitation flux. 

The correlation of radar aurora with magnetic disturbance indices is of obvious Interest. 

There have been several studies showing, for example, that radar aurora generally move southward with in- 

creised planetary magnetic activity (Leonard, 1962; Egeland, 1962; Unwin, 1966b).  Egeland computed the 

correlation coefficient between the percent occurrence of radar aurora during each 24-hour period and the 

local geomagnetic Q Indices as measured at Klruna and Trömso.  The Trömso magnetic observatory Is closer 

to the region of scatter; its correlation coefficient w.is greater, but both were fairly large (0.59 and 

0.65, respectively). 

UnvIn (1966b) has shown that local magnetic activity as measured by the local K index near 

the scattering region correlates well with radar echoes.  The planetary K  index correlated somewhat better 

with lEte-afternoon diffuse echoes than did the local magnetic index; the local index correlated best with 

the other radar forms. 

Leadabrand et al. (1965a) displayed auroral echo Intensity at 401 MHz for various elevation 

angles (therefore various ranges) obtained from Kraserburg, Scotland, along with the H trace from the 

Lerwick, Scotland magnetic observatory.  That observatory Is beneath the auroral reflecting region, 300 km 

to the north of the radar.  Detailed H-componcnt fluctuations often seem in be accompanied by radar- 

intensity fluctuations.  The trace correlation seems best with the echoes that occur nearly directly over 

the magnetic observatory. 

Leadabrand et al. (1965a) also display a detailed  trajectory" of signal strength versus H 

component.  The H component is seen to increase while no r.idar aurora is present.  Then very abruptly the 

auroral echoes start to occur with a 20-to-45-dB signal-to-noise ratio.  Leadabrand suggests that the de- 

tailed comparison that shows an abrupt turning-on of the radar aurora indicates an activity threshold as 

predicted by Farley (196,')) 

It must be borne in minu that surface-measured magnetic activity is responding to currents 

in the ionosphere; scattering intensity depends on irregularity-density variations, generation of lon- 

acou.'itlc »aves depends on ionospheric electric fields.  Thus, surface-measured magnetic activity cannot be 

expected to correlate perfectly with radar-reflection activity if the Farley lon-acouatic-wavc hypothesis 

is correct. 

3.1.4    Amplitude Distribution of Hadar Echoes 

Auroral radar returns are characterized by rapid fluctuating ampl1tude--called rapid fading. 

The statistical characteristic^ of the amplitude distribution of radar returns are of interest to those 

concerned with auroral-clutter rejection and also to those concerned with the physics of the scattering 

environment.  The fact that the clutter echo amplitude seems to decorrelate in very short times indicates 

a rather broad Doppler spread of the return signals.  The fading character 1st 1cs hove also been used to 
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support the argument that the scattering takes place from a large assembly of essentially Independent random 

scatterers. 

The most detailed study of the amplitude statistics seems to be that performed by Egeland 

(1962).  In this experiment he measured the statistics of the signal amplitude of a 92,8-MHz FM broadcast 

station. The signal was received by blstatlc scattering via radio aurora.  He was Interested In determining 

whether a coherent signal component existed—or whether the signal-amplitude distribution was totally con- 

sistent with having been propagated by scattering from a random assembly of scatters. The presence of a 

coherent component would lead to the Rice amplitude distribution—which, for a large coherent component, Is 

approximated by a Gaussian distribution.  If the signal was propagated by an assembly of Independent scatters, 

then the signal-amplitude distribution would be Raylelgh distributed—provided, of course, that the average 

scattering intensity remained. In expectation, constant over the time of the measurement.  Figure 3.10 pre- 

sents some of Egeland's results,  Egeland states that these data support the conclusion that the aurorally 

propagated wave is the aggregate of a large numbei of scattered wavelets that are uncorrelated In phase. 

We note that should a coherent component exist, but the average scattered power vary over the period in 

which measurements are made, then a Rice distribution—or its Gaussian approximation—might be smeared In a 

way that could simulate the Raylelgh distribution.  In this reviewer's opinion, that seems unlikely.  At 90 

MHz and higher frequencies few investigators doubt the conclusions about the scattering environment deduced 

by Egeland. 

Flood (1965) has also studied the amplitude statistics of returns at frequencies of 49.7, 

143.5, and 226 MHz using pulsed-radar techniques.  As with Egeland, Flood found that the amplitude dis- 

tribution for all three frequencies was well approximated by a Raylelgh distribution.  His data sets were 

each averaged over a 30-second time interval. 

3.1.5    Height of Radar Aiirora 

The height and vertical thickness of the auroral radar-reflection region has been of con- 

siderable interest.  The height distribution seems to depend on the type of radar aurora that is being 

observed,  Unwin (1959), defines four types of radar aurora as observed by his equipment at 55 MHz,  These 

are diffuse, diffuse with structure, short discrete, and long discrete.  Other measurements at higher fre- 

quency (Presnell et al., 1959), using pencil-beam radars, find two types, labeled discrete and diffuse. 

Generally, the diffuse echoing region is a thin (vertically) region that extends over large geographical 

areas.  Discrete echoes are limited in range extent (north-south) but may extend to high altitudes—con- 

sistent, apparently, with the magnetic-aspect requirements. 

Unwin (1959) presents data on the height of diffuse aurora as a function of range (generally 

north-south), and llnds that the height is remarkably independent of range over distances of 700 km. 

Figure 3.11 presents two histograms of Unwin's measurements.  The first is a histogram of all height 

measurements.  Tue second is a histogram of daily averages. 

Unwin (1959) and Presnell et al. (1959) find a tendency for the height of diffuse aurora 

to increase at ranges closer to the radar.  This effect is not well confirmed.  Leadabrand et al. (1958) 

also found a consistent height variation of diffuse aurora as a function of azimuth angle.  Abel and Newell 

(1969) also appear to find a dependence of height of return on viewing azimuth; but their distribution is 

opposite to that found by Leadabrand.  These results are compared in Figure 3.12. 

Many attempts h.ive been made to measure the vertical thickness of radar aurora.  To measure 

the vertical thickness accurately, one requires high angular resolution and a short pulse length.  Further- 

more, one needs to carefully define what is meant by vertical thickness, in that the echo intensity, though 

dropping off rapidly with height change away from the region of maximum reflectivity, continues to be de- 

tectable at quite different heights. 

Abel and Newell (1969) estimate a vertical thickness at 1295 MHz thit varies from 5 to 20 km-- 

centered around 106 km. Despite this assertion, Newell and Abel (1968) show floppier data obtained from alti- 

tudes as much as 20 km above the center of the aurora.  These measurements serve to remind us that  thickness 

may mean full width at half powei or rms thickness, or something of that sort.  Leadabrand et al. (1965a) 

estimate that the vertical thickness is no greater than 10 to 20 km. Unwin (1959) estimates that the layer 

he observes is less than 5 km in vertical thickness, and thinks it is probably less than 2.5 km. This con- 

clusion is based on the visibility <>f the fringes in the lohing pattern of his Lloyd's mirror experiment. 

Measurements ol the vertical extent of discrete aurora are probably limited by the fact that 

if the radar beam-line fulfills the magnetlc-aspect requirement at an altitude of 110 km or so, 'hen at 

higher altitude the aspect condition becomes less favorable.  At northern latitudes, an increase in altitude 

from 110 to 125 km produces about a 1  change in aspett angle.  Meeting the aspect condition at higher al- 

titude«) usually means locating radars larther from the geomagnetic pole, in which case aurora becomes less 

frequent.  Furthermore, there is no way ol knowing whether the high-altitude aurora observed by this tech- 

nique is connected to usual K-region aurora of the discrete or diffuse type. 

Unwin (1959) gives values of height of center for short discrete and long discrete auroras 

as 120 Km and 100 km or less, respectively.  Me estimates thicknesses of 10 to 26 km for short discrete and 
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IS or more  for  long discrete  auroras.     Leadabrand et  al.   (1959)   do not estimate vertical  extent of discrete 
aurora.     However,  Schlobohm et al.   (1959)   report  observing auroral  radar echoes  at an  altitude  as high as 
300 km at a  frequency  of  106,1 MHz.     The radar was  far  south of   the normal  region for probing aurora;   It 
was  located  at  Stanford,  California,   at  a  geomagnetic   latitude  of  43°.     Whether   the high-altitude  echoes 
were  accompanied by  the usual  110-km radar  aurora  Is not known,   for  the magnetic perpendicularity  condition 
Is very poorly met   from Stanford  In   the  appropriate region. 

High-altitude  radar  auroras  as high  as  180  km have  also been   seen by Barber,   Sutcllffe,   and 
Watklns  (1962)   at  frequencies of  300   and  500 MHz.     Leadabrand et  al.   (1965a)   report high-altitude  echoes 
up  to 200  km,   as  seen  from Frazerburg,   Scotland.     Bates  (1966)   reports HF   auroral  echoes  from F-reglon 
heights often where HF-propagated  comniunication  signal  would  normally  reflect   from the  polar-F  layer. 
There   Is no doubt   that  these  high-altitude  reflection phenomena  are  real.      It   also appears  that   the  re- 
flectivity  of  the higher altitude   radar  aurora   is  considerably   less  than  that   observed  at  the more  conven- 
tional E-reglon heights. 

3.1.6 Doppler 

The  earliest  radar  studies of aurora noted  that  motions of   radar  auroral  forms  are  to the 
west  before midnight   and  to  the east   after midnight.     Generally,   the Doppler   shift of   auroral   radar  returns, 
which  shows   thu  drift  direction of   the   individual   scattering   irregularities,   is   in  the  same  direction as 
the motion of   the  radar  auroral   forms.      It   is  now believed  that  Doppler  shift   and  spread measurements hold 
the  key  to  understanding  the  underlying mechanisms   that   produce   the electron-density   irregularities  from 
which  radar energy  scatters.     This  belief  springs   from   the   indisputable  value  of  the  Doppler measurements 
made   in  the  equatorial  electrojet  by Bowles,  Cohen,  Balsley,   and others.     Unfortunately  attempts   to un- 
ravel  polar-ionosphere  plasma-instability  theories  are  severely hampered  because  the  auroral  electrojet   is 
complicated   in   its  direction of  flow;    it   is  also  unpredictable,   unreliable,   sporadic,   and even capricious 
in  its  behavior,   which  makes  the  performance of   geometrically  unambiguous  experiments  nearly   impossible. 
Nevertheless,   Doppler  measurements  do  seem  to be   the  best  currently   available  observational   technique  for 
relating  theories  of   irregularity   formation with   the  nature  of   the  environmental  properties. 

Bowles  (1955)   displayed  some of   the earliest  Doppler measurements.     His  measurements were 
made  by  bistatic CW  at   frequencies  of  25   and 50 MHz   in New York  and   in Alaska.     His data  showed various 
kinds  of  Doppler  spectra  at various   times.     Based  on  spectra   that  he displays,   quite  often,   apparently, 
he obtains  line  spectra  that  we  now   associate with  two-stream   instability-produced  ion-acoustic  waves. 
The  earliest  systematic  study  of  Doppler  shifts  at  UHF   frequencies was  performed by  Leadabrand et   al.   (1959). 
These  data  do  not  show unambiguous  Doppler-shlfted  line  spectra.     Later,   Leadabrand  (1965b)   presented 
auroral  Doppler   frequency measurements  at  401  MHz  as  a   function of  azimuth   angle   from  Frazerburg,   Scotland. 
He  pointed out   that   according  to  the   two-stream   instability  concept,   one  would observe  a  line  component 
that  showed  either  a  positive  or  negative  shift   as  a  function  of   observing  azimuth.     Some  features  of   the 
spectra   that  Leadabrand obtained  were  consistent  with   ion-acoustic  waves,   but   there clearly  were  other 
mechanisms   that had   to be  contributed   to  the  scattering.     For example,   scattering »aft  obtained   from due 
north,   whore   the  radar  beam-line  was   nearly  perpendicular   to   the  direction  of   assumed  election drift. 
According  to  the  Farley  concept  alone,   no energy   should  be  obtained   from  this  region.     Furthermore,   when 
observing   at   this   azimuth   the  Doppler   spectrum  was   very   broad   and  centered  on   zero   frequency   shift. 

Chesnut,   Hodges,   and  Leadabrand  (1968)   have made   simultaneous  Doppler  measurements  at   ire- 
quem-ies  of   139,   398,   850,   and   1210   MHz.      Doppler   spectral   forms   varied  considerably;   only   a   few  examples 
were   obtained  showing unambiguous   line  components.     The   measurements   showed   that   when   line  elements  could 
be   Identified,   the  Doppler  shifts   tended   to be  proportional   tn   frequency within  the measurement   rt-Bolution, 
as one  would  expect,     Chesnut  et   al,    (1968)   recorded  Doppler   shifts   at   (98  MHz   corresponding   to   irregularity 
velocities   as  high   as   1200  m/s. 

They   also   show  some   records  where   two  radar   aurora   located   several   hundred   kilometers   apart 
showed  oppositely   directed  Doppler   shifts,     Chesnut al.    interpret   these   results  as  meaning   that   they   »(re 
observing   residual   premldnlght   aurora   at   one   range   v the   postmldmght   aurora   at   a   greater   range.     The 
geometry  of   these  echoes  was  consistent   with   the   mode,   of   the   auroral   electrojet   current   proposed   by 
Akasofu  et   al.   (1965), 

Farley's   theory  predicts   slight   phase-velocity   variations  with   wavelength   of   Ion-acoustic 
waves.     Careful   measurements  by  Cohen   and  Bowles   (1967)   of   Doppler  shifts   in   sraltrrlng   from   the  equatorial 
electrojet   show   this  variation.     No   sufficiently   accurate   measurements   have   been   performed   In   the   auroral 
scattering  regions   to  show   this predicted  shift, 

Camnitz,   Tsunoda,   and   Harczys   (1969)   have   reported   results   of   bistatic   CW   measurements  of 
Doppler-sh if ted   auroral   scatter   at    MM.5 MHz.     Measurements  were   made   from   Buffalo,   New  York.      A   few   Doppler 
spectra   were   also  obtained   at   226   MHz.      Receiving  bandwidtl.s   of   5      in  azimuth   were  ü?>ed,   receiving   beams 
were   scanned   from   17     west   to   12     east   of   magnetic   north.      A   total   of   163   spectra  were   categorized   according 
to   their   general   characteristics.      Only   63   of   their   163   spectra   did   they   categorize   as   being   broad--mean1ng 
thai   energy   was   returned  over   t  wide   spread  of   frequencies.     They   could   not    Identify   a   line  component    in 
only   six  of   these  63  cases.     Of   the   163   Individual   spectra,   there   are  67   in   wh1 en   Camnitz  et   al.    Identify 
two  simultaneous   line   components.      Often   these   line   components   are   in   the   same   direction,   implying  possible 
existence  of   aurora   at   two  different   distances  with   differing   characteristics. 
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Spectral peaks were observed with shifts corresponding to velocities true 0 to 1800 m/s. 
Only  12 percent of  the peaks,   though,  had velocities greater than 800 m/s.     They  state that  their data 
provide strong support  for the  thesis that Doppler velocities with magnitudes from 32S  to 800 m/s were iiue 
to  scattering from irregularities  produced by two-etream  instability.     They  attribute  their  anomalously 
high velocities (of up  to 1800 m/s)   to high  ion velocities at higher altitudes where  the Pedersen conduc- 
tivity predominates,   as discussed by Unwln and Knox (1968). 

Hofntee  and Forsyth  (1969)  have reported bistatic CW Doppler measurements over  two paths 
from sites  located  in Ottawa,  London,   and St.  Catharines,   Canada.     The experiment -vas  laid out  so that  a 
common volume of scattering region was sampled at  two effective  angles with respect  to the average direc- 
tion of  the electrojet.     These effective  angles were separated by  about  20°   and were oriented near magnetic 
north (i.e.,   as with the experiment  of Camnitz et al,,   this experiment would be  sampling waves that would 
grow at  nearly  right   angles   to  the   average  direction of   the electrojet). 

The  results  of   t' ' s   study  are  that  only  a  few occasions did Hofstee  and Forsyth  observe 
line   spectra associated  with Farley's   ion-acoustic  waves.     During   late-afternoon   diffuse aurora,   they 
never  observed  line  components. 

Newell  and Abel   (1968,   1969)   have mapped Doppler profile versus  range,   azimuth,   and height 
using  the very high angular-resolution capability of   the  1295-MHz Millstone  radar.     They  measure  the  shift 
of   the peak of   the Doppler spectrum  and  show that   this behaves,   in azimuth  and   in elevation,   in a manner 
that   is consistent with   the Farley   two-stream  instability hypothesis convolved with  a  height-varying vector 
conductivity  (Hall  conductivity  dominated  near  110  km,   and Pedersen conductivity  dominated at   altitudes 
above   120  km).     The Doppler  shift»   correspond  to   irregularity velocities  of   from 350  to 460 m/s.     They   also 
present data on Doppler  shift versus  azimuth  for  fixed-antenna elevation angles.     These data are shown   In 
Figure  3.13.     Dopplei   shifts of  4   kHz  at   1295 MHz  correspond  to  radial  velocities  of  460 m/s. 

More recently, the Millstone radar has obtained considerably Improved Doppler spectra at 
1295 MHz. Details of measurements are not yet available In print. Generally, though, the spectra that 
are  obtained  are   reported   to be  very  complex. 

Doppler-shift  measurements   show generally westward  drifts  before  midnight,   and eastward 
drifts  after  midnight.     A  number   of   investigators   regularly  obtain   line   spectra  corresponding  to  ion- 
acoustic  waves  at   radar   frequencies   from  139   through  1300 MHz.     The   spectra  contain other Doppler   Informa- 
tion   that   is  not   consistent  with   ion-acoustlc  waves.     As measuring capability   improves,   detailed  spectra 
are  beginning  to  look more   and more   complicated.     One experiment   at  40 MHz   (Hofstee   and Forsyth)   has ob- 
served  line  spectra corresponding   to   lon-acoustlc waves,   but   the Doppler  spectrum  that   is usually  obtained 
shows  spreading about   the   transmitter   frequency.     It   is  suggested  here   that   the   geometry  of   the  Hofstee- 
Forsyth experiment,   which  probes  approximately on  azimuths of  5°   magnetic  east   and   16u   magnetic west,   may 
not  monsure  sufficiently  parallel   to   the  direction of   average electron drift   to  observe  very  often  the 
primary   ion-acoustlc  waves   that   are   seen  so  regularly  by others. 

3.2     Description of  Scattering Environment 

In  th's  section we   review what   appears   to be   the  current  understanding of   the   region of   the   ionosphere 
fro'.", which  auroral   radar echoes  are   obtained. 

3.2.1 Nature  nj   Scattering  Process 

There  appears   lo  be   nearly  unanimous  agreement   that   radar  energy   at   frequencies  above   100 
MHz—and probably  above  50 MHz--sea t ters   frop:  fluctuations   in electron density   generally  at E-reglon heights. 
The   mathematical   treatment   that   describes   scattering of   this  kind   in   the   auroral   ionosphere   is   an  applica- 
tion  of   the Bo-'n  approximation  that   was  developed by  Jooker  (1956). 

Booker's  expression   for   the   seittering   intensity   per   unit   volume   is 

■■     =   -     An    J(k   .k    k   ) . (3.2) 
v I        e      '   r     9     z' 

The   quantity   1      is   the  volume   scattering  coefficient   tor   radar   scattering, 
v 

In   this  expression    'j    is   the  Thomson   radar  scattering  cross   section   for  a   free   electron, 
An^   is   the variance   in electron-density   fluctuation;   and  |{kr,kA,kz)    is   the   three-dimensional   spectral 
funet ion. 

Radar cross  section   is defined  as   the  differential   scattering cross   section  for  scattering at   180    (back- 
seitter).     Unlike  cross   sections   use-*,   in  other  disciplines,   the   differential   ccattormg cress   section   is 
defined   as   that   per   'I-   steradlan   ratner   than   per   steradian.      Thus,    the  value  of   ■      that   one  uses   in Eq. 
(3.2)    is   !"   times   the value   for   backseat ter   obtained   I rom  bunks   on   atomic   physics.      This   Important   point 
has   often been  overlooked. 
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Radar scattering of  this  sort  Is called underdense scattering from electron density Irre- 
gularities,     The  radar  frequency   is  higher  than  the plasma  frequency   in  the   scattering region.     There  are 
four primary   ingredients  necessary   in order   that  reflections may  be  observed.     First,   there  must  be elec- 
trons present;   second,   there  must  be  fluctuations  in this electron density;   third,   ehe  spatial  wave lengths 
of  these  fluctuations must   satisfy   the  so-called Bragg condition,   and  fourth,   the  radar must have  adequate 
sensitivity.     In practice,   it  seems  that  ne ought   to be  about   10  /cm    or   larger;   An/n seems  to be  between 
1   and  10  percent.     The measured  scattering  intensity   Is many  orders of magnitude  greater  than can be 
attributed  to  the  so-called Thomson   incoherent  backscatter process. 

The various  components  of   the scattering wave  number   in Eq.   (3.2)   are  given here   In cylin- 
drical  coordinates.     This   is   the  wave  number for electron-densi ty   fluctuations   that   satisfy   the  Bragg 
scattering condition for  the  radar   frequency of concern,     Booker  assumed  azimuthal   symmetry  so  that  k« 
would  not  be used. 

To provide  a  quantitative  evaluation of his  scattering concept,   Booker hypothesized  a 
Gaussian  form for  the  spatial-frequency   spectral-density  function.     By use  of   the  Wlener-Kinchine   theorem 
this  function Is  transformed   Into  the  spatial  autocorrelation function of  density  fluctuations   that  re- 
searchers have,   in  the past,   attempted   to   relate   to  their measurements.     Booker  chose   the  autocorrelation 
function  to be Gaussian,   to  be cylindrlcally  symmetric about  magnetic  field   lines,   and  to vary  more  slowly 
along  field  lines   than  it  did  across   field  lines.     In  fact,   nature  determines   the  form of   this  autocorrela- 
tion function;   having no  guide,  Booker  used  the  analytical  convenience  of   the  Gaussian function. 

Booker's  real  contribution   to   the  whole  art  of  auroral-radar   scattering was   the   Introduction 
of   a  scattering concept   that  would  relate   the   nature of observed  radar  echoes   to  the  scattering medium. 
This   is very   important  in  that  experimentalists could begin  to  talk  about   the   nature  of   the  medium  rather 
than  just  about  voltages,   etc.,   in   their   radar  receivers.     At   the   time Booker   introduced Born-approximation 
scattering to radar physicists,  he  did not  have  a good explanation  for  the origin of  the  fluctuations,  which 
he   found were  necessary  to explain  the  auroral   radar  measurements.      It   is  the  origin of  these   fluctuations 
that  determines  the precise   form one   should use  for  the  3-dimenslonal   spectral   function i.     Section 3,1 
was  designed  to  summarize   those  measurements   that  validate   the  scattering concept   proposed by Booker.     The 
summary was  also   Intended  to  provide  an experimental  base  to  support  our  later  discussion  on mechanisms 
that  cause  the  auroral-E  region   to  structure   itself   into  the  density   fluctuation described  by i. 

The  frequency-dependence  work  by many  authors  provides   the  main  support   for  the  conclusion 
that   the scattering takes place  from  fluctuations  \n electron density   in  the   ionospheric plasma.     Also 
supporting  this conclusion   is   the   fact   that   Uie   frequency dependence   Is  fairly  continuous,   though  mono- 
tonlcally  decreasing with   increasing  frequency,   for  frequencies  above  50 MHz.     Most   data  about   the E-region 
scattering environment   Indicate  that   the  plasma  does  not  become  overdense  at   radar   frequencies  above 50 
MHz.     Fuilhermore,   quantitative  comparison of  estimates  from Booker's   theory   show  that   the  magnitude of 
underdense  scattering from  fluctuations   in electron density   is  sufficiently   'arge   to explain  the observed 
auroral-radar  scattering. 

The  amplitude   statistical   studies  performed  by Egeland  (1962)   ,ind Flood  (1965)   are  consistent 
with   scattering  resulting  from an  assemblage  of   independent   scattering centers,      Ihe   frequent   observation 
that  radar echoes  come  from  regions  of   the   "kv   in which  there  are no  bright   auroral   forms,   such  as  shown  by 
Bowles   (1955),   and  Chesnut   et   al,   (1968),    in  essence   proves   that   for   the  higher   frequencies   an  underdense 
scattering mechanism   Is  required.      If   the  auroral   radar  reflections  were  due   to  overdense  scattering,   then 
the  scattering would be  strongest   from  regions where   ionizatlon prodjetion   isi   greatest--i.e. ,   in  the 
brightest   regions.     Finally,   some  of   the  very-high-range-rate  observations  by   Leonard  (1971   ,   Hardin  (1969), 
and  Fremouw  (1971)   corresponding  to  velocities  of 8   to  10  kilometers  per  second  and  higher  are   totally   in- 
consistent with  the  concept   of   an overdense  plasma   traveling  at   that  velocity.     We  conclude   that   there   is 
no useful   alternative  to  the  underdense   scattering concept  given  us  by  Hooker, 

3.2.2 Generation  of   the  .Scattering   irregularities  by   Farley's  Two-Stream   Install i 111 y 

The  structuring  of   the   scattering  region by  nature  determines   v.he   form  of  the   function { 
in Booker's  scattering formula.     Hooker,   Gartlein,   and Nichols  (1955)   had  suggested  coherent   scattering 
from  underdense,   long  luminous   auroral   features.     When Booker   (1956)   developed   his  Horn-approximation  theory, 
he  found  that   in order  to explain  observational   data  he  had   to  postulate  scale   sizes  of  density   fluctuations 
of   several  meters  and  smaller,   not   the  kilometers  and   larger  dimensions  of   the   visible  aurora  rays.     He 
suggested   th^t   turbulence might   be   responsible,   though he had  several   reservations  about   this hypothesis. 

In   I960  Howies   ct   al.    (I960)   suggested   that   the   field-aligned   radar   scattering  observed   to 
■riglnate within  the  equatorial  electrojet,   demonstrated  properties  similar   to   those   observed  by  I.eadahranri 

et   al.   (1909)   In  auroral   scattering.      The   equator lal-elertroiel   scattering  produced   by   fluctuations   in 
electron density  behaved,   not    like   blobs   of   differing electron densities  drifting   in   some  direction,   but 
like  scattering  from density   fluctuations  associated with  plane  waves   traveling  through   the E-region 
ionizatlon.     The  plane  waves   always   seemed   to   travel   radially   with   respect   to   the   radar   location,   with  a 
velocity  near  sonic. 

Another   Important   result   of   the   radar   measurements  of   the  equatorlal-eleclroje I   scattering 
was   the   rev-elation   that   the   presence,   or    absence,   of   scattering was   dependent   on   the   strength  oj    the 
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equatorial electrojet—scattering being present very strongly (at  least  20-dB signal  to noise),  or wholly 
absent—with  the system sensitivity employed at  that  time.    This suggested that  a  threshold phenomenon 
was operative;   fluctuations would grow to  large  intensity,  or they would not grow  at  all. 

In 1963 Farley (1Ö63)  proposed and then developed a theory of production of plane waves  in 
the E-region  ionosphere due  to the development of  longitudinal,  electrostatic plasma waves.    The  introduc- 
tion of  this  concept  and  the  subsequent   success  of  his proposal  opened  the   flood  gates  to   the   introduction 
of  plasma-instability  theory  into  ionospheric physics  to explain many  kinds  of   Irregularities   in  the earth's 
ionosphere, 

Farley's paper   is  a  rather   complete,   usable description of   the  theory.     The   theory   is com- 
plex  and does not easily  allow  the   average   reader  to understand how  the   instability mechanism works.     If 
the  reader   is  familiar with  the observation   that   traveling-wave  tubes  actually  amplify  signals,   then he 
can  relate  that  familiarity  to  the  Farlej   instability mechanism. 

It may  also be well  known  to  the  reader  that  a current   flowing  through  a  plasma can produce 
growing waves of various  kinds.     For  the  wave  growth  to be most  efficient,   the  streaming-particle  velocities 
should be  slightly  In excess of   the  velocity  of   the  growing waves.     Landau  (1946)   showed,   however,   that   if 
the   streaming-particle velocities wure widely  distributed as,   for  example,   by   thermal-velocity  spread within 
the  streaming-particle beam,  existing waves  would be  damped,   and no waves  would  grow.     This  phenomenon  is 
called Landau damping. 

Figure 3.14  shows  schematically  several  sets of particle-velociiy   distributions  along  the 
direction  in which one would  look  for  growing waves.     The  vertical   axis   is   the   particle  number  density 
per velocity  Interval;   velocity  Is plotted  horizontally.      In Figure  3.14(a)   we  show  the   ion and  the 
electron-velocity distributions  schematically   in  the presence of  a  small  electric   field.     This electric 
field  gives  rise  to  a mean drift  velocity  of  vD between  the  two  species.     The electrons  and   ions  are 
assumed  to be   in thermal  equilibrium.     A  vertical,   dotted  line   indicates   the velocity  v     of   the  wave  that 
we  expect  to  grow.     In  the  Farley wave  case   the  wave velocity   is  nearly  equal   to   the   ion-acoustic velocity. 
Because  the  electrons  are  so very   light   relative   to the   ions,   their mean   thermal   velocity   is extremely 
large  compared with  the  ion's   thermal  velocity.     Figure  3.14(a)   illustrates   this   extreme  velocity  spread. 
The   figure   is conceptually valid,   (1)   if   there   is  no magnetic  field,   (2)   if  we   are   considering  the velocity 
distribution  along an axis  nearly  parallel   to a magnetic  field,   or  (3)   if   the electron collision  frequency 
(with   Ions  or neutral particles)   is  so high   that  magnetic  constraints upon  electron  motion are destroyed. 

For  purposes  of  explanation,   we  shall   assume   that   the electron-velocity   distribution of 
Figure  3.14(a)   represents  the electron-velocity  distribution parallel   to   the earth's  magnetic   field.     In 
the  altitude  regions where  auroral-radar  echoes  are  observed,   it   is  believed  that   the  electron-collision 
frequency   Is  small  compared with   its  gyrofrequency.     In  this  case,   the electron  velocity  normal   to  the 
magnetic  field   is  Its E  X D  drift   velocity--sometimes  called   its  "guiding-center  velocity."    For wave 
motions with   frequencies  that   are  small  compared with  this electron  gyrofrequency,   and   for  wavelengths 
that   are  large  compared with   the  electron  gyroradii   (both  conditions  apply   for   the  waves  of  concern  here). 
It   is   the electron  "guiding-center"   rather   than  the  electron-linear  velocity   that   really  matters.     Under 
these  conditions  the  effective  velocity  distribution along  the earth's  magnetic   field   is  spread  as   il   there 
were  no magnetic  field;   parallel   to   the   field,   the   field  has  no effect.     However,   across   the  magnetic   field, 
there   is  virtually  no velocity  spread  in   the  "guiding-center"  approximation,   except   for   the  spread  produced 
by  residual   electron-neutral  collisions  whose  collision  frequency   is  small   compared  with   the electron  gyro- 
frequency.     Therefore,   the  effective  electron-velocity  distribution can  be   very   narrow,   as   we   have   depicted 
in  Figure   3.14(c),   when  measured  exactly   perpendicular   to   the  earth's  magnetic   field. 

In  Figure  3.14(c)   we   have   illustrated   this  effect;    in   this   figure   there   is   also  superposed 
a   drift  velocity  due   to   the  presence   of   an  electric   field   normal   to   the  earth's   magnetic   field.      In  ligure 
3.14(c),   the   conditions  are  proper   for   the   growth   of   longitudinal   plasma   waves;   Landau  damping  due   to 
velocity  spread of   the  electrons   is   not   operative,   since   the  effective  velocity   spread  of   the  elec'nms 
is  extremely   narrow compared with   the  normal   thermal   spread.     At   some  angle  slightly  off   the  exact   perpen- 
dicular,   the  electron-velocity  distribution will   appear  as   in  Figure  3.14(b).     A   situation  as depicted   In 
Figure   3.14(b)   will   be  on   the   threshold   of   producing   growing  waves,   but   Landau   damping  due   to   the   velocity 
spread   in   the  electron-velocity   distribution   is   just   sufficient   to   prevent   wave   growth.      The  velocity   dis- 
tribution nf   Figure  3.14(b)   also  depicts   a   possible  electron-velocity  distribution  exactly   perpendicular 
to   the  earth's magnetic  field  lower   in  the   ionosphere  where  collisions  destrcy   the  monochromaticity  of 
the  "guiding-center"  approximation. 

3.2.3 Attempts   to  Relate   Two-Stream   instability   to  Auroral   Radar  Observations 

There  hnve   been  a   number  of    attempts   to   relate   auroral   radar   backseat ter i tig   to   the   predic- 
tions   of   Farley   two-stream   theory.     The   Farley   theory   predicts   that   scattering   should   be   magnetic-aspect- 
sensltlve.     The   theory  also  predicts  weaker   scattering  .it   the  higher  L'MK   frequencies.      The   most   unique   pre- 
diction   is   the unique velocity  of   the  scattering   features   irrespective  of   the  angle   that   the  radar  beam-lin< 
makes   with   the   direction  of   the  electron  E   x   B  drift. 

The   first   attempt   to   relate   Farley's   concepts   to  radar  measurements   of   aurora   was   performed 
by   Leadabrand   (1965a).     Leadahrand   presented   l)oppler-shlft-vs.-azimuth   data  obtained   at    100  Mil/   [or   auroral 
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reflections obtained from northern Scotland.     These data showed  that when the radar beam-line was generally 
parallel  to  the assumed direction of Fa.ley  waves  (which  travel generally parallel  to  the Hall  current at 
110 km altitude),  a peak In the Doppler return was observed that was consistent with Farley's two-stream 
theory.     When the radar beam was perpendicular to the  assumed direction of the Hall  current.   In which direc- 
tion no Farley waves are expected,  there were no peaks In Doppler shifts,  but radar scattering was observed 
and showed a wide spread In return frequencies corresponding to many velocities between the limits that one 
might predict  from Farley's theory. 

At all azimuths some energy was  scattered with Doppler shifts that were  less than  those 
predicted by Farley and that could even be  In the wrong direction.    Leadabrand concluded  that  there were 
some  aspects of his data that were consistent with Farley's two-stream  instability theory,  but he con- 
cluded  that  some other processes were also  necessarily operative. 

Gadsden (1967) attempted to relate the data 
of Unwln, showing a thin layer, to the two-stream instabil! 
applied electric field, the direction of electron-ion relat 
north-south electric field produces at 110 kilometers an ea 
120 to 130 km, the Pedersen conductivity becomes greater th 
of electron drift relative to the ion drift Is rotated to a 
this model, auroral-radar layers would appear to be at a hi 
north than when observing at azimuths on either side of nor 
with the height-vs.-azimuth data obtained by Abel and Newel 
south electric field. Explaining the results by Leadabrand 
diffuse auroral echoes requires an east-west electric field 
tlon of  a   thin layer  at  nearly uniform height  was  also cons 

obtained by Leadabrand  et  al.   (1959)   and  that 
ty theory.     He pointed out that  for a uniform 
ive drift changes with  altitude.    Thus,  a 
st-west Hall current.     At  the higher altitudes, 
an  the Hall  conductivity  so  that  the direction 
more  north-south direction.     On  the  basis of 

gher altitude  when the   radar   is observing due 
th.    This conclusion seemed  to be consistent 
1   (1969)   and  shown  in Figure  3.12  for  a north- 
et al.   (1959)   on the  layered,   daylit afternoon 

Gadsden also pointed out   that  the observa- 
istent with  the  two-stream hypothesis. 

Newell   and Abel   (1968)   capitalized  on Gadsden's  realization  of   the  effects  of Hall  and 
Pedersen  conductivities   in order   to  analyze   the  Doppler  shift  of  radar echoes obtained  at   1288 MHz.     II 
they  mapped mean Doppler  shift  of   auroral  echoes  as  a  function of  azimuth  from  the   radar,   and as  a  func- 
tion of  height of  the echo volume,   they  found   that   the Doppler behavior was consistent  with  the Farley 
two-stream hypothesis. 

The data  of Jayo  et   al.   presented   in Figure 3.5  are  perhaps  consistent   with  the Farley 
hypothesis  but  do not  necessarily  prove   that   the  two-stream  instability   is   totally   responsible   for  struc- 
turing  th-   E-region   ionization. 

Unwin and Knox (1968)   have  attempted  to relate  the characteristics  of   their SÜ-MHz  data with 
the   two-stream-instability hypothesis.     They   have   taken estimates of  the   ionospheric  electric  fields  to 
compute   the   altitude,   diurnal,   and   latitudinal   behavior of   the  diffuse echoes.     They   find  a  level  of  agree- 
ment   between  their calculation?  and   the  50-MHz  morphological  observations;    their  work  shows   that   late- 
afternoon diffuse  aurora  could be  produced  by   the Farley   instability.     Their  equipment  does  not  permit 
measurement   of  the Doppler  shift. 

Under   the  assumption   that   there   is  an   intimate  relation between Farley  two-stream velocity 
and   the   group motion,   Unwln and Knox  (1968)   compare   their  group  radial   velocities  with   the  predictions of 
the  Farley   theory.     There  nppears   to  be   some   level   of   agreement  between  these  data,   though   some  will  doubt 
that   tht   group velocity  and   the  Doppler velocity  should be  related   in   the  manuet   employed. 

Unwln and hnox  (1968)   also computed  the  layer height  and   thickness  as  a   function of   time of 
day,   latitude,   and direction of   their   radar  beams.      In   this comparison  they   find much   to  :upport   the  Farley 
hypothesis.     They  also  find  that   aiTroral   for-rs   that   they   label   long discrete  do  not   fit   Farley's  hypothesis 
at   all  well.     They   therefore  assume   that   these   are  created by  some  other  mechanism. 

Holsiee  and lorsyth   (1969)   have   used  a  coherent   blstatlc   radio   system   to   look   for   the 
dlsplaced-1 ine-spectrum characteristic  of  scattering  from  the Fiirley   ion-acoustic  waves.     Their work was 
performed  at  ■10 MHz.     On  occasion   they  observed   line  components,   but   the  ratio of   the  energy  of   the  line 
component   to   the  nonwave-scattercd   signal  varied  considerably,   with  the   line  component   not   even observable 
at   times.     They  conclude   that   the   lon-acnust 1c   waves  predicted  by   the Farley   t'ieory   do occur   In auroral 
plasma  phenomena,   but   that   the  waves  cannot   be   the  only   source  of   radio-wave   scattering.     They  do  not   find 
line  components  from  afternoon diffuse  aurora   and  therefore  assume  that   the  Farley  mechanism   is  not   re- 
sponsible   for   it.     They   reject   the   contention   of   Unwln   and Knox   (1968)   that   discrete   nighttime  and  morning 
echoes   are  due   to  scattering from  concentrations  of  electrons  formed  by particle  precipitation. 

Unwln  and Knox  (1971)   have  provided  a   rebuttal   to Hofstee  and  Forsyth.      The  only  observation 
of   line   spectra  obtained  by  Hofstee   and Forsyth   occurred  at   night.     This  observation   iteakened   the   Unwln   and 
Knox   thesis   that  afternoon diffuse   aurora  would  have   resulted  from  the   two-stream hypothesis.     Unwin  and 
Knox   contend   that   too many   features   of   afternoon  dlffuoe   «uirora  are  consistent   with   the   lon-acous11 c-wave 
mechanism.     Unwin  and  Knox   suggestrd   that   during   the   afternoon  aurora   the   waves   grow   almost   only   along   the 
direction  of   current   flow.     Therefore   what    is   observed   with   Doppler   instruments   that   do   pot   probe   nearly 
along   the   direction of  current   flow   will   be   secondary   waves   produced  perhaps   by   the   concptual   mechanism 
suggested   by  Dougherty   and  Farley   (1967). 

■ i  in 
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Haaafora (1970) baa alao obtained spectra froa afternoon diffuse aurora. His spectra do 

not show a line apectru. characteristic of the Farley .. chant~•, but acain the arowtb anale of Farley 
waves in the afternoon ionosphere •ay be so narrow that not only auat perpendicularity to the .. ,~ti~ 
field be .. t, but the radar bea..line .. y have to be al.oat exactly parall'el to the velocity vector of 
streamina electrons. The data of Camnitz, Tsunoda, ~nd Barczya (1969) show very complicated Doppler 
spectra with .. ny features attributable to ion-acoustic waves. In fact most of their Doppler spectra 
contain line ele .. nta. 

3.2.4 Theoretical Attempts to Explain Other Features of Observed Irregularity Structure 

Douaherty and Farley (1967) hypothesized that the nontwo-atre .. echoes observed by Cohen 
and Bowl~s (1967) in the equa~lrial electrojet could be explained in ter.a of a nonlinear interaction of 
Farley waves. They did not concern the•selves with the detailed oriain of th~ nonlinear interaction. 
Their suacestion was a heuristic approach that showed that a nonlinear interaction leads to crosa
•odulation products and ha~onics of the waves. The waves, of course, have a vector characteristic and 
therefore the cross-modulation analysis occurs in a vector space. This interaction can lead to waves of 
many velocities travelina in a variety of directions. As i s well known, Farley waves arow generally in 
the direction of electron-drift velocity. Growth of waves in directions away from parallel require hi&her 
intrinsic electron-dr i ft velocity. The observation of scattering from the equatorial electrojet when the 
radar beam-line was actually perpendicular to the electron drift cannot be produced, in principle, by 
Farley waves. The observed scattering at that cea.etry was taken aa evidence that ~onlinear interactions 
take place. 

There is little doubt that nonlinear effects must be important in the growth of Farley 
wave,. Cl~arly, some mechanism must cause the waves to cease arowina. It ia therefore not difficult to 
believe t hat these nonlinear effec t s can produce cross-modulation waves that display all the effects pre
dicted by Dougherty and Farley. 

Subseq•]ent to the publication of the paper by Dougherty and Farley ( 1967), Balsley ( 1969) 
showed that scatterin" is observed when tne electron-drift velocity in the electrojet is less than that 
required for t he Farley instabi lity. This has l e d some to believe that the Dougherty-Farley work ia no 
longer relevant. This is not the case; cross modulation of some sort is inevitable in nature. Unwin 
(1970)--(~npublished) has utilized pulsating racar aurora associated with PeS events to show how he can 
coherently organize some observations utili7.ing the heuristic arguments of Doughe rty and Farley. If 
Unwin's work is corr~ct, it can provide~ logical expl ana ti~n for the auroral scattering of the layered 
afternoon diffuse ~urora that does not show t he line spectra of the Farley instability. 

Skadron and Weinstock ( 1969) have performed nonlinear analysis in which they permit wave
particle trapping t hat leads to wave-wave interaction. lt is pe rhaps too soon to evaluate the validity of 
the ir theory. 1'hP theory is extremely complex and dlfficult t o f o i low. However, they do produce a proposed 
turbule nt spectrum. !. i ke all turbulent spectra , their spectrum pe a ks at some wavelength and decays on 
e ither s ide. Unfortunate l y the i r anulys is as given in their Figure 1 does not show turbulent energy with 
wavelengths shorter than about 3/ 4 meters that can scatte·r radar energy at 200 MHz. Thus, they do not pre
d ict the st ructuring necessary for UHF and h i "her frequency observed scattering. 

SLatter i ng work by Balsley (1969) has shown that there is another instabil i ty operative i~ 

the equatorial-E region that scatters VHF radar waves. This instability he call s his Type II instability. 
The Doppler response of the radar returns are consistent with the scattering cPnte rs moving in the direc
t ion of the e l ec tron drift with the radar measuring the project ion of that velocity along the radar beam
line of si ~h t . The Doppler spectrum is broad but does peak as described above. 

Recently Rogister and D'Angelo (1970) have proposed a theory of equatorial Type II i nsta
bil ,ttles. The characteristics of t hi s instability as determined by experunents s ugcest requirement of at1 
electron drift veloc i ty gradient in poss ~bly a gradient of ioloi zation. Bal~ley (1969) sees a bifurcation 
of echoes occurring at an alt i tude of 100 kilome t e rs and 115 kilometers (approximate). As the electric 
fi e ld excitatio.t i ncreases , the two layer s expa nd t cwar d one anothe r and essent ia ll y coa leece whe n the 
Farley two- s tream instabil i ty ons~ t s. l'hey Ind ic ate that their theory pred icts that ve rtical, as well as 
horizon t al echoes should be obse r -ed at the e quator. They pred ict drift veloc i tie s that are consistent 
with Balsley's observations. They a l so claim that the theory predicts bifurcation of echoing regions. 
Rog i ste r and D' Ange lo do no t s ugges t e xpe r i me nt a l te s t s o f the theory tha t can be applied in the auroral 
zone . 

Whttehe ad ( 1971) Rl so put s f o rward a t~eory base d upo~ the gradient in s tabili ty o f Simon 
(1963) and lloh (1963). The theor y is too new for th i r. writer to have d i l)'esterJ. 

The relevance of the Type II i ns t ab i l i t y t o the auro ral Ionos phere has not been proven. 
Until we better unders tand t he d.:: I a 11 s of the theor ie s by Wh I t c head (!971) and by Rogister and D' Angelo 
(1970 ) we s hall no t be able t o asse ss th ei r sign ificances , nor possibly t he significance of Type II In
s t ab i l it ie s t o the auro r a . 
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To explain d1Hnta ecboee that an obMned at a1ptt18a at 1-r fnquaDCiaa, u-ta ud 
Jtno• (1t70, uapubUabad) baYa p~ tbat ray atructund Yieibla aurora produces auff1c1aatly •troDC 
borizoatal ionization sradiente tbat a fora of tb~ 81.oD sradieftt-drift 1Datsb111ty .. y be 1D1t1atad. 
Tbay bali ... tbat at lower altitude• (100 to 150 kila.atara) 1D tba biply ••cited auroral ioaoapban, 
abort wa•a-lan,tb atructun tbat will Hatter Hr and VRP radar• will be cnatad. 

3.3 Su.aary of Auroral Radar Scattar1n1 

1 t appear• tbat aacb recant e.,ar18antal -rk baa been oriented t-ard va11dat1DC tba cODtr1but1on to 
the acatter1Df 1rreaular1ty atructun by ioa-ac~aatic waves theoretically predicted by Farley (ltl3). Maay 
of tba ,..,.ral features of radar aurora an conaiatent witb pred1ct1ona of tbia theory. The pr1Dc1pal 
tacbDique tbat ia curnntly balna e•ployed to certify the contributions of tbe ioa-acouatic wave la Doppler 
analyaU of ntumiDf ecboea. 

Radar atudiea at tbe equator reveal Doppler returna tbat-are coaaiatent with tbe t--atra .. 1aatab111ty 
concept. However, other irre,ularity-,.aeratina .. cbani .. a .uat also be present. Balsley (ltlt) baa 
atudied, by Doppler analyata, tbe equatorial-electrojet acatterina and baa deduced tbe preMDCe of uotber 
1Datability that be label& the ~ype II instability. Apparently--at tt.ea--be also obMrYaa a line apectru. 
tbat is not Doppler-shifted at all ( ... C.-nita et al., 1989). 

One's intuition indic~t•• that tbeae otber .. cbania•• .uat play a role in the polar ionosphere. At 
this writin&, not enoup ia known about these alternative .. chania•• and the details of the environaent 
needed for their arowth, to plan useful expert.enta to aeek their existence in polar aurora. 

The nonlinear coupliD& concept of Douaherty and Farley (1967) .uat play a role in producina irreau
laritiea. A detailed nonlioear coupliD& .. chaniaa waa not propoaed by the•, but that does not aatter. 
The concept has been uaeful for orianizin& data (Unwin, 1976--prepublication). A quantitative nonlinear 
theory baa been developed (Skadron and Weinstock, 1969) 1 thou&h it is not yet clear how experi .. ata can 
teat the validity of the proposal. 

Two theoretical explanations for the equatorial Type II inatabilitiea have been proposed (Roaiater and 
D'An,elo, 1970; Whitehead, 1971). More study ia required of the environaental conditions neceaaary to pro
duce these inatabilttiea before we can intelliaently apply the concepts to auroral-acatterina data. 

Recently, Unwin and Knox (1970--unpubliahed preprint) have proposed that a fora of the aradient-drift 
instability first theoretically analyzed ty Siaon (1963) and lloh (1983) ia capable of explainina the 
characteriatir.a of discrete aurora. They ba.e their study on the work of Whitehead (1988). They ahow 
that, baaed on the aradient-drift instability, discrete aurora will fora adjacent to visual foraa. The 

. discrete foraa will be observed predoainantly at the lower radar frequencies. Furtheraore, thou&h not 
stated by the&, tbe Doppler ahifta can be as low aa zero and aa hi&h aa the E X B drift. 

4. RADAR TRANSMISSION THROUGH AURORAL IONIZATION 

In this section we shall diacuaa propagat4on of radar aignala through high-~ltitude auroral ionization. 
Our pri~ry concern will be wit~ radar frequencies in excess of 100 KHz. Running through our comaentary 
will be our explicit concern with the effects of propagation on the acquisition of data obtained by r~dara 
that are performing .accurate taraet tracking and are obtaining target- c, ignature infonnation. ThiS means 
that the antenna system haa a fairly high angular resolution--usually on !he order of 1° or ao in both 
horizontal und vertical directions. 

It is known that structured ionization ref•·acta--and detracts--radar energy so that the angle of 
apparent arrival of a signal from a so·Jrce or. the other aide of the structured ionization change II with 
lillie and location of the target. This phenotnenon is calll!d angle scintillation. Sollie radar ~~~eaaurements 
of space vehicles use the variation of satellite signal inten~ity as a function of tillle to determine the 
na t tue, the size, th" rotation, and the nut at ion characterist lt:s of the taraet. Structured auroral ioniza 
tion will modulat~ target-echo amplitude leading to obacuratio of the target's normal signature inforaation. 

In addition to effects ~aused by structured auroral ionization, very accurate tracking radars will ex
perience angular deviations produced by smooth refraction in the normal E- and F-layer ionization. These 
angular deviation• can also change with time du~ to the passage oi aurorally-in~ced gravity wave~. Our 
detailed concern will be directed to those effects that are producett by structured and auror.ally-induced 
ionization. Simple refraction due to the natural ionosphere will not be discussed. 

It is believed that the s tructured IOnization that affects radars with frequencies above 100 KHz ro 
several thousand mega~ertz is the same ionization structure that is responsible for the effects reviewed 
by Liszka in "Polar Propagation Effects on Radio Astronomical and Satellite TraMmissiona." 'We presume 
that the morphological . ~havior of the ~tructured ionization will be discnssed there, and it will there
fore not be pursued here. 

Rad .. rs that track space objects require very-high-power transmitters, very large antenna systems, and 
usually very complex computer and display equipment. As a result , the instrumentation is extremely expen
sive ; it is usually built for operational space-data-acquisition purposes, and ! s therefore usually not 
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available  for  propagation studies.     There   Is,   therefore,   a very  meager base of directly  applicable  measure- 
ments.     Very   recently   the Millstone  radar  operated  by  MIT Lincoln Laboratory  has been conilgured  to  perform 
comparative   tracking studies simultaneously   at  400   to  1200 MHz.     Data  are  Just beginning  to  become  available 
with  this  Instrument.     Stanford Research  Institute   is  currently  locating its  1300-Ml'.z Thomson-scatter rartar 
at  Fairbanks,   Alaska;   this  Instrument has  monopulse   tracking capability und  has  t/en  used   in   the past   for 
satellite   tracking purposes.     It   is expected   that   this   radar may provide  some  propagation   information   in 
the  future.      In conjunction with   its Homer  auroral-radar   installation,  SRI   is also   installing a  400-MHz 
phased-array  radar  that  will  have  tracking capability.     A polar  satellite  carrying phase-coherent   signals 
from  138 MHz   through 3000 MHz   Is  also being designed,   to  be used   in studies of  bandwidth  and  other  charac- 
teristics of  auroral-radar propagation.     All  of  these  experimental  programs are  in early  phases and have 
not  yet  produced  data.     At  this writing  the   radar-propagation  data base   is very  small. 

4,1    Propagation Concepts 

A   radar  wave  passing  through  structured   ionization  suffers  wavefront  distortion.     This  means   that   the 
phase   fronts  of   the  wave  a-e  no  longer spherical   (with  centers   located  at   the  source);   rather,   the  wavefront 
surfaces  become  bumpy.     Radar energy will   then  leave   the  distorting  region  in wavelets   that   travel   in  a 
variety  of  directions  that  are  no  longer   radial  with   respect   to   the  signal   source.     A   familiar  optical  ana- 
log of   this  situation  is  the  bumpy   glass  that   is  often placed   in bathroom  showers  or   in windows  that   are 
intended   to  admit   light  while maintaining privacy.      A  single  light  source  behind  such  a  humpy  glass  screen 
may  appear  as  many   light   sources--or  as  a   larger   light  area--as  a  result  of  refraction  of   the  light   in 
passing  through   this  screen. 

Some  of   the earliest  quantitative  theory   that  has  been  applied  to  radio  radar  propagation was  per- 
formed  by  Bramley  (1951,   1955).     Bramley's  concern was  with  the  relationship between   the  refracting  screen 
and  the   signal   characteristics  as   received  by   ground-based point   receivers  and   interferometers.     A very 
readable,   tutorial   introduction  to  these  concepts  was  prepared  by  Ratcliffe  (1956).     Another   Important 
paper  with   regard  to  receiver power  and  interferometric  studies  was   that  of Briggs  and Parkin  (1963),   in 
which  they  nuggest  means of comparing data  obtained  by  propagation at  various  oblique   angles   through 
striated   ionization and  also define  various  ways  of  expressing  scintillation   Indices.      In   the  main,   these 
papers  utilize   a   technique   that   is  called  the   thin-phase-screen approximation  to  determine   the    bumpiness' 
of   the   surfaces   of  constant  ph:ise  of   the wave   at   the   output  of   the  diffracting  medium.     There   have  been 
some  studies  on ways  of  extending   the calculation  of   the  perturbed  wuvefronts   into  the   regime   in which 
the  thln-phased-screen  approximation does  not   work.      (Chernov,   1960;   Uscinskl,   1968.) 

Before   the   radar-propagation problem   is   fully  understood,   the  proper-ties  of   the   structured   ionization 
that  cause  radar-wave  distortion must  be empirically  determined.     Though   there  are  many   analytical   ways 
of computing wavefront  distortion,   there  are  at  present   no physical   theories  capable  of  describing  the 
environment  necessary   for  understanding propagation  perturbations. 

Morphological   studies  (Aarons  and Allen,   1971;   Liszka,   1967)   using  satellite  beacon  transmissions 
Indicate   that   the  ¥  region of   the  polar   ionosphere   is  often perturbed  near   the  region  called   the  mid- 
latitude   trough.     An example obtained  by Evans  et   al.   (1970)   found  the  perturbations  on  the   northern  side 
of   the   trough.     The  northern edge  of   the   trough   is   found   to  be  rather  abrupt;   the  peak  1-region elettron 
density   changes  by  a   factor of  25  over  a  relatively   small   horizontal   distance. 

This  environment  seems  very   likely   to contain  conditions   that   will   cause   instabilities   to  develop. 
It   has   also  been   suggested   that   the   structure   is   due   to   structured   particle   precipitation.      In  v'ew   of   the 
very   long   ionic   lifetime.-;   nt   350-kai  altitudes,    this   suggestion   docs   not   seem,   at   the   outset,   very   plausible 
for high-altitude   structured   ionization.     premouw   (1968)   does   find  a  strong  relationship  between   Iine-of- 
sight   auroral   luminosity   and  radio   star  visibility   fades.      It    is   suggested   that   these   lades   may   result    from 
E-   and   lower  T-region  aurora)    ionization where   ionic   lifetimes   are  measured   in   seconds. 

The   crinkled  wavefront   that   emerges   from   the   structured   ionization  usually   must   propagate   long   dis- 
tances   to   the   radar   receiver.     Ratcliffe   (1956)   describes   how   to   analytically   determine   the   Iresnel   pat- 
tern  at   the   receiver  site.     The  actual   evaluation   of   the   analytics   displayed   by  Ratcliffe   is   extremely 
difficult   and   tedious.     Therefore,   a   number   of   approximate   analytical   techniques  have   been  developed   to 
perform   the  propagation  described   by   Ratcliffe.      The   best   known   of   these   is   the  Kresnel-K i rckhof f   tech- 
nique.      Ratcllffe's   techniques   are   readily   adaptable   to   lake   advantage   of   the   fast-Fourler-transform 
capabilities  of   modern  digital   computers  (Cooley   and Tukey,   1965).     As   a   result,   this  calcu1 atloual   tech- 
nique   is   becoming  very   popular   for  propagation  work.      The   propagation  of   a  wave   from   a   disturbed   region 
to  a  radar  can  produce  a  number  of   effects.     We   give  here   an   intuitive  description  of  various   phenomena 
that   can  be   Important.      If   there   is   a very   large   blob   or   field  aligned  stnation  of   ionization,   then   radar 
rays  will   be   refracted   by   it   as   If   the  blob   is   a   large   lens.      Since  blobs   of   ionization   appear   as   a   nega- 
tive   lens,   there   can  be   defocusing   (signal   reduction).      Such   an   environment   can  be   analyzed   by   purely   re- 
fractive   techniques  and  propagation  perlormed  by   ray   tracing. 

If   the   electron  density   on   the   a.'ls  of   the   blob   becomes   sufficiently   large   and   the   receivei    is   far 
enough   away,   then   the   retracted   ray  may  cross   at   some   point   between   the   receiver  and   the   ionized  blob. 
In   this   situation   the   target   can  be  observed   also   as   refracted   by   way   of   the   ionized   blob.      In   fact    the 
radar  will,   for   this  example,   observe   three   images.      Figure   4,1    is   a   pictorial   display   showing   how   re- 
fraction   produces   these   multiple   Images  as   a   target   passes   behind   a   long,   magnetic   field   aligned   striatlon 
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or blob of ionisatioa. Actually, finite-aperture a;:\tenaaa with finite be-idtha would probably "obaerve" 
80re than oae of tbeae taa .. a at a tt•--whicb leada to interfereace and therefore UIPlitude and an&ltt 
acintUlatt.-a, The aiaea of the "dota" npreaent1D1 the tarpt are indicattv• of the tar .. t ai&nal atren&th. 
lfote tbe "dafocuaina" aa the tarpt paaaaa behind the ionization blob, 

At the .-.11 end of the aize apectrua of ionoapberi~ bloba, ono finds that ray theory ia not a valid 
way to ca.pute the propaaation. Physically, what happe~a ia that bloba are a .. ller than a Freanel zone 
and therefore enerl)' can be acattered by a ain&le blob to an&lea that are very sreat co•pared to what one 
would have co.puted baaad on refraction alone, Clearly, if the blob were co.parable in aize to the radar 
wavelenath, then the enercr could even be backacattered, which .eana refracted or diffracted throuah 180°, 
Tbia ia, of couraa, what the e6tire precediDI section waa all about, It ia therefore necessary in ca.
putinl the propacation of aicnala between the output of the perturbed recion to the radar to take account 
of the phase path to the receiver from all aaall-acale tloba even if they are quite far off the propa&a
tton path. 

Aa an exa.ple, let ua hypothesize ... 11-amplitude phase perturbations on the wave phase-front. Let 
ua suppose that the phase perturbation ia of a ainale, spatial wavelencth with wavelencth that ia a .. ller 
than a Fresnel zone, Under these circu.atancea the 8edium will becin to behave aa a diffraction &rating 
that diffract• eneriY at preferred angles--called first order, second ~ rder, etc., grating lo~a. An 
optical aaaloiY ia, of course, the optical grating that ia uaed, for ex .. ple, for apectroacopic aeaaure
aenta of auroral e•iaaiona, If one should attempt to compute the angular deviation of a wave through such 
a screen, by refraction theory, he would find that the wave ia virtually unaffected, which result, of 
courae, ia not valid. 

The wh~ie point of this diacuaaion ia to indicate that a variety of propacation effects can occur 
between the perturbinc recion and receiv~r. There will be lensing effects of all kinds due to large 
acale-aize ionization structures. These effects will lead to focusing, defocusing, and ray-path crossing, 
which we aoaett.ea refer to as mul tipath, and there ca1; be caustics. If the perturbed structure size is 
comparable to or a .. ller than the first Fresnel zone, then there will be a variety of effects that we 
characterize as diffraction effects; all of these lead to signal-amplitude fluctuation and apparent angle
of-arrival changea at the receiver antenna. One auat use care when calculating, to be sure that the tech
nique used will be properly applicable. 

The final link in the chain of events leading to the radar response is the interaction of the dis
torted wave with the radar antenna system. This relationship is not always simple. The work by Bramley, 
Briggs, and Parkin, and others, was concerned with point receivers and spaced-point receivers used as 
interferoaeters. Moat radars that we are concerned with ~ave a distributed antenna system that accepts 
energy from a limited span in an gle. Furthermore, the kinds of radars that one would actually use for 
space-vehicle tracking must have .. ana for moving the radar beam ~irection in order to track apace objects. 
'fhia latter requirement can be satisfied, from an engineering point of view, by several tracking techniques ; 
examples are spiral-scan, amplitude monopulse, and phase monopulse. 

The ultimate response of the radar system in its tracking mode will depend not only on the i nterac
tion of the radar wave with the tracking antenna systtm , but also on how that information 1S use d to direct 
the antenna system to follow the target. The complexity of these potent i al problems is so ~real that it is 
probably outside the purview of this review to dwell on them a t length. However, we believe it would be 
useful to demonstrate how the antenna system interaction with the "'aveform may not be simple and 
straightforward, 

In order to better understand some of these problems we have been perform1ng track ing slmulati?n 
studies using a one-dimensional model of a phased-array antenna... We present an example of thi s work he re , 

this example was used as a program check to den•onstrate certain kind s of beh av ior that we had expecteu 1n 
advance. 

In the results of the study to be shown below i n figure 1.2 , a phase-perturbing screen has been place d 
at a range of 300 kilometers from the r :o da r. At this range the firs t fresnel zone Is about 150 mete r s. 
We have assUIIled that the phase perturbatlo.:~s art: created by c yli ndri c al columns of e nh unced e l ectron den
sity wi th on-axis densities of 107 el / cm3. This \"alue of e l ectron dens ity was thought to be r e presenta
tive of extremtl auroral conditions. Thi s density gtves an on-axis critical frequency of 28 Mllz. The 
' omputations have been carried out for one-way propagation at 150 MHz. The r adi al denstty profile of 
these striations we~e taken to be Gaussian In form . 

We ·have chosen for the work to he dlsplaye~ he re, a phase screen that contains two sizes of s t ria ti ons. 
The phase-scre en aperture contains an Isolated s :·rtatlon with 1/ e rad i us cf 500 me te r s . Searby, not quite 
far enough away to prevent interaction with the iso l a ted striations, is a pa i r of striations of t he same 
size. This patr is so located that thei•· effects will strongly interact. We have a l so place d o similar 
arrangeme nt of a single striation and a pair of striations farther ac r oss the phase-sc reen aper t ure. These 
s triations have 1/ e radii of 1500 meters. They also have the some on-axi s electron de nsi ty as the s mall 
s tt· iatlons . 

. 
Th is work is be i ng carried out jointly by Mr . Gary Pr ice and the author. 
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Tile aillulated uatenna total be-idth -• about 1.2". Tbe uatenna aillulaUon wa• that of aiiPlUude 
-nopuhe, wbicb •ana that two be ... , aquinted off by ooe-half be-idth to the ript and left, are - . 
pared. The propapUon fr- the pha-perturbiq acreen to the radar pla. -• carried out by the tech
nique deacribed by Ratr.liffe (1956) util1~iac faat-rourier-tranafora technique•. For thi• particular 
arranp•nt of atriationa, the ... uer atriatiou were •ade to be larpr thua a freanel zone, but the radar 
waa located at a diatance beyond the point where cauatica fora. We cboae the lar_.-aize atriationa ., that 
the o ... t of cauatica occura behind the poaition of the radar. 

Ficure 4.2 ahowa the reaulta of thia work. Acroaa the top, the phaae perturbation• cauaed by the 
thin diffraction acreen are ahown. Thia indicatea the aizea of the atriationa. Arrowa in e~ch of the 
three aubficurea ahow the axial poaitiona of the atriationa. The relative volta,. of the ~ceived r~dar 
aicnal ia ahown in the center panel of Ficure 4.2 aa the aignal aource (tar,.t) paaaea behind tha colu•na 
of ionization. We note that ray croaaiac leada to rapid a.plitude acintillation for the iaolatud, ... 11 
atriation and alao for atriation paira due to phaae •ixiac. The iaolated, larse atriat i oa, which doea not 
produce ray croaaiDI, de.oaatratea a at.ple focuainc-defocuaiq pattern aa the tarpt travela behind the 
acreea. 

4t the botto. of the ficure ia tbe aqular error of the radar'a .oaopulae reapoaaea aa a function of 
tar,.t poaitioa. It ia eaaily ahown froa refraction theory that the .. xt.u. aacular deviation to be ex
pected froa thaae atriatioaa ia 0.174". Ia fact the larl8, iaolated atriatioa doea produce a peak ancular 
error of thia value aiace no ray •ixiag occura. We note that aa a reault of ray aixins--or, if you wiah, 
diffraction--larcer ancular errore are .. aaured aa the tarl8t •ovea behind the ... 11 atriation, 

Another concern of radar designers will be the .. xi•ua antenna aize that can be built without de
correlation of the wavefront occurring over the aperture aize. Thia inforaation can be deterained by 
iaterferoaeter experi .. nts that have been perforaed over .. ay yeara. Conceptually, when tbe "ancular 
spectn~~~" of waves leaviac the diffraction acreen ' is coaparable to the ancular reaolution of the radar 
antenna syatea, then the span of the antenna aperture ia so great that the wavefront ia decorrelated over 
thia aperture. 

4.2 Experiaental Data 

As we stated earlier, relevant radar tracking experi .. nts are just beginning to be perforeed. There
fore the directly applicable data base for preaentation here ia quite saall. Soae data we ahall preaent 
were obtained by one-way transmission froe radio stare or aatellites. Radar signala auat traverae both 
directions. It can be shown by reciprocity that thia two-way ; rans•isaion leada to a Jquaring of the one
way received amplitude. We have not found that ancular effects will be chanl8d, thoulh. 

As early as 1957, Jaye et al. (1961) observed extreae aaplitude fluctuations due to signal transais
sion through an auroral-type disturbance. t the ttae, Jaye et al. were obaerving paaaace of Soviet aatel
lites by radar backscatter at a frequency ot 106,1 MHz. On at leaat one occaaion, backacAtter from an 
aurora at an altitude of 300 km over Seattle, Washington, was observed to be present during the satellite 
pass. As the satellite passed through the radar beam, uplitude fl•Jctuations were observed. 

Later a joint effort between the Lincoln Laboratories, the Defense Telecomaunication Research 
Establishment, and SRI was undertaken (James et al. 1960). This experiment studied amplitude scintilla
tion of 440-~IHz signals that had been propagated from Alaska to the moon, reflected off the moon, and re
ceived near Boston, Massachusetts, and also at James Cay, Ontario. One of the concerns was polarization 
rotation, which we shall not pursue in this work. On occasion, signala paaaed through aurora. The signal 
fading rate and the depths of the fades were increased significantly. (Normal moon radar echoea fade 
slowly due to moon libration.) No quantitative scintillation indices were presented. However, it was 
noted that there was no decrease in average signal power. 

Flood (1963), using the radio star Cassiopeia A and multiple-base-line interferoaetera at frequenciea 
of 52 and 147 MHz investigated the phenomenon of "radio star fadeout." As a radio atar slowly traveraea 
the field of view, the interferometer output from the star will vary in nearly ainuaoidal faahion as the 
star passes through the interferometer lobes. A radio star fadeout--or viaibility fade--meana that the 
sinusoidAl, lobing pattern disappears, or fades. The destruction of this lobing pattern is caused b~ 1 phaae
path fluctuations ~hat destroy the wave's phase coherence over distances corresponding to the interferometer 
base-line. 

In his •mrk Flood defines a "cone angle of arrival e" and shows that it is proportioned to )...2/ L. The 
quantity L is the correlation length for visibility fwdes under the assuaption that the spatial autocorre
lation function for phase fluctuation i s Gaussian with 1/ e value L. Thia relation see111a to be often uaed 
to scale angular scintillation--or angular flicker--data measured at one frequency for use at other fre
quenc i es. In his paper Flood scales his data to provide "pesllimisttc" est1111ates of ancular resolution of 
radar systems operating through the auroral ionosphere. Table 1 presents his conclusions. 

This work has been 111ore recently extended by Anderson and Tsunoda (1969) using the aaae tec~ntquea at 
frequencies of 52 , 147, and 294 MHz. They have presented their eatimates of Flood'a cone an1le of arrival 
9 for th~ir three frequencie~ in the form of hiatogra111s. We show these for their 147-MHz data in Figure 
4.3. The reader should note that these data are slightly prejudiced, since the aeaaurementa were ~~~ade only 
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Table 1 

LllllTG'lOII TO AIIGUJAR USourJ'lOII 001 TO lOHO&PHIRIC PIWII-PA111 FLlleTUATIOMS 

.. 
Frequeacy (IlHz) 50 150 300 1200 

Angular Reaolution 

In •1111radianll 360 40 10 0,6 
In cle1reea 20,6 2,3 0,57 0~0342 

when a radio-a tar fade -• takine place. We note tbat cone-of-arrival anslea aa large aa 30 lll'ad (1, 7°·) 
in an east-west direction were obHrved. The .. xilal• north-aouth cone aftlle was 10 lll'ad (0,57°), wblcb la 
consistent with ionized bloba that are aliened with their thin, lon1 axis aliened alon1 .. cnetic field 
linea. 

2 
Aa a teat of tbe 11. dependence for Flood' a cone anele, Anderaon and TauQPda preHnt a hiatocru of 

occurrences of tbe waveleneth dependence that they bad Maaured. Fii(UI'6 4.4 preHnta tbeH data, We note 

that the Mdian value ia about 2, in •cree•nt with Flood'a (1963) derivation, but individual .. aaure.enta 
scatter conaiderably. 

Anderaon and Taunoda (1969) alao preaent hiatocr .. a of .. aaured axial ratioa for the ionized bloba. 
Figure 4,5 ahowa tbeae data. The peak of their diatribution, a value of 2,2, ia very .uch ... ller than ia 
sene~ally quoted 6laewhere. Liazka (1963) quotea axial ratioa of 8 throulb 21. Jones (1960) elves a 
Mdian value aliehtly creater than 5. The oriein of theae variation• fro. experU..nt to experi.ant 111 un
known; it ia poaaible that the .ore southerly experiMnta (Flood, Anderaon, and T~unoda) reapond .ore to 
E- and lower F-re11on aurorally-produced ionization. Alao, MaaureMnt technique ••Y play an t.portant 
role. 

A few of the angular errore obtained by a •onopulae trackiftl ayatem have been preHnted by Fre~w 
(1967). The equipaent uaed waa the NASA Gilmore Creek data-acquisition facility near Fairbanka, Alaaka. 
The ayate• conaiated of an 85-foot diah with aechanical drives servoed to monopulse error senaora, Ficure 
4.6 preaents an example of a paas of the Nimbus aatellite. The upper record ia aicnal intenaity; the lower 
is the error on one of the two antenna .aunt aA~c . The firat angular deviation of nearly 2° ia not acco.
panied by a Silftal fade. The second angular ·T~ursion of about 1° is accompanied by about a 20-dB aicnal 
r~duction--preau•ably due to defocuaing. Both of the two refraction effects were cloaely aaaociated with 
auroral luminoaity .• '!1 n:c:orded on an all-aky ca~~era. 

The angular excursions indicated in Figure 4,6 are consistent with the estimates aade by Flood (1963) 
auggeGting that radio-atar data obtained by radio inferometers can be applied to radar-like trackinl 
aysteaa. 

It can be shown that mechanical diah-typc 2onopulae tracking ayatema auch aa the Gilaore Creek 
facility can be driven ao aa to loae track if the propagation conditione lead to severe aultipath. Fre.ouw 
reports (private communication) ~hat at times propagation conditions deteriorate sufficiently that oper~tora 
at the Gilmore Creek facility have changed from auto track to program track at 136 KHz. The ayatea would 
be turned over to progr .. track in order to be certain that data would be aucceaafully recorded. (Procr•• 
track means a Newtonian orbit--fitted to the early tracking data--would be uaed to guide the antenna to 
keep track of the target.) 

Lanainger ~nd Fremouw (1967) have performed calculations of the expected amplitude acintillation of 
signals that have traversed structured ionization, Their work, based on pr tor development• by Ratcl Ufe 
(1956), and Briggs and Parkin (1963), demonstrates that the frequency dependence of the •cinttllation index 
ia not simple but lies between ,_1 and ;...2• The a.:intlllatlon index 1B def ined as 

( 4.1) 

They have obtained radio-star data at 68 and 223 MHz. Figure 4.7 from Lansinger and Freaouw (1~ 7) preHnta 
a scatter plot of aiaultaneoua scintillation Index measurements verau~ that for their higher frequency of 
223 IlHz. Thia acatter plot gives the scintillation-index ratio between 68 and 223 IlHz veraua the index 
measured at 223 IlHz. The plot dramatizes the lack o/ ~n1queneaa for frequency scalin1. Theoretically, 
the >..2 frequency scaling is the limit to weak acatterl"lf conditi ons, and ,,} ia a llait they obtain for a 
more perturbing environment. The scatter plot tends only very weakl y toward these relatione. 

Lansinger and Fremouw (1967) also present data on the fading rate of radlo-atar aignala. They find 
that the power spectral density function of the acintilla:ion frequencies is about the .... for both 68 
and 223 MHz. These spectra change from time to time, probably reflecting change in apeed and aize of 
Ionized blobs that traverse their propagation path, The examples they present show energy aa hich aa 0.5 
H7.. The scintillation rate experienced by a radar tracktng a s pace object behind an auroral phaae-perturbinl 
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acreea will be detenailled 110n by tbe 8Cale aiM of tbe ioDiMd irn111lari Uea aDd tile Yebicle' a velocity 
tbaa bJ irre111larity-drift velocity. 

Pope aDd Frlt& (URSI-1971) bavu nported •aauriDg uplitude aciatUlatioD in tile alll'ora uaiq 137 
IIIIa aDd 119& IIIIa ai•ltueoualy. Tbey uMd tbe GU110re Creek data acquiaiti,n fac111t)' tbat waa alao 
uaed by Fn.ouw. Tbey atate tbat 119&-llllw 8C1Dt1llat1oaa were obaerved wileD tbe VHF 8CiDt1llat1oD waa 
uear aaturatiOD. They atate that tbe waveleagtb power law between ~1 and ~2 broke dowD; wileD obeerved, 
aciatillatiou at 169& JIB& wen about oae-teatb tbe VHF uplitudea. 

Craft (1971) baa reported uplitude aciatillatioD tbroulb equatorial irn111laritiea at fnqueaciea 
of 4 aDd I GRa. Rapid tluctuaUou aa larp all ±4 dB were ... n. It ia poaaible, tbea, tbat tbe polar 
iODoapbere could al•o affect frequeaciea tbia bilb in a ai•ilar faabion. 

Recently, Lincoln Laboratoriea (Ivana et al., 1970) bave be~~&n a aeriea of tracking expe.·. 1enta 
uatnc a 110nopulae radar that •••urea angle of arrival at 129& IlHz aDd 400 1111& at.ultaaeoualy. Tbe equip
•nt cODaiat of an 84-foot dUb antenna with 1295-llllz 110nopulae radar. Tbere ia alao a 4GO-IIIIz, 110nopulae 
tele.etry reception feed that uaea tbe 84-foot diab. Anglea of arrival at tbe two frequenciea are then 
co.pared. 

At tbia writing only very prelt.inary reaulta of tracking radio atara have been reported. Tbeee data 
ahow an~~&lar effect& at 400 IlHz. 

Elkin& (1971) baa recently acaled data obtain.~ by Little et al. (1962) to provide an eatt.ate of 
probability of anaular acintillation exceediftl varioua coae aft1lea. Tbeae data are preaented in Fi~~&re 
4.8 tor radar frequenciea of 400 and 1300 IlHz. According to tbeae data, expected an~~&lar errore are 
uaually quite a .. ll; only 1 percent of tbe ti• will a 4GO-IIIIz radar operatiDI in Alaaka experience ancular 
j itter in exceaa of 0.3 •rad, which ia about 0.017". At 1300 MHz the correapondin& fi111re ia 0.0016°. 

Tbeae aftllllar-error data t.ply very •cb ... ller an111lar errora than eati .. ted by Flood (1963). 
Flood report& that during 375 daya of continuoua obaervation, auroral diaturbancea cauaed radio-atar 
fadeout& at lower cul•ination 32 percent of tbe ti... Caaaiopeia A traveraea lower cul•ination at an ele
vatio~ ancle of 10". T~e interfero .. ter operated at &2 IlHz with a 900-foot baae-line. Tbia fade, when 
scaled to 400 MHz uaina Flood'a ac~ling procedure, aivea cone analea of 0.06 to 0.13°--wllich value& are 
also consiatent with thoae reported by Anderaon and Tsunoda (1969). Theae value& are nearly a factor-of
ten laraer than Elkin& (1971) eatiaates. 

is forced t~ conclude th•t, accepting the validity of all work quoted, angular (and therefore 
amplitude) acintillation is much greater for radara lookina north from locations south of the auroral 
zone (Flood, Anderson, and Tsunoda) than it is for radars located in the auroral zone (Little et al., 
1962). Furthermore, the frequency of occurrence of significant angular jitter is greater at the location 
south of the northern auroral zone. 

The data of Little et al. were obtained during the 1957-1958 period of high geomagnetic activity when 
auroral effects are expected t.o be observed farther from the poles than at other times. The data procesaed 
by Flood was obtaining in 1960-1961 during a period of weaker activity. We do not know qu1te how to relate 
these facts except to hypothesize that the region in which the propagation problems were occurrina waa to 
the south of the region probed by Little et al., during their data-taking period, and in the field of view 
of Flood (1963) and Anderson and Tsunoda (1969) during their data-taking period. 

We summarize our state of understandl.ng of the radar transmission data. At present there are available 
to the propagation community no recent round-trip radar studie ·; of t he p1·oblems introduced by irregularlliea 
in the polar Ionosphere. Early data obtained by Jnye et al. (1961) and James et al. (1960) only studied 
amplitude scintillation--and then only as an ad j unct to their primary experimen: s. There exiat several 
interferometric studies of radio-star fadeouts using the Cassiopeia A and the Cygnus source. These data 
can be related t real rador tracking--with some reservations. lnf~rences concerning radar operation 
made by using radio-star o~ta have led to an appar~nt conflict of estimates or frequency of occurrence 
and magnitude or angular s~ inttllation to be expected by UHF and higher-frequency radar&. The conflict 
may be resolvable through st.•dy of the morphological behavior of the locat!on of the aidlatitude trough, 
scintillation boundary, and aurorally-produced ionization (the auroral oval). 

Polar tracking experiments us i ng one-way satellite transmission and a monopulse trackin~ system show 
that effec t s can be severe to accurate tracking systems at frequencies of 136 MHz. Extrapolated to higher
frequency r ildars wh ... re angular tracking accuracie s of 0.1 mrad are 5ought Indicates that this level of 
accuracy may not be achievable at will at frequencie 3 of 400 ~lz, but probably can be achieved at 1300 MHz. 
llo,.·ever, the recent scintillation data obtained by Pope and Fritz (197 )) at a frequency of 1695 MHz in the 
auroral zone--and the equatorial scintillations of ! 4 dB observed at 4 GHz and 6 GHz (if confirmed)--indi
cate that we prob~bly do not yet have a good under&tandin& of the problems faced by accurate apace-trackinK 
radars operating through the polar-disturbed ionosphere. 
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4.3    Theory of lonlzatlon Structuring Process 

HF  and VHF  satellite  transmission measurements (Liszka,   1968;   Aarons  and Allen,   1971)   have  shown  that 
many regions of the earth's   Ionosphere exhibit magnetic  field aligned  lonlzatlon density perturbations. 
They  are  observed regularly   In equatorial  regions  as well  as   In polar  regions.     In equatorial  regions, 
solar-heatlng-lnduced vertical  motion of  the  ionosphere produces conditions  that are  thought  to produce 
interchange  instabilities  that  are the density perturbations.     As we  also know,   structured  ionization  is 
regularly  observed   in   the  polar   ionosphere. 

It   is  tempting  to hypothesize  that  all   ionospheric  structuring   is  due   to  plasma  Instability  processes. 
However,   data  correlations  made  by Fremouw (1968)   suggest  an   intimate   association between  radio-star  visi- 
bility  fades  and auroral   luminosity.     As we  suggest  later  this  observation  and the  low axial  ratios  measured 
by Flood  (1963)   and Anderson  and Tsunoda  (1969)   may mean   that   auroral  precipitation produced E-  and  lower 
F-reglon   lonlzatlon  is   also   Important   in producing structured   lonlzatlon  that  can affect  radar.     We  shall 
discuss,   briefly,   both  processes here.     We  investigate  particle  precipitation  first. 

4.3.1 E-Region   lonlzatlon Produced by  Particle Precipitation 

Auroral   particle  precipitation   regions  nove  fairly   rapidly.     Therefore  the   ionization  pro- 
duced by  the  particle  precipitation can only  build up  to  large  values   that  can affect  radar  in regions 
where   ionospheric chemistry   is   fast.      Ionic equilibration  times  are  on  the  order  of  seconds  at   altitudes 
between  100  and 120  km.     Between 250  and 450  km,   ionic  equilibration   times  are  tens of  minutes.     To  pro- 
duce high electron densities  by  particle  precipitation at  these  higher  altitudes would  require a very 
stable,   long duration  auroral   form  lasting  tens  of minutes  that   did  not  move   its  own width. 

The work by Fremouw  (1968)   demonstrates  a near  one-to-one  correspondence between  radio-star  visibility 
fades  and  auroral  optical  excitation  along  the  line of   sight   to   the   star.     Height   distributions presented 
by Liszka  (1968)   do   indicate   amplitude  scintillation production  at  E-reglon  heights.     The  height  distribu- 
tions presented by Liszka  are  based upon  satellite  amplitude   scintillation  measurements.     The most   likely 
heights   for  the  scintillation  causing   irregularities   is  between  250   and  450  km.     However,   amplitude   scin- 
tillation   is  not  necessarily   accompanied  by angular effects  as   measured  by   interferometers.     Moorecroft 
and Forsyth  (1963)   first  pointed out  some  of   the   apparent  contradu t ions   that   seemed  to  result  when  only 
amplitude   scintillations  are  considered.     Severe  phase-dominated  sc intillat ion--that   leaf's   to  radar  angular 
errors--is only unambiguously  diagnosed  by use  of   interferometers.     Therefore we  hypothesize below  that 
the  radio-star visibility   fades   that  were   the  concern  of  Flood   (1963),   Fremouw  (1968),   and  Anderson  and 
Tsunoda  (1969)   are produced  by  aurorally  produced  ionization  at  E-   and  lower F-region heights. 

For   illustration  purposes,   we  describe   two   types  of  visible   auroral   forms   and  show how   they   can   lead 
to  axial   ratios  (Anderson  and Tsunoda,   1P69)   of   less   than  and   greater   than one.     For   the   first  case  we 
choose  a  long,  east-west,   homogeneous  arc.     We  assume   that  the   arc moves slowly   towards   the north  or  south. 
At  an altitude  of  110  km,   the   fast   ionic  chemistry  allows electron  densities   to build  up   to  their   large, 
steady-state  values during  the   passage  of   the   arc.     The  particles  do  not   penetrate  below  some  altitude, 
say 90  km,   thereby providing  a  lower border  to  the   Ionization  region.      At   altitudes  above   150 km,   the 
ionic chemistry   is  so  slow   that   as   the  arc moves  past   a  parcel   of   gas,   the   Ionization  level   docs  not   build 
up  to  an  appreciable  value.     Therefore   the  slowly  moving,   homogeneous   arc will  produce  a  nearly  horizontal 
rod of   lonlzatlon.     The   rod  of   ionization  might   be  tens  of  kilometers   In  the  vertical  direction and  hun- 
dreds of  kilometers   In east-west  extent.     This   rod of   lonlzatlon  would   lead   to  radar elevation  angle  errors. 
Interferometers  of   the   type  used by Anderson  and Tsunoda  (1969)   would   interpret   this   lonlzatlon  rod  as 
having  an  axial   ratio much   less   than one.     Their   instrument  would  characterize   It   as  pancake-shaped  blobs 
of   ionization. 

For  our  second example,   we  assume   that   rayed  structure  develops   in  the  arc.     Since visible  rays  seem 
to be on   the  order of   a  kilometer  or  so   In  size,   we  now  see   that   the   rayed-arc  would  produce  a  horizontal 
rod of   ionization with   strong  magnetic   field  aligned  columns   Imbedded   Inside.     For   this  situation,   the 
Interferometers  would determine   an  axi :!   ratio   that  would  be  greater   than one. 

Thus,   we  see  that  particle  precipitation  can produce   lonlzatlon  structures  at  F-   and  lower F-region 
heights   that  will  have   axial   ratios   that   may  be   less  than  or  greater   than one.     The  data  of   Anderson  and 
Tsunoda  (1969)   presented   In Figure  4.5  show such  a  variation.     Fremouw  (1968)   Indicates  auroral   luniinosity 
whenever  radio-star   fadeouts   were  observed,   such   fadcouts   imply   severe   angular   scintillation.     Plasma 
instabilities  of  some  sort  may   also play  a  role   In  structuring   the E-region   lonlzatlon--but  particle  pre- 
cipitation  Inhomogeneitles   as  we  describe  above  also  seem capable  ot   producing  the  needed   lonlzatlon 
st rncture. 

Based upon  all  data   scanned  by   this  reviewer.   It   is  his  opinion   that   angular  scintillation  in   radar 
propagation   Is produced  mainly  by   intense   lonlzatlon   irregularities  generated   In  the F  and   lower  K   region 
by   auroral   particle  precipitation.     The   data   seem,   without   question,    to   show   that   severe   angular  jitter 
that   produces   Interferometer   radio-star   visibility   fades   occurs   on  propagation  paths   that   traverse   regions 
where  particle  precipitation   is   occurring.     Though   it   may  be  premature,    this   reviewer   assumes   that   the 
scintillation-producing   irregularities   that   exist   at   high   altitudes   and   described  by  Liszka   (1968)   develop 
angular  spectra  (cone  angles   of   arrival)   that   are   too  narrow   for  current   interferometer experlmenta   to 
detect   as  visibility   fades.      This   reviewer   also   suggests   that   the   high   axtal   ratios   inferred  by  l.lnzka 
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Aa iDdicated earlier, it ia te•ptiDI to aacrihe density fluctuations to pla ... instabilities 
of ao.e kiDd. Morpholoaical atudiea (Liszka, 1967; Aarons and Allen, 1971) show ~hat the hiah altitude 
atructured ionization ia often aaaociated with the northern boundary of the •idlatitude trough in polar 
reaiona. It baa been auaaeated that tbe trou,h ta produced by a Westward E x B drift before •idnight and an 
J:aatward J: lC B drUt after •idDi,ht. This •challis• will deplete the regions around magnetic midnt,ht . that 
are aubject to the .. electric fields, but the •chant•• does not allow the trouch'• continuity throu5h the 
day aide. The .. electric fields, if they do occur in tbe north-aoutb gradient of ionization, may cause that 
gradient to heco• unatable by a pla ... -inatability •cbantam that may be related to the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
tnatabilitJ of claaaic fluid dyn .. tca. For tbP reader who ia not well veraed in instability theory, the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability ta responsible for ~he production of surface waves when tbe wind blows across 
the aurface of a body of water. The plaa .. aaaloiY would require collocation of a gradient in electric 
field and a parallel (or antiparallel) gradient in plaa .. density. In this way there ia velocity shear 
acroaa a density gradient--low-denatty plaa .. (the wind) altding by hilb-denaity plasma (the water aul·face). 

AD alternative hypotheaia ia that there is an eastward-di rected electric field, with appro
priate north-aouth gradient, that cauaea E X B drift of F-regton ionization northward out of the trough 
into the northern border. In this situation, conditions aee• rilht for the onset of the gradient-drift 
tnatab111ty of St.on (198a) and Hoh (1963). 

The difficulty with these hypotheses is that, though Liszka (1967) has shown that the 
northern &·ide of the trouch ia characterized by large scintillation indices, he clat.a that the scintilla
tion ia not connected with the gradient of electron content nor ia it cauaed by the increased electron 
content to the north of the gradient. 

Nevertheless it has been proposed by Cunnold (1969) that the very-high-altitude F-region 
density fluctuations are in fact propagated upward aloa, the •arth'a .. petic field from lower-altitude 
operatia, pla ... tnatab111tiea. The instability that he had in •tnd was a generic form of the Simon-~~h, 
gradient-drift instability (St.on, 1963; Hoh, 1963). This instability requtrus the presence of a magnetic 
field, that there be a 1radient in ionization density, and that there be a collisional interaction between 
tbe neutral and the ionized portions of the ionosphere. The instability ia most effective when the 
couplinl between the electron& and the neutral gas is sufficiently weak that the electrons are almost 
free to aove independently of the neutral parti~les. 

Plaa .. inatabilittea seem to be very i~ortant in producing the atructures that affect high 
altitude radar propagation. This ia true both for transmission effects, of concern in this section, and 
tor clutter, of concern in Section 3. The Si•on-Hoh, gradient-drift instability probably is an important 
process in producing E-region clutter, Sporadic-£ and, moat intereatinR here, possibly in structuring very 
high altitude F-region ionization. Because of ita importance we shall atte~t here to provide some physical 
insight into the instability mechanism.• 

We hypothesize a plaa .. cloud aa in Figure 4.9. We suppose that neutral particles (the 
neutral wind) are flowing through a plasma cloud as indicated. (Becau"" of the very low density at high 
altitudes, the neutral and ionized particles can slide by one another.) It is the relative motion of the 
ions and neutral particles that matters. It our frame of reference is chosen to be stationary with ...,_ 
apect to the ions, we then speak o! the neutral wind flowing through the ions. If we chose our frame of 
reference to be stationary with respect to the neutral particles, then we state that the ionized c~oud iR 
mavin, under the action of an E x B drift. This description Ia not completely rigorous, but it does enable 
ua to diseuse 10neric behavior of the phenomena more readily. For our discussion we shall stay with the 
ions and let a neutral wind flow through the plaa•a as shown In Figure 4.9. 

A neutral wind flowing through t he plasma will impart momentum t~ the plasma particles by 
collisions. ln t he presence of a macnet1c field, the char10d particles will then have a tendency to flow 
across the cloud, generating a current as shown. If the cloud was a piece uf copper, we'd ca ll this an 
eddy current. lf there Is a closed current path outside the cloud--say, down to the E recton--then a 
J X B, Lorentz force is generated by the eddy current. This Lorentz force acts upon the plasma, ~~!ch 
then resiSts the neutral w\nd force that Is attempting to dr-ag the plasma with tt. 

We now invePtigate the gradient of the cloud out of •·h!ch the neutral part tcles flow. 
Figure 4.10(a) is an lllusta·atton of this side of the plasma cloud. In this figure the magnetic field Is 
aaau•ed to be wt of the ~ileet. Hlcher Jenstty plasma Is on the left, low density plasl!lll on the rtght ; 
be tween is the cradient region. As Indicated above, there exiSts a neutral-wind, colllaton-cau• . d current 
that flowil through the plasma with the current return c).se~·here as, for lnlltance, 111 the E region. This 
current flows downward In this figure . 

• Figures 4.9 and 4.10 to be ahown and the basic r.rguments to be pre sented arc a pr,-,fu ct of discussions .. ·1th 
Ora. Joseph Woruan, Lewta Linson, and Albert Simon though the author accepts re > stbi l l ty for e rrors . 
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In Ftcure 4,10(a) we have acbeaat~ally 1lluatrated the col11e1on produced trajectortea of 
the electron• and tone. S1nc6 the .. collteion ·produced ~rifte are in oppoette d\recttou, tbeae dr1fte 
lead to the current that we deecrtbed lbc:roecoptcally by •an~ of W11!:1H t,r;, 

L9t ue t~trodu• a ~at<> t be IJ'adtent a recion of eUebtly tncre .. ed plaaaa dena tty ae indicated 
in Ficure 4.10(a). The neutral wind collieion induced .otion of the tone and electron• 1D tbe bieber deo
atty recion ie the .... ae elaewhere. Therefore the collieioo-tnduced trajectoriea cauae tbe ioaa ~ 
electron• to eeparate ae we hav• illuatrated by the eolid and daabed circlee 1ndicat1Dc the bieber deoeity 
re1ion. The cbarp aeparaUon producea tbe aurface charpe that are abowo.. TheH aurface charpe produce 
a local electric field 1ne1de of the h11ber deneity plaaaa blob which f1eld.acta to prevent continued 
cbarp aeparation. ·Tbie electric field ia oriented vertically upwarde in tbe ttcure. 

In Fflure 4.10(b) 1 at tbe inaet to the r1ebt, we have illuetrated the trajectoriee of elec
tron& and poa1t1ve tou in tbe preaence of an upward directed electric field and an outward directed aas
netic field. Both the electrona and the tona E X B drift to tbe ricbt--wttb tbe a..- velocity, Tbue, they 
aove topther. Thia, tuen, u the ultiaate .otion of the plaaaa blob that we placed in the denetty cradtent. 

I 
' 

We ~ave tlluatrated tbia .otion by tbe chance in tbe poait1on of the alisbt denaity tncreaee 
tn the IJ'adlent Nlion, Tile blob .ovea fr011 the recion of bleb deoetty to the recion of low denaity. Tbe 
blob ia now aurrounded by lower denatty plaaaa than before, Therefore the fractional variation in plaaaa 
denaity froa outaide to lnatde the blob baa lncreaaed. 

If tnatead of an J. aolated, alicbt den<~1ty tncreaae, we had introduced a "buap" of bieber 
denetty plaeaa on the left protrudtnc into the gradient recton, the aa .. effecte would apply and the buap 
would aove off to the r11ht. Movinc into a eaton of lower ton denalty would aake it appear aa thoulh the 
bu.p waa ,rowlnc, and acain the fractional variation in local plaaaa denatty would tncreaee. 

In fact auch buapa will crow fr011 naturally occurring atatiat1cal denatty fluctuattona. 
They will produce aa1nettc field aliened bloba or atr1ationa of ioniaation. Acatn the require.anta are 
that there be a aacnetic field and a plaaaa with a cradient. There .uat alao be relative aotion between 
tone and neutral parttclea (a neutral wind if you atay with the 1ona, an E x B drift if you etay with the 
neutrala). If the reader baa followed our arcuaente above, t~en he alao can ahow for hlaaelf that in order 
for the tnatabiltty to 1ro--t u mix bloba of bleb denatty plaaaa into reciona of low denlitty plaaaa-·· the 
neutral wind muat blow froa h1gb denatty plaeaa into low denatty plaaaa. If the wind blowa the other way-
from the low denatty plaaaa into the h11h dena1ty re1ion--buapa will aove back and the cradtent re11on will 
becoae a11ooth. 

Cunnold (1969) baa propoaed that th1a 1radlent drift inatab111ty takea place in the lower F 
reaton and ita effecta are aapl1f1ed up the earth'a aaanetic field linea. At thla writtnc there ia tnauf
fictent additional work, analyata, and rebuttal to evaluate the validity of th1a concept. Aa with all 
other instability concepta, it is the larae-a~~plitude, nonlinear re11ae that ia actually ~baerved by radar
propagation meaaurements. Theae currently are not handled by theory. 

The F-region 1rreaularit1ea in the polar ionQapher£ that cauae radar-perturbation problema 
are often modeled aa elongated bloba of ionization that are character1at1cally a kilo~ter 1n dia~~eter and 
5 to 20 kilometers or eo lona. In actuality, meaaureaenta u•ually deter111ne an aapect ratio (length to 
diameter) of a spatial autocorrelation function that is used aa a atat1atlcal deacription of the phaae
perturbing 5creen. An actual vtaualiza t ion of a structured polar F-region ionizatio~ is afforded by photo
graphs of structured-barium clouds. The deployment of barium vapor in the ionoaphere in the preaence of 
sunlight leads to the generation of a plasma cloud .containing gradients in ionization that take place over 
a few kilometers. Relative motton of barium and neutral particles is created by wind or electric fields. 
The structurE of a barium cloud is revealed optically by the resonance reradiation of sunlight. 

Fi,ure 4.11 presents a pair of photographs of a fairly large barium-vapo ! leaae after the 
cloud has gone unstable, One photogr ~ph is nearly e~act!y along magnettc field lines, t! . other viewa the 
cloud !rom the aide. It is thought that the cloud becombs structured by ~ generic for~~ of Simon-Hoh In
stability (Linson and "Norklllan, 1970 ; Simon, 1970), ThiS 18 the instability that Cunnold haa au1geated 
initiates the structuring of the polar F region. If this is the case, then the t~~ photo1rapha of Figure 
4.11 that show a view of th e: barium cloud fro"' the side and dtrec•: ly up the ma1net1c !1elcl linea give ua a 
visualization of wha( the structured polar ionization may be like . 

4.4 Summary of Radar Transmission Through Polar Ionization 

Radio star and satellite tranamission studies show that radar propa1ation in the polar ionoephore will 
suffer amplitude and angular scintillation. The polar ionospheric regions that cau se scintillation are 
thought to be associated with the northern side of the midlstitude, F-region trouch. Scintillation aeeaa 
to be produced mainly by structured ionization at altitudes between 250 and 450 kill. fremouw (1968) atatea 
that the ••os t severe angle scintiilatlon (visibility fades) occur when intenae auroral optical eaiasiona 
are observed along the line of sight to tl.e radio source. It is also observed (Anderaon and Tsunoda, 1969) 
that severe nn&ular jitter leading to radio-star fades ta produced by atructured ionization that 1a ••11 .. 
netic field aligned with axial ratios be t ween 1/2 and 7. The axial ratloa .eaaured in conjunction with aa

plltude scintillation of satellite signals (Liszka, 1963) seem 11uch greuter (8 to 21), 
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We  are led to hypothesize the following:     Radar  refraction errors (angular jitter,  angular flicker or 

angular scintillation)  probably  are caused by IS-  and lower F-region ionization produced by precipitating 

auroral pirticles.    The  structure of the  ionization may be produced in part by structure  in the precipi- 

tating particle  flux  and partly  (for  small   axial  ratio cases)   by  the  dynamics  of   the E-region  ionic  chemistry. 

Plasma   Instabilities   in  the E-reglon   ionization could  also play  a  role  though our experience with magnetic 

instabilities  suggests   that   if  these were   important,   larger  axial  ratios  than Anderson  and Tsunoda  (1969) 

measure would be  found.     Certainly  the  more  severe  radar effects  are  associated  with   regions of optical 

emission. 

Radar  amplitude  scintillation will   be  produced  by E-  and F-region  Ionized  structure.     Measurements  to 

date  using  interferometers  suggest  to us  that   tht  angular  spread produced by  regularly  observed F-region 

irregularities   is  too  narrow  to have been  detected  as  visibility-fades  even  though  thev  produce  amplitude 

scintillation.     On this  :-;iEls we suspect  that  the F-region  irregularities may  not produce  significant 

angular errors   to  radars  operating at   frequencies  above  several  hundred megahertz. 

If  our hypotheses  above are correct,   the  significant  radar  angular effert.s  are probably  associated 

with  the  auroral  oval  which  generally  lies  to  the  north of  the  midlatitude   trough.     Amplitude  scintilla- 

tion can  be  expected  to  be experienced  for  radar  signals  that   traverse   the  F  region  north  of  the  scintil- 

lation  boundary—which boundary   is  situated  on   the  northern  side  of  the midlatitude   trough.      It   is well 

known  that higher-frequency  radar  systems  are   less subject  to propagation problems  that  result  from  tra- 

versal  of  structured  ionization.     From  an engineering and an economics point   Tf view  it   is  not  always 

possible   to design adequate  radars  to perform  the  needed missions  at,   say,   L band  and  higher   frequencies. 

Therefore   it   is  necessary  to determine  the  ultimate  accuracy  that  polar propagation will  permit  for VHF 

and UHF  radars. 

Actual  propagation  tests with   real,   high-performance  radars  are Just  beginning.     Usable  results  are 

expected within  the next year. 

Extrapolation  from  radio-star  studies have  been made.     These  extrapolations  suggest  that  UHF   radars 

may  not   always be  able  to achieve   angular   tracking accuracies   that  are needed.     Angular  scintillation con- 

ditions  at L band,  as extrapolated  from VHF  radio-star measurements,   seem sufficiently  benign to allow 

achievement  of   tracking  accuracies   In  the  ü.l-mrad  (0.006°)   region. 

Recent  measurements  at  1675 MHz  and even  at  4 GHz  and 6 GHz   indicate  occasional   large-amplitude  scin- 

tillations  that  could comprnmlse  acquisition of  signature data even for L-band  and S-band radar  frequencies. 

There  have  been several  mechanisms  proposed   to  explain  the  generation of  high-altitude   Irregularities. 

As  far  as we  know,   the  authors of  these  ideas  have  not  vet provided unique experimental  concepts   that can 

be  used   to validate  their  proposals. 
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OBSERVATIONS OF 48 MHZ AURORAL RADAR 
PROPAGATION ON A NETWORK IN THE AURORAL ZONE 

A.G. McNamara 
Astrophysics Branch 

National  Research Council 
Ottawa, Canada 

SUMMARY 

Four auroral  radars are operated on a continuous basis at Ottawa, Thompson,  Churchill,  and Great 
Whale.     The Ottawa radar is at 45    latitude and  the other  three are at approximately  57   ,  in  the auroral 
zone.    The high  incidence of auroral activity at   these  locations permits both statistical and detailed 
single event studies of radio aurora morphology and scattering mechanisms.     In spite  of magnetic aspect 
control,   strong auroral backscatter signals are detected at all azimuths with aspect  angles of  up to 25 
from the magnetic  perpendicular.    These observations create difficulties  in explaining  radar aurora in 
terms of  ion acoustic waves developed from linear models  surh as  the two-stream instability theory.    As 
well as direct auroral backscatter,   the  radars sometimes detect sporadic-E propagated  ground scatter, 
usually in association with auroral disturbance.     The simultaneous observations of  these various auroral 
phenomena by  the multiple stations permit more definitive measurements of  the processes  involved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1955, various combinations of auroral radar stations have been in operati 
the morphology and mechanisms of radio aurora. The VHF auroral radars have been ope 
Saskatoon, Thompson, Churchill, Baker Lake, Resolute, and Great Whale. This paper p 
mainly from the presently operating network at Ottawa, Thompson, Churchill, and Grea 
tions are identified in the text by the mnemonics OT, CH, TH, GW, respectively. The 
are in the auroral zone and the Ottawa station is well south of the zone. The netwo 
optimum overlap of their beam coverage to permit simultaneous viewing of a common vo 
ionosphere from widely varying aspect angles, with the object of detailed study of a 
plasma Instability scattering mechanisms. Figure 1 shows the location of the radars 
range circles. The data presented here are a preliminary study of the characteristi 
backscatter as seen by this network. 

on  in Canada  to study 
rated at Ottawa, 
resents data obtained 
t  Whale.     These  sta- 
latter three stations 

rk  was  selected  for 
lume of the auroral 
spect  dependence  and 
and  their  1000 km 

cs  of  the auroral 

2.       EQUIPMENT PARAMETERS 

The  radar  frequencies  are closely  spaced  about  a nominal  value  of  48.5 MHz.     A  300   MS pulse  of  1  kw 
peak power is transmitted at a repetition rate of  70 per second.    A common antenna is  used for  transmit- 
ting and   receiving,  and  consists  of  stacked  array  of  driven and  reflecting  elements  with  a one-way gain of 
9 db,  and a half-power beam width of  74   .     In the  transmit/receive mode,  the antenna gives a gain of 18 db 
and  a beam width  of   52".     The antenna  rotates   360     continuously with a  period  of  one minute, 
operate and  record  data continuously and unattended1. 

These  radars 

3.        ASPECT  ANGLES 

Measured  survey values  of  the  earth's  average 
angles  of   the  radars.    The  computations  were  done 
upon previous measurements  of  the  scattering  heigh 
values  In latitude and longitude, and contours of 
aspect  contour map  is  shown  in Fig.   2,   for  the  Chu 
The  locations of  the four radar stations are also 
coordinate   increments and  the computer  print   forma 
imately a map projection.    Tab fe I  gives  the  stati 
110  km  reflection  heights,   and  the  Universal  Time 

magnetic field have been used 
for two heights of reflection, 
t2:8. The computer output was 
constant aspect angle drawn thr 
rchill radar and an assumed ref 
indicated. By appropriate sele 
t, the printout grid can be mad 
on coordinates, the best aspect 
equivalents  of   local midnight  a 

to  compute  the  aspect 
100  km  and  110  km,  based 
printed  as  an  array of 
ough   them.    A sample 
lection  height   of  100  km. 
ctions  of  the geogrcphic 
e  to  represent  approx- 
angles  for  100 km and 

t  the   best  aspect  region. 

TABLE  1 

Characteristic parameters of the Radar Network Geometry 

STATION OT CH TH GW 

PARAMETER 

Station lat. 45.30N,75.60W 58.8ON,94.0OW 55.80N,97.80W 55.40N,77.80W 

and long. 

Best aspect 51.50N,780W 660N,970W 62.50N,980W 620N,840W 
lat. and long. 

Best aspect angle 0.8° 7.9° 6.5° 5.5° 
for 100 km height 

Best aspect angle 1.3° 8.6° 7.2Ü 6.2° 

for 110 km height 

Time of local 05:12 UT 06:28 UT 06;32 UT 05:36 UT 

midnight at 
best aspect point 

mmm MM 
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A previous  paper1* has presented an analysis of aspect angle dependence using data from part of  the 
1GY network of  similar radars.     Simultaneous  echoes  seen southward from Baker Lake and northward from 
Saskatoon,   encompassing off-perpendicular aspect angles  from 5    to 20  ,  yielded an average attenuation 
rate  of  1.2 db/degree.     The present radar network comprising OT,  CH,  TH, and GW views a much  larger com- 
mon volume with aspect angles  In the range  5     to 20    off-perpendicular,  and a much greater range of 
azimuth angles. 

A.        EXAMPLES OF DIREC" 

Figure  3 shows examples of  radar returns  on the range-azimuth display of  the Churchill  radar.    The 
time  Is approximately 06:00 U.T.   (00:00 C.S.T.).    Direct backscatter from radio aurora is occurring over 
ranges from 200 to 800 km, and at all azimuths.    In fact, during part of the time there is a gap in the 
echo  in the north and northwest sectors — the region where  the aspect angle is most  favorable. 

At  ranges  from 1000 to 1500 km are seen sporadlc-E propagated ground backscatter,  occurring principal- 
ly on a southerly azimuth.    This phenomena occurs  relatively Infrequently but  in association with auroral 
disturbance.     However,  at any given time it may or may not be occurring in association with a direct  back- 
scatter echo at  one-half  the appatent range.     Hence  It probably does not originate with the same mechanism 
which creates  the direct backscatter condition.    Direct measurements of auroral electron densities by 
rocket probes3,   have shown thick bands of  ionlzation  to be present with densities  of  typically  1012  elec- 
trons/m3.    At a  ground  scatter range of 1000 km,   the  sec $  factor is between 4 and  5,  and oblique specular 
reflection to  frequencies of  50 MHz  is possible.    This  appears  to be a reasonable mechanism for  this  echo 
component.     In a c.w.   forward  scatter link,   this Es  mode will be very strongly enhanced  relative  to  the 
true auroral  scattering mode,  and may even dominate  the  signals received at times. 

Figure 4  id  a composite plot  of  7 hours  of a radio aurora event recorded at  Churchill.     The direct 
backscatter signal  (the radio aurora)  occurred  over  ranges  from 200  to 800 km in azimuths  centred on  330 
and  90   .     The  Es-propagated ground  scatter  occurred  relatively  independently in  time and at  ranges  from 
500  to  1500 km in azimuths centred on 330    and  90   .     At  times,   one  type would be  present while  the other 
was  not. 

At  the  present  time,  insufficient azimuth data ha\e been scaled  from this network  to build up reliable 
azimuth distributions  for all  stations.    However,   scr.o  azimuth distributions  from  the high-latitude  IGY 
stations are shown  In Figure  5,     It should  be noted  that aspect angle Is not  the dominating  factor at 
Baker Lake and Resolute,  where the best aspect  angle  is  again  to  the north, 

5, DIURNAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL OCCURRENCES 

Data from the year 1969 have been scaled for the four stations OT, CI!, TH, GW, are plotted in Figure 
6, The principal peak occurs at 05:30, 06:00, and 04:00 U,T. for CH, TH, and GW respectively.  Reference 
to Table I shows coincidence with local midnight for CH and TH, buf the maximum occurs about 1 hour 
earlier for GW,  The 0T distribution shows a double-humped distrlbuC.ion with a minor minimum just prior to 
midnight. During the daylight hours, TH and GW show similar activity, but at a greater level of activity 
than CH, 

At the diurnal maximum, the three auroral zone stations recorded an occurrence frequency of 7031, 
Over the year 1969, the average total occurrence for these three stations was 23-32% of the time, and HZ 
for Ottawa, 

6,   SIMULTANEOUS OCCURRENCE 

Initial statistical analysis of the 1969 data has yielded a rough measure of the approximate time 

correlation of the radio aurora at these stations.  The analysis is based on time of occurrence only, with 
half-hour time resolution. The percentage of echo occurrences which were simultaneously observed at dif- 
ferent pairs of stations are summarized by matrix of Table II, The correlation of the auroral zone sta- 
tions is fairly high.  To obtain a measure of the multiple station correlation, the simultaneous occur- 
rence values were computed for the CH, TH, GW combination, and for the 0T, CH, TH, GW combination.  These 
values were 25% and 7% respectively, 

TABLE 2 

Percentage coincidence of occurrence on radars, calculated 

on half-hour time Intervals, 

0T CH TH GW 

OT 100 

CH 20 100 

TH 19 46 100 

GW 17 42 39 100 

7,   SCATTERING MECHANISMS 

Previous papers'4.5 have employed part of the IGY radar network data to explore the applicability of 
the Ion acoustic wave model6»7'^'9 to tie observed radio aurora characteristics. These papers have shown 

that the model is reasonable li some respects, but does not entirely explain the observed aspect effects. 
It appears that other mechanisms contribute or that non-linear processes introduce significant departures 
from the linear theory. A najor objective the radar network described herp Is to attempt to resolve some 

of these problems. 

For 48.5 MHz backscatter, the ordered structure required to produce ar enhanced reflection from a 
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plasma  Instability  Is  approximately 3 meters.     A spectrum of  scale sizes,   Including both  larger and 
smaller  scales,  has  been observed directly with  rockets  flown  In a complementary program at Churchill3»8 

The measured spatial  spectrum of  the density fluctuations  fits an expression of  the  form 

S(f)  'v, e"f/fo 

Depending upon certain assumptions about  the shape and motion of  such mlcrostructures,   the value of  f0 
was  found  to be  In  the range 60  to 400 MHz. 
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Flg.   1       Locations  and  coverage  of   the auroral   radars  at   Ottawa,   Tliorapson,   Chun h i I I .   and  Great   Whali 
Tlie  range  circles  are  1000 km radius. 
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Fig.  3      Photographic  recording of  the cathode ray tube  range-vs-tlme display of  the Churchill  rtdar. 
The antenna  rotates with  a  period  of  one minute.     Direct  auroral   backscatter  and  Es-propagated 
ground  scatter are present. 
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Fig.  4      Range and azimuth distributions for seven hours of  echoes on the Churchill radar. 
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Fig. 5  Azlmuthal distribution of radio aurora on the ICY radar network. 
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CURRENT EXPERIMENTAI   RESULTS  FROM 

A     VHF-CW AUKORAI,  fWCKSCATTER 

NETWORK   IN SCANDINAVIA 

G.   Lange-Nesie 

Max-Planck-Institut  für Aeronomie 

P.O.   Box  20 

3411   Lindau/Harz,   W.Germany 

SUMMARY 

VHP bistatic continuous waves auroral backscatter communications (radio aurora) carried out 

since autumn 196? on a network in Scandinavia and northern Germany are analyzed witli respect to 

the influence of daytime, season and geomagnetic latitude on the frequency of occurrence of this 

phenomenon. Furthermore ezemples are presented which show the close control of the VIIF auroral 

backscatter by the polar electrojet. Finally some exemples are shown about the correlation between 

optical and radio aurora. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Observations   of VIIF continuous  waves   bistatic  auroral   backscatter   communications  are   carried 

out by the Mai-Planck-Institute   for Aeronomy at I indau/lIarz.West Germany since autumn 1%7 by using 

a network of VHF continuous waves  beacon  transmitters and  receiving  stations  in Scandinavia and 

northern  Germany.   Thesi*  observations  are  carried   out  in  cooperation  with   several   Norwegean  and 

Swedish   institutes,   boards   and   observatories.  Since September  1969  simultaneous   optical   observa- 

tions   of   the  aurora  are  carried   out  by all-sky cameras  and meridian   scaning  photometers   in 

northern  Scandinavia  in  cooperation  with   the Auroral   Observatory  Tromsii   in  northern Norway and 

the Geophysical   Observatory  Sodankylä   in  northern  Finland   to  study   the   correlation   between   optical 

and   radio  observations  of   the  aurora.   The whole network   is  shown   in   Fig.   1. 

The   reduction  of  the   observations  with   the  network   shown   in   Fig.   1   has   shown   that   the   back- 

scattering  of VIIF  radio waves   by  aurora   is   controlled  not  only  by   the   visual   aurora   but  obviously 

on  a   larger  scale  by  the   polar   rlectro.jet  (PEJ).  About  eight years   ago   Huneman   f'ij   and  Farley   [13] 

independently  pointed  out   that   in  an   ionospheric   current  system,   e.g.    the  equatorial   electrojet 

(EEj),   plasma   instabilities   of  a   "two-stream"   type   can   occur  so   that  acoustic   plasma waves   are 

generated.  The  plasma  instability  appears  when  the   relative  drift   velocity  between   the   iuns  and 

electrons   in   tne   electrojet   (EJ)   exceeds  a   certain   critical   speed  which   is   close   to   the   thermal 

velocity  of   the   ions.   It   is   said   that   the  electrojet at   this   phase   has   exceeded   the   threshold. 

Acoustic   plasma waves   then  are   genereted   in   the  shape  of   longitudinal   density waves,   which 

propagate  along  the   electrojet   transverse   to   the  geomagnetic   lines   of   force.The   periodical   density 

oscillations   caused  by  the   plasma  waves   (which  represents  a  special   fine   structure   of   the  EJ)  are 

the   field  aligned  centers   (field   aligned   to   the  geomagnetic   lines   of   force)  which  give  rise   tn   the 

backscattering  of  VHF   radir   wav.»8.   Bowles   et  al.    [3]   and   Cohen   and   Bowles   [5j   have   shown   that   the 

VHF waves   backscattering  centers   in   the  EE.I  are  caused   by  acoustic   plasma  waves.   In   the  same  publi- 

cation   the  authors   pointed   out   that   the  VHF  waves   backscattering   centers   in   the   PR.I   obviously  are 

caused   by  the  same  mechanism.   There   is   no  doubt  that  the  acoustic   plasma  waves   irregularities   in 

the  PEJ  after  Farley   [13]   and   Buneman   [k]  give  rise   to  at   least   some   radio  aurora   (Abel   and  Newell 

|_lj ;   Hofstee  and  Forsyth   [l5J .   However,   there   is  also  good  qualitative   evidence   that   irregularities 

caused   by  the  so  railed  cross-field   or  drift-gradient  instability  give   rise  to  special   types  of 

radio  aurora   (Unwin  and Knox   [2l\ ;   Knox   [l*>J).   Finally   I   should   like   to   mention   that  obviously 

irregularities   ca<i occur   in   the   PEJ  which  give  rise   to  special   type   of   radio  aurora   produced   by a 

mechanism wbich   is  not known  at   the   present   time. 

TI.e  maximum  of   the  current  density  of   the  PEJ   fits   together   in   a   first approximation  with   the 

visual   aurora.   Previously,   therefore,    it was   assumed   that   the   normal    innization   in   the   r-gion   of 
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the Tianal  aaror« directly eansea  the  baekecattering of VHF radio %«»ve».   The  rednetion of  the  ob- 

servation«  carried out with the network abotni  in Fig.  1 and the  redaction  of  eiailar obaervatione 

carried oat at other places,  however,   indicate  that the  fine structure  of  the  PEJ  is  the «ore 

controlling  eleaent of the VHF auroral   hackscatter phenoaenon.   If  the  PEJ  (in a fine structure 

that backscattering centers are  produced  in  it by any aechanisB)   intersects  a backscatter curve 

in Fig.  1  then VHF auroral  backscatter  comsunications  ought to occur between  the pairs  of stations 

belonging to  the backscatter curve.   For a pair of stations  the appertaining  hackscatter curve 

represents  the center of a region where  the moat favorable geometrical   conditions   (also  called 

"ideal  backscatter conditions")  are  fulfilled  for VHF auroral  backscatter  communications.  These 

curves are  calculated  in Fig.   1   for a  height of 110 km.   Ideal   backscatter conditions mean  that at 

the  backscattering center the angle  of   incidence  is  equal   to the angle  of  reflection  referred  to a 

plane  vertical  to  the geomagnetic   line  of  force  (Fig.2).   The geometry  of   the  propagation  paths 

referred to  the geomagnetic  lines  of  force  is much more  complicated  for  bistatic auroral   back- 

scatter communications  betweea  stations  close  to  the auroral   zone   (Fig.   1  and 2)  compared  to  radar 

backscatter  messurenents  at  the  EJJ  as   described  by  Bowles   et a I. [3^  >»d  Cohen and   Bowles   [Vj.   This 

is  why  the   reduction  of  all   bistatic   backscatter  observations with   respect   to  other  geophysical 

phenomena   is   difficult.   For more  details  about VHF auroral   backscatter   see  Czechowsky   [6],   [j\, 

Czechowsky  and  Lange-Hesse   [ll] ,    [l2] ,   Lange-Hesse   [l?] ,    [lö] ,   [loj ,   Lange-Hesse  and  Czechowsky 
[2o]. 

2. THE CONTROL  OF RADIO AURORA   BY  THE  POUR ELECTROJET 

On  February  27,   1969,   a  geomagnetic   storm  started  at about  1400 UT   (Fig.   k)  and   reached   i is 

peak  disturbance  of  Kp -  6+  from  about   1600  to  2000 UT.   During  this   time  VHF  auroral   backscatter 

echoes  were   recorded  with   the  network   in  Fig.   1.   These   observations  are   now  compared  with 

simultaneous   geomagnetic   records   i.e.,   with   the   location,   direction  and   intensity  variations  of 

the  PEJ.   In   the magnetograms  of   Fig.   k   bays   occurred   in   the afternoon  and   early evening  of  February 

27-   From  the  sign  of   the  bays   in   Z  and   from  the   positive   sign   in  H   (not   shown   here)   it   -.mn  be 

derived  that  from about  1400  to   190(1  UT   the  center  of   the  current   is   located  north   of   Lerwick  and 

south   of  Leirvogur and   flow«   from west   to   east.   If  one   takes   the  PEJ  model   after Heppner   Tul   the 

observed  current must  be   the  eastward   flowing  current  of   the  PEJ  system   (Fig.   8).   This   part  of   the 

PEJ  between   Lerwick  and  Leirvogur   intersects   the   region   of   the  Borlänge-Kje 1 I er  backscatter  curve 

(solid   curve   in  Fig.   1).   At »bout   1420  UT   ♦.he   first  uackscatter  signal    is   recorded.   At  this  moment 

the  smplitude  of   the  bay   in   the  H  magnetogram  from  Lerwick   (Fig.   4)   is   of   the   order  of  lOOv.   If 

one   takes   the  model   of  Farley  [l3j   and   Bunecan     \k]   for   the  producing  of   the   backscattering  centers 

in   the   PEJ   the   threshold  must  be   reached  at   this   time  and   the  generation   of   ion  acoustic  waves 

starts.   The   peak  of   the   first  smaller   bay   in   the  H  magnetogram   in   Fig.   5   occurs  at  about  1440 UT 

simultaneously with   the   first  peak   in   the  Borlange-KjeI 1 er  backscatter  signal.   Exactly  during   this 

peak  a   short  backscatter  signal   with   small   amplitude  appears  on   the  more   southern   Bor 1änge-Nord- 

deich    line   indicating   that   the   I'EJ   extends   to   the   south   8"   that   it   cnuld   just   intersect   the   region 

of   the   Bor I ange-Norddeicli   backscatter   curve.   No   backscatter  signal ,   however,   occurs   during   this   time 

on   the  southernmost   line   in  Fig.   5   (Bor Iange-Lindau). 

The  strongest,  bay with  about  400 y ampl i tude  appears   in   the  magnetogram   in  Fig.   5 at  about 

1630  UT.   Simultaneous   peak« in   the   backscatter  signal   now  occur  on  all   three   line«   of   Fig.   5- The 

amplitude  of   the   peaks   on   the   two  northern   lines  now are   of   the  same  order,   however,   the  amplitude 

on   the   southernmost  Bor 1änge-Lindau   line   is  much  smaller.   This   indicates   that  compared   to   1440  UT 

the  current  has  extended   further   to   the   south which  now  enables   it   to   intersect  the   region  of  all 

three   appertaining   backscatter  curves   simultaneously. 

A   second  stronger  bay with  an  amplitude  of  about   the  same  order  as   the   first appears   from  about 

1720   to  1815  UT.   This   bay   is   bifurcated  and  shows   two   peak«.   Simultaneously  with   the  magnetic   peaks, 

peaks   in   the   backscatter  signals   occur   on   the   line«   from   Borlänge   to  Nnrddeich  and   Lindau.   The 

magnetic   bifurcation   i«   be«t   reproduced   in   the   Bot Iänge-Lind«u   backscatter   «ign«l    trace.   Strong 

backscatter  signals   are  also   recorded   during   the   bifurcated  bay  'in   the   northernmost   line   (Borlange- 

Kjeller).   If   one  «ssu.jes   that   the  VHF waves   backscattering  centers   are   produced   i;i   the   PL.I   by 

—^-—"--^  
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acoustic   plasm« wave«,   according  to   the   theory  of  Farley and  Bunenan  a   broad   eaxtward   flowing 

current  beyond  the  threshold Bust have  intersected  the  region  of the  three appertaining backscatter 

curves   simultaneously   from about  1700   to  1815  "T. 

The  last bay which  is  smaller  in amplitude  occurs   in  the H magnetogram  from  Lerwick at about 

1640 UT.   Simultaneously,  a  peak  in  the  backscatter signal  appears on  the  Borlange-K.jel ler and Nord- 

deich   lines  but barely a signal  appears  on  the southernmost Borlänge-Lindau   line.   This  indicates 

that  the  PEJ and   the  backscattering centers  show a  contraction  to  the north with  declining 

substorm.   The  results   shown   in  Fig.   3   exhibit   that  the  centers   backscattering   the  V1IF waves   show 

a  similar  behavior ciuring a substorm as  the visual  aurora:   eztenrion  to  the  south   just after  the 

start   of   the  substorm and a  contraction   to   the  north   towards   the  end. There  are   fairly  good 

evidences   that  cbriously  there   is  also  an  extension   to   the  north  of  the  backscattering  centers 

like   the  visual   aurora   just after  the   start  of  a  substorm  (Czechowsky and  Lange-Hesse   [l2j).A  more 

detailed  study  of   the  magnetograms   from a   chain   of  stations   in   the N-S  direction   indicates   that 

during  a   substorm  the  PEJ also  extends   to   the  north  and   south  and  reaches   its   peak   extension  during 

the   peak  of   the  substorm  (Boströn   [2J ) . 

Tn   the   following  section   the  close   relation   between  VHP auroral   backscatter  echoes  and   the 

geomagnetic   disturbance   is   investigated   in   detail.   In   this  special   case   the  H  magnetogram  from 

I.erwick  and   the VHF backscatter  recordings   from  Borl änge-Kjel I er both  for February  27,   1969  from 

Fig.   5  are   uaea   in  Fig.   b.   The variation   of   the   hackscattered  echo  signals   (in   scale  units  «  Ska- 

lenteile)   as  a  function  of   the  horizontal   perturbation  vector H     (iny)   from   Lerwick   is   shown   in 

Fig.   6   in   the   lower  diagram.   The H.   vector   is   computed   from  the  values   ^H,   /i D  and   the   base   line 

value  ri   .   In   can   be  seen  from  the   lower  diagram   in   Fig.   b   that  a   threshold  value   of   the  order  of 

100 y   must  be  exceeded  before   the VHF  auroral   backscatter  process  starts  at  about   1420 DT.   If   one 

assumes   that   the  VHF waves   backscattering  centers  are   produced   in  the  PEJ  by  acoustic  plasma  waves 

(according   to  the   theory  of  Farley  and   Buneman)   the   threshold   indicates   the   start   of  the  generation 

of   ion   acoustic  waves.   A  hysteresis   like  behavior  can  also  be  seen  in   the   lower diagram  of  Fig.  b 

which  means   that  a   stronger  PEJ  current   (higher  II.  value)   is  necessary   for   the   generation   of   plasma 

waves   than   for  the  maintenance  of   the  waves   which   give   rise   to   the  backscattering   process.   A 

hysteresis   like  behavior was  already  observed   ai   the  EEJ   by  Bowles  et al.   [31.   Hysteresis   like 

behavior  of   the  PEJ also was   observed   e.g.   by  Czechowsky   [7]   and  Lange-Hesse    [l8j . 

Th«   results   shown   in  Fig.   3   indicate,   that   in  order   to   interpret VHF aurora   backscatter 

communications,   it   is  necessary  to  get   informations  about   the   location,   the  extend,   the  movement, 

and   the   strength   of   the   polar  electro,jet.   The  method  used   before   to   interpret   the   backscatter 

recordings   in  Fig.   3 and   locate   the   PEJ   only   by  using   the  sign  of   the   bays   in   the  H  and  Z  magneto- 

grams   is  a   relatively  rough methode.   A  much  more   precise  method   to  get   the wanted   informations 

about   the   PEJ was   developed  by Czechowsky   [t*] ,    [''] .   In   this   paper a method   is   presented   to  calculate 

an   equivalent  current  system  by determining   the  unknown   parameters   (e.g.   heigh«.,   direction,   width 

of   the   current,   etcetera)   from  the  measured  disturbance  vectors   of   the  earth's   magnetic   field,    AH, 

AD,   and    AZ.   With  a  model   of  a  simple   current  density  distribution   it  is   possible   to  solve   the   Biot- 

Savart   formula.   In   Fig.   7  results  are   shown   for  a  current  system  calculated  after   this  methode with 

the  values   of   AH,    AD,   and   AZ  from  the  magnetograms  of  Leirvogur,   Lerwick, Eskda I eouir,   and  Hart- 

land  during  a   period  of  about   five  hours   during   the  strong  geomagnetic   storm   (Kp  up   to  80)   on  March 

23/24,   1969  compared  with  simultaneous   VHF aurora   backscatter  recordinga   on   the   network   in  Fig.   1. 

From  th«  upper diagram   in  Fig.   7  it can   be  seen,   that  the   PEJ  has  a   large north-south  extension     of 

the   order   from  10   to  18   latitudes  degrees  which  enables   it  to   intersect   the   region   of  all   backscat- 

ter  curves   in  Fig.   1.   During   the  peaks   of   the   storm   the  most  southern  extension   of   the  PEJ  goes  down 

to   530-560  geomagnetic   latitudes  about   from  2200   to  2300  UT end   from 02OO  to   0300  UT.   During  this 

time   backscatter  signals   occur   on   th*   southernmost   lines  Garding-Lindau  and   BieIbtein-Lindau.   It 

can   be   seen   iron  Fig.   1   that  the  backscatter   curves   of   these   two   lines   have  a  most   southern 

extension   down   to   36    and  33    geomagnetic   latitude   respectively.   In  many  cases   the   large  north-aauth 

extension   of   the  PEJ  (especially  during   stronger  geomagnetic  storms  as   in  Fig.   7)   makes   it  diffucult 

to   interpret   in details  VHF auroral   backscatter   coinmunicati ons.   During   lower  geomagnetic   activity, 

however,   the  north-south   extension  of   the   PEJ   is   smaller. 
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3. DAILY AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS   OF VHF AURORAL  BACKSCATTER 

Fig.   8  shows   on  the  right side   the  average  daily variation  of  the  frequency  of  occurrence  of 

V1IF auroral   backscatter  for   the years   from   1967   (upper  diagram)   to  19b9  (lower  diagram).   The  1967 

diagram  represents  only  the  observations   from  September   to  December.   The   19<8  and   1969 diagrams, 

however,   have  bean  computed   from all   12  months   of   the  year.   In  each  diagram   the  maximum number 

of   backscatter  echoes   (written   in  each  diagram)   is  mat's  equal   to  lOOjt.   This   does   not mean,   that 

backscatter  echoes  occur during  the whole   observatinn   time  but  only  the maximum  number  of  observed 

echoes.   This   procedure makes   it easier   to   compare  the   three  diagrams  eachother.   A   pronounced 

minimum  occurs   in   the  diagrams  of  Fig,   8  at  about 2200  hours  MEZ  (MEZ -  Centra!   European  Time  - 

Time   15     East,   this   is  about  the   local   time).   This  minimum   is  called   the  evening  minimum.   A  second 

broader  miaimum  occurs   in  the   forenoon   from  about 0800  to  140(1   local   time  and   is   called   the  forenoon 

minimum.   Two maxima  occur,   the  first,   the   early  evening maximum,   at about  1800   to   1900 hours   local 

time  and   the  second,   the night  time  maximum,   at about  0000   to  0200  hour   local   time.   On  a   first 

look   it   is   surprising  that a  minimum  occurs   in   tie  evening  around  2200   local   tine  since   the  auroral 

oval   after  Feldstein   (Fig.   9)   has   its   southenmost  extension  during  this   time,   that  m^ans   that  the 

frequency   of  visual   auroras   has  a maximum   in   the  region  of   the   backscatter   curve   for   the   Horlange- 

KJeller   line  mentioned   in  Fig.   8  (see  also   the   location  of   the  apertaining  backscatter  curve   in 

Fig.   1).   One  reason   for   this  minimum  could   be   given   if  on  assumes   that   the   backscattering   centers 

in   the   PEJ  are  generated  by   ion  scoustio  waves   after  Farley and   Buneman.   The  model   of   the   PEJ 

after Heppner   jl'i]   in  Fig.   8   left shows  a   strong main   east  current  in   the  afternoon  and  early 

evening  hours  between  about  b2     to  72     geomagnetic   latitude.   At about 2201)   local   time   (the   time  of 

the   evening   backscatter minimum)   the  main   current  reverses   the  direction   from  east   to  west  and  at 

the   reversal   time   the  current  strength   is   very   low  or  zero.   At   this   time  no   ion   acoustic  waves   can 

be  generated   since   the  current  strength   is   far   beiow   the   threshold   that means   that  no   backscattering 

centers   are   produced.   The  time  of  the   reversal   of  the  main   current  of   the   PE.J  around  2200   local 

time   can   change   from  day  to  day  in  an   interwal   from  the  order  of   one  hour.   That   obviously   is   the 

reason   that   the  evening minimum  of   the   frequency  of  occurrence  of  VHF auroral   backscatter   is 

smoothed   in   the  average  daily  variations   in   Fig.   8  right  and  does  not  dip  to   zero  which  often  can 

!ie   observed   on  single  days. 

The   forenoon   minimum   in   Fig.   8   is   broader   than   the   evening  minimum. The   center   of   the   minimum 

is   around   100')   local   time.   At   this   time  again   a   reversa1   of   the   PE.I  main current   occurs   in   the  seme 

manner   an   during   the   evening   backscatter   minimum.   The   current   reverrai   seems   to   give   only  a   small 

contribution   to   the  morning  mnimum.   The  main   reason   seems   to  be   that at this   daytime   the  auroral 

oval   and  also   the   PEJ   is   located  at  higher   latitudes   (Fig.   9)  well   north of   thr   regions   of   the 

backscatter   curves   of  Fig.   1   so   that  an   intersection   between   backscatter curves   and   PEJ   is 

impossible   under  normal   conditions. 

The  average  daily  variation  of   the  frequency  of  occurrence  of  VHF auroral   backscatter  divided 

into   summer  and winter   time  observations   on   the   two   lines   Bor Iange-Lycksely  and   Bor Ionge-Os I o 

(Kjeller)   (see  also   Fig.   l)   is   shown   in   Flu.    10.   There   is   a   striking  difference   between   the   summer 

and  winter   time  average  dai   y  variations.   In   summer   time   the  evening minimum   is   well   pronounced 

and   very   low   on   both   lines.   In  winter   time,    however,   this   minimum   is   less   pronounced.   No   difference 

occurs   in   the  maximum   frequency  of   occurrence   between   summer and  winter  on   the   Borlange-tyckseIe 

line   (right   side   of   Fig.   10),   On   the   Borlange-Os   n   (K,teller)   line,   however,    this   maximum   frequency 

is   lower   in   summer,   about  2/3   of   the  winter   time   value 

k. INFLUENCE OF  LATITUDE 

The   influence   of   latitude   on   the   average   daily  variation   of   the   frequency   of   occurrence   of VHF 

auroral   backscatter  shows   Fig.   11   for   the   12month8   interval!   from  April   I'wO   tn   March   1071.   The 

maximum   number   of   VHF auroral   backscatter   observations   on   the   northernmost    line   Bor Iange-Lycksele 

is   169   in   12months   that  means   in  average  about   every  second   day  a   backscatter  occurrence.   On   the 

next   southern   line   Boriänge-Os1o   (Kjeller)    this   maximum   nunber   is   91   or   in   average   about   every 

forth   day  a   backscatter   occurrence.   On   the   southernmost   line   Bor 1 ange-Nordilei ch,   however,   every 

2'5rd   day   in   average   a   backscatter  occurs. 
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?.   CORRELATION BETWEEN RADIO AURORA AND OPTICAL AURORA 

A comparison between the occurrence of optical aurora and radio aurora is shown in Fig. 12. 

The diagrams at the top show the brightness nf the 5577 A emission at different times observed at 

Tromsö with a meridian scaning photometer. The brightness i« given in kR (kilo RayleigL)- The 

first optical observation on that day is made at about 152i UT. From the sign of the bays in the Z 

and H magnetograms from AbisKo it can be derived that the center of the PEJ is south from Abisko 

froni about l^O to 1700 UT and over Abisko from about 1700 to 2000 UT. From the Tromsö magneto- 

grama (not shown in Fig. 12 due to lack of space) it can be derived that the PEJ has an extension 

to the north at least up to Tromsö which enables it to intersect the backacatter curves of the 

Borlänge-Lycksele and the Borlänge-Kjeller line. The backscattering of VHF radio waves starts oo 

the northernmost Borlänge-Lycksele line at about 1415 UT when the amplitude of the H magnetogram 

is of the order of about 100^ , which again indicates a threshold. The backscatter signals 

disappear on this line at about 2000 UT. At this time the amplitude of the H magnetogram is of the 

order of 50y , which indicates the hysteresis like behavior as shown in Fig. 6. The variation» of 

the Abisko H magnetogran and of the fieldstrength of the backscattered signal at Lyckseie shew a 

close correlation which again indicates the control of VHF auroral backscatter by the PEJ. A 

comparison between the amplitude of the backscattered signal and the brightness of the 5577 A 

emission shows that the brightness maxima occur during the peaks of the backscattered signal and 

also during the peaks of the magnetic bays. When the signal amplitude decreases the brightness of 

the aurora also uses to decrease, see e.g. on the Borlange-LyckseIe .ine at about 1520 UT (the 
anil 

first optical observation at Tromsö on that day) at about 17311 UT and 2(i(M' UT. The backscatter on 

on the more southern line Borlange-KJe11 er starts about 3" minutes later as on the northernmost 

line, at this time the center of the PEJ starts to move to the south from Abisko and during the 

peak of the substorm at about 1545 UT the backscatter signals on both lines (especially on the Bo r- 

länge-KjelI er line) show a pronounced maximum. 

The Doppler shift of the backscattered signal at K.jeller (Fig. 12) shows a positive sign 

during increasing fieldstrengt at Kjeller (from about 1445 to 1515 UT, and from about 1820 to 1835 

UT) and a negativ sign during decreasing fieldstrength. The interpetration of the Doppler shift 

recordings is difficult. One reason for it is the fact Mitt the half power width of tue receiving 

antenna is very broad (- 3" ) that means tl.dt one gets contribution« to the Dopplfr shift from 

different directions. Plasma acoustic waves propagate with the sound velocity in the region of the 

PEJ at about 1)0 km height. On the frei)'iency of 145,9n0 MHz this sound velocity gives a Doppler 

shift of ykWi  Hz. The observed Doppler shifts in Fig. 12 show peak values up to 150 Hz. This is 

not in accordance with the plasma acoustic wave theory. Doppler shifts of the order of 4011 Hz have 

been observed on the network, but not very often. 

Another comparison between the occurrence of optical aurora and radio aurora is shown in Fig. 

13. The H magnetogram from Tromsö shows three bigger positive bays between about 2040 and 2)00 IT. 

The variations of the I! magnetogram during these bays show a good correlation with the Amplitude 

variations of the backscattered signal at Lyckseie (the northernmost line). The peaks of the 

magnetic bays fit together with the peaks of the backscattered Signa  which again indicates the 

control I of the backscatter by the I'EJ. At about 1" i. UT a very weak backscatter signal occurs at 

lyckseie of the order of 1 to 2 db above noise leve  wbicli lasts about until 204(1 (IT. During this 

time the II magneto^ram shown an amplitude of about 'jll to 7' yand has a relatively smoothed shape 

with no bays. The onliral observations of the ftil-sky camera at Tromsö show no aurora at about 

IH311 UT when no bacl-scatter signal occur». The bright light on the right and bottom side of the 

all-shy pictures is artifical light i'rom the town of Tromsö. During the occurrence of the low 

backscatter signs  at lyckseie the al l-sky pictures show a homogeneous stabe are at the zenith of 

Tromsö. During the bays in the II magnetogram after about 2100 UT especially during the amplitude 

peaks of the backscattered signal the all-sky pictures show the break up phase of the auroral 

substorm. When the backscattered signal show.; a pronounced decrease e.g. at about 2220 UT the au- 

roral activity on the all-sky p:-t-dre also shuwe a decrease. The backscattered signai disappear at 

Lyckseie at about a few minutes after 23l|0 UT. The amplitude .if the H roagnetogram at this time is 

of the order of about 21) Y (hvs teres is) And the a' l-sky picture show« a faint homogeneous stable arc 
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low in the north outside the backscatter region of the Borlange-Lycksele line (Fig. 1). 

The Doppler shift of the backscattered signal at Lycksele shows a positive sign during the 

time when the signal increases (from about 2030 to 2105, from 2125 - 2155. and from 2230-2245 UT). 

When the backscattered signal dec eases (from about 211U to 2125 and from 22U0 to 2230 UT) the 

Doppler shift is around zero. During the weak backscatter signal at the time of the homogeneous 

stable arc no Doppler shift occurs. 

On the southernmost line Borl ange-K.jel ler backscatter signals occur, when the Z magnetogram 

from Tromsö shows a strong negative bay from about 2100 to 2220 UT. The sign of the amplitude in 

the H and Z magnetogram indicate that at this time the center of the PEJ is south o\   Tromsb which 

enables it to intersect the backscatter curve of the Bor lange-K.jel ler line (Fig. 1). The peak of 

the backscattered signal on the Borl änge-Kjeller line occurs exactly during the peak of the bay 

in the Z magnetogram. At the same time the brightness of the 5577 £ emission at Tromsö (lower dia- 

grams in Fig. 13) shows its absolute maximum during the observation time shown in Fig. 13. About 

15 minutes later (at about 2205 UT), when the bay in Z has nearly disappeared and the backscattered 

signal on both lines also has considerably decreased, the brightness of the 5577 A emission shows 

a decrease down to «bout one third of the maximum value. When the backscattered signal increases 

again at about 2235 UT (in this case only on the northernmost line Borlänge-Lycksele) the bright- 

ness of the 5577 A emission also shows a pronounced increase and a decrease about 10 minutes later 

when the backscattered signal decreases again. 

A last comparison between the occurrence of optical aurora and radio aurora is shown in Fig. 

1'* in the same manner of representation as in Fig. 12. Fig. 14, however, showj in addition to Fig. 

12 the II and Z magnetogram from Abisko. The optical observations in Fig. 14 have been restricted 

(due to meteorological reasons at Tromsö) from about 1905 to 2100 UT. The amplitude of the H 

magnetogrtim from Tromsb predominantly has a positive sign during the whole observation tine in 

Fig. 14. Ai about 180U UT the first backscatter signal occurs on the northernmost Borlänge-Lycksele 

line when II has an amplitude of about 50 ^ (threshold). The signals disappear on this line at about 

2100 UT when II has an amplitude of about 20 y- (hysteresis). On the southernmost Borlänge-Kje 1 1 er 

line backscatter signals only occur during the time when a negative bay occurs in Z magnetogram 

from Tromsö. The sign of the bays in H and Z at Tromsö indicate that at this time the center of the 

PEJ is south of Tromsö which enables it to intersect the backscatter curve for the Borlange-Kjell er 

line (Fig. 1). During the peak of the magnetic substorm from about 1950 to 2020 UT the backscatter 

signal on both lines shows its peak amplitude. At the same time the brightness of the 5577 A 

Emission at Tromsö also shows its peak value of the whole observation time shown in Fig. 14. When 

the backscatter signal on both lines shows a pronounced decrease from about 2015 to 2100 UT the 

5577 A brightness also shows a pronounced decrease. The Doppler shift of the backscattered signal 

at Lycksele shows a positive value up to about 15" 11^ nearly (hiring the whole time when backscatter 

signals occur at this station. When the backscatter signal shows a pronounced decrease on both 

lines around 2030 IT the Doppler shift is zero. 

6.    CONCLUSIONS 

In summary it can be said that there is a good correlation between optical aurora and VHF 

continuous wave radio aurora under the assumption that the optical aurora is observed in the region 

where the backscattering centers for the VHF radio waves are located (in the case of the line Bor- 

lange-Lycksele the backscattering centers are located in the region of Tromsb). In this case there 

is a good correlation between the peak amplitudes of the backscatted VHF radio waves and the peak 

brightness of the 5577 A emissions. One also observes strong backscatter amplitudes during the 

break up phase of the auroral substorms. There is always a close control of the VHF backscatter 

phenomenon by the polar electrojet. The shape of the geomagnetic variations in the H magnetogram 

below the center of the PEJ (especially the substorm bay«) show a close correlation with the shape 

of the amplitude variations of the backscattered signal. In addition to this VHF aurora backscatter 

measurements (especially the threshold) give informations «bout a specia! fine structure of the PEJ 

which obviously can not be g«t by geomagnetic measurements, perhaps by a special kind of pulsations but 

«■ m 11 niiinwiilfli   - -"-  mm III 11 11 I'M 
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this, so far as I know, has to be investigated. 
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Fig.   1       Position  of   the VHP beacon  transmitter«   (SNtMPI,   recently  changed   in SK k  MPI,   near 

Borlänge,   U3.960 MHz;   DL ff PR,  Carding,   143,971  MHz;  DL ft AR,  Detmold,29.0 MHz)  and 

of   the  receiving station»  (Lycksele,   Kjeller,  Norddeich,   and Lindau) with   the  appertaining 

backscatter curves  for  the pairs  of stations aentioned  in  the figure.  The arrow at tbe 

stations   indicates   the  direction   of   the  antenna  bean  (half-power width -   30   ).   Tbe  back- 

scatter  curves   represent   the   location  at  the   110  km  height   level   (frequency  maiimum  of 

the auroras)  where  the  ideal  backscatter  conditions are  fulfilled  (Lange-Hesse  and 

Czechowsky    [20]   ;  Lange-Hesse      17    )  meaning where   the  backscattering centers   (which 

obviously are  spatially  and   temporally   correlated  with   the   PEJ  beyond  tbe   threshold) 

must   be   located   in  case   of   the  occurrence  of  auroral   backscatter  communications   between 

the   pairs  of  stations   specified   in  the   Figure.   Tr - Auroral   Observatory Tromso;   Ki  • Geo- 

physical   Observatory,   Kiruna;   So  • Geophysical   Observatory  Sodankyla;   Ab,   Lo,   Do,   Le  • 

Geomagnetic  Observatories Abisko,   l.ovb, Dombas  and   Lerwiek,   respectively,  i  •  geomagnetic 

latitudo,     cj   ■  geographic   latitude. 
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r     Direction Of The 
/ JS Geomognetic Field 

Fig.   2 Cross-sectional  view of  the earth with  the geonetry of  the propagation  path   in  the ver- 

tical   direction  for VHF biststic auroral   backscatter propagation between  the  two  points 

S    and  S, o 1 
k., k  rector of the wave normal of the incident and baekscattercd wave, resp. 

£ , f..   angle between k and k. , resp. and the xy-plane. 

J     magnetic dip angle 

Sc .St., propagation angle ■ angl . between the direction of radio wave propagation and 

the magnetic lines of force 

E , E.,  elevation angle above the horizontal 

70° 

66,5' 

18»- 

Fig.   3 Geometry   in   the  horizontal   direction   for  VHF  biststic  auroral   backscatter   communications 

between   the   two  points  Aberdeen  and  Oslo.   The  solid  curve   is   the  backscstter   carve   for 

the   pairs   of   ststiuns  mentioned  above. 
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Z-Komp. 27.128. Febr. 1969 

Le $-70,2 

Ler     62.5° 

■UT 

Fig. 4   Z BBgnetograns, February 27, 1969, from different European Observatories: Le - Leirvogur 

(Iceland); Ler - Lervick; Lo - Lovö/Stockbola; Hartland/southern England; Wi m  Witteveen/ 

Netherlands. ^> » geomagnetic latitude. 

27. Februar 1969 

100/ 

idB 

4dE 

idD 

Fig.   5 V1IF auroral   backscatter  recordings   trom  the   beacon  station  Borlänge,   SK k MPI,   145.960 

MHz  at   three  different  stations   compared  with   the  simultaneous  11 mngnetogram  from 

Lervick   (see  Fig.   1).   The  northern most  receiving  station   (Lycksele)   did not yet work at 

this   time.   After Czechowsky  [?] . 
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27, Ftbtuoi 1969 

100 y 

* Bonongfl - Kjeler 

JjililiLj 
tiOO CC 'EDO 1700 10OD 1900 .'000 

t »-UT 

80 

60- 

S   40" 
'5 
c   20h 

|     0 

Borldnge-Kjeller 

o    vor R35UT 
a nach K35UT 

O    O GDOO O 

100 200 300 400 

Fig. b   Relation between the amplitude of auroral backcicatter echoe» on the Borlinge-Kjel ler 

line and the variation of the horizontal disturbance vector H. at Lervick (tee fig.   1 

and Fig. 3)  The circle value« O are before (vor) and the triangle values A after (nach) 

143? UT in the lover diagraa. The t<ie 1435 UT is Barked by an arrow in the Lervick 

■agnetograis. 

March 23/24, 1969 

A/m-m- —j(x) 

2100     2200     2300     2400    P'AJ     0200     0300    0400 

t - »-UT 

Fig. 7   The location, vidth and current strenge of the polar electrojet during the strong 

geomagnetic storm on March 23/24, 19b9 compared with the simultaneous VHF aurora 

backscatter recordings on the network in Fig. 1. After Czechowsky [ö] , [9]. 
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100% n 

BORLANGE-KJELLER   i/i5,960MHz 

September - Dezember 1967 

«»      fi   50% 

1800 2400 

t * MEZ 

Fig.   8 Average  daily  variation  of   the   frequency  of  occurrence   of VHF auroral   backseatter  on 

the  Borlänge-Lindau   line   for  the  year«   from  1%?   to   1969  (right  aide)   and a  polar  cap 

map  (left  side)   with  geomagnetic   parallels   of   latitude  and  a   picture  of   the  polar 

electrojet  (PEJ)   after  Heppner   M'IJ •   MEZ  -  Central   European  Time  -  Time  15°  East.   An- 

zahl   der  Ruckstreuechos   - Number  of   backscatter   echoes.   In  each  diagram on   the   right 

side   the  mazimuD  number  of   backscatter  echoes   (written   in   the  diagram)   is  made   equal 

to   100%.   This   does   not mean   that   bnckscatter  echoes   occur during  the  whole  observation 

time     but  only   the  maximum number  of  observed  echoes. 

BORLANGE-KJELLER    145,%0MHz 

September - Dezember 1967 
100% 

1200 1800 2400 0600 

t *MEZ 

Fig.   9 On   the   right  side   same   representation  as   in  Fig.   6   right   side.   On   the   left  side  a   polar 

cap map with  geomagnetic   parallels   of   latitude  and   a   picture   of   the  auroral   oval 

(after  Feldstein). 
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145.960 MHz 

üorlänge - Oslo Borlänge - Lycksele 

V 

.Q 

J 1200 1800 2400 060a 

t  

T—| r     i     I 1 1—[—i—i—| 1     I     |     i     i     |—|—i—f—T— 

1200 1800 2400 0600 

150East 

Fig. 10  Average daily variation of the frequency of occurrence of VHF auroral backacatter on 

the Dor läng«-OBlo (Kjeller) and Borlänge-Lyckiele line in Winter 1970/71 (upper diagrams) 

and in Sumner 1970 (lover diagrams). See also Fig. 1. Sane kind of representation as in 

Fig. 8 righ', side. 

100% n 

Apr 1970-Mar 1971 K5.960MHz 

Borlänge-Lycksele 

(L> 
-Q 
E 
=3 

100% i 

50% 

Borlänge- Norddeich 

0%- 
1800 2400 

t        ** 150East 

Fig.   11       Average  daily  variation  of   the  frequency  of   occurrence   of  VHF auroral   backacstter   ip 

different   latitudes.   The  upper  diagram  represents   the  northernmost   line   Borlsnge-Lyckae- 

le  and   the   lover  diagram  the   southernmost   I in.   Borlänge-Norddeich.   Sane  kind  of   represen- 

tation as   in  Fig.   8   right-side.   See  also  Fir     !• 
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Photometer Tromso(»=S78): Brightness 5577Ä 
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1500   »00   1700   WO!   1900   2000 

UT 

Fig. 12  Comparison of optical auroral obiervationa at Tromao (upper diagrams) vith VHF auroral 

backscatter (radio aurora) recordings on the lines Borlänge-Lycksele and Borlange- 

Kjeller (14?,960 MHz), and with Doppler shift recordings of the backscattered signal 

on the Borlänge-Lycksele line, and with geomagnetic recordings from Abisko (see Fig. 1) 

December 22.  1970 
All-SnyCamero  Tromsol^fi?0) 

• •®®<i 

lew     1900     2000     2100     2200     2300 UI 

[■-lOlnfr.ftf r Tromsü (♦:f,7°} Br.qhinrss 5677Ä 

l3 ? f-f^^TW T  loo 

S   200 
o     sonn 

Fig. 13  Comparison of optical auroral observations at Troaso (all-sky camera pictures in the 

upper part of the Figure end photometer observations in the lower part of the Figure) 

w.H.ti VHF auroral backscatter (radio aurora) recordings on the lines Borlänge-Lycksele 

and Borlänge-Kjel 1 er (l'>3,960 MHz) and with Doppler shift recordings of the backscat- 

tered signal on the Borlänge-Lycksel e line, and wit'l geomagnetic recordings from Tromsb 

(see Fig. t). On all all-sky camera pictures is north to the left. 
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December 2, t970 
Photometer Tromsö {♦«67°):Brightness 5577Ä 

0   100 0   100 0      150    300 0      ISO   300 0   IOC 200 0 
N   200-1 

lOOkR 

1800    1900     2000    2100 2200 

UT 

Fig. 14   Comparison of optical auroral observations at Tromaö (upper diagrams) and VHF auroral 

backscatter (radio aurora) recordings on the lines RorIange-LyckgeIe and Borlänge- 

Kjelier (145,«Jfe« MHz), and with Doppler shift recordings of the backscattered signal 

on the Borliinge-Lyckse 1 e line, and with geomagnetic recordings from Tromsb and 

Abisko (see Fig. 1). 
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AURORAL RADAR BACKSCATTER STUDIES FROM HOMER, ALASKA 

W.   G.  Chesnut,   J.   C.   Hodges,   R.   L.   Lesidabrand 
STANFORD  RESEARCH   INSTITUTE 

Menlo Park,   California,   U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

Radar aurora have been studied using .» backscatter rad- r .it six frequencies from 50 MHz to 3,000 MHz. 

It has been found that the frequency dependence of the voiume scattering cross section of the auroral 

echoes is nearly exponential with frequency.  The slope of this frequency dependence was found to vary 

with time but averayed 33 c.B per 1,000MHz.  The magnetic aspect sensitivity was found to be nearly inde- 

pendent of frequency; the scattering cross section decreased by about 10 dB per degree of aspect angle. 

Aurorc. radar echoes at a frequency of 139 MHz have been compared with the location of part'.rle 

precipitation as measured during fourteen passes of the 0V1-18 satellite.  It is found that, exc_pt Jor 

periods of very active aurora, nighttime radar aurora was never collocated with peak» ?n protc.". energy 

flux.  The positions of nighttime ladar aurora show a tendency not to be collocated with peaks In electron 

energy flux but there were some ir.^tances of spatial superposition.  With only a fe"' exceptions, wherever 

radar aurora was located, measured particle precipitation fluxes were adequate to produce equilibrium 

E-region electron densities greater than 7 x 10 el/cm .  Thus, E-reglon electron densities necessary 

for radar aurora seem to be produced by precipitating particles. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

For a number of years Stanford Research Institute has been operating a radar complex at Homer, Alaska. 

The radar Is operated only during specific data-taking periods. Usually these periods correspond to times 

when other experimenters are making special efforts to acquire auroral data that can be correlated with 

response of the radar. A specific example of this coord.nated effort has been the operation of the Homer 

radar during times when the 0V1-18 particle precipitation satellite, flown by the I/Dckheed Space Science 

Laboratory, was acquiring data.  In Ihis paper wp shall discuss some of the frequency-dependence measure- 

ments thai have been made with the radar.  We shall also present some results of studies that have been 

made of the relation between radar echoes at 139 MHz, and proton and electron precipitation as recorded 

by the 0V1-18 satellite. 

2. INSTRUMENTATION 

The radar equipmenl used for this work is located at Homer, Alaska.  The radar utilizes simultaneously 

six radar frequencies.  All frequencies are led into a 60-foot, fully sleerable parabolic antenna.  The 

frequencies presently being used are 50, 139, 398, 85U, 1,210, and 3,000 MHz. All 'requencies except for 

50 MHz nrc phase coherent.   The radar can be operated using a variety of pulse lengths.  The transmitters 

operate with peak powers of 30 to 200 kW, depending on frequency.  Auroral radar returns are recorded for 

later analysis.  Table 1 gives a brief description of the radar parameters. 

Table 1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF HOMER AURORAL RADAR 

Frequency   (MHz) 50 139        398 850       1,210       3,000 

Peak  power   (kW) 30 50          50 10          10               200 

Pulse   length   d.s) Variable   1 mm   10   to   1,000 

PRF   (p/s) 15 to   150 

Phase Coherenl 
* 

No Vcs        Ves Ves       Vis             VCS 

Ant c-nna SI (•( ■rable  b0-l t d iameter  parabol M d 

Ant enna  hai 1 -power 

heaiTiw idl h   ((leg) 25 '.>            3 1.5        1                  0.1 

Receiver  dynamic   ran,-' Approxim itely   80  r|| 
1 

The 50-"Hz radar is ,i I • 

I ike phase i>,i t h soundi i 

pli i-i    [nlii-n in   imi    i s   i 

isi (I   in 111   nui'i^ pin rn 
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FREQUENCY-DEPENDENCE MEASUREMENTS 

Two aspects of the frequency dependence of radar aurora have been Investigated. The first dependence 

Is the radar-reflection coefficient versus radar frequency. The second Is the frequency dependence of the 

magnetic aspect sensitivity.  In these studies we have made an effort to measure the magnetic aspect 

dependence at frequencies as low as 50 MHz and as high as 3,000 MHz. 

We have shown that refraction effects In E-reglon lonlzatlon are very Important at 50 MHz, so that 

corrections must be made during measurement of magnetic aspect dependence.  The 3,OC0-MHz estimates of 

aspect dependence can be based only on statistical Inferences. 

3.1  Analyzing Data Containing 50-MHz Reflections 

The 50-MHz radar of the Homer Installation has a very large beamwldth compared with '.he other fre- 

quencies.  As a result. Interpretation of radar echoti must be performed In a very special manner. 

Meaningful analysis of these data reciulrep •'he existence of a very stable radar auroral arc. 

Figure 1 presents a map of Alaska; Homer is located at the bottom of the map.  Contours of constant 

magnetic aspect angle it an altitude of 110 km are shown.  Across the top of Alaska we have drawn a line 

corresponding to a radar auroral arc obtained on 24 November 1967.  We have also indicated signal strength 

at 398 MHz as a function of position along the arc.  The position and intensity of this arc was remarkably 

stable over a 20-mlnute period.  The arc was well defined by frequencies of 139 MHz through 1, 210 MHz and 

was very thin in north-south extent.  The 50-MHz echoes that were obtained also arose from scattering 

from within the same arc. 

Figure 2 shows the 398-MHz signal strength plotted against magnetic aspect angle along the arc. !n 

fact, we have plotted signal strength versus aspect angle in severti ways. Clearly, the data of Figure 

2(b) are most self-consistent. In these data we assume that magnetic field lines are depressed by one- 

half degree relative to our model of the quiescent magnetic field orientation. The datn fitted to these 

curves give a signal change of about 12 dB per degree change in magnetic aspect angle. This deduction 

assumes, of course, that the scattering properties In the arc are the same at all positions. We cannot 

prove that ti.ls is so. 

Figure 3 presents a signal strength as a function of azimuth for the lour middle radar frequencies. 

We have indicated by the arrow-T in the figure the minimum detectable signal for each frequency.  We note 

that the Intensity behavior versus azimuth (which means a unique aspect angle at each azimuth) is very 

similar for all frequencies and suggests at most a weak frequency dependence on the jspect sensitivity 

over this frequency range. 

If we assume that this radar arc, well defined at higher frequencies, was also the source of scat- 

tering at 50 MHz, then we find thar the thin arc gives us a very high angular resolution at 50 MHz 

despite the very broad antenna beam at this frequency.  The reason for this is that the 50-MHz radar's 

?00-microsecond pulse converts high range resolution in'o high angular resolution, as shown in Figure 4. 

As " result the 50-MHz signal strength can be plotted as a function of magnetic aspect angle in the 

rntern and eastern limits of the auroral radar arc. 

The results of this measurement technique are shown in Figure 5.  This figure shows that the 50-MHz. 

echo strength is a maximum for signals reflected from the extreme eastern and western extremities of the 

arc.  These regions are very far from zero magnetic aspect.  We have alro found, but do not show here. 

that the signal strength at 50 MHz is weakest from regions at which other radar frequencies are observing 

their strongest scatter. 

If we assume that the refraction in E-region lonlzatlon bends the 50-MHz beam line to magnetic 

orthogonality in the eastern and western limbs, then we deduce that the electron density in the western 

limb will correspond to a plasma frequency of 7.2 MHz.  The plasma frequency in the eastern limb would 

be between 7.Ü ami 9.1 MHz.  From these data we deduce that the 50-MHz. signal strength changes by as 

little as 7 dli per degree to as m^ch as 12 dB per degree on either side of the maximum. 

This result is in disagreement with the ..lagnelic aspect sensitivity measured by McDlarmid and 
1 2 McNamara.  Our steep aspect dependence at 50 MHz. is consistent with that inferred by Dates and Albee. 

3.2  Analyzing Data Containing 3,000-MHz Reflections 

Because of their intrinsic weakness, it is only very occasionally that 3,000-MHz echoes can be 

observed with the Homer radar.  When those ore observable, the radar pulses must be integrated for a 

period of up to one minute In order 'o obtain a statistically meaningful measurement. 

Figure 6 presents a scatter plot of signal strength at each frequency shown, versus the signal power 

simultaneously obtained at 398 MHz.  These data were obtained from regions ol the sky corresponding to 

quiescent magnetic aspect of +0.5° to »2.5 .  There are 57 separate 55-second integrations shown in IMs 

plot.  Tl . boxes containing numbers show the number of data points on either side of the lines dra»n at 

45 .  A number count shows that the 45J lines are adequate fits for the four sets of data. 

—'-''"-'■k"-^--- 
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From the general  nature of  the scatter diagram of Figure 6,  we conclude  that  tlit> frequency dependence 

of  auroral  scattering,  when 3,000-MHz echoes are obtained,  does not vary very much from measurement  to 

measurement  as it does with data sets not  containing the 3,000-MHr echoes.     If  this dependence did vary, 

the scatter of data points would be very much greater tor the 3,000-MHz data than  it  is for those fre- 

quencies  that are very close to 400 MHz.     Inasmuch as these data were  taken at  a variety o/ aspect angles, 

we also  infer that  the aspect dependence at 3,000 MHz must be similar to  that at. the other frequencies; 

otherwise  the 3,000-MHz data points would either scatter much more than  they do,   or display a pattern 

that  should be curved. 

3.3 Frequency Dependence from  50 MHz  to  3,000 MHz 

We have  found  that  the  frequency  dependence of  auroral  radar  returns  can usually  be  adequately fitted 

by  an equation of  the form 

P =  P    pxp{-f/:  ) 
o o 

We call   the quantity f0 the scale  frequency.     The data obta ned from  the  radar auroral  arc give a value 

of   f    of   112 MHz.     When we  fit  our data  that  cental i 3,000 MHz echoes,   we  find  a  value of  222 MHz for  f0. 

It   is nuite clear  that   the frequency dependonce of  auroral  radar echoes   it  not   time-invariant. 

In order  to bettor understand  the frequency dependence we have measured  the  scale  frequency of 36 

independent  measurements of   the  frequency  dependence between  139 and  1,210 MHz.     We have  also determined 

the  quantity P    for  these  36 cases.     Figure  7 presents a  scatcer plot  of   these  data  versus magnetic  aspect 

angle,   time of  day of  observation,   azimuth  of  measurement,   and a  cross  correlation between  scale frequency 

(expressed  as dB per 1,000 MHz)     end  zero  frequency  interception.     For  this data  set   there seems  to be no 

obvious  correlation between  these various  quantities.     Based on more  recent  studies,   we  are now gaining 

the   impression  that   the scale  frequency  becomes  larger   (weakc- frequency  dependence)   as   the  Intensity of 

aurora   increas'.s.     This  impression  is  not  well  documented yet. 

3.4 Summary of  Frequency-Dependence Measurements 

Based  upon  the data  that  we  have  presented here we  conclude  the  following: 

(1) E-region  refraction  affects magnetic  aspect  measurements  at  50 MHz. 

(2) II   £-reglon  refraction  is  laken   into  account,   we  infer  that   the  magnetic  aspect  Dependence 

of  50-MHz radar echoes  is similar  to  that measured at higher  frequencies up  to  at   least 

1,210 MHz. 

(3) Based on dissection of   the  radar  auroral   arc of  Figure  1,   we  find  that   all   frequencies 

from  50  to  1,210 MHz demonstrate  nearly   the  same magnetic  aspect  dependence. 

(4) Wo  find  that   the  frequency dependence of   radar echoes  from  139  to  1,210 MHz changes with 

time.     We have not yet   found  a correlation with other geophysical  quantities. 

(5) When 3,000-MHz echoes  are obtainable we  find a  larger scale  frequency   (weal, ir  frequency 

dependence),   wh  ih  result  may  "-.Imply  reflect  our  system sensitivity. 

(6) When  j.OOO-MHz echoes  ?•>   ^.res^nt,   bas'.t?  on  the  scatter diagram of  Figure  6,   the 

frequency dependence  doet'  ".ot   seem  to  be  a function of  signal   intensity. 

(7) Inasmuch  as  the 3,000-;«iH/  'h-La have  been obtained  from a  variety of  magnetic  aspect 

angles,   the data of  ', iguri,  6  suggest   that   the magnetic  aspect  dependence   Is  the  same 

at  ? uOO MHz as  it   i»  at  the lower frequenoles. 

4.        CORRELATION OF  HADAR  ECHOES  WITH  SATELLITE-BORNE PARTICLE PRECIPITATION  MEASUREMENTS 

In  thiF  section we compare  some  results  of   the  simultaneous measurement  of   radar  aurora  and  parWcie 

precipitation.     In anticipation of  satellite passes,   satellite ephemerae were obtained  and  the radnr ^can 

mode was  chosen  in  an  attempt   to  probe   the  E  regions down  the magnetic   field  lines  from  the  satellite 

position.     Data  have been provided  to us  by   the  Lockheed  Space Science  Laboratory   for  14   satellite passes 

during vvhich  the Homer  radar detected  auroral  echoes. 

3 
The  satellite   instrumentation details   are  given elsewhere.       Basically,   the  satellite  measures pre- 

cipitating  electron  intensity  and  sped'    n  uslnp  five energy-selecting  electron  counters   in  an energy 

range  from  0.8  to  37 KeV.     Data  were  made  available  to us  from  two  proton  counters.     One   measures  proton 

fluxes  for  proton energies greater  than  10 keV     the other measures  proton  fluxes  for protons with energies 

greater   than  38 keV. 

It    is   easily   shown   that   f     =   4340/slope  there     slope     is  expressed   in  &B  per   1,000 MH^. 

in     '",|—" n      ^mmmmlim^mmmmmmM .I,.II.IM- ^--   ' '■ •- 
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4.1 Examples of Data 

In this section we review very briefly the form of the data  that have been obtained.    The particle 
flux data provided by the Lockheed Corporation gives proton flux  in each of  the  two counters,   electron 
average energy,   and total electron energy flux  (product of energy times particle number)  as a function 
ot   satellite time.    From thesn data we compute  the average proton energy under the assumption that  the 
proton spectrum is exponential with energy.    Proton energy flux (particle number times energy)  is 
then computed as  a function of   satellite   time. 

The Homer  radar enables  us   to  map out   location of  radar aurora  and provides  us with  a measure of 
radar auroral scattering intensity.    A series of maps have been made from these data.    Figure 8 presents 
one example for  illustration purposes.    Figure 8 is a map of Alaska with  the satellite orbit  indicated 
by  a  line.     Alaska Standard Time   is  shown  by tick  marks.     Radar aurora was observed along the  satellite 
trajectory   in  the  regions between heavy  dashed  lines  that  are lightly  speckled.      In  this particular 
figure  the  heavy  speckled profile   that   is  symmetric on either side of   the  satellite  trajectory gives 
the  electron energy precipitation flux   (particle  number  flux  times  particle energy).     The data correla- 
tions  that we shall  show are based on visual  inspections of  14 figures of  this sort  for electron pre- 
cipitation  and  14  lor proton precipitation. 

4.2 Correlation of  Regions of  Peak  Energy Flux with  Locations of  Radar Aurora 

Tht  data from 14 satellite  passes have  been  studied  to  seek  a variety of  correlations.     Table 2 
presents  one set  of  correlations  of   these  data.     The first  column of  Table  2  identifies  satellite pass 
number. 

Table 2 

COINCIDENCES AND ANTI-COINCTi)ENCES BETWEEN RADAR AUROR/   AND PEAKS 
IN  ENERGY PRECIPI'iATION FROM SATELLITE UEASUREMENTS 

Pass 
Number 

Type  of 
Auroral 

Event* 

Electron Precipitation Proton Precipitation 
SlBultanelty 

In Tlae of Radar 
Measurements and 
Satellite Pasa 

Coincidence 
Antl-Colncldence 

Coincidence 
Anti-Coincidence 

Radar 
Electron 

Peaks 
Radar 

Proton 
Peaka 

Ai57 - 1 1 S 0 2 1 Good 

A232 E,   «p 1 1 I 0 2 1 Good 

A369 E,   wp 3 1 Widespread 0 4 I 
Radar  1  minute late— 
radar aurora moving south 

A388 E 0 1 

Widespread 
outside 
radar's 

view 

0 1 1 Goo<1 

A4 31 E,   P 0   to  1(?) 4 -   3<7) Many peaks 0 4 1 
Satellite data 3 minutes 
earlier than radar data 

A518 -- 2 0 0 0 2 I - 

A624 - ' 1 2 0 2 1 Good 

AMI -- 0 3 2 No protons No protons No prot^na 
Poor—radar map ia  13 min- 
utea  later  than  satellite 
pass 

A657 E,   »p 0 1 Many peaks C I I Good 

A67C E 0 I 2-3 0 1 I Good 

A751 E ? 7 Several 0 2 I Good 

A2964 E 1  -  2(?) 2 -   1(?) 0 -  1 0 2 0 Good 

A2979 E,   P Widespread Widespread Widespread Widespread Widespread Widespread Good 

A299S E,   P Widespread Widespread Widespread Widespread Widespread Widespread Good 

E—fairly  large total   electron  energy  flux;   P—fairly  large  total  proton  flux; 
wp—moderate  to weak  total   proton  energy. 

■ 
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We have categorized the type of auroral event that was occurring in Column 2. If there Is no symbol, 

the event was a weak precipitation event, meaning that the particle fluxes were quite low but were measur- 

able In some parts of the trajectory. If, in our judgment, the energy flux of electrons (not the number 
flux) was large, then we have placed an E In this column. If proton precipitation was weakly observable 
over a reasonable portion of the orbit, we have placed wp, meaning moderate to weak total proton energy. 

Three events have been labeled with a P because the proton energy flux was very large. For our own work 

we have named  these "proton events." 

In  the electron precipitation columns we have defined collocation of electron energy peaks and  radar 
aurora as coincidences.    This means that  radar aurora seemed  to be located in the same  regions  in which 

tbore  is a  local maximum  in the energy  flux of  precipitating electrons.    We have also counted  the number 
of   isolated  radar aurora and peaks in electron energy  flux  that were not associated with each other,   and 
have called  these anti-coincidences.    We have done the same for proton precipitation.     The  last column 

gives a measure of  the simultaneity of  the  radar and satellite measurements  (during  the earlier experi- 
ments  the ephemeris data  available at Homer was  less  accurate  than we would have desired). 

The determination of   these correlations  can be quite  subjective.     In some  areas  there will  be many, 
closely  spaced,   intense precipitation peaks.     In  some  cases   the radar auroral  boundary  may  be  located  at 

the particle precipitation peak.    We have  tried  to be consistent  in calling these coincidences.    The 
subjectivity of   the  interpretation should  be  evident   by   the way we have filled  out  our  columns. 

Examination of   the   table  reveals  the  following: 

(1) In   the  auroras   that we have not   categorized   as proton events,   there  are  no  coincidences 
between radar   returns and peaks   in proton precipitation. 

(2) There  are  some  coincidences  between  peaks   in  electron energy  fluxes  but   there   are  many 

more anti-coincidences, 

(3) For two of the proton events, since radar aurora Is nearly everyvhere, there are many 

peaks in energy deposition, so that coincidences are everywhere and may therefore not 
be  meaningful. 

(4) The  electron  coincidence enuineratlon  suggests   to  us   that  coincidences   betweer.  peaks  of 

electron precipitation with radar  aurora are  almost  a random phenomenon.     There  appears 
to  be  no clear-cut   trend. 

In summary,   we  believe  the data  in Table  2   indicate  that   except  for  Intense  proton  events,   radar 

aurora  is  not  coincident  with peaks  in proton  energy   flux.     Peaks   in  electron precipitation may or  may 

not   be coincident  with   radar aurora;  we have  not   discerned  a  meaningful   trend  although   there  seems   to 
be  a   tendency   toward anti-correlation. 

4.3    Production of  Nighttime E-Region   lonizatior. by Particle  Precipitation 

The  previous  section  showed   that  regiens  of   peak  energy  deposition did  not   seem  to   be   located, 

necessarily,    in   regions where  radar echoes  were obtained.     In   this  section we  study  whether  any precipi- 
tation at   all  was  occurring   in  the  radar-reflecting  regions,   to determine whether  particle  precipitation 

can explain   the existence of   nighttime E-region   ionlzatlon  necetsary  lor these   reflections. 

All   14   satellite  passes occurred during E-region  darkness.     Radar  aurora   requires   the  presence  of 

E-region   ionlzatlon.     Studies of   radar/visual   aurora  correlation show   that   the  visual   forms  do not 
necessarily   correlate well,   in position,   with   radar  returns.     One   Is   therefore   led   to  wonder what   produces 

the   ionlzatlon   that   is   necessary  lor  radar  scattering.     We  shall  be  concerned with   the  presence or  absence 

of   any  particle  precipitation  in  regions   from which  auroral   echoes  are obtained. 

We have   investigated   the particle  flux   precipitation  in   regions   from which   radar  echoes  were  being 

obtained  even   if   these were not   regions  of   peak  energy   flux.     Table  3  presents   these  results.     On   four 

of   the passes   listed   in   the   table  there were   radar echoes  from regions   in which  particle  precipitation 
levels were  below  the  detection  threshold  of   the   satellite.     For two  of   these  passes   the   simultaneity of 

the  measurements was  poor due   to  poor  pro-pass   ephemeris  data,   so   that  comparisons  probably   are  not   too 

meaningful.     The   two  passes   labeled A2964   and  A2995 had   regions of  no detectable  electron or  proton  pre- 

cipitation where  radar echoes were being  obtained.     Hcwever,    in  these cases  the   particle   flux  nearby  was 

decaying very  slowly  as   the  satellite  approached   the   scattering   regions.    We  are   led   to   believe,   but 

cannot  prove,   that   the  particle  fluxes were  below but   very  near the  threshold detection   level. 

We  estimate   that,   provided  particle  energy   is  great  enough  to  penetrate  to   110 km  altitude,   the 

threshold detection  flux of   the  satellite  counters  produce  at   this  altitude an  electron  density of   about 

7  x   10     If   the  particles  are electrons,   and  2  x   10     if   the  particles  are protons.     The  spatial   variation 

of   these  particle  flux   intensities on  the   two  passes  A2964   and A2995  leads us   to  believe   that   electron 
densities were of   the order of   5 x  10    el/cm     in  regions  from which   radar backscatter was  obtained  but 

in which  precipitation   intensity was below  satellite  detection  threshold.     These  data  suggest   that   there 

MM^MMmaauM ^       idi 
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was some particle precipitation flux wherever  radar aurora was found.    The data of Table 3 and our other 
Inferences  Imply that  the nighttime,  widespread particle precipitation as measured by the 0V1-18 during 
our 14 passes  Is adequate to produce  the  Ionospheric electron densities needed to explain observed radar 
aurora. 

Tabli 3 

COINCIDENCES AND ANTI-COINCIDENCES  BETWEEN  RADAR AURORA 

AND MEASURABLE  PARTICLE PRECIPITATION 

Pass 

Number 

Number of 

Radar 

Clutter 

Regions 

Measurable Electron 

Precipitation In 

Region of Radar Aurora 

Measurable Proton 

Precipitation in 

Region of Radar Aurora 

Simultaneity 

in Time of Radar 

Measurements and 

Satellite Pass 

A157 2 Yes No Good 

A232 2 Yes Yes Good 

A369 4 
3 Yes 

1 No 

2 Yes 

2 No 

Radar 1 minute late—radar 

aurora moving south 

A388 1 No No Good 

A431 3 3 Yes 
2 No 

1 Yes 
Satellite 3 minutes early 

A518 2 Yes No — 

A624 2 Yes No Good 

A641 3 No No 
Poor—radar map Is 13 min- 

utes later than satellite 

pass 

A657 1 Yes No Good 

A676 1 Yes No Good 

A751 2 Yes No Good 

A2964 2 
1 Yes 
1 Part yes, part no 

No Good 

A2979 1 Yes Yes Good 

A2995 6 
4 Yes 

2 No 

4 Yes 

2 No 
Good 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

Our measurerr.ents  reported  above  demonstrate   that   the  magnetic  aspect  dependence  of   radar aurora   Is 
only  very weakly  dependent  upon frequency.     Our  measurements down  to  a frequency of   50 MHz were made 
during  a quiescent  auroral  period   In which  a  stable,   radar-auroral  arc was present.     These  data  seem  to 
be  in conflict with   those of  McDiarmid  and McNamara.       Our  technique  for analysis of   the   50-MHz aspect 
sensitivity  cannot  be applied at   times of   intense  radar  aurora.     It  could be  that  another  scattering 
mechanism whose  magnetic  aspect  properties  are  very  much weaker  Is  present  during   intense  aurora. 

We   infer from our measurements   that   the  magnetic  aspect dependence at  3,000 MHz   Is   like  the dependence 
we measure  at   lower  radar frequencies.     Over  a  very  broad  frequency  range we  find  that   the  echo  power 
versus  frequency  is  reasonably well  fitted  by  an  exponential  form.     The  scale-frequency   that  categorizes 
the  sloje of   the  frequency dependence   is  found   to  vary  from  time  to   time  in a manner   that   is not  yet 
understood. 

Cross-correlation of   radar echoes with  particle precipitation on  the night  side of  the auroral  oval 
Indicates   that   there   is poor correlation  between  the  lecation of  radar aurora  and  peaks   in  electron 
energy  flux.     Except  for  two periods  of   very widespread  proton precipitation  and  radar  aurora,   during 
which  a meaningful  measurement  cannot   be  made,   we  find  that   radar  aurora and  peaks   in  proton energy 
flux  are  never collocated.     We also   infer  from   the  precipitation measurements  and  from estimates  of 
E-region  ionic chemistry   that   the  ionizatlon  needed  for  radar  reflections during nliihttlme  periods   is 
produced  by  particle precipitation. 

 . .  -- __ .*_ ^jg 
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Figure   1    Map of Position of  Radar  Auroral Arc at  07:07 AST-- 
24 November  1967 
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Figure  2     Scattered Power in Decibels   at  398 MHz for Radar Amoral 
Arc of Figure  1  Plotted vs.   Several  Functions  of  Aspect 
Angle 
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Figure 3  Scattered Power in dBm vs. Azimuth for Four Frequencies- 

Data from Radar Auroral Arc of Figure 1 
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Along the Western and Eastern  Limbs  of the Auroral Arc of 
Figure  1 
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Figure  6     Scatter  Diagrams of  Signal   Intensity vs.   Simultaneous 
398-MHz  Signal  Intensity for  All 55-Second  Integration 
Periods.     (Numbers  in boxes  show distribution of data 
points  about  straight-line  fits  by eye.) 
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Figure 8    Electron Energy Flux  and Radar Aurora  Along  0V1-18 Track— 
11   April   1969,   10:26-10:29  AST 
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SOME PROPERTIES OF RADAR AURORAL ECH<ES AS 
OBSERVED AT A FREQUENCY OF 1295 MHs 
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Lexington, Maaaachusetts 

U.S.A. 

Some recent observations of radar aurora made at a frequency of 1295 MHZ from Millstone Hill 
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(42° 38' N, 71° 30' W) are described. From mapa of paver returned versus azimuth, elevation angle and 
range of specific events of diffuse aurora it is found that a mean height of auroral ech~a is close to 
110 km, that the half paver thickness i'l 7 km and that the pavPr scattered drops 3 db when the aspect 
angle with respect to the magnetic field is increased from zero to 0.4°. Srectral analysis of echoes 
returned from a volume of lO x 10 x 10 ~an3 with a resolution of 600 Hz reveaJ a a great variety of spectra, 
!ll&ny of which are narrow and displaced aa if from an ion-acoustic density inaa .bility. other ~ctra are 
vide and contain contributions fran approaching and receding waves airr.ultaneoue~1.y. The vide spectra 
apparently are associated with regions where the radar beam is nonnal to the electrojet current. Simul
taneous observations of scintillation of satellite signals and radio aurora has failed to uncover any 
detailed relationship between the tvo phenomena. Cimultaneoua observations of auroral echoes and 
particle precipitation show that radio aurora may be observed without any measurable el@ctron precipita
tion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Much work has been carried out over the last fifteen years to study so-called auroral radar echoes. 
Auroral radar echoes may be a misnomer since att~ta to correlate the occurrence of radar echoes with 
visual auroral activity bas proven mostly negative . An association of radio aurora ·and particle pre
cipitation has been sought, but no one-to-one relationship has been found2. There appears to exist only 
a general statistical relationship between the radar aurora and other geophysical phenomena. it might 
reasonably be expected to correlate with. 

At the moment the general consensus is that the occurrence of radar aurorae is closely related to 
the presence of large scale electric fields and that the direct cause of the wavelike d@nsity irregulari
ties seen by the radar syst~ is a plasma instability. There is sufficient confidence in this explana
tion to cause Unwin and Knoxj to suggest the study of radio aurora as a means of obtaining information 
of electric fields in t he auroral ionosphere. This technique has in the past been used successfully for 
some time to study electric fields in the equatorial ionosphere4 where plaa~a instabilities similar to the 
ones occurring in the auroral ionosphere regularly are found. 

The theory of the origin of the irregularities which has received the widest acceptance is the one 
d~e to Farley5 and Buneman6 . The condition for spontaneous growth of the density waves is found by 
equati ng to zero the longi t udinal dielectric constant of the medium allowing for a relative drift of 
electrons and ions. A critical relative velocity is found, depending c:. scale size, angle of the wave 
normal with respect to both the magnetic field and drift direction and on the collision frequency of ions 
with neutrals. Conditions for growth are thus found, but precious little can be said about the final 
state of the plasma after non-linear effects have stopped the growth (see, however Skadron and Weinstock?~ 
One suspect s that the frequencies with the most~rapid g~·~h will dominate in the spectral dist ribution. 
Some of t he spectra observed, e. g., see Balsle~, seem t o bear this out, at least in the equatorial 
electroj et. However, often t he spectra are considerably wi dened so that both positive and negetive fre
quencies are repr,sented. This could either be ca1sed by the local fluctuation spectrum itself or by a 
smearing effect due to large resolution cells so that the observed volume may encompass a region of vary
ing electri c field, conductivity, neutral drift, precipitat ion et c. To provide f urther insight into thP 
scattering mechanism it is, therefore, d~sirable to analyze the signal with the greatest time space and 
frequency resolutiQn possible. For several excellent reviews of work on radi o auroras the reader is 
ref erred to Booker~ , Cham~erlain9, Hultquist and EgelandlO and Lange-He~sell, 

In earlier work at 14illstone, reported by Newell and Abell2 and Abel and Newelll3 radio auroral 
echoes observed during the afternoon peri od 1700-2100 were collected on 26 days during t he period May 
1965 to Janua ry 1961) . I t w11.s f ounc! that t he echoes were returned from a layer-like region having a 
thickne'ls of 5-20 km and located at an average height near 110 km. The echoes were strongly aspect 
sensitive, and none were obt ainea from regions where the aspect angle was greater than about 30, Both the 
occurrence of auroral echoes and t he sout he rnmost limit of the echo region were f ound t o correlate with 
t re magnetic index Kp. The -oppler spectra of t he echo regi on show approaching velocitieF to the east 
of the magnetic merid i an nnd reced i ng velocities to the wes t with a rapid changeover at t he meridian. 
The magni tude of the Doppler offset and the variation of offset with azimuth t hus favored the two-stream 
plasma instability theory of' F~rley as an explanat i on of auroral echoes. It was also suggest ed that the 
1irection of plasma wave motion together with the variations of electroj et current with altitude m1y 
explain the presence of echoes at t he magnetic meridian (not expected from t he Fa~ley theory for an east
west current) . 

Further measurements were m&dP du ri n t he period . anuary- March 1~8 and included samples on 8 days. 
Pul se l engths of 500, 100 , 50 and 10 ~ sec were used. ~or various prac t ical reasons t he Doppler dat a 
coulc not be retrieved. The s i gnal- t o- noi se ratios were conside rably higher t han those measured in 1965 
and s ';sol •1te volume refle~t ivity values were up t o 20 db above previous values; calibration difficulties 
brought ebout essentially b.f t he much stronger ignal do not allow an exact comparison to be made . The 
strong s i ~nal also made t he s i de-lohe effect s much more in evi dence in synthesized range-height cross
sections. Beam-width pul -length smearing was also evident as ahsolute reflectivity measurPments made at 
5CO and 100 usee in t he same echo differed by up t o 6 db. A complet e stepped-scan was made with each 

Paper present ed at AGARD Technical ~eet i ng i n Lindau/Harz i n September 1971. 
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pube length iD tum ana the procedure repeated tor eigbt houre so that tb1a difference 18 not ablpl.y a 
consequence ot t:lme c'bangea 1!1 tbe scattering vol~me. 

Tbe present paper describes aaae selected observations made at the Lincoln lAboratory Mlllatone 
Radar at a frequency ot 1295 MHz dur1f18 1970-1971. It ia not tbe purpose ot tbe observations to provide 
additional •o!11holocical or temporal data on the pbencaenon. Rathel', the observations were dedgned 
prt.arily to provide more detailed information on the frequency spectra ot the scatter signals with 
higher spatial ana trequeney resolution than before and also to obtain aaae turtber intonation on height 
variat1.,n ot the aeatterifl8 ana upeet sensitivity at tb1a trequeney. No very definite conclusion about 
tbe nature ot the &ul'Oral irregularities is deduced in tb1s paper. The data to be prea .. nted v1ll provide 
details vbieh ll&y prove uaetul when the ecmplete picture ot the origin and nature ot the irregularities 
emerses. 

In the next section, ve describe the observational techniques, the data proeesdf181 the ~- ry 
ot the Bite with respect to the gea~~~~gnetic field and the auroral oval. In section 3, ve present data 
:rrca a tev selected obat~rvat1ona.l periods and extract acae ot the properties ot the observed returns. 
In section 4, ve diseuse the results in the ligbt of exiBtiD8 ideas about the nature of the echoes. 

2. OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURES 

Tiro different procedures have been developed tor the observation of radio aurora at 1295 MHz at 
Millstone. In one, the so-called STARE (short time analysis ot radar echoes) program, major emphasis is 
on the extraction ot acae of the echo properties rapidly, albeit coarsely in order to catch temporal and 
spatial variations. In the other, the two-pulse program, the emphasis 18 on the deiailed spectral 
analysis ot the returns from a 8111&11 vol11111e cell, but at the expense of good time resolution. 

Before giv1D8 any turther details about the observational procedures ve summarize the parametere of 
the Millstone radar in Table 1. The pointiD8 is corrected by means of a standard tropospheric correction 
table eorrespondiD8 eloeely t~ an exponential refra¢tivity profile vith a surface refractivity N of 310 
units (Bean and Duttonl ) . This should give a pointif18 accuracy better than 0.1 o under practically all 
conditions. The magnetic field model used to calculate aspect angles uaf!a the Hendricks and Cain 
multiple field coefficients. The subroutine vas SUllPlied by L. Coury of IBM15. The field model, which 

Table 1. The Millstone Radar Parameters 

Frequency 1295 MHz 
Transmitter power 150 KW average 

5 MW peak 

Pulse lefl8ths 10-4000 I-Isee 

PRF s 50 Hz 

Duty cycle < 3~ 
System temperature 200°K 

Collecting area 210 m 2 

Gain 46.7 db 

13eamv-~dth o.6° 

Polarization Circular 

Feed configuration Cassegrain 

Scan rate < 2°/sec 

Antenna mount A E-El 

Latitude 42° 37' 47"N 

Longitude 71° 29' 47"W 

baa evo!utionary terms, is repudiated to have an overall accuracy of 1.5° in magnetic field orientation. 
Figure 1 shows the loci of zero aspet!t angle to the magnetic field for rays originating at the Millstone 
radar. The parameter is the altitudt• above ground. We have also plotted sC11'le constant range contours 
on the plot for convenient reference ~n the subsequent parts of the paper. 

2.1 The Stare Observations 

The Stare program performs several tasks. It directs the antenna in either of two mvdes, contin
uous or stepped scanning. In the former a specification is made of the sean rates and the extremes of 
the scan and the data integration time must be chcsen with regard to sean rate and the width of the polar 
diagram. In the latter of the tvo modes, the stepped scan mode, one can select either an aEimuth or an 
elevation scan and the step size and scan extremes must be specified. During the data integration t:l<' 
antenna sits in a fixed position and only moves between integration times. This is the mode most often 
used. 

The program also sorts and to sane extent analYEes the data during thP. data integration. The 
system transmits alternatell· 50 I-Isee and 500 I-Isee pulses, the time between consecutive pulses being 
20 msec. After the 50 1.1sec pulse a 4 msec data window is started at a ttme delay correspondifl8 to an 
altitude of 85 km - appropriately rounded off to the nearest 75 km range interval. Samples are taken at 
the output of a linear det~ctor everJ 50 I-Isee. These samples are digitiEed and transferred to a computer 
memory. The filtering preceding the linear detector is such that it matches the 50 I-Isee transmitter 
pulse. A 2 msec ~indow follows for the purpose of sampling baseline noise and another 2 maec window 
follows somewhat later during which time interval a noise tube is fired into the front end of the receiver 
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for calibration puJ110eee. The 500 1-Leec t:ranemitter ~ulle etarts 19.6 uec after the 50 1-Lsec pulee and 11 
received in a filter bank 1111.tched to the 500 l!eec pulse. The c~nter frequenciee of the filters are stag
gered by 2 ldfs and are asligned to odd integral frequency offsets in kif&. There are 24 such filters in 
all. To convert the 24 parallel outputs to a time eequence of numbers the signals are applied to a tapped 
dela.y line. Tbe output of this delay line is linearly df'tected and sampled every 20 IJsec. These samples 
are, in tum, digitized and transferred to the computer memory. Data is also taken during a subsequent 
"vind01r" to eetablish the baseline and another "wind01r" to sample the noise pulse and thus calibrate the 
filter bank. A number of different display fonns 1111.y be produced from the raw magnetic data tapes. Sane 
of these will appear bel01r ln the description of obeervational results. S:l.nce the transmitter power is 
constantly monitored, the radar cross-section can be computed from the system parameter~~. 

2.2 The Two-Pulae Obeervations 

In the Sta~ p~ram frequency resolution of 2 kH! can only be obtained with a range resolution of 
nearly 100 km. In orde.r to improve nn the system resolution a two-pulse scheme -s devised. In this 
scbeme the transmitter emits double pulses with s variable time eeparation t:.T. The timf' eeparation is 
being stepped up in unite of 50 1-Lsec and the maximum time separation is 1.6 msec. At the receiver end 
the eamplee are erose-correlated with a time del~y 1111.tching that of the transmitted pulse pair. The cross 
products are averaged and a complex autocorrelatinn function is formed. This function is corrected for 
various instrumental effects, the thennal noise contributions etc and tLe final corrected result is then 
Fourier tran~formed to give the J101rer spectrum. The resolution is usually 6oo HE. Twice this resolution 
vas tried but it -s felt that the sacrifice in integration time -s not worth the increased reeolution. 

Since in this procedure one must eyele through the various time shifts t:.T many times - it takes a 
eonsidf'rable number of interpulse periods to arrive at a correlation function which does not h&ve exces
sive statistical flu~tuations. Typically, the integration period selected is on the or~er of one minute 
and the pulse length is usually 50 l!see. During the integration time the statistical properties of the 
sc~ttering process should stay constant for meaningful results to be obtained. 

3· OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS 

In what follows we shall show some representati~~ observati nal results obtaint=u during 1970 and 
the early part of 1971 using the observational techniques just described. In some eases the observations 
were made in conjunction with othPr experiments, such as the observation of particle preeipitati~n above 
the aurora by means of the OV1-18 satellite or the observation of scintillation of signals from s~tellites 
at 400 & -:d 150 MHz. We shall briefly SU!IIIIarize some of these complimentary experiments, but most of our 
exposition will be concerned with the radar observations alone. 

3.1 Power Returned as a Function of Azimuth, Range and Elevation Angle 

A search for auroral events with the STARE program vas conducted between March ~4 and April 26, 1970. 
Altogether 15 evenings were available fo r this search and auroral echoes were observed during 13 of these 
in most eases only as very short-lived events. Later interesting observations of the san:e type were 
made during May 24 and 25, 1971 in eonju~etion with flights of an airplane instr~ented ~or various opti
cal and radio auroral observations by AFCP.L. I n Figure 2 a-e results are shown for a particularly 
interesting set of azimuth se~ns made on March 27, 1970 at true elevation angles of o.o4o, 0.580 and 1.15q 
respectively. The cross-section per unit volume -- as indieatad on the plnts by log (CS) -- turns out to 
be the same in the three plots to within less than 1 dB. From observations made both prior to and 
following the one~ shown in Figure 2, we conclude that the time vari~tion of the scattering cross-section 
throughout th~ volume explored is very slight. The apparent altitude of the Pf>ak of the echo region in 
the three plots ranges from 111.6 km to 112.8 km. We also note that the peak echo intensity appears to 
fall almost exactly on the l'ame aspect angle (-+<>.5°) in the threa eases. It is, therefore, strongly· sus
pected that the magnetic field model used predicts the direction or the magnetic field erroneously by an 
amount of 0.5°. Assuming this to be the case and assuming approximate spatial homogeniety so that the 
shape of the cross section contours are determined only hy the magnetic field geometry and the height 
variation or the cross section, one can deduce the variation or echo strength with off-perpendicular 
angle This is obtained from the azimuth variation or echo intensity at the range of maximum return. On 
this basis, it is concluded that for L-band echoes the scattered power falls to half its peak value at an 
orr-perpendicular angle of 0.4°. 

In a similar manner a study ?f the variation or echo intensity along a line of constant aspect angle 
can be trans~ated to an apparent layer thickness. In this way the apparent thickness between points or 
half peak cross section is round to be 11.2 km. Since the Millstone antenna beamwidth between half power 
points is 0.6° the true layer thickness must have been ahout 7 km. 

The spectra associated with the three azimuth scans just discussed are relatively uninteresting. 
They show a frequency displacement or 2.5 kHz indicating an approaching velocity. At the same time the 
spectral width is about 6.5 kHz between half power points. The spectra are the:-efore not typical or 
those generated by the two-stream instability mP.ehanism which is discussed below. 

Figure 3 shows similar contour plots taken on P.fay 24, 1971. The first or the two plots has a 
striking similarity to the ones taken a year earlier. The second plot, however, shows some structure 
which indicates that the spatial homogeniety of Figure 2 does not exist. If we were to put the data of 
Figure 3 to the same analysis as those of Figure 2 one should expect both apparent aspect sensitivity and 
height variation to come out more rapidly varying than indicated by the data or Figure 2. Tests of the 
data obtaine' on May 24 appears to confirm this supposition in that both the height extent appeared 
smaller and t'ne angular variation more rapid. The frequency spectra studies simultaneously with the 
May 24 data again ~bowed a generally large width and a small displacement. Figure 4 shows the frequency 
offset, determined by fitting a parabola to the three highest adjacent points in the frequency 3peetrum, 
as a function or azimuth for the two elevation angles in Figure 3 and for ranges near the pe&k reflec
tivity. 7he width ef the frequency spectra ranged from 5 t~ 10 kHz. The frequency o~rset was less then 
2 kHZ in general. Again the spectral shape which one would intuitively expect on the basis of a two 
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stream Instability does not always seem to prevail in the data ve have obtained.     In most cases of our 
observations from 1970 on, echoes have in general not been  strong enough to enable ns to trace the 
apparent Doppler iffset through the point where it rrverses sign. 

One remarkable fact should bo observed when comparing the examples shown in Figures 2 and 3.    In 
spite of the seemingly similar nature of the returns in tenn«' of geographic extent, frequency spectra 
etc., the total cross section per unit volume is over tvo orders of magnitude greater In the 1970 data 
than In 1971 data shown. 

3.2    High Frequency-Resolution Observations 

Because of the relatively long integration time required In the high resolution observation.  It is 
not possible to produce contour plots - as presented in the previous subsection - during a time short 
enough for the echoing properties to remain statistically stationary. 

Figure 5 shrws an example of the type of displays which are obtained  in non-real time.    The heading 
of the record indicates in the first line the data, the year and the universal time of the record.    The 
second line of the heading gives a run number which is simply a count of the number of runs wh^ch has 
been cerrled out that particular day.     The run time gives the Integration time used for smoothing the 
correlation function.    The range Indicated on the same line Is the range to the spectrum at the bottom of 
the display.    The range to the following spectra is ootalned by stepping up the range in steps of 7.5 km 
from the initial range.    The azimuth indication is self explanatory.    The two elevation angles shown are 
the ones recorded before and after the tropospheric refraction correction is applied.    The height at the 
center of the beam is the height computed from the time delay and the refraction-corrected elevation 
angle.    On the left hand si'3 of the spectra Is displayed the cross section per unit volume expressed in 
m^ per nP assuming a filled beam. 

The spectra shown In Figure 5 are  fairly typical of what Is usually observed and comes close to a 
two-stream spectrum as one observes  in the equatorial electro.iet  .    Th    particular spectra In Figure 5 
show that the electrons are streaming toward the observer to the west > r magnetic north.     This means that 
the electric current flows toward west at the time of observation in agreement with the classical picture 
of r.uglura and Heppner^-".    We also observe that the center of gravity of the  spectra are displaced toward 
higher frequency with increasing range or with increasing altitude.    It should be emphasized that this 
behavior is by no means typical.     In a great yjany cases, the frequency offset  remains remarkably constant 
with range or with altitude.    An example of this is shown in Figure 6.    The actual frequency offset indi- 
cated Is near h.2 kHz at all ranges. 

We have carefully studied many of the records to discover whether there  is a systematic variation 
of the shape of the frequency spectrum with height at  a fixed azimuth and  range without conclusive re- 
sults.    We have also attempted to study a possible systematic variation of the spectral shape with Tati- 
tude for a fixed height on many occasions but again without conclusive  results.     One major factor pre- 
venting us from detecting sane of these effects  is undoubtedly, the rapid time variation of the spectral 
properties.    Flgurö 7 shows two time  sequences of two-stream echoes obtained at ti fixed volume in space 
of size less than 10 x 10 x 10 km3.     As  can be seen there is a variation In the  frequency offset to the 
peak of the spectrum offset and the cross section as  shown to the left of the spectra. 

So far we have shown high frequency resolution spectra of a type to be expected of a primary two- 
stream Instability only.     It turns  out that a great variety of spectral types  occur.     Figure 8 shows 
another extreme example of frequency spectra.    The signal level Is quite high and the spectral width Is 
nearly 20 kHz if we may venture to assign a width to this type of spectra.     In previous work,  for instance, 
like that  of Abel and Newell-'-J,   it was  suspected that  such wide spectra might  be the result of smearing 
caused by the pulse-length, the antenna beamwidth and  in some cases by the coarse  frequency resolution. 
In the present work, we have  removed the pulse-length smearing to a large extent and there  Is probably 
little frequency convolution.    We have of course,  not been able to remove the  smearing caused by the 
finite beam.    The  fact that the character of the spectra shown In Figure 8 do not appear to change 
appreciably with the antenna beam pointed either below or above the echoing  region does  Indicate that 
the spectral shape  shown Is in all likelihood  representative of quite small volume elements of the plasma. 
In Figure 9, we show yet another type of spectra where distinct traces of the  upshlfted and the down- 
shifted  ion-acoustic maxima are simultaneously present.    Note,  however,  that  the magnitudes of Doppler 
shift of the two are different. 

Some  Insight into the origin of the variois  types of spectra can be obtained by reference to 
Figure 10.     In that  Illustration a sketch has beer, made of cases where the spectra are of the narrow 
ion-accoustic type as  represented by an arrow and where they are of the broad  type as  represented by 
circles.     It can be seen that the  narrow ion-accoustic  spectra are observed  to either side of approxi- 
mately zero degrees azimuth (geographic)  and that the wide spectra are observed prlmaiily Inbetween.     Pre- 
sumably the current flows very nearly from east to west geographically and the wide spectra may be 
associated with the fact that the  radar beam  is approximately normal to the line-of-slght   from the  radar 
in the sector centered on zero degrees  azimuth. 

From some of the spectra shown  In the present  rt-rtort as well as  from  results obtained at other 
times,  there does  seem to be an Indication  in the data that the sharp  "two-stream peaks" are associated 
with the aspect angle.    Weak indications  of this  circuir stance may be seen  in  Figure 9 If It  is  observed 
that  zero real aspect angle probably is  near + 0.5° i.omlnal aspect angle.     A  similar indication  is evident 
in Figure 6 although in that case the effect may be masked by a height variation. 

We should add that during the time of observations on 'Jov.  7, 1970 a ma.ior magnetic  storm took 
place  following a sudden commencement  at  00';^ UT.     Kp indices  reported were  in  the  range o-8 during th? 
observation period and visual auroral displays could be seen with the naked eye  from Millstone. 

- — 
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3.3    Relationship to Other Observations 

It Is of considerable interest to know If there Is any relationship between the occurrence of 
auroral clutter echoes and scintillation of signals from satellites.    The latter is thought to be caused 
principally by Irregularities in the F region and only under extremely disturbed conditions would It be 
expected that the E region would give rise to scintillation effects.    Thus, correlation between the 
occurrence of scintillation and auroral echoes would exist only if the causal mechanisms act at tho same 
time and are in some way related.    One way that this could crane about would be if both are produced by 
particle precipitation (albeit by particles of different energy).    Another possible coupling mechanism 
might be that the horizontal electric field in the auroral electrojet could be communicated to the F- 
reglon along magnetic field lines to produce corresponding fluctuations of electron density. 

In order to test the possibility that the two effects always occur together, we made a series of 
measurements  In which the beacon signals of the Navy-Navigation satellites at frequencies of 150 and 
UOO MHz were  recorded in order to detect both amplitude and phase scintillation effects.    Observation of 
satellite passes were Interspersed with auroral  radar observations at 1295 MHe.    Particular emphasis was 
placed on observations where a region giving rise to scintillation could be projected  down slong the 
magnetic field lines into a part of the E region wlih favorable geometry for auroral clutter echoes. 
These observations are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2. 

Date 

Summary of the results  of operations in which the occurrence of scintillation 
of satellite signals was compared with the occurrence of auroral clutter, 
August-Sept., 1970. 

VHF Scintillation Results L"Band Aurora Results 

August 5 

August 6 

August 7 

August 11 

August 26 

August 27 

August 28 

September 

September 

September 

Scintillation at VHF on three passes. 

Scintillation on h VHF passes. 

Scintillation on 3 passes. 

Scintillation observed. 

5 passes  observed and recorded. 
Strongest scintillation seen so far. 

Weak to normal scintillation on two 
pusses. 

Recorded one  intensely disturbed and 
three moderately disturbed passes. 

Moderately scintillating passes.   No 
obvious detailed correlation. 

Several moderately disturbed 
satellite passes. 

Satellite scintillation moderate, 
no detailed correlation with auroral 
echoes. 

No clutter echoes. 

Trace of Rurcral  echoes  after 
one pass of 3133 at 0239 GMT 
Az 358° - too weak to record. 

No recordable aurora. 

No recordable aurora. 

No trace of aurora. 

Weak aurora seen - no direct 
association with s'-intillation. 

Weak auroral echoes seen and 
recorded -  no direct associa- 
tion with disturbed passes. 

Weak auroral activity- data 
recorded and analyzed. 

No aurora. 

Aurora observed and recorded. 

The conclusion drawn from the rather limited  set of data obtained  is that there  is  little detailed 
correlation between L-band  radio aurora and the  occurrence of F-region scintillation effects. 

Attempts were also made to corrrlate the occurrence of radar aurora with observations of particle 
precipitation as observed  in the  satellite  0V1-18.     This satellite contains a number of instruments  for 
observing precipitating electrons  and protons   (see Hagfors et al.,2).     In this experiment the mean orbi- 
tal elements  of the SHtellite were used to predict the occurrence of favorable passes.     For these,  the 
satellite trajectory was projected down along magnetlc  field  lines to determine the locus  of points where 
the radar beam from Millstone Hill intersects the  field-line at right angles, or the locus of points at 
a height  of 107 km,  i.e., where auroral echo activity appears to maximize.    The magnetic  field model used 
in this projection procedure was calculated  from the Hendricks and Cain multipole coefficients.    The 
calculations carried out for several 0V1-18 passes  showed that the height to the point  of perpendicular 
Intersection of the beam and the magnetic  field generally changed very rapidly during the pass.    On the 
other hand,  the aspect angle at a constant height   remained  reasonably constant and  for many passes  stayed 
within 1.5 degrees of being perpendiealPr to the magnetic field during the entire pass.     Hence, we chose 
to track the projection of trie  üauellite orbit onto an altitude 107 kn above ground.     This procedure 
shoul'  serve to maximize the correlation between the events  seen by the satellite and   those  s^en by  radar. 

During the time of a satellite pass,  the ar.tenna would  scan along the pre-calculated trajectory of 
the projection point  in order to determine the  spatial  distribution of echo Intensity.     Later this  could 
be compared with the part.iclp measurements  on boarr' the satellite.     These correlative measurements were 
carried  out at Millstone from March 27 to April 2^,  1970 using the STARF mod»1 of operation described above- 
During this period there was one particularly favorable pass  of the satellite OVl-lP on  revolution  ^00^. 
Fortunately,  during this pass, which occurred  in  the early afternoon,  strong auroral  echoes were observed 
along the predicted trajectory.     Figure 11 shows  the predicted range from Millstone and  the aspect angle 
with  respect to Millstone at an altitude of 107 km plotted against  universal time. 

The  STARE program was  run with an integration time of 3 seconds.     Significant echoes were observed 
during the pass  below 0.70° elevation angle.     If  It.  is  assumed that during the brief observation interval 
the scattering behavior did  not change.   It  is possible to deduce,   from the elevation angle dependence of 
the echo power observed   \t a given  ranpe,  the height and the thickness of the scattering layer.     In order 

  



to simplify the task, the belli!! pattern of the antenna vas approxilllated by cylindrically sya~etric fUnction 
vith a Gaussian ~rosa section vboae half. power width vas made o.6o. 'lbe layer vas also assumed to h.!lve 
a Gaussian cross section in the vertieal plane. The height of tt.e layer peak an.! the thickness were left 
free to be determined by the observations. 

~ · carrying through such a fitting procedure, it vas possible to construct a contour di&gl'Ul of' 
scatter: ng cross section as a ~~ction of height and the geodetic latitude of the satellite, as shown in 
Figure 12. 'lbe contour levels are in 2 dB steps and the 20 dB level corresponds to a cross section of 
lo-14 m2fm3. As can be seen there is a steady in~re~se in echo intensity with latitude toward the point 
vbere the echoing region disa)'pears below the horizon. The height of maximum intensity :!.s at 112 km, and 
tb ~ ls a tendency for the height to decrease somewhat with increasing latitude. This hei&ht dependence 
could be caused by the aspect sensitivity of the returns. The point of exact perpendicularity to the 
field lines ·lies above 112 km by an 11111ount that is decreasing with increasing latitude. oe al3o note 
that the echoes extend down to satellite latitude of 51.2°. 

The frequency spectra of the returns during the ~ass were obtained with a frequency resolution of 
2 kHa over range intervals of' 75 km, and show that the l;'ll.f power widths of' the spectra are typically 
5 kHZ, and that the center of the spectra are all displac~d toward negative offsets corresponding to 
motion away from the observer. The negative frequency offs'!t is approximately 1.5 kHz, and vol.l.d 
correspond to a drift velocity of 200 m/sec. If this motion were due to an electric field applied in t~~ 
east-vest direction, the required strength of the field voul~ be about 10 mV/m. 

In the satellite, both proton and electron counters shoved precipitation to be present • . However, 
measurable electron precipitation, i.e., flux above 1olO electrons/m2 -sec-sterad, vas only observed to 
the north of satellite latitude 56.3°. Proton flux, vas, however, observed close to the latitude where 
echoes were presen'... Figure 13 shows the integrated proton flux above 14 keV as a function of satellite 
latitude. As far as can be determined from the scant data available the proton distribution vas 
isotropic. 

In order to ind~undEntly determine the presence of a current along the auroral oval of sufficient 
strength to give ri~e to the density fluctuations seen by the radar, the magnetogrllllls for G~at Whale 
River Observatory tTere ex~ined. At the time of the pass the deviation from quiet time conditions in 
horizontal intensity H vas +249.57 and the deviation in declination D vas +31.2. In order to obtain 
some idea about the r.urrents and the drift-velocities which may have been involved~ ve assumed ·a plane 
infinite current sheath over the station, took the electron density to be 1.5 x 1~1 m-3 which corresponds 
to a plasma frequency of 3·5 MHz, and took the current sheath to be lO km thick. With these par11111eters, 
we obtained a relat.ive electron/ion drift velocity of 882 m/sc~ and the direction of drift to be due 
East (geographic). Note that our argument disregards earth currents. Inclusion of earth currents may 
increase the required drift velocity by some 3o%. It is, therefore, concluded that the electYOn velocity 
is quite adequate.for a two-stream instability to develop. The angle between the direction of flow and 
the line-of-sight of the radar is, however, not very favorable and it is probable that the irregularities 
seen may not be primary two-stream irregularities! but rather secondary ones arising through non-linear 
ir.teractions as described by ~ougherty and Farley 7, This may explain the fact that the shape of the 
frequency spectra i;~ not typical of the two-stream type. 'lbe direction of electron flow and the mean 
frequency displacement are in agreement. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The cause of the irgegularities observed in all likelihood is the two-s" ream instability discussed 
by Farley5 and by Buneman • Since these theories are linear theories ve1y litt!e can be said about the 
quantitative aspects of th~ observed fluctuations which undoubtedly result from a balance of growth and 
non-linear damping of ion-acoust ic waves. In keeping with this state of affairs, ve shall let the 
following discussion remain rather qual i t.!l.tive. 

The limited height range of the echoes clearly is related to the variation with height of the con
ductivity. Below 100 km altitude both ions and electrons are constrained by collisiors with neutrals and 
only small electron and ion fluxes can be driven by electric fields. Above 120 km altitude both the 
electrons and +.he ions will move across the magnetic field with a velocity given by: 

~n the ir.•ervening height range the electron and ion fluxes will be different and an el~ctric current 
will result. 

The relative d rift velocity rc'!·~ired for growth vas worked out by Farley based on typical values o~ 
tempereture and collision frequencies for radar frequencies up to about 500-6oo MHz. For higher radar 
frequencies the va\reler.gth cannot be regarded as very much la-cger than t!'.,. gyroradius and the numerical 
-results become ina-.:curate. Extrapolating Farley's results tc 1300 r.rnz, ;t: a)'pears that t ile critical 
rela~iV(. drift velocit~ is app;·oxilllately 1 km/sec along the line-of-sight for growth to occur. 'Ibis is 
based on v = 2.6 x 10 sec-1~ vi = 1.5 x 103 sec-1 and T = P-30°. The collision-model used is the BGK 
one. Ca1 .~Siations made by the author based on the dif~;sion approximation for certain specific exlll!lpJes 
have given criti cal velocittes only four percent hi~~Pr than tnose of Farley' ~ for the same assumed 
collision frequencies. 

Soce idea of the strength of the electric field driving the current may be obtained in certain 
cases. ~or the event of November 7, 1970 described above, it will be recalled that the spectra had the 
appearance of narrow lines being displaced from zero at all angles except for a 20~ sector cente~d on 
geographic nort~. If ve assume that the line wpectra indicate primary excitation of ion-acoustic waves, 
ve must assume that the component of the electron-drift velocity along the line-of-sight must exceed 
critical even as close to the normal to the current as 10°. This means that the east-vest relative 
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velocity auat ban been 

5.8 km/see. 

Tbe eorre~n4ing eleetrle field strength in the north-south direction must have been approximately 
350 aV/a. Such extremely high eleetrle fields would lead to a considerable increase in the kinetic 
t~rature of the el.eetron gas. If we assume the electrons to be eanpletel.y thenD&l.lized in each eolli
don with the neutrals the mean rate of increase of thennal energy of the electron gas reffered to each 
eleetron must be: 

Tbil exeeu temperature is lost to the neutrals through collision. If the exeeaa temperature is 6T the 
rate of loss of tbenllll. energy must be - again referred to a single electron: 

~ 32 k.6T. ve.G 6t 

where G represents the fraction of the excess energy lost in each collision and where k is Boltzmann's 
constant. Equating these quantities we find for the excess electron temperature: 

2 m v 
~T = l ~ 3 k.G 

With G.., 4.lo·3 one obtains18 6T"' 185°. Hence, a substantial increase in electron temperature ought to 
have taken place during this particular auroral event. This is eanpatible with many rocket observations 
[Brace et al.,l9 Berthelier and Sturges,20] although rocket data often indicates a larger electron 
beating than this. 

One might next ask whether there are other indications in the radar data that the eleetron tempera
ture vas extremely high. Presumably, the podition of the peak in the spectrum should be related to 
temperature. It hu been suggested that the position of the peak is detennined by the frequency which 
firat goes unstable at the threshold of growth (Camnitz et al., 21). If this were true the observed 
spectral shape should vary substantially with aspect angle since the phase velocity at the threshold of 
growth is a very sensitive function of aspect angle. There is no indication that this is the ease in 
our data, see particularly Figure 6. Lacking a non-linear theory predicting the shap<! of the spectrum, 
we mi~ht arbitrarily assume that the characteristic acoustic velocity for an equilibrium situation is: 

v = h kT/M 

For unequal electron and ion temperature one might put: 

v = J k Teff.2/M = Jk(Te + Ti)/M 

without a particularly convincing justification. Since the frequency offset of the lines observed is in 
the range 4-5 kHz ve deduce, on the assumption of M ~ 31 a.u. that: 

T = 400 - 62o°K eff 
. 0 

which is consistent with an electron temperature increase of 185 if the ion and neutral temperature~ are 
sanevhat above 300°. 

If ve were to use the "threshold growth" hypothesis of Camnitz et al., 21 the phase velocity of the 
density waves wcule have to be larger than the characteristic acoust ic velocity by a factor 1.5 to 2 at 
our observing frequency (see Farley5). This would reduce the above effective placma temperature by a 
factor ranging from 2.25 to 4 and would produce impossibly ·_,,._, plasma temperatures. A higher order 
theory describing the shape of the fre~uency spectra therefore appears to be required. 

The vide spectra often observed undoubtedly may be explained in terms on non-linear plasma wave 
interaction among primary excited waves. The simultaneous appearance of both the upshif+,ed ~nd the down
shifted ion-acoustic peak occasionalll observed no doubt is caused by variation in current direction with 
height as observed by Abel and Newell 3. 

The lack of direct correlation between the observation of auroral echoes and the presence of 
scintillation - producing irregularities above it may at firs t seem surprising. Both electric fields a~~ 
precipitating particles should be closely correlated along magnetic field lines . However, f3 is fairly 
certain the auroral backscatter is related to D.C. electric fields in t he great maj ority of cases. Large 
scale scintillation producing irregularities in t he F-region, however, a~rently have a much mer~ compli
cated set of causes which are as yet not tully unders tcod ( F'arlt?y et al., 2) . Hence, the l~&ek of' a 
direct relationship between aurorsl clutter and scin illatio!'l may not be SIJrprising. 

The data we have pre&en ed all appeer to be in agreemer.t wi th a t wo-st ream mechanism for t he pro
duction of t he irregularities, either directl y r throu ~h nonlinear inte ract ion effe~ts. What seems tobe 
lacking at the moment is not observational data , b~t a good heory which t akes all the nonlinear effect s 
into account and can ,redict the spec ral shapt>, the total scattering cross section, aspect sensi ivity, 
vavelength dependence ar.d other obser.ra le quant i t iP.s. Once such a t heoretical development has t t!en com
pleted t he observat ions of rad i o aurora will develop into a more powerful tool fo r ionospheric re ~earch 
than it nov i s. 
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Figure  1.      Loci  of zero aspect  angle with respect to the Millstone  raciar. 
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J L 

\2        14       1« 

J 1- 
-«»07 -09SC-09 6»07 U« 1« 204 10        272.27 

ARC   LENGTH AT INITIAL  RANGE  (»ml 

Figure 2.      Contour plots of auroral echo Intensity vs  range and  azimuth.    Fach contour  represents a 
-2 dB step from most intense echo observed.     Also shown are locci   for off-perpendicular 
angles of 0 and  +1°.     Height  scale  (at  left)   is  for center of radar beam which Is, however, 
about 10 km wide at these ranges.     These measurements were made by Integrating returns in a 
digital computer for a number of azimuths at  fixed elevations of (a)   .0Uo,   (b) 0.6°,  and 
(c) 1.15°. 
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Figure 10.    Spatial distribution of occurrence of the various types of spectra. 
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SESSION II 

VHF-UHF PROPAGATION-BACKSCATTI.R 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

by A.Eycland 

The five papers on auroral clutter presented in Session II showed that the "large scale" 
■orphology of auroral backscatter is fairly well known.  However, the averaged aap« 
of auroral clutter vs. time, frequency, scattering angles, ionospheric activities, etc. 
■ust be regarded with care bacause of the tendency to saooth out saall scale temporal 
and spatial variations in the auroral region.  Such data can neither be used for 
detailed studies of the physical properties of the scattering aediuB nor for the under- 
standing of the scattering processes.  On the other hand, the «orphology is important 
for propagation predictions. 

Our knowledge about the upper polar atmosphere has increased and broadened considerably 
during recent years.  Studies of auroral clutter have grown to include far more than 
mapping average occurence, but more precise and coordinated measurements are badly 
needed.  Detailed correlations between auroral backscattering and satellite observations 
are in principle possible, but in practice it is not possible to carry through a care- 
ful comparison.  More reliable data should be obtained if VHF-UHF transmitters with 
large, steerable pencilbeam antenna systems are correlated with simultaneous (both time 
and space) rocket observations of: 1.  small scale electric and magnetic fields, 2. 
micro-structures in particle density and optical luminosity, and 3«  particle pre- 
cipitations.  If this is done carefully, the auroral clutter data can be a valuable 
and important tool for direct investigations of small scale fields and micro-structures 
in the auroral E-region. Such informations are needed before a reliable theory can be 
obtained. 

The E-layer scattering of VHF-UHF radio waves are undoubtedly caused by small scale field 
aligned fluctuations in the particle density with sizes of the order of tens of 
centimeters to a few meters.  While the existence of such irregularities are generally 
accepted, their exact form as function of altitude has hardly been discussed.  There 
is overwhelming evidence that these irregularities are basically caused by plasma 
instabilities.  The most important development in this field during recent years has 
been the emergence of a variety of instability concepts that may be capable of pro- 
ducing ionization irregularities or structures needed for this polar radio propagation. 
These plasma instability concepts also aid in the understanding of morphologocal 
relations which have been empirically derived over many years. 

Probably the most used theories are the two stream instability of Parley and the E x B 
drift gradient instability.  But the time history of these Instabilities have not 

been included, and several assumptions are made in the theories.  A full theoretical 
treatment is therefore urgently required. 

_^ltam^ma^m^m -   - ■ 
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DISCUSSION 

E Shearman 

A number of speakers have commented that the aspect sensitivity has a rate of fall-off 
of about 10 dB per degree and that this is not dependant on frequency.  On simple diff- 
raction grounds one would expect a 1° beam at VHP to become much narrower at UHF.  Can 
anyone suggest a physical mechanism for such behaviour? 

A G McNamara 

In general, aspect meaburements which have yielded values of 10 dB/degree, have been 
made on quiescent forms or outside the zone of maximum auroral intensity.  Hence one 
might expect these echoes to obey a simple firstorder aspect law.  However, even the 
UHF measurements show a much lower aspect attenuation rate when echoes are more than 
a few degrees from perpendicularity.  In the case of lower VHF measurements (e g 50 MHz), 
' ithin the auroral zone, our network shows no evidence of such rapid attenuation - in 
fact, echoes at some stations are more frequently obtained in directions other of best 
aspect  This probably reflects the presence of strong non-linearities in the mechanism 
or the dominance of other forms of plasma instabilities.  In other words, under ideal 
conditions of the medium,of the aspect geometry, and preferentially at high frequencies, 
the attenuation asymptotically approaches the limiting value of 10 dB/degree.  The 
attenuation rate decreases as the observations (1) go of perpendicularity (2) are made 
in intense instability excitation conditions in the auroral zone (3) are made at lower 
frequencies where non-linearities will develop first and other instability processes 
may occur most readily. 

W G Chesnut 

Our measurements of aspect sensitivity at frequencies of 50 MHz and 400 MHz show aspect 
angle dependences on the order of 5 to 10 dB/degree.  Bates (paper no 26) claims a 
similar aspect dependence for frequencies as low as 5 Mhz.  There seemed to be a contra- 
diction when McNamara reported a 1.2 dB/degree dependence at 48 MHz. 
The apparent contradiction may be resolved in the following way.  McNamara indicates 
that his estimates are applicable to magnetic aspect angles between 4° and 20°.  He does 
not measure the aspect dependence near zero degrees as do Bates and ourselves.  Our 
measurements of aspect dependence at a frequency of 400 MHz at magnetic aspect angles 
between 4•5° and 8° show a much more gradual slope than we measure near zero degrees. 
At 400 Mhz we measure order of 10 dB/deg near zero and order of 4.5 dB/deg at the larger 
angles of 4-5° to 8°.  We do not know what happens at 400 MHz at angles as large as 20°. 
Thus the gradual dependence measured by McNamara at large angles is consistent with the 
trends with angle that we observe at higher radar frequencies.  We and Bates cannot 
measure the aspect dependence at H F at magnetic aspect angles probed by McNamara. 

A G McNamara 

Fig 3.4 in Chesnut's review paper, which gives 400 MHz backscatter cross section as a 
function of aspect angle, is a composite of Chesnut's data and Jaye's data.  The former 
show a slope of 10 dB/degree over the range 0° to 1°, and the latter show about 4.5 
dB/degree over the range 4° to 8°.  Why should not these segments be joined by a smooth 
curve?  Some earlier reports by S.R.I, and other groups have found the aspect attenu- 
ation rate to be a decreasing function of angle. 

W G Chesnut 

The intermediate angle values were not included for several reasons. 

1) The data in my curves are given in absolute scattering cross section.  The con- 
version of other people's data to absolute values for smooth connection would 
require some soul-searching that I was unwilling to do. 

2) The times 1 had available for preparing the review necessarily meant that much good, 
relevent work had to be overlooked. 

3) The data of leadabrand of S.R.I, in Alaska starts at about 4° so that it would not 
have extended my composite curve very much. 

4) I would be pleased to be reminded by you of other data that 1 have overlooked.  I 
do remember Home 400 MHz bistatic work done in the late 19 50's in eastern Canada, 
did inadvertently overlook it in the review, and do not now know what their aspect 
dependence measurements showed. 

II Kochan 

Aspect angle depends on direction of geomagnetic field.  What about the influence of 

  __ ^^_M___< 
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variation  of inclination during geomagnetic  storm and what  about  the  Influence  of re- 
fraction  in troposphere and ionosphere  on aspect  angle? 

A  G McNamara 

Measurements of the displacement of the magnetic zenith on auroral photograjte have been 
made by several people.  Typical values of the distortion in the magnetic line inclina- 
tion are 1 to 2 degrees.  It may be that somewhat greater distortions could occur on 
a smaller scale size. 

P A Forsyth 

I thought the refraction of VHF waves in the ionosphere was well analysed about 15 years 
ago, but I think for vertical angles above about 10° the refraction at say SO MHz would 
be small, about 1° or less. 

W G Chesnut 

Our measurements were made at elevation angles of 0 to 10°.  The refraction corrections 
can be easily estimated if one knows electron density.  The 50 MHz data I presented only 
required 3° of angular change. 

P A Forsyth 

How do we organize the data which is variable in space and time to establish the power 
vs aspect angle curve? 

W G Chesnut 

With difficultyJ! - and probably many assumptions of uncertain validity.  At our radar 
location in Alaska, when we wish to determine the magnetic aspect angle dependence, we 
have to assume that the  intrinsic scattering properties in widely separated regions 
(during a single event) are quite similar.  At more southerly locations, such as our 
I960 site in Scotland, the geographical separation very much less - so may be the 
assumption is less bad.  The answers we obtained are consistent between these sites and 
is consistent with the work of Barber, Satcliffe and Watkins (JATP - 1962 pp 599 - 607). 

The large angle (4.5°  0°) aspect dependence we determined by statistical averagimi of 
power versus aspect angle.  We assume - but cannot prove - that this angular dependence 
is the same quantity that we measure near 0° aspect.  However, my review article shows 
that these two ways of organizing data near specularity do produce different behaviers. 
If you have some good ideas, I'd certainly like to hear them. 

A tgeland 

1. Is it possible to correlate radio-aurora and electron precipitation properly when 
the particle measurements are made in a satellite? 

2. Is it possible to have a high correlation between auroral clutter and precipitating 
electrons (5 " -'' keV) and at the same  time no correlation between auroral clutter 
and visual aurora? 

W G Chesnut 

Yes - if the simultaneity of the mea 
One assumes - of course - that the c 
vsay) and the satellite (400 to SCO 
1 i' field lines are bent by 2° (for i 
errors can be 10 km or more - but at 
relative to other accuracies and the 

1 thought nobody would askj Clearly 
iaily co-located. The conclusion in 
radar correlation have been observed 
- or when Skip Hates can make a comp 
but not usually superposed. Both of 
aurora. 

surements in time and space is close enough, 
onnoction between the auroral clutter at llo km 
km approx.) is made along magnetic field lines, 
nstanco) by the auroral electrojet, the spatial 
the present time, this error is not seriou.s 
scale of the phenomena. 

, precipitation and visual aurora must be spat- 
my review paper was that all kinds of visual. 

But when we can measure with the Hones radar 
arison, the visual and radar effects are nearby 
us made these comparison during more stable 

Our measurements comparing the radar and satellite precipitation locations are not 
constrained by the stable aurora requirement lor reasons that take time to explain. 
Therefore we may be comparing with a different class of aurora.  Your question 2 
therefore has suggested to me something that 1 must do when I return to California. 
Thank you. 

änm 
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A Egelaud 

How may one explain the marked difference in Länge-Hesse's (on the correlation with vis- 
ual aurora and radio-aurora) as compared to those presented by Dr Chesnut? 

G Lange-Hesse 

The CW VHF backscatter method can not locate the bickscattering centres exactly as a 
radar equipment.  Therefore differences in space etween aurora backseattering centres 
and optical aurora of the order of 100 km are possible.  This fact 1 think will explain 
the marked difference. 

K Toman 

Dr Lange-Hesse showed interesting comparisons of magnetic optical and radio data.  Of 
those the radio data showed Doppler shifts which were said to rarely reach f^ 400 Hz 
for 146 MHz carrier.  The velocities of this motion appear to be subsonic.  How can 
this be related to supersonic motions deduced for optical aurora from all-sky cameras 
observations? 

G Lange-Hesse 

The ion acoustic waves (which produce the "HF waves backscattering centres) propagate 
with a velocity which is equal to the sound velocity in E-region height (about 110 km)» 
For the 146 MHz carrier this velocity produces a Doppler shift at the received signal 
of about 400 Hz. 

P A Forsyth 

It seems that we can often associate visible aurora and radio aurora in time but not 
closely in space.  Also there is evidence that scintillation in F-region are associated 
with visible aurora.  Hagfors suggested no association between scintillation and radio- 
aurora.  Could you clarify your position? 

T Hagfors 

Tha« is a general association between the presence of auroral echoes and scintillation 
effects on a particular satellite pass possibly because both phenomena correlate with 
a parameter such as Kp.  The poi.it is, however, that there does not appear to be any 
close spacial relationship along the magnetic; field lines between the two phenomena. 

A Egeland 

In correlation of optical aurora (recorded by all-sky cameras) and other upper atmos- 
phere parameters it is important to take into account the limitations of the all-sky 
cameras, namely: 

1. The all-sky camera can not detect clearly any aurora luminosity of less intensity 
than 1 kR at 5577 A (or  250 R at 4278 Ä).  This means that the net downward elec- 
tron flux of less than say 1 erg will not be seen by the all-sky camera.  But this 
particle flux will influence the polar electric field, and may also cause auroral 
irregularities. 

2. The time constant of the all-sky camera is several seconds. 

J T Coleman 

The  basic Farley two stream instability theory as published by Dr Farley in 1963 does 
not predict radar cross sections.  It predicts the condition for onset of the insta- 
bility, or a zero growth rate condition, and this is only the intitial growth rate. 
Farley stated in his theory that it did not predict the intensity of the interation 
with radio waves (or cross sections) as the theory does not predict the intensity of the 
irrelgularities. 

W G Chesnut 

The  above  statement  is  quite  correct.      However,   the  Farley  threshold  theory does  predict 
that  some  wavelengths will   grow   -  and   some will  not.     Usually  the   electrojet  E-field 
must  be   greater  for  shorter  wavelength  waves  to  grow.     These   shorter wavelengths  are 
necessary  for  higher  frequency  radar  scattering to occur.      Thus,   implicitly  there  is  a 
frequency dependence  in   that   long wavelengths  -  leading to   low   frequency  radar  scatter- 
ing won't.     Thus,   the   Farley  theory  predicts  scattering at   frequencies  below  some  value 
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and  no  scattering above that  frequency, 
frequency"  prediction. 

This,   then,   is an implicit  "cross  section vs 

In addition,   though,   the Farley  theory predicts that  for those  wavelengths that  do grow, 
the  shorter wavelengths do not  grow  as rapidly  as do  some intermediate wavelengths.     One 
might  infer that those wavelengths that  grow  fastest  reach the   largest  amplitude  and 
therefore  scatter best.     So we   argue that  one  may be  able to  infer that  the  Farley 
theory does suggest  the frequency dependence trends that are  observed  even though the 
theory  cannot  -  as you point  out   -  predict  the  detailed cross  section versus  frequency 
dependence. 

J  Frihagen 

How can the Farley mechanism give velocities that are much greater than the ion acoustic 
velocity as has been measured by several people. 

W G Chesnut 

The velocity of Farley waves is determined by the acoustic velocity in the ion component 
of the ionosphere.  One will observe radar doppler shifts that correspond to greater 
velocities (or lower velocities) if the E-region wind moves the ionic component.  If the 
electric fields are great enough, then Farley waves will grow at higher altitudes where 
the ions are experiencing some ExB drift that can be very large.  Therefore the ion 
acoustic velocity which is on the order of 350 to 450 m/s at 110 kni (and may be some- 
what higher at the slightly higher altitude of consern here) will be added to (or sub- 
tracted from) the electric field induced ion ExB drift. 

J T Coleman 

The hysteresis phenomena mentioned by Dr Lange-Hesse has been observed in the equatorial 
elect, ojet.  However, this has been discounted as possibly being produced by another 
current system.  Do you feel that this is a real effect produced by the Farley instabi- 
lity mechanisms? 

G Lange-Hesse 

The hysteresis effect we observe relatively often on our network and therefore we have 
got the impression that this phenomenon is not caused by another current system.  It 
obviously is caused by the Farley instability  or another mechanism. 

MüimnüiaülliiiiaaiM __•« M. 
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MICRO STRUCTURE OF RADIO AURORA 
SCATTERING REGIONS 

A.  Eceltuid and J. Holtet 
The Norwegian Institute of Cosmic Physics 

University of Oslo, Norway 
and 

N.C. Maynard 
NASA/Goddard Space Flicht Center 

Greenbelt, Md., U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

Studies of radio wave scattering from auroral ionization can be a valuable tool for investigation 
of the complex, physical processes in the auroral E-region.    Careful analyses of auroral returns from 
accurately scaled, pencil-beam radio systems  can provide insight into the nature of the scattering medium. 
Experimental findings, important for the understanding of auroral scattering,  are first summarized.    Then 
follows a brief discussion of scattering theories.    New measurements of small scale fields, particle pre- 
cipitation and aurora are described.    These micro structures and its dynamics are finally presented and 
discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Studies of radio aurora scattering have grown to include far more than mapping the occurrence of 
echoes vs. time, scattering angles, ionospheric activity, etc..    Our knowledge about scattering of radio 
waves as wsll as the region where radio aurora scattering takes place has increased and broadened con- 
siderably during recent years.    Careful analyses of auroral scattered signals  from accurately scaled, 
pencil-beam systems can provide insight into the complex, physical nature of the scattering region.    Hius, 
radio scattering data can be a valuable tool  for investigation of the auroral E-region. 

The E.ain aim of this report is to present and discuss fine structures and dynamics important for the 
physics of the auroral scattering process.    Measurements of small scale electric fields, particle preci- 
pitation and visible aurora will be described.    Some experimental findings, important for the understanding 
of the scattering process, will first be summarized.    This is  followed by a brief discussion of scattering 
theories. 

2. RADIO AURORA; EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS 

Radio aurora is observed through the scattering of radio waves at frequencies much greater than 
those on which ionosp'heric reflections are obtained.    The experimental evidence is still not completely 
unaobiguous.    Ibis is true even if we only consider scattering at so abort wavelengths (X<3m) that refrac- 
tion, absorption and overdence scattering can be neglected.    The majority of the echoes originate from the 
heipth recrion 100 to 130 km.    The thickness of auroral scattering layer varies between 5 «nd 20 km, but 
the vertical distribution of the individual scattering volume is no   well known. 

Maximum probability of occurrence is found when the radio waves are orthogonal to the magnetic field. 
This aspect sensitivity requirement must be referred to the true, local geomagnetic field.    The average 
slope of the power vs.  frequency is close to 30 ± 10 dB over a 1000 MHz band.    The scattering cross section 
decreases by about 10 dB per degree up to k degrees aspect angle.    For larger angles  , the decrease in 
power is roughly 5 dB per degree.    Amplitude distributions indicate the existence of a threshold effect. 

The dynamics of the scattering volume are determined by Doppler shift and spread measurements.    The 
shift is roughly proportional to the frequency and indicates velocities  as high as 1 km/sec.    The varia- 
tion in Doppler shift with time or azimuth sometimes shows a flat distribution, but often it is nearly 
sinusoidal.    The changeover from westerly to easterly drift around midnight fits with the electric and 
magnetic perturbing vector in the auroral E-region. 

The Doppler spread, which is Rayleigh distributed, does not depend markedly on wavelength.    The 
amplitudes are uncorrelated after a tine lag of less than 0.01 sec which is evidence of rapid random 
motions in the scattering volume.    Quasi-sinusoidal fadings have been reported.    Because of limited volume 
resolution in existing equipments,  direct measuremerts of the micro structures are not possible. 

Great variations are found in the characteristics of radio aurora.    The polarization of the auroral 
raturns may differ significantly  from the transmitted polarization.    The morphology of radio aurora and 
its correlation with other upper atmosphere parameters is complex.    The diurnal variation may show one, 
two or three distinct active scatterine; zones,  depending on latitude and frequency.    A fairly quiet period 
is always found in the local morning hours.    The majority of the auroral returns are diffuse in character, 
but discrete echoes are observed around and after local midnight.    The correlation in time and apace with 
visual aurora and portirie precipitation is not settled yet.    For further details  cf.  Chesnut et al.  (1), 
Egeland  (2),  Unwin  (3). 

3. AURORAL SCATTERING MECHANISMS 

The main potential sources of radio aurora are: 

(a)    Scattering from field aligned irregularities in the E-region (U) and further developments of 
this theory (5). 
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(b) Partial reflection from plane wavefronts penerated by two-stream plasma instability  (6). 

(c) Scattering from "drift-pradient" plasma instability (7). 

Booker's model (1») was a c^eat  forward step in our understanding of scatterinf  from weak  field 
aligned irregularities.    Several assumptions  in  this model is questionable  (5),  and it does not explain 
e.g.  the wavelength dependence, spectral characteristics, etc..    However, it now seems unambiguous that 
the observed aspect sensitivity is due to field aligned irregularities.    Thus, the aspect requirement is 
roughly tne same in these models.    The instability theories are therefore mainly concerned with generation 
and dynamics of the irregularities causing auroral scattering.    Both instabilities  require an electric 
field directed perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field.    For the two-stream instability a threshold 
value of the order of 30 mV m-1 is needed.    The drift-gradient instability,  on  the other hand,  requires a 
positive gradient of ionization density in the direction of the electric field. 

If the velocity of the electrons with respect to the ions exceeds a threshold value somewhat greater 
than the mean thermal velocity of the ions  (8),  unstable plasma waves can prow.    A spectrum of plasma 
waves,   called ion-acoustic waves, with wavefronts  parallel to the ambient magnetic  field is generated. 
These waves will effectively bunch electrons along the  field lines, and thus cause irregularities.    When 
this spectrum of waves is viewed by a radar, it selectively views only those waves which are travelling in 
the line of sight having a wavelength equal to half t-.e radar wavelength  (9).    There exists considerably 
indirect support for this theory, but very little direct support (10),  (11),   (12).    The Farley instability 
in its present form (11) is essentially partial reflections from plane wavefronts,  and this does not fit 
too well with observations.    However,  this theory must be extended to include plasma waves produced by 
non-linear coupling of the primary ones, as well as amplitude distribution.    When this is done, a better 
agreement is expected. 

The drift-gradient plasma instability  (7)  has been applied to radio aurora by Unwin  and Knox  (13). 
This instability requires a positive gradient of ionization density in the direction of the electric field, 
and will grow when the electron-ion drift velocity divided by the scale height of the ambient plasma 
exceeds  a critical value, which is inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength.    The velocity 
of the waves is equal, to the electron drift velocity for field aligned irregularities and equal to the ion 
drift velocity  for irregularities which  are  far  from field aligned  (lit).    This  instability is even less 
understood than Farley's plasma waves,  and much work is  left to be done before  a careful  comparison can be 
carried out. 

The  authors will point out that the possibility of energetic particles  as  a main direct source for 
auroral irregularities has not been ruled cut yet. 

The general conclusion is that a wide pap still exists between our theoretical understanding of 
auroral scattering phenomena and the experimental  data.     Neither of the above named theories is suffi- 
ciently devt . opo-l to explain fully such important parameters as the amplitude vs. wavelength dependence 
and aspect sensitivity, different types of echoes,  the auroral scattering spectrum, etc.. 

I». ELKCTFIC FIKLDS IN THE AORORAL E-RBGIOB 

As pointed, out in Sect.  3, the presence of electric  fields is important  for the  generation of plasma 
instabilities. 

From the measurements of electric  fields  in  the ionosphere  (cf. Sects,  k.l,  and lt.3.)  it can  also be 
deduced that there is no simple relationship between the magnitudes of the electric field and the magnetic 
perturbation.    This is true both for large scale variations, and to a far greater extent,   for the small 
scale variations, which are believed to play an active role in scattering mechanism.    This  gives evidence 
of highly varying conductivities, and it accentuate the importance of auroral scattering as  a tool  for 
sounding the ionosphere. 

Magnetospherically generated large scale electric fields are not likely to be directly involved in 
the auroral scattering process, and will not be disrusar.d here.    More important for the physics of auroral 
scattering are the localized, small scale electric  fields.    Such fields can be generated in the actual 
height region;  i.e. 100-130 km.    The normal "background" DC-field will not vary much with altitude between 
100 and say 250 km.    Small scale variations, on the other hand, will be marked attenuated when propagating 
outside the E-layer.    In the following we will mainly concentrate on small scale fields and distinguish 
between the DC and the AC components, 

k.l.    DC Electric Fields 

Measurements of electric fields have only recently progressed to the point that reliable observations 
can be made.    Among the various te.-hniques which have been made use of (see e.g.(15)), two have proved to 
give dependable results, namely;    a) the double floating probe technique, where the potential difference 
between two sensors floating at the plasma potential is measured, and   b) the release technique, where the 
field is determined by measuring the motion of plasma clouds  (usually Ba+) injected into the medium. 

The main results from these mrtasui-ements  can be summarized as follows: 

The  field magnitude, which is very variable over short distances and times, is typically 30 to 50 mV/m. 
The field is predominantly  southward during negative bays  (Northern Hemisphere)  and poleward during positive 
bays.    Thus,  the electrojet (both east and westward)  is the result of Hall currents.    Parallel fields are 
probably marked less than perpendicular fields, but they may be very important in the physics of the auroral 
E-region  (16).    The DC field seems to be reduced in magnitude within an auroril arc. 

ll   in     i 
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Examples of E-field measurements are shown in Fics.  1 and 2.    The first figure refers to a weak PCA 
event with fairly  constant homogeneous ionospheric activity.    The launch was into the recovery  phase of a 
negative bay.    The magnitude of the DC field is  fairly constant  (10-30 mV/m) and it is mainly directed 
southward.    Fig.  2 is recorded during an auroral event.    Notice the large changes in magnitude. 

A striking phenomenon from the release experiments is the  striations which occur in the  plasma clouds. 
It is really hard to visually distinguish these striations  fron rayed aurora.    Many studies have been done 
attributing the origin of the striations to instabilities; the most prevalent being the E x B,similar to 
the drift-gradient instabilitj  dealt with in Sect.  3.    Important to the physics of the ionosphere is the 
question of whether the Be* ions cause the instability or whether they merely trace out a pattern of vari- 
ations that commonly exists.    Wescott et al.,  (17) believe the latter to be the case  for the smaller releases 
normally used for geophysical experiments. 

Small scale irregularities will result in AC electric fields which will be discussed in Sect, h.3, 

h.2.    Small Scale Magnetic Fields 

Measurements of small scale magnetic   "ields in the auroral E-region are even more complicated than 
for electric  fields.    In a few cases  (10),  micro structures in rocket magnetometers have been observed 
which were marked different from the computed field  (using up to date coeificients)  and which could not be 
detected on ground magnetometers.    The rocket data show that this effect is most marked within the auroral 
E-region.    It should be stressed that further measurements  are needed before any  final conclusion can be 
drawn.    However, the present data indicate localized variations both in magnitude and direction of the 
E-layer magnetic  fields.    Such variations must be inclvded in the scattering theory. 

k.'j.    AC Electric Fields 

Recent rocket measurements of AC electric fields in the auroral region iiave shown some interesting 
effects within the height interval 90-120 km.    The results originate from two rockets launched from Andöya 
(19,20), Northern Norway  (A = 67.3° N), under different ionospheric conditions  (Sect.  It.l.).     In both cases 
visual aurora was present.    The electric field experiments in the two rockets were identical,  and were based 
on the double floating probe technique using long cylindrical booms.    The baseline for measuring the potential 
difference was   «!<9.5 m.    In both cases distinctive noise bursts were observed when the rocket passed the 
l-region.    In spite of the different launch conditions,  and the great difference in the DC electric field 
(see Figs. 1 and 2 which give the DC data from these  flights), the main features  for the ELF E-iayer noise 
look very similar,  and can be listed as follows: 

(a) The noise is located in the height intervaJ. 90-120 km. 

(b) The emissions  cover the  frequencies  from about  50 Hz to 2-3 kHz, with maximum energy measured in 
tue lover part of the spectrum.    The power spectrum has no marked peak.    The roll-off from the  point of 
mai-.I^um amplitude is  faster on tne low frequency side than on the upper one.    The measured power spectrum 
may,  however, be somewhat modified by the  frequency response of the antenna. 

(c) There  is  a spin modulation on the  received signal.     This is most pronounced  for the  high  fre- 
quency part of the spectrum.    Also this modulation  is more marked  for the waves received within the upper 
15 km than it is  for the emissions in the lower t.-region.    Here the noise below say 200 Hz shows  lens direc- 
tion dependence.     In the last part of the burst no spin modulation at all can be seen,  as  if the  waves  are 
scattered in  all diiections.    Thus,  the structure is  smeared out  in tiie denser medium. 

(d) Maximum amplitude of the signal,   as well  as the widest  frequency range,  are  found when the antenna 
is about in the direction 20 -IhO    (Maynard,priv.  com.).     This corresponds approximately to the  tilt of the 
invariant latitude  line at 100 km.  There is,  however,  a lot of finestructure in the  amplitude distribution. x) 

It should also be noted that this noise,  recorded within the E-layer,  is marked different  from what 
was observed at other altitudes,  and also from what was  recorded durinr the same events by ground  based and 
satellite borne receivers   (19).    It is believed that  this  F.-layer noiae  is  caused by  horizontal  electrostatic 
waves  rather than electromagnetic,  as it will  require rather large density gradients  to Xeep snail  ncale 
electromagnetic waves within such a narrow region.     Even  if such gradients may be establisncd  on  the  lower 
side of the region,  it will probably not be  present on tne  upper side.    This assumption  is  supported by  the 
simultaneous electron density measurements. 

It seems  to be a reasonable  assumption  that ELF K-loyer noise is associated with  tiie instabilities 
causing the  auroral  scattering, but  fron a preliminary data analysis it is not possible  to determine which 
instability  is operating. 

5. MICRO STRUCTURES  III  VISUAL AURORA, ELECTRON  DhUSITY  AND PARTICLE PRECIPITATION 

Because  diffusion  processes  dominate  for auroral protons and wash out any initial structure  in the 
proton stream, we will here only consider electrons.     The  visual aurora, which to a large extent  is  located 
within the same height intervals as radio aurora,  is  caused by electrons  in  the energy  range  from 1  to 2'j 
keV (21).    The precipitation pattern of these electrons   (Fig.  5 a and b)  vs.  latitude  and  time   follows 
fairly closely the diurnal variation in echo occurrence,  if the complex electric  field during magnetic mid- 
night is taken into account. 

A 10 keV electron will produce roughly  300 ion  pairs  in the E-region before it is brought to rest. 
The  chief ions are believed to be  0*    HO    and  0+.    The highest ionization efficiency  occurs  at.  a short 
distance  from the  terminal of the path.    This  effect,  together with the exponential  increase of htmospheric 

x)     Gee  also  Appendix  I   on  page  Kid. 
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density, gives a fairly sharp lower distribution.    Because particle scattering effects are very important, 
and may even dominate, the picture is more complicated.    Even so, one would expect an a&ymmetric heieht 
distribution, which is found in the auroral luminosity.    It should also be pointed out that the energy 
flux can differ by several orders of magnitude,  and the pitch angle distributions show large  fluctuations. 

The gyroradius of a 10 keV electron in the earth's atmosphere is 6 meter or less,  depending on pitch 
angle.    As the average scattering angle is small, the electron will, after collisions spiral around a field 
line which on the average is less than one meter away from the one it spiralled on before collision.    This 
effect will tend to diffuse a narrow beam of electrons arriving along one particular field line, but only 
to a few meters in diameter.    Furthermore, a magnetic east-west to north-south elongation of the auroral 
irregularities is expected in the horizontal plane, because of the auroral current system (5). 

Field aligned electron precipitation is confirmed by the narrowness of auroral rays in directions 
perpendicular to the magnetic fields.    It is still  somewhat uncertain how narrow auroral structures  can be. 
(Any aurora appearing away  from magnetic zenith will be  seriously broadened due to perspective effects.) 
TV image orthicon  recordings, with exposure time of 1/60 sec and spatial resolution of 70 m,  shows that the 
aurora is much more  rayed and structured than originally believed.    Horizontal thickness down to the reso- 
lution threshold is  often seen,  and the auroral micro structure averages only 200 to 300 m. 

A lot of curve structure  (folding of auroral  arcs upon itself) is observed.    Gt.-ong evidence has been 
presented to explain these small structures in terms of a sheet beam instability (E x D drift).    The rota- 
tionaj   sence of small curls,  being clockwise in  the Northern Hemisphere,  strongly indicates  that they are  pro- 
duced by electron  precipitation. 

It looks  as  the total electron energy flux has  less  spatial  fine structure than visual  aurora, 
"owever,  the 10 to 20 percent modulation superimposed on  the average energy flux shows even more spatial 
and temporal microstructures than optical aurora.    Micro structures in the K-region can only be studied by 
rockets, but it is  a serious problem to remove spatial and temporal motion ambiguities.    Still,  it seems 
clear that the  10 Kz  flicker auroral pulsations are  also observed in the electron spectrum as well  as in 
radio aurora.    Other time  fluctuations looks also very similar. 

Some  direct  observations of micro structure in electron density have been made by e.g.  McHamara (10) 
using probes  in rockets.    Fractional variation in electron density of about 55" is typically observed, but 
it is  difficult to distinguish between temporal  and spatial  fluctuations.    Our preliminary  results  of VLF 
Doppler shift data indicate very rapid and strong density  fluctuations in the auroral  region.     It will 
hopefully not last  long before individual irregularities  can be studied.  x) 

The  auroral electrojet, which  flows between 100 to 130 km,  may be the driving force  for the develop- 
ment of conditions which lead    to auroral back-scattering.     The electrojet is caused by  particle precipi- 
tations.     If the auroral irregularities move with the auroral electrojet,  some predictions  concerning the 
uoppler snifts as  function of direction ana lime may  oe possible,    out as tne electrojet is  very  complex 
and only poorly  understood,  such predictions are  uncertain.     The reversal in Doppler shift  and the  reduc- 
tion in echo activity durinr local magnetic ridnipht  fit with the  fenernl model of the  current  system (??). 

6. CONCLUSION 

Our knowledge  about the physical parameters  and their processes within the auroral  scattering region 
nas increased considerably  during recent years.     Lven so     further and new precise studies of  micro structures 
are badly  needeu in this region.    The radio aurora observations ,rust be carefully related to the actual 
situation  in  the  auroral ionosphere before a full  theoretical treatment can be done.    Also the  amplitudes 
and the shapes  of the irregularities must be incorporated  in  the scattering mechanisms  together with  the 
localized fields.     If this is done,  radio aurora can be a powerful  tool for further studies  of the  complex 
auroral  region. 
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POSTSCRIPT 

Since this paper was written, the   fineatructures  of the electric field (cf. ?&ee    10-3)  and the 
electron density  (cf.  Page    10-4) based on the two rockets discussed in Sect, k    have been further analyzed. 
Some new results have appeared.    As the authors believe thjse  findings may be important for further dis- 
cussions of the polar K-region, these new points will be presented under the headings Appendix I and 
Appendix II, 

APPENDIX I 

Further analysis of the ELF E-layer noise has bruupht out a few new features which should be mentioned. 
A polar plot, where the  direction of the antenna in a topographical coordinate system "it the times of maxi- 
mum amplitude is shown in Fig. 6.    The diagram is based on the  sane data as Fig,  3, and "maximum amplitude" 
means maximum in power integrated over the  frequency range 0.1 - 1 kHz.    As  the exact orientation of a 
night-time rocket is difficult to determine,  there may in these  preliminary results be a systematic error 
in the attitude calculations.    Nevertheless, what is evident is  that the direction of the electric  field 
of these waves  is well defined.    That these waves propagate within a very narrow sector (or are  strongly 
aspect dependent)  is even more clear if the width of antenna pattern is taken into account.       As  can be 
seen  frcm the plot there  is, however,  a slight shift in the  direction with altitude.    This seems  to be 
pore marked in the records  from the second rocket (Fig.  h), where  a preliminary analysis shows  a clear shift 
in direction  (more than 10 degrees)  in the two main bursts between 120 and 108 km and 105 and 95 km.     It is 
also of interest to note  that the rocket magnetometer indicates  large perturbations in the magnetic  field 
in the intermediate region. 

Much finestructure  is  seen in the amplitude vs.  f':.« records of the noise, where large and rapid  fluc- 
tuations are very  conspicuous.    Also it turns out that each single  sub-burst,  following the spin period, 
usually has a double maximum,    however, whether these two effects  are caused by real variations  in the 
electric field or if it  is  a result of a situation where the length of the antenna is considerably  larger 
than the dimensions of the irregularities,  is  at the present, stage not possible to determine. 

APPENDIX II 

Evaluation of electron density  from VLF Doppler measurements  in a rocket have been discussed by 
Egeland et al.   (23).     In the  rockets  F23 and F2'» the signal  from two highly  frequency  stabilized  trans- 
rittcrs at 12.3 and iG.h  kHz were recorded.    The received waves  showed significant Donpler shifts  (0.1 to 
3 hz).    As these  frequency  shifts are inversely proportional to the refractive index,  the electron density 
can in principle be calculated at each point along the rocket trajectory  (cf.   (23) where more references 
rre piven).    Because  a füll wave solution  (or a phase tracking program)  is needed, the interpretation of 
the data is  fairly  complicated,    however,  it should be  reasonable  to assume  fairly constant propagation 
conditions over a period of 0.5 sec;  i.e.  neglecting time variations over this period.    If this  is the 
rase,  the relative  variations in density within this period can  be  investigated fairly straight  forward. 

The analyses  of the small scale,  rapid  fluctuations of the VLF Doppler data have just started.     The 
iverage Doppler shift per second has  first been measured to give  the ordinary electron density  profile. 
The deviation  from this mean value is  then calculated,  and  the  fluctuations  converted to electron 
densities.    An example of the VLF Doppler data for F23 is shown in Fig.  7, where also the horizontal and 
vertical motion of the  rocket over 0.5 sec is marked off.     Notice  that the measurements refer to an alti- 
tude range from 99.2 to 99.7 km.    The average  Doppler shift during, this  interval was 1.1*1* IJZ corresponding 
to a mean electron density of    2  •  10    el/cuH. 

The very large  and rapid spatial fluctuations in electron  density  (and Doppler shift)  are  clearly 
seen  from Fig.  7.     Fractional variations in electron densities  up to 15/» are observed.    Furthermore,  the 
dimensions of these  irregularities are only of the order of say  10 meters.    Thus, micro structures  are 
very pronounced in the  auroral r,-layer (i0).     Before we have  analyzed the  remaining part of the  data,  no 
definite conclusions will be  drawn.     It should only be  pointed  out that wc have  found no reason to mis- 
trust these data,   as they  have been  checked very carefully. 
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Figure 1:      North-South  (•)     and East-West  (»)    components of the DC electric  field measured  from 
a rocket during a weak  PCA event. 
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Figure 3:      Electric  field ELF    E-layer noise recorded during tne  rocket  flight referred V 
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Figure k:      Electric  field ELF    E-layer noise measured during the event dealt with ir Fig.  2. 
Notice the similarity in the appearance of tne  AC  field measured at these quite 
different  conditions. 
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Figure  5a:     The  average  position of aurora]  electron  precipitation  together witn  the  leldr.tcin oval 
for  quiet   conditions   (Cl). 
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Figure 5b:     The average  position of auroral electron precipitation  together with the Feldstein oval 
for distr.-bed  conditions  (21). 
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Fifure 6:       Orientation  of  the   F-field  antenna  in  a  topocrnphical  coordinnte  syster when  the  KLF 
}.-:aj'er noise  hurst;;  have rnxiru.   arplitude  (cf.   Fif.   3).   Tvo pointr,  connected by n 
dotted  line  indicate  the double peak  in  the sarrc  hurst.     T/istance  fror the center rives 
the  rocket   altitude.     The  line  r.iirkeo   IVv,   i,/T.   is   in   the   direction  of constant  invariant 
latitude   nt   100  ktr.     The  diarrar  is  based  on  the  da-.a  shown   in  Fif.   3. 
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Ficure 7: Cmall scale fluctuations in the observed Doprler shift (in Hz) as a function of altitude 
in the sipnal fror a f-round based VLF {iG.h kHz) transmitter received durinp the "Fif. 2 
event". The corresponuinR variation in the local electron density is piven on the right 
hand ordinate. 
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DISCUSSION 

T  Hagfors 

Old you measure simultaneously the large scale and the small scale electric fields and 
if so, how did the rate of rotation with altitude compare? 

A Egeland 

Both the  AC and  the DC parts  of  the  electric  fields were measured  simultaneously  in 
both  rockets.     Only the AC  (small  scale)   E-field within the  auroral  E-layer rotated with 
altitude,  while  the  large scale  DC   fields snowed  no marked rate  of rotation,   and  no 
marked change  in magnitude within  this  altitude  region. 

T   Hagfors 

The  probe  spinning round as it  goes through the electrojet will  act  as a filter on the 
various spatial  structures in the  electrojet.     As  far as 1  can understand,  when the 
probe  is aligned with the direction  of the  current it will respond  to  larger  spatial 
structure  than when  it  is turned  round  to be  near   (but  not  quite)   perpendicular  to the 
current  since  all the waves travel   preferentially in the direction  of the current.     This 
would  lead  me to believe that  the  width  of the  frequency spectrum  ought  to have  a mini- 
mum when the  probe  is aligned with  the  current  rather than a maximum,   as the  spectrum 
associated with the  small structure   is wider  than the  spectrum  of the  larger  structure. 
I  would  like to direct this  question to the  author or to anybody  in the  audience who 
can  lead me  straight  on this  seeming contradiction between the  observations and my con- 
septs  of the    electrojet fields. 

A  Egeland 

I can not answer the above question properly, but I want to stress a couple of points. 
If electromagnetic waves are considered, the above argument is not correct.  If electro- 
static waves are considered, one has to include a velocity distribution.  For veloci- 
ties between 200 ra/s and 2 000 m/s, you will observe a spectrum similar to those in 
Fig 3 and 5 for the antenna parallel to the electrojet. 

For short wavelengths, the intensity of the waves may be below our threshold sensitivity 
because the intensity will decrease rapid with wavelength.  It is difficult to measure 
attitude during flight.  Our measurements may be wrong by 90 degrees, but I do not 
believe this.  (The attitude measurements have been carried out by NASA, GSFC, USA). 
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ION-ACOUSTIC  WAVES   IN  AURORA 

P.A.   Forsyth  and G.F.  Lyon 
Centre  for  Radio Science 

University of Western Ontario 
London,   Canada 

SUMMARY 

There is now clear evidence that ion-acoustic waves exi 
that these waves contribute to the scattering of radio waves 
frequencies. It his been generally assumed that auroral clu 
nism would occur only when the line-of-sight is perpendicula 
the auroral region. Recent results suggest that this kind o 
even at latitudes where the line-of-sight cannot be perpendi 
lines. It is also suggested that ion-acoustic waves may con 
tillations observed at high latitudes for trans-ionospheric 
radio waves. 

st in the auroral plasma and 
at both VHF and UHF 

tter arising by this mecha- 
r to the magnetic field in 
f clutter will be observed 
cular to the magnetic fie^d 
tribute to the angular scin- 
propagation paths using UHF 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

For many years it has been customary to analyze the effects of ionospheric i^nizaticn 
on the propagation of VHF and UHF radio waves simply in terms of the small density 
gradients which are known to exist in the disturbed ionosphere and which have been assumed 
to be randomly distributed in space.  The most important ionospheric structures seem to 
be those associated with aurora aod for these the term "radio aurora" was introduced some 
twelve years ago [1] although there is still no universal acceptance of the term or agree- 
ment on its precise meaning [2,3], 

Very early in the radar studies of 
dent that no simple model of the scatte 
the observations.  On the one hand the 
at all frequencies above the lower part 
the reflection coefficient of auroras [ 
the auroral ionization was highly trans 
and the geometrical characteristics of 
from only weak gradients of ionization. 
monostatic (radar) [6] and bistatic (fo 
the evidence and concluded that it was 
radio-auroral scattering on the basis o 
structures.  Thus he agreed with Leadab 
presumably ion-acoustic waves must be p 

what is now known as radio aur 
ring region would be able adequ 
actual reflectivity of radio-au 
of the VHF band. Some early a 

4,5] yielded values of about 10 
parent. On the other hand the 
the reflections were not compat 

After many such investigation 
rward-scatter) [7] systems Moor 
physically unreasonable to try 
f a model involving only weak r 
rand et al [91 that some form o 
resent in radio aurora. 

era it became evi- 
ately to explain 
rora is very '.mall 
ttempts to measure 
-  indicating that 
frequency dependence 
ible with scattering 
s involving both 
croft [8] reviewed 
to explain all 
andomly distributed 
f wave structure. 

Ion-acoustic waves have been clearly identified in the volume of the E-region occu- 
pied by the equatorial electrojet and it seemed reasonable that such waves should also 
exist in the auroral electrojet.  However, in order to be observed by a radio system the 
ion-acoustic wave trains must be viewed in a direction that is either parallel or anti- 
parallel  to the direction of propagation of the acoustic waves.  For a back-scatter 
system the direction of viewing is simply the direction of propagation of the transmitted 
wave whereas for a bistatic system the direction is along the bisector of the angle 
formed by the vectors from the transmitting and receiving station to the scattering 
region.  A further requirement is that the ion-acoustic wavelength be precisely one half 
of the radio wavelength (or the radio wavelength suitably foreshortened in the case of a 
bistatic system). This requirement is not as severe as might at first appear because it 
is thought that for all circumstances of interest a wide spectrum of ion-acoustic waves 
are produced and the radio wave "picks out" the wave trains having the appropriate wave- 
lengths . 

The geometrical restrictions are much more s 
of the mechanism outlined by Farley [10] nre as f 
relative uotion of the electron and ion component 
differential velocity exceeds the threshold value 
velocity) the waves are generated and propagate i 
electron velocity vector.  All waves propagating 
in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field 
As the relative electron streaming velocity incr^ 
the ion-acoustic waves spread out on either sid 
still confined essentially to the plane perpendi>- 
streaming velocity is increased the spectrum of v; 
the shorter wavelengths. 

evere. The essenti 
ollows: The waves 
s in the ionospheri 
(approximately, th 

n a narrow cone of 
in directions other 
are rapidly attenua 
asss, the direction 

Z the electron vel 
ilar to the magneti 
ives generated is a 

al characteristics 
are generated by the 
c plasma. When this 
e local acoustic 
directions about the 
than those contained 

ted by Landau damping, 
s of propagation of 
ocity vector but are 
c field.  As the 
Iso broadened toward 

The implication of this geometrical restriction is that radio echoes should be ob- 
servable only when the incident and scattered radio wave propagation vectors lie in the 
plane which is perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field. This is the orthogonal con- 
dition which is variously described in terms of an aspect angle.  In this paper the 
aspect angle, 6, is the angle between the direction of viewing, defined above, and the 
direction of the magnetic field.  For the orthogonal condition, 6 = 90°. 

As has been pointed out by McDiarmid [11] the restriction of ion-acoustic waves in 
radio aurora to the orthogonal plane really implies that most of the radio echoes associa- 
ted with aurora cannot be explained by that mechanism.  It is not possible to satisfy the 
orthogonality condition from most high latitude stations.  In particular most of the 
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Canadian stations from v.'hich radio aurora has been observed are located at geomagnetic 
latitudes such that the aspect angle at the 100 km level (wheri the most intense auroral 
ionization occurs) is always substantially greater than 90°. 

2.  THE DETECTION OF ION-ACOUSTIC WAVES 

The most characteristic feature of ion-acoustic waves is the propagation velocity 
which is close to the local acoustic velocity.  Since such waves can only be detected 
(by radio) when "viewed" along the direction of propagation, the frequency spectrum of 
the scattered signal should consist of a single "line" component displaced from the 
transmitter frequency by an amount corresponding to the Doppler shift produced by the 
moving waves.  In 1969, Hofstee and Forsyth [12] reported the results of such an experi- 
ment conducted from one of the few regions in Canada where the orthogonality conditions 
could be fulfilled. 

Two bistatic, continuous wave radio systems, operating at frequencies near 40 MHz 
were used to observe a common volume of the ionosphere.  One circuit, with transmitter 
at Ottawa and receiver at London, Oncario had a minimum aspect angle of 91° while the 
other with transmitter at St. Catharines and receiver at London had a minimum aspect 
angle of just 90°.  The two systems differed in direction of viewing by about 20°. A 
map of eastern Canada showing the locations of various places mentioned in the paper is 
given in Fig. 1. 

^ 

Fig. 1 

For most radio aurora the two circuits showed only a broadly spread scattered 
spectrum roughly centred on the transmitter frequency, 
line spectrum was seen displaced by the required 
100 Hz above or below the transmitted frequency. 
These observations, some samples of which are shown 
in Fig. 2, were interpreted as clear evidence of the 
occasional occurrence of ion-acoustic waves in radio 
aurora.  There was rcnsiderable variation in the line 
spectra observed >'ith the two circuits and quite 
rapid temporal variations but these seemed to be con- 
sistent with the known characteristics of ion-acoustic 
waves and the auroral electrojet. 

Subsequently McDiarmid [11] used these same re- 
sults in conjunction with magnetic observations from 
Great Whale River and Agincourt in a test of a model 
proposed by McDiarmid and McNamara [13] . The result 
was satisfactory and gave further support to the 
interred existence of ion-acoustic waves in radio 
aurora. 

3.  ION-ACOUSTIC WAVES FOR NON-ORTHOGONAL CONDITIONS 

For some radio aurora the expected 

Since ion-acoustic waves had bee 
for conditions where ß = 90° it seemed 
see if the waves could be observed whe 
angle differec1 significantly from 90° 
Hofstee and Fot'y:!i [14] repeated the 
the non-orthogonal conditions.  This t 
mitters were at Ottawa, the receivers 
the new region of observation more to 
that it was over and to the north-east 
In addition magnetic records were avai 
Ottawa, Sudbury, Great Whale River and 
Churchill.  Means were provided for th 
deLermination of the location of the s 
region. 

n observed 
important to 

n the aspect 
Accordingly 

experiment for 
ime the trans- 
at London with 
the south so 
of Sudbury, 
lable from 
Fort 

e approximate 
cattering 
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Again there was good agreement between the location and direction of the auroral 
current as deduced from the magnetic data and the occurrence and direction of travel of 
the ion-acoustic waves.  Ion-acoustic waves were clearly detected from regions for which 
the undisturbed aspect angle is about 96°. 

In trying to explain this unexpected result it was noted that the recent satellite 
observations of Armstrong and Znuda [15] have shown the existence of quite large scale 
current configurations near the auroral zone.  For example, a sheet current elongated 
in the East-West direction was detected flowing downward into the ionosphere, presumably 
there was a current flowing southward in the ionosphere for a distance of about 240 km 
because at that point the current was detected flowing out of thfi ionosphere.  Near the 
100 km level such a current system would be expected to give rise to a substantial west- 
ward flowing Hall current which was indeed detected by ground-based magnetometers. 

The interesting point about this current configuration is that the Hall current 
must be in the form of a sheet current which is essentially uniform over large areas. 
It would distort the magnetic field of the earth fairly uniformly over the large volumes 
needed to explain the radio evidence.  The situation is sketched in Fig. 3. 

MUNtTIC FIILO 

•ULL CUHMItT 

Fig. 3 

An important point is that the preferred direction of propagation of the ion-acoustic 
waves is in the same direction as the electron flow. Any distortion of the magnetic 
field produced by the current must be perpendicular to this direction.  However it may be 
recalled that relatively small increases in electron streaming velocities cause the waves 
to spread out on either side of the current vector although still confined to the plane 
which is perpendicular to the magnetic field. Thus, as long as the magnetic field lines 
are distorted uniformly so that the aspect angle becomes nearly 90° over a significant 
volume, there is a plausible mechanism for the generation of ion-acoustic waves propa- 
gating in the required direction.  This leads to an interesting additional requirement 
that if this mechanism is to be invoked the auroral .region must not  be viewed directly 
along the direction of current flow.  In fact, the more the undisturbed aspect angle 
differs from 90° the stronger is the current required and the larger must be the angle 
between the direction of viewing and the direcLion of current flow. 

The considerations outlined in the last paragraph lead to the expectation that for 
high latitude observation the auroral echoes which arise from ion-acoustic waves would 
be strong but transitory and that these characteristics would be enhanced with increasing 
latitude. 

■4.  IMPLICATIONS FOR HIGH LATITUDE RADAR CLUTTER 

The p 
latitude r 
This is no 
appears th 
of auroral 
preted thi 
frequency 
driving cu 
ion-acoupt 

rircipal conclusion 
adars ion-acoustic 
t to say that such 
at even at low lati 
echoes and unless 

s fraction is not 1 
dependence of scatt 
rrent and is theref 
ic waves will contr 

to be drawn from th 
waves cannot be rule 
waves are likely to 
tudes ion-acoustic w 
the geometric limita 
ikely to increase wi 
ering from ion-acous 
ore likely to be var 
ibute to auroral clu 

e new results is that even for high 
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Another point which emerges is that ion-acoustic waves must be a common occurrence 
in the auroral ionosphere although conditions which allow direct observation of them are 
relatively rare.  If, as has been frequently suggested [16] there are mechanisms for 
generating secondary irregularities in the E-region by the action of ion-acoustic waves 
it may be that these secondary irregularities contribute to the auroral clutter seen at 
high latitude. 

5.  IMPLICATIONS FOR DISTORTION OF TRANS-IONOSPHERIC RAY PATHS 

In addition to direct auroral clutter ion-acoustic waves may contribute to errors 
in directional measurements made using radio paths that traverse the ionosphere.  At 
first thought one is tempted to dismiss this possibility because the waves represent 
relatively modest, variations in electron densicy (or index of refraction), and the 
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individual ion-acoustic wavelength is very small compared to, say, the principal 
Fresnel zone for a ground-based radio system.  On the other hand, the spectrum of ion- 
acoustic waves contains coherent trains, and each train, when traversed by a radio wave, 
may be expected to behave like a diffraction grating and thus to divert part of the inci- 
dent radio wave energy through an angle which depends only on the ratio of the acoustic 
wavelength to the radio wavelength.  Here longer acoustic wavelengths (presumably more 
frequently occurring) would be important.  Since a whole spectrum of acoustic wavelengths 
is present, a given radio wavelength would be spread out over some range of angles although 
the strength of the deviated signal would decrease rapidly with increasing deviation 
angle . 

As far as is known no attempt has been made specifically to look for this e ffect of 
ion-acoustic waves.  Extensive studies have been made of both amplitude and angular scin- 
tillations using both stellar and satellite sources of radio waves.  Unfortunately at 
high latitudes the scintillations are usually so complex as to defy simple interpretation. 
Some work has been done by concentrating on isolated occurrences at both middle end high 
latitudes [17, 18, 19, 20].  Wherever detailed analysis was possible the angular deviation 
of the radio waves was interpreted as being due to refraction in a large ionospheric 
irregularity which behaved like the negative lens of Fig. 4 (a).  While such an inter- 
pretation seems to fit the observations very well it is worth noting that the angie-of- 
arrival measurements have been made with a system which does not differentiate clearly 
between the arrival of a single phase front and several.  In fact it would not distin- 
guish between the situation of Fig. 4 (a) and that of 4 (b) .  It may well be worth 
performing new experiments to distinguish between refraction from large smoothly varying 
clouds and diffraction by patches of irregularities containing coherent wave trains. 

■'CCSCC^-^äBC* 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 4 

In the meantime it may be worth noting that for the relatively weak angular scin- 
tillations that have so far been analyzed the apparent angular deviation of the radio 
waves is in the range 10"2 radians.  This figure is typical of measurements in the 100 - 
140 MHz frequency range.  Presumably in the more complex situations that could not be 
analyzed in detail the angular deviations may be large.  If such situations arose through 
diffraction then the measured angular deviation would be the resultant of a strong un- 
deviated ray and a weak deviated r?y, which suggests substantially larger angles of 
deviation than those measured.  finally it should be noted that according to the present 
picture of ion-acoustic waves ..ne angular deviation resulting from the riiffraction pro- 
cess should be much less frequency sensitive than the previously suggested refraction 
process.  There is some evidence that, on occasion, the dependence of satellite scin- 
tillation on wavelength (X) departs significantly from the expected value of A2. 

6.  CONCLUSION 

Although it is well established that ion-acoustic waves occur in the high-latitude 
aurora] ionosphere, there is not enough evidence to "irovide definitive estimates of the 
role that such waves play in producing auroral clutter on high latitude radars or in 
introducing angular errors into systems which make use of trans-ionospheric propagation. 
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POLARIZATION OF WAVES SCATTERED FROM AURORA 
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SUMMARY 

Radio waves propagating through the aurora change their state of polarization.    Polarization 
changes are the result of the interaction between the propagating wave and the medium.    Two basically 
different interactions contribute to the polarization changes.    The gyrotropic properties of the 
ionosphere and the aurora produce the frequently observed Faraday rotation.    In the presence of 
absorption Faraday rotation under certain conditions may depolarize the wave if the propagation 
path is sufficiently long.    Scattering from anisotropic irregularities or reflections from sheet 
currents may alter the polarization of the incident wave quite markedly.    Isotropie scattering which 
in itself cannot alter the polarization of the incident wave, may in the presence of absorption and 
Faraday rotation, produce results similar to those obtained from anisotropic scattering.    The 
various  interactions which  lead to depolarization and cross-polarization will  be examined and 
correlated to particular types of aurora and properties of the scattering medium.    Experimental 
results obtained from complete polarization measurements will be used to demonstrate the nature of 
these interactions and the resulting changes in the polarization of the propagating wave.    The 
experimental  results were obtained with a time-sharing polarimeter which recorded six orthogonal  com- 
ponents of aurorally backscattered waves at 42 MHz.    Waves scattered in the forward direction were 
studied with partial polarization measurements  (two orthogonal components) of radio star scintillations. 
The polarization of the '»ceived wave correlates with magnetic activity. 

An electromagnetic wave is characterized by three parameters,  its amplitude which  is generally 
complex,  its frequency and phase.    When a wave propagates through a medium any one of these or all 
may change as the wave interacts with the medium.    Media may be divided into two general  categories 
isotropic and anisotropic.     If it is assumed that spatial dispersions is absent, i.e.    only EK waves 
are present then the two types of media may be defined in terms of their interaction with the 
propagating wave.    Isotropic media may alter the frequency and phase of the wave if they are in motion 
but do not affect the complex amplitude of the wave although its magnitude may be altered if the 
medium is absorbing.    Anisotropic media on the other hand alter both the magnitude and phase ot the 
complex amplitude. 

The ionosphere and the aurora are anisotropic media and for this reason it is customary to 
study wave propagation through them in terms of two orthogonal  polarization components.     If scalar 
rave equations are used for the study of radio waves propagating through the ionosphere the behaviour 
of the received wave cannot be related in any meaningful  way to its  interaction with the medium. 
To illustrate this point let us consider a wave received with a linearly polarized antenna.    If the 
wave intensity fluctuates there is no way to decide whether the fading is caused by Faraday rotation 
or because of drifting diffraction patterns on the ground.    This ambiguity cannot, be resolved even 
if spaced antennas of the same polarization are used.    If at least two components of polarization 
are received fading due to Faraday rotation may be reduced substantially.    If all  components of 
polarization are received then it is relatively simple to restore all  the restorable  information 
carried by the wave.    Furthermore, the received signal  contains all   the available  information about 
the  interaction of the wave and the medium.    The significance of receiving the complete wave lies 
in the amount of information that can be obtainea  if all   the parameters that characterize  it are 
known.    This fact  is well   known to radio astronomers who have been using this  technique for the 
study of emissions from radio stars ((1, 2, :<, 4)). 

For propagation  of   VHF waves through the  ionosphere or the aurora very little  infonnation exists 
((5,  6,  7, 8,  9,  10)), although an ;ipressive literature is available for frequencies near the 
critical   frequency of those media. 

In what follows the wave-medium interactions which change the wave polarization will   be examined. 
It is convenient to divide these interactions   into  two types.    Those  interactions  to which geometrical 
optics approximations can be applied,  i.e.     those  interactions which  involve media whose properties 
change only slightly over distances compared  to     ^o , and  those  interactions which take place  in 
media with parameters which vary significantly over distances comparable to the wave length.    These 
two types of  interaction relate to the physical   properties of the medium and for   that reason they do 
not affect the general mathematical  formulation which follows.    However the interpretation of the 
formulation becomes different for the two cases and  in the discussion of experimental   results  it 
will  become necessary to refer to these again. 

The polarization of a wave may be described completely on a plane perpendicular to the direction 
of propagation.    The quantity which defines  the  stau  of polarization of any wave is  the  rdtio of 
any two of  its orthogonal  components.    A number of geometrical  representations of polarization exist, 
the most common being the Stocke's parameters and  the coherency matrices.    TIP wave-medium  interactions 
presented  in this paper will   be expressed in  terms of  coherency matrices somewhat simplified  to 
minimize the mathematical   corr.plexity. 
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A wave propagating through a medium may be cross-polarized, partially depolarized or completely 
depolarized as shown in Fig.  1.    Any of these interactions may he represented by a linear relationship 
between an^incident electric vector E*    and a transmitted thrr --eflected or scattered electric 
vector E1    .    The incident wave which is here represented ' *n'c vector E     (where the 
time and propagation direction dependency have been omit' tten in matrix form as follows: 

(U 
Similarly the scattered etc. wave may be represented by a matrix defined by the following 

relation: 

(E'J urn 
Thus (E* ) refers to a scattered, transmitted etc. and (E* ) to an incident electric vector.    The 
interaction between the medium and wave is embodied in the matrix (ji ) which is generally complex. 
This matrix may be understood to be an operator which when operating on a wave with vector E' 
representing any polarization produces a scattered, transmitted, etc.  field E*      which may be cross- 
polarized, depolarized or ir, an entirely different state of polarization.    If the wave is transmitted 
without scattering of any kind through an anisotropic medium (geometrical optics) then the medium 
can still  be represented by the same operator as shown in Fig. 2. 

Anisotropic media have properties which are different along different directions therefore if 
ttie electric vector of the incident wave is oriented in any direction its components along the 
directions of anisotropy react with the medium in different ways. 

It is convenient therefore to resolve the incident wave along directions which coincide with the 
axes of anisotropy in the medium.    Thus radio waves propagating through the ionosphere customarily are 
expressed in linear components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field or if the propagation 
is along the magnetic lines, in orthcgoial  circular components.    The latter is desirable because for 
gyrotropic media it is not always possible to assign anisotropy axes in real  space.    Instead complex 
axes may be used which correspond tu rotating axes in real  space.    Since the polarization of the 
transmitting antenna does not always coincide with an axis of anisotropy it is desirable to express 
the incident wave in terms of components which are parallel  to the axes of anisotropy.    After the 
interaction they may be expressed again in components consistent with the polarization of the receiving 
antennas.    Thus if the transmitted wave is  linearly polarized at an angle   Q   from the horizontal and 
the axes of anisotropy are orthogonal at an angle 0     from the horizontal as shown in Fig.  3 the 
relation between transmitted and received  E  is given by: 

mmm 
Propagation through the ionosphere and  the aurora can be described by equation  (3) only when the 

medium is fairly uniform with no intense fluctuations  in its electron density and no regions with 
sharp changes  in the electron density structure. 

These requirements are no 
are in continuous moticn with 
relatively rapidly in time (Fi 
variety of paths which may cha 
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t frequently met because the ionosphere and much more so the aurora 
regions where  the electron density may vary over  short distances and 
g.  4,  Fig.   5).    Under these conditions the wave may propagate over a 
nge rapidly.    The interaction between the wave and  such a medium can 
in terms of average properties of the medium.    Clearly two averages 
beam width effects a space averaging by viewing a  large number of 

equently intercepting several  propagation paths.     In addition the 
time by the  receiving equipment which usually have time constants 
the received wave.    Therefore a wave has a certain state of polarization 

ly constant over this  time interval. 

Equation  (3) must be modified so that  it can be used for media with properties which vary both 
in space and time.     If  there are several  paths of propagation for the wave then the wave-medium 
interaction may be described by several  operations  (j(J ) one for each path.    The received wave E 
would  then consist of the sum of all  the EA   's which arrive at  the antenna over  the different paths.    Thus 

(£'; = ZiWJ) 
(4) 

This formulation Is not necessarily limited to linear interactions it can be extended to account for 
multiple scattering or other types of non-linear interactions. In this presentation only linear relation- 
ships between E* and E* are considered, non-linear interactions will be assumed absent. 
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Equation (4) although more realistic still does not account for changes in the properties of the 
medium along any one of the many paths.    To take into account such changes it is necessary to make 
(«Ci ) a function of all space co-ordinates including that along the propagation path.    To do so 
it is necessary to examine ( JCj) in more detail.    Since the medium under consideration is the aurora 
and ionosphere it is reasonable to assign its anisotropy axes so that one of them is along the 
magnetic field direction and the other perpendicular to it.    Therefore the matrix operator ( fC;) 
can be written: ' 

(5) 

where    'j    and Sf      represent the changes in the amplitude and phase of the component of E*    parallel 
to the magnetic field and   ft     and  V.-      those for the component perpendicular to it.    As the wave 
propagates it interacts continuously with the medium consequently the amplitude and phase of its two 
components vary continuously.    Thus: 

and/*tf*yi;t}j/0'/>{*y*iVjS*$(*ytt)f'9(*yK*J.lhe operator {j£) when written in this form represents 
the wave-medium interaction per unit volume of the medium,   (Fig.  6).    The received wave (E^ )  is: 

(5") *ß&woXFM 
(6) 

where the integral   is evaluated over the volume in which the interaction takes place. 

Assuming that a vertically polarized wave propagates through such a medium and that the receiving 
system employs a vertical  and a horizontal  antenna the wave intensities at these antennas are  (Fig. 7) 

V 
(7) 

where all  the antenna constants have been absorbed  into  I*    and the dimensions of the interaction 
volume have been assumed much shorter than the distance between transmitter and receiver so that E' 
is approximately the same everywhere within that volume.    The coefficients 1, p and 4pcosß~n) 
in (7) are the elements of the coherency matrix referred to earlier  ((11)). 

Equations   (7)  represent the interaction between  the wave and medium within a volume which  is 
sufficiently large so that random phases introduced by the varying paths of propagation cancel out 
upon integration.     This  integration has been( performed in Eq  (7) so that 1*"    , p*     have no phase 
factors of the ^rn\ Coi(§(r)'fCC))fi(a(*}(ri-n(r))^ phase factors cos(if(fJ-*l(fj) do 
not always disappear even If the interaction volume is large.    If the medium is anisotropic but the 
phase difference between the components along the axes does  not vary significantly from point to 
point the wave exits  the medium with two components proportional  to     ££l      and   f*£ and an 
average phase between them      ^f — X^ .    Such a medium is said to be homogeneously anisotropic. 
If on the other hand  the anisotropic  properties of the medium vary randomly from point to point the 
phase difference between the two components changes  its value by large amounts so that it cancels 
out upon integration.    Such a medium is said to be inhomogeneously anisotropic. 

Radio aurora as a medium can behave either homogeneously or inhomogeneously.    Therefore if a 
vertically polarized wave is transmitted through it becomes depolarized.    The degree of depolarization 
depends on how homogeneous are the anisotropic  properties of the medium.     If the medium is strongly 
inhomogeneous  the phase terms  in the  integrals  (7) approach    zero and the components  ly   and  Ij, 
become incoherently related.    Their magnitudes however, are unequal  as can be seen from equations  (7). 
This suggests  that  the plane of polarization along which  I  b?comes maximum lies somewhere between the 
vertical  and horizontal.     Its  location may bo calculated from (7).     When this  is done it is found 
that  I  is maximum when the plane of polarization has the same direction as that anisotropy axis which 
is closest to  the vertical.     The presence of  this maximum  implies  that the wave cannot be depolarized 
completely even when  its  1  and p components are completely  incoherent.    This behaviour of the 
polarization of the wave was verified experimentally by receiving radar echoes with two linearly 
polarized antennas at 45° to  the vertical   ((7)).    Echoes  received from the eastern sector of the aurora 
were stronger at  the dipole whose direction was close  to  that of the magnetic  lines while eüioes  from 
the western sector were stronger on the other dipoles because the magnetic lines are tilted in the 
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opposite direction on the west side of the magnetic meridian.    The results of these measurements are 
shown in Fig. 8. 

If the medium is homogeneously anisotropic the emerging wave has an average phase between its 
two components and in the most general case it becomes in part elliptically polarized with some of 
its intensity being unpolarized.    The direction of the major axis of the ellipse depends on the 
degree of anisotropy which is related to the ratio W/fpl       and it may be oriented in any direction 
on either side of the axis of anisotropy closest to the vertical.    If the medium is Isotropie then 
1  = p and     t - tj = 0.    In this case the wave is neither cross-polarized nor depolarized as may be 
seen from (7) where 1^      becomes zero and all  the energy is contained in the  ly    component.    This 
case is of no practical value because even if the reflection or scattering are Isotropie the gyrotropic 
properties of the medium will effect at least a rotation in the plane of polarization (Faraday rotation) 
which in the absence of absorption cross-polarizes the wave as may be seen from (7) by making 
1 = p but     J - 1 jfe 0. 

The degree of polarization may be used to determine the degree of homogeneity in the medium 
because the two are closely related.     If the wave contains a substantial unpolarized component it 
is evident that the anisotropy in the medium is not the same everywhere and that as the inhomogeneity 
increases so does the intensity of the unpolarized component.    Therefore the ratio of the polarized 
to the unpolarized intensity   ^/^u    may be used as a measure of homogeneity in the anisotropic 
properties of the medium.    In order to determine the \p      and I^     components  it is necessary to record 
all components of polarization.    From these it is easy to determine this or the more convenient quantity 
m the polarization ratio which is defined as the ratio of the polarized intensity to the total 
intensity m ^Ip/J**!*.  •    Complete polarization measurements of radio aurora were made {(12)) for 
a variety of cases and types of aurora.    These measurements were made with a time sharing polarimeter 
with a time resolution of 200 samplings per sec which allowed the calculation of th? complete 
polarization every 1/40 sec.    The high resolution of the instrument made it possible to study fluct- 
uations with frequency components in the high end of the spectrum ((13)). 

These measurements were United to backscattered waves from radio aurora and it was possible to 
separate two conditions of the medium which produced distinctly different polarization states in the 
received wave ((10)). 

The behaviour of the polarized and unpolarized intensity of auroral  backscatter is shown in 
Fig. 9 where the rapid changes in intensity are evident particularly in Ip    .    This event is characterized 
by very little depolarization as botn the \u   and m plots show.    Therefore the average phase 
does not fluctuate very violently within the scattering volume but it has a relatively steady value 
over the detector response time which provides the ellipticity in the received wave shown in Fig.  9 
(Poincare sphere).    The major axis of the ellipses lie in a sector centered approximately 45° off the 
horizontal which was the polarization of the transmitted wave. 

This type of signal  suggests that changes in its intensity are the result of significant increases 
in the reflectivity of the medium (or its equivalent for scattering an increase in its scattering 
cross sections)  i.e.    in the value of 1  and p. 

A signal  like this may be produced by a relatively small  number of scattering centers which flare 
up for short periods of time.    Since the number of scatters is limited the average phase   (S-yj? 
takes non zero values which however may fluctuate significantly thus the major axis of the 
ellipse may be found anywhere on eithe-  side of the anisotropy axis as evidenced by the spread in the 
Poincare sphere shown in Fig.  9.    In this case the received signal  is strongly polarized as the relatively 
high value of m suggests.    A different situation prevails  in the signal  shown  in Fig.  10 here both  1^ 
and Iu     increase approximately at the same time leaving m relatively constant however at much lower 
value than in the previous case.    In this case the scattering volume is considerably larger so that 
the value of the phase Sf~>l>    approaches zero.    The presence of a strong  Iu    component bears this 
out.    In addition the major axes of the received ellipses  lie    very close to the direction of the 
anisotropy axis perpendicular to the magnetic field lines.     (The transmitter polarization is horizontal 
here hence the anisotropy axis closest to this direction is that which is perpendicular to the magnetic 
lines).    The changes  in the total  intensity must be attributed again to changes  in the reflectivity 
1, p.    Since the phase <f-;i^   has a value near zero as a result of the integration over the 
scattering volume changes in the values of J"    and Jf    do not affect is average value.    The signal   in 
Fig.  10 is the result of an interaction between an inhomogeneously anisotropic medium and the wave.    The 
long range lower value of m for this type of scattering may be used as an additional  argument in 
favour of this configuration.     In both Fig.  9 and 10 the relatively constant value of m Is  interpreted 
as an indication thai, no serious changes  in the  inhomogeneity of the medium occur.    It  is easy to see 
that over short time intervals m and Iu   .  Ip    may change in antiphase.    Such changes  indicate that the 
homogeneity in the anisotropy of the medium may vary.    An example of this is shown In Fig.  11 where  1^, 
and m have been plotted  together.    In this figure when  1^      increases m decreases and vice-versa. 
Therefore when the  intensity increases  it is followed by a reduction in coherence which may be attributed 
to a decrease in the homogeneity of the medium.    This may come about by two different processes, either 
the anisotropic properties of the medium change suddenly from point to point with a simultaneous 
Increase in reflectivity to account for the increased intensity or the scattering volume increases 
suddenly and more propagation paths develop which  in turn contribute to the destruction of coherence. 
The second  interpretation appears more promising because  it  is more consistent with arguments based on 
purely physical grounds. 

The experimental   results discussed  so far represent backscattering of radio waves without specific 
reference to direct propagation effects.    The well  known and comonly observed Faraday effect is usually 
considered the major cause for cross-polarization and even depolarization.    Cross-polarization  is an 
obvious result of Faraday rotation and  it will  not be considered further.    The contribution of Faraday 
rotation to depolarization however is questionable.    If a  linearly polarized wave is Faraday rotated 
the phase   .J - n between two linear components remains constant even  if its circular components are 
related  through a varying phase which  is  proportional  to  its path.    Therefore propagation through 
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several paths will not affect itb average phase 

If the plane polarized wave is differentially absorbed at the same time as it rotates then the 
phase      t - n ^     0 and it may vary from path to path resulting in partial depolarization of the wave. 

In the next illustration the effect of Faraday rotation is demonstrated for waves which presumably 
enter the aurora in a completely depolarized state and through a combination of phase retardation 
(Faraday rotation) and differential absorption become partially polarized. 

Emissions from Radio stars were observed with two interferometers of identical characteristics and 
geometry except for the polarization of their antennas which were linear and orthogonal to each other ((14)). 

Since the radio star approximates a point source the propagation vector was confined to a narrow 
solid angle, i.e.    few paths almost parallel  to each other.    The anisotropy of the medium resulted in 
interference patterns which were displaced relative to each other.    The inhomogeneity of the medium 
introduced fluctuations both in amplitude and phase, the well  known and frequently observed radio star 
scintillations.    It was observed that the scintillations received at the two antennas were almost 
uncorrelated under quiet conditions, the correlation increasing with magnetic activity.    Fig.  12 shows 
this where the normalized difference between the signals received by the two interferometers is 
plotted for a magnetically active and a quiet event.    In Fig.  13 and 14 the coherence between the signals 
recorded by the two interferometers is shown as function of the frequency content in the two signals and 
in Fig. 15 it is shown that the duration of coherence is linearly related to the magnetic activity. 

These relations suggest that the two interferometers do not see the same star image but two separate 
images displaced relative to each other.    Since the two images represent different propagation paths 
their scintillations are not correlated.    As the magnetic activity increases the scintillation amplitude 
increases so that the star images begin to overlap thus increasing the correlation between the two 
signals. 

The presence of different indices of refraction for the two linear polarizations is a direct 
result of the gyrotropic properties of the medium which however cannot polarize an unpolarized wave if 
no absorption is present.    Unfortunately these were not complete polarization measurements therefore 
it is difficult to decide whether the increased coherence at the higher frequencies  is    in any way 
associated with reduction in the polarization ratio m.    Knowledge of the behaviour of m could provide 
considerably more information about the reasons which cause the two radio star images to overlap. 
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NOK SPECOUfl lONOSPHEHIC CLUTTER IN THE VHP ANP UHF BAITOS 

G K Taylor 
Royal Radar Establishment 

Malvem, UK 

SUMMAKy 

This paper la concerned with the intensity of weak scattering from electron density irregular- 
ities in the high latitude ionosphere, in directions not perpendicular to the magnetic field.    Such 
signals may cause clutter in sensitive radar systems at wavelengths between 10m and 0.1m.    The 
literature    is surveyed,  to obtain typical and  'worst case1 values of the rms density deviation and 
scale size of the irregularities, and to select appropriate spatial auto correlation functions. 
Assuming an Isotropie distribution,  conservative scatterin; cross sections are calculatod.    It is 
concluded that non-speoular clutter is moat unlikely to ue more intense than the background 
incoherent (Thomson)  scatter signals at wavelengths less than about 4m, unless the aof becomes 
markedly non Gaussiani  such an eventuality is probably Infrequent and transient.    The spatial 
variability and spectral characteristics of incoherent and non-specular clutter signals are discussed 
briefly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that local irregularities of electron density in the ionosphere can give rise 
to various abnormal types of radio wave propagation.    In the ffi' band they can be thou/^ht of as 
causing ripples or distortions in the undisturbed reflecting surface, which give rise to strong 
scattering,  and cause auch phenomena aa sidesoatter, backscatter,  spread echoes, etc.    At VHF and UHF 
frequencies, however, where specular reflection does not occur, and refraction is small,  the 
irregularities have to be thou^it of as a 3-diJnensional distribution of fluctuations  in the 
refractive index, which causes weak scattering.    Normally there will be a continuous spectrum of 
spatial dünenaiona of the fluctuations, from which a given-radar system,  operating on a wavelength A, 
will select a Fourier component with 'wavelength' \/2 sir. *, where Ö is  the scattering ansle. 
Irregularities cf electron density, which could give riso    to weak scattering, sie particularly 
intense in the Arctic ionosphere.    Such scattered aignals would cause a particularly unlealrable form 
of clutter,  and this paper attempts to decide, in the li^it of current kn wledge, in what ciroum- 
stancea these signals are likely to be detectable. 

The most fundamental foBn of weak scattering from the ionosphere is incoherent scattering 
(sometimes called Thomson scattering).    This ia caused by thermally induced irregularities on the 
scale of the Debye length, which are neceaaarily preaant in any gaaeous plasma at a finite temperaturei 
thus it will always be present in any radar beam which intersects the ionosphere, and can be regarded 
as giving a 'background'  clutter lävel.    It la distinguished by its very small volume scattering 
cross section, which is practically independent of wavelength in the VHP and UHP bands. 

Another form of scattering la seen at high latitudes,  if a region of the ionosphere containing 
macroscopic elongated magnetio-field-aligned electron density irregularities is viewed by a radar in 
a direction within a few degrees of the normal  to the local field direction.    The morphology of thia 
'specular'   aoattering is quite well known,  and its intensity falls off fairly rapidly with decreasing 
wavelength.    It is associated particularly with the auroral electro-jet,  and is usually known as the 
radar aurora. 

Careful investigations with sensitive radars have usu-U-ly,shown no indication of echoes coming 
from directions more than 10    away from the specular direction^1'^'    The observations on whioh this 
conclusion is based have been made either at UHP frequencies from sub-auroral latitudes,  or at 
extreme range at stations at higher latitudes.    Pram most Arctic sites it is not in fact possible to 
view the cpeoular region in the ionosphere, since it occurs at too low an altitude.    There are however 
reports that non-specular scattering can sometimea be observed from stations at high geomagietic 
latitudes.    Thus Owren'j/ has reported indications of backscatter in satellite signals at 136 MHz, 
while Frihagen and Folkestad^' have observed non-specular F-reglon scatter at low VHF frequencies 
fron a high latitude site.    Possibly tha most interesting observations are those of Bullougm''/ who 
consistently detected weak auroral type echoes at 73 MHz from a station well inside the Southern polar 
cap, with off-specular angles greater than 13 .    Also relevant are the unusual clutter echoes reported 
by Farley et al^  ' at the Jicamarca incoherent scatter radar station.    These echoes were obtained 
during the ni^it from the F-region,  at a frequency of 50 MHz, and an off-specular anglo of 3  , with 
an aerial beamwidth of 1  .     Jl.cauarca is near the magnetic equator,  so that phenomena observed there 
cannot be directly extrapolated to the Arctici nevertheless this work serves to illustrate the 
current uncertainty about non-specular clutter,  since the equatorial phencmencn   is not readily 
«pllcable^. 

2. CHAitACTatlSTICS OF TH2 AURORAL IONOSPHERE 

Information about the electron density irregularities which could cause weak scatterin/j la avail- 
able from satellite and radio star nein'-illation studiea, and from direct saraplin,, probes on 
aatellites and  sounding rockets.    .Ve shall be concerned here principally with F-region irregularities, 
and with identifying the 'worst case' parnmeters,  ie,  to tee which conditions are most likely to give 
rise to weak scattering. 

2,1. Size ol  the Irregularities 

A review of scintillation studiea by Getaantsev and Kroukhimov        shows that at mid-latitudes (7) 

mta mm 
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the Irregularities have transverse scale size L'  of about 1 km.    Satellite scintillation data show 
that L' decreases with increasing latitude in the sub-auroral regions^ '.    Radio star scintillation 
measuramentsW and direct sampling from a aatelllte^0-'  show that a typical value of V  in the 
polar regions Is 600m.    Sometlnes, however, L' can decrease markedly at hi^i latitudes, so that a 
radio star or satellite interferometer may observe fringe vlslMllty fades on baselines as short a« 
200ni this implies the simultaneous presence of very Intense scintillation and of a scale siee of 
the ground diffraction pattern which la less than the baseline.    Caution Is needed in interpreting 
these observations, but various authors find that during visibility fades the upper limit on L" is 
300m'^', 200»'^',   150m^3;f or even as small as 10ml37,    Direct sampling measurements also show 
that on occasion L' may become markedly smaller than normal,  and when this happens there are 
significant irregularities with scales down to 200m(10) (the resolution limit of the instrument). 
A recent rocket experiment which gave results with a spatial resolution of 10m'14) shows that 
structure in the electron density profiles with peak-to-peak spacing down to 20m is certainly 
present In the disturbed Arctic Ionosphere.    Satellite scintillation rate measurements at Kiruna 
suggest that structure with L1 rv 30m may sometimes occur (L Liszka, private communication).   Thus 
the present evidence la that in the worst case the irregularities may havo a dominant scale sixe of 
as little as 10m, but the possibility that considerably finer structure may scmetlmen be present 
cannot be excluded. 

2,2, Intensity of the Irregularities 

The intensity of the irregularities is specified by the deviation,^ Ne,fran the mean electron 

density, Na(   the rms value    y (&Ne/NeJ   is usually quoted.    Wile parameter can be inferred fron 

scintillation studies to have a typical value   ^f 1% at mid latitudes*    , but can have a considerably 
larger value at auroral latitudes''»15),    The most satisfaotoiy results come from direct measurements, 
but are unfortunately vety sparse.    The most comprehensive measurements are those of Dysanv''0)> which 
clearly demonstrate the increase of intensity with latitude,  and also have good statistics of the 
occurrence of a range of (A Ke/N(,)  at hl^i latitudes.    It xs found that the uns value in the high 
latitude region is about 30^, and is sll^itly larger at night than by day.    A few values   >■ ICOJo 
were found, but the recent rocket probe results of Frihagen and Jacobsen'15) suggest that such 
extreme values are probably associated mainly with Isolated  'ledges'. 

2.3. Statibtios 

A atntistical description of the irregularities can in principle be given by specifying the m» 
density deviation and the 3-dlmensional autocorrelation function (aof) of the deviations.    Leaving 
aside for a moment the question of whether the auroral ionosphere is in fact statistically homogeneous, 
the best fonn of the aof must be discussed.    Traditionally,  a Gaussian aof has been assumed,  partly 
for mathematical convenience and partly on the b»aie of sane experimental evidence.    This evidence 
comes from measurement of the spectrum*  ' or acf*1  '  of scintillations at the ground under single- 
scattering conditions at mid-latitudes.    Jesperson and KamasVlT), however, find the spectrum of 
irregularity sizes may be dominated by one or more discrete components (ie the acf will be quasi- 
sinusoidal), while Eroukhimov and Ryzhov\18'  find that the irregularity spectrum may sometlnes be 
'broader than Gaussian'  (le the acf will be narrow).    Ueasurements of the acf at auroral latitudes 
have been made with multiple baseline interferometara. but the published recults are sparse.    Some 
Russian results from measurements made at Murmansk^'" show that the acf varies considerably from 
oase to case, but la quite often Gaussian. 

2.4. Variability 

To conclude this section,  the temporal and .ipatial variability of hi^i latitude irregularities 
will be considered briefly.    The most extensive information undoubtedly comes fron studies of 
spread-F, but will not be used here,  for two reasons.    Firstly, while the occurrence of spread-F is 
a very good Indicator of the presence ni ionospheric 'rou^mess', it is not possible to deduce much 
about the intensity or acf of the irregularitiesi    secondly,  spread-F data are necessarily taken 
from  the topside or the bottooslde ionosphere only, and may give misleading results If taken to 
represent the condition of the whole ionosphere^''.    The most useful results come frcm scintillation 
studies, since the scintillatian intensity is, under single-scattering conditions, proportional both 

to   y (&H /'Vfl)*'    an(1 ■to the thickness of the irregular layer     ,    It is found that the polar region 

of intense scintillation has a boundary lying at a lower latitude than the auroral oval, which moves 
equatorwards at night and «dien ma^ietic activity increases^l ,22)#    Synoptic observtions at Kirunftv2^) 
have shown that high latitude scintillation intensity increases with magnetic activity, and has a 
diurnal variation of about 2i1, peaking at magnetic midnight.    Measurements of the altitude of the 
scintlllation-p  ->ducing layers show that these may occur anywhere between 100 and 1000 km, but ure 
commonest at al —4t 300 km, and are often observed in layers   ~ 50-100 km thick^').    The radio star 
fades (which probably represent the 'worst case'  from the present point of view) are commonest at 
night during the winter,  and  tend t^.» move from North to South during, the nlght^^).    The duration of 
these fades observed from the ground may vary from 10 to IOC minutes*'1',  and they appear to be 
associated with patches of the veiy small scale irregularities^'.    This patohy structure of the line 
Irregularities is also noticeable in the rocket probe results referred to above'l''), 

3.      SCATTERING CROSS SECTION 

3.1. Method of Calculation 
I 

The el'fecta of non-speculox ionospheric clutter on any ^iven radar system can tie calculated, 
given the wavelength,  aerial gain,  type of modulation,  etc of  the radar,  and  the scattering cross 
section of the clutter.    Since the characteriRtics of radars are so variable, we shall only calculate 
here the scattering cross section, CT ,  as a function of X •    The parameter <f is defined in the 
r.sual way by 

■ 
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cr = ^Tr<s0  (1) 

whereof Is Hie power scattered per unit solid angle per unit incident power density,per unit 
volume of the medim.    The general method of calculating AT has been given by Booker^'?/,  frcn which 
it can be deduced that 

 (2) 

where £ Is ^ dielectric constant of the medium, ^ is the angle between the E-veotor of the 
incident wave and the scattering direction, and P is the Fourier tranfiform of 0, the autocorr-älation 
function of (A£ /£ )i alternatively, P is the wave number spectrum of the variations of  £ in the 
•mirror direction1  specified by the bisector of the angle between the Incident unit vector (l-p m.<,n«) 
and the scattered vector ( Ij, ■2» «3), for an incident wave number k. 

In our case the wavelength, A ,  is less than 10m,  and thus very much smaller than the plasma 
wavelength, XD, so that we mn wrl ie 

(¥) '(mir .(3) 

Bestrlcting ourselves to  the backscatter case, for which^a 90    and (l-j, mi, a-)) - -(l2i m2,n2), 
then eq (2) becomes 

4-ir    f J MN.X1 pfaa, 2^,26*1 
.(4) 

where 0 is the velocity of li^it and fjj is the plasma frequency, 

3.2. F-reglon Results 

It is now possible to calculate CT by assuming appropriate values for fu and (AN /N )    , 
p o    e 

and a suitable form for P.    We shall  take fN • 4 MHs and (A Ne/N0)    - 0.1 as average values for the 
disturbed high latitude P-reglon. P is determined by the choice of 0 t  the Isotropie forms 

2 
p      m    exp (" 2 "2^ (Gaussian) 

IJ 

P^   m    exp (-r) (exponential) 

Of,   m    (l + ^) exp (- ^) (modified exponential) 

are taken.    Strictly speaking,  these functions should have had their anisotropic forms,  si-ice it is 
known that the electron density irregularities axe elongctod along the mi^cnetic field.    However, 
measurements of the degree of elongation give widely varying results at his^i latitudesi and also the 
assumption of isotropy can readily be shjwn from Booker's resultsv^S)  to give pesrjijiiistic annwers 
unless the in   -rularities are viewed almost in the specular direction.    Thus it is felt that the above 
formulae definitely represent the  'worst case*.    The parameter r is the in'rpendent spatial variable, 
and L is the correlation distance.    L should not be confused with L'  »hich was discussed in 2,1. above. 
L'  is the average distance between peaks (or troughs)  of Ne,  and for the Gaussian ac*",/^,  can be 
shown to be related to L by^) ' 

L«    .    2TTL/v^  (5) 

No such relntionships exist for /S- and   p _. 

In Pig 1,CT is plotted for these 3 cases, as a function of  A  for various values of L,    The 
•worst case' we have seen above is L' ~ lOm, or L ~ 4m|  the  'typical case' is L' 'v-300m, or L ^'\20m. 
In Fig 2 and 3 these two latter cases are plotted toother "ith the minimum and maximum likely values 

      - 
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of the Incoherent scatter cross section, for comparison. 

Fig 1 shows that at long wavelengths the values of CT for all 3 acf's converge« here L is the 
most Important parameter»    At short wavelengths, on the other hand, the choice of acf becomes more 
important than that of L.    Fig 2 gives details of the worse caue,  L m 3m,  showing also the lowest 
value/that & is likely to take for Incoherent scatter, and also the value observed at the Jloamarca 
radar* '.    It is clear that non-speoular clutter will be weaker than the Incoherent scatter signal at 
all wavelengths less than 4n> as long as the acf is Gaussian, and also that the Jloamarca clutter 
level is quite plausible«    If the acf becomes non-Guussian, then clutter might be seen above 
incoherent scatter at any wavelength in our band.   Fig 3 shows the 'tyrioal' case, L ■ 300m, with 
the largest likely value of & for incoherent scatter.    Here it is seen that clutter will not be 
detectable at any wavelength below 10m unles   p becomes non-Gaussian. 

All these results have been obtained with the same   values for f[f and (dN9/Ne)  .    Pig 4 shows 
the effect of varying these two parajnetera, keeping  A and L fixed.    It is clear from comparison 
with Pig 1  that L, X and the acf are much more important factors, 

3.3, E-Hegion Scattering 

So far only the P-region has been considered explicitly.    It is known, however, from the occur- 
rence of D-region partial reflection and VHP forward scatter that significant electron density 
irregularities also exist in the lower ionosphere.    These irregularities are more nearly Isotropie 
than the P-region ones,  and so the present analyale should apply to them directly.    On the other hand, 
they are not a peculiarly high latitude problem, although they may be enhanced by high latitude 
effc-ots, eg, particle precipitation.    The intensity of forward scatter signals is found to follow a 
Xn law, where 5 <  n < 6v27)| the modified exponential acf, which gives cr«cA° when 4^1 3> A (27) 
is thus a good mor'el of this situation,    A value of L ~ 300m would be oonaervatlve for the E-region,(20) 

also fif and («i Ne/Ne)* would be rather amaller than for the F-reglon,    Thus from the evidence of 
Pigs 2 and 4 we see that non-speoular clutter can in this case fairly readily appear above 
incoherent scatter at wavelengths \ '*' 6m, and it would not require a very large change in ambient 
conditions for it to appear at X^' 1» also.    This may be the explanation for seme unusual coherent 
signals which, were observed along with E-roglon incoherent scatter by the Prince Albert radar at 
X« 0,70«C28)t 

4,      BACKGROUND INC0H31SMT 3CATTEH 

Incoherent scatter forms as it were the 'noise' level for non-specular clutter.    Its scattering 
cross section is given to a good approximation by(29) 

^ - N< ^/O+s)  (6) h- "t^/O+t) 
where ""e is the Thomson cross section and Te, T^ are the electron and ion temperatures,    (T^/TJ.) 
may vary from 1 up to about 3, so the most important factor in eq (6)  is N0, which may vary over a 
range of about 4 orders of magnitude.    Pig 5 shows typical variations with altitude of Cj, for 
maximum (summer daytime)  and minimum (quiet winter ni^it-tljne)  conditions.    Note that   X does not 
appear in eq (6), not even implicitly.    The properties of incoherent scatter as a source of clutter 
will not be jreatly different fru   those seen at mid latitudes.    The main differences will be less 
variability during the summer day* ne, when the ionosphere is largely under solar control, e.nd much 
greater variability during the polar night,  when precipitation effects may bo dominant, 

5,      SPECTHAL CHAftACTarilSTICS OF CLUTTER 

Taking the wavelength \  ■ 1m as typical and imagining the ionosphere to be illuminated by a 
pure CVV signal,  then the centre of the clutter signal spectrum will be doppler shifted by at most a 
few hundred Hi t-.ra the transmitted frequency, by ordered motion of the scattert'lg centres along the 
mirror direction.    Doppler spreading, due to randan internal motion of the scattors, will be at most 
a few Hi for the non-specular clutter, but can vary quite widely for incoherent scatter.    In the 
latter case,  the spectral width is about 1 kHz in the lower E-region, but may become as large aa 
several tens of kHz in the upper F-reglon if T. is large and if light ions are present in the plasma. 
If the Debye length (which is proportional to (T^/l^)») becomes sufflcjantly large compared urith the 
wavelength,  then the mode of scattering changes from the normal  'incoherent'  type to true 'Thomson1 

scattering, and the spectral width increaees to several MHz.    Tbo signal then becomes very difficult 
to detect, and will cease to be a signilicant source of clu. ler for most conceivable VHP and UHF 
rtdars. 

6.      CONCLUSIONS 

The problem of the amplitude of clutter signals from macroscopic elei-tron density irregularities 
viewed non-speoularly has been considered hore.    Rather than refer it« properties to those of any 
particular radar equipment,  we have considered it in relation to incoherent scatter sljpals, which 
are always present, with an  Intensity independent of wavelength.    Thus this paper is mainly of 
interest in connection with very sensitive radars that are capable of detecting Incoherent scatter. 

While no problems have been experienced at middle latitudes with non-speoular clutter,  there 
are indications that it may saietlmes appear at high latitudes.    It has been shown hara that with 
the moat pessimistic assumpiicr.» - scale size of the irregularities r* ion,  and Isotropie scattering 
- P-region non-specular clutter will not be detectable above incoherent scatter at wavelengths less 
tnan 4a unless the autooorreleUon function describing the irregularities becomes markedly non- 
Gaussian.    This is probably an unusual occurrence,  the conditions which produce  'radio star fades' 
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Been to be the most danjjeroufl from this point of view. The situation in the E-region is rather less 
clear cut, but it seems possible that non-specular clutter may sometimes be just detectable at wave- 
lengths down to about 1m» 

Situations when die irregularities are not desoribable by an acf have not been considered. In 
such cases the medium will have markedly non-uniform properties, and hence any clutter echoes are 
likely to be transient« 
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A PROGRAM FOR THE INVESTIGATION 
AND SIMULATION OF AURORAL INSTABILITY MECHANISMS 

J. T. Coleman 
BATTELLE 

Columbus Laboratories 
505 King Avenue 

Columbus, Ohio 43201 
USA 

SUMMARY 

A program is described for the  simulation and analytical  investigation of the  scattering mHChanlsms 
of the  radio aurora.     The program is divided  into  two coordinated efforts,   the  first  being the simulation 
on a scaled  basis of  Lhe important  plasma mecuinisms of the E-region and  its  scattering conditions,   and the 
second  effort  being the computation of the theoretical coherent  interaction cross section of  the instabili- 
ties.     Experimental evidence is presented  for  sensitivity of the coherent  cross  section  to the drift current 
level,   the  local electron temperature,   the  local magnetic field  intensity,   gradients,   and other significant 
parameters.     The  theoretical model   estimates   the  differential  radar cross   section   (in   the  hydrodynamic 
approximation)  and  includes the effects of relative drift  between  ions and  electrons,   and  the  gradient  in 
electron density.    In its present  form,   the model  includes  forward scatter,   backscatter,  and general 
bistacic   scatter.     The  computation   includes   the   frequency spectrum introduced   by   the   Interaction with  the 
wave  instabilities.     For  this  reason  it  is   termed  a  coherent  cross  section  computation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In  a  number  of  investigations  performed   recently at   Battelle's  Columbus   Laboratories,   the nature 
and  characteristics  of  the major  auroral   instabilities  have  been  under  study.     The  program has  been  based 
upon  the   available  evidences  from  both  theory  and  experiment  of  the  nature  and  characteristics  of  the 
radio  aurora,   where  the   latter  quantity  is  defined  as   that  portion of the  natural   aurora  that   interacts 
with radio waves.     The  program has  been divided   into  two parallel,   coordinated  efforts.     The   first phase, 
which   is   the  experimental  phase,   has   been devoted   to  the development  of  experimental   techniques   for  the 
study of  the  basic  Buneman-Farley   two-stream   instability mechanism both  in   the   linear  and  the  nonlinear 
regimes.     The   second  phase  is  the  development  of  a  consistent  theory  that  will  permit   the  prediction of 
the  turbulent   structure   function  and   from  this  quantity  the  radio wave  scattering  properties   for any 
desired  scattering geometry and  illumination   frequency.    What  is  reported   in  this  paper   is  the  present 
state of   the  experimental  and  theoretical  phases  of  this  program and  also   its  relation   to  present  radar 
observables  as   reported   in  the  recent   literature  and  current   technical  conferences. 

2. DESCRIPTION  OF  PROGRAM 

2.1. Basic  Considerations  in Auroral   Simulation 

(1   2) 
The  author,   in  his dissertation  ■work, noted  that   the  experimental   evidences  produced  by radio 

wave  scattering   from nonequilibri.um  two-stream  instabilities  were  similar   to  many  reported  by   field  experi- 
menters  performing  studies of  the  radio  aurora.      His  work was  a study of  the marginal  stability  boundary 
for  a nonequi librium  plasma,   and   it   evidenced   son-■  of   the   following characteristics: 

(a) The  existence of a definite  critical   instabilit    drift   threshold  above  which  the 
quiescent plaima becomes  spontaneously    nstable,   as evidenced  from probe and 
microwave  scatter measuremerts 

(b) A  greatly  enhanced microwave   scatter  cross  .'.ection  when  the   threshold   is  crossed, 
along witli  a spread   in  Doppler   induced  by  the  turbulence 

(c) A monotonic   Increase   in  cross   section  as   the drift   level  exceeds   the  critical  or 
marginal   stübillLy  boundary  condition 

(d) A  buildup  of  a spectrum  of   current   fluctuations   in  the  unstable  medium  that 
coincides  with  the  onset  of  the   instability 

(e) The  existence of  a nonzero wave  number  at   the  instability boundary 

(f) The  possibility of studying  the  entire marginal   stability boundary  experimentally 
by means   . f  electron   temperature   control 

(g) In   concert  with  (I)   above,   the  possibility  of  converting  a normally  unstable 
gaseous  arc  discharge   into  a   stable  one. 

All  of   the  above  observed  characteristics  were   for  th    case of  a  drifting   stream  ol   ■ i.. ir   i 
aligned  with  a  strong  uniform magnetic   field,   using  hydrogen  and  helium discharges.     Forward  staUi-   ■ind 
backscatter  Doppler  spectra were  observed   at   X-band   as  well  as  radiation  temperatures   and   Langmuir pp !•■ 
sensed   field   fluctuation   levels.     All   of   the   methods   agreed  when   the  marginally   stable   condition  was 
exceeded   in  the  plasma.     Now the  above  observations   applied  to  a  stream of   el   ctrons   that   flowed  parallel 
to  a  static  magnetic   field  and  not   to   the   Hall  current   system  that   Is  present   in   the  equatorial   and  auroral 
electrojet   systems.     However,   there   Is  a direct   relationship  that   is predictable  from  the   theory  thet 
permits  correlation  of   these early  observations  with   the   Buneman-Farley  lnstau;lity  case.     The   instability 
threshold   is  greatly   lowered  by  the   latter   instability  so  ti'at  one  can  readily  predict   that   the   Buneman- 
Farley mode   is  easier  to  excite once   the  current   system   la  permitted  to  build   up normal   to  the  magnetic 
field.     The  presence  of   the magnetic   field  had   little   "tfect   In  the  original  work  of  the   author   as  It  only 
tended   to  collimate  the  current   stream.     The   effect   ol   the magnetic   field   becomes  drastic   in   the   Buneman- 
Farley  case,   however,   as  will  be   evidenced   below.      Nevertheless,   all   of   the   basic   ;;henomcnologv   given  above 
remains  unchanged.     The main  change   Is   the  generation  ot  new marginal   stability  boundary  conditions.     The 
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necessity of developing a strong Hall  current  system  is also apparent  from  theory and experiment  and will 
be discussed  below. 

Controlled experiments are vital for the understanding of the 
the instability and also for the logical extension into the strong tur 
enables prediction to be made for the marginally stable condition but 
weak and strong turbulence regimes. Controlled experiments per.it the 
time, and perhaps with greater importance, permit one to return many t 
conditions. Atmospheric experiments in the auroral zone do not permit 
do they permit fine scale studies to be performed, Furthermore, essen 
at any time. In situ measurements are not very valuable as one must e 
natural aurora volumes so that even this detailed type of study in the 
of value. Rocket probe measurements of election density and temperatu 
quantity to obtain statistically useful data unless they sense a quies 
particularly for the discrete auroral forms, J large volume measure of 
should  be made,   and  that for a long time period.    Rocket probes obviou 

significant mechanisms  involved  in 
bulence  regime.     Linear  theory 
does  not  provide  extension  into  the 
variation of one parameter at a 

imes  to  the original  experimental 
this kind of repeatability,  neither 

tially  no  control  can  be  exercised 
xtrapolate  these  to  the  large 
natural  environment  is not always 

re cannot  be  performed  in  sufficient 
cent  state.    During strong auroras, 
the  turbulent  structure content 

sly cannot do  this. 

The   laboratory plasma may be driven  to produce discrete structure forms or diffuse  forms.     Langmuir 
probes may  then  be  used  to measure highly  localized  properties and microwave  beams can measure  the  bulk 
scattering properties of the  simulated  auroras.     Typical  simulations will be described  below. 

A critical problem area is  the matter of scaling  to represent the proper altitude  regime.    Not all 
properties may be  scaled into a small volume  representative of a  laboratory simulation.     1  have not 
attempted a scaling of the optical or chemical properties  but have concentrated on the radio properties. 
Two   levels  of  scaling are  described  below along with  achievable   limits.     It  should  be  clear   from  this  that 
the  scaling may be  performed  to a hi^h.^   degree of  sophistication  than reported  anywhere  in  the   literature 
to date. 

2.1.1.     Scaling Considerations 

To  represent  the  auroral E-layer with  a  first-order  level  of  scaling  I  chose  the  following 
conditions: 

'J'B-T-  >>   l V+ S   1 (1) 

Here  the  electron gyrofrequency is given by Ug-,   and T.   is  the electron-neutral  relaxation  time.     The  ion 
gyrofrequency 'JJg+ and the ion-neutral  relaxation time T+ are chosen to give  a  roughly field-free  ion 
condition.     The  condition  of ^g.7.  being  large means   that   tne  electrons do  indeed  gyrate  about   the  field 
lines  and   thus   the magnetic   field affects  substantially  the  electrons  alone.     This  condition  is   typical  of 
the E-region  and  is one that   is  influential  in  the  buildup of the  Hall current   electrojct  at  the  equator. 
This  condition may  be  readily  achieved   by using  high-pressure  air  plasmas  and   large  electromagnets.     Such 
a  combination  can  scale by  a  factor of  103   to  10*,   permitting a 6-inch cube  to   represent  a  cube  of the 
atmosphere  that  could vary  from  150 m  to   1500 m on one   side.     This  scaling  includes  also  a   factor  to 
represent  reasonable microwave  wavelengths  so  that  with  reasonable  economy one   can  repr  sent   HF  radio 
illumination  of  the  simulated  aurora. 

Second-order  scaling  can permit,   in  some  cases,   a matching  to a factor  of  two of every  reasonable 
plasma  parameter  entering  into  the  Instability.     This  may  be  done  in  air  also   to   Include   the  desired  ion 
species . 

2,1.2.     Auroral   Instability  Theory  in  the   Hydrodynamic  Approximation 

The  conditions  for  generation  of  an  auroral  electrojet   instability can   be  derived   in   terms  of  a 
hydrodynamic model   for  the  plasma.     These  conditions  were  originally defined  by  Farley  and   arc  written  in 
terms  of  modified  Gordeyev   integrals.     The  theory  to  be  described  here  permits   a  closed   form,   analytic 
description  of  the   instability  threshold   conditions  and   also  permits  a description  of   the  radar  cross 
section  and  Dopplet  content   as  sensed   by   radars.     From   the  knowledge  of  this  differential   radar cross 
section  per  unit   solid  single  per urlt   frequency  the   signature produced  by  the   instability   for  an   arbi- 
trary  radar   illumination geometry can  be  computed.     This differential  cross  section  i.hen  permits   the 
comparison of  forward  scatter  and  backscatter  signatures  and  also  permits  estimation  of   the   Lroijiler  content 
introduced  by   the medium. 

The  scattering cross   section per  unit  volume   is  defined   in   terms  of  the   following  expression: 

o(k,x) 
1  "(ks.i.s) 
c   n(l<, ,i . ) P(k,    i (2) 

The incident photon flux density is n(k(,,Jjj) and the scattered photon flux Is n(k ,1 ),  The synchronism 
conditions for the conservation of energy and momentum are given by 

In . fu + fu 

Tik, nk + Tik (3) 

where the subscripts 1 and s refer to the incident and scattered frequencies and wave numbers, C is the 
speed of the incident photons. The time rate of change of the scattered photons is given by the product 
of   the   incident   photon density  and  the  probability  rate   lor   transition  of   energy   and  momentum  PCk.i), 

The  golden  rule of quantum mechanics  shows  that,   in   the  first   Born  ;ippriiximat inn,   P(k,i)   is 
proportional   to  a  quantity  termed  the  structure   function  S   (k.i).     Now the   latter   quantity   is   the   space  and 
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time  Fourle.-  transform of  the electron pair distribution function,  as described by Van  Hove. (3)    This 
permits,   fron second-order perturbation theory,   the definition of the differential  scattering cross 
section as  follows: 

djudf! ST)CS.<^> (A) 

where (as.) is  the classical Thomson differential cross  section for electrons. 

From the quantum mechanics it can be shown that the structure function S_(k,tju) Is related to the 
linear res.ponse of the electrons. The fluctuation dissipation theorem then permits a description of the 
structure function, assuming electrostatic charge interaction alone, in terms of the dielectric response 
e{k,ili).     Math.matically,  we state then 

s.CM)     '    U^T, 
k ^ 

2ne. 

KT.        |-^a-(k,'ij) -i 

(UJ - R • V0) 
ImL e(E,uj)     J (5) 

where 

a        ■      electron polarizablllty 

c(R,uu)      =      1  +4Ta_(k,'Ju)  + Ana+(k,uu) 

=      dielectric  response 

and V0  is  the velocity of  the scatterer relative  to  the observation  frame.     It  is apparent here  that  the 
cross  section becomes very  large as e(R,iij)  approaches  zero.     The  latter condition also happens  to give  the 
dispersion  conditions  for  electrostatic waves  in  the  plasma. 

The  polarlzabilities  can  be  computed  using  the  hydrodynamic  equations   for charge  conservation  and 
linear momentum conservation.     Within  this  approximation  in  the  rest   frame of  the  geomagnetic   field 

4na   (k.iju) mT±C± -  (a^ + ivi) (6) 

where 

P± 

w -  k 

Ann.e5 

d± 

(or  (jUp.)2   -  (2nfN)2) 

and 

uTt 

KT 
k2 

The  term C^.   is   important   as   it  serves  as  a magnifier  of  the  drift  current  threshold   for   instability.     Wo 
write 

for 

j, 

+ V(k   •   Bo^ 

di 

(7) 

where 

and 

For  the  case  of wave motion  k normal   to  the magnetic   field  B    we write,   for  the  electrons, 

1 
1   +  (JU 

o )■ 

B- (8) 

V ■      electron  -   neutral  collision   frequency 

For   (Jjg.i.)  >J   1  we   find  a  strong reduction   in   the  relative  drift  velocity  for  ixcitation  of   the 
electrojet   Instability, 

For  the  case  of 

V    » X 
+ B+ 

and 

Y  ■ <  'h 
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in  -  Sk + V. • k 
dz 

i      r       m- S - k ■ V, 

+ + ■] . (9) 

where uu Is the electrostatic plasma wave frequency and Y Is the growth rate. 

For the critical drift corresponding to a zero growth rate, 

C • v. 

where 

1 + ^r c-;s   • 

sonic velocity 

(10) 

/K(T. + T+) 
■) 

From the above given considerations we can demonstrate that the cross section integrated over 
Doppler is proportional to y'1 ■ The form of solution 1c described in Figure 1.  The resonant condition 
is reached when 

JU  *  sk + V. • k 
d+ 

The width of  this peak is equal roughly  to Y,   and  the  amplitude varies  as y's . 

The  expression developed  for the  cross  section  is written as  follows: 

dHduJ 
P+ 

where 

[a^k^Uj'   -   Bkf    + V+
a(gUj'   -   t   •   Vj)8]"1 

m+V+C. 
1 + 

(11) 

(12) 

It can also be demonstrated from the  above expression,   integrating over  Che  frequency U), 

da 
dn Vdn/c        8 uu J UY/ 

P+ 

Y 

Thus   the  area  under   the curve   Is   proportional   to Y"1 

The  above  expression  Indicates  that  a  zero growth rate  causes  the cross  section  to diverge.     If, 
however,  we permit  Y  " 0 only at k ■ 0,  we  have all  other growth rates negative  and  the  cross  section   Is 
finite.     Thus  this  condition can be considered  as a mathematical singularity.    A mode with k " 0 demands 
an  Infinite wavelength and  is not physically  realizable.     However,   it  seems  to be a reasonable  estimate 
for  a  steady  state equilibrium condition.     Furthermore,   It  tends  to give reasonable estimates   for the 
enhancement  of cross  section observed  by radars operating in  the eauatorlal electrojet  environment,   and 
also  for the  backscatter cross section  levels  observed   in our  laboratory tUmulatlons  for  the  case of 
marginal  stability.     (See Appendix  for detailed discussion cf  the experimentally determined cross  section 
enhancements.) 

2.1.3.     The Case With Gradients Present 

It can  be  shown,   in  the hydrodynamic  approximation,   that  If slowly varying gradients   (in  space  and 
time)   are  included  in  the  theory,   that  the  scattering >.ross  section will undergo modification.     In 
particular,   the c'.fferential  scattering cross  section near resonance  (uu  - C  •  7,]+^ Vk)  will  be  sensitive 
to gradients  in both  the electron density and   the electrojet  stream velocity.     This  suggests  that discrete 
auroral arc  formations,  with their assumed electron density gradients and possible Jet stream drift 
nonuniformltles,  will  be modified  in cross  section accordingly. 

As  a first  estimate of the effects  Introduced  by gradients,  we  perform a perturbation  expansion of 
the hydrodynamic equations.    Consider the  following: 

n±      ■      no + 6n± 

*±      m     7d± 
+ 67

t • 
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(13) 

A first-order perturbation expansion of the equations yields for the critical drift level 

assuming 

(i+X)s-fs  ^- 
^n„ 

sin cp 

and 

(14) 

The critical  drift velocity for zero growth rate   (Vj)   Is now gradient dependent.     The above 
expression  for Vj  assumes the gradient  In electron density Is normal  to the magnetic x'leld and  that  the 
wave vector  for the  Instability Is also normal  to the static magnetic  field.     The äugle GD  Is defined by 

sin cp (t X  K)   •   B 

where 7n„ 
kn (15) 

The m-''. am effect is then predicted for a gradient in electron density that is normal to the 
direction of wave propagation k, for the assumed case of k i B0 and K i. B0.  The critical drift velocity 
for onset of the instability may then be either increased or decreased depending upon the direction of 
the electron density gradient. 

The differential scattering cross section expression will now have gradient terms present and the 
expression becomes quite complex due to these terms.  Since tue cross section varies inversely with the 
growth rate for the homogeneous case the anisotropies Introduced by the presence of gradients can be very 
roughly estimated by examining the new expression for the growth rate.  An initial examination of this 
cese shows that the cross section buildup becomes increasingly anisotropic di-e to th> gradients in the 
electron density and the drift stream with a net result that preferred growth directions occur that are 
displaced from that predicted by the Buneman-Farley theory.  It would appear that the dominant effect 
may be due to the electron density gradients and not the local drift stream gradient and divergence. 

2.2. Laboratory Evidences 

2.2.1. Facility Development 

Several  facilities have been developed over a period of years  at  Battelle's Columbus  Laboratories 
to create  in the  laboratory the  forms of two-stream instability corresponding  to the auroral electrojet 
system.    A  large electromagnet  is required to permit  the  creation of JUg.T. values considerably  in excess 
of unity,   and a relatively  large volume is required  in order  to permit  creation of a plasma that  is  large 
compared to the microwave wavelengths used for illumination.     This requires,  In essence,   a plasma with 
relatively   "ec  boundaries because of the strong influence of  boundaries on the  Hall current system.     For 
example,   the simple expedient  of generating an arc  discharge  in  a cylindrical glass tube  and applying  a 
magnetic  field normal  to  the current direction  is completely unsatisfactory.    The Lorentz  forces  present 
can confine  the current  to the surface of the glass  tube,  melting the glass and  introducing strong 
boundary  effects   in  the  experiment.     The  early  experiments  performed  at   Battelle-Columbus   confirmed  the 
need  for   a more  natural   set  of  boundaries   in a  Hall  current   system,   something  closer to   the observed 
discrete arc  formations  of  the natural  aurora.     Such a system has now been successfully  implemented  at 
oattellc's  Columbus Laboratories. 

2.2.2. Example of Microwave  Scatter Measurements 

As   an  example  of   the microwave  scatter observations  recorded   iii  the  laboratory,   the  results  of  a 
Ku-band backscacter experiment  will be described.     A weakly  ionized  air plasma was generated,  one with an 
electron  density of  about   1010   cm"3,   and  an  electron  stream was   introduced normal  to an  applied   static 
magnetic   field.     The microwave  beam  illuminated  the  plasma   in   the  direction  of  the  Hall  current   si."am 
and the backscatter  reflection was  recorded at  an  angle at  nearly  180°  to the  incident  beam.     The  reflected 
signal was   also  subjected   to   spectral  analysis   to  measure   the   frequency content   introduced   in  the   scattering 
process.     The  test   chamber  was  carefully  lined with  microwave   absorber material   and  a coherent   background 
cancellation  system was  used  to permit  the reduction of  all  residual  microwave  backscatter  to an  observable 
zero  level.     The  upper  trace  of  Figure  2   is  a  spectral  display  showing   the  zero  residual   scatter   in   the 
presence of  the  underdense  plasma  slab.     The  Illumination  frequency  is   16.2  GHz  and  the   horizontal 
frequency  scale   is  0.1  MHz/division.     The vertical   scale   is   logarithmic   and  represents   10  dB per  division 
of  vertical  deflection.     A crystal  frequency reference marker  appears  two divisions  from  the  right   side  of 
the  scale.     A current  stream of  200 ma  is   Injected   along   the  direction  of  the   incident microwave   beam, 
and  the  backscatter   rises   to  a  peak of  30 dB above   the  system  threshold,   as  indicatej  lii   the   lower   trace. 
(The actual  threshold  for detection  Is at  about  50 to 60 ma  for  this  case.    See Appendix.) 

In  Figure  3,   the  injected stream is  increased  to  400 ma  for  the upper trace,  and  the  lower  trace  is 
for a 600 ma stream current.     The upper trace shows  an  increase  to  35 dB and  the   lower trace  shows  a 40 dB 
increase  above  the  system  threshold,   using  the  marker amplitude  as  an  amplitude  reference   level.     Evidence 
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tor the broadening of the  backscatter spectral width also appears for  the higher drive current  levels. 
(The dashed  line on Figure 1 suggests this observed spectral broadening due to nor.linf" mode coupling.) 
Although the shift  in Doppler due to backscatter is not  deafly  indicated in these pai^icular displays,   a 
finer resolution study of  the backscatter revealf  the  shift  in the average display  frequency.     The 
magnetic  field  in this experiment was  fixed at  1 ;'.G and  the chamber  air pressure was  200 microns  (0.2 Torr). 
The buildup of drift  current  is considerably in excess  of the  critical  level and still shows  an enhancement 
In cross section.    A tendency towards  saturation occurred  for  the  increase  from 400 to 600 ma.     This  is 
generally observed  in our  laboratory for currents considerably greater than the critical  threshold  level. 
Above the  saturation of cross  section  level the spectrum tends  to broaden due to nonlinear mode coupling. 
An analysis of  the system sensitivity given in the Appendix indicates  that considerable signal  enhancement 
has occurred  before  the  backscatter is detectable.     In  fact,  we  are near a condition of Vj - 10 Vc  for  the 
600 ma drive current case. 

As an example of  the effect of  local electron  temperature,  a dc  arc was generated normal  to  the 
static magnetic  field  and the local electron temperature was  enhanced.     A bistatic measurement at X-band 
(9.2 GHz) was  conducted  in air at 0.30 Torr pressure.     A 1KG magnetic  field was maintained during tht 
experiment with an arc   level of  300 ma.     Figure A is  the spectrum of bistatic  scatter with a  log display 
vertical and  a  linear horizontal  frequency scale.    The  lower  trace is   for the dc arc alone.     A double- 
wing display characteristic of  forward  scatter appears with pea'.cs at  about 0.9 MHz on either  side of  the 
carrier.     The  electron  temperature is  augmented by an orthogonal heating  signal and  the sideband content 
disappears  into  the noise  level while  the current  in  the  arc  is maintained  at 0.3 a.     The theory predicts 
that the marginal stability boundary should be advanced  toward  larger drift current  levels by an electron 
temperature  enhancement.     This  crossing of the boundary_ls evidenced  by the removal of the Doppler content 
due to the decay of the  turbulent structure function S(k)

lJJ).     This  is  a repetition of the work previously 
performed by Coleman but  for the Buneraan-Farley electrojet geometry.^    From the theory 

(v   f 
(JJB_T_)2 (ajg.)2 (16) 

Since  (v.)3   is  proportional to  the e'ectron temperature  Te,  C_   is proportional to Tc.     But  the  critical 
drift velocity  is given  by 

-      - /        m+v+      \ 
k   •  V.       = 1+—— CIS       =       V     ,„.     . . ,,.,. 

d \        m v       -/ critical (17) 

Now the v.  factor  in  the denominator of  the second term  in the  parenthesis causes this term to vary as 
(T )E.    The net result  is still an increase in the critical drift  level  for zero wave growth when Te  is 
increased.     The  experimental observations above are consistent with  this theoretical prediction.     Figure  5 
is an experimental observation of the effect of a gradual  reduction  in  the growth r?.te due to a Te  increase. 
The upper trace is an enhanced Te case and it clearly  shows a reduction in  the probability rate for 
stimulation of modes  as  evidenced by a  lower density of Doppler  traces.     T'ie  spectral envelope  is unchanged 
but  the probability of  exciting  the mode  spectra  is  reduced,   resulLing   in  a  lower  trace density  for  a  given 
fixed  camera  exposure   time.     With a greater  increase   in  Te  the  Doppler  content  completely disappears. 
Fine-grain studies of  the marginal stability boundary  have thus  been performed  in  :he  laboratory,   ptrmltting 
an increased  insight  into the actual  instability mechanisms. 

2.2.3.     Other  Measured  Data Effects 

The  gross  effects  of  the variation of  the  static  magnetic   field  have  been  studied  in  the   laboratory. 
In general,   a certain  critical magnetic   field must  be  exceeded  before   the  instability is  triggered.     This 
generally means  the condition 'JUg.T- »  1 must be met.     Experimental work is now in progress   Lo evaluate 
the sensitivity of  the marginal boundary to B0 and  the  sensitivity of  the structure  function  S(k,ilj)   to T50 

also.    The role of  B0  in  the  turbulent  structure  is not  clear  at  the present  time,  particularly  for 
vd >> Vc.     Thus,   these  experiments are necessary in order to evaluate  the effect of this quantity  in  a 
regime that  present  theory cannot treat  and one in which anomalous effects can be expected  to  appear. 

A very  interesting  experimental  observation   is   that  the   Hall  current   tends  to  become  weakly 
turbulent when  the  Instability  threshold  is crossed.     Figure  6  is a pair of  spectral displays  of  the  HalJ 
current.     The  upper  display  is   lor the  quiescent  plasma,   and   the   lower  display  is   for  the  case  of  a  Hall 
current-driven  electrojet  instability.     The vertical   scale  is   logarithmic,   and  the  horizontal   scale  Is 
linear  in  frequency.     The   spectrum extends  to beyond   700 KHz  and   is  roughly of  the  shape  anticipated   for 
the  structure   function.     Microwave backscatter  from  the   ins'ability was  measured  is  the  Hall   current  was 
increased,   and   the  enhancement   in backscatt2r  followed   the  Hall  current   spectrum buildup  closely.     Two 
conclusions  can be drawn  from these observations.    The  first   is  that  the external drive current  to the 
experimental   system can  be  used   to sense  the  presence  of  the  electrojet   instability  and  its   approximate 
frequency content,   and   the  second  Is  tnat  the naturally  occurring  auroral  electrojet   system must  also 
experience  this   type  of  modulation when  the  critical  drift  velocity   is  exceeded. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The   scattering  measurements  described  above  are  consistent  with  the  theory developed   to  date   in 
that  a measured  enhancement  in  radar  observable  cross   section  has  been  sensed   in  the  laboratory  that 
exceeds  the  Thomson  scatter  cross  section  by many orders  of  magnitude.     This  buildup  in cross   section  is 
abrupt when  the conditions  for marginal  stability are met.     In  addition,   the measurements were  performed 
in an  air  plasma with  a   scaling of the  electronic  processes   that  approximates  the  conditions  of   the 
E-layer of  the  atmosphere,   the   laye-   in which auroral   activity   is  quite  prominent  in  the  northern 
latitudes.     The  theory  described  abi,-.e  does  not  strictly  apply when  the  marginal  stability  condition  Is 
exceeded  by  the  relative  electron drift  velocity.     The  experimental  evidence,   however,   indicates   that   the 
cross section continues  to  increase as  the electron drift velocity exceeds  the critical   level   and  that 
this process continues until a saturation level is reached.     At  the  latter  level nonlinear mode coupling 
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effects are seen In the Doppler content of the backscattered  signal.     The value of the expeiimental work 
then is that it serves as  a guide to the development of extended  theory. 

The role of gradients  in  the auroral simulation  is presently under  study.    The  theory described 
above indicates  that  the presence Tf  these will modify the condition of marginal stability or will modify 
the initial growth rate.     Laboratory evidence for the effectiveness of these gradients  is presently being 
gathered.    Methods  are being developed to produce both diffuse and discrete  field-aligned structures, 
both in the presence of Hall current  electrojet  systems.     Extrapolating  to  the field  radar case,   the 
initial estimates  from the  theory indicate that  the differences  between the  scatter from discrete  and 
diffuse auroral arcs could  be related to the modification of the  initial growth rates due to the presence 
of gradients.    The  sensitivity of scatter to  the growth rates  is  quite high when cross sections  are 
enhanced and thus  it  is  suspected that the gradients can play a prominent  role in the observable 
electromagnetic interactions. 
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5. APPENDIX 

5.1. Threshold  Estimate  For  The  Backscatter Experiment 

The volume  of  plasma  intercepted  by  the Ku-banf!  horn   is  given  approximaiely as  O.'i  x   103   cm3. 
The  electron density   is  of  the  order  of   lO10   cm3   so  that  the  Thomson  cross   section  ^or   Incoherent   scatter 
is given by 

o     =     JN o (n/a) 

^ x 1013 x ICT'6 

The received power is then given by 

P •■' 

0.2 x lO"1" rf 

where 

From tills 

From this 

Pr = (^)3R* GTGR 

GT - 16 dH 

G- - 20 dB 
K 

P = A? mw 
t 

R = 0.50 m 

) - 1.8/ ,■ 10-= m 

P ■ 1.0 x lO"19 
r 

lO*16 mw 

P =- -160 dB m 

(A-l) 

(A-2) 

The threshold sensitivity of the spectrum analyzer is about -98 dB m and thus the threshold for 
detection is about 62 dB above the Thomson scatter level.  The maximum cross section enhancement above 
thermal levels is then about 102 dB for the case of Figure 3. 

From the first detected signal of Figure 2 the enhancement above thermal levels is then about 92 dB. 
Estimates for the equatorial electrojet indicate enhancements o[ over 80 dB are seen whin the two-stream 
Type I scatter is detected.  In the present laboratory experiments, the critical drive current level to 

barely exceed the system threshold was abouf. 50 to 60 ma.  This would indicate that the observable 

threshold is about 62 dB above the Thomson level.  Observable enhancemen,s of about 80 dB thus fail into 
the range of this laboratory simulation.  However, we go beyond the equatorial case as we can extend to 
about Vj " 10 Vc.  This condition thus is closer to the auroral electrojet case where much stronger 
currents are involved.  Thus the simulation encompasses both the equatorial and auroral turbulent structure- 
conditions. Including some rf the stronger discrete auroral forms. 

mlm 
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FIGURE  1, 

»k + Vd+ • k 

Differeur_al Cross  Section Versus Frequency 

FIGURE 2.     Backscatter  Spectra 
Vertical  scale: 

10 dB/division 
Horizontal   scale: 

0.1  MHz/division 
Illumination frequency: 

16.2  GHz 
Gaseous medium:     Air  at 

0.2  Torr 

2a.     Zero Hall  Current 
Quiescent  plasma 

2b.     Hall Current   at   200 ma 

FIGURE 3.     Backscatter Spectra 
Conditions of Figure 2 

3a.     Hall Current of 400 ma 

3b.     Hall Current of 600 ma 
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FIGURE 4.  Bistatic Scatter Spectra for  FIGURE 5.  Gradual Reduction in Cross 

Large T Increase 

4a. Large T Increase 

Section at Condition of 
Marginal Stability 

5a.  Slightly Enhanced T 

4b. Normal T Condition 
e 

5b.  Original T 

FIGURE 6.  Hall Current Spectra 
Vertical scale: 

=- 10 dB/division 
Horizontal scale: 

100 KHz/division 

6a.  Zero Hall Current 

6b.  Hall Current Exceeding 
Critical Level 
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DISCUSSION 

P  A  Forsyth 

In the  E-region there are rapidly  varying   (spatially)   quantities   (N.f )   with height 
which may be  important  in generating irregularities.     Are your  conditions the  "homo- 
geneous"   case  or the  "bounded"   case? 

J  T  Coleman 

I have approximated the homogeneous case by minimizing boundary effects in the experi- 
ment.  I have removec' all interforce that would interfere with electrostatic wave growth 
(such as glass walls parallel to the drift).  Since the waves grow rapidly only near the 
drift direction, I feei that reflections at the end of the wave growth path do not 
create a real "bounded" case.  Thus I feel thee I approach a "homogeneous" condition in 
the experiment. 

A Kavadas 

If Vd is expressed as shown on your equation 14 then for high values of •jj" , Vd may 
become negative.  What's the physical interpretation of that? 

J T Coleman 

You will notice that the approximation is made that —jg— « n\e    J * .  In addition 
to that we have used a first order pertubation expansion to obtain the given result and 
in this we assumed also that ■£? d^'/ctx <<   A       .     Thus we cannot in this theory go to 
that high a value for 7'«^ .  If I were to get a negative Vd I would go back and re-do 
the theory. 

Ill 11 I ill  M   - ^ ..^*-~*^~*~*******im*'mm*ll^^   .— . - - -   
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PHASE  COHERENT  HF  RADAR OBSERVATIONS  OF  BARIUM RELEASES 
IN  THE ARCTIC  IONOSPHERE 

G.  D.  Thome 
RAVTHEON COMPANY 

528 lioEtxn Post Road 
Sudbury, Massachusetts    01776 

U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

Phase coherent  HF radars have been used  to study the   development of irregularities within ionized 
clouds produced ty barium releases in  the arctic ionosphere.    Others have shown using optical methods 
that after a  time ranging from a  few aecomis  to a few minutes  these clouds  develop  irregularities 
(striations)   that resemole  those seen in  the optical aurora.    The radar observations  reported here 
show that  the development of optical  striations is accompanied by an abrupt  broadening of  the doppler 
spectrum leading to ■-eturns with doppler   widths comparable  to those observed  from the natural radio 
aurora.     In contrast  to the natural  ionosphere,  the barium plasma  is generated at  a known instant of 
time and is confined to a limited volume  of space.     This makes  it possible  to  study  the evolution of 
irregularities  in this plasna as a function of time and to stuJy  their radar aspect  sensitivity without 
using narrow beam antennas.    Prior  to  optical  striation develrjment  the barium cloud bihaves as a 
smooth overdense  target, exhibiting a discrete Joppler spectr.m and producin« regular Faraday fading. 
After  the development of striations  the doppler spectrum becomes diffuse and Faraday  fading is  lost. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Chemical  releases at ionospheric heights have  been observed by HF radar  for several years.    The 
SECEDE  series  of chemical  releases   to  be  discussed  here are  of particular  interest   to  the  HF coimunity 
because  the chemical employed has been barium and because  relatively large masses have been released. 
The virtue of barium is  that  the neutral  and  the ionized gas can be studied  separately by optical means 
and  the  results used to supplement  the  radar observations.     The advantage of a  large  release over a 
small one is  that  the  ionized cloud  is   larger  in spatial extent and remains  overdense at HF  frequencies 
for  longer periods of time,     x^he result  is  improved radar signal-to-noise ratio and extended periods of 
observation. 

The   largest  barium release   to  date   (96  kg)  was  Test   HEMLOCK which  took  place  during  the  RECEDE  III 
series   In Alaska,     Raytheon made,  line-of-sight  HF measurements   from  two  sites   in Alaska during  this 
release.     These data provide an unusually clear picture of  the radar characteristics  of large barium 
releases  and  the   results  of  thi;    test  will   be  dltcussed below. 

2, TEST GEOMETRY 

A plan view of the SECEOE III test geoir.etry is shown in Figure 1,  This map covers a poftion of 
Alaska and shows the release a.-ea and the two Raytheon radar sites. The Fort Wainwright site is near 
Fairbanks, Alaska, and the Wildwood Air Force Station site is near Ktnai, Alaska,  The release area 
and the radar sites lie nearly in the same magnetic meridian plane.  Figure 2 shows a side view of the 
test geometry in this plane.  Test HEMLOCK was released at 176 km, about 14 km lower than shown in 
this figure, and cwrjcquently the angles shown are slightly different. After release, the ionized 
cloud drifted magpp'.ically west at about 250 m s  . 

3. INSTRUMENTATION 

The  instrumentation at   the  tv^o  Raytheon  sites  is  summarized  in Table  I.     In all,   12 phase coherent 
radars  were used  covering  the  5  to 60 MHz  band.     The   Fort Wainwright  and Wildwood  radars were  operated 
on common  frequencies and  time bases  adjusted   to avoid mutual  interference.     Pulse  widths  "f  100 micro- 
seconds  were  used with  peak pulse  powers   shown   in  the   table. 

4. RESULTS 

Fort Wainwright was the principal Raytheon radar site and our niiolysls efforts to date have been 
concentrated on the data from this location.  Information on peak electron density, frequency dependence, 
Keraday rotation, and the development of striations has been derived and are reported below.  The 
purpose of the Wildwood Air Force Station site was to study the aspect sensitivity of the cloud.  The 
analysis of these data are not yet complete and will not be reported here. 
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4.1. Peak Electron Density 

Peak electron density was derived as a  function of time by assuming that  the  cloud was overdense 
to a particular radar frequency so long as  it produced a detectable echo.    When the signal "dropped-out" 
on a particular  frequency it was assumed  that  the cloud had gone underdense.     Figure 3  shows  the doppler 
shift  (top)  and total power  (bottom)   behavior of a typical radar signature.    The  fact  that the dropout 
takes place over a finite length of time  Introduces an uncertainty of perhaps  10% in determining when 
the  cloud went underdense.    The dropout occurs more abruptly on higher frequencies  but  the  total signal 
duration is shorter and consequently the percentage error remains    about  the same.     Figure 4 shows a 
plot of  the peak electron density versus  time derived in this way for Test  HEMLOCK anJ  fcr three other 
SECEDE releases.    The other three releases  (Tests FIR, GUM and DOGWOOD) were only half  the size of 
HEMLOCK  (i.e.,  48 kg Instead of 96 kg).     The differences  from test to test are aot well understood but 
are probably caused by differences in release height and ambient electric field. 

4.2. Frequency Dependence 

The frequency dependence of the HF radar returns is  illustrated In Figure  5.     The shape of the 
doppler shift  records Is similar in each case,   the principal difference being only  the duration of 
the return.    Pronounced spectral broadening occurs at about  3 minutes after release on all  frequencies 
for which the cloud remains overdense.     This  development corresponds  to the onset  of optical  striations 
(discussed below,  item 4.4).    Periodic nulls are observed during the spectrally discrete portion of the 
signature  (0-3 minutes).    The spacing between adjacent nulls Increases with  time and decreases with 
increasing radar frequency.    These nulls are  caused by Faraday rotation  (see  item 4.3    below). 

4.3. Faraday Rotation 

Periodic nulls of the  type discussed r.bovc have been observed during the  SECEDE  1 releases and 
have been tentatively Interpreted as a consequence of Faraday rotation .    A test  of  this  intarpretatlon 
was made during  the  releases of SECEDE  III by  transmitting  linear polarization and  separately receiving 
both  the  transmitted and the orthogonal polarization.     If the nulls are  in  fact due  to  Faraday rotation 
(i.e.,   rotation of  the plane of polarization)   then signal nulls on the  transmitted polarization should 
correspond in  time  to signal maxima on  the  orthogonal polarization.     Figure 6 demonstrates  that  this 
is  the  case and consequently that  the nulls  are  in fact due  tu Faraday rotation. 

4.4 Strlation Development 

The correlation between the development of optical striations and the development of spectrel 
broadening at HF Is  Illustrated in Figure  7.     The optical photographs were provided by Dr.  Nell Davis 
of  the University of Alcska.     Clearly  the  two development! are closely correlated  in time and represent 
different manifestations of the same ^vent.     The doppler spread observed at HF is  probably due  to 
multiple  scattering  from the  striated cloud but  the  physics behind the  strlation development  Itself is 
not yet understood. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Bariuii releases in the 48 kg class produce lonizeo clouds dense enough to be conveniently studied 
by HF radar.  Results to date suggest that studies of the growth and development of these clouds will 
lead to a better understai.ding of diifrsion processes and the development of plasma instabilities in 
the ionosphere. 

REFERENCE 

1.     Thome,  0.   D.,  "HF  Radar Studies  of   Barium Clouds",  Technical  Report  RADC-TR-69-214, 
Project  SECEDE I,   1969. 

FABLE I.     INSTRUMENTATION 

Site Location 

Elevation 
Angle to 
Cloud 

Slant 
Range to 
Cloud 

Magnetic 
Aspect 
Angle Instrumentation Antennas 

1 
Transmitted { 
Power 

Fort Wainwright 
(Fairbanks,   Alaska) 

'•60 • - ?00 km ■vUO' 5 HF radars 
(spaced,   S-3Q 
MIU) 

Dipoles 2-20 kw units 
i_ 100 kw units 

3 VHF  radars 
(40,   '•O,   60 
MH/.I 

Yagis 3 - 10 k w u n i t s      | 

WilHwood AFS 
(Kenai,  Alaska I 

--ir hOO km 98° 4 HF radars 
(spaced,   "i-SO 
MH/.) 

Rhombics 2 -2(J kw units      i 

Z. 100 kw units   1 
1 

Notes : 

1)      All radars operated at 40 PPS 
Z)      Wildwood AFS and Fort  Wainwright operated on common frequencies 
M      All systems phase coherent 
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6.     Verltlcatton   that   the  Periodic  Nulls   Observed  During  the  Spectrally  Discrete   portion  oi   tin 
Doppler  Signature   Is due  to  Polarization  Fading  (Faraday  Rotation). 
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SESSION III 

VHF-UHF PROPACATION-SCATTERING MECHANISM 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

by A.Ci.McNaniara 

This ««««ion  conaisted  of «is papers  on  the detailed  structure of  plasma  irregularities 
and  uechanisas by which  radio waves are scattered.     Rocket-borne experiments  have 
provided  direct  measuremants of  fine scale structures.     These have been observed  by 
electron density  probes  and by electric  field detection techniques.     In addition to 
the  D.  C.   electric  field,   A.  C.  fields   in the  range   50 Hz  to  2  kHz have  been observed 
in the  95 to 120  km region.    Electron density measurements  in aurora by the doppler 
shift  on  a  VLF beacon have shown density  changes of  about  10  % within distances of  10 
metres. 

C.  W.   radio  propagation studies on 40  MHz  have yielded  high  resolution doppler spectra 
which show  line spectra  corresponding to the  ion acoustic  velocity -  positive  evidence 
of ion acoustic waves  in  radio aurora.     However,   the occurrence of line  spectra  in 
the signals   is  relatively  rare,   and  the  signals  also occur at angles off  perpendicu- 
larity of up to 6°.     These observations  emphasize the difficulties  in explaining all 
auroral  echoes  in terms  of the present  two-stream  instability model.     In  addition  to 
spectral  shift measurements,   polarization observations of  radio waves scattered   from 
aurora  offer  a  potentially powsrful  tool   for  examining in  detail  the interaction 
process  of the radio wave and the  plasma. 

Because of  the great complexity of the  auroral  scattering processes,   it  is  advantageous 
to attempt  controlled  experiments  to simulate  the scattering medium.     Laboratory studies 
with microwave scattering  from a  plasma  containing two-stream instabilities  have been 
used.     Radar studies of high density  electron  clouds  created by barium releases  in  the 
ionosphere  are used  to examine aspect  sensitivity  and  the  onset of optical  striations 
and  spread  spectra  in the  radar signals.     In the barium clouds,  the Instability  would 
appear to  arise  from a gradient mechanism. 

All  these,   and more detailed measurements,   are  needed  to  provide data  for the  calculation 
of radar systems  parameters  and the operational  behaviour r     large  radar systems  in 
auroral   latitudes  and  for incoherent  scatter  research. 
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OISCUSSION 

T  Hagfors 

I would like to remark on Dr Forsyth's paper that, contrary to his observations, a clear 
line spectrum associated with an ion-acoustic wave is seen from Millstone at 1295 MHz 
much more often than any o*"her form of spectra.  The line spectrum occurs much more 
frequently than 50^ of the time.  I am adding this comment to prevent the audience from 
getting the impression that a line spectrum is an exception rather than a rule at higher 
frequencies. 

P A Forsyth 

Perhaps I should qualify our experience. 

a) We do not have good statistics but what we have suggest 
line spectrum at the correct position for ion acoustic 
of spread and line spectra arising from other sources ( 
spectra occur. 

b) Our sensitivity is probably very low compared to the Mi 
no study of occurrence against sensitivity. Clearly re 
and spread spectra would be expected to be a function o 
quency and geometry. At least that would be true if, a 
of spectra arise by different mechanisms. If the Corne 
oned by Chesnut is ever published and turns out to cont 
provide a basis for comparison of different frequencies 
the Millstone data. 

rare occurrance of pure 
waves.  Of course, all kinds 
such as meteors) and mixed 

llstone radar.  We have made 
lative occurrence of line 
f radar sensitivity, fre- 
s 1 believe, the two types 
11 Aeronautics work menti-- 
ain good statistics it might 
and similar geometry using 

W G Chesnut 

Camnitz,   Tsunoda  and   Barczys   (1969   referenced   in  paper  5)   observe   at   143.5  MHz   line 
components  in   157  out  of  163       doppler   spectra   . 63  of these   spectra  they  did  also 
categorise  as  broad.   ,     meaning    significcnt  eaergy  spread  in  frequency  in  addition  to 
the   line  components.     They saw  2   line  components  in  67  cases.     They  scanned   from  17° 
West  to  17°  East  of Magnetic  north. 

P A Forsyth 

We do see spread spectra with line spectra but we assume ciiis means normal scattering 
along with the ion-acoustic wave scattering.  Whenever we have seen positive and nega- 
tive shifted  line spectra simultaneously we have been able to convince ourselves that 
the oppositely shifted components arose in separation volumes. 

J Aarons 

Our  observations  of   radio  stars  and   satellite   beacons  with  a  large   parabola  indicate 
that   scintillations  have  a high  correlation coefficient   (0.9  or  larger)   comparing right- 
handed   and   lefthanded   polarization   and   the  two   linear  polarizations.     This  was  notfd   in 
TRANS   ICE  on  antennas  and  propagation   AP   19   Fob  1971.     Only  during  intense  aurorae 
would   we  expect   some   lowering of  the   correlation   at   low   frequencies   (due   to   refraction). 

A  Kavadas 

Our  experience  has   been  that  under  magnetically   quiet   conditions  the   scintillations  as 
received   at   the   two   polarizations   do   not  correlate   but   they  do  so  when   magnetic   acti- 
vity   increases.     We   attribute  this   to   the   overlap  of   the   star  images  during  a   time 
when   the   scintillation  amplitude   increases  substantially. 

K  Toman 

Taylor  have   shown  theoretically  that  the   scattering  cross  section  depends  markedly  on 
the   form  of  the   spatial   autocorrelation   function   of   the  density  deviations.      Which  auto- 
correlation   functions  are  realistic? 

G  N  Taylor 

It is pointed out in the paper that experimental evidence on the correct form of the 
spatial autocorrelation function is very sparse.  1 believe that what evidence there is 
suggests that the Gaussian acf is appropriate for the F-region, and a narrower acf (or 
less steep irregularity spectrum) is appropriate for the E-region.  These conclusions 
are also reasonable on physical grounds. 

J^^nx- tenm MM> 
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W G Chesnut 

Our incoherent   (Thomson)   scatter  radar that  we  recently moved  to  Fairbanks,   Alaska,   ope- 
rates  at   1300  MHz.     After  several months  of  operation,   we  have  not  yet  been  affected, 
apparently,   by the  coherent  effects that Dr Taylor discusses  on a  theoretical  basis. 

W G Chesnut 

The Coleman experiment shows peculiar onset of plasma waves near onset threshold.  We 
wonder about onset threshold for Farley waves.  Farley waves are thought to grow from 
thermal fluctuations.  We wonder whether localized disturbances that result from micro- 
mateor impacts in the E-region might initiate wave growth.  I vaguely recall a study of 
years ago by the Smyth Associates that seemed to find a relation between bistatic meteor 
propagation and the magnetic aspect condition.  Furthermore, Blasley seems to find in 
the equatorial electrojet that echoing regions come in clumps as though they were initi- 
ated by a sporadic phenomenon. 

C D Watkins 

Regarding the comment by Dr Chesnut concerning the triggering of ionospheric instabili- 
ties by meteors, some years ago I showed that UHF radar echoes from meteor trains were 
more frequent and persisted much longer than normal in the region of specular reflec- 
tion.  Observations during a suitable meteor shower showed that the  enhancement does 
not depend on the meteor train being formed parallel to the direction of the geomagnetic 
lield, and suggested that any large meteor will produce field aligned ionization.  The 
enhancement diminished rapidly away from the specular region by an amount comparable 

to the   10 dB per degree of aspect angle observed for radar aurora.  Is this merely a 
coincidence? 

W G Chesnut 

Comment tc paper by G D Thome 

When barium vapor is released in sunlight at altitudes between, say 150 and 250 km, 
solar ultraviolet radiations ionize the barium cloud producing a localized region (order 
of 5 10 km) of high electron density.  It has been observed that if the ions and the 
neutral air are moving relative to one another, the ionized barium cloud changes from 
a diffuse sphere to,eventually, a series of magnetic field alligned "bars" of ionization- 
It was proposed by Haerendel and further expounded by Linson and Workman (J.G.R. - vol. 
75, PP 3211-3219, 1970) and also by Simon (J.G.R. - 75 PP 6787-6294, 1970) that the 
observed structure developed by way of the Martyn-Simon-Hoh Gradient Drift instability. 
It had been suggested by many authors that this instability produces sporadic E, 
discrete radar aurora, Spread-F, etc.  Barium clouds provide a very convenient means 
to study the large amplitude growth of this instability and therefore these studies do 
have a bearing on understanding of polar and equatorial irregularities.  My review 
article (paper no 5) does have an intuitive description of the gradient-drift instabil- 
ity. 
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POlAR PROPI&.TIOO i.':Fft:C'l'S CJl RADIQ-ASTRONCMICAL AND 
SAn:LLITE 'ltWafiSSIOOS 

WdwiJc Liszka 
Kiruna Geophysiw Observatcry 

S-981 01 Kiruna 1, Sweden 

·~· 

Existing high latitu:l.a studies of scintillatioo phenanena'l oo radio signals fran radio-astroncmi.cal 
souroes and satellites are r-eviewed. Hcrphology of high latitu:le scintillation is discussed; in pill'ticular: 
geographical distrilutioo, diurnal variatia"'S am r.:!lation to maptic activity. Stu:lies of statistical 
P"Operties of the signal received on the gt'OUild !:lave been _found, dul·ing the last ten years, 'to be a useful 
souree of infc:n~atioo about the nature of irregularities in the ionosphere. Existing stu:lies are r-eviewed 
with eq>Msis oo CalClusia"'S about parameters of the scintillatioo ~cing layer. Finally, results of 
height detenninatioos using the space receiver method am satellite transmissions are triefly discussed. 

1. ~ODOCTIOO 

Whe.l'l radio waves fran an extra terrestrial source pass through an iooospheric layer containing 
in'egularities in the electra'~ density, tht: wave front is Jllldified within the layer. The resultant wave 
field, inmediately after the passage through the layer-, which acts as a diffracting screen, shows phase 
am sometimes also ~litude fluctuatioos which reflect properties of the in'egularities. IX!ring the 
propagation from the irregular layer to thE: earth surface, where observations are usually made , further 
changes in the wave field are taking place due to the diffract ioo. The fluctuations are known as the 
scintillatioo am the diffractioo theory has been applied by l'll.lllm'OUS auth<rs (cf. e.g. Booker (1), 
Ratcliffe ( 2)) to detennine the connection between statistical parameters of the in'egulari ty layer am 
the wave field on the gt'OUI'Id. nus from obseiVaticns oo the earth surface conclusions may be drawn about 
the properties of the irregularity layer. Thi s lllilY be dale, in ~inciple, in following ways: 

(i) Stu:li es of statistical ~perties of tl~ wave field across the ear~h surface. 

(ii) Studies of statistical properties of tht! wave field in one point, when the wave field is changing 
due to changing outer presumpti ons, such as a change of the transmitted frequency or the position 
of the source. 

In both cases radi o-astronanical and artifical radio sources may be used for probing of the laYE"r· 

It has been known for IIJJ1"e t han t en years that the scintillati on phencmencn i s especially int ensi ve 
at high lati tudes which has been ascri bed t o a parti cularly high occurrence of intense ionosphP.ric 
i.n'egularities . Recent direct, in situ , measurements made by means of satellites shc:M a very high degree 
of i.nrom:lgeni ty of the i onosphere in the auroral zone and wi thin the polar cap. Both a wide spectrum of 
i.n'egular.i~ies (cf. e . g. Dyson \ 3)) and large scale gradients (cf. e.g. Muldrew (4), Sharp (5)) are 
frequently obseiVed t here. These properties of t he polar icnosphere reflect in di fferent aspects of the 
scintillation phenomenon . 

During recent ye.u"S attention has been turned to quasi-pericxi i c stnlctures in t he polar i onosphere 
(cf. e.g. F'rertnJw and L.msinger (6), Wernik (7)) which may explain sane aspect s of polar propagati on which 
were not previous l y understood. 

In the present paper studi es of polar propagation of rad io waves from radio-astronomical sources and 
satellites , with emphasis on different a spects of t he scintillat ion phenanenon, will be l:ri efly revi~. 

2. ~RPHOLOGY OF HIG-1 IATinJDE SCINTillATION 

(i) Geographi cal distribution 

Morphology of the scint i llation phenomenon at high latitudes has been recently discussed in a review 
paper by Aarons et al. (8). Although systEilldtic studi es of the scintillation phenomenon within t~ 
auroral zone and polar regions are still scarce, it i s known that intense scint i llation is ;•resent 
over the entire polar caps CFrihagen (9), Tithe:-idge and Stuart ( 10)). Frihagen (9) observed above 
the ~!orthem polar S:gion an enhancement of the scintillat ion within t he polar il'Y'egularity region 
(latitudes abo\'e 80 ) and within the auroral zone with a "trough", 100st c learly during nighttime, 
between those two regi ons ( see Fig . 16- 1) . ObseiVations f rc.rn tm Soothem polar cap (10) show 100re 
corr.plex geographical d istributions ( see Fig . 16-2). No c lear enhancement of scint il lation seems to 
be connected ~ith the auroral zone . A longittrl inal anorraly :Ids been found in the Southern polar 
region at 170 E. 

Contours of cons~-ant scint illation have been found to ~ oriented parallel to l ines of constant 
L-values ( Liszka (11)). The region of intense sc intillation is l imited on i t s equatorward side by 
the scintillation boundary U\arons et al. ( 12 ), Aarons and Allen (12 )) followed by a rapic! decr ease 
of the occurrence and depth of the sc1ntillation (cf . e.g . the Joint Satelli te Studies Group (14), 
Preddey (15 )) . The scintillation boundary i s found (13 ) neither to f ollow the aurora l ova l , nor 
exactly the irregularity boundary of Dyson ( 3) based on T..an~ir p!"'Obe data from Alouette 2 . A 
s i'llilarity in behaviour has been found with the ionospheric trough ( 13 ). The sc int illation boundary 
often coincides with the trough but in general i t i s not true . Such an example is illustrated in 
Fig. 16- 3 shodng amplitude record ings of the S-66 satellite at 40 and 41 fofiz t oge ther with a curve 
i l.!.ustrating variations of the electron content . A high degree of irregulari ty i.s seen Northwards 
of the trough . 
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(ii) Dlumal vC'iad.ana 

Althculh the scintillatkn is in ....-1 a:n ~ and intense durina the niiJrt, it is difficult to 
ccnatruct • ...-a1 ri~ of diurnal. variaticna of the scintillation phaaaiCft ~ to diff•moes 
in reduction and ~.icn of data and p8'hlps to scme extent, due to diffennoes in ~ 
tecmiques. 

<bervations ft'C!II ~ (8) shew a clear' night-time IIIIXillum in the fadina ~itude. tb Spitzberpn 
U~ibtpn (9)) mominc and evenina maxima are ~. In Klnllansk, USSR <a.n.wctov et &1. (16)) a 
..ar daytime IIIXiJaa is obee!Yed besides the Jain night-time maxiJiun, Double IMXiB8 are cbeerved 
&lao in l<inlM fer & period with enMnc:ed maanetic activity (Liszlc& (17)). StuC't and Titlwridp (18) 
shew, fer the !blthem polar oap, that the c:hlncter of diurnal variations is a function of pcllnlphioal 
~ition, oeucn and the phase of the solar cycle. 

(iii) Pal&tl.on to lllolgl'letic activity 

All hi&h latitude olleervations of the scintillation phenallencn show a cl..- ccnwct:ion with -..tic 
activity. Liszlc& (17) fQU'ld in the &IJl'OI"al. zone a linear dependence between the scintillation index 
and the 111Q'18tic K-index, v~ salli!What durina the day. In the polar region (f'ribtpn (9)) a very 
~ 1), dependence of scintillation depth, especially on the dayside is obeerved. 

3. STATISTICAL PROPER'l'I&S OF 'lHE SIGIAL REX:EIVED 00 'lHE r.AR'lH SURFACE 

Radio .aves fn:ln extra tS'!'6Stri&J SOill'CeS whirl r<eceived on the gr'QJlld show difftnnt statistio&l. 
pi'Op8l"ties, mlecting the st:ruc:ture of the ionosphere and the nature of the SOUI'Ceo In the oue of a lew 
erbitill6~ fast DKJVina satellite the sipl cl.u-acteroistics refl£ct the structure of the in'egularity laywo, 
dr-ift notions in the layer and the kool.n IIDtion of t.ie source. The wave field on the gr'QJlld is &lao dependent 
on the distance to the souroe. Fer rei!K)te souroes, such as geostationary satellites and radio stars, the wave 
field on the gr'QJlld is, Jrimlrily dependent on the chlr>acter of the in-egJJlarity layer and the dr-ift within 
it. Fer radio stars the wave field lllily also be influenced by the finite size of th!l SQJI'Ce, 

The in-egul arity layer is usually described by an autoccrrelation function and statistio&l. prooperties 
of the wave field on the gr'QJlld arc! calculated using diffraction theory. Calculated JrOPerties are ~ 
with those obsel'ved so that the infannation about the in-egularity layer may be deduced. Salle of IIDSt 
a.Dlly studied parameters will be erumerated here: 

R.m.s. q>litu:1e cr pcwar' deviation and related to it scintillation index 
R.m. s. phase deviation 
-litude and phase distri.Wtions 
Tellp)ral autoccrrelation function of the aq>litu:ie and related to it scintillation rate 
Spatial autooorrelation function of aq>l.:..tu:1e and related to it scale size of the wave field on the gr'QJlld 
Spatial autoccrrelation function of phase and related to it visibility of the soun:e. 

A l'lllllber of investigatiCflS based upon measurements of the above mentioned s~ characteristics have 
been C&B'ied out at high latitudes. Their aim was to stu:1y ~ JrOp&gation aspects and obtain infomation 
about the structure of the polar ionospher-e. 

(i) Ratio of scintillation depths at two frequencies 

A ClClql&rison of obsezved and calculated ratios of aq>li tu:1e fluctuations of radio souroe Cus A at 
68 and 223 Kfz has been carried out in College, Alaska (Lansinger' and F'N!m::uw (19)) usina a phue 
sweep l"adio astronanical inter'fercmeter'. A conclusion has been dr'a\oll that North of Colle~ the height 
of ionospheric irregularities decr-eases and the &OUe size increases with incr-easing lat1tu:1e. The 
Jlllljerity of irregularity size have been foun:1 in the ~e 0.6 - 0.8 Jan, The method indicates an 
inc::re&se in the irregularity scale size with increasing JMgnetic activity. · 

<ii) Zenith angle dependence of the scintillation depth 

Zenith angle dependence at high latit:OOes has been stu:1i!!ld by a number of autl¥:rs. :>bservations of 
satellite scintillation above Northern Scandinavia (Liszka (11)) and radio star scintillation at 
College, Alaska (l.ansinger ('29)) sOOwed an agreenent with the thecretical zenith angle dependence 
derived by !riggs and Parkin (21). Polar cap observations (Fri.hagen (22), (9)) fran Spitzberg~ do 
not show any clear zenith angle dependence. This lllllY be due to a real difference in the properoties 
of the irregularities within the polar cap and the auroral zone. A canbination of zenith angle 
dependence and tw:> ft-equency scintillation ratios was used by Wernik (7). He CXIIqlm'ed satellite 
observations from J<i.Nna with the<retical calciJlations fer Gaussian, exponential and sinusoidal 
autoccrrelation functions. Of <:he the tl'u"ee closest the agreenent with sinusoidal autocor-relation 
fw'lction has been found. This is consistent with a conclusion of FrenrJuw and Llnsinger' (6) about 
non-Gaussian autoccnoelation function. The ~ison of Wernik indicated scale sizes between 0.4 
and 3.0 Jan, A deviation fran the regular zenith angle dep.m:lence around the ~ic zenith, observed 
at m.i.ck1le latitu:1es by Singleton and Lynch (23) and explained by Briggs am Parkin (21) has also been 
repa'ted at high latitudes by Lansinger' (20) and Prihagen (22), but has not been found by Wernik (7). 

(ill) Scintillation rate 

Carq>lex variations of the scintillation rate have been reported by l..iszka (2'+) (See Fig. 16-4), 
During disturbed magnetic conditions (K~4) tw:> pea)c.s of fast scintillation (>1 Hz) of satellite 
signals were observed. Rates up ~o 50 Hz were obe.erved. Peaks in scintillation spectrun ~ occuia\
ally seen, M1ile resultt- of Lansinger (20) show an absence of peaks. Frihagen (22) ot.&erved on 
Spitzbergen direct JZ'Oportialallty betw!!en the scintillaticr. rate am the scintil'lation depth. 
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He ptoposod that the increued f~ Nte is due to i.ncnued thickness of the regign of ~i ties. 
A similar relAtion between the scintillation Nte and depth seeN~ to be obeerYed at 'nule, GNenlar¥1 :8) 
en tnlnsltissicns fraD postationary satellites. 

(iv) Spatial, autocaE'r'elaticn studies 

Spatial autOCOf'r'elaticn functions of phase am ~litude have been i:westipted at College, Alaska 
(Lins~ (20), F'twll:luw (25) and Fremcuw and Llnsir:pr (6)) usizli a phase swaep interferaneter and 
the radio scurce Casa A. A s~lificant differ-.mce between variations of phue (arw,Uar) and ~litude 
scintillation hal; been fCU'¥1 and interp'eted as a geographical variation of the in'egularity layer. 
The phase scintillation ws fCU'¥1 to be better ccnoelated with magnetic activity and ionospheric 
abeorpticn than with the anplitude scintillation. 

Particularly interesting caxiiticns have been fQJJ!d durizla so called: radio star visibility fades. The 
phenanencn takes place when the fringe pattern of the radio so.Jl'Ce disappears due to a strongly 
dea'eued ccnoel.aticn between the phase rec<X'ded at both aerials of the interfer-aneter. This correspcn:ls 
to a case when the soal.e size in the loave field on the ground is smaller than the length of the inter-· 
feraneter base. 'The irf'egulari ty layer acts then as a thick diffract ina scr-een, as the nns pbse 
deviatien is usually larger' than 1 radian (Fnincuw and Lansinger (6)) at 68 tffz. The phase structure 
of the lo&Ye frcnt imioates the scale siz·.s in the layer between 75 and 225 meters; i.e. nuch smaller 
than derived fcr usual scintillatien phen<.lnenr.n. 

Al:imov et al. (26) use1 observations of spatial autoccn'elatien functien of sa1:ellite transmissions 
at 20 an:i 162 ltiz at ttJrmmsk, USSR for studies of the spectrum of ionospheric :irftgularities. The 
scale sizes of iona;pheric irregularities were 1'cund to be between 0. 5 an:i 1. 0 )em. Also the llla{l1li tude 
of fluctuations of the electrcn density in tlw! polar ionosphere has been derived. ::j-.has been fc::urrl 
that durina disturbed ccniitiens relative nns electra! density fluctuations ll'mm'5 , may be ~er 
than 1-~ x 10-1, which cxrresporos to absolute nns density floctuatiens , l(iMT, of (3-8) x 10 
electrons/an3. Benedilctov et al. (16) have shown that in 1-llnnansk N/N is ooe OC'der of magnitude 
larger than that at middle latitudes. 

(v) Amplitude distributions 

An;>litude distributiens of scintillating satellite signals in the auroral zooe were ctudied by Wernik 
an:i Liszka (27). It has been fc::urrl that heavily scintillating satellite signals do not follow the 
gene:-alized Rice azrplitude distributien. Observed anplitude distributiens follow rather the ~elon 
distributien, which indicates a nen-unifcnt phase distributien an:i connected with it polarization 
effects. The scattered part of the loave field may ttus be polarized with a polarization degree 
pi'OPOC'tional to the ccrrel..lticn coefficient between the rec<:angular canponents of the canplex ~oave 
vectcr. This mechanisn may be responsible for a part of the fluctuatioos of the crientation of the 
polarization plane of linearly polari zed satellite signals; i.e. a polarizatien scintillation. A 
related phenanenon has been observed en transnissions fran the INTEI..SAT 2F-l satellite at 136.11 ltiz. 
IUring certain periods the crientatien of the polarizatien plane htls been fc::urrl to be in a fixed 
directien, parallel to the directioo of magnetic field lines in the F-region (see Fig. 16-5). 

(vi) Periodical structures 

Studies of autocorrelation functions of the ~oave field jX'oduce<.l by a radio s-:ar at auroral latitudes 
have often shown trc'eJIOJW an:i Lansinger (6)) an existence of quasi-peri odic structure in the ~oave 
field. The range of scale sizes ccrresporoing to the quasi-periodic structure ~oas different fran that 
fer cases of visibility fades, between 120 an:i 370 meters. Also sane discrepancies between observa
tions of zenith angle depenience at different frequencies and rrodtd ::alculatiens have been explained 
by Wemik (7) in ·cerms of the existence of a periodic structure of phase v~ · :l ti ons in the di ffracting 
screen. Periodic ~litude variatiens have also been observed by Liszka (28) en spaced aerials l'ecord
ings of satelli te signals at 511 MHz. In sane cases the periodic amplitude vari ations occurred on the 
same satellite transit lx>th in Kiruna an:i Trans~ (Frihagen an:i Liszka (29)), tha.lgh ·not coincidentally. 
Subsatelli te points at times of regular fading were m:>stly fc::urrl to l ie close to ti"~ auroral zene. The 
observatiens of regular ~litude variatioos are consistent '"'ith observations of rw:'!'OW peaks in the 
scinti llation rat<: spectrum (cf. (iii)). 

II. SCINITI.J.ATION HEIGn' 

Previ ously menti oned comparisons of observed wave field parameters and rrodel calculati ons oft en give an 
opportunity of estimation of the height of the scintillatien Jroducing layer. Only observations of the 
diffraction pattern from a fast moving satellite make it possible to measure d irectly the hei ght of the 
irr-egularity layer. It may be done: when the pattern speed due to a known sat ellite m:>tion i s I!Uch larger than 
the drift an:i temporal changes of in-egularities within the layer. A very large number of hei g)"lt detenninatioos 
have been made by this method; sane of them at high latitudes. 

Measurements in ~hern St:.andinavia (Liszka (30) an:i Frihagen an:i Liszka (29)) locate the major part 
of irr-egulari ties to the F-layer, within the altitude range 200-500 km. Sinultaneous n.eaSUl'ell"ents in Kiruna 
an:i 'I'ranslj (Frihagen and Liszka (29)) have in m:>st cases given similar results, which means that the height 
and thickness of the irregularity layer are usually ccnstant for a distance at least equal to the lateral 
spacing of the stati ons (250 km). Neither clear di11:-nal variation of the t:eight, nor the magnetic activi ty 
depen:ience has been fOUI"\1 in Kirunn (30), while Ge'.:mantsev et al. (31) observed in M.Jnnansk , USSR, that the 
height increases wit h magneti c activity, especially <iJring the daytime. The height of irregularities obtair.ed 
by the spaced receiver methxl seens to increase with latitude lx>th at subaurcral (Clark et al. (32)) an:i 
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auroral latitudes (Getmantsev et al. (31)). These results are in oonflict with radio star obs-:'Nations 
(I.ansinger and Fre10..1w (19)) fran which a decrease in height with increasing latitude is postulated. 
Significant differencesin height distroib.ition of irregularities have been found for ca'lditions of aurcral 
black-out ( 3 0) • 

CONCWDING Rn1ARI<S 

The a..JrOr'al ionosphere, due to its irh:nogeneous structure, introduces serioos DXiificaticr. of the 
signal characteristics. en the other hard the propagation effects give extraon:iinary good oppcrtunities 
of, in time contiruoos, studies of ionospheric in-egularities. Coouicting results o~ by diff erent 
authcrs indicat e that 111%'8 research on the subject is needed. ThE> future research shoold be coordi."\ated in 
time, g'!Ographically well distrib.ited and based on standarized equiiJIII!llt a; .i data han:iling methods. A 
synoptic st".xiy of the scintillation phenanenon during polar substonns would be lll)st valuable. 
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Figure 16-1     Contours of constant scintillation depth for Northern polar cap and Kp = 2 (after Frihagen (9). 
Coordinates are geomagnetic latitude and gecnagnetic local time. 

Winter        1965 

Figure 16-2      'Hie mean degree of irregularity of the antarctic  ionosphere for winter 19cl  (after Titheridge 
and ^tuart (10). 
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Figure 16-3     Amplitude recordings of the S-66 satellite at 40 and 41 MHz together with a curve illustrating 
variations of the electron content. A high degree of irregularity is seen Northward of the 
trough. 

5l (V.) 

Si-SzC/.) 

Figure 16-4      Dependence of the quantity (S2 " S^), proportional to the scintillation powoi   he*wet 
10 Hz, on the time of observation and the gecmagnetic K-irrlix  (Viw dicjgrvin^   ■  .»;.•■. 
similar dependence of the sci''.til''ation index Si, corresporvlu^   ' 
(<1 Hz)  (upper diagram).  Rinctions are represented by contom », i. 
(after Liszka (?4)). 
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APRIL 1970 

08 UT 

Figure 16-5     Orientation of the polarization plane of signals frcm the INTELSAT 2F-1 satellite at 336.14 
as observed in Kinma during April 1970. The vertical scale gives the angle of orientation in 
multiples of n measured from an arbitrary ze^xD. The integer rrultiples of n correspond to the 
vertical polarization.  Observe clustering of curves in a direction close to the vertical. 
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SATELLITE  SCINTILLATIONS  IN THF  HIGH LATITUDE 
F-LAYER IRREGULARITY REGION 

Jules Aarons 
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 

Bedford,  Massachusetts 01730 

SUMMARY 

ihe high latitude region containing small scale (~1 km) F-layer irregularities displays a  diurnal 
pattern of oval form. During quiet magnetic conaitions (Kp=0,l) the equatorward boundary varies from an 
invariant latitude of 57° at 2200 local time to ~740 between 060C and 1000.  During disturbed magnetic 
conditions (Kn ä 4), the maxiraura change in latitude, 2° to 2.5° per unit K, occurred between 0300 and 
0600 local time. The scintillation boundary has been discussed in earlier papers; new c'jta is presented 
on the intensity variations within the irregularity region. The polar observations, described by 
Frihagen from Spitzbergen observations, show a trough or decrease in scintillation index, on the night 
side between an oval and a polar region.  Using radio star data at 113 and 228 MHz obtained at the 
Sagamore Hill Radio Ooservatory, scintillation index increases of .50 to 7 have beer, noted with 
Increases in K index (propaga'.ion path intersection through the F-layer (350 km) at 67°).  Recordings 
of 136 KHz satellite signals Irom Narssarssuaq, Greenland, (intersection at 63°) also show that mean 
scintillation index Increases during magnetic storms within the irregularity region.  Thule observations 
of 40 MHz transmissions indicate the overhead pattern at invariant latitudes near 86°.  The emerging 
model Is of a core of high electron density irregularities probably centered above the auroral oval 
but with a high occurrence of Irregularities over the polar cap.  In addition, the irregular.ty region 
at lower Intensity extends below the oval at night. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Two  recent rtvlews  (Lls^ka,   1>?6'),   and Frihagen,   1970)  describe high latitude phenomena In the  field 
of amplitude  scintillations and srread F.     The polar regiori has been studied  by Titheridge ard Stuart 
(1968),  Aarons et al  (1970),  and Frihagen  (1971).     A clear picture of the polar pattern is under some 
dlsputn mainly due  to  the  fact that available  frequencies have been too low to measure  the  intense 
Irregularities at high latitudes. 

However,   the  lojer latitudes have  been probed using synchronous satellite and  radio  star observa- 
tions.     The morphology of scintillations  In the  Irregularity oval  Is more apparent. 

During quiet magnetic  conditions   the  equatorward  boundary of high  latitude  small  scale-F-layer 
irregularities,  as shown by scintillation observations,   exhibits a diurnal variation In position.     This 
is  shown in Figure  1 along with a corroborating picture of the Irregularities   from Dyson (1939). 
Dyson's boundaries  (equatorward and  poleward)  are drawn  from median values  of points obtained with 
Langmuir  probe  observations  of Alouette  2. 

With  the verification of the hypothesis of  the existence of an F-layer  Irregularity region at high 
latitudes  in the  form of an oval,   the next  step was  to determine  the change  in  the diurna'. pattern of 
the  equatorward  scintillation boundary  as  a   function of magnetic  index.     This   was  done   (Aarons  and 
Allen,   1971)   where  it was   found  that   the maximum change  in equatorward boundary as  a   function of 
K Index,   approximately 2°  to 2.50/unit K,  occurred between 0300 and 0600 local   time.    Figure  2 
Illustrates   the  form  the  boundary  takes  during quiet  and  disturbed magnetic   conditions. 

2. THE  AURORAL OVAL AND THF  IRREGULARITY   REGION 

The   Irregularity  region,   oval   ir.   fir.;,   should  be  distinguished  from the  auroral  oval  which was 
classically  (Feldstein papers)  determired   from optical  measurements  at E-region heights.     The 
characteristics  of high  latitude  ovalf   should  be  expected   to differ oince  each .aanlfestatlon 
represents  a different magnetosplv ri..--■'i .lospheric   interaction.     The  positions  and  diurnal   patterns 
of  the   trough,   40 kev electron D.ecip   nation,   E-layer  auroral  echoes    etc.,   do  In  fact differ  from 
one  another. 

The  irregularity legion  fits  Into   the  auroral   oval   form in  the   following ways: 

1. The magnetically quiet   form of   the   irregularity  region as  determined  by  scintillation 
measurements   ''lutltude at  which  the  mean  scintillation  index at 40 MHz  = 507„)   falls   to  57°  invariant 
latitude  at  2200  local   time   for K  indices  of  0,1.      Between 0600 and  1000  Its   laltude  is -74°.     Th° 
auroral  oval  during quiet magnetic  conditions  has   63° as  its   lower boundary  at  midnight  and   76°  at 
noon   (Feldstein,   1963).     At   this  stage  of  scintillation observations,   it  is  difficult   to  ascribe  a 
real  difference   for  the   two noon values.     Night values  of  the  latitudes  of   thf    two  phenomena  are 
valid  and   reprejent  a dlftir.ct difference. 

The  definition of   the  lower   latitude  of   the   irregularity  region   (the  Scintillation 
boundary)   Is  arbitrary.     However,   it   correr^onds   to  the   latitud" where  the   sudden onset  of   IrrcgularHles 
is  observed  and   in  that  sense  is  a  boundar      jetween   the  ordered  ionosphere  and   the   irregularity  region. 

2. A  sjcond  basic difference   between  the  auroral  oval  and   the   irregularity  region   is   the 
presence  of  strong  irregularities  across   the   polar  cap.     While   the  classical   auroral  oval   has  a   ring 
with  an upper  latitude  boundary,   several   studies  have  confirmed   that  stronj»   Irregularities  exist  over 
the  entire  polar  cap.     in a  recent  analysis.   It  has  been   found  that an auroral  ovnl  maximum  and  a  polar 
cap maximum  both exist  with a  night   trough  between   the  two  (Frihagen,   1971).     Dyson's  data   Indicates  a 
poleward  boundary.     Observations  of   the  precipitation  of   low energy electrons   in  the  range  of  700  cv 
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(Hoffman,   1968)   Indicate bunched Irregularities or bursts of precipitated electrons  In  the polar cap 
region.     The resolution of the observations may be that there are Irregularities across  the polar cap 
but  their Intensity may be lower between the  cap (radius of 10°) and the oval Irregularity region. 

3.    A third characteristic of the irregularity region Is the presence of weak irregu- 
larities  from middle  to sub-auroral  latitudes,  particularly from midnight  to 0300 during quiet magnetic 
conditions  (Aarons et al,   1963). 

3.     THE   IRREGULARITY REGION AS NOTED  IN EARLIER  STUDIES 

In order to determine what might be  termed  the strength of the irregularities, AN/N,  within the 
region a  literature search was initiated in order  to utilize data collected  in radio star and  satellite 
observations of scintillations.    The concept was  to review the  literature within the  framework of the 
hypothesis of the  irregularity region. 

The use of historical data has encountered   threo problems.     First,   for a  radio star source,   it  is 
difficult  to isolate the variables which are  (1)  angle of elevation (2)  seasonal pattern (3)  diurnal 
effects and  (4)   latitude of the path intersection with  the F-layer.    Cass A,   for example,  has  its 
lower transit near local midnight in February.     A second problem Is  that  the  ionospheric physicists 
analyzing  the data have failed  to Isolate sub-ionospheric  latitudes into  time blocks  for distinct 
magnetic conditions.    If a sub-auroral observatory correlates scintillation index with K index for all 
times of day there are  time when  the propagation path  fails to  traverse  the  irregularity region while 
during other periods of  time (night,   for example)   the  inuersection may include  the  irregularity region. 
In one study at  150 MHz with the sub-ionospheric intersection at 350 km over Kiruna  (—65°)  no correlation 
was  found  with magnetic  index (Orhaug,   1965)  but all data were  lumped  together.     In another study 
(Ryan,   1964)  correlation coefficients of  .35 were found at 14° zenith angle  (to  the  north).     In neither 
case was  it possible to correlate distinct  time blocks with scintillation index given only the  published 
data. 

A  third factor tends  to decrease  the utility of radio star data,  i.e.   the  finite angular diameter 
of the radio sources,  particularly when only Cass A and  Cygnus A were used.     Cass A has  an angular 
diameter of 4'  while Cygnus has a diameter of  1.5'.     During periods of intense  scintillation  the angular 
broadening of the  source decreases  the  scintillation index at the  lower frequency.    Thus  the extended 
series of observations of Cass A by Briggs  (1964)  at 38 MHz has  limited utility  for geophysical  studies. 
Figure  3  from Orhaug,  correlating sunspot number and  scintillation index,   shows  index decreasing at 
33 MHz with Increasing sunspot number but increasing at  150 MHz with higher sunspot number;   this is 
probably  the effect of strong scattering at  the  lower  frequency broadening  the  source  (Cygnus A). 
Optimum observations would  utilize multi-frequency information.     Only observations   from weak  scattering 
cases are useful  for morphological studies of the quantitative nature. 

Within  the irregularity region the use of satellite  beacons at 20 and 40 MHz have   limited utility. 
Scintillations show saturated values  for all practical purposes with negative  fwJcs very close  to sky 
noise   levels.     Newer  studies within   the   irregularity region will  overcome   this  deficiency  since  many 
observations  are  now being made at   136 MHz  where   strong  scattering occurs much   less   frequently. 

4.      CHARACTERISTICS  OF THE   IRREGULARITY   REGION  AS  DETERMINED  BY  SCINTILLATION   STUDIES 

a. The  Irregularity region has a sharply bounded  lower latitude.    Within 2° or less  the ionosphere 
changes  from a homogeneous structure  to relatively dense  irregularities.    The evidence  comes from radio 
star scintillations  (Ryan,   1964,  noted  large differences  in scintillation index over a  range of 2.4°) 
as well as  satellite studies (Yeh and Swenson,   1959). 

Signals   from the  BE-B and  BE-C satellites  at  20  and 40 MHz as well  as   the  earlier  Sputnik  series 
t'how  the abruptness dramatically particularly  in  the  post  sunset  period  (Kent,   1959,   and Aarons  et al, 
1963).     During pre-raidnight  time  periods   the  irregularities are  an on-off  boundary  feature   rather  than 
a gradual   Increase  of irregularity electron density. 

b. Within  the   irregularity region,   mean  scintillation  index  increases  during certain  periods  of 
time when K  index  increases.    Observing near the  luwer  transit of Cassiopeia with a  150-foot  parabola 
In  1963  and   1964,   near  the ralnlmura of  the   sunspot   cycle,   data were obtained  at   113 MHz  and  228 MHz  by 
AFCRL at   the  Sagamore Hill  Radio Observatory,   Hamilton,  Massachusetts.     The  path  to  Cass A  has  a   sub- 
ionospheric   intersection  (350 km)   at  an  invariant   latitude  of  67°.     The  elevation angle  was   13°.     From 
1600   to 0400  local   standard  time   the  ray  path  traversed   the  quiet  period  Irregularity  region.     With 
increasing magnetic  index,   scintillation  index  increased   In all   time  periods   (Figures 4  and  5). 
However,   the  most  dramatic   increase occurred  around  0400.     Thus  within  the   irregularity   structure mean 
scintillation  Index  increases when K  index   increases.     For  an intersection  latitude of  67°,   since   the 
boundary moves  lower with  Increasing K  Index,   all   time  periods may be within  the  irregularity  region 
during magnetic  storms.     The  increases  in  index  range   from a multiplying  factor  of   .5   to   7,   the   latter 
at 0400. 

This  correlation of high  latitude  radio  star   scintillation index with K  index  is  consistent  with 
other data  from radio star observations.     Little  et al  (1962)  at College, Alaska,   found  an overall 
correlation coefficient of   .35 between scintillations and  K  index.     Ryan with  upper  transits  of  Cass A 
data   found   a  correlation of  scintillations  and  K   Index of   .35  but  Virgo  transiting  to   the   south  of 
Cass A's path had  a   lower correlation coefficient  of  .16. 

Thus   for  a  constant  ray path within  the   irregularity  region,   mean scintillation  index  increases 
with magnetic   index.     This  can also  be  seen with observations of   the   136 MHz  beacon of ATS-3  as 
observed  from Narssarssuaq.     The path  traverses   the  350 km point  at 63°.     Figure  6 shows   the   Increases 
in occurrence OL  scii.tillatlon  Indices >60  as nwgnttic   index  increases.     The   Increase  in  occurrence 
of deep  scintillation  Is most  apparent  at  night.     Small   Increases   in K  index   in   the  morning  sector, 
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0900-1300,  are not accompanied by a greatly Increased occurrence of deep scintillations.     During this 
latter  time period  the ray path does not  traverse  the Irregularity region at  low to moderate K indices. 

Another parameter of Interest Is the variation of scintillation Index as a  function of latitude 
across  the  Irregularity region at a particular period of time.    Utilizing only quiet days  (Ap s 20) 
In September and October 1968 for three  sites,   the comparison of mean scintillation Indices of 
Figure 7 has been made.     It Is clear that   the mean index has increased as  the  sub-ionospheric path 
moves to higher  latitudes.    The same data reduction techniques were made for the  three sets of obser- 
vations but the Thule data set is  for only three days while  the other two sites  used 31  days of 
observations. 

The differences noted in Figure 7 are due in part  to angle of elevation effects.     In particular 
the high indices of Thule,  observing at 4° of elevation,  are due in part  to the   long path length. 
However,   the differences in angle of elevation between Narssarssuaq and Hamilton data are not believed 
sufficient  to account for  the high occurrence of deep fading at Narssarssuaq.     Other studies have  shown 
for the  frequency,  irregularity sizes, and angles of elevations  given that the  scintillation index varies 
roughly with (sec 1)^ where 1 is  the angle of incidence of the ray at the irregular'ty layer.     The angle 
of elevation from Narssarssuaq was 21° while  that  from Sagamore Hill was 35°;   the  ratio  to be expected 
was  1.2.     The mean scintillation indices  for simultaneous hours of observation from both sites  (for 
Kp=0,l)  is shown in Figure d;  the index at  the higher latitude site is considerably greater at all 
times. 

The evidence,   therefore,  favors a model  with higher electron densities within the irregularities, 
in  the area outlined by the auroral oval  but with considerable irregularity structure both in  the 
polar cap  region and at night at  latitudes kiwer than  the  "classical" auroral oval. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

While scintillation index at a particular frequency is a quantitative mean of  the effect of an 
irregularity on a signal  it is difficult  to  put  together available radio star and  satellite  scintil- 
lations.     At  136 MHz it would appear that  scintillation index increases by a factor of approximately 
2  to 2.5  times  from a boundary intersection latitude  to one within the auroral oval  (after taking 
into account angle of elevation differences). 

At night within the auroral oval increases of magnetic  index of 2 units of K Increase  index by 
a  factor of  .5  to 7 in the case of radio  star observations.     The  Increase  is probably of  the  same 
order of magnitude  in satellite observations. 

While   the data presented in this paper are  the  beginnings of a quantitative evaluation of 
the  irregularities within the irregularity  region much has  to be done  to obtain a  statistical 
picture of  the high latitude irregularity region.     Multi-frequency observations at many points 
must  be made with equipment of adequate dynamic  range  so  that negative  fades do not fall   to noise 
level with 8-10 dB fades.     The next series  of scintillation observations must be directed   to 
quantitative observations of this type  to advance  the model of the  irregularity region. 
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o  DYSON (1969) UPPER BOUNDARY (MEDIAN 
VALUES) Kp < 3+ (LANGMUIR PROBE IN AUOUETTE 2) 

X  DYSON LOWER BOUNDARY 

— SCINTILLATION BOUNDARY Kf:r-0,l 

Figure 1      BoundarleE of the F  layer Irregularity region. 

— SCINTILLATION  BOUNDARY  KFr •   O.I 

 SCINTILLATION BOUNDARY   K « 4 

Figure 2  Quiet and disturbed lower boundaries. 
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Figure  3       Correlation  between  the monthly mean values  of  scintillation amplitude on  33 MHz  and   150 MHz 
(A33  and A150)   and   the monthly mean values  of   the  sunspot number R.   (Orhaug,   1965)   (Lower 
transit uf Cygnus A). 
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Figure  4       Scintillation  indice!-   for  113 MHz  radiation   from Ca^a A.     The   150-ft  antenna  at   Sagamore 
Hill   was  used  to nuke observations  near  lower   transit   (~130 of elevation)   on a  path  inter- 
sect! n-»   the   invariant   latitude of .'   -  67°. 
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ANGULAR  DEVIATION  OF  RADIO  WAVES 

G.F.   Lyon and P.A.   Forsyth 
Centre  for  Radio  Science  and Physics   Dept. 

University of Western Ontario 
London,  Ontario, 

Canada 

SUMMARY 

Large  scale irregularities   in  ionospheric electron density give  rise  to angular 
deviation of  a radio wave  due  to  refraction.     Angular  deviations due  to  typical  departures 
from horizontal  stratification  are modelled.     In particular  the  steep gradients  and 
troughs  in electron density  typical  of  the polar ionosphere  are  considered.     The  results 
suggest  that  systems  which  depend upon precise measurements  of angle  of  arrival   for radio 
waves  in the  frequency  range  at  least  to the upper end of  the VHF range may be subject 
to significant unavoidable  error. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Whenever an electromagnetic wave traverses the ionosphere it will suffer refraction 
as the refractive index varies along the ray path.  For a horizontally stratified 
ionosphere and a ray completely traversing the ionosphere the emergent ray will be 
parallel to the incident ray so that there will be no angular deviation to an observer 
on the ground. However the presence of any irregularities in electron density which 
destroy the horizontal strct'fication will give rise to some angular deviation.  If the 
position of a source of electromagnetic waves outside the ionosphere is accurately 
known, measurements of these angular deviations allow deductions concerning the 
irregularities. Conversely the presence of the irregularities may cause errors in the 
accurate location of the source. 

In principle any electron density variation along the path from source to ob- 
server will cause angular deviation.  It is well known that ionospheric irregularities 
exist in a very wide range of sizes, from a few cm to hundreis of km, and in various 
volume distributions.  Generally speaking the treatment and physical interpretation of 
the experimental data falls into two categories depending upon the so called 'scale 
size' of the irregularities; that is to say upon the ratio of the irregularity physical 
dimensions to the wavelength of the probing electromagnetic wave.  Distributions of 
irregularities of small scale size are often treated as a diffracting screen. As the 
source an' irregularities move with respect to each other the resulting fluctuating 
amplitude on the ground may be interpreted in terms of irregularity scale sizes.  A 
somewhat similar interpretation of amplitude measurements may be made for large size 
irregularities in the so called 'near field' case since the changing small deviations 
produced by relative motion will result in slight focussing and defocussing of the wave 
energy at the observer. 

Most of the experimental data that has been gathered for the purpose of studying 
ionospheric irregularities has been in the form of amplitude fluctuations.  It is now 
clear that some of the ambi9uities in interpretation can be avoided if simultaneous 
angle of arrival (phase) fluctuations are also available.  ExaiTiples of this have been 
given by Turnbull and Forsyth, 1965 [1] and Mason, Tull and Forsyth, 1967 [2]. 

When considering the question of acevrate source location it must be remembered 
that the irregularities concerned are essentially transparent to the electromagnetic 
wave and thus in many circumstances most of the wave energy will be received along the 
line of sight.  It- is therefore probable that in a radar system in which the beam is 
intercepted by a distribution of small size irregularities the effect will be to par- 
tially obscure the signal with 'clutter'. Whether or not this will result in an error 
in angle determination depends mostly on the radar system parameters and will not be 
discussed further.  However in the case of large scale irregularities in electron density, 
particularly those that occur at high latitudes the effect of refraction along the ray 
path may well give rise to systematic error in the angle determination which is a function 
of the angle itself.  Exajnples of such large departures from horizontal stratification 
are steep North-South density gradients and the high latitude troughs in electron density. 
This paper is primarily concerned with such large scale phenomena. 

2. METHOD 

The  angular deviation   imposed  upon   a  radio  wave   traversing   the   ionosphere may  be 
expressed  as   (Turnbull   and  Forsyth   [1]) 

0(u)   =   -  — ^-     /        Ndv (1) 

-/ 

where   u  and v  are co-ordinates  orthogonal   and along  the  wave   normal,   u   is   the  radio wave 
angular   frequency,   N   the  electron  density  and  K  =   1.6  x   103   if mks  units  are  used. 
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The electron density may be written as 

N(z,x)  = N(z)   N(x) (2) 

where N(z)   is  a function representing  the vertical electron density distribution  and 
N(x)   is a function representing the horizontal distribution and may be used to describe 
some  large scale irregularity such as  the high  latitude  trough.     Alternatively the 
electron density could be expressed as 

N N(z)    [1  +  A] (3) 

where A is some perturbation which can be a function of both z and x, such as an atmos- 
pheric wave. 

To determine the angular deviation imposed upon a ray from a source within or 
without the ionosphere we insert the appropriate functions for H(z) and N(x), transform 
the co-ordinates to a u, v, co-ordinate system with origin at the observer and perform 
the mathematical operations required by eqn. (1). The resulting equation will give the 
angular deviation in terms of the distribution parameters and the angle between the v 
and x directions (the elevation angle of the source from the observer) . 

The vertical electron density profile would normally be expected to be a Chapman 
distribution.  However to simplify the subsequent integration it is often convenient to 
use some less complicated vertical distribution function provided that this remains 
appropriate to the physical situation. 

3.  RESULTS 

3.1     Horizontal  Gradients 

North-South horizontal  gradients  in electron density  are  nearly  always present in 
the mid to high  latitude  ionosphere   (Lyon,   1970   [3]).     For a  source  located within  the 
main  trough and an observer south of  the trough the gradient  could be quite steep.    To 
investigate the  angular deviation in  the presence of a horizontal  gradient,   the vertical 
distribution is  taken as 

N(z) N    exp 
P      p M (4) 

where N is the peak electron density, z the height of the peak and H the distance 
above and below z at which N(z) falls to Np/e, and the normalised horizontal distri- 
bution is represented by 

N(x) = " jlp   +1 (5) 

where m is  the  linear gradient,   the electron density  falling  in  the north  if the  x 
direction is northward.     Then 

N(z,x)   =   -  mx  exp A   -   'o\'   t  N exp  -   /       o (6) 

The last term may be dropped since it will integrate to zero (representing horizon- 
tal stratification) and transforming the co-ordinates yields 

e(u) = ^m^ (v cose - usine) exp 

where e is the elevation angle, and 

Ai^ose + vsine - z \ 
dv  (7) 

e(u) 
KmH/ir 

(8) 

Fig. 1 shows fl(u) evaluated for a wave frequency of 50 MHz and a slope of 
6 x ID3 electrons per m3 per metre which is a typical mid latitude gradient taken from 
Pe'-.rie and Lockwood 1969 [4].  At low elevation angles deviations of 2 milliradians can 
occur.  Tn polar regions where gradients at the edge of the high latitude trough may be 
at least an order of magnitude greater, the deviation will be correspondingly larger. 

  umr-     Jm 
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3.2    Deviation Through a Trough 

A trough in the horizontal  electron density distribution may be modelled by 
writing 

N(x) 
/x  - x. 

1  - exp (9) 

which describes a trough of half width W and minimum value N /4 occurring at a hori- 
zontal distance x from the origin (observer). " o 

Taking the same exponential vertical distribution as in Sec. 3.2 and proceeding 
as before yields 

0(u) exp 
/u cose+vsine-z v cose-u sme-x 

dv (10) 

and after  integration  and differentiation  and setting u equal   to   zero we have 

3KN HW/TT (x„sine-z  cose) p o o  
2oü2(W2sin2e  +  H2cos2e)   3/2 

exp - 
(x sine 
o 

z cose) 
(U) 

Fig. 2 shows plots of angular deviation versus elevation angle for various values 
of the parameter x for a wave frequency of 50 MHz, a peak density of 5 x 10''/m3, for 
H = z = 350 Km, a8d for a trough half width W = 800 Km.  This value of W is estimated 
from the main trough illustrated by Muldrew 1963 [5].  It will be noted that if the 
trough is some distance from the observer (x - 2000 Km) the angular deviation changes 
between + 20 milliradians for elevation angles changing between 0° and 20°.  Again in 
general the deviation is largest for small elevation angles. 

4.  DISCUSSION 

The two examples given above represent a rather simplified modelling of possible 
ionospheric conditions.  It is unlikely that such idealized pictures would be mirrored 
in the real ionosphere particularly the polar ionosphere.  The ionosphere at high latitudes 
is likely to have a much more complex horizontal density profile.  There may well be a 
main trough and several additional high latitude troughs (Muldrew, 1965 [5]) or the 
horizontal profile may be very rough poleward of the lower boundary of the main trough 
(Thomas and Andrews, 1968, [6]).  Attempting to model such real horizontal profiles 
results in mathematical expressions which are not integrable by straightforward tech- 
niques . 

To approximate real polar conditions when, for instance, several troughs are 
present, it might be assumed that the total angular deviation would be given by the sum 
of the deviations due to each trough.  If this is the case then for a distant source 
(target) for which the line of sight passes through a large horizontal distance in the 
ionosphere, if three troughs are present the angular deviation can range as high as 45 
milliradians (2.5°) at a wave frequency of 50 MHz. 

It will be noted that the i-ngular deviation is never a linear function of elevation 
angle and under some circumstances can change sign over a very small range of elevation 
angles.  Thus although in a sense the angle error due to refraction through large scale 
inhomogeneities is systematic (as opposed to the 'clutter' due to a distribution of 
small irregularities) it is unlikely to be predictable. 

In conclusion it must be said that err 
may be appreciable at low elevation angles, 
irregularities the angular deviation is inve 
frequency the errors may be minimised by usi 
remembered that only ionospheric refraction 
will also occur due to the vertical gradient 
this effect will be most severe at low eleva 
vation in a wave of 136 MHz frequency have b 
In this case the deviation is almost indepen 
frequency beyond a certain point may not imp 

ors due to refraction are unavoidable and 
Since under all circumstances for large 

rsely proportional to the square of the wave 
ng higher frequencies .  However it must be 
has been considered.  Tropospheric refraction 
in tropospheric refractive index.  Again 

tion angles.  Deviations of 0.2° at 5° ele- 
een reported by Edenhofer et al, 1970 [7]). 
dent of frequency so that increasing the 
rove overall angular accuracy. 
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Fig.   1.     Angular deviation due  to  linear horizontal gradient  as  a   function of 
elevation  angle. 
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HIGH  LATIXUDE SATELUTE SCINTILUTIÜN 

J.   Frihagen 
NORWEGIAN DEFENCE  RESEARCH  ESTABLISHMENT 

Kjeller,   Norway 

0*  Bratteng 
THE AURORAL OBSERVATORY 

Troasö,   Norway 

ABSTRACT 

Nuaerous aeasureiMents of the height of ionospheric irregularities giving rise to 
satellite scintillation have shown them to be located in the region 300-600 k« above 
the ground. Observations presented here show that there is no appreciable reduction 
in scintillation at 136 MHz when a satellite looses height from in excess of I0C0 km 
to less than  300 km. 

When observed   from Tromsö  (70  N)  the mean scintillation depth  at 136  MHz   increases 
from South  to  North,   increases  with K,   shows   nighttime maxima   and daytime  minima. 

Published  results   (1)  of  satellite  scintillation observations  made  from  Spitsbergen 
(75     geomagnetic  N)  show  a  night-tine  minimum  of  scintillation  near  75°  geomagnetic 
North.     North of  this  region the  scintillation   level   is  high  and  shows  little diurnal 
variation.     At   7 5°  there  are  0600  and  1800  maxima  and  south of   it  a  nighttime  rcaximuiu. 

The  scintillation minimum at  7 5     is   not   observed  when  viewed   obliquely   from  the 
south  at  either  136  MHz  or 40 MHz. 

40  MHs  observations   from Tromsö  show  little   latitudinal   variation day  or   night   and 
a diurnal   variation with  a maximum  at  night. 

Some  results  of  electron density  from  rockets   launched   from Andenes   (69   N,   16  E) 
show  strong  Irregularities,   the  electron  density  varying  by up  to  25  % over   a   few  tens 
of meters   north  of  aurornl   forms.     Over  the   auroral   forms  the  electron  density   varies 
smoothly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Observations  of satellite scintillation   at  40  MHz   (BE-B)  has  been observed   from Tromsö 
and  Spitsbergen   at  67     and  75     North  invariant   latitude  respectively.     Scintillation  of 
ESRO   I  at   136  MHz  has  been observed   from  Tromsö.     Results  of  reducing the  Spitzbergen 
data   for diurnal   and   latitudinal   variations   have  been  published   earlier   (1.2). 

In  section  2   of this   paper we  will   present   the  Tromsö data  and  compare   it   to  the 
Spitzbergen   results. 

In  section  3  we will  briefly  present  some   results  of measuring electron  density   from 
rockets   launched   from  Andenes   (66°  North  invariant  latitude),   with special   emphasis 
on the  irregular   variations  in  electron  density   that   have  been  observed   on   these   flights. 

Finally  we will  briefly discuss  the  restraints  the data  places  on mechanisms   For 
producing  Ionospheric   irregularities,   and   discuss  some  possible  mechanisms. 

2. MORPHOLOGY  OF HIGH  LATITUDE  SATELLITE   SCINTILLATION 

jrorainant  feature  of  the Spitzbergen  data  obtained  in  1965-60   (1)   was   the 
)f   a  nighttime minimum  of mean  scintillation depth  at   about  75     geomagneti< 

The most  pi 
presence of 
North.     Well  to  the  north of this  latitude   there  was   little diurnal  variation  or 
variation with  Kp.     At  75°  there wore diurnal   maxima   at   about  0600 and   1800   geomagnetic 
time  and   a   filling in  of  the minima  with  increasing  Kp.     Well   to   the  south   there   was   a 
midnig.it  maximum  and   midday minimum  in  scintillation depth,   showing strong  daytime 
increase with  increasing Kp. 

Observing  the  same  satellite   in 1967   from  Tromsö   (6&     geomagnetic  North)   a   somewhat 
different   picture  appears.     Again  the   irregularities  causing the  scintillation  are 
assumed  to  be  located   at   400  km height. 

Th>?   amount   of  data   reduced   from Tromsö  observations   is   not   sufficient   for   such 
detailed  analyses   of  the morphology-  of  scintillation  as  wn.s   the  Spitzbergen  data. 

In this data the mean scintillation depth at 7 5 geomagnetic North shows a diurnal 
maximum at night and a minimum during day like it does at lower latitudes down to at 
least 65 . This apparent inconsistancy with the Spitzbergen data is easily resolved 
if the   ionospheric  region  of  irregularities   causing  the  scintillation  is  thick,   extends 
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over several hundred kilometers in height.  In this case a relatively narrow minimum of 
irregularities will be masked by irregularities on either or both sides of the minimum. 
Thp observed diurnal variation shown in the Tromso and Spitzbergen data indicate that 
the masking is due to irregularities at lower heights in the ionosphere south of the 
scintillation minimum. 

The mean scintillation level is higher for lar^e K than it is when K " 0-1.  The 
latitudinal variation between 650and 75° geomagnetic is small during midday and midnight 
which is as expected.  In the evening there is an increase towards North, and in the 
morning an anomalous increase towards South, 

Reference is made to Figure 1 and 2 for further details on the diurnal, latitudinal 
and K variations.  The data amounts are shown in Table 1. 

The data scaling and reduction for the 40 MHz observations is described earlier (2). 

The scintillation observations at 136 MHz from Tromsö was scaled from the AGC record- 
ings of telemetry receivers monitoring the ESRO I satellite at Tromsö Telemetry station. 
The recordings are calibrated and near logarithmic.  The scaled values were converted 
to conform as closely as possible to the scintillation index used on 40 MHz. 

The ESRO I satellite was in an eccentric orbit with perigee 275 km and apogee up to 
1S00 km.  In this case seasonal, diurnal and variations due to height changes are 
difficult to disentangle.  For simple geometrical reasons the amount of data obtained 
when fie satellite was near perigee is small, and probably has little effect on the 
diuniftl or latitudinal variation. 

The amount of data used here is shown in Table 2. 

Figures    3» 4 and 5 shows the variations diurnally, latitudinally, with satellite 
height and with K respectively.  The Jata on variations with satellite height are 
limited to a region close to the observing station.  The height of the effective 
irregularities were assumed to be at 400 km when the satellite was above 600 km but 
at 2/3 of the satellite height when it was lower. 

The diurnal variations shew maxima at night and broad minima during the day. 
Latitudinally the mean scintillation depth increases towards north.  The variations 
with K are large during the day.  In the north (at 75 N) the scintillation depth does 
not increase further when K exceeds 3 during the day and there is no dependence on 
K at night . 

The data on height variations is very unequally sampled.  Overall there is little 
variation of scintillation depth with height of the satellite.  Some diurnal variations 
in the sampling may be important but the region of irregularities must extend well 
beiow 300 km for at least parts of the day to explain the results.  This observation 
may well be limited to regions in the vicinity of the auroral zone. 

3.   IN SITU MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRON DENSITY 

The results of measuring electron density by RF impedance probes on higli altitude 
sounding rockets, have been reduced in some detail for the presence of irregularities. 

The measurements technique is well known and has been described in some detail by 
Folkestad (3). 

The first flight to be considered took place on 20 September lOob at 2032 MET,  The 
orbit and the locations of tvo auroral forms that were passed are shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 7 shows the electron density seen during the flight.  The smooth curve is the 
5 second, or about 3 km measured horizontally, running mean.  The other curve shows the 
electron density at, individual scaling points expressed as percent deviation from the 
n.nning mpan.  Energetic particle precipitation was observed in the regions of the 
aurorae, there are maxima in the electron density at these locations.  The intervening 
broad maximum is tliou^ht to be t lie point of furi liest penetration into the F region. 
Irregular variations in electron denf.ity afe observed strongest just north of each 
aurora.  Variations of up to 20 i over the order of 1(JU meters are observed in these 
regions.  In between occasional excussions ot as much as 5 %   (minimum to maximum) are 
seen. 

The next flight to be discussed took place on October 1, I'lfib at 2244 MLT.  During 
this flight there were multiple aurorae which just before and during the flight split 
up and moved ronsi crahly about .  Hie electron density obsorved in this flight is 
shown in Figure *.  Dutii)^, this flight both the 3 k"1 running mean and the deviations 
from it v.'.ried considerably. 

The last fliffht to be considered took p)flee on February 3, 1970 at 2324 MET. 

A review of the results of this flight h.is been published by Evans et al (4) and 
examnles of the small scale inegular variations of electron density by Fnhagen and 
Ja cobse n ( 5 ). 
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Early in this flight the rocket passed above a well defined auroral arc. Onboard 
observations indicate that the north boundary of 40 keV electrons was to the south of 
the aurora.  There was a raaxlmum of 2-3 keV electron precipitation above the aurora and 
"1 keV electrons persisted several tens of kilometers north of the aurora.  Together 
with a rapid drop of the^vl keV electron precipitation a sharp gradiant in electron 
density was observed from 10 to 10^ cm~3 over about 10 km measured horizontally. At 
this point were the strongest irregularities observed on the flight. Figure 9«  Previous 
to this, in the precipitation zones and over the aurora little if any irregularity were 
observed. Figure 10. 

North of this region patches of the order 1 to a few km of strong irregularities, 
10-15 %  variations in electron density over a few tens of meters.were present. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The probe measurements of electron density seem to be very significant.  They seem to 
rule out proposed mechanisms for producing irregularities at 280 km directly related to 
auroree.  Two stream instabilities caused either by the streaming of energetic particles 
or by the auroral electrojet if this in fact is located below aurorae or in the high 
energy (> 20 keV) precipitation regions. 

On the other hand the presence of irregularities near strong gradiants in electron 
density, lends considerable support to the sugestion that the gradiant instability, 
produces strong irregularities, Reid (6). 

Other mechanisms must also be important. 

It seems improbable that the irregularity region covering the polar cap north of 80 
is produced by this process.  Furthermore the patches of irregularities observed on one 
of the rocket flights did not seem to be systematically related to strong gradients in 
electron density.  It also seems to be difficult to explain the equatorward extent of 
the hia,h  latitude scintillation region by this mechanism. 

It seems quite probable, however, that the "auroral oval maximum" in irregularity may 
be caused by the gradient instability but the other mechanisms, active from the pole 
to the south boarder of irregularity, are simultaneously present. 

These speculations are based on a few probe measurements up to 2 50 km in height while 
the "scintillation region" extends much higher.  The electron dersity variations that 
may be sufficient to produce scintillation is not well known and may be below the 
threshold of what Is observed by the probes.  The arguments presented above, however, 
seem to apply to intense irregularities in the lower F region. 
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Table   1        Number of  4U  MHz  observations   from  Tromsö 

640-660 68o-70o 740-760 

K 0,1 2 3 0.1 2 3 0,1 2 3 

2100-0300 42 43 152 96 68 313 10 16 78 

030Ü-Ü90Ü 60 32 107 169 61 264 25 17 39 

0900-1500 204 7fc 74 38b 171 140 64 26 34 

1500-2100 101 54 118 255 152 244 51 28 50 
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Table  2 Number  of  1 36  MJ z  observations from Troms 3 

K 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

300   km 4 2 5 4 2 3 0 

68-72° 300-600   Ion IS 17 22 17 13 7 7 

600  km 25 68 66 60 45 19 15 
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Fig 6.   The observed electron density during flight F 19. 
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Fig 9«       The  most   intense  patch  of  irregularities  during  the   flight  of   Polar  1, 
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Satellite scintillations  between  43    and 66    northern 
latitude  from  1964   to   1969 

by 
Gerd  K.   Hartmann 

Max-Planck-Institut   für  Aeronomie 
Abt.   Weltraumphysik,   3411   Lindau/llarz 

W-Gerraany 

1 
Summary 

Since November 1964 till Hay 1969 the radio signals from the beacon satellite Explorer 22 were 
continuously recorded at Lindau, mainly for the purpose of obtaining the ionospheric electron 
content from Faraday-effect- and üispersive-üoppler-effect measurements. The so obtained ampli- 
tude- and phase recordings were compared. When the root mean square phase deviation - during 
distortions, e.g. phase scintillation, was equal or greater 1 radian, we found fast amplitude 
scintillations that exceeded 6 dB amplitude variations. This led to a new grouping of the scin- 
tillation data, different from earlier ones. Index 1 denotes weak scintillations with amplitude 
variations less than 6 dB, index 2 those which exceed 6 dB. 
Many findings of other authors could be corroborated, which will be mentioned in the relevant 

chapters. 
The rather narrow scintillation belt, which was observed between 50  and 60  northern geographic 
latitude seems to consist of two fairly independent "sub-belts", one represented by index 1 data, 
the other by index 2 data. Whilst the first one - strictly spoken its satellite occurrence fre- 
quency maximum, SOFM (1), seem to move northwards with increasing solar activity (in our special 
case roughly 2° of latitude) the second one, SOFM (2) seems to move southwards by roughly the 
same amount. These results have to be corroborated by future scintillation measurements accompa- 
nied by simultaneous height measurement, so that errors due to the assumption of a  mean height Hm 
are avoided. There is no clear physical interpretation until now, however it is suggested that the 
different behaviour of precipitated particles - energy range from 5 eV to 50 KeV - and possibly 
the dynamical effects in the ionosphere which are connected with the midlatitude trough might be 
the cause. 
It is further suggested that the scintillation activity increases by a factor of 2  as concerned 
weak scintillations and by a factor of 4 as concerned strong scintillations, when Kp exceeds .To. 
Furthermore a southward motion with increasing magnetic activity was observed. 

In summer the SOFM seems to be approximately 2° further north than in winter. 
More detailed investigations of the physical cause of all those effects and their interdependence 
are proposed and were already started to a small oxtenf at Lindau. 
The scintillation- and other-data should he used in a complimentary way to exploit the advantages 
inherent in each and thus to proceed from the fairly well estalil ished phenomeno logical description 
to the more desirable detailed physical interpretation of the ionospheric-magiietospheric inter- 
actions. 

1. Introduction 

Since November 1')64 the amplitude of radio si'ii.ilh from the lioacon satellite Explorer 22   (incli- 
nation ^BO0, altitude ~ 1000 km, code-name; S-CC) has In en recorded in Lindau for the purpose of 
obtaining the ionospheric electron content from the Ka i a .^v-effect (llartmann, 1965) and the Dis- 
p« rsi ve-Uoppler-ef f ect (bchmidt, 1!)6(>). The t ransini t I ed fre'iuencies were 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 41 MHz, 
136 MHz and 360 MHz. These signals were recorded on a routine basis until May 19(i'.J, when - due to 
technical problems aboard - the spacecraft transmitted only during short periods. On a cmiKi ilerable 
number of occasions the regular Karaday-fading- ind insnei si ve-Uoppler-el'fects were distorted or 
oven obscured by other (-'fleets. Most, of these wer** due to inhomogene i t les in the ionosphere 
(llartmann, 1969, I'tTO) a few of them ( ■~ 7 ol to inhnmogenri t ies in the troposphere (llartmann, 
1970a). Because of the ionospheric inhoinogenn t ies the obtained recordings displayed two effects, 

(a! so called ionospheric satellite seinti 1 lations and (hi effects which were the result of hori- 
zontal gradients in the ionosphere. Here we shall consider ionospheric satellite scintillations 
and discuss the results in detail. 

2, Measuring   technique 

A simple Faraday-el feet (amplitude* receiving system was used (llartmann, 196.1, 1970), He 
much better and more sensitive so-called polarimeler systtsi has liecome available. II,e i>\ 
Uoppler-ef feet receiving system (.chiiii dt, 1966) was rauch More conpl icited. The l/ispcrsiv 
record essentially displays the phase d i 11crence of two coherently related signals - in 
■10 MHz and 360 MHz - and is basically .'i measure of the ratio of change of pliai path hot 
satellite   and   receiver   due   to   the   ioaosphere, 

3. Scintillation,   harkground 

Propagation of electromagnet 
results in variations in the 
1 ) ampli tude 
2 ) phase 
3)   angl e-of-arn va 1 
of   the  waves   as   received   at 
Generally   this   is   defined   a 
bince  amplitude measurement 
roughly   90  '«  of   the   now  available   scintillation 
This   is   the   reason   that    fairly   often   for   sake   of 

cent ly   a 
spersive 
e   Uoppler 
our   case 
ween   t he 

ic   waves   through   an   i nhoHiogerieous   ionosphere   and   troposphere   usually 

t hi r. round, 
sc int i 1 la t i on . 
reqilirr in general only a fairly simple and inexpensive CMH 

lata were obtained by amplitude tneasurel 
brevity   the  expression   "scintillation" 

sively   related   to  measured   amplitude   fluctuations. 
I'hase  measurements,   e.g.   Dispers i ve-Uoppler-ef fecl-roeasiiremenf«,   strictly   spoken   relativ 
measurements,   require   a  more   sophisticated  and  much   more   expensive  equipment,   1'herefore 
approximately   7   t  ol    the  available   scintillation   data   were   obtained   by   phase  measurement 
scintillation*.   Angle   ol   arrival   measurements   require  a   still   more   complicated  equipment 
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a very accurnte antenna  systea.  Therefore  only  3 % of the   data were  obtained by angle  of arrival 
measurements  (angle of  arrival  scintillation). 
A wealth  of experimental   data  is already  available  and  the  literature  is now very extensive.   But 
there  is still no generally  accepted theory  of  the  cause  of   ionospheric  irregularities.  The   latest 
reviews on  this topic  are  given  by Aarons   (1970)  and Hartmann   (1971). 
Here we shall  consider  only  amplitude-  and  phase scintillations. 

4»  Scintillation  recordings  obtained at  Lindau 

In  many  cases  the  usual   regular Faraday   fading -  the  duration   of  the  fading   periods  varies  between 
1  sec and several  minutes   -  is  accompanied  by another,   very   fast,  and   irregular fading.  The  dura- 
tion  of these  fading  periods varies -  in   our special   case -   between  2 Hz and  50 Hz.   Figure  1   shows 
a  regular amplitude  recording of  a satellite  passage -  rev.   no.   7262  - with  undisturbed Faraday- 
fading. 
Figure 2 shows an amplitude  recording with  regular Fnraday-fading on  the  left  and  right,  and  in 
the middle  "•'   2 min.   of  very  fast  fading,   denoted as scintillation.  Th« uppermost  trace shows 
1  sec.   time markers.   The  other  traces  reading downwards,   are  20 MHz,   41  MHz,   40 MHz,   40 MHz,   and 
41  MHz,  with  various antennas.   The amplitude  increases   linearly  downwards   (but   is  limited at  about 
20 dB above  rise)  and  time  goes  from  left  to  right.  This   recording was  obtained on  March  14th,   1966, 
during  revolution no.   7153. 
Figure 3 now shows an  example  of a  Uispersive-Doppler-recording  between  the  40 MHz and  360 MHz 
signals  for the same  satellite  passage,   no.  7153,   on March  14th,   1966.   The  uppermost   trace  displays 
the  1  sec.   time markers.   The  chart  speed  was 5 mm  per sec.   The  3rd and 4th   trace  show  the  phase 
path   variation.   Using   the   same  satellite  signal,   trace  3  shows   the  cosine   output  of  the   phase   lock 
loop and  trace 4  the fiine   output.   This   is   to  prevent,  ambiguity  when   deciding whether the  phase 
path   has  become   longer   or  shorter.   Now  an   improved  equipment  with  one  sawtooth-output   is  available. 
On   the   left   and  right   of   this  recording   regular  phase  path   variations  are   to   be  seen.   In   the  middle 
-  for   '""'  2 min.  -  the   phase   is  heavily  distorted and shows   ':phase scintillations".   Looking  back 
to  the  relevant  amplitude   recording,   figure 2,   one  can  detei t   the  scintillation  effects on   both 
the  amplitude and  phase-recordings. 

5.   Data analysis 

Roughly 4500 amplitude   recordings  obtained with  signals   from  Explorer 22  between November  1964  and 
February 1969 were examined  for  the occurrence  of  scintillation  el'fccts,   e.g.   for each year appro- 
ximately  1000 t  10 %  recordings were analyzed.  One  of our main   interests was  to  investigate  -   if 
possible -  the  diurnal-,   seasonal-,   latitudinal-  and sunspot-cycle-behaviour  of  the  scintillation. 
In  order to  avoid strong   influences of  longitudinal  effects  only  those  recordings were  processed 
by   the   computer  for  which   at   the   1'CA   (point  of  closest   approach)   of  the  satellite   the   follswing 
condition was  valid:    \ Ä, - Ä* 0 /   —3°,       ^- o:   longitude  of   the  observing site.    A.:   longitude  of 
the  subsateliite track. 
The   rate  of   the  satellite's   orbital   precession   required   three   months   of  observation   to  obtain   data 
near   the  same   latitude   for  all   local   times.   Therefore   in   using   these   data   to   investigate  the   scin- 
tillation   effects  we  have   to   take   into   account   a  mixing   of   seasonal   variations  with   local   time 
effects. 
It   has   become  obvious   that   a  great   deal   of  scintillation   producing   irregularities  are   located   in 
the  F-region   of   the   ionosphere.   Therefore   in  many   cases  where   no   continuous   measurcnents  of   their 
heights   could   be  carried   out,   a  mean  Height   Mm  of  350 km  was   assumed   for  any   calculation. 
Becker   (1965)   demonstrated   that   at   our   location  l.indau/llarz   (geographical   latitude  51°  39'   N; 
geographical   longitude   10°  7.5'   K;   geomagnetic   latitude   52.3°;    geomagnetic   1ongitude  095°;   magnetic 
dip  67°;   Time:   MET  =   UT   +   I   h)   the  mean   height   of   the  maximum   of   the  F-layer:   tun  K2   does  not 
exceed   the   following  values: 
a) sunspot   maximum     1)   night:     400  km 

2)  noon:       300 km 
b) sunspot  minimum     1)  night:     300 km 

2)   noon:        200  km 
The seasonal  variations are  even  smaller  than  this. 
Since  no   continuous   height   measurements  were  available  at   Lindau,   we   assumed   -   due   to  the  above 
mentioned   figures  -   a   mean   height   of   the   irregularities   of   3011   km   for  all   calculations. 
Ifeh   et   al   ( 1970)  gave   an   excellent   review   on   various  experimental   techniques   to  measure   the   actual 
heights  of   scintillation   producing   irregularities.   That   our  assumption   of   a   mean  height,   is  an   over- 
simplification   is  quite   obvious   from  the   following.   The   existence  of  multiple   layers  of   irregulari- 
ties   has  been   reported   by   Jespersen  and   Kamas   (1961).   Kidd   (1070)   reported   heights   between   130  and 
900  km.   Aarons   (1970)   corroborated   these   results.   While   it   is   generally  agreed   that   on   the  average 
there   is  a   correlation   between   the   occurrence  of   scintillations  and  spread   F  several   authors   have 
noted   discrepancies  when   the   occurrence   of   these   two   phenomena   are  compared   in   detail   (.singleton, 
1969;    Briggs,   195H;   Jespersen,   1967). 
Due   to   the   fact   that   the   difference  between  geomagnetic   ami   geographic   latitudes   in   our  observing 
area   nowhere   exceeds   5  %  and   that   there   is   also  a   fairly   small   difference   between   local   time   and 
geomagnetic   local   time,    the   data   are   displayed   as   a   function   of   geographic   latitude   and   local 
time  LT. 
Phase   recordings   and   amplitude   recordings   were   compared.   .Since   the   phase   measuroinents   were   star- 
ted   -   due   to   the   design   of   the  sophisticated   receiving  equipment   -   later   than   the  amplitude  mea- 
surements  and   be  ause   of   the   fairly   complicated   recording   technique   the   ratio   between   the  available 
amplitude  -   and   phase   mea-sureiuents   is   roughly  4   :    I. 
In   most   cases  when   the   phase  scintillations  exhibited  a   root   mean   square   phase   deviation  tf(, }.   1    rod, 
we   found   fast   amplitude   variations   that   exceeded  6   dB  on   the   relevant   amplitude   recording. 
0O   is   an   important  quantity   for  any   theoretical   treatment   of   the  scintillation   effects.   Singleton 
(1970),   Uramley   (1967).   These   findings  motivated   us  -   deviating   from  many   other  definitions   -   to 
arrange  our  scintillation   events   into  two   groups.      A)  weak   scintillations  wtiere   the   fast  amplitude 
variations  were   less   or  equal   6   dB  hut   larger   than   1   dB.   We   denote   this  group;    Index   1.   H)   strong 
scintillations  where   the   fast   amplitude   variations   exceeded  (>   (IB.   We   denote   this  group:    Index   2. 
For  geophysical   purposes   several   groups   have   adopted  a   special    definition   of   scintillation   index   SI, 
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Whitney et al (1969). Our index 2 is lelated to SI in the following manner: 
Index 2  =  SI > 0.75 >   75  %. 
Due to the characteristics of the Dispersive-Doppler-rcceiving system weak amplitude scintilla- 
tions (index 1) were practically not associated by phase scintillations. Due to this and because 
of their limited number phase scintillation data were only used for grouping the amplitude scin- 
tillation data into index 1 and index 2. 
In order to exclude possible spurious effects only those recordings were processed where the 
scintillation effect was observable on both 40 Hilz and 41 MHz and when the signals exceeded the 
noise Ir^el by more than 1 dB. 
In general the amplitude recordings were readable down to 1  elevation angle of the satellite. 
Our local horizon is shielded by the surroundings up to 2 degrees. We define the elevation angle 
as the angle between the horizcntal plane at the observing site and the straight line from the 
observing station to the satellite. The actual angle of arrival of the ray at the receiving an- 
tenna is somewhat greater than this elevation angle because of refraction in the ionosphere. In 
order to exclude further spurious effects we defined for our special investigations a readibility 
threshold RT, which was 1 dB above noise level. Due to this the range of observability was 
narrowed in the most uifavourable cases down to 10° elevation (10° "^ 90° —MO0). 
For our statistical stut. . :6 reported here only those recordings were processed that displayed 
- within the above mentioned range of readibility - a distinct onset of one or more scintillation 
events. So all recordings which showed scintillation throughout the entire satellite passage 
were excluded. By this procedure less than 10 %  of the total number of scintillation recordings 
were removed. 
Since NASA generously supplied the participants of this special beacon program with the so called 
Rrfined World Map any calculation of geocentric and topoccntric coordinates could be easily and 
accurately performed. Any of the following calculations was done for intervals of 1° latitude or 
1° elevation ard l hour local time. 

6. licsults for the 4 year period Nov. 1964 - Feb. 1969 

1) Latitudinal-, tiae-, sunspot-number dependence 

Figures 4 and 5 display all scintillation events - index 1 + index 2 - as a function of local 
tine  t  and geographic latitude. The northern boundary of these figures is caused by the above 
mentioned readibility threshold RT. The southern boundary is more physically defined. Southward 
of this boundary no scintillation events were observed. The white areas indicate that no scintilla- 
tion at all occurred. The simple hatched regions indicate 1 to 3 scintillation cases, the double 
hatihed regions 3 to 10 cases and the black regions more than 10 cases (per 1 hour and 1 degree 
latitude). 
Figure 4 displays the data from October 26th, 1964 (641026) to December 31st, 1966 (661231). In 
this period the sunspot number increased from 15 to 47. 
Figure 5 displays the data from December 31st, 19'"<> (661231) to Feb. 6th, 1969 (690206). In this 
period the sunspot number increased up to 106. The location of our observing site - 51° 39' N 
geographic latitude - is indicated by the black arrow. Due to the fact that we used a meaii irre- 
gularity height, 300 km, and did not take into account the upward and downward motion of the 
layers the displayed latitudinal behaviour is slightly erroneous. We'll refer to this in a later 
chapter. The major problem is that - due to the moan height assumption we artifically transformed 
a three dimensional problem into a two dimensional one. For future studies a three dimensional 
presentation is highly desirable and measurements should be conceived to guarantee this. 
Nonetheless it is qiute obvious from figures 1 and 2 that the scintillation occurrence frequency 
maximum, SOFM. is observable between 1900 LT and 0600 LT, and that the expansion to the southern- 
most latitudes occurs around midnight. Furthermore there is an increase in the overall scintilla- 
tion-activity and a decrease of the "non-scintillation areas" with increasing snlar activity. 
Ilnwevpr it is fairly difficult to make any more detailed statement about the latitudinal behaviour. 
This is mainly due to two facts: 
a) The midlatitude scintillation activity is rauch smaller than at low or high geomagnetic latitu- 

des, e.g., among the total number of <« 4500 analyzed recordings there were less than 50 % 
which displayed scintillation effects. They were spread all over day and night and over a wide 
latitude range. Just one beacon satellite does not yield sufficient date for detailed statisti- 
cal studies. 

b) We did not use the somewhat arbitrary definition of a scintillation boundary as given by 
Aarons et al (1969) but defined index 1 and index 2. Aarons termed the equatorward edge of the 
irregularity region as measured by scintillation observations the "scintillation boundary". 
This boundary is defined at that invariant latitude where the scintillation index SI, measured 
with a 40 Mllz-signal is SI 

to 50 0.5 

In tried to overcome the latter difficulty by displaying the data as a function of the elevation 
angle - as defined above - of the satellite. 
Figures 6 and 7 ishow the number of scintillation events S as a function of the elevation angle 
lil, S = S (El) wliich is reckoned from south to north from 0°—»90°—^ 180°. Figure 6 displays the 
data for the weak scintillation effects, index 1. 
The dotted line represents the period 26.10.1901 - 31.12.1966 and the solid line the period 
31.12.1966 - 00.02.1969, Figure 7 displays the data for the strong scintillation effects, index 2. 
Figure f> reveals two sharp scintillation occurrence frequency maxima, SOFMs, at 160° elevation 
angle, whicii is equal to 20° elevation angle north of our observing site. The two maxima coincide 
better than 1°. It is evident that with increasing solar activity the number of scintillation 
events increases also, in our case by a factor of 2. Figure 7 shows - comp. red with figure 6 - 
that the number of strong scintillation effects (index 2) is much smaller. Furthermore the two 
distinct SOFMs are now located at 160° and 144° elevation angle and their heights are fairly 
equal. Kven if we assume the earlier mentioned snlar cycle dependence of hm F2, there still 
remains a resultant ( ~ 2° latitude) southward motion of the SOFM, (196() - 1969), index 2, with 
increasing sunspot numbers. This agrees well with the statements about the behaviour of the 
scintillation boundary Aarons et al (1969), However if we look again at figure 0 apparently there 
seems to be no movement of the SOFM, (1966 - 1969), index 1, with increasing sunspot number. If 
we take into consideration the upgoing motion of hm F2 with advancing solar phase we obtain a 
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resultant ( ~1.70 latitude) northward motion of SOFM, (1966 - 1969), index 1, Table 1 enables us 
to calculate the errors which are due to the assumption of a constant mean height Ihn, for 20° and 
36° elevation angle. 
For sake of clarity the data used for calculating figures 6 and 7, S = S (El), are now used to 
display S  as a function of geographic latitude '/' , S = S ( ^ ). Figures 8 and 9 show the re- 
sults. Due to the necessary assumption of a constant Mm it is quite evident that their geophysical 
interpretation is less reliable than that of figures 6 and 7. However, keeping in mind the results 
of table 1, we obtain roughly the same statements as for figures 6 and 7. Distinct SOFMs are 
observable between 54° and 57° northern geographic latitude. In order to get in the future much 
more reliable and accurate presentations continuous measurements of the actual irregularity 
heights are required. 
There is no explanation yet of the very different sunspot cycle behaviour of index 1 and index 2. 
Particle precipitation measurements of Frank et al (1971), Rao et al (1970) and Heikkila (1970) 
led to the suggestion that the two different scintillation belts are caused by different types 
of particles. The northward motion of SOFM, (1966 - 1969), index 1, seems to be a quite new 
result. In another context such a northward motion was already suggested by Oksman (1971). 
However - due to another grouping of the scintillation events - he made the statement for all 
observed scintillations. This motion might be also deduced fron findings due to Beynon and Jones 
(1964). They compare the results obtained by Kent (1959) at Cambridge in 1957, using Sputnik 1 as 
the signal source (40 MHz), with their own results at Aberystwyth, Wales, (at the same geomagnetic 
latitude as Cambridge) using Discoverer 36 (20 MHz) in 1961 - 1962 and state that the scintilla- 
tion index was much higher at a certain geomagnetic latitude in the latter case. This result can 
be stated differently by saying that the latitude at which the same mean scintillation index was 
obtained was much lower in the latter case. As a matter of fact there was an apparent latitude 
shift approximately 7° towards the equator. Due to the ratio of the observed signal frequencies 
of 1:2 - as rough calculations revealed - at least 60% of this amount ('•' 4°) was caused by the 
frequency variation. 
Anyway our findings seem to exhibit a sunspot-cycle-dependence of the SOFMs which result in an 
increase of magnitude and a latitudinal variation of approximately i 2°. Outside the belt-like 
regions, defined by the SOFMs, the scintillation activity drops to less than 20 % at any other 
southern latitude. 

Table  1 

1 20 
2 36 
3 36 
4 20 
5 3G 
6 36 
7 20 
8 36 
9 36 

10 20 
11 36 
12 20 
13 3(1 
14 36 
15 36 

Angular distance of the irregularities from the observing site as a function of observed eleva- 
tion angle (lil) and assumed mean height (lira). 

Elevation [ J  mean height   Angular distance   difference 1   difference 2 
££ Mm [km] O.    l°] A    C0]       A  [0] 
~ Too 2T3 ^1,2=1.1 

100 1.2 
200 2.3 A 1,3 = 0 
200 4.3 A1,1 = - 2 
200 2.3 A 4,5 = 2 
300 3.4 £.  4,6 = 0.9 
300 6.1 A4,7 = - 1.8 
300 3.4 A 7,8 = 2.7 
400 4.3 A 7,9 = 1.8 
350 7.0 A7,10 = - 0.9 
350 3.9 
400 7.8 A 7,12 = - 1.7 
400 4.3 Al2,13 = 3.5 
500 5.3 A 12,14 = 2.5 
600 6.3 

Due to the location of our observing site difference 1 represents the southward motion, difference 
2 the northward motion. 

^1,2  =  1 minus 2 

7. Magnetic activity dependence 

Figure 10 shows S = S ( y1 ) as calculated for Kp > 3o (dotted line) and Kp 4> 3o (solid line) 
from 31.12.1966 - 06.02.1969 for weak scintillation events, index 1. A distinct SOFM id observable 
around 57° latitude. During the time periods whore the recordings were obtained we found an 
occurrence frc(|uciicy ratio of approximately 1 : 5 for Kp ^> 3o / Kp i. 3o. The ratio of the dis- 
played two SOFMs is ~ 1 : 3. This implies that the scintillation activity for Kp s  3o increase 
by n factor ~ 2. Furthermore an apparent southward motion of ~2° for SOFM (Kp > 3o) is observable. 
Figure 11 shows tht same presentation for strong scintillation events, index 2. The scintillation 
activity for Kp > 3o increased by a factor of ~ 4. An apparent southward motion of the SOFM 
(Kp > 3o) of ^ 1° is observable. 
The southward motiont. are in agreement with other results, e.g. Aarons et al (1969), however 
their correct magnitude should be confirmed by scintillation-measurements which yield simul- 
taneously the height of the irregularities and therefore do not require any mean height assumption 
for the data analysis. 

B. ooasonol variations 

Figure 12 shows the behaviour of the SOFMs for winter and summer. All scintillation events 
(index 1 + index 2) from May, June, and July (1965 + 1966 + 1967 + 1068) were taken and displayed 
as a function of geographic latitude, being regarded representative for summer conditions (solid 
line). Furthermore all scintillation events (index 1 + index 2) from November, December, and 
January (1964 + 1965 + 1966 + 1967 + 196H/69) were taken and also displayed as a function of geo- 
graphic latitude, being regarded representative for winter conditions (dotted line). We find that 
the scintillation activity in summer is approximately 25 %  higher than in winter. This was also 
corroborated by analyzing the individual years, however the number of data were too small for 
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more reliable interpretations. The SÜFM (summer) appears to be at least 2 north of the Ö0FM 
(winter). However this statement is ngain very much dependent from the assumed constant mean height 
Hm. Again continuous height measurements are required. 

9. Discussion 

As the auroral zone approaches, the character of the average ionosphere properties, changes 
markedly. A number of aeronomic parameters display pronounced activity in the range 50° to 60° 
geomagnetic latitude. A few of them will now be mentioned. 
1_) Radio star and satellite scintillation increases sharply northward of 55°. (Oolshoi, 1966; 
Eroukhimov et al 1968, 1969; Aarons et al 1969). Our recent findings match these statements very 
well and show that there exist a rather narrow scintillation belt. Our studies seem to indicate 
that this belt consists of two fairly independent "sub-belts", one represented by index 1 data 
the other by index 2 data. 
2) Klectron precipitation (low energy) maximizes at 55  (Mariani, 1963). Very recent studies 
(Mac and Maier, 1970) of electron precipitation with energies between S eV and 200 eV show that 
their boundary seems to match fairly well the scintillation boundary. However the same seems to 
be true for precipitating very soft protons. Furthermore there seems to be a good correlation 
with the Stable-Aurora-Hed-Arc (SAR). Other pbotoelectron measurements useful for such correlation 
purposes were carried out by llcikkila (1970), Frank et al (1971 ) showed excellent energy-time- 
(E-t)-spectrograms" for precipitated electrons between 50 eV and 50 KeV with very good temporal 
and energy resolution in subauroral and auroral regions which might also be correlated with scin- 
tillation measurements. 
3) It was reported that polewards of the scintillation belt occurs the main F-region electron- 
density trough, observed in topside soundings (Huldrew, 1965; Nelms, 1966; Magg, 1967). As to the 
connection of the scintillation boundary with other ionospheric and magnetospheric quantities, 
the best fit in the shape and range of the diurnal variation was obtained with the equatorward 
boundary of the midlatitudc trough of electron density in the F-region, given by Thomas and 
Andrews (1968) for the period 1962 - 63. Hycroft et al (1970) inlerrcd from detailed statistical 
investigations that the plasmapause in the magnctosphere and the trough near the exospheric base 
are related phenomena. Miller (1970) stated that the mean quiet-time trough position was negligib- 
ly affected but the electron density increased as much as threefold as the solar phase advanced. 
Since the spatial resolution of his measurements was only 10° (latitude) and due to the somewhat 
arbitrary definition of the trough location it is quite clear that any effect that does not 
exceed 5° (latitude) variation is therefore obscurred. Since seasonal and sunspotcycle-effects 
are probably just in this range of magnitude they could obviously not be detected by these 
measurements. Liszka et al (1970) stated that the ionospheric trough is located at the southern 
boundary of the precipitation region (1 KeV precipitated electrons). 
Since most of the above mentioned measurements were done at various locations, at various loca- 
tions, at various heights, and during different tine periods and due to the often very different 
resolution or sensitivity of the measuring devices one can only phenomenologica1ly state that the 
above mentioned effects are linked. Our reported findings should be regarded as part of this 
phenomenology rather than a very definite statement. For more detailed physical investigations 
all these quantities - and a few more - should be measured simultaneously. Furthermore correla- 
tion with backscatter measurements - some were already performed (Hartmann, 1969) - should be 
done. Some of the measuring techniques have to he improved towards better sensitivity and higher 
spatial resolution. Scintillation measurements with simultaneous height measurements are required. 
More sophisticated measuring methods for a better investigation of the scintillation-fine-struc- 
ture-problems should be conceived. This is necessary in order to decide whether electrons or pro- 
tons or both are the cause for the irregularities. An equipment which we do hope will enable im- 
proved measurements of this type is under design in our institute. 

10. Conclusions 

1) Many findings of other authors could be corroborated. This was already mentioned in the rele- 
vant chapters. 

2) The obtained amplitude and phase recordings were examined and led to a specific new grouping 
ol the scintillation data different from earlier ones. Index 1 denoted weak scintillations with 
amplitude variations less than 6 dB, index 2 those which exceed 6 dB. 

3) The rather narrow scintillation belt, which was observed between 50° and 60° northern geographic 
latitude seems to consist of two fairly independent "sub-belts", one represented by index 1 
data, the other by index 2   data. Whilst the first one - strictly spoken its satellite occurrence 
frequency maximum, SÜFM (1), - seems to move northwards with increasing solar activity (in our 
special case roughly 2° latitude) the second one, SOFM (2) seems to move southwards by roughly 
the same amount. These results have to be corroborated by future scintillation measurements 
accompanied by simulta/ieous height measurement, so that errors due to the assumption of a mean 
height llm are avoided. There is no clear physical interpretation until now, however It is 
suggested that the different behaviour of precipitated particles - energy range fro» 5 eV to 
50 KeV - and possibly the dynamical effects in the ionosphere which are connected with the 
midlatitude trough might be the cause. 

■1) More detailed investigations of the physical cause of all these effects and their interdepen- 
dence are proposed and were already started to a small extent at Lindau. 

5) The scintillation data and other data should be used in a complementary way to exploit the 
advantages inherent in each and thus to proceed from the fairly well established phenomennlogi- 
cal description to the more desirable detailed physical interpretation of the ionospheric- 
magnet ospheri c interact i ans. 
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13.   Appendix 

Clarification of the quantity S, used in figs. 6 - 12 of this paper 

Since we only analyzed recordings which diaplayed at least one distinct scintillation onset or 
cease during the entire satellite passage, we could calculate the location of the southern scin- 
tillation boundary. S so represents the number of occurrences of southern boundaries for a given 
elevation angle (figs. 6 and 7) or latitude (figs. 8 - 12). So we have some sort of a probability 
distribution for the southern scintillation boundary. In the same manner we tried to display the 
northern scintillation boundary. Since this fairly often failed and very likely only parts of this 
curve were significant - due the fact that the satellite left the range of observation before the 
scintillation dropped to zero - we did not display these curves. 
However those southern parts of the northern boundary curves which might be slgnlficint, intersect 
the southern boundary curves approximately 5 degrees (latitude) north of the maximum of the sou- 
thern curve. They have mostly maxima probably at locations beyond our range of observation. If in 
spite of this a vague statement might be given then this that there aeems  to exist a belt-like 
scintillation structure in our area at ^ 57°  latitude, at least during specific periods. 
Due to detailed discussions we restrict our former more general statement about the belt-like- 
structure to the just mentioned modified statement. 
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Fig.   2    Faraday-effect   recording with  satellite  scintillation, 
satellite  Erplorer 22,  March  14,   1966.   Iiev.no.7153 
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Fig.   3     Dispersive-üoppler-recordinfi with   "phase  scintillation", 
satellite  Explorer  22,   March  14,   19CJ,   Rev,no.7153 
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1'iK. j  .Sate, lite scintillation activity an a function of Rpographic 
latitude and local time LT. Time period from 26.10.1!)64 to 
31.12.1966. 
White areas: no scintillation events 
Simple hatched areas: 1 - 1 scintillation events 
Double hatched areas; r5 - 10 scintillation events 
Black areas: More than 10 scintillation events 
The black arrow indicates the latitude of the ohsprving 
site. Mean height llm: 300 km 
Weak + strong scintillation; e.g. index 1 + index 2  are 
combined in this presentation 
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Fig  5    Satellite   scintillation  activity  as  H  function   of 
geographic   latitude  and  local  time LT. 
Time  period   from  31.12.1966  to  06.02.1969 
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Kig.   G     Nurnbor  »f  scintillation   events  S  as  a   function   of 
elevation  anf;le   El   of  the  satellite. 
Dotted  line   represents   the   period  26,10.190'!  -   .11 .1 2,1 966. 
Solid   line   represents   the   period  31.12.1960  -  00.02.1909. 
Data   for   index   1 

For  more  detailed  explanation   of     S     see   13,   appendix. 
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I''i>;.   8    Number  of  scintillation   events .S as a   function 
of Rcoßrnphic   latitude If  . 
Dotted   lino   represents   the   period   jr.. 1 o. ] !)(> 1   - 
"1.12.1 >)0f;. 
.'joliil   line   rejiresents   tlie   period   51 . 12. t Ofif)   - 
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Data   for   index   1 
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Fig. 9  Same captions as fig. 8 
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I''' K.   12     Number   of   RCint 11 lat i on   ovints  .S  a.s   a   functinn 
of  Reii^rnphic   latitude   T     for   summer   and  winter. 
Mm   =   300  km 
Data   for   index   1   +   index   2 
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SESSION IV 

POLAR SCINTILLATION 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

by O.M.Bratteng 

Studie« of translonoapheric propagation have shown that atrong scintillation nay occur 
in th« VHF-and  UHF band  at  any place and  at  any  time  north of about   50° invariant 
latitude«    The production and characteristics of the scintillation - giving irregular- 
ities are not at all well known.    As regards the aorphological aspects, however,  soaie 
prevailing features seea to appear. 

There is  rather strong scintillation in the  Polar Cap region,   a secondary ainiaua  around 
75    invariant  latitude,   «nd a strong maximuai in the  auroral  sons.    The southern  boundary 
is at about 60     invariant latitude in the evening and at about  70°  in the morning. 
During geomagnetic disturbances the boundary moves southward and the intensity increases. 
As regards the time variation,  an evening and a morning maximum have been observed 
from bigh latitude statioi.s.    These maxima coincide with maxima in precipitation of soft 
energy electrons. 

Statistically,   the region of maximum scintillation  is  found  in the vicinity  of the well- 
known main trough in electron density. 

Probe measurements  as well as radar observations have shown that there is a  region of 
strong irregularities north of optical aurorae.     (In this region strong precipitation of 
soft energy electrons is to be expected.) 

Beacon measurements by use of low orbiting satellites have demonstrated that scintillation 
giving irregularities exist even below 200     km. 

The reported  heght- and scale sice distribution and the latitudinal variation of these 
two parameters do not show a consistent picture.     Results  from satellite beacons and 
radio stars contradict. 

There exists large scale gradients in total  electron content which will cause signifi- 
cant errors  in angle- of-arrival measurements  at  least  for  frequences below  300 MHs. 
These gradients  seem to be  associated with  TID's with scale alse of about  100 -  200  km. 

Ill 
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DISCUSSION 

G H Millman 

We  seem to  have  neglected  the topic  of angular  scintillation  in  this  session.     What   is 
the  correlation  of  angular  scintillation with  amplitude  scintillation  in the  polar 
region? 

P A  Forsyth 

In response I would like to say a few words about the advantages of angular scintill- 
ation measurements.  In one sense angular measurements are more fundamental since even 
for a thin phase screen the angular spectrum is present close to the screen as well as 
far away while amplitude fluctuations are only present far from the screen.  For this 
reason we have been making angular (and amplitude) observations of satellite and rocket 
beacons for nearly ten years at a variety of stations in Canada.  In all "simple" 
situations, i e where only a few irregularities are present, it is possible to combine 
the angular and amplitude scintillations to give a fairly detailed description of the 
spatial distribution of ionization in the irregularities, but especially in the auroral 
zone the situation often becomes so complex that only statistical results coin be given 
and these are much less valuable for studies of the mechanism of formation of the irr- 
egularities.  Finally I should give an important qualification on my enthusiasm for 
angular measurements.  We have accumulated many records but the detailed analysis to 
yield electron density distributions is so time consuming that the extraction of mean- 
ingful synoptic data is well beyond the capability at a group like ours so we have only 
a few snapshots of particular situations in the ionosphere.  This fits our interest in 
mechanisms but may be of little value to those interested in morphology. 

A Kavadas 

1) Do the irregularities in the F- and E-regions occur simultaneously? 

2) Do you get E-region irregularities when you have F-region irregularities but the 
magnetic activity is low? 

P A Forsyth 

i)       Considering the  difficulty of getting coincidence  in  time  for  a  satellite   pass, 
a  rocket   flight  and  an  aurora  we  have   only  one   instance.     For tha  one   instance   the 
answer   is  yes. 

2)       I  don't   know  but  since  we  have  corapbtely   quiet   rocket   flights   from  Churchill   and 
satellite   scintillations  are  often  seen   at   Churchill  under  "quiet"  conditions  I 
suspect   the   answer  is  yes. 

P A  Forsyth 

This   is  a  short  comment   on  the  question  of  E-regi 
about   25  rocket  flights  in  which  the  transmitter 
a  variety  of   auroral  and  non-auroral  conditions, 
measurements.      All   records  include  basically   both 
(relative  phase)   and  amplitude  scintillation.      Th 
satellite measurements tend  to be  biassed  toward 
measurements   tend   to  show that  E-region irregular 
I  would  suggest  that  the  E-region  irregularities 
F-region irregularities.     Whenever  amplituda   flue 
there   is  a  bias  toward  F-region  because the   ampli 
are more  fully  developed   (because  the  F-region  is 
But  certainly  especially during the  formation   of 
ations  occur   and  are  consistent  witli what  one   wil 
electron  precipitation  associated  with  visible   au 

on   scintillation.     We  have  a   total   of 
was  between  the  E   and  F  region  and   for 
These  are  in  addition to  the   satellite 
angular  scintillation measurements 

e   general   picture  seems  to be   that   the 
the   F-region heights  but  the   rocket 
ities  exist  in  the  auroral   ionosphere, 
are  generally  screened  by  the   higher 
tuations  are  used to determine  heights, 
tude  scintillation  from  that   region 
farther  away  from the  ground   station). 

an  auroral  display  E-region  scintill- 
1   expect   from the  current  picture   of 
roral   forms. 

A Kavadas 

I  would  like   to  offer  a   possible  explanation   for  the   peculiar  behaviour  of the   polari- 
zation  of  the   r  f  wave  as  observed  by  Liszka  when  the   satellite  was  near the  horizon. 
In orcirr to  do  so  I   would   appreciate  more  information  regarding the  type  of polari- 
meter  used  and  the   satellite  receiver  geometry. 

1   Liszka 

Polarization   measurements  at   Kiruna  Observatory   are   made  using a  Titheridge-type   polari- 
meter  with  a   mechanically  rotated  aiitenna.     Measurements  indicate  that  during  spring 

mm 
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and  sununer months  signals  from the  quasi-geostationary  satellite   INTELSAT   2F-1  at 
I36.4 MHz are,  during some  periods,   polarized in direction about 
ection of magnetic  field  lines. 

20     around  the  dlr- 

A number of tests  has  been done  in order to investigate whether the phenomenon may be 
due  to equipment   properties  or  influence  of the  ground  on  the  receiving antenna. 
Results of tests  indicate  that the phenomenon seems  to be  a  real  propagation effect. 
For example,   the   phenomenon disappeared when the  polarimeter has  been moved  250  km  to 
the south. 

A Kavadas 

1 think that this is similar to the type of depolarization we observe when an r f wave 
traverses the aurora.  As I indicated in my paper yesterday a wave becomes partially 
depolarized when it propagates through an inhomogeneous anisotropic medium.  If it is 
strongly depolarized it has a maximum linear component parallel to the axis of aniso- 
tropy which in this case is the direction of the magnetic field.  Since your maximum 
component is not exactly parallel to the magnetic field it must be concluded that the 
wave is not strongly depolarized in which case the position of its maximum fluctuates 
on either side of the direction of the magnetic field.  The phenomenon and geometry of 
the system as you describe it seems to favour this explanation though the effect of re- 
fraction and ground reflections have not been taken into account.  These could alter 
the situation at the low angles involved here, but I think not very drastically.  The 
changes between summer and winter are probably the result of a change in either the 
degree of anisotropy or the size of the irregularities. 

J Aarons 

Visibility fades were obtained on radio star sourceo. 
probably duo to regular broadening of sources. 

Primary causes of the fades are 

The data on loss of fringe visibility that I have seen to date is taken from radio star 
sourr.es - mostly Cassiopeia A (4' of arc in diameter) and Cygnus A (l.S' of arc).  I 
believe much of the loss of fringe visibility comes from the effective broadening of 
the sources by irregularities.  Another possible explanation is that the effective size 
of the "shadow" ground pattern is smaller than the antenna spacing.  Phase at the two 
antennas would not be coherent and therefore fringes would be lost.  Under these circum- 
stances I would expect occasional coherence and therefore occasional fringes but from 
the records this does not appear to be so. If eacli antenna had random amplitude and 
phase fluctuations, I would also expect its system to lose fringes, source broadening 
plus small scale patterns is thought to account for loss of fringe visibility.  Until 
fringe loss is seen on point sources with variable baseline interferometers it cannot 
be accurately assessed as a problem in radar monopulse systems. 

W G Chesnut 

Predection, Michaelsen type Interferometers measure the degree of phase coherence of a 
signal between two spaced receivers.  The degree of phase coherence can be shown to be 
related to the angular spread of the "cone angle of arrival" - or angular spectrum of 
waves.  Whether you prefer to intuitively attribute fades to increasing angular spread - 
or to fringe patterns en the ground - doesn't much matter.  What does matter is that the 
interferometer does not care whether angular spread is due to intrinsic source diamter - 
or due to diffraction of waves from a point source. The amplitude scintillation - as 
you point out - may depend upon source diameter. 

It can easily be shown that the rms angular deviation of waves is given (with maybe an 
error of order of \^2,) as 

fef-^O-M* 
where A - wavelength of radio signal 

A -  interferometer element spacing 
C(4,i - measured interferometer correlation coefficient 

It can also be shown that ,. 

\0 /   *  V^source   propagation ' 
where the subscripts indicate tne source of angular spread.  Usual practice in inter- 
ferometry is to measure changes in CM .  Therefore changes in fringe visibility (changes 
in C(*) ) are related to angular spread due to propagation.  Good experimental practice 
and interpretation would then sort out the change due to propagation.  1 have necessar- 
ily relied on the competence of your collegues in this matter.  If they have done their 
job properly, then they have measured the propagation angular spread - and we, within 
certain limits, can apply the results to tracking radar response. 
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J Aarons 

Radio  star  sources  at   low  frequencies  quickly  increase   in  angular  size with  scattering. 
Their finite size must be  taken  into account  in applying fringe visibility studies and 
scintillation observations of radio stars to satellite beacon propagation. 

A Egeland 

The correlation of  high  latitude,   polar region scintillations with magnetic  activity is 
questionable.     This is because magnetographs have large  geometric  factors and the  K- 
indices represent  3-hours  average.     (The magnetic activity is mainly due to E-region 
currents).     I will therefore  recommend that  a new high latitude index should be devel- 
oped  which  also reflects  the  large  soft electron  precipitation  over  the polar  cap. 

J Aarons 

Correlation of scintillations with details of magnetic storms has not yielded positive 
results, therefore it is true that K-indices are only indications of lower altitude 
effects and not of F-layer effects.  However, no index of F-layer activity is available. 
K-indices are used merely to indicate the presence of magnetic activity.  That some 
correlation exists can be seen by the separation of scintillation indices for Kp = 0, 
Kp = 1, Kp = 2.  We do need a magnetosphenc activity index. 

L Liszka 

It is known that Kp reflects rather well variations in the exospheric temperature, 
while the local K-index describes the station's position with respect to the auroral 
oval.  A comparison with the auroral zone F-region scintillation is therefore quite 
interesting.  Time-lag investigations between the scintillation and the magnetic activ- 
ity indicate a time constant  3 hours.  So that comparison between K-index (3 hour 
base) and the scintillation seems to be meaningful.  A comparison of the position of 
precipitation boundary with K and Q indices indicates also a better correlation with K- 
index. 

H J Albrecht 

This is a comment to criticism of usefulness of K-and Kp- values and other parameters 
based on three-hour Intervals. 

The objective is an R &■ D solution of problems caused by the occurence of scintillations 
for the benefit of system engineering and similar tasks.  Scintillation susceptibility 
is not a function of the measuring means.  With geostationary satellites as sources 
there is no discrepancy in the time interval.  They yield data certainly comparable to 
K and Kp- values. 
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SUIOIUY 

CW and pulse transmission experiaenta in the auroral and aubauroral reston are reYiewed. 

21·1 

The phenomena that affect propagation area diaperaion of fol2 critical frequenc:r and hence hori
zontal electron density gradient&, field-aligned irrerularitiea in the F2 and B reston, auroral 
Ea, ~nd D region absorption. The Yariation of these phenoaeaa in tiae and apace and the correla
tion with magnetic activity will be discussed brieflJ. Followins propasation effect& were obaer.ed 
due ta these phenomena l Transmission paths tranaverains horizontal gradient& of electron denaitJ 
become aa:rmmetric ~nich has to be taken into account in MUF calculation.. Strong curtains of 
irrerularitiea cause non-great-circle traneaiaaion. NOC transmission ma:r be ad•antaseoua if it 
results in a MUF enhancement, or in bypassing an area of enhanced absorption it ie diaadvantageous 
as time dela7 of the received signals ia increased. MUF enhanceaent ia often observed b7 auroral Ea. 

I n spite of the fact that both, trana•iaaicn lose on auroral and aubauroral patha and absorp
tion measured with riometer tend to increase with increasins auroral activity, the point to point 
correlation between transmission lose and riometer abaorpticn is quite poor. This ia due to 
pro .. aunced spati~l variation of auroral absorption. In contrast to these var~ins pheno•ena the 
F1 layer is quite stable and is supporting the MOF if the hop lensth exceeds 2000 km. On sub
auroral paths the over 4000 km 1F high ansle raJ ia observed. This transmission aode ia, however, 
very sensitive to horizontal electron density gradients and irrerularitiea in the F2 l£Jer. 

1. IrlTRODUCTION 

In the last ~ight years two AGARD meetin!B were occupied with communication in the arctic, 
1963 at Athens and 1967 at Finse, Norway. The proceedings of these meetings e ited by Landmark 
(1964) and by Folkeatad (1968) contain much valuable information on H.F. propagation in polar 
regions. A comprehensive survey of high latitude H.F. propagation is given by Hunsucker and Bates 
(1969). The topics to be discussed in this review paper are the following! 

absorption, 
irrecularities, 
non-great-circle ~ropagation, 
high angle ray transmission, 
F1 layer effects, 
sporadic ~ effects. 

2. ABSORPTION 

Ionospheric absorption is the most rli fficult problem for li.F. communication in polar regions. 
I : the followin& it will be discussed first, what are the different classes of ab~orption encountered 
ir. pol!lr regions a nd ho~1 can these be characterized by their variation in time srace a nd frequency 
of observation . Secondly, the comparison of absorption measurements with obli que transm asion wilL 
be discussed. 

The absor~ti o n phenomena observed in polar regions can be divided in three classes1 
(n ) no rmal absorpti on, ( b ) regular abnormal absorption, ( c) absorption events. 

r:ormal absorpti~~ is varyine with solar activity and with the solar zenith angle x propor
tional t o ( cos x)0.75. 

Re&ular ab~or~a l absorpti on, also known as the winter anomaly, is charar.terized by the fact 
that i n 11ir.ter the abs orpt ion is higher than expected from the cos x law. Additionally, the varia
Lion from ~ay to day is ereater in winter than in sum~~r . That this ty'e of absorption is present 
in hit:h lotiturles up to 70° 1: ic sho\m by SchHentek (1')68). Accordi nc to Lauter and t:itzsche (1967) 
the .: inter anomaly is i ncrens i:1c; 1·:i th inr.rea:::: inc; frequcnc~·· 

~hether th~ >:in~ e r a ~o~oly is ~acnetir.ally c~ntrolled is still an oper. questior.. Bourne a~~ 
1ewit t (1 ')68) showed by superposed epoch ar.alysis that an absorption variation of 15 %is related 
to mac;netir. octl7ity. Sch\'Cn tek (1968), however, found that the absorption variatl~n due to winter 
anoma ly nnounts at Lindau to a factor of two. This creat variation cannot be cxplainea by ma~netic 
con trol only. 

:.bsorption events i n the auroral zone (AZA) and on the polar cap (PC;.) and their relation 
t o the ::::u n - earth er:·: ironmc nt have already bee r. discussed in a foregoing section. Nevertheless, 
::::o~c n rl <. i tional reonrks seem to be appro:::>riate. 

Durinr. auroral nbsorptio ~ evc:1tc oul t ifrequcncy rio~eter measurements were made by Lerfald 
et al . (1964) . At a Kiven instant ~urine; a n event the absorption values A as a fu nction of fre
r,uer:cy f satisfied a po;;er la·,, 

A ( f) • C f-n 
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w~erein C ant: r. are const:lnts. The exponent n • aried around a mean of 1.8 from 1.0 thr oUGh 2.2 
Thi smaller exponer.t, the lower is the height of the absorbinG region. 
I 

By multistation rio~eter measurement the erose correlation of absorption ns a f~nctio:1 of 
d istar.c~ 1·1as studied by Partha<~arathy et al. (1965). l. t Collesc, Alaslta, they found that thi s 
coefficient falls to n value of 0.26 over a c.'istance of 200 km in northern C:irectior., whereas 
a cross correlation coefficient of 0.41 was found with a station 700 ~m west of Colleee. Holt e t al. 
(1962) found in Norway a cross correlation coefficier. t of 0.65 a t n spncing of 300 ltm inde penden t 
of azimuth and the nutocorrelatio:: value fallin& to the same value after a time of 10 min. Compre
hensive suCilllarres of riometer absorption measurements are give11 by llultqvist (1966) and i'largreaves 
(1969). 

At temperate latitudes it is already difficult to get consistent rcoultc between absor~tion 
measurements und the ionospheric loss observed a~ oblique transmission. Before discussine polar 
propagation it i~: useful to remind of some results found at temperate latitude f or sake of fair 
comparison. One of the best results is given by Schwentek and Umlauft (1961). Between the app~rent 
reflection coefficient at vertical in:idence and the ionospheric lens at oblique incidence ove~ a 
path of '00 km a correlation coefficient of 0.84 was found for thP. monthly mean values over ro·1r 
years of observation. T~~s excellent asreement was fo~nd because for both experiments the heiglt 
of reflection tas ~he same by selectin~ equivalent frequencies. Also at temperate latitudes tte 
correlation of daily absorption varies with the separation of path midpoints as shown by Jone1 
and Keenliside ( 1970) in figure 2.1. The correlation is better for the equinox and winter thar. 
for the summer due to the greater daily variation of absorption caused by the w1nter anomaly. 

For a 2900 km auroral path from Thule, Greenland, to College, Alaslca, a statistical analysis 
by llunsucker (1964) gave the followinc correlations: 

auroral zone absorption versus 13 •tHz attenuation r • 0.21, 
quiet day absorption versus 18 MHz at~enuation r • 0.11. 

Here also the higher the absorptior. variation, the higher is the correlation coefficient. 

An exceptional discrepancy betl-teen riometer absorption and 12 •mz signalstrength observa
tions on the Thule - College path was observed by Egan (1963). During a PCA event the riometer 
absorption on 27.6 MHz peaked to 12 dB. Accordi nc to this high absorption the signal attenuation 
for 12 HH:.. was expected to be as great as 400 - 500 dB. The 12 MHz signal, h01·:ever, was reduced 
by 35 - 40 dB only. It was suggested by Eg:l r. that under extre~e conditions the signal could pro
: gate via the D region. 

Fair agreement between absorption and signalstrength is reported by Jelly (1963) from the 
Resolute Bay - Ottmwa path. As durin& a PCA event both signal and noise were reduced, the signal 
to r. o~s e ratio remained nearly constant at Resolute .Say, the northern end of the transmission path. 
The sRrnc would not be true on th e southern e nd of the circuit. 

Fro~ these fe w examples it is evident that absorption prediction in polar regions is difficult. 

,\ simple approach c: this problem vas made by using the lowest frequency fmin observed at 
vertical sour.ding. A metl.nd to derive the ionospheric loss at oblique ir.cid ence from fmin data 
i s civer. by Hill (1963). 7his paper, howev.,r, contains no experimental pr oof of the method. 
Meste rma n (1969 ) ~as based absorption predictions for the antarctic on fmin data. 

At the present cosmic noise observation is the mostly applied technique for absorption 
meas urements in polar regions. 

The statistiral distribution of hourly absorption data was examined by Holt et al. (1962) 
a no Ha rgreaves (1966). As a result the lat . t udinal dependence of the percentage of time of the 

.I absorption exceeding 1 dB was fitted by a Gaussian curve 

as sho>~n in figure 2.2, where ).. and ). 0 are the geomagnetic latitudes of station a nd of the absorp
tion maximum respectively, a nd a1 is the standard deviation of the curve. Furthermore, the median 
absorption Am iR rela~ed to the quantity Q by an empirical ~xpressior.,, 

Q • 22 A3.5 • 
m 

Combining this expression with the spatial distribution of figure 2.2, the global t·e lation for the 
median absorption is expressed by 

A • A m o 

(). - ). ) 2 

exp [- 2 o ] • 
2 a2 

The variation of A0 , ). 0 , and a2 as a function of Kp is given by Hargreaves (1966). This global 
relationship was used by Agy (1970) for auroral absorption prediction, 

3· IRREGULARITIES 

In auroral regions both large scale and small scale irregularities influence H.F. propaga-
tion. 
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!o inveatisate larse acale variatioDa of r l&Jer electron deDaitJ in the po1ar cap, contour 
aapa of tol2 wer• coapiled fro. vertical aoundiDC data \7 Bill ¥Dd PeDDdort (1959). In ti,ure 3.1 
the iaopletha of toF2 are draWD in a polar atereocraphic projection which indicates tbat regioua 
ot atroDC gradients exist. 

8J o\lique sweep-frequency aeaaureaenta over a 2000 k8 ~u\auroral path it was shown by 
Moller (1960) that the ray path becoaea &aJ88etric it a at~ons gradient ia encountered along the 
path. !be a,.x of the path shifts into the region of -higher electron density reaultiDC in a MOF 
eDhance .. nt. 

Froa ti,ure 3.1 one aicht asauae troa a first ~lance that the aoat severe cradienta are 
present over northern CaDAda and Alaska. This, however, ia not the case. The tiDJ island of a 
L (low) over northern Europe incircled by the isopleth toF2 • 3 ia the location of the aoat severe 
sradient. In both areas the distance of the isopleth• ia about 200 ka. The aaxiaal asyaaetry of 
the traDa&i~aion path, however, is found where the relative cradient has a aaxiaua which aaounts 
to 0.3/200 ~ over northern Europe, whereas it is three tiaes aaaller over northern Canada. 

In ti,ure 3.2 the aacnitud• of the relative cradient is shown by the quotient foF2 Lycksele/ 
toF2 Uppaala. The stati'n Lycksele is 500 ka north to Uppsala, Sweden. Froa the Uppaala vertical 
soundiDC data 12-MUF~ vas calculated. The MOF enhanceaent i~ given by the observed F2-MOF"divided 
by F2-MUF~. It is evident troa this plot that MOF enhanceaent is increasinc with increasing aagni
tude of the cradient. 

Such steep cradients could be detected by vertical sounders only if the spacinc between the 
atatioDa is .. all. Therefor~, it appears on the aap over northern Europe only. In reality this 
tiny island ia a part of the troush surrounding the magnetic pole as shown by Muldrew (1965) as a 
result of topside aoundinc data. 

Ka (1965) aade a statistical analysis or the variation of the trough and of ~he observed KOF 
aa a function of tiae of day and geomacnetic activity. He found that between 0300 LMT and 0600 LMT 
the cradient vas steepest and had the greatest latitudinal distance from tho pole and the MOF 
enhanceaent had a aaximua. All effects increased with increasing magnetic activity. 

The high occurrence ft•equency of spread F as observed by vertical sounders indicates that 
saall irregularities are a comaon feature in the polar ionosphere. A comprehensive review of 
spread F is civea by Herman (1966). 

By scattering at these irregularities MUF enh~ncements were observed by several authors, 
Moller (1956, 1958), Fulton et al. (1959, 1961). 

In a note of the URSI Working Group on Ionospheric Soundings (1968) it is stated that "the 
MUF is aore closely relatei to highest frequency (fxFS) on which vertical reflections are seen 
than with the critical frequency of the regular layer embedded in the abnormal structure". It is, 
therefore, recomaended to adopt a new parameter fxFS for international analysis. This would be 
indeed an empirical improvement. 

In the interpretation of sweep-frequency c~lique sounding experiments it was shown by 
Moller (1960) that MUF enhancements of a factor> 1.5 are not due to scatter near th ~ midpoint 
of the path but due to scattering from regions behind the northern end of the transru1ssion line. 

Perhaps bistatic backscatter would be a better term to describe this transmission mode. For 
a 600 km north-s~uth transmission path (Lindau to Alsbjerg, Denmark) this effect may be illustrated 
by figure '·'· At the top the bistatic ionogram shows besides a strong Es mode the classical 1F mode 
ending at ~ ~Hz and continued by 1F scatter running way up to 15 MHz where it ends at a strong 
scatteri.ng curtain. This curtain is seen on the monostatic records from Alsbjerg and Lindau at 
a range of 900 km and 1500 km respectively. The record at the bottom is produced by a rotating 
antenna which indicates that the backscatter signals are indeed c~mQing fro~ the north. (The 
rotatins antenna consists of two horizontally spaced groups (16 m spacing) connected in antiphase 
which reaults in a double leaf diagra~ with a sharp minimum in the main direction.) 

As the MOF valu~a obaerv~d by this scatter mechanism are three to four times higher than the 
critical frequency of the layer the sca\tered energy will be high enough only if the increase of 
electron density in the irregularit i es and the scattering area is large enough. This can, however, 
not be checked by vertical sound i ng as in this case an increase of eJ. ec:•.,·on density of few percent 
will produce strong spread F signal close to the critical frequency of th \~yer. 

Superior t.o vertical Pou ~diJ>g i il !I.F. backscatter observation by which an area of 60CO km 
diameter surrounding the station can b~ controlled. As by this techni que ~ · gher frequencies arc 
used areas of weak and strong scattering can be distinguished. 

Scattering from irregularities in the F region has been observed on fi~ed frequ cnc· : s by 
Peterson end Leadabrand (195~), Swenson (196~), Malik et al. (196~), Hower et al. (1966), and 
Bagsaley (1970). Sweep-frequency backscatter observations were made by Bates (1959, 1960, 1966, 
1969, 1970), Moiler (196~), and Katz (1970). The following discussion will be based on sweep
frequency observations only as the latter are easier to be interpreted and as frequency dependence 
contains auch useful information. 

With the assumption that the irregularities are aligned to a vertical earth magnetic field 
and that s~atter is strictly aspect sensitive, i.e. strict normality between the wave vector and 
the aacnetic field, Bates (1959) found an excellent agreement betwe~n the r.alculated and observed 
leading edce of the direct scatter from the field-aligned irregularities. Taking int~ accoun t the 
inclination of the earth's magnetic field, Moll~r (196~) found the same for the observations at 
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LiDtau. Pipre , ... ahova the pod acre•ent between the calculateel leaeliDC eqe (aoliel liDe) anel 
obeerYatione (brokea liaea). It ia iatereatiq to aote that at aa iacliaatioa of the earth'• 
ucaetic field of about 70° a frequeac:J ~NXi.- ia obaerYed at a raqe of 1000 a, ahovn ia 
fipre '·5. fteae apikea, hovenl'1 are found pred-iaated at auupot ailli.-'u at thia tiae 
the heicht of the F l&:Jer la lover. The leaeliDI eelce of direct F acatter for different heichta 
of the la:Jer ia ahovn ia fisure , .6. 

Selectiq the raqe of the atroAC••t backscatter aicnal, Bat•• (1966) waa able to trace 
the latitude of the cla:Jaicle aurora. In fisure ,.7 the seoaasnetic latitude of the aouthern boundarJ 
of the auroral oval ia ahovn veraua tiae of daJ for different sroupa of Kp• Fro• Collese , Alaaka, 
(650 aacn. north) it wu not poaaible to si•• a co•plete picture, aa at aldnisht the acatterins 
area caae too close to the atation if Kp ) 2. 

A aore coaplete picture can be siven by a coabination of the two atatiou Lindau (520) and 
Alabjers (57o), fisure ,.8. For aake of simplicity only two croups of local aasnetic activity are 
ahdwn (K < ' and ' < K < 5). The cloaed loops are obaerved froa Alabjers, the open loops show 
that direct F scatter observed at Lindau is aainly a night-time phenomenon. 

~. NON-G~T-CIRCLE PROPAGATION 

Non-great-circle (NGC) propagation has been observed by several authors on transpolar, trans
auroral and subauroral paths. NGC modes can be easily identified by the great time delay obaerved 
on pulse trana•iaaion recorda. The time delay ~~read of the different great circle propasated aodea 
does not exceed ~ maec usually. ln excess time delay > 6 msec is usually due to NGC aodea. Ortner 
and Ovren (1961) observed time delays of 6 - ? •sec on the polar path College to Kiruna. TheJ 
assume that these were due to raJ bending by means of strong ho~!zontal sradienta of foF2. Theae 
authors, however, were not able to localize the area of lateral bending. 

On a aubauroral path from Vaahinston to Urbana, Illinois, Westlund (1961) localized this 
area by measuring the exceaa tiae delaJ and the azimuth at the receiver aide. He believed his NGC 
modes w~re due to aap~ct aenaitive echoes caused by field-aligned irregularities. 

Bates et al. (1966) obaerved NGC aodea at College, Alaska, on pulse tranamisnion from Thule, 
Greenland 4 Andoya, Norwayf Johnston Ialandf and ~alo Alto, California. These are due to scatter at 
field-aligne~ irr~gularities in the auroral zone. The geomagnetic latitude of the scatter belt was 
determined from the B.F. backscatter echoes at College as well as from the excess time delay of 
the NGC modes observed on the Collese - Palo Alto path. In 95 ~ o f the cases the di sagreement bet
ween the corresponding values was smaller tban 2° in geomasnetic latitude. 

This proof indicatP.a unambiguously that the scattering belt causes the NGC modes and not 
horizontal gradients of foF2 as suggested by Ortner and Owren (1961). This result is interesting 
in ao far as NGC modes vere observed also on transequatorial propagation by Crochet et nl. (1968) 
and Rottger (1971). Crochet assumes that the fiGC modes are caused by scatter. P1cgott (1970) and 
Rottger (19?1), however, suggest that the strong NGC aisnals should be due to east-west foF2 
gradients. Strong gradients were found by Piggott in reducing the data of Ariel III electron 
density probe. 

5. HIGH ANGLE RAY TRANSMISSION 

One hop F2 high angle ray transmission over ground range ~; < 4000 !t:n are posni ble an pred i cted 
by Dieminger and Moller (1956) and observed by Warren and !!age (1958) on the 5300 km transatlanti c 
path Ottawa - The Hague. 

On a 4500 km subauroral path Tveten ( 1961) obser vee; F2 l ayer ac well as F1 l ayer propagated 
high angle transmission. As by this mode the MOF can be i nc r eased ui th rea p11 c t to t he t Ho hop trans
raission up to 30 % thi :. r.1ode "'as sugeested by Ortner a n<.i Owre n ( 1961) to explain the fa c t t hat the 
observed MOF 1~as higher tha n the predicted value. 

It is, ho1~ever, dangerous to ass ume that this mode i s a r eliable one ir. polar propagat i on. 
On the Ottawa - The Dague path t he ~clati v e occurrence fre quency of the one hop mode did exce ed 
70 % only from Mar ch - August 1960 dn ring a limited day time interval of three t o five hours, 
centered arou nd 18 UT (Muldrew a nd Malipha~t, 1962). Inspec t i ~g t he some records it was sho1-1n 
by Moller (1961) that the occur r enc e frequ~ncy of thi n mo~e ~x c r ed s 50 % onl y i f the i onos phere 
is smooth, this means ther eShould be present neither horizonta l erad i en t s of f oF2 nor spr ead F 
along the route, as both ~toul d affect the high angle ray mode s<>ri ously . 

6 . .ii' i .~·,y::; P, EFFECTS 

The Mo~· propagat.,d b;, t ::e F1 bye;· , ui te - ~ tt ' l. ar~y exceeds the F2-MOF on polar propagation 
paths ranging from 2000 kJ.1 to 3500 kr:1 at c.<>rrllle r c.:- :; ' . , Fi gures 6.1 and 6 .2 show this e f f ect 
observed on a 2000 km subauror al ~ ~th by Di eminger et al . (1959). Similar observations have been 
made by Bate~ a nd Albee (1966 ) at College monitoring sweep-frequency transmi s sions from Thu l e, 
Palo Alto, Fort ~l o nm::>uth, a nd vohns to n Island. On the Palo Alto path the F1 l ayer carried the MUF 
1964 mo~often tha n 1965. Th ' s is explained by Hunsucker a nd Botcs (1969) by t he fact tha t the 
quotient foF2/foF1 i s increas ing with growing s unspot activity. 

It >~as suggested by Sandoz et al. (1959) to include the F1-•IUF i n propagat i on predictions. 
Thi s was don e by Petrie a nd Stevens (1965/ nt.c rl ~rived foF1 maps f or the a r cti c rec i on a nd also 
F1 transmissior. factorr; fo1· a range 1800 km throueh 3500 km tosether ·.:ith correction teras takinc 



into account ti•e ot 4aJ and aunapot activit7. toF1 prediction baa been expaa4ed to cover tbe 
wbole world by Duebar.e et al. (19?1). 

7. SPORADIC E En'llCTS 

For Ea-MUF calculationa observed over distances ot abnut 1000 t. tbe secant law 
Ea-MUF • tEa•aec • ia valid (Wright et al., 1960). Coaparing oblique aoundins data froa tbe 
2000 ka aubauroral path Lindau - Sodankyli, Finland, with vertical aoundins data at the 8idpoint 
it was found, however, that the Ea-MOF was considerably higher (CCtl Report, 1970). Instead of 
the expected quotient Ea-MOF/tEa • 5 a aedian of 6.9 was observed. These experiaenta alao indicate 
th• possibility that the Es-HOF is power sensitive. This could result tor a 10 dB change in trans
aitter power, in aodeat differences (6 - 8 ~) in Ea-HOF. 

The occurrence frequency or polar Ea has been studied by Haehlua (1961). Nuaerical aapa or 
toEa are published b;r Lettin et al. (1968). A re-evaluation of sporadic E research is given by 
Pittenser and Gaesaann (1971). 

The i•portance ot Es propagation especially in winter nights is .. phasized b;r Bates and 
Hunsucker (1964). According to their obaervationa on the College- Thule path the: relative occur
rence frequency of Ea propagated signals ransed froa 40 - 55 ~ in the winter night 1963/64. The 
significance or Ea propagation was exaained by Stevena ( 1968 a). On the Resolute ·Bay - Ottawn 
path the percentage or occurrence where Ea controls the HOF ransed troa 0 - 40 ~. ta~ins into 
account the aaae da;r tiae interval but tor the winter 1960/61. Both results show that Ea is an 
uncertain traneaieaion aode. 

A good aethod, however, to use this mode is a frequency sounding eyatea paralle~ to the R.F. 
co .. unication link which allows to select the optiaua propagation frequency, as described by 
Jull (1964) or the CREC sounding eyatea (Stevena, 1968 b). By such a ayete• the co .. unication 
reliability can be increased con~iderably during lese severe disturbances. 
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DISCUSSION 

G Gassmann 

Being concerned with the mapping of sporadic E the data presented in the above paper are 
of interest to us.  However, there is the question whether the reflector was really an 
Es-layer.  There is the possibilicy that a night-E-layer was involved.  One can suspect 
this from the statement that the secant law was found to be valid.  From the night-E- 
layer one would indeed expect that the speant law would not hold for a scatterer such 
as the auroral sporadic E. 

H G M0ller 

On the   sweep frequer   y   oblique  Jonograms  it  is  not  pop&ible   to  discriminate  between 
different types  of t, 

A K Katz 

Can the height of the si ttering irregularity be determined by the leading edge of the 
SLANT-F-MODE, particularly the portion of the leading edge which shows a decreasing 
time delay with inrreaping frequency. 

H G M0Uer 

This  is  possible  as  long  as the   scattering irregularities   of  nearly  equal  magnitude  are 
uniformly distributed  in   space  or  range.     If,   however,   a  dense  medium with  a  great 
scattering cross   section   is  present  at  a  slightly  shorter  range  to   the  range  of  interest 
it   is  not  simple  to answer this   question. 
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FREQUENCY DISTORTION IN AURORAL HF PBOPACATION 

by 

J. B, Lotnax 
Stanford Research Institute 

Menlo Park, California, U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

HF propagation In auroral regions results In significantly greater frequency distortion of signals 

than that encountered at mid-latitudes.  This paper presents observational data on the characteristics of 
this distortion as taken on a transauroral path between Palo Alto, California and Thule, Greenland,  De- 
tails of the frequency distortion are given in terms of measured power spectral densities, Doppler shifts, 
and the corresponding phase fluctuations.  These quantities are in turn related to the temporal correla- 
tion function of the channel. 

These data show that Doppler spread is about an order of magnitude greater than at mid-latitudes. 

The source of such spreading is discussed, as Is its relation to time-delay spread.  The phase character- 
istics are explicitly presented, so that implications for coherent systems will be apparent.  in particular, 
the relationship between frequency spread and the correlation coefficient of the complex envelope is demon- 
strated.  Implications of the observed data for auroral HF propagation models and for radar system per- 
formance are given.  Particular emphasis is given to interpretation of the results in terms of propagation 
modes and the effects of different ionospheric irregularities on propagation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The broad objective of the high-latitude propagation research program that was the source of the 

data presented here was to develop the background information and techniques necessary for predicting the 
performance of HF communlcallons systems in a disturbed environment.  The terminals for the field experi- 
ment were selected so as to provide diverse propagation paths through the disturbed regions of the Iono- 
sphere (see Figure 1).  One path was almost entirely within the polar-cap zone but with one terminal near 
the auroral zone.  Two paths traversed the auroral zone, approximately at right angles to it, and half of 
another path lay within that zone.  The fifth propagation path was from Alaska to California; one terminal 

was at a high latitude and near the auroral zone, but most of the path was relatively free of disturbance. 
Finally, a mid-latitude path was used for control. 

Oblique HF/VHF ionospheric sounders were used to measure the propagation characteristics in the 
time domain of these paths.  Data were obtained every 20 minutes for a period of one year and subsequently 

analyzed.  The local point of Jie analysis of these data was the identil icetion of all the modes that propa- 
gated.  In addition, phase-stable CW transmitters and receivers were employed on the transauroral path from 
Thule to Palo Alto and on the mid-latitude path, to measure the propagation characteristics of these paths 
in the frequency domain.  These two sets of measurements define the signal dispersion in time and frequency. 

The phase-stable transmitter at Thule, Greenland operated at a frequency of T.'Jtiti  MHz with a nominal 
power output of ■! kW.  For the 5050-kni path from Thule to Palo Alto, California, considering the antenna 
gains but with no ionospheric losses, the maximum received signal power is calculated to be -97 dbW.  For 
ray paths at low elevation angles—the usual situation—additional loss of 10 to .'10 dli may be expected due 
to reduced gain of the antennas.  The RF bandwidth of the phase-stable receiver was 200 Hz, and the post- 
detection bandwidth was 50 Hz.  Both the amplitude and the phase oi   the recel"ed signal were measured. 
These data were then converted to digital form to facilitate further data processing on a large computer. 

Results of this experiment have been reported previously. ' *  This paper presents some results v)l 
further analysis of the Thule-Palo Alto path, with emphasis on their interpretation. 

2. WINTER OBSERVATIONS 

Propagat ion Cotidltions 

During  the winter months,   HF  propagation  was  observed  on  the  Palo Alto  to Thule  path  only  50  percent 
of   the   time  at night  and  about   Tf)  percent   of   the   time during mid-latitude daylight   hours.     Most   ol   the  outage 
time  occurred during   the  eight   lours   alter midpath   local   midnight.     The  measurements  wen   made  on   the  oblique 
lonosonde  records,   which  have  a   basic   sensitivity   oi   about    i  ^V;   however,   nw IWM|  noise   and   uiterlercnce 
usually  degraded   this  sensitivity   by   10   (o  as  much  as  .'to dli.     The   term     outage'    is   therelore  quantitatively 
imprecise;   it   only   indicates   that   the   received   sounder  signal   level   w.-o-.   below   an   tmperiectly  known   sensitivity 
threshold. 

mpre 
threshold. 

The   pr.maiv   propagation  modi    was   two-hop  F.      The  path   length   nas   too   long   (5O50  km)   lo 
although  a  pederson   ray  was  occasionally  seen.     Polar-cap  mtitiil   trequen« les   arc  general 1'.   m 
the  critical   frequencies   at   mid-latitudes,   particularly during   the  winter;   the  median  maximum 
quency   (MOE)   was   !) MHz during   the   lull    ingtn   liour>..      lurlliir,   tin    In it.lit   ol    I In    polal   I-    I.,MI 

llrst   F  hop   is   shorter   I hau   the  second   mid-lalItude  hop.     The   location  ol   the   ground   rellectio 
to  be  a   crucial   factor   in   the  performanc«   ol   this  2E  propagation  mode.      It   is   in   the   vie inity 
zone  and   as   the  auroral   zone  moves  north  and   south   in   response   to  the  diurnal   solar   lorces   and 
precipitation  activity,   the  absorption   region   associated  ^itti   the   auroral   zone  moves   to  tin   I>- 
tion   points   on   one   side   or   the other   ol    this   ground   reflection   point.     Since   the   virtual   heigh 
layer  reflection  point-,   both   in   the  polar-cap  region  and  at   1 li>'  mid-latitude   rellettion  point 
time,   one   is   unable   ^o  predict   the   interaction   taking   place   uith   anv  degree   ol    accuracy.      It    I 
however",   that   aurora 1-/.one   absorption    i ■-   the   primary   cause   ol    the   observed   propagation   outage's 
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In addition to the two-hop F mode, various modes associated with sporadlc-E layers are observed 
almost as frequently.  During the winter months, occurrence of sporadic E In the polar-cap region and at 

mld-latltudes has a high probability.  Hence, propagation via two or three E hops or one E and one F hop 

Is also highly probable.  As wltii the 2F mode, auroral-zone absorption appears to be a controlling factor 
for Es-assoclated modes. 

2.2 Ionospheric Modes with Time-Delay Spread 

Most of the time the Ionospheric modes have time-delay spread.  Little frequency spread Is observed. 
While the amount of frequency spread Is comparable to that observed at mid-latitudes, a few tenths hertz, 
the time delay spread Is of the order of 100 to 200 vs.     This is irore than can be reasonably attributed to 
scattering at the ground reflection point.  It appears likely that ionlzatlon irregularities are responsi- 
ble for the spreading of these modes.  The questions are:  At what altitude do the Irregularities occur and 
what is their magnitude and type?  It is the author's opinion that for the Thule-Palo Alto path the dominant 
mechanism is similar to that observed as spread F on vertical-incidence sounders.  The ionization irregu- 
larities are overdense and spatially extensive compared to the wavelength of the probing radio frequencies. 
They are observed to exist nearly 100 percent of the time in the polar^cap ionospheric F region.  The lower 
side of the polar F layer therefore appears as a rough surface to oblique radio waves, leading to small vari- 
ation in propagation time. 

The small amount of observed spread on identifiable propagating modes suggests that the F-region re- 
flection is not dependent on the magnetic alißument of the ionization.  If the reflection were dependent on 
Held alignment of the ionization, then, since spread F is found within the entire polar-cap region most of 
the time during the winter, frequent deflections of the ray path at points far from the great-circle path 
would also be expected.  Signals arriving over such paths would have time delays up to several milliseconds 
greater than those arriving by great-circle propagation.  Although such signals are observed, and are dis- 
cussed below, they appear to be separable from the spread "normal' ionospheric modes under discussion. 

The normal Ionospheric modes identified on oblique ionograms by their characteristic tine delays 
and delay variations with frequency have been verified by ray tracing, using true-height profiles obtained 
from simultaneous vertical-incidence lonosonde records.  Further, while these modes are usually spread on 
the oblique ionograms, which sometimes makes identification difficult, they stand out uniquely in the power 
spectrum of the received CW signal.  Hence, we are convinced that in transauroral and polar HF propagation 
one can identify and predict the normal lopjspheric modes of propagation.  These modes are usually spread 
in time, but have Doppler shifts that are only a few tenths of a hertz.  This same Doppler profile is ob- 

servable on undisturbed mid-latitude paths. 

Prediction of path loss for these ionospheric modes does not appear to be possible now.  When the 
D-reglon (and lower E-region) penetration points of the various ray paths are in the auroral zone, large 
losses may occur.  However, prediction of the location of these penetration points with respect to the 
auroral zone appears to be beyond the present state of the art.  On the other hand, when one or more ray 
paths do not suffer auroral-zone absorption, prediction of signal strength is possible; uncertainty In the 
amount of polar-cap absorption, of course, reduces prediction accuracy. 

2.3 Off-Path Propagation Modes 

The preceding discussion has been concerned with nominally identifiable Ionospheric propagation modes 

(.long (or nearly so) a great-circle path.  Another mode, often the dominant mode of propagation, has also 
been observed:  propagation primarily off the great-circle path.  It is characterized by large time-delay 
spread, up to several milliseconds, and large Doppler spread, often greater than one port in 10^.  The range 
of propagating frequencies for these off-path modes Is typically less than that for the great-circle modes. 
We hypothesize that these off-path modes are the result of deflections of rny paths by over-dense field- 
aligned ionization. 

A computer simulation program hau  been developed to test this hypothesis.  This simulation program 
assumes that on oblique propagation path is composed of two great-circle paths, one from the transmitter to 
the location of n column of field-aligned ionization, and the second from the presumed deflection point to 
the receiver.  The scattering of the incident radio wave by the field-aligned ionization is characterized 
by a cone of reflected ray paths, with the axis  of the cone along the magnetic field line and with o cone 
half-iingle equal to the angle between the incident wave and the field line (see Figure 2).  In other words, 
a high degree of aspect sensitivity is assumed.  The computer program .searches for deflection point loca- 
tions and heights at which one of the reflected ray paths will propagate to the receiver via a normal Iono- 
spheric mode.  Virtual ionospheric reflection heights appropriate to the geographic location and time of day 
were employed on the two great-circle paths. 

For the Thule-Palo Alto path, only one mode was found that would satisfy the above conditions.  It 
was basically a two-hop F mode, with the deflection occurring on the ray path between the ground reflection 
point and the polar Fl-reflection region.  Figure 3 illustrates 'he locus of points at which the deflection 
angles are appropriate to allow normal great-circle propagation, both from the transmitter to the deflection 

point, and, after an equiangular deflection, from the deflection point to the receiver.  The mid-latitude 
F2-reglon virtual nelght used in these calculations was 225 km, while the polar Fl-region virtual height 
was 205 km.  Three deflection altitudes are shown in Figure .').  If we view the locus of deflection points 
between 100 and 200 km as a surface, the surface area shown is about 800,000 km^. 

This figure only indicates that, if f le lri-al ig.ied ionization exists at any point on that surface, then 
propagation is possible, provided that the deflection is indeed equiangular.  It does not provide a basis for 

comparison with the experimental data.  Therefore we extended the calculations to obtain an estimate of the 
probability density of time-delay spread for off-path propagation.  It »ns assumed that the occurrence of 

field-n 1 Igned Ionization in space is .statistically random and equally probable over the surface being consid- 
ered.  It was further assumed that the probability of occurrence Is sufficiently small that there Is a finite 
probability of field-al igned ionization not existing anywhere in th;it ana.  To match the experimental data, 
the Joint probability of nonoccurrence of a path delay greater than T2 and of occurrence of a path delay greater 
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than T,p where 
T2"Ti = 200 us, was calculated and normalized to obtain a cumulative probability of occurrence 

of unity.  The results are given in Figure 4 with the experimental observations.  The experimental observations 
are contaminated to some extent by the interval from 0 to 200 us, because it was not always possible to dis- 
tinguish between slightly spread great-circle modes and off-path nodes. Even so, the agreement is quite good. 

Continuing to use the same off-path model, we can also estimate the power spectrum of a received 
signal.  Assuming that each deflection point is moving with a constant velocity, but with a direction that 
is randomly distributed over 2n radians, the spectral estimate in Figure 5 is obtained for a vtlocity of 
200 m/s.  This does not compare very favorably with a measured spectrum having a similar Doppler range, 
shown in Figure 6.  One should, of course, use some range of velocities and average over the »'eloclty spec- 
trum.  The experimental data on the spatial motion of discrete ionlzation irregularities does not appear to 
be sufficient foi selection of a realistic velocity spectrum. 

Some attempts were also made to investigate the fine structure of the measured spectra.  Spectral 

estimates of consecuiHe 1-mlnute intervals werp compared, and no correlation was found in the location of 
the fine-scale peaks from one minute to the next.  Next, we examined 10-second intervals of data.  The reso- 
lution of the spectral estimate was thereby reduced from 0.025 to 0.15 Hz, reducing the sharpness of detail. 

By calculating spectral estimates every 5 seconds, but for 10 seconds of data, we could examine the varia- 
tion in fine structure in time intervals of the order of 10 seconds.  There was no apparent correlation in 
the magnitude of power received as a function of time in one frequency Increment as compared with that re- 
ceived in an adjacent or any distant frequency increment.  However, one might infer that in a given frequency 
interval tne power level fluctuated in time like a series of widely spaced random exponentials, the power 
suddenly jumping to some level and then decaying with a time constant until the next Jump in 1 .'vel occurred. 
If tnese were indeed exponential decays of signal strength, time constants of 10 to 30 seconds were observed. 
Although these observations cannot withstand rigorous scientific scrutiny, thev should not be completely ig- 

nored. 

The short-term amplitude variations and the high Doppler shifts In the CW data would appear to rule 
out F-region irregularities as the primary cause of the off-path propagation.  F-region ionlzation is last- 
ing and appears to have smaller velocities than is required for consistency with the measured data.  Proton 
precipitation into the polar-cap area could, however, lead to field-aligned ionlzation forms in the upper 
D region and the E region that have the required characteristics.  Proton precipitation does occur with a 
degree of randomness within the polar-cap area; it should result in hlKh ionlzation levels along a field 
line from the E region down to about 60 km.  The subsequent decay of ionlzation will be rapid, with a fall 
of one to three orders of magnitude within 1 to 10 seconds, depending on altitude and the electron dpnslty 
enhancement. 

2.4    Summary of Winter Data 

Two types of propagation have been described:  "normal" ionospheric modes, and off-path propagation. 
During the winter, off-path propagation was clearly dominant over ionospheric modes in the spectral estimates. 
Of 20 representative data sets analyzed In detail, only one case was found without off-path propagation. 
The received signal level was -105 dDW; the time spread was about 100 us; and the Doppler spread vas 0.8 Hz. 
Figure 7 shows the power spectral estimate of the CW signal, cumulative probability distributions ol phase 
change for five different time intervals, the protabillty density distributions of amplitude change for the 

same five time intervals, and the envelope distribution.  It also shows the oblique ionosonde record.  The 
vertical dimension of the lonogram is time (9 ms total), while the horizontal dimension is frequency.  The 
total frequency scale is four octaves, 4 MHz to 64 MHz, with the scale being linear within each octave. 

Note that only one propagating ionospheric mode with a slight degree of time spreading can be seen on Ihe 
lonogram, while the spectral estimate indicates that several ionospheric modes exist.  Three data sets con- 
tained both Ionospheric modes and off-path propagation.  The recelvec1 power in the off-path modes was about 
-112 dBW, while the level of the ionospheric modes was -120 dBW.  The Doppler spread of the rece.'ved signals 
was about 3 Hz and the time-delay spread iibout 1,2 ms.  The spectral estimate labeled 2/11/64, 1410i;, in 
Figure 8 Is for one of these three data sets.  The other three spectral estimates in that figure Illustrate 
the other 16 data sets in which no clear ionospheric modes could be detected.  For these data, th- median 
received power was -110 dBW; the median Doppler spread was S Hz; and the median time-delay spread was 1,2 ms, 

An additional 100 winter data sets were also analyzed to obtain received signal level distributions.  The 
median was -115 dBW, with 90 percent of the data being within ±10 dB of the median. 

3. SUMMER OBSERVATIONS 

During  the  summer months,   two-hop  F   and   two-   and   three-hop E  modes  were   the  dominant   ionospheric 
modes  on   the Thule-Palo Alto path.     Propagation  outage was  much   less   in   the  summer months,   being  about   23 
percent   for   all   times   of   the  day.      (Recall   that   the   outages   observed   could   have   resulted   Iron   Increases   in 
the   .'ocal   received  noise   level.)     In   contrast   to   the  v... ter data,   most   of   the  summer  data   showed   ionospheric 
prop.igatlon   modes  dominating   over   the  oil-path  modes.     For  30  sets   ol   selected   typical   summer data,   only 
ttiree  cases  were   found   In which  clear   ionospheric  modes  could  not   be detected   because  the  off-path modes  were 
stronger.     In  ten  ol   the data  sets,   no  off-path modes  could   be  detected,   and   the   time   and   frequency   spreads 
were  quite   low  and   olmilnr   to  those  of  mid-latitude  propagation.     In   the  uttier  sets,   both  oil-path  and   "normal" 
ionospheric  modes  were   found,   but   the   power   level   In   the   off-path  modes  was   typically   10 dB   below   that   ol 
the   ionospheric  modes.     Representative   samples  of   these data  are given   in Figure  !).     Note   that   even   though 
the   off-path   power   is   spread   over  about   2(1  Hz,   the  power density   is   so   low   that   the   total   oll-p-lh   power   Is 
only  one-tenth  of   the  power  In   the   ionospheric modes   that   occupy   less   than  0,5  Hz.     Nighttime   received   sig- 
nal   level  data  »ere  analyzed  for   150  5-minute   Intervals.     The  median   signal   level   was -lOu dbW,  with  80  per- 
cent   of   the   data   being   within   •5 dB of   the   median   and   97  percent   ol   the  data   within   110 ilb, 

4. PROPAGATION  MODEL 

From  the  experimental   measurements    )1   propagation   through  the   auroral   zone   and   into  the  polar-cap  area, 
it   is   believed   that   a   realistic   propagation   model   has   been   found.     This   moOel   mav   l>e   useful   Ut   the   HF   radar 
or  communication  system designer   In  setting   bounds  on   the design  ol   the modulation   and   signal   processing  em- 
ployed.     The  dispersive  effects  ol   l£F  propagation  will   be   accounted   for  by  a  channel   s< altering   lunction, 
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S(A, T). This function ~lows for dispersion of aicnal power iD both the frequency and ti .. doaaina. 
Frequency sprelld and time sprelld are •asures of tbe dispersiveness of tbe propacation cbsnnel. T~y 

are defined as follows: 

f ·requency spread ~ 37). 

Tillie sprelld 

We have previously sbown2 that modelinc HF propagation as a Gaussian random process provides an acceptable 
description of the actual channel. Both tbe first- and tbe second-order atatiati~al properti es o{ the 
Gaussian channel model have been shown to agree with experimental data. 

For propagation through tbe auroral zone it appears that two simultaneous propacation cbar.nela must 
be considered. Tbe normal ionospheric modes constitute one channel and tbe off-path modes tbe ser.~d. Tbe 
path loss of tbe ionospheric model may be predicted by using standard techniques, but larce lnaccuracie~ are 
to be expected because auroral-zone absorption is unpredictable. Tbe tine spread of low-order ionospheric 
modes (one- and two-bop) will be small, typically less than 100 ~s. Wben several modes are propacatiDI si
multaneously on tbe same frequency, one must also consider their relative amplitudes and differences iD tf .. 
delay in evoluatinc tbe tt.e spread of tbe channel. Tbe frequency spread of a single ionoapbaric mode wili 
be on tbe order of 0.1 Hz, with spreads seld~ exceeding 0,5 Hz for multiple modes. For tbe off-path chan
nel, no -ana of predicting tbe received signal power i.s known. Designers will have to rely on experi
mental observations to estimate this power. Our equipment employed very wide antenna beams, ao tbe •aximum 
possible off-path signals were received. Time spreads of 1 to 2 ms and frequency spreads of ~ to 10 Hz 
(for f ,.. 7 IlHz) were typical for our channel. Caution should be exercised in applying these dispersion 
parame~ers to other propagation paths and systems. Narrow antenna beams will discriminate acainst the far
o!f-path signals, hence reducing both time and frequency dispersion. Tbe geometric rela t ionship of tbe 
path with respect to aspect-sensitive reflections from field-aligned ionization must ala~ be examined to 
determine whether off-path modes are possible. 

Wben tbe time- and frequency-dis~rsion parameters are known (or have been estimated), one can cal
culate other parameters of the received signals. For example, if the transmitted signal 1a CW (or a very 
lone JIUlse), then the t:lme autocon·elation function of the channel, P ( t) is tbe inverse Pouriel' transform 
of the power spectrum of the received signal, S(k) (the Doppler profile), 

... 
p(t) = J S(k)ei21!At d). • 

04) 

which for a normally distributed Doppler profile reduces to 

[ 2 2 2] P(t) = exp - 6(2n) a). t 

For values of the correlation coefficient greater than about 0,8, this equation is a good approximation for 
a wide variety of Doppler profiles. Our data fit this equation for correlation coefficient~ gre•ter than 0.5, 
the lower limit of our analysis. 

For analysis of coherent communication or radar systems, it is useful to kn~ the second-order 
statistical characteristics of the channel. The c•wulative prob~bility distribution of phase chance is 
given in Figure 10 for a family of values of !Pl. Figure 11 shows the probability density functions of 
envelope (amplitude) change for a similar family of values of !Pl. Figure 12 illustrates the comparison 
of data with one of the theoretical curves of phase change. Two independent estimates of the macnitude 
vf the correlation coefficient of th received CW signal were made from plots of the phase-chance distribu
tion and of the log-envelope-change density. These estimates were compared for 98 5-minute periods of data. 
The agreement was generally quite good, strengthening our confidence in the correlation coefficient esti•ate 
of the received signal. 

5, CONCLUSIONS 

First- and second- order statistical properties of HF signals received over arctic propagation pstbs 
are consistent with the theoretical properties of a Gaussian channel model . 

lonoapheric propagation via (nearly) great-circle paths will have time 
comparable to mid-latitude propagation. Individual propagation modes may have 
as a result of the polar F layer aprearing to have a rough reflecting surface. 
sorption is experienc~ by ray paths having ~region intercepts in the auroral 

and frequency dispers~on 
time sprea<! of 100 to 200 ~a 
Significant radio wave ab

zone. 

Off-path ,>rop11gation is the result of equiangular 1etlection of radio waves by field-alipttd ioniza
tion occurring at al-titudes near 100 km and at random times and locations within the polar ca11 zone. 'lbe 
magnitudes of the resulting time and Cre(juency di s persion ore highly correla t ed and may be estir.1ated frocn 
knowledge of the path geometry and the geomagnetic ll<:ld, Signal energy recei•Jed via off-piith propacation 
may be ~inimized by reduction of the azimuthal beamwidths of the trans~1tting and receivir.c antennas. 
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HIGH-LATITUDE HF SIGNAL TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS 

R. A. Mather 
Rome Air Development Center 

Grlffiss Air Force Base, New York 

B. L. Holtzclaw and R. W. Swanson 
General Electric Company 

Syracuse, New York 

SUMMARY 

Measurements made on HF sky wave signals propagated over two high-latitude 2000 nmi paths terminating at a 
receiving site in Central New York State are presented.   Signal characteristics determined Include propagation loss, 
spectral spreading, and temporal spreading as a function of signal bandwidth (either 7.7 kHz or 100 kHz).   The trans- 
mitting sites were located at Thule, Greenland and Keflavik, Iceland so that HF propagation information could be col- 
lected on a path that was both in the polar cep region and in midlatitude, and un one that passes along and through the 
outer edge of the auroral oval.   Oblique soundings were conducted over each path so that the m^deis) of propagation 
for the signal(s) measured could be determined.   Analyses of the results obtained indicated that the spectral and 
temporal spreading are a very strong function of the mode of propagation, especially for signals transmitted over 
the Thule path.   The data are depicted as a function of time of day to illustrate the diurnal variation of the parameters 
considered.   In addition, the experimental results are compared with the planetary magnetic index (Kp) and the 
North Atlantic Radio Path Quality Figure.   The reported effort was sponsored by the U. S. Air Force Rome Air 
Development Center. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Signal characteristics obtained from summer measurements near the peak of the 20th sunspot cycle, over 
two-long northern HF paths, are presented.   The objective of the program was to obtain improved descriptions of 
various signal parameters for HF propagation In the auroral/polar cap region.   After describing the experimental 
path configuration and the equipment employed, the experimental results for propagation loss, spectral spreading 
and temporal spreading are discussed.   Emphasis is made on their dependence on mode of propagation and signal 
bandwidth.   Included are examples of various signal characteristics as observed.   Next, the outcome of an investiga- 
tion of the relationship between the measurement data and the value of Kp is presented as well as with the North 
Atlartic Quality Figure.   Conclusions from the measurements made indicate that the resulting values of signal charac- 
teristics are a function of signal bandwidth and mode of propagation.   Two appendices are included describing the 
data processing and data /eduction procedures employed to analyze the data collected. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 

2.1 Measurement Paths 

To obtain the HF experimental summer measurements presented in this document, two remote transmitting 
sites located approximately 2000 nmi from the receiving site at the Home Air Development Center (RADC) Starr Hill 
Tost Annex, near Rome, New York were utilized.   The remote transmitting site at Thule, Greenland was employed 
to obtain data on HF signals that pass directly through the auroral oval.   The use of the remote site at Keflavik, 
Iceland pi rmitted a more detailed study of propagation conditions along and through the outer edge of the auroral 
oval.   Figure 1 shows these two HF paths plotted on a map employing geomagnetic coordinates in order to indicate 
more clearly the location of these paths with respect to the earth's magnetic field. 

Table I presents the geographical coordinates for the sites employed, a tabulation of range and bearing values 
between the sites, and also the coordinates for the path midpoints. 

2.2 Equipment Description 

A block diagram of the experimental complex employed to obtain the measurements presented in this paper is 
shown in Figure 2.   Located at each remote site were the following major equipment items: 

• Granger Associates step-frequency sounder transmitter 

• Fixed-frequency coded-pulse transmitter 

• Loran-C receiver 

• LPV antenna 

The sounder transmitter was used in conjunction with a sounder receiver at the Starr Hill site to generate oblique 
ionograms covering the frequency range 4 to 64 MHz.   These ionograms served as the basis for selecting in real time 
the operating frequency for the coded-pulse waveform transmissions, and also were employed in the data reduction 
procesc to identify the actual mode(s) of propagation for the fixed-frequency transmissions. 

The fixed-frequency transmitter utilized a phase-coded (Barker) pulse compression scheme, with either a 1C- 
or 130-)X8 resolution capability.   The time-stretched pulse for either resolution was 1.69 ms.   At the transmitter 
sites, the 1.69-ms pulse width signal was sampled using a directionul coupler just before radiation, so that the trans- 
mitted power could be measured, and the start of the transmitted waveform set with respect to absolute time using 
the site time reference established with Loran-C transmissions. 

The measurement antennas at all three sites were of the log-periodic type for wideband frequency coverage.   The 
Starr Hill array used for reception of the slgnnls Trom the two northern sites was boresighted on Thule, but Its broad 
beamwidth (~60*) allowed reception of the Keflavik signals with about a 3-<lB degradation.   The array employed con- 
sisted of a two-bay horizontally-polarized log-periodic dipole antenna. 

i.   nilir   mmm — 
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The antennas at the transmit sites were single-curtain log-periodic vertical-monopole antennas.   Calibrated 
antenna patterns for the measurement antennas ct all sites were obtained through a comprehensive series of pattern 
measurement flight tests. 

For the measurements to be presented the combined transmission/reception PUT was 200 PPS with the 10- and 
130-^8 transmissions symmetrically interlaced so that each bandwidth signal had a PRF of 100 PPS.   This was done 
so that there would be no question as to the comparability of the data collected using the two different bandwidths. 
The fixed-frequency pulse compression receiver used a double conversion technique to heterodyne the received signal 
to an 800-kHz IF, where the received signal was decoded using the appropriate tapped delay line matched filter.   A 
test signal (identical to the transmitted signal) of known amplitude and position was injected into the measurement 
system at the receive antenna terminal for calibration and system test purposes. 

An absolute-time system similar to that at the transmitter sites enabled the system PRF at the receiving site 
to be set to absolute time, and thus permitted measurement of signal propagation time with an accuracy of about ±10 JJS. 
The propagation time was needed so that an accurate determination of the elevation angle fur each measurement could 
be made.   Since the two northern measurement paths are near the extreme range for a one-hop F2-layer mode of 
propagation, the vertical angle of transmission and reception for this mode will be near 0*, where the gain of an 
antenna is a nharp function of elevation angle.   Calculation of the propagation loss requires that the gains and losses 
of all elements of the system be known as accurately as possible, including the antenna gains. 

The decoded received signal was both envelope detected and product detected. The product detected output was 
offset by a nominal 25 Hz. Kxternal control of the amplitude of the product detected video signal was incorporated in 
order to utilize the maximum dynamic range of the magnetic tape recorder and the magnetic drum processor used to 
process the detected-pulse compressed signal. Both types of detected (ungated) video signals were sent to an Ampex 
FR-1200 recorder where they were separately recorded. 

The magnetic drum-coherent signal processor utilized to obtain the mode propagation loss information aad 
mode-spreading characteristics is a high-density storage, sampled-data device using a magnetic drum rotating at an 
exact (phase locked) synchronous speed of 100 r/s. It provides a time-compression (frequency-multiplication) factor 
of 200,000 for its high-spectral-resolution mode of operation (with from 0,1- to 0.35-Hz selectable frequency resolu- 
tion and a 1- to lö-Hz unambiguous frequency extent) or a time compression of 40,000 for its low-spectral-resolution 
mode of operation (0.50- to 1.75-Hz selectable frequency resolution and a 5- to 50-Hz unambiguous frequency extent). 

3.       EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATION 

3.1    Introduction 

The experimoaUl results and data obtained from the measurement equipment on the HF paths just described 
will now be presented.   This will include a discussion of the measured propagation loss values and the associated 
values of excess system loas.   The results of an investigation of the received signal level dependency on signal band- 
width (100 kHz versus 7.7 kHz; are then described.   Thin is followed with a discussion of the signal multipath spread- 
ing measured on the two paths for various modes of propagation.   The last measured signal characteristic described 
is the signal spectral spread.   A summary of the observed spectral and time spreading is then provided.   This is 
followed with selected Doppler-time delay display photographs to graphically illustrate the simultaneous spectral and 
time spreading with the different modes of propagation. 

When reviewiiip, the total data collected during tnis period, it is obvious that there are many different propagation 
situations that exist, and, therefore, it is very difficult to describe northern HF propagation by a few measurement 
parameters, due to its very dynamic nature.   Also, the results presented are obviously not based on a complete 
sampling of summertime propagation conditions over these two northern paths.   This would have required a consider- 
ably larger effort than was possible.   Nevertheless, it is felt that the results shown do give a representative picture 
of propagation conditions over these two northern paths during the summertime, especially at nighttime and during 
the morning hours.   It is pointed cut that past experience has shown that summertime conditiomi sre probably the 
best, on a seasonal basis, for these paths. 

Table II shows a detailed list of the specific periods of time for the measurement data selected for analysis, and 
the experimental results obtained from this data bai>e for the signal characteristics of major interest.   It is apparent 
from the results derived that the received-signal characteristics deviated considerably at times from those measured 
previously on a midlatitude path (Coco Solo, Canal Zone, to Starr Hill using similar equipment) and in addition were 
definitely also a function of the actual location of the northern path.   The specific signal characteristics to be dis- 
cussed in the material to follow are propagation loss, spectral spreading, and temfvu-al spreading. 

From a careful examination of Table II, it can be determined that the same experimental results are not always 
obtained for a given mode/path combination.   Therefore, a statistical approach was selected for presenting the value 
of the parameter in question.   In view of the quantity of data that could be analyzed, the median value was selected 
usually to represent a given characteristic, except where another descriptor was more appropriate. 

Examples of the difference in spectral width observed as a function of mode of propagation and bandwidth are 
shiown in Figures 3 und 4.   The first Doppler-time delay record was obtained from test number 1 using the wideband 
signal on the Thule path.   The one in Figure 4 was obtained at approximately the same time but using the narrowband 
signal.   Note from Figure 3a that there is a considerable difference in the spectral spread between propagation via 
the 2E8 mode and 1F2L mode on the Thule path (0.3 Hz versus 3.2 Hz at about the 10-dB level).   However, this 
difference in spectral spread between modes of propagation does not appear in the Keflavik record shown in Figure 5, 
obtained nbout 10 minutes later using the same transmit frequency.   The information shown in these figures was 
obtained around local noontime on the Thule path, when propagation conditions are generally good.   It is interesting 
to note the high spectral stability exhibited by the 2ES modes in these records.   Also, Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the 
relative independence found between spectra1 spread characteristics aiid transmit/receive bandwidth.   The spurious 
spectral line between -1.5 and -3.0 Hz in these figures should be disregarded. 

An example of a Thule path 1F2 mode with relatively wide spectral and low to moderate temporal spread was 
given in Figure 3 for test number 1.   A more typical Thule path example having wide spectral nnd temporal spread is 
given in Figure 6 for both signal bandwidths.   Again, spreads were not found to be a function of bandwidth.   An 
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illustration of the most severe type of 1F2 mode temporal spreading encountered on the Thule path is given in Figure 7. 
Note the reduced-Doppler scale sensitivity associated with use of the low-Doppler resolution mode of the signal processor. 

Another means of showing the time spread or multipath experienced by signals transmitted over a northern path is 
presented ,'n Figure 8.   This is an oblique ionogram recorded at 09:20 GMT c« June 26, 1969, using the Granger sounder. 
It followed test number 9.   The time spread of the 1F2 mode is very evident in this figure, while the 2ES mode exhibits 
little time spread. 
1F2 mode. 

The spectral width of the 2E   mode at about the 10-dB level was 0.4 Hz, while it was 2.4 Hz for the 

3.2    Loss Results 

An ionospheric parameter of considerable interest is the propagation loss associated with the different modes of 
HF propagation as a function of time of day and path location.   The employed experimental system configuration afforded 
the opportunity to measure the loss for signals transmitted over 2000-nmi paths near and in the auroral/polar cap 
region.   There has been considerable discussion in the HF community over the 8.4/9.0-dB factor used for determining 
th„ median one-way propagation loss for midlatitude paths, and its equivalent values for propagation at nothem latitudes 
(Refs. 1, 2, and 3).   In addition, there is the question of whether this factor should be doub'ed for the two-way situation 
encountered for backscatter radar operation. 

The term propagation loss as used in this report includes the loss in signal level due to ionospheric absorption, 
ground reflection, other nondefined ionospheric effects, and some system losses.   It does not contain the free-epace or 
spreading loss. 

Based upon previous investigations of propagation loss (Kef. 4), it was determined that the actual measured prop- 
agation loss was a function of the mode of propagation.   Consequently, considerable effort has been devoted to obtaining 
an accurate determination of the actual modes of propagation for the signals whose losses are being measured.   Even 
so, mode identification using the oblique ionograms obtained with the step-frequency sounders is not generally a 
simple task, considering the lengths of the northern paths involved and their location in the auroral/polar cap region. 
A review of the many ionograms obtained over these paths has revealed the existence of the N mode for a considerable 
period of the time, thus providing an alternate mode of propagation to the 1F2 mode for long-range propagation.   Also, 
it was noted that the 2F2 mode of propagation was not as dominant as might be expected over these paths. 

The propagation loss results obtained using the experimental configuration, and the data processing and data 
reduction techniques discussed in the Appendices, are presented in Tables 111 and IV for the Thule and Keflavik data, 
respectively, according to the identified modes of propagation.   The actual measured loss results are the same as 
those listed earlier in Table U.   The mode identifier 1F2S was employed when considerable spreading of the 1F2 mode 
could be seen on the otlique ionogram.   The loss value reported is for the narrowband signal where available; otherwise 
the measured wideband losses are employed as indicated in the tables by a W.   It should be mentioned that the propa- 
gation loss determined does include the system integration loss due to integrating for too long a time period.   With the 
use of the 1.75-Hz analysis filter in the signal procosHor, it is felt that this integration loss is less than 1 dL for all 
except three tests (numbers 1, 6, and 19) with extreme spectral spreading.   Integration losses of '' to 4 dB may have 
been incurred for these extreme spectral spreads.   In addition, there might be another small loss due to the frequency 
offset of the received signal and the fact that a zero offset was assumed for the processing of the loss data on the signal 
processor.   For the results whera an E is indicated, an estimated antenna gain of 10 dB was used because the derived 
elevation angle was less than 0°.   This value of antenna gain was selected based on the values determined for the other 
test cases. 

The information contained in Tables HI and IV for each data sample was obtained as follows.   The value of median 
propagation loss for a given mode of propagation was determined using the needed scaling factors from the median of 
the values of its peak signal levels which were read off the photographs of the amplitude time record taken during the 
data period. 

The predicted propagation loss with no excess system loss (shown in Tables 111 and IV) is that determined for the 
paths of interest usinp the ITSA-1 computer program (Kef. 2).   The two quantities included in this factor were the 
ground loss (where appropriate) and the ionospheric loss.   It was necessary in a number of cases to interpolate or 
extrapolate the computer results to the actual frequency employed and the time of the measurements. 

The measured excess system loss shown in these tables is just the difference between the measured propagation 
loss and the predicted propagation loss with no excess system loss term.   The predicted excess system loss was 
obtained from tables contained in Reference 1 for paths greater than 2500 km and a midpath point between 65* and 70° 
geomagnetic latitude. 

In order to obtain a clearer perspective of the propagation loss results, median values for the data reported in 
Tables III and IV were obtained on a path basis, for the combination of the 2K and 2KS modes, the 1F2L,  1F2H, and 
1F2S modes, and tho N mode.   The results are depicted in Table V.   This compression of the data is admittedly not 
completely valid due to diurnal and frequoncy-of-tninsmission effects that exist.   But, in view of the limited quantity 
of data available, it appears appropriate.   Nevertheless, having noticed a significant difference in the Thule 1K2 
results as a function of time of day, these rcsuU.s were separated between daytime and nighttime conditions. 

Reviewing the results contained in Table V, it can be seen that during the daytime the measured excess system 
loss is less than that predicted for propagation via the 2E/2ES modes for l)oth paths.   However, the measured propa- 
gation loss is still appreciable for these modes during the daytime due to the normal ionospheric loss, which can be 
quite large for E-layer propagation.    For the 1I"2 mode, the excess system loss for the Thule path at nighttime is 
considerably higher than that predicted and also higher than that measured during the daytime.   For N-mode propagation, 
the excess system loss is about 10 dB higher on the Thule path compared to that predicted.   However, on the Keflavik 
path the predicted and measured values worf quite close.   For practically all test esses examined the N mode of 
propagation was not predicted at the actual operating frequency employed for a test u.?ing the computer prediction 
program.   Hence, an approximate value had to be determined for the predicted N-mode ionospheric loss. 

Reviewing the median measurement propagation losses reported in Table V, observe that on the Thule path the 
median loss is less lor the N mode than it is for the <;S/2EB mode.   On the Keflavik path they are about equal. 
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The lF2-mo(ie results for the Keflavik path show that even though its median excess loss is higher than predicted 
by about 10 dB, the median measured propagation loss is less for this mode than for either the 2£/2E8 or N mode. 

3.3 Signal Level Dependency on Signal Bandwidth 

During the course of on-site observations of the received signal amplitudes from Thule and Keflavik, it was 
noticed that very often the received signal level for the 7.7-kHz transmission was considerably stronger than for the 
100-kHz transmission.   This result was not too surprising, considering the severe fluctuations '■.hat were observed 
in signal amplitude and the time spreading of the actual received signal, especially for F2 modjs of propagation over 
the Thvle path (i. e. , a 10-ns pulse length signal was generally not received; instead, the received energy was often 
spread out over a range of 100 ^s).   Thus, the signs.) amplitude was probably higher for the l.^O-fjs pulse length 
because of the addition of the many multipath components that existed within the effective time duration of this pulse 
length. 

To investigate this loss-bandwidth relationship, the results obtained from the 20 test cases considered were 
analyzed where information was available for both bandwidths.   These signals were transmitted practically simulta- 
neously to minimize as much as possible any variation due to when the samples were taken.   To obtain data for this 
comparison, the average signal amplitude at the time that had minimi; n loss was employed.   Values for the difference 
in signal level between wideband (100 kHz) versus narrowband (7.7 kHz) transmissions were obtained using tbn results 
measured with the 0.5-lIz and l.75-Hz Doppler resolutions in the signal processor.   The resultirg data for the Thule 
and Keflavik paths as a function of nude of propagation are shown in Tables VI and Vlt, respectively. 

Since the results obtained using the 1.75-Hz resolution appear to be more appropriate, the median value of 
loss decrease, LD(1.75), is probably the most indicative of the difference m signal level between the two bandwidths. 
Each median value shown in the tables was determined using all the appropriate data, sincj it was felt that the data 
presented did not allow meaningful median values to be determined as a function of mode of propagation. 

Considering the median values of LD (1. 75) for both paths, the difference in loss is slightly higher on the Thule 
path compared to the Keflavik path (5.5 dB versus 3.3 dB).   Also, reviewing the actual data in Tables VI and VII, it is 
seen that the maximum decrease in loss as a function of signal bandwidth reduction is greater than 10 dB for the Thule 
path, while for the Keflavik path it is 8.8 dB.   An examination of the data in Tables VI and VII shows  'hat the results 
obtained using the 0.5-Hz Doppler resolution mode are generally very close to thoLe for the 1.75-Hz lilter. 

3.4 Time Spreading (Multipath) Results 

In general the multipath or time-delay spreading under consideration is, by definition, the time spreading of 
all signal information associated with individual "modes" of propagation, separable and identifiable for at least several 
minute periods of time.   This definition will thus include closely-grouped complex modes wl ich have short-time 
stabilities and/or spreading that prohibits reliable separation and identification with the me.surement and data reduc- 
tion approach utilized. 

The genera) nature of the time spreading of propagation modes encountered on high-latitude paths is, of course, 
observable on oblique ionograms.   The general objective here was to perform a limited set of measurements yielding 
data directly related to the time spreads likely to be observed on northern HF paths.   A complete summary of the 
coherent signal processor input parameters employed for this investigation is given in Appendix A, and a summary of 
the postprocessing data reduction and analysis laramters is presented in Appendix B.   All time delay measurements, 
given were made with the 1. 75-Hz Doppler filter.    The temporal extent or width (6 dB) of the average integrated signal 
amplitude envelope for each mode, integrated over the full input data interval of 3 to 4 minutes, was determined.   The 
resulting Integrated signal width, AT, is a measurement of the average time spread of the time-distributed signal 
energy.   A review of the AT data and the average integrated amplitude plots versus time from which the data were 
obtained led to a useful way of characterizing these results so that more direct bandwidth comparisons could be made. 

First, look at a typical set of 2K/2ES mode data, such as from test number 13, and their average integrated 
time-amplitude envelope plots given inFigures ;)and 10. For comparison, typical integrated time-amplitude envelopes for 
a spread mode are given in Figures 11 and 12.   From these plots it is seen that the minimum expected AT values 
should be about 50 and 230 ^s for the wide and narrow bandwidth signals, respectively.   This is reasonable, considering 
the signal processor output pulse widths of about 25 and 150 us and the data reduction quantiza^on ircrements of 20 
and 100 ys that were used. 

A comparison of the median values of AT listed in Table II reveals that the general pattern of time delay spreading 
on the two paths was very similar.   AU E and Bs modes were close to the selected illustrations given in Figures 9 and 
10.   The 1F2 and N modes on both paths indicated a total median spread of two to throe times the reference output pulse 
width of 50 ßS for the wideband Jigna): 140 and 98 ßs, respectively, on the Thule path and 108 and 132 ßB on the Keflavik 
path.   With the narrowband signal, the median AT's for 1F2 and N-mode propagation wore about two times the mir.imum 
temporal spread signal: 420 and 350 ßS, respectively, on the Thule path, and 510 and 400 ßS on the Keflavik path. 

3.5 Spectral Spreading Results 

At this time some of the results that wore obtained for the spectral spread, Af, for propagation during the summer 
over the Thule and Keflavik to Starr Hill paths will be discussed.    The spectral results are shown in Tables VIII and 
IX for the Thule and Keflavik paths, respectively, as a function of mode of propagation.   The value of spectral spread 
that was determined from a given photograph of a Doppler-time delay display for a data sample represents the spread 
at a level between 6 and 10 dB below the peak signal level.   It was very difficult to maintain a constant peak value for 
these measurements considering the dynamic nature of HF propagation.   Where two values of di existed for a test case 
(because of measurements made using both the narrow and wideband signals), the average of the two values was reported. 
Generally, little or no difference in Af was measured using the two bandwidth signals.   This would appear to be a 
significant factor in signal characteristics for northern HF propagation.    Thu was also true for midlatitude propagation 
based on earlier measurements made on the Coco Solo to Starr Hill path. 

In order to obtain a better appreciation of Af as a function of path and mode of propagation, median values were 
obtained using the data in Tables Vlll and IX. These results are presented in Table X, where the number of samples 
used to derive a median value and the range of values are also indicated.    Examining Table X discloses that the median 
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value of Af for 2E or 2E8 propagation is 0.4 Hz irrespective of path.   This value for spectral spread is consistent 
with earlier measurements of the signal temporal coherence for these paths. 

Further study of the data contained in Tables VUI aad DC reveals that the Af for N-mode propagation on the 
Keflavik path is almost as good as for 2ES propagation a large percentage of the time.   However, the Af for N-mode 
propagation on the Thule path is considerably different than that foi; 2E/2E   propagation.   It is closer to the values 
reported for 1F2 propagation on the Thule path and on the Keflavik path, with the latter one having the lower Af.   This 
relationship was also observed in real time at the site. 

>. „amber of explanations can be hypothesized for the above experimental results.   As mentioned earlier, the 
geometry of the two paths employed is different with respect to auroral oval.   Also, the Thule site is almost at the 
center of the polar cap region, while the Keflavik site is near its boundary.   Hence, the higher Af's reported for 1F2 
propagation on the Thule path could be due to either passing through the auroral oval or due to part of this path being 
in the polar cap region.   Obviously, the reasons for these differences need further study before an acceptable model 
can be derived which is completely satisfactory. 

Another parame  ;r that was determined from the Doppler-time delay photographs was the frequency offset of 
the received signal compared to the transmitted signal.   With the use of Loran-C transmissions at all sites, the 
freouency difference among the master frequency standards at the various sites was generally less than one part in 
1010, which was more than needed for this measurement.   Reviewing the results obtained for the offset which are shown 
in Table II, it is seen that the frequency dii: .rence between the received signal and the site reference was generally 
less than 1 Hz, even considering the results for both paths together.   Clearly then, based upon these experiirental 
results and other site observations, it can be stated that for one-way HF propagation over these paths, no significant 
Doppler shifts have been observed associated with the domuiant received signals.   There were a few times that a 
significant Doppler offset was noticed briefly, which might have been due to moving ionospheric irregularities. 

3.6    Summary of Observed Spectral Versus Time Delay Spread Relationships 

A general summary of the relationships noted between spectral and temporal spreading is given in Table XI. 
This summary includes the results for all 2E, 2ES,  1F2, and N modes on both paths.   Note that the high-temporal- 
spread modes are divided into two classes.   One class of spread modes consists of complex spread modes as noted 
from Doppler-time delay photographs to bt^ composed of multiple, resolved but unidentified components or submodes 
in the time dimension.   The second class consists of those spread modes which apparently did not have resolvable 
stable components. 

The significant facts to note are that: 

• Most low-temporal-spread modes had low spectral spreads 

• Practically all high-temporal-spread modes without resolvable submodes had high spectral spreads 

• About hall of the high-temporal-spread modes with resolvable submodes had high spectral spreads 

The nonspectrally-spread high-temporal-spread complex modes were observed from the Doppler-time delay 
photographs to be composed of components with relatively high temporal stability compared to tho total time spread 
of the mode.    Thus, one can say that essentially ail observed, identified modes with high apparent temporal stability 
had low spectral spread.    Furthermore, the converse also appeared to hold. 

4.       COMPARISONS WITH GEOPHYSICAL DATA 

The values of the 6-dB spectral spread measured as a function of the mode of propagation were compared with 
the corresponding values of K0, the planetary magnetic three-hour index, to determine if any correlation existed 
between these two quantities.   In addition, the North Atlantic Quality Figures for the periods of the analyzed test 
results wore obtained for comparison with the spectral spread data. 

Depicted in Figures 13 and 14 are plots of the spectral spread versus Kp for the Thule and Keflavik path data, 
respectively, listed in Table II.    The ;joi:its are plotted as a function of the mode of propagation to indicate the strong 
dependency on this parameter.    Examination of these figures reveals the low spectral spread for the 2E/2E   on both 
paths compared to the 1F2 mode, especially on the Thule path.   A study of these two figures also shows very clearly 
the much higher values of spectral spread existing on the Thule path compared to the Keflavik path.    The ratio of the 
peak spectral spreads for the depicted values for the two measurement paths is almost three to one.    This is the 
major observation which can be drawn from these two figures, since there does not appear to be any correlation 
between the values of spectral spread and Kp, 

An investigation of the diurnal variation for the spectral spread measurements listed in Table II was conducted 
to determine any rulatiouchip with time of day.   The results were plotted versus time of day ior the three major 
modes of propagation that were observed on the two northern measurement paths: 2E/2E  , N and IF2.   Shown in 
Figures 15,  I(i, and '.1 are the measured spectral spread values as a function of time of day for these three modes, 
respectively.    The 2E/2E-  results for the two |)aths in Figure 15 again illustrate the low values of measured spectral 
spread for this mode of propagation on both paths.   Indicated in this figure ami ihr next two are the values of K,, for 
the [./lotted [KJinls.   It is noted that, considering the signal processing paramilir.'- I'luploved, the value of the 2K/2K 
mode spectral spread was not a function of the value of Kp.   Als •, as discussed raj IM I , the value of the spectral 
spread was the lowest for this mode of propagation on both paths.   The Thule data diseloi i    no diurnal variation for 
the period from 04:0(1 to 12 00 local time. 

The N-mode results shown in Figure 1(: demonstrate the higher values of spectral spread for this mode observed 
on the Thule path compared to the Keflavik paih.   The Thule results in Figure Uia illustrate the lack of correlation 
between spectral spread and Kp.    The Keflavik data in 16b show this also, and in addition the low level of spectral 
spread ol)served for the N mode on this path,    fhis is believed due to the locations of the N-mode ionospheric reflection 
points for these two paths with respect to the auroral oval, especially during the daytime.    ITiis point will be discussed 
later. 
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In Figure 17 are depicted the 1 ^-mode spectral spread results with no differentiation between the various types 
of 1F2 modes that were observed.    Examining Figure 17a, it is seen that the Tbule 1F2 spectral spread does not 
appear to be a function of time of da' or of Kp.   In addition, its value is quite high compared to those measured at 
similar times on the Keflavik path rs seen from Figure 17b, 

Considering the location of the two paths with respect to the auroral oval, it would appear that this factor is the 
most likely reason for lower values of spectral spread observed on the Keflavik path for the N and 1F2 modes of 
propagation.   This can be seen from an examination of Figures 18 and 19, where the auroral oval (Ref. 5) for noon 
and midnight, respectively, along the 0' geomagnetic meridian has been plotted on the map showing the measurement 
path locations.   The auroral oval depicted is for Q = 1, which corresponds to a Kp value of 1 or 2.   Observe from 
Figure 18 that the location of the Keflavik path is considerably south of the auroral oval around noontime, while at 
nighttime the path passes directly through the oval.   This would explain the slightly higher values of spectral spread 
that are shown in Figures 16b and 17b for nighttime compared to daytime conditions on the Keflavik path. 

A question that cannot be answered from these measurements made on the Thule path is whether the spectral 
spread observed is due to the fact that this path is partially in the polar region, where spread-F conditions exist a 
very high percentage of the time (Ref. 6), or because it crosses the auroral belt.   Also, it might be that both factors 
are important all the time or at different times. 

A comparison of the experimental results with the corresponding actual North Atlantic Six-Hour Quality Figures 
for the times of the measurements indicated no correlation between the two.   This can be determined from an exami- 
nation of the data contained in Tabia II showing practically no variation in the North Atlantic Quality Figure for the 
test period, although there were changes in the values of the quantities measured.   The North Atlantic Quality Figure 
was either 7- or 7o, with only two tests having a value of 7o. 

Kiometer records from the Canadian station at Great Whale River were obtained from the Communications 
Research Center, Ottawa,  Canada for the months of June and July 1969,   An examination of these recordings for 
auroral substorms revealed little if any correlation between the time of occurrence of an auroral substorm during 
this time period and when the measurements analyzed were taken, 

5,    CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The results of this limited series of experimental measurements may be used to characterize the expected range 
of various HF signal characteristics of interest such as propagation loss, multipath (time delay/temporal spreading), 
and frequency/spectral spreading as a function of mode of propagation for 2000-nmi high latitude HF paths during 
summer nighttime and morning periods. 

The median measured excess system losses were found to be: 

t     Less than predicted (by 6 to 7 dB) for the daytime 2K/%Ea mode of propagation Oi both measurement paths 

• Approximately the same as predicted for the N mode on the Keflavik path and the daytime 1F2 mode on 
the Thule path 

• Greater than predicted (by 10 to 24 dB) for the nighttime 2ES,  1F2, and N modes on the Thule path and 
the 1F2 mode on the Keflavik path 

There were no consistent measurable differences in the temporal spread, spectral spread, and Doppler offset 
(on a given mode) between the wideband signal (100 kHz) and the narrowband signal (W7 kHz) on either path.   Signifi- 
cantly greater propagation losses were measured for the wideband signal compared to the narrowband signal for 
both paths.   At times the difference was as high as 10 dB, 

The median temporal spreads for the two paths were similar for a given mode of propagation, but the median 
spectral spreads were significantly greater on the Thule path for the 1F2 and N modes.   The median measured 
temporal spread for the 1F2 and N modes on both paths was about 120 ßs for the wideband signal and 410 ys for the 
narrowband signal.   The median spectral spreads were 3,1 and 2,5 Hz for the 1F2 and N modes, respectively, 
on the Thule path, and 1.5 and 0.5 Hz for the 1F2 and N modes, respectively, on the Keflavik path.    Approximately 
two-thirds of all 1F2 and N modes measured on both paths had temporal spreads greater than 100 ys and spectral 
spreads greater tha;. 1,5 Hz.   The individual mode temporal spreads ranged to over 1 ms and individual mode spectral 
spreads to about 6.0 i'z. 

A comparison of the median temporal spread measurements reveals that their general pattern on the two paths 
was very similar for the same modes of propagation. 

In summary, the following is noted: 

• The median 2K/2Ks-mode temporal spreads, which were the lowest, were limited by an overall measure- 
ment resolution of 50 /is 

• The median lF2-mode spreads, which were the highest, were two to three times that measured for the 
2K modes for the wideband signal on both paths 

• The median N-mode spreads were for most cases less than that measured for the 1F2 modes 

The results J! the measurenients of the spectral spread indicated a definite dependency on mode of propagation 
and the locaticii of the HF transmission path with respect to the auroral oval.   For both paths the median value for 
the spectral spread for the 2E/2ES mode wa^ the same: 0.4 Hz.    However, there was a considerable difference in 
the median values for the two paths for 1F2 and N-mode propagation, with the lower values occurring on the Keflavik 
path.   There was an indication in the data presented for the Keflavik path 1F2 mode of a variation in spectral spread 
with time of day which had been observed in earlier results. 

___**». 
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The Doppler frequency offsets measured were (for ill modes on both paths) less than 1.2 Hz and typically lees 
than 0.6 Hz.   This offset Indicates the frequency shift en a signal passing through or along the auroral oval measured 
on a one-way path.   The frequency shift for a signal reflected (as in the radar case) off the ionization existing in the 
auroral oval can be many times higher. 

A significant general relationship was observed between temporal and spectral spreading.   Most individual 
propagation modes (2E, 1F2, and N) with low temporal spread (<100^s) had low spectral spreads (<1.5 Hz) and 
practically all individual high temporal spread (>100^s) modes (1F2 and N modes without stable resolvable submodes) 
had high spectral spreads (>1.5 Hz).   Furthermore, a general relationship —as noted between excess system loss 
and spreading in both time and Doppler.   Average measured excess system loss was found to increase progressively 
as a function oi the temporal spreading for a piven category of Doppler spread (i.e., low or high), and on an overall 
basis it was found to increase as a function oi the combination of temporal and spectral spreading. 

An investigation of a possible relationship between the measured spectral spread and the planetary 3-hr magnetic 
index, Kp, showed very little, if any, correlation between the two quantities.   The values of Kp for the tost data 
analyzed ranged from i to 2+.   Likewise, a comparison of the experimental measurements with the corresponding 
North Atlantic Quality Tigures was unproductive, since this factor had only two values for the time periods covered 
by the reported test data: 7-and 7o.   Clearly, better indicators than these two are required for relating measured 
northern HF signal characteristics to geophysical conditions. 
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APPENDIX A.   DATA PROCESSING 

The data which were actually processed for inclusion in this paper represent about 10 percent of the usable data 
collected.   The 20 data samples processed for determining propagation loss, u;mpo»al and spectral characteristics 
were obtained by analyzing the product-detected (nonrango-gated) video signal from the direct-reproducc channel of 
the tape recorder, utilizing the magnetic drum signal processor.   A summary of the signal input and coherent proces- 
sing parameters used for the loss and time spread measurements is given in Table XII.   All loss and time spread 
information was obtained with the processor in a low-Doppler resolution (time compress ion factor of 40,000) two- 
second data storage mode.   The signal was processed simultaneously through two identical analysis channels, except 
that one channel had a 20-kHz (6-dß width) analysis filter which yielded a ().5-Ha Doppler resolution, and approxi- 
mately 0.6 second of coherent integration.   The total combined coherent/noncoherent integration time in both channels, 
including the effects of the postdetection filters, was 2.0 seconds. 

A test signal of known level was injected at the receive antenna terminals (i.e., into the receive system) at a 
known position in time.    The test signal level effectively represented a known receive power and was processed 
through the drum by placing a 2-nis range gate around it for the signal bandwidth being processed.    The signal 
processor handled 100-PPS signal data.    Since each bandwidth signal was received and recorded with a PHF of 100 PI'S, 
each had to be handled separately.   A data set consisted of a single mode and bandwidth.    For each data set the detected 
analyzed output for the processor range-gated test signal input was some voltage value, Vts(2()i or Vlsi7(i) for the two 
channels at some point in time R^ (i.e., although the video lest signal level into each channel was identical, the 
possibility existed that differences in processing gair would occur so that each was processed separately). 

For each mode of propagation signal of interest, the analysis filter was placed at zero Doppler, and the detected 
signal output versus time was photographed at approximately a one per second rate.    (Note:   The detected output for 
the entire 2-ms range extent occurs at a PRF of KM) PPS, but the data on the drum itself consist of only the most 
recent two seconds worth of data, so that sampling the detected output faster than once per second is somewhat 
redundant. I   The amount of time extent actually photographed (of the 2 ins availablei was a function of the temporal 
spreading and the signal bandwidth.    For a very temporal stable mode, the lime extent displayed was generally 100 
or 200 jis for a wideband signal, and 400 ys for a narrowband signal.    However, lor time spread signals, the extent 
was as much as 1 ms for wideband signals, and 2 ms for narrowband signals.    The actral time iwsition of the center of 
the display could bo calculated to within about Ifjjis.   For the cases when' the time extent displayed was on the order 
of 20(1 to 400/is, and where there were two or more modes, each mode was processed and displayed separately. 

^L 
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APPENDIX B.   DATA REDUCTION 

The mode spectral characteristics were obtained from a single photograph of the Doppler-time delay display 
taken for each data sample.   The spectral spread approximately 6 to 10 dB below the peak of lie mode was read 
directly from the photograph for each bandwidth.   This value is reported in Section 5. 

The mode loss and temporal characteristics were obtained from the photographs of the drum processor detected 
output versus time taken every second.   This was accomplished by reading off and recording the peak voltage values 
(for each analysis channel separately) in each of fifteen 20-^s range gates for the wideband signal (IOOTUS range 
gates for the narrowband signals).   A summary of the general data reduction parameters for the mode loss and time 
delay spread measurements is given in Table XIII. 

A computer program was written which processed the cards and determined the greatest peak voltage for each 
data card (and each analysis channel) and the range position associated with each of these peak voltages.   The basic 
transmission loss, L^, was then calculated for the peik voltage values for each of the 15 range bins for each data 
card, using the transmit and receive antenna gains.   (It will be recalled that these gains are based on the elevation 
angles determined from the propagation delay measurement, considering the identified mode of propagation.)  The 
transmit power was 3.0 kW, while the receive signal power was calculated as the squared ratio of peak-detected 
signal voltage to the signal processor output ter-t signal times the power associated with the coupled test signal at 
the receive antenna terminal.   The basic transmission loss thus also includee the system integration loss, since 
the test signal may be assumed perfectly coherent, while the received si^nai is usually not.   For many of the data 
samples, the peak signal output in certain range bins was very low and could not be read. 

TABLE I 

GEOGRAPKICAL INFORMATION 

North 
Latitude 

West 
Longitude 

Starr Hill 43° 23' 43.0" VV 15' 13.0" 

Thule 7r)',24, 15.0" fiH° 44' 34.0" 

Keflavik 03° 57' 31.,!" 22" 43' 29.1" 

Midpoint, Thule Path .r)90 55' 73° 12' 

Midpoint, Keflavik Path 56" 24' 55° 55' 

From Starr Hill to Bearing" 
Range                     j 

km nmi tni 

Thule 
2° 47' 52" 
(188° 40' 15") 

3695.59 1995.46 2296.33 

Keflavik 
30° 36' 8" 
(260'' 35' 48") 

3991.93 2155.47 2480.46 

*    These calculations for range and bearing are based upon the Clarke 
(1866) spheroid. 

** Numbers in parenthesis represent bearing from the remote site to 
Starr Hill. 

   —- 
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TABLE V 

LOSS INFORMATION 

Thule rtlh Kellav k Path 

Median Median 
Median Predicted Median Median Median Predicted Median Median 

Measured Loss Measured PredicleU Number Measureo Loss Measured Predicted Number 
Mode Time Pi upagatiun W.thout Kxcess Kxcess ol Time Propagation W ithout Kxcess Excess o( 

Loss Kxcess Loss Loss Samples Loss Kxcess Loss Loss Samples 
(dli) Loss 

(dBi 
idBl idBi idBi Loss 

idBi 
idB) idBi 

2K/2ER Uay 31,1 ^4.b B.3 i:i.2 2 Uay :)ü,a 23.1) 7.9 14.0 2 

2£fl NiKht 4(i,l) 11.0 :)i.ii lli.h 1 

IK^ 

iNighl 

2:i. H 

■1U.U 

y.u 

2..') 

l).b 

a7.a 
U  11 

u.u 6 

Day-Night 25.7 2. 1 2:1.6 14.0 3 

N Night 25.& 1,8 2:1.7 14,0 4 Uay Night :i2.8 17.0 15.» 1(1.B 5 

TABLE VI 

LUSS BANDWIDTH DEPENDENCY - THULE PATH 

2K Mode IKüL Mode IK2b Mode N Mode 

Test 

Number 

LU(ü,ü) 

(dU) 

LÜil.Tüi 
IdB) 

Test 

Number 

LUiO.üi 
idlli 

LU(1,75) 

idB) 

Test 
Number 

Ll)(0,l)i 
(dU) 

LDd, 75) 
(dB) 

Test 

Number 
LUiü,5) 

idBi 
LL)(l,75l 

IdB) 

i;i -i, 0 • -1.4 • 17 7,7 7. j (la 

6b 

1. 1 
2,4 

2.0 

-1, 1- 

:),2 

15 
IK 
20 

9,7 

12. b 
(i, b 

10, H 

13.1 
8,5 

Median value of LIJ|0,J)   U
   4 , (i dli leight samples 1 

Median value ol  LU|1,75)   -   5,4 dlt (eight samples) 

TABLE VII 

LOSS BANDWIDTH DEPENDENCY - KEFLAVIK PATH 

2 K    Mode 11-211 Mode 1K2S Mode N Mode 

Test 
Number 

LU(0,5) 
IdB) 

LDil,75i 
idBi 

Test 
Number 

LL)|0.5) 
tdB) 

LDtl.75) 
idlii 

Test 

Number 
L1JI(),5I     LU(l,75i 

(dBi     j       .did 
lest 

Number 
LL)I0.5I 

.dBi 
LUil. 751 

idl'i 

IN :;,ii 1  5 

1  

2. 'J ,1. :l :i 

5 
0,2 
7 ,0 

- 1. 5 • 10 
12 

16 

5. :i 

o.'J 

6,2 

5. 1 
0 

)■. H 

Median value ol LlJ|0.5i       11,6 dl; iseven samples) 
Median value ol LU|1,75)   -   ,'l,;) dU iseven samples) 

LU(0 5)    -    Measured loss decn-a.se when changing signal bandwidth I rom 101   kHz to 7,7 kHz using   0 5-Hz Uoppler resolulion 
Lü(l,7.'))"   Measured loss decrease when changing signal bandwidth from 100 kHz to 7,7 kilz using   1  75-11/. Uoppler resolution 

•Time did not permit a detailed reexamination ol these negative resulLs. 

in 
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TABLE Vin 

SPECTRAL SPREAD RESULTS FOR THE THULE PATH 

1     2E Mode 2Eg Mode 1F2L/J Mode 1F2H Mode 1F2S Mode N Mode       1 

Test Af Test Af Test Af Test Af Test Af Test Af 
Number (Hz) Number (Hz) Number (Hz) Number (Hz) Number (Hz) Number (Hz) 

13 0.4 1 0.3 1 3.2 1 4.1 4 2,5 8 0.6 

9 0.4 17 3.0 6a 4.4 15 2.7 

14 0.4 6b 

8 

9 

M 

0.7 

2.4 

20 

5.8 

2.2 

TABLE DC 

SPECTRAL SPREAD RESULTS FOR THE KEFLAVIK PATH 

2ES Mode 1F2L Mode 1F2H Mode IF^S Mode N Mode 

Test Af Test Af Test Af Test Af Test Af 
Number (Hz) Number (Hz) Number (Hz) Number (Hz) Number (Hz) 

2 0.3 2 0.4 2 0.6 3 1.5 2 0,4 

18 0.4 7 2.0 5 1.5 10 

12 

16 

18 

0.5 

0,5 

1.7 

0.5 

TAIU.K  X 

MEDIAN SI'KCTHAI. S PKEAIHNC. INFORMATION 

Thule Path Keflavik Path 

Mode 
Al 

Mcdinn 
(H/) 

Numlicr 
of 

Siimiik'h 

Ranuc 
of Af 

Values 
(Hz) 

Af 
Median 

(11/) 

Number 
of 

SampU's 

RatiRe 
uf Al 
Values 

HI/) 

2E/2K s 
i E ■; 

N 

". 1 

2.7, 

1 

s 

I 

0.,1-0,1 

0,7-1. 1 

0,0-.'),« 

0.1 

I,,-. 

0,5 

5 

0.3-0.1 

0.4-2.0 

0,1-1,7 

TABLE XI 

CATEGORIZATION OF IDENTIFIED MOL JS BY TEMPORAL VERSUS 
SPECTRAL SPREAD MEASUREMENTS - /,LL MODES AND PATHS 

Low Temporal 
Spread' Modes 

High Temporal 
Spread" with 

Submodes 

High Temporal 
Spread "without 

Submodes 

Low Spectral 
Spread"' Modes 9 3 1 

High Spectral 
Spread*•*• MoUes 2 3 9 

•     Low temporal spread: AT <   100/js 
"   High temporal spread: AT  >  lOO^is 
"♦ Low spectral spread: Af  <   1.5 Hz 
""High spectral spread: Af  a 1.5 Hz 

 , _*,—.... -   ■   -- ■ 
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TABLE XII 

SIGNAL INPUT AND COHERENT PROCESSING PARAMETERS 

a.   Loss and Temporal Measurements 

23-13 

PRF 100 PPS (each bandwidth, interlaced) 

Coherent video input 
bandwidths 

50 and 3. 85 kHz 

Total input range gate 
interval 

2 ms 

Proceseor input range 
sample rate 

100 kHz 

Processor resolution mode Low resolution (time compresBlon: 40,000; 

Processor range bin 
storage time 

28 

Analyzer scan mode Nonscanbed, centered on offset zoro Doppler (25 Hz) 

Equivalent output Doppler 
filter bandwidths 

0.5 and 1.75 Hz 

Equivalent coherent 
integration times 

2 and i; d s (approximately) 

Total coherent/noncoherent 
Integration time 

2.0 8 

Analyzed output signal 
pulse widths (6 dB): 

• Wideband 
• Narrowband 

25^8 
150 MB 

b.   Spectrum Measurements 

Processor resolution mode 

Processor range bin 
storage time 

Analyzer scan mode 

Equivalent output Doppler 
filter bandwidths 

Equivalent coherent inte- 
gration times 

Total coherent/noncoherent 
integration time 

High resolution (time compression: 200,000) 

10 s 

Scanned with 100 or 200 atepe over Doppler range 1 to 10 Hz 

0.1 and 0.35 Hz 

1.0 and 3 s (approximately) 

10 s 

TABLE XIII 

GENERAL DATA REDUCTION PARAMETERS FOR THE MODE LOSS 
AND TEMPORAL SPREAD MEASUREMENTS 

Output time quantization (referred to 
signal input): 
• Wideband 
• Narrowband 

20*48 
100 MS 

Output range-amplitude sample 
measurement rate 

One every 5 s • at each 
point 

'ssired time sample 

Total input data period duration 3 to 1 min. 

Total number samples made at each 
selected time-delay point in data period 

36 to 48 

Temporal extent of output mode gates 
(maximum); 
• Wideband 
• Narrowband 

300 MS 
1500 MS 

Number range samples/mode gate 
in output 
• Wideband 
• Narrowband 

15 
15 

•Except for Test Numbers 19 and 20 when it was approximately one every second. 
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Figure 1,   Northern Measurement Paths 
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•j SOUNDEH 
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rixEi>-rHEyüEKCY 
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TRANSMITTER 
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Figure 2.   Northern Experimental Measurement System Block Diagram 
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0.36 0.72 I.OB 1.44 

RELATIVE TIME DELAY   (mt) 

1.80 

a.    Full Output Signal Range Displayed with Maximum Output Signal I'cak at 
Limit Point 

0.36 0.72 1.08 

RELATIVE 7!ME DELAY  (mt) 
1.44 1.80 

b.    Display Vick'ü Gain Increased 10 dli 

Figure 7.    Typical Doppler-Time Delay Display Hecord of 1F2S Mode, Test 
Number 4, Thule Path, Narrowband Signal 

Figure H.   Thule Oblique ionogram, Test Number i» 
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A7SI4 

10      12       14      16      20      24      28 
SOUNDER FREQUENCY (MHz) 

32      40     48     96    64 
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Figure 10.   Average Integrated Signal Envelope, Test Number IS, Thule Path, 
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POLARISATION EFFD:TS ON SKY-WAVE PATHS AT HIGH LATITUDF.S 

P. A. Bradle7 
RADIO AND SPACE RESEARCH STlTION 

Ditton Park, Slough . S~3 9JX 
England 

SUMMARY 

24-1 

The principles involved in the determination of polarisation ~oupling losses on sky-wave paths are 
briefly discussed. The ...,.-.. y these losses depend on the limiting polarisations of the upgoing and down
coming waves at the bottom ~~ the ionosphere are illustrated and it is shown that at frequencies in excess 
of about 2 MHz simple expressions are available for these limiting polarisations which are independent of 
the form of the ionisation profiles. 

In general, lillli ting polarisations and thus polarisation coupling losses are functions of wave freq
ueucy and of ray-path directions with respect t,., the direction of the Earth's ~~~B.gnetic Ueld. At high 
latitudes changes in the angle between the field and ray path directions lead to marked variations in 
polarisation coupling losses for nearby paths. Sample calculations are presented for a range of conditions 
to illustrate single- and two-way path losses. The calculations include the case of two-hop paths where 
tr.ere are additional features associated with the change of polarisation at ground reflection. The results 
&1ow the importance of the optimum choice of aeri&l polarisation. The way in which backscatter amplitude 
return patterns can be influenced by polarioation effects is also illustrated. 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

Sky-wave signals at high frequencies are employed ove~ arctic propagation paths for communication to 
remote outposts and in radar systems which probe the ionosphere by detecting signals backscattered either 
directly from ionisation irregularities or from distant ground positions. For installation design pur
poses involving both forward and bi-direction&l patha there is a need to bd able to estimate transaission 
losses and to devise means of minimising these. In this paper the role of polarisation effects on the 
transmission loss is discussed and the importance of the cor rect choice of transmitting and receiving 
aerial polarisations emphasised. 

2. THE SINGLE-HOP FORWARD PATH 

2. 1. General Considerations 

Consider propagation from a transmitter at T to a receiver at R via a single ionospheric reflection 
as shown in Fig. 1 . In the general case the radiated wave from T will be elliptically polarised and will 
t r avel with unchanged polarisation over the section of path TA, where A may be regarded as at the effective 
base of the ionosphere. A is at a height known as the height of limiting polarisation and is the height 
where the polarisation of a downcoming wave ceases to change. Over a relatively 9111all height range around 
this limi ting height the i~cident wave is split into a pair of magnetoelectronic ordinary (o) and e~ra
ordinary (x) waves which can then be regarded as travelling independently through the ionosphere over the 
adjacent paths AB and AB' respectively, where B and B' are the corresponding points of emergence f~om the 
ionosphere. 

The o and x wave polarisations within the ionosphere are known as the characteristic wave polaris
a tions and these vary along the ray paths since they are functions of the wave frequency and direction, 
the di ection and strength of the Earth's magnetic field,and the local ionisation concentration and 
collision frequency. A receiving aerial at R which responds tr. waves of a particular polarisation will 
?ick up components of the o and x waves as determined by the dP.grce of polarisation match to the two 
emergent waves. The polarisations of the emergent waves are known a:; the limiting polarisations. The 
l imiting polarisations at A are also important since these determine in conjunction with the transmitted 
wave pol arisation the fract ions of power imparted to the upgoing o and x waves. 

If it is asSUIIIed that the rela tive phases of the o and x waves a t the receiver are random since the 
phase paths differ by many wavelengths then t he separate powers may be regarded as additive. Thus the 
contribution to the t ransmiss ion l oss due to polari sation effects can be determined i! the limiting polar
isations of the waves are known. It should be no ted however that polarisation effects cannot be considered 
in i solatior. : · - ;onospheric absorption because this differs for the o and x waves so that the effective 
polarisation coup~i g loss of the co~bined waves is itself a funct ion of the o wave absorption. 

2. 2. Li~iting Polarisation 

The determination of wave l imiting polarisations has provoked cons~derable attention over a number of 
years . It has generally been as sumed that at m.f. and h.f. the limiting polarisation of a wave is equal 
to its characteristic polarisati ~n at the height of limiting. Moreover this height has been taken as so 
high that electron collisions cen be neglected , yet so low that the finite electron concentration may also 
be ignored. 

Budd< n( 1
) has extended an analysis of Booker( 2) to devise an expression for the height of limiting 

pol arisation. Usi ng this expression and realis t ic ionisation profile models Bradley<3J deduced limiting 
heights for medium and high frequencies in t he range 50-70 km. This means that for some paths el?e~ron 
collisions woulJ have an import~t influence on wave polarisations. More recently however Knight ) has 
pr oduced a method of calc•uat ing wave limi t inb polarisation by considering a downcoming wave penetrating a 
succession of slabs of cons tant ionisation. The wave incident on a given slao is reaolvert into an o and 
an x wave with char acterist ic polarisat i ons af.opropriate to the slab. Th<:se componen• waves are then 
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reprded u traftreiq the alab independently and their attenuatiOJUI and pbue .,banpe are noted. At the 
interface to the next alab they are -•d and then reeolftd qaiD into o and x wafta, but thie tt.e with 
cllaftctel'ietic polarieatione appropriate to the ~~ext alab. The proceN of resolution and .-tion ie 
repeated throush eucceuift alabe to - lower he!pt where the reeultmt downcomq waft polarieatiOD 
c-• to cbanp; thie ie taken u the liaitiq polarieation. 

The fora of a polarieation ellipee 11a1 be epecified by ita axial ratio -" tilt &D81•· Figure 2 
ehowe the anal ratioe of the l1111.tiq polari .. tiona of downca.ing o and x wane .:t nrtical incidence giftn 
b7 the alab Mthod for propagation at a •riee of different frequenciee through a npreeentatin daytt.e 
ionospheric •odel. Aleo shown is the axial ratio given by the characteristic waYe equation with the ioni
eation concentration and electron collieiona beiq neglected, here referred to u the approxi•te expreuion. 
It ie •• that at the lower frequencies the o wan is 110re nearly circular and the x wave 110re ell.iptical 
than u ginn by the approxi•te expreNion, but that at frequenciee in exceN of about 2 Ill& the approxi
•te expreNiOD provides a reaeonable eetieate of the axial ratio. It can aleo be shown that although the 
approx!Mte expreeeion gins &ero tilt &D8le, correepondiDg to the •jor axis of the polarieation ellipee 
lJing parallel to the projection of the larth's ~tic field onto the plane of the wanfront, tilt &D8lea 
are generally ..U at frequencies abon 2 Ill& under all daJtW. conditiOJUI when tho polarieation ellipeee 
han .arked eccentricities. Thus the approxiMte expreNion 8aJ be regarded u adequate for deteraiDiq 
wan polarieationa at h.f. Thie llleo holda for oblique pathe. B7 night when U.aitiq occure at greater 
hetpte and there ie leN abeorption the approxiMte expreNion is accurate at frequencies down to about 
1 Jill&. AccordiDgly in the following analyeis it baa been ueed to deduce liaiting polarieationa. 

2.3. Suple Calculdiona for HiP-Latitude Pathe 

We now conaider eoM ...ple calculationa fof ~1gb-latitude patue. u .. is made of equationa for raJ
path and .agnatic-field geomet~y given by Moorat 5 .(6)Tbe ~etic-field Model hae been tL~en as the 
epherical hariiODic representation of Jensen and Cain • The calculationa relate to paths between a trane-
•itter at Slough (latitude 51°N, longitu~J 1°W) and a receiver at various locations at higher latitudes. 

At high frequencies it is ueual to employ transmtting and receiving aerials which are linearly polar
iaed in the horizontal or nonmal. (vertical) directiona, eo the calculationa take account of the appropriately 
polarised signal components at the receiver and giYe the polarieation coupling loN between pairs of euch 
linearly polarised aerials. The~ lu..ve been perforaeg for single-hop paths out to a range or 4ooo 1a1 along 
geographic azilluths of 45, 30, 15 W, N, 15, 30 and 45 E. Angles of elevation have been chosen tr, be con
sistent with ray paths which are mirror reflected from an F layer at a height of 320 km. Genere~ area 
coverage charts have been prepared as shown in Fig. 3. 

Figure 3(a) gives ~· the polarisation coupling loss in decibels for the o wave between a horizontally 
polarised trlliUIIIIitting aerial and a hori:r.ontally polarised receiving aerial at a frequency of 10 Mil:::. Fig
ure 3(b) correspondingly shows ~· which is the polarisation coupling loss between normally polarised 
aerials. Luu and Luv may be regarded as the effective polarisation coupling losses for daytime conditions 
when the x wiNe is s't:~ngly absorbed and can be ignored. When there is little absorption present (a con
dition approximately met at night) the powers in the o and x waves may be regarded as additive so that 
polarisation coupling losses are reduced. Neglecting any differential absorption between the two waves 
gives ~ = L,m 40 3 dB. By day Fig. 3 shows that polarisation coupling losses are generally in the range 
3-5 dB when using noiWlll.y polarised aerials. However much greater losses or around 10-20 dB arise over 
paths to distances of between 1000 and 2000 km, when using horizontally polarised aerials. Losses at these 
distances are greater along the meridian than along other azimuths. Th~ •dv~tage of using normally polar
ised aerials on high-latitude paths has previously been noted by Bradleyl7J. 

F~ reciprocity considerations the cur·er. of Fig. 3 also apply if transmitting in the reverse 1irection 
~ a receiver at Slough. Losses for the reciprocal path under the idealised night time conditions discussed 
are also unchanged. When the transmitting and receiving aerials are orthogonal and linearly polarised it 
can be shown that for both night and day ~onditions over the paths discussed with either transmitter or 
receiver at Slough, polarisation couplinp; losses are approximately equal to ~N if a ~.ormally polarised 
aerial is used at Slough or to ~ i f a horiz0ntally polarised aerial is used. This is because the 
limi ting polarisations are apprc·XJ.mately circul•..r on the northern ends of the pathc. 

3. THE TWO-HOP FORWARD PATH 

3.1. General Considerat i ons 

It is sometimes assumed that pol a risation consid~rations nre less important on multi-hop p&tbs an~ 
that downcoming waves are more likely t o be circ\~arly polarised. This is a fallacy. Consider propaga
tion over the two-hop path of Fig. 4. The first hop behaviour is as already described for the single-hop 
case but at G the downcoming o and x waves each suffer a cha.ng~ of polarisation as well as a loss of power 
at reflec t ion. This chang~ in polarisation depends on t he reflec t i on propert ies of the ground and leads 
to upgoing waves on the second hop z;ections of path GC and GC' below the ionos?here w~ich in general are 
ellivtically polarised, wi t h polarisations which bear no s imple rela t i onship to each other. At C 4nd C' 
the two upgoing elliptically polarised W" " !:S each excite an o and an x wave so t hat at R there are four 
component waves o + o, o + x, x + o and x + x, jes ignated by their magnetoelectronic states within the 
ionosphere on the firs t and second hops respect ively. 

Thus calcula tions of the polarisati on coupl i ng l osses assoc iate~ v; th the separate wave components at 
the rece iver must take Recoun t of t hose factors discussed above in the single-hop case, i.e. (a) the frac
tional power coupling a t A on t he first hop upgoing leg and (b) t he fract ion of power of the downcoming 
wave component a t R associated with t he receiving aerial polarisation; at the same time they must also 
allow for (c ) the loss of power and change of polarisation at ground reflec ti~n and (d) the fractional 
power coupling to o and x waves on the second hop upward leg of the path. In particular each component 
wave at the receiver has a l ar ger assoc iated polarisation coupling l oss than the corresponding single-hop 
wave component. 
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Expressiona for the evaluation of the additional 1Oö8 factors for two-hop paths are given by Bradley 
and Bramley^0' en the assumption that Fresnel reflection theory is valid, vlth the angles of incidence and 
reflection at the ground equal.  Bieir expreesionu are used in the next Section to give representative 
figures for high-latitude paths. 

3.2. Sample Calculations for High-Latitude Paths 

Polarisation coupling loss calculations have been undertaken for paths over ranges out to 8000 km from 
Slough along the same azimuths as quoted in Section 2.3 for single-hop paths.  A coarse-scale represent- 
ation of the major land, sea and polar ice masses has been made for the determination of midpath reflection 
properties.  Ground constants have been taken as - 

ice 
land 
sea 

conductivity a = 0.0001 S/ra; dielectric constant » = 1 
o = 0.001 S/m; ' - 5 
0 = 5    S/m; f = 30 

Figure 5(a) shows on ari area coverage map L-, for the 0 wave for two-hop propagation at a frequency 
of 10 MHs; with the trajismitter at Slough.  This is the wave component which the one-hop calculations have 
shown to be the strongest.  It is therefore also the dominant component for two-hop modes since the sane 
midpath losses are involved whatever the terminal aerial pclarisations.  The figure hae been drawn to show 
a gradual variation in the values of L^ for paths where the midpoint reflection shifts from one type of 
ground to another, since in practice in such regions polarisation coupling losses vary as ionospheric con- 
ditions and ray path angles change. 

For propagation towards the North losses are not appreciably greater than for single-hop paths despi.e 
the assumed reflection from ice for ranges in excess of 6000 km.  However, the figure shows that for other 
azimuths large additional losses associated with the midpath reflection process exist over a wide range, of 
distances.  Large losses with L^ greater than 20 dB exist at, ranges of '♦000-5000 km around azimuths of 
30 E and 30 W.  There is evidence of azimuthal asymmetry about the North direction with somewhat larger 
losses on the more Westerly paths. 

It may be expected that in general the largest polarisation coupling losses should be associated with 
reflection from regions with the lowest ground constants, for L™ includes a contribution from the loss of 
power at reflection. For downcoming waves which are predominantly normally polarised this power loss is 
greatest at the Brewster angle, which, for reflection from land with the assumed ground constants, gives a 
maximum loss for paths of around 3000 km range. However, comparison with the results for azimuths of 30 E 
and JO W which correspond to land reflections over a wide range of distances shows that the other polaris- 
ation factors discussed have an overriding influence. 

A limited number of calculations at other frequencies above 3 MHz for the azimuth of 30 W indicate 
that L-, for the 0 wave behaves somewhat similarly, although the maximum loss is slightly reduced for the 
lower Trequencies and moves to somewhat shorter ranges.  At 3 MHz the maximum is still above 20 dB, 
occurring at 3700 km as compared with '+500 km at 10 MHz. 

For light time propagation over two-hop modes when ionospheric absorption is negligible and the powers 
of the o and x wave components are additive, L^ shows a pattern very similar to Fig, 5(a) for the daytime. 
For most paths polarisation coupling losses are of order 3-5 dB, and for no path exceed 10 dB.  However, 
in propagation situations where it is essential to make use of signals over such two-hop paths at all hours, 
transmitter powers must be chosen to overcome the larger losses involved in the daytime. 

In general for two-hop paths reciprocity does not apply, even for single wave components, and L^ 
differs for paths with the transmitter and receiver positions interchanged.  This arises because the 
polarisation of a wave after ground reflection is a non-reciprocal function of that before reflection. 
For example, a linearly polarised wave before reflection becomes elliptically polarised after reflection 
whereas the same elliptically polarised wave travelling in the reverse direction does not usually become 
linearly polarised again.  The exceptional case when reciprocity between pairs of aerials does hold is 
for propagation in the magnetic meridian.  It also holds approximately for reflection from sea water at 
all angles except those near grazing incidence (Bradley and Brajnley^0-').  Thus Fig. 5(b) giving k, for 
the 0 wave for reciprocal propagation to Fig. 5(a), i.e. with the receiver at Slough, indicates that losses 
are very similar for the two directions of propagation for most paths.  The exception is for paths showiiig 
the greatest losses which lie along azimuths near 30 E when the receiver is at Slough and along azimuths 
near 50 W when the transmitter is at Slough.  However differences are only significant when 1OSR»S exceed 
20 dB and satisfactory reception is then unlikely for either direction of propagation. 

h.       BACKSCATTER PATHS 

O. Theory 

Polarisation losses on ground backscattcr paths represent the summation of the losses on the forward 
and return paths, together with an allowance for the depolarisation vhat takes place during the backscat- 
tering process itself. Here we restrict ourselves to the case of signals which propagate along the same 
ray path in both directions. 

Suppose that for backscatter on a path designated ABA a normally polarised incident wave at B is de- 
polarised into backscattered component waves of N and H polarisation with relative powers after and before 
ground scattering of |rNf,| and |rNH|  respectively in the two cases.  r,j.. and r.n, are known as the field 
depolriisation coefficients and are complex quantities since they include both amplitude and phase terms. 
Further, suppose that a horizontally polarised incident wave is depolarised into backscattered component 
waves of N and H polarisation with powers such that the corresponding depolarisation coefficients are f^and 
T  .  Then a knowledge of the magnitude of the four depolarisation coefficients enables the total polar- 
isation losses on the backscatter path to be determined.  In particular for normally polarised trans- 
mission and reception we have - 

nauMHBiaaaiHH 
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[t..RJAM • [t_.18 (1r•l~ ['J.lu •lr•l~ ['&Ju) 

+ ['-iJ8 (1rgl~ ['t.'JBA +lriDII~ ['&Ju.] . . . . (1) 

where t is simply related to pol&riu.tion coupling lou L by L • -10 log t. Siailar ezpreuiona ~ 
readily be jeduced for other t~itting and recei•iDg aerial polarisatlSn COIIbiDAtiou. 

Unfortunately<Wol'lllltion on the itudes of tha our depolariu.tion coefficients at h.f. ia nther 
scanty. Becklllann notes in a general t reatise on de]'(l'lariu.tion that althoush tbere ia 110 riaoroua 
proof, it 7.s usual to aaSUIIIe from reciprocity coui4erations that lr I • lr I· Further he llhova that a 
perfectly conducting body with large radius of cur1r01ture does not aPiariM~ts backscatterecl ncliation, 
but that in other caeea cross-polariu.tion terms •..:o--e generated. Genenlly the _poorer the oonductiYitJ 
and dielectric constant of U.e scattering surface, the larger theM crou-polariu.tion te!WII beca.. 1 but 
for scattering elements aligned alpng or perpendicular to the plane of incidence, or with el .. ents giYing 
planes of symmetry along the direction of propagation these components are Sllppressed. In the absence of 
more precise quantitative in•ormation we here take rNH = rHN :. 0 so that eqn. 1 1)ec011es -

. . . . (2) 

For a single-hop mode this further simplifies to 

(;,lAM • [~!. lr..J
2 

+ [tmt)~ JrHHJ
2 (3) 

Intuitively we may expect r - r NN' but Hagn ( 10 ) and Steele ( 11 ) have investigated depolnriu.tion at h.f. 
and concluded th~t rNN usu~y exceeds rHH. This is particularly true at elevation angles below the 
Brewster angle. 

4.2. Sample Calculations 

Figure 6 give~ the overall polarisaticn coupling losses for single-hop o wave backscatter paths at 
10 MHz from Slough when normally polarised transmitting and receiving aerials are employed. No attempt 
is made to incorporate the scattering losses which are proportional to the backscattering crose-Mctiou 
but merely to illustrate those losses associated with polarisation features. Accordingly the calculations 
of Fig. 6(a) adopt JrNNI = JrHHI = 1 and those of Fig. 6{b) adopt lrNNI = 1; I rHHJ = o. Figure 7 gives 
the corresponding losses for ~wo-hop backscatter paths. 

For single-hop modes the inclusion of contributions from the horizcntally polarised scattered signals 
leads to overall coupling losses which are approximately 3 dB less than when the normally polarieed scat
tered signals alone are considered. For two-hop modes a similar result applies at the shorter ranges but 
for the longer paths the contribution from the horizontally polarised scattered components is Sll&ll. 

Since r eciprocity holds for single-hop modes and holds approximately for two-hop modes under the con
ditions discussed, it follows that Figs. 6(b) and 7(b) are very similar to Figs. 3(b) and 5(a) respectiYely, 
out wit h all loss figures in decibels doubled. The average of the two sets of polarisation coupling lou 
cal culati ons for backscatter patho gives figures in the range 5-7 dB for single-hop modes. For two-hop 
modes l osses of around 10 dB exist over a wide range of distances on N-S P!ths but losses of more than 
40 dB occur on paths to ranges of 4ooo-5000 km along azimuths of around 30°E or 30°ii. 

Night time polArisation coupling losses are given t ypically as around 4 dB for both single and two
hop backscatter paths, when the powers of the o and x waves are asSUlled to be additive. However, for two
hop modes there are again larger losses (of up to 15 dB) in the same two areas as noted above for the 
dayt.ime. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Polarisation coupling losses on single and multiple-hop forward and backscatter paths may be determined 
i n terms of the limiting polarisations of upgoing and downcoming ordinary and extraordinary wave~s. Coe
parisons of limiting polarisations deduced by tracing waves thrcugh a series of successive slabs of constant 
ionisation with the polarisation~ given by the magnetoelectronic characteristic wave expressions neglecting 
the finite electron concentration and collision frequency, show that the lat~er expressions give an adequate 
approximation to the limiting polarisations at frequencies in excess of about 2 MHz. 

Sample calculations of polarisation coupling losses for single-hop paths directed towards higher lati
t udes from Slough indicate that normally polarised aerials should be employed at both the transmitter and 
receiver. When only the o wave is present (daytime conditions) polarisation coupling losses are then 
around 3-5 dB. 

Daytime polarisation coupling losses for two-hop paths exceed those for single-hop paths because of 
the additional coupling and renection losses in the midd:'.e of '.he path. These additional losses are 
generally greater the poorer the midpath ground-renecting properties. Normally polarised transmitting 
and receiving aerials should also be used for two-hop paths. Nevertheless even then daytt.e losses in 
excess of 20 dB are to be expected at ranges of 4oQr_,_5000 km along paths with azimuths of about 30 E or 
3Q0 W. Losses are least along the meridian, being typically only 4-6 dB even in the daytiiDO. 

For backscatter paths polarisation coupling losses are shown to depend on the backscattering Bllrface 
depolarisation coefficients. With certain assumptions regarding these, representative calculations indi
c~te roughly double the losses of the single way paths. Daytime losse~ are around 5-7 JB for all single
hop modes and 10 dB for most two-hop mod~s. However for two-hop modes to ranges of 40oo-5000 km along 
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azimuths of around 30 E or 30 W losses of more  than 40 dB occur. 

It should be possible to confirm experimentally the large polarisation coupling losses noted for some 
paths.      Such tests would serve to establish the practical validity of the analyses described. 
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Figure 3 ' Polarisation coupling loss in decibels for single hop o wave propagation from Slough at 1C MHz. 

(a) LJJJJ = loss between horizontally polarised transmitting and receiving aerials. 

(b) I^u = loss between normally polariced transmitting and  receiving aerials. 
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Figur? h      Two-hop raypath 
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Figure 7      Polarication coupling loss in decibels for 
two-hop o wave bnck.'icatter propagation at 
10 MHz between normally polarised transmitting 
and rocciving aerials at ."lough. 

W    lvm\ = |rHJ = 1 rw1 " ■*HHI 

(b)   I1™' -1;  l^n.l = o. 
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SPATIAL CORRELATION Of AURORAL RADIO ABSORPTION 

K.   Toman,  R. J.   Cormier,  J. J.   Corbett 
Air Force Cari.bridge Research Laboratories 

Bedford,   Massachusetts 
U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

Thv temporal behavior of auroral radio absorption measured with riometers at medüuT. and high 
latitudes displays corr.plex patterns which differ spatially.    These differences may be limited to a time- 
displacement of otherwise similar absorption patterns indicating a movement which could be interpreted 
in terms of a structured, locally enhanced,  precipitating,  energetic particle stream that moves over a 
geographic area while preserving its structure.    If such a meandrous stream of ionizing paiticles does 
not preserve its structure the auroral absorption patterns, wnich usually differ in the fine structure, 
will also differ in larpe-s.:ale features. 

In order to assess numerically the spatial coherence of auroral radio absorption, a correlation 
study was undertaken of such absorption patterns as recorded by more than eight riometer stations 
during five days of varylng activity containing the magnetic storm of 18 April 1965.    Using a day as the 
sample size,  the results of this study provide a view of the spatial coherence of auroral absorption 
which could be further exploited for the prediction of ionospheric propa ijati^n in the arctic. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Auroral substorms,  as seen by means of all-sky cameras,   can have small and large features.    Of 
those,   the large features can occur on a scale comparable to the size of Alaska. '   '    Associated with the 
expansive phase of a substorm is the phenomenon of considerably enhanced cosmic radio noise absorp- 
tion.    The spatial patterns of auroral displays exhibit somt regional similarity to the spatial patternb of 
auroral absorption. '   '     The link is  provided by the precipitation enham sment of particles whose enei - 
gies are sufficient to excite and to ionize atmospheric constituents in the D,  E and F regions. 

The spatial variation of cosmic noise absorption may be indicative of inhornogeneities in the magne  o- 
spheric regime where the particle precipitation process appears to be triggered.     They may also be due 
to the spatial variations in the ambient ionosphere.    The qualitative recognition of these spatial varia- 
tions,   irrespective of their origin,   poses little difficulties,    A quantitative assessment,   on the other 
hand,  was thought lo yield correlation distances which might be useful for the assessment of the regional 
extent of radio absorption. 

2. APPROACH 

The irregular behavior of cosmic noise absorption during a substorm as seen by separated riometer 
stations indicates the existence of a spatially varying structure likely related to spatial inhomogeneitieH 
in the stream of precipitating particles which produce the additional ionization. 

The period from 16 to 20 April 1965 was selected for this study.    It was of interest to obtain from a 
sufficient number of stations 30 MHz auroral absorption data throughout the development of a geomag- 
netic disturbance.    Although absorption patterns showed considerable fluctuations the comparison of such 
patterns obtained from separated stations'   '  indicated similarities as well as dissimilarities even for 
major features of the absorption phenomenon.     The combined influence of similarities and dissimilarities 
on the degree of coherence was thought to be best expressed numerically in the form of a simple corre- 
lation coefficient.    A sample size of one day was selected.     The lag method was employed to determine 
maximum coherence as well as th ^ temporal sequence of absorption features reco-ded at separate  sta- 
tions.     This correlation between the recorded absorption patterns was fo'jnd to vary with time and station 
separation. 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 

3. 1   Station Coordinates 

The locations of the stations on the North American continent and Greenland,   which produced 'polar' 
or 'zenith' related cosmic noise absorption data during the )'>-20 April J965 interval,  are shown on !he 
geographic map of Fig.    1.    On a polar projection for the northern hemisphere Fig.   2 illustrates the loca- 
tions of stations in geomagnetic coordinates.  This display places  Thule near the pole      It is apparent 
from Fig.   2 that several widely separated stations are clo'e in geomagnetic latitud". 

Pertinent coordinates for the station network are summarized in Table 1      Stations are lifted in 
descending order of the magnetic  shell parameter'4'  with the c--1 responding drift periods for electrons 
of energies ranging from 20 to 500 keV  '   '    Table 2 shows a distance chart for riometer stations used in 
this study      The distances vary from a minimum separation of 139 km between Great Whale River and 
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Cape Jones to a maximum distance of 5097 km between College and Bedford. 

3. 2   Data Preparation 

The appropriate traces which appear on riometer charts were manually or semi-automaticaUv 
digitized in one-minute intervals and subsequently processed using available computational srlicmes 
for converting current readings into dB of absorption.    For that purpose minimum absorption curves 
were generated for tach station from one month of data using the upper bound of current readings as 
a reference during the event period under study. 

Fig.   3 shows the development of cosmic noise absorption observed at Great Whale River (L, = 6. 9) 
during and in the aftermath of a gcOinagnetic storm whose sudden commencement occurred at 1312 U. T. 
on 17 April 19Ö5.    The magnetically quiet period of 16 April (^Kp = 4) was followed by a major disturb- 
ance on 18 April (^Kp = 34) which abated gradually during the following week.    This slow recovery 
manifested itself also in the cosmic-ray count measured at Chalk River. \°i 

The top portion of Fig.   3 illustrates the behavior of abscrption for 17 April.    Absorption on the 
previous day was similar.    On 18 April a sharp rise of the 30 MHz absorption occurred at 0650 U. T. 
approximately 30 minutes after a similarly sharp rise of absorption at Bedford, Mass. , about 1500 km 
south of Great Whale River.    The subsequent behavior of absorption appeareü irregular and enhanced 
activity continued beyond 20 April.    A sharp rise in absorption similar to that at Great Whale River 
v/as observed 25 minutes earlier at College,   .'0 minutes earlier at Churchill,  3 minutes earlier at 
Kiruna,  but 10 minutes later at Frobisher, indicating an initial poleward progression of the onset of 
absorption.    The apparent speed of this progression was about 850 meters/second. 

The sharp absorption onset of 18 April 1965 does not display a 24 hour recurrence pattern.    There 
does appear,  however, a twin peak of absorption each lasting for about two hours.    The first peak is 
centered at about 1030 U. T. ,  the second peak at. about 1300 U. T.    The presence of these peaks is also 
evident on subsequent days.    The persistence of this phenomenon reveals its potential use for prediction 
purposcC    Similar peaks vere observed on the data from Cape Jones (L = 6. 3).    For Churchill (L = 
8.6),  on 20 April 1965, a pair of absorption peaks occurred simultaneously to those at Cape Jones and 
Great Whale River.    If these similar pairs of absorption peaks are at all related to a spatial precipita- 
tion pattern which is stationary with respect to the sun,  and the earth rotates underneath,   this observa- 
tion w 5uld not support the concept of a simple oval-shape of that pattern,  at least not on a scale size of 
1000 km. 

During the disturbed period the absorption event extended over a large portion of the Globe.     The 
details of the temporal behavior of absorption appeared to be quite different at times for data from 
different riometer locations.    In order to express numerically the degree of similarities between 
absorption patterns,  a correlation lag-study was undertaken.    Its purpose was to assesb the spatial 
correlaticn of auroral absorption in order to provide estimates for the spatial extent of an effective 
absorption regime. 

3, 3    Correlation Study 

The correlation coefficient between two camples of data  x(t) and  y(t) is 

r(T)    - M-SJ    fy(t + T)-y7 (|) 

{*tx(t)-xj2  ^[y(t)-yj^ 
where x,  y are the sample means and T  is the lag.    As T   is varied the correction function attain;? a 
maximum value wher •  x(t)   rtsemhltH  y(t)  most closely.     Eq.l'.) was used to compute correiation 
functions for individual days iru'ii    u to 20 April for all possible station combinations.     Because of the 
global extent and the long duration of the ionospheric absorption activity a jample size of one day was 
chosen for each data pair. 

Fig.   4 illustrates the r jsv.'i    of the cross-correlation study for 16 and 18 April using the stations 
Bale St.   Paul (L = 4) and Great Whale River (L = 6. 9) which are separated by about 1000 km.     For 
16 April it appears that the cross correlation dors not differ from that of random numbers of finite 
sample size indicating that on magnetically quiet days the residual absorption for these stations 
exhibits no systematic component. 

On 18 April the cross-correlation-lag differs from that for 16 April in several ways.     The corre- 
lation appears to peak at a time lag of about 40 minutes as the correlation reaches a maximurr \alue of 
0.4.    The positive lag is indicative of the absorption pattern recorded at Great Whale River to lead that 
of Baie St.   Paul.     The correlogram exhibits undulations which have a period of the order of 1 5 to 20 
minutes. 

For the station pair Cape Jones (L = 6  3) and deal Whale River (L = 6. 9),  whose separation 
distance amount'-     i 139 km,   Fig.   5 illustrates a cross-correlation lag behavior of the a',      rp'.ion 
time series for 18 April which has a relatively sharp correlation peak of r = 0. 7 at i lag of 6 minutes. 
In consideration of the sample size which consists of 1440 numerical entries for each string of data 
a maximum lag of 10% was used which permitted a search for lags of tie order o; ? hours. 
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The observed lag represents a mean value whose ical meaning should be viewed in conjunction with 
the maximum correlation coefficient.    For a large maximum the lag is expected to signify a consistency 
in the temporal sequence of absorption at separated stations.    In the case shown in Fig.   5 the negative 
lag of 6 minutes is suggestive of the absorption phenomenon at Cape Jones to precede that observed at 
Great Whale River.    If the physical phenomenon of particle precipitation has considerable spatial struc- 
ture and meanders around in an irregular fashion within intervals of time short compared to the sample 
size the correlation is expected to be poor and the net lag would be a composite of positive and negative 
lag components.    Such a structure would require the use of a smaller sample size than was used in this 
study. 

In this connection it should be noted that periodic features were observed in the absorption data 
with periods ranging from 5 minutes to about Z hours.    In particular, and as mentioned above,  pronounced 
periods of the order of 10 to 15 minutes were seen in most of the absorption data of 18 April 19b5.    If 
these periods are related to the time-of-flight mass spectrometer effect of monoenergetic,  drifting elec- 
trons,  particle energies ranging from about 50 to more than 500 keV could be inferred.    Particles with these 
energies have drift periods which vary with latitude and fall within the observed range.    Since particles 
of a given energy drift faster at high L values their drift periods become shorter toward higher latitudes. 
Should this phenomenon have any chance of corresponding to physical reality the absorption curves would 
contain a range of periods,   related to a range of particle energies,  which could be in phase coherence 
for stations at like L values but which would get out of phase for stations at different L values.     This 
possibility may,   however,  not be as simple,   since the energy density spectrum of the energetic particles 
associated with auroral absorption could be softer at higher magnetic latitude.     If this were so the drift 
periods could also increase with latitude. 

Other causes of periodicities are hydromagnetic waves which propagate between hemispheres along 
magnetic field lines.    The earth's atmosphere also exhibits a resonance phenomenon at the Brunt-Vaisala 
frequency which could account for some of the observed periodicities. 

The upper curve of Fig.   6   shows an example of the spatial correlation of auroral absorption ob- 
tained for 18 April 1965.     Each point represents the optimum correlation for a pair of stations separated 
by the distance indicated on the abscissa.    The lines connecting the data points were drawn in an attempt 
to facilitate the viewing of the results but also to accentuate the potential for predicting the degree of 
correlation for regions where no measurements are made. 

The general behavior of the resulting correlation curve seems to show a nearly constant value of 
r = 0. 7 for distances ranging from 140 to 600 km.    For greater distances the correlation coefficient 
decays to r = 0. 3   at D =  1000 km.     For  D ^>  1000 km fluctuations    are noted as the data points are also 
more densely distributed indicating,   perhaps,  the influence of local inhomogeneities in the absorption 
regime.    Particularly noteworthy is the rising trend of   r  for increasing station separations up to 
D =-  5000 km. 

In order to test the hypothesis that magnetospheric substorms,   precipitation and drift of energetic 
particles and the associated auroral absorption are confined to magnetic shells which may be narrowly 
bounded in latitude but unbounded in longitude,   pairs of observing stations were examined in terms of 
their corresponding mag.'iCtic-shell parameters  (L-value).     For that purpose the L-ratios were deter- 
mined for each correlation pair and plotted against distance between stations.    Using all possible com- 
binations of station pairs and conveniently arranging the L-ratios to be lesb than unity,  the lower curve 
o' Fig.   6  illustrates the behavior of L-ratios with distance between station pairs for the entire station 
ensemble.    Again,   the data points were connected by lines for better viewing.    A comparison of the two 
curves of Fig.   6   shows a similarity in their general behavi'j»' although considerable variations are noted. 
The rising trend of the L-ratios for distances between 1000 and 5000 km compares favorably with the 
rising trend of  r   previously noted.     This result suggests thai for a given distance between stations a 
higher correlation coefficient between time series of auroral absorption can be expected il lh<; monitoring 
stations have similar L-values. 

While,  for  18 April  1965  the maximum correlation   r = 0. 75  occurred at  D = 450 km,   results for 
the lesser storm of 24 March 1965  (^ Kp = 22)   showed a maximum correlation of  r-0.92  at  D=  139km. 
At D =  1600 km   r   became 0. 64  and at D - 2400 km   r   reached a value   <^0. 1.    It wis ilso noted that the 
correlation diminished as the absorption activity subsided.    A rapid decay of  r with distance occurred at 
D = 800 km fi-r the weaker absorption activity of 26 March 1965 and at D =   1600 km for the stronger 
activit-, oi cA March 1965. 

The correlation behavior of auroral absorption with distance,   as illustrated in Fia.   6,   exhibits 
certain similarities to the correlation behavior of micropulsations V     For the latter the correlation 
coefficient of hourly rne?n amplitudes of pulsations was  reported as   r = 0. 7  (or  D - 800 km separation 
between observatories and   r = 0. 5  for  D - 2000 km.    At  D - 8000 km the correlation dropped sharply 
to  r ^  0. 1.     The  similarity may not be surprising if auroral absorption and pulsation activity are 
manifestations of a hydromagnetic distui bance.'°'1'"'    It may thus be possible to use one type of data 
base for improving or extending the prediction of the other. 

 — 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The results of this study suggest that the spatial correlation of auroral absorption appears to dis- 
play an anisotropy which is controlled by magnetospheric influences.    Good correlation be'ween daily 
auroral absorption patterns may extend over thousands of kilometers along magnetic zones but only over 
hundreds of kilometers along magnetic meridians.    The spatial correlation of auroral absorption is poor 
for extremely weak activity.    Correlation coefficients tend to increase as the disturbance develops in 
severity.     For moderately disturbed periods the correlation can be higher than for severe disturbances. 

Although there is considerable fine structure in auroral absorption the spatial correlation study 
provides numerical values for a morphological study of auroral absorption.    These values may become 
useful for extending locally measured absorption values over a wide region.    The results of this study 
could be applied to defining an index of auroral absorption which characterizes    the absorption activity 
in the auroral region. 
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Table 1 Station coordinates and drift periods for electrons. 

Station coordinates 

THULE 

FROBISHER BAY 

CHURCHILL 

GREAT WHALE RIVER 

CAPE JONES 

COLLEGE 

PRINCE ALBERT 

VAL D'OR 

BAIE ST,   PAUL 

OTTAWA 

DURHAM 

BEDFORD 

Geogiaphic 
Lat Long 
North East 

77.48 290.83 

63.80 291.30 

58.80 265.90 

55.27 282.22 

54.70 280.20 

64.87 212.17 

53.22 254.15 

48.00 282.2 

47.38 289.45 

45.40 284.40 

43. 10 289. 10 

42.48 288.72 

Geomagnetic 
Lat Long 
North East 

88.98 357.93 

75.30 0.52 

68.70 322.77 

66. 58 347. 36 

65.26 345.87 

64.63 25t.52 

61.69 310.98 

59.32 348.43 

58.85 357.97 

56.80 351.52 

54.59 357.61 

53.97 357.13 

Dip 
computed) L value 

deg 

e 

20keV 

Drift period of 
ectrons T(min) 
50keV   lOOkeV 500keV 

85.6 263.45 - - - - 

82.7 14.6 80 33 16 4 

83.4 8.6 132 55 28 5 

81.0 6.92 168 68 35 6 

80. 5 6.29 180 75 38 8 

76.6 5.82 195 80 42 9 

78.5 4.74 240 100 52 12 

77.0 4.20 267 no 57 13 

75.8 3.99 280 118 62 14 

75.2 3.62 315 128 67 15 

73.2 3. 19 400 145 75 17 

72.8 3. 10 400 147 78 18 

Table 2 Station separations. 

B.P. B. C.J. Ch. C. F. G. W. O. P.A. Th. V. D. 

BAIE ST.  PAUL 553 1006 2023 4669 1787 1007 4 58 2511 3234 558 

BEDFORD 553 1466 2426 5097 2340 1498 480 2763 3785 804 

CAPE JONES 1006 1466 1032 3697 U82 139 1047 1699 2495 730 

CHURCHILL 2023 2426 1032 2741 1484 1083 1957 925 2247 1-621 

COLLEGE 4669 5097 3697 2741 3643 3704 4648 2661 2938 4319 

FROBISHER 1787 2340 1182 1484 3463 1055 2062 2404 1450 1819 

GREAT WHALE RIVER 1007 1498 139 1083 3704 105e 1107 1798 2395 808 

OTTAWA 458 480 1047 1957 4648 2062 1107 2297 3477 335 

PRINCE ALBERT 2511 2763 1699 925 2661 2404 1798 2297 3093 2009 

THULE 3234 3785 2495 2247 2938 1450 2395 3477 3093 3203 

VAL D'OR 558 804 730 1621 4319 1819 808 335 2009 3203 

Distances (km) between P.iomcter Stations 

n    I   '     —    ■■■^■^. - 
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RIOMETER STAmiNS 
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Figure  1 Station locations. 
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Figure 2 Station locations in geomagnetic roordinates 
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Figure 3 The development of auroral cosmic-noise absorption from 17-20 April 1965. 
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Figure 4 Correlograms for cosmic noise absorption recorded at stations 1007 km apart. 
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Figure 5 Correlogram for cosmic noise absorption recorded at stations 139 km apart. 
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Figure 6 Correlation of auroral absorption with distance between stations.     Behavior of the 
magnetic shell parameter ratio for pairs of stations separated by D{km). 
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SESSION V 

VHP PROPAGATION-TRANSMISSION 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

by E.D.R.Shearman 

This •«••ion was the first of two on HF  Propstfstlon, which served to focus  attention on 
the special  probless associated with radar systeas in *hich sajoi- refraction and 
reflection effects took place in the ionospheric layers on the way to and  froa scatterer. 

The introductory review paper by H.  G. Holler of the Institute at Lindau discussed rather 
briefly the probleac under these headings.     (The review was too sketchy to be of great 
value,   particularly as no text was available.) 

1) Absorption 
2) Irregularities 
3) Hon great-circle prup^gation 
4) High angle ray transaission «ode 
5) PI  layer effects 
6) Sporadic E layer effects 

He drew attention particularly to the major uncertainty about the spatial  distribution 
and  probability distributions of absorption,  and to the isportant effect of the Fl 
layer on propagation in the Artie. 

J.  B.   Loaax gave the second paper and discussed aeasureaents of spectra of  trans-auroral 
CW    transmissions aade sisultaueously with oblique sweep frequency pulse soundings. 
He Mentioned the pussling nature of the spectra;  these were spiky,  even when arranged 
over a ainute,  and  individual spikes tended to appear quickly and decay over 10 - 30 
seconds. 

R. W. Swanson followed by reporting aeasureaents of the tiae spread and frequency epread 
over trans-auroral  paths aade with a acre sophisticated technique capable of resolving 
the full two-diaensional scattering function so that a particular tiae delayed coaponent 
had  its unique spectrua delineated.     Modes were identified with a stepped-frequency 
sounder. 

P. A. Bradley then descried a theoretical  study of polarisation coupling losses in 
ionospheric propagation and showed results  for both forward propagation and  radar in 
the Artie region.     Irregularities were ignored.    The aethod was based on the work of 
Booker as extended by Knight of the B.B.C.  Rerearch Oepartaent using integration through 
a series of slabs. 

The coaputation took into account polarisation losses at the ionosphere in successive 
hops and at  earth reflections froa poor ground,  sea water or ice.    The results were 
presented  as a function of grouud range and  aciauthal direction froa a location at 
Slough,  U.K.     Losses of 20-25 dB in certain directions for particular transmitting 
polarizations and  ranges were noted.     Soae doubts on the results were expressed by ex- 
periaentalists and the need for checking against available experiaeatal data was stressed. 
However,   in discussion afterwards it seeaed  that aost of the differences were resolved 
if the full basic paraaeters and assuaptions were aade clear.    This was a shortcoaing 
due to not  having a printed text available. 

K.  Toaan gave the  final  paper on  'Spatial  Correlation of Auroral  Radio Absorption*, 
which described  atteapts to discover tho geographical distances over which  auroral 
absorption was  correlated.    The basic data  used  was  froa 30 MHz rioaeters  and  correla- 
tions  in longitude and geoaagnetic latitude  (expressed aa L ratios) were shown. 

Unfortunately,   the  slides were the wrong size  for the projector so that the  ordinates 
were  notshown  and   in spite the questions  the aain  point  being aade in the  talk  reaained 
obscure to the writer. 

In  general  discuaelon Millaan queationed   Loaax on Spread  F as  a   'stable aediua*.     In teras 
of the  epectral aeasureaents on transaitted  aignals,   this  iaplied that  the  velocities 
were steady,   unlike auroral  foraa. 

A general   coaaent  by the writer ia that  Loaax's technique of separate aeaaureaent  of 
aultipath spread   and  fre^Ltncy spread  is  clearly  less effective than the technique of 
Swanson using a coaplicated  tranaaitting waveform able to  reaolve aignals  siaultaneously 
in tiae delay and  frequency.    The future would aeea to lie in the latter technique, 
although  only  a  Halted  experiaent was  carried out  by Swanaon. 

i ii aiiiiii 'i 
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DISCUSSION 

R W Sivanson 

I  would  like to comment  on the  fact that  no difference in spoctral  spread was seen  in 
the  data  discussed  by Lomax as a  function  of mode  of propagation.     Other measurements 
reported  in  paper  23  on a similar but  shorter path from Thule  Indicated  considerably- 
more  spectral  spread for the  1F2 mode  compared to the  2E mode.     It   Is  suggested  that 
this difference might due to the  difficulty  of determining the actual  mode  of  propa- 
gation even using oblique  sounding lonograms.     Considering the fact  that   only  one   fre- 
quency  near  7 MHz was employed,   this  should  result  in a high probability  for E mode 
propagation,   especially during the daytime,   which usually has a low  value  of  spectral 
spread. 

J  B Lomax 

We did in fact see a high percentage of E mode propagation (always 2   3 hop E). 
However 2F was more frequent.  Mode identification was frequently difficult but by 
observing lonograms taken over a period of hours it was possible to select lonograms 
In which mode identification could be made with confidence.  For example, we could 
w&tch the 2E mode disappear and then verify that the remaining mode was 2F by raytrac- 
ins with true-height profiles obtained from vertical ionosorde records.  When the 2E 
mode was stronger than the 2F mode, so It stood out In the spectral estimate, it had 
no significart frequency spread (less than 0.1 Hz)  The 2E mode generally had little 
time spread although occasionally its spread was as much as 100 sec.  The spectrum 
of the 2F mode often contained 2,4, and rarely as many as 6 discrete spectral comp- 
onents with different Doppler shifts.  The frequency spread of these components was 
never larger than 1 Hz.  I would suggest that your observations of frequency spread 
(paper no 23) may have contained off-path signal components not detectable by your 
equipment.  Your reported value of 3 Hz, using your definition of spread, could result 
from off-path signals having as little as 150 sec additional time delay. 

G H Millman 

1) Lomax  stated  that the  spread  F was  a  stable  medium which  is  contrary  to  present 
day  concepts.     Clarification  of this   statement  is  desired. 

2) Were  you  able  to  correlate  your  results  with  the  presence  of  spread   F  and  sporadic 
E.        ' 

J   B  Lomax 

1) Our ionosonde record is made during a time interval of 8 seconds.  Power spectral 
density estimates were calculated for the CW dat^ in time intervals of 10 and 60 
seconds.  It is my evaluation of vertical ionosonde records of spread F, where the 
interval between records is 15 minutes, that tue same spread F region is seen on 
a number of records in sequence.  The range changes changes with time and the fre- 
quenc> extent also changes.  However, in the time frame of our measurements, 8 to 
60 seconds, it would appear that the Irregularities would not change location or 
electron density sufficiently to modify propagation over our oblique radiopath. 

.Since the F region refraction in the polar zone is occuring over a region on the 
order of 500 km (along the great-circle path), it is quite probable that the radio 
wave will encounter a region of irregularities.  1 wish to emphasize however, that 
our data indicated that the great-circle ionospheric propagation does not "see" the 
fluid alignment of the irregularities.  Rather, the bottom of the F layer appears 
to be rough.  A contour of constant plasma frequency varies with height along the 
path. 

2) From vertical ionosonde records made at various Jocations in Canada, Alaska and the 
United States, the probability of having Es along our path was quite high during 
most of the time.  Spread F was apparently present in the polar cap zone virtually 
100^ of the time. 

..^_ 
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SWEEP FREQUENCY BACKSCATTER RADARS AS DETECTORS 
OF HIGH LATITUDE  IONOSPHERIC PHENOMENA 

Howard F.  Bates 
Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska 

College, Alaska 99701 

SUMMARY 
THis paper is composed of two sections — (1)  a brief review of the current knowledge on high latitude 

irregularities, and  (2)  a simnnry of the results of the HF backscatter program started at College in 1953. 

PATi  1 

References are not cited in ehe text; tfour :e references are listed after the first part, and the pub- 
lications resulting from the College work are 1 .sted after the second part.    HF backscatter work Is not 
discussed as such in the first section;  instead the characteristics of the irregularities  causing HF scatter 
and propagation problems are described briefly.    D-region absorption  — auroral and polar cap — will not 
be discussed.    The references cited are not intended to be exhaustive,  rather they are representative of 
work done  in  the area in question. 

That  the high latitude ionosphere contains many irregularities — large and small — has been recogn- 
ized for years,    Spread-F,  sporadic-E,  radio aurora,  meteor echoes,  traveling ionospheric disturbance  (TID), 
and scintillations are probably the most familiar effects caused by irregularities; other,  less familiar, 
anomalies exist —  the  trough,  auroral belt  Increase,   polar peak,  aad  gravity waves.    Some  of  these  irreg- 
ularities  are  large  scale — hundreds of kilometers — while others  are email scale — meters.     The former 
affect backscatter observations essentially by modifying  the medium through which  the echoes  propagate, 
while  the latter produce  the echoes, 

The aurora produces both large- and small-scale irregularities in the ionosphere.    The small-scale 
irregularities appear to be small changes in electron density produced in such a manner that backscatter 
occurs only very near normality to the magnetic field.     The large scale auroral changes consist of Increas- 
ed electron density at all altitudes in the ionosphere;   these changes  are probably directly  attributable 
to the secondary electrons produced by the precipitating auroral primaries. 

The most likely mechanism for producing the small-scale irregularities associated with the aurora now 
appears to be some sort of an instability that sets up plasma waves  in the ionosphere.    One mechanism that 
has been suggested  is  the two-stream instability set  up  by the auroral tilectrojet.    There  are  stll)   some 
major problems associated with the instability notion; one is that the preferred direction of propagation 
for plasma waves excited by the two-stream instability  is east-west — paralled to the auroral electrojet, 
whereas  to be viewed by  radars  the waves must propagate north-south.     These problems will  probably be solved 
eventually. 

Several  authors  have considered auroral  Instabilities  set  up by  an electric  field  In  the E  region. 
Such a system has been shown theoretically to produce the plasma waves  in the E region close  to,  but out- 
side,   the optical  auroral  form.     Thus,   In  this  theory,   radio  and optical  auroras would not   coincide exactly 
in space;   the  experimental evidence at hand  indicates   the  two phenomena occur  together but   are not  exactly 
coincident  in space. 

How  the  observed  auroral  irregularities are  generated  In  the F region is not  clear.    To explain spread- 
F,  it has been suggested that  the instability is  generated in  the E  layer and the effects  coupled   into  the 
F layer along  the magnetic  field  lines.    There is  another possible mechanism for   the auroral   Irregularities, 
The  ionospheric electron density has been  found  to be  increased appreciably at  all  atKudes   in  the  region 
containing the auroral  precipitation,    F-layer densities  may double,  and at  1000 km,  the density may Increase 
by an order of magnitude.     Such large  Increases,  particularly  at high  altitudes,   Indicate  that  there  is an 
upward  flow of  electrons near  the aurora;  such a  flow would produce  long,  dense,   field-aligned structures 
capable of backscattering energy.    An example of one such  known structure  is an F-layer barium cloud;  strong 
aspect  sensitive backscatter  is  produced  in the HF band by barium clouds.    The cause of  F-layer  auroral 
irregularities  is  not  known and the problem needs  to be  solved. 

Spread-F  is  stll)   an enigma.     The irregularities   that  cause spread-F are unknown,  and,   in  fact,  the 
means by which vertical  incidence spread-F echoes  are  produced  is unknown.     Various studies  have  shown  thai 
the spread  traces  are  produced by HF energy propagating obliquely upward, but whether scatter or  reflection 
is  Involved  is  unknown.     One  recent  theory suggests  that  some  spread-F  is produced by  raflection  from  large- 
scale,   Irregularly shaped surfaces.     If  they exist,   these  large  scale  spread-F irregularities  are  always 
accom;ianied by small-scale  (decameter)   field-aligned  irregularities which produce oblique  incidence back- 
scatter  in  the  HF band. 

It  seems   reasonable  to suppose that spread-F and  scintillations should be connected  in  some -„ay.     Re- 
cent scintillation work  indicates  that  the high  latitude  scintillating  region has a sharp equatorward  bound- 
ary  that moves  systematically with  time of day and with magnetic activity.    At midnight  the  boundary  is 
typically near  55°   invariant  latitude,  and at noon  75°.     Within  the high  latitude irregularity zone  (exclud- 
ing scintillation  associated directly with  the aurora),   the  few data  that exist  suggest  that   the scintill- 
ation  level  does  not  change  greatly with latitude,   time,   or magnetic  activity. 

If  these  scintillation results  can be applied  to  spread-F,   they  indicate  that  spread-F  irregularities 
should be distributed more or  less  uniformly over  the polar cap within  a sharp, well-defined  boundary  that 
moves systematically with time and magnetic activity.     There  is some backscatter evidence that  the  spread-F 
boundary  Is  sharp  and  moves  systematically. 

Various  large  scale anomalies  in electron density  exist  that affect  HF backscatter propagation   tu some 
extent:   the  trough,  auroral belt  Increase,  the polar  peak,  gravity waves,  and TID's,    The latter  two are 
transient  effects  and will not  be considered;  they  could  be of   importance,  however,  when detailed,   case-by- 
case  studies  of  HF backscatter   records  are made. 

The  trough  is  a nightside  phenomenon,  located  close  to  the equatorwara side of  the auroral  belt.     The 
F-layer electron density can  change by a  factor of  two  in  a  few hundred  kilometers;  such steep horizontal 
gradients can strongly  affect backscatter propagation,  particularly in directions along the  trough.     Just 
poleward of   the  trough   the auroral  precipitation appreciably  increases  the F-layer electron  density,  but 
not  smoothly.     The  trough decrease — auroral  belt  increase  is  analogous  to a smooth,  deep  valley  beside 
a range of  rugged mountains;  sometimes a smooth plateau separates  the  valley  fro.i the peaks. 

The  polar  peak  has  been  reported  as being an  isolated  electron density  increase  located   In  the  F layer 
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near 80° latitude on the noon merldan.    Various hypotheses have been put forward to explain It  that Involve 
anomalous electron precipitations or changes In F-layer  loss parameters.    I have suggested a simpler explan- 
ation:  the aurora Increases the electron density In the  auroral belt; since the location of the auroral belt 
Is stationary near 80° around noon, the polar peak Is partly the natural result of averaging the data. 

Auroral sporadlc-E Is almost always a thick layer.     It is formed by the secondary lonlzation produced 
by the precipitating primary electrons of the aurora.    At magnetic latitudes near 65° on the College meridian 
auroral Es critical  frequencies often exceed 5 MHz;  In the 70 to 75°  region, however,  there Is evidence 
that auroral Es does not often exceed 3 MHz.    Auroral Es,  since It Is caused by the aurora.  Is observed 
only when the aurora is present, or was recently.  In the part of the E region affected.    Auroral sporadlc-E 
Is thick so It  forms a blanketing (reflecting)  layer, making propagation through It difficult. 

Thin-layer sporadlc-E,  similar to mid-latitude Es  and probably also attributable  to wind  shears  in the 
E region,  is  observed  in the high latitudes.    This  type  of Es  does not  correlate highly with  auroral  activ- 
ity;  at  College,   it  tended  to occur abundantly  for  a  few days  at a  time and  then be rare  for  a  few days or 
a week.    These Es  clouds appeared primarily to scatter rather than reflect HF energy. 

In summary,   the high latitude ionosphere contains  several  types of small- and large-scale  Irregularit- 
ies.    The aurora produces small-scale,   field-aligned  irregularities  and large-scale changes  in  the electron 
density of  the  Ionosphere.    The small-scale auroral  irregularities  are efficient scatterers of  HF energy. 
The large-scale  irregularities in the F layei may deviate HF signals  and affect  their spectrum.     At  times, 
auroral sporadlc-E may be strong enough  to prevent HF energy  from penetrating to the F region,   thereby pre- 
venting long-range  radar observations.     Auroral  irregularities  are  limited  to the region of  space nearby 
the aurora.     There  is  evidence  that  the irregularities  persist  for a  time after the aurora moves  on,  but 
no quantitative data are available.    HF auroral echoes  are  therefore produced primarily  from the  auroral 
belt.    There is preliminary evidence that polar cap aurora also produces HF backseatter;  If so,  such echoes 
would be observed only during quiet periods — polar cap  auroras do not occur during disturbed  periods.  Echo 
strength,   frequency  range,  and  latitudinal extent  of  auroral backscatter vary with time of day,   the  level 
of  the disturbance,   and  ionospheric conditions.    Present  auroral data allow us  to predict with  fair  confide- 
nce when and where auroral effects will be observed,  but  quantitative predictions on the magnitude of Buch 
effects  are not  now possible. 

Spread-F irregularities  cause backscatter and  probably spectral  changes  in HF signals.     If  spread-F 
irregularities behave similarly to VHF scintillating irregularities,   the occurrence of  spread-F  can be pre- 
dicted  from scintillstion data.    A region of strrng  scintillation covers  the polar cap.     This  region has  a 
sharp equatorward  boundary  that varies systematically with  time of day and magnetic activity.     Thus  far, 
the magnitude  of  scirtlllation or spread-F events has been  found to correlate poorly with  that  of magnetic 
activity. 

Non-auroral sporadlc-E causes backscatter echoes by  some mechanism.    The mosi. likely  is  groundscatter 
although direct  scatter  is  a possibility.     Such sporadlc-E clouds occur  frequently at  times.     Their effect 
on a high latitude  radar is  limited,  although it  cannot  be  Ignored.     The echoes  are usually narrow in  range 
and may persist  lor  several hours. 
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PART 11 

The aim of this part is to summarize the results of my '"   - on high latitude HF backscatter.     ."he work 
of other groups Is not discussed; in the main very llttlf othi. work along the lines of the College work 
has been reported,  so there are few similar results to compare. 

Host of the reported experimental work was done s»t the University of Alaska, although records obtained 
by Stanford Research Institute from other sites were also used.    The analysis work was done while I was a 
staff member of the University of Alaska and of Star ford Research Institute. 

Soon after the backscatter program started at College  In 1953, it was found that most of the echoes 
observed did not  fit the types then known—primarily groundscatter and E-layer auroral echoes.    At College, 
echoes that clearly were backscatter from the ionosphere occurred regularly from ranges far beyond the radar 
horizon in the E layer.     By 1957 a number of modes were suggested to explain the echoes, but, since the echoes 
were obtained on one or two frequencies,  there was no way of positively identifying the mode of most of the 
echoes observed.     Such identification is vital, because,  for example, it is  important to know whether a 
particular echo was produced by irregularities in the E region or the F region. 

Ea.'ly in the program it was recognized that only a sweep-frequency HF radar would give the answers 
sought.    In 1958 a modified 1 to 25 MHz NBS Model ZU lonosonde was installed and operated as an oblique 
radar until  1960,   and in  1963 a  4  to 64 MHz Granger Associates Stepsounder was  installed and operated until 
1966.    The records produced by these radars has led tu the cataloging of nearly all of the echoes observed 
at College  and several  other sites  from the mid-latitudes  to  the magnetic pole,  into distinct  types.     Two 
basic types—auioral  and non-auroral echoes—have been  identified;  the non-auroral echoes have been divided 
into sub-groups depending upon their production mechanism. 
1. Non-auroral echoes: 

a. F-layer groundscatter. 
b. Non-auroral sporadic-E,  including sporadlc-E groundscatter. 
c. Meteor echoes. 
d. Oblique spread-F  (slant-F)  echoes. 

2. Auroral echoes: 
a. Backscatter  from the E  layer. 
b. Backscatter  from  the F layer. 
Figure  1 illustrates  some of these echo traces.     How each  is  identified  is discussed below. 
First,  however,   the  problem of notation must be mentioned.     The system used in this paper  is  used be- 

cause no proposed system has been  found to be completely satisfactory when applied  to sweep-frequency HF 
records.    Direct backscatter  from the E and  F regions will  be denoted,   respectively,  DE and DF scatter. 
The usual notation is used for energy that propagates v..a the F layer between two ground points—nF, with 
n indicating  the number oi  successive  F-layer and ground  reflections.     A 1F-DE echo,  therefore,   Is  an E- 
scatter echo  that  propagates via one F-layer reflection,  as   illustrated  in  figure 2,    Echoes  propagating 
in higher order modes  than are  Illustrated  in  figure  2,  such  as  2F-DF or  3F-DE and so  forth,  are possible 
and have been observed  in  the College  records.    The  1/2M-DE  mode,  named  that  for want of a better name,  is 
E-scatter occurring at  the center of an ordinary forward-oblique M-mode.    The 1/2M-DE and 1F-DF modes  are 
probably the most  Important  long range  (over 2000 km)   propagation modes   for backscatter when  the  radar  is 
poleward of  the scattering region. 

Only symrdtric propagation modes,  that  is those  for which the energy  traverses  the same  path  each way, 
have been used in  this work.     Including non-symmetric modes  would  increase the magnitude of  the  analysis 
problem considerably and  require  ray-tracing  techniques.    Considering the good agreement obtained  by using 
only symmetric modes,   the use of non-symmetric modes has not  been thought worthwhile;  the possibility of 
such modes must be  considered,  however,  In any thorough study of HF backscatter. 

The identification  of echoes propagating via modes  involving scatter or  reflection from the F  layer 
requires  that  the F-layer electron density be known along  the path of  the echo.    There Is no way  this  can 
be dona  from single-frequency backscatter records.     If  the  groundscatter or the slant-F echoes  are  recorded 
by a sweep-frequency  radar, however,   a good estimate of  the  electron density at one altitude can be made  as 
a function of distance  along the direction in question;  usually  this  is enough to allow the positive  ident- 
ification of  the echo mode. 

The regular occurrence of  DF backscatter was  found at  College by  1960, but  the cause of  the various  DF 
echoes was  unknown until   1966.     The record  that  led  to much  of  the advance  In  Identifying the various echoes 
is shown in  figure  3.     For several years a regular pattern  of  echoes had been noted  in the daytime,  but no 
record was clear enough  that  the echoes could be Identified  until the one In figure 3 and several similar 
ones were recorded. 

Analysis  of  the  record  In  figure  3 shows  that  (1)   the  group of echoe£  is  composed of echoes  propagating 
in modes  DF,   1F-DE,   1F-DF,   2F-DE,   and  2F-DF—modes  Involving  both  E-and  F-scatter,  and  (2)   all  of   the  echoes 
originate very near  to  the same  ground distance.    These  findings   led to  the conclusion that  the echoing re- 
gion was  in  the  form of  a   field-aligned sheet  through  the  E  and  F  layers.    An examination of  the  rest of  the 
reccrds with this   idea  In mind  confirmed this  finding:     the   regularly recurring echo pattern observed  at 
College was   produced  by  E- and/or  F-scatter  echoes originating  at   one  or  several  discrete,   field-aligned 
sheets of  irregularities   in the  ionosphere.     These echoes  then propagated back to the radar by  the  various 
possible  ionospheric  propagation modes  to  form  the  same  general   pattern   from day  to  day. 

By 1966,  these main  echo  types had been  indent if led  in   the College,  records: 
1. Slant-E echoes. 
2. Meteor echoes. 
3. Slant-F echoes. 
4. F-supported  groundscatter  echoes. 
5. E- and  F-scatter  echoes   from  field-aligned  sheets. 

Nearly  all  of   the  echoes  observed  at  College  could be  put   unambiguously   Into one and  only  one  of   these 
classes.     The   few   that   could  not  were  either  short   range,   discrete  echoes  that  were  subsequently   identified 
as  sporadic-E echoes  of   some  sort,  either direct  or  groundscatter  echoes,   or were  sheet  echoes  mixed   in with 
slant-F echoes   to   form  a  jumbled  mass  of  echoes   in  the  early   evening.     In  this   latter case,   the   individual 
echues  could  not  be  separated,   making  recognition of   individual  echoes  difficult. 

..     .  ,  ,    -  —   
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Tba nut atep vu to ca.pere th•• echo cluau vith auroral data to try to .. tabliah a couactiOil. 
'rhirt;y cla:Ja' optical data that had baan aroaely acaled :for another atudy vera uaacS. The techoiqua vu to 
~are the poaitioo of the backscattarioa raaion for each acho type (except. of course. tboae definitely 
kDovA to be noo-auroral aucb ,a grounclacatter or aeteor echoaa) vith that of the optical a~rora at approx
bately the •- tt..a. Ecboea liated aa 1 and S above correlated vall in tiM and poaition vitb tba aurora 
While alant-F ecboaa did not. Figure 4 containa 3 daya' data; only auroral echoaa are ahoun. 

Evidence for abeeta of irregularitiea through ~be ionoapbere bu been found in satellite recorda by 
ESSA vorkera; they did not identify the cauae. Conaiderina the reaulta of the College vork. th•• topside 
sheets appeared to ua to be the result of the aurora. ao a coapariaon vu aade of a~ultaneoua topaida sound
ina• Obtained by Explorer 20 and the Collage HF aveep frequency radar. The results vera positive; tba elect
ron denaity at all altitudes in the topside ionoaphere vaa found to be aarkedly increued at the place Where 
the sheet ~ti• detected in the bottomaide ionosphere. This increaae in topside electron danaity augaeata 
that auroral backscatter form the F layer may be partly due to an increue in electr~n density in the dis
turbed part of the ionosphere. !hue. the a~rora markedly affects the entire ionosphere along the path of 
the precipitatina electrons; this increaae DJ8t be taken into account on HF propagation patha cr·oeaina the 
auroral zont:. 

Next, sim~ltaneous optical and radar. and precipitatina electron and radar data vere compared on a de
tailed, case-by-case baais. AJain. the echoes vere first classified and then ca.pared by claaaea vith the 
other data. These results confirmed the earlier results; the echoes previously claaaified aa auroral echoes 
were associated with the auroral ~r~cipitation. and the alant-F r.cho wee not. In the proccaa of this atudy. 
the long-lived, discrete, short-range echoes occurring from time to time were found to be non-auroral; these 
echoes wert= eventually concluded to be either direct scatter or groundacatter from non-Auroral eporadic-E 
clouds. 

Two distinct types of precipitating auroral zone electron fluxes have been identified by the Lockheed 
workers: (1) hard-zone flux--relatively energetic electrons distributed continuously with an ilotropic pitch 
angle distribution over a wide range of lati t udes in the 60 to 75• invariant latitude region, and (2) soft
zone flux--intense fluxes of electrons in the 1 to 10 keV range confined to a i~ very narrow (tena of kilo
meters) regions of latitude with a strongly anisotropic pitch angle distribution. The soft-zone flux appears 
to be responsible for visible aurora , the hard-zone flux for auroral absorption. Much of the time. partic
ularly during the day, the two fluxe& are appreciably separated in latitude, although they tend to merge in 
the hours before midnight. 

No space and time correlation was found between the radnr echoes and the hard-zone flux; the only corr
elation found was bet~een the radar echoes and the soft-zone flux of electrons. and the correlation was 
good. No correlation was found between the radar scattering region anc the p~ecipitating proton flux. When 
no echoes were recorded, no electron precipitation intense enough to prod!ce a visible aurora (about 1 kR, 
requiring a precipitating flux of electrons of roughly one erg per sec em ster) was detected, and~ 
versa. 
-----The main result of this last study was that although radio and optical aurora were found to be closely 
related in time and space. exact spatial correspondence was not found. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate some of 
the data. It must be noted, of course, that the azimuthal beamwidth of the radar greatly exceeded that of 
the other detectors. The results indicate, however. that exact coincidence between radar and optical aurorn 
fTObably does not occur, and recent theoretical work supports this conclusion. 

High optical auroras (heights were measured by photometric triangulation between three stations) were 
found in this study to be accomp~nied by only F-layer echoes. Optical measurements made at Coll~ge indicate 
thal quiet. well-defined auroras were frequently high auroras; this finding suggests that part of the probl .. 
in correlating VHF echoes (obtained only from the E layer) with optical data is that !-region irregularities 
may at times not bP formed by the aurora even though irregularities are formed higher in the ionosphere. 
Another problem is that when viewed obliquely, the computed position of such high auroras would be markedly 
in error when, customarily, the height i& assumed to be 110 km. 

Sweep-frequency records make it possible to account quantitatively for ion~spheric refraction at the 
scattering point, end this resul t has led to quantitative estimates of the aspect sensitivity for various 
types of direct scatter echoes. Figure 1 illustrates the typical shape of an auroral alant-E echo trace 
recorded from the north at College; the feature of note is the arrow-shaped part at the high frequency end, 
That this feature is not equipmental is shown by figure 7. which contains a number Qf alafit-E traces comput
ed from a simple model for various angles of allowable off-perpendicularity from the magnetic field. The 
comparison of a number of experiment al records with data computed from this model shows that the backacatter
ing cross section fer auroral echoes from theE layer in the 15 to 50 HHz region decreases more t t an ~dB 
per degree of off-perpendicularity. This result is in agreement with other VHF results. 

The aspect sensitivity of F-layer echoes was found by utilizing the groundscatter echo reflected from 
the F layer at the point the back~catte r occurred, so that ionospheric refraction at the scattering point 
could be computed. T, e results show that the aspect sensitivity of F-loyer auroral ba~~~catter and no~
auroral slant-F ech~ ·· exceeds 5 dB per degree of off-perpendicularity. 

A comparison betw~~n the simultaneous occurrence of oblique incidence slant-F ecboea extending to the 
College zenith was made wi•~ •ertical incidence spread-F observed at College. The results showed that one 
type of echo rarely occurred without the other. Thus, the slant-F echo is in reality an oblique apread-F 
echo. Slant-F echoes are weak, strongly aspect sensitive echoes, produced by backscatter from •~all acale, 
field-aligned irregularities; vertical spread-F echoes, on the other hand. are apparently not aspect sen
sitive, and it has been suggested by others that th~y are produ~ed by reflection from large scale irregular
ities or surfaces . The two types of irregularities are quite different. but they always occur together. 

Figures 1 and 3 illustrate a general feature of the College records--the groundscatter trace ends abrupt
ly just beyond the auroral sheet echo. A dozen or more such cases were selected randomly from the hundreda 
tha t exist in the College records and analyzed. In every case it was fo~nd that the groundacatter echo waa 
cut-uff when the scatter propagating to the radar from the gr~und penetrated the E layer at the distance of 
the auroral sheet. Therefore, the aurora somehow prevents the groundscatter echo from propagatin& back to 

~~he radar. The diminution in signal strength~ s of the order of 10 dB at College and waa ~rupt in ranae. 
Cryl·~ rarely was the cut-off not observed when the auroral sheet echo was recorded. 

· .·One final result of the HF sweep-frequency program is the study of artificial barium clouds released 
in the lower F region near Co:lege, Alaska in March, 1969. Equivalent isotropic backscatter croaa aer.tiona 
for the one release for which good data were obtained at the two aitea exceeded a thousand square kil~ tera 
at frequencies of 15 to 20 HHz. Since the optical size of the cl oud WSB tena of square kilometers, backscat
ter was not isott·opic. Analysis showed the backscatter to be strongly aspect senaitil'e to the magnetic field. 
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The backscatter croaa section ~or this one releaae (the laraeat--96 ka> vaa found to have en aapect seneit
ive decreaae exceedin& 10 ell pe'l" dearee of off-perpendicularity. The echoes were found to be stronaly field
aliped well befcce striation wu detected optically. Echo ap11tudes fr- the two laraut releaau were 
as strona in the HF band aa those of .any auroras. 

Much of the work described in this paper was done with the Colleae records. but the results bavs b-.n 
found to apply equally vall to sweep-frequency radars at other latitud... The type of auroral echo Observed 
by a given radar • however • atronaly depends upon the latitude of the radu • aa well aa UPQn the character
istics of the aurora. The distance fr- radar to auroral scattering r~aion 1a the uaentlal factor here. 
A polar radar sees priaarily sheet-type echoes--that ia. echoes propaaatin& in a nuaber of different .odes 
trom the s ... scatterin& region. Auroral zone radars aee sheet-type echoe& during the d~. when the aurora 
is 1000 to 2000 ka pol eward of the radar. and auroral slant-E ecnoes at ni&ht when the aurbra ia ic or near 
the zenith, A aid-latitude radar sees only sheet-type echoes. 

Radars at all latitudes record the slant-F echo. The decreaaina dir anale of the geoaaanetic field 
with decreasing latitude modifies the trace shape. but once this effect has been taken into accotmt 0 recoa
nizing add-latitude oblique spread-F echoes is straight forward. 

The dominant echo on any record from one auroral sheet is defined as that ech~ which occurs at the min
imum slant range and extends to the maximum frequency. Whethe~ the dominant echo in a group ia E- or r
scatter depends as much on the distance between radar and aurora as it does on t~~ height of the aurora. 
Within 1000 km £-scatter dominates from most auroras (those that •~tend into theE region). while between 
1000 ana 2000 km, F-scatter is the dominant echo, because the E lay~r is nov below the radar horizon where 
DE echoes cannot be observed. To be observed from beyond 2000 km. t- and r- scatter echoes .ust propaaate 
via an F-layer reflection because both the E and F layers are below ~he radar horizon; if E- and r-acatter 
echoes occur together. the lF-DE echo dominates because it extends to a slightly higher frequency and occurs 
at a slightly shorter slant range than does the lF-DF echo. The lF-DE echo appears to be the stronaest of 
the two. This is reasonable because the work indicates that the backscatter cross-section for !-layer auror
al echoes is greater than for F-layer auroral P~ho~s. 

Tt.e &Weep-frequency llF auroral radar proaram is being continued at sites near the magnetic poles. In 
September. 1964, sweep-frequency backscatt~r records were obtained simultaneously at College and Thule over 
nearly reciprocal paths. A compar!5 on of these recorda revealed an excellent correspondence between the 
position of the auroral back~cattering regions viewed at the two sites. This result led to the conclusion 
that a sweep-frequency rarlat with a rotating, directive antenna at the magnetic pole could view the entire 
auroral belt about one hemisphere. The primary modes of propagation from the polar rada.r tu the auronl 
irregularities wer~ apparently the DF, l/2M-DE, lF-DF, and 1F-l/2M-DE modes, figure 2. 

Nationa\ Science F~unrlatiun has authorized the establishment of polar auroral radars at Resolute Bby, 
Canada, and McMurdo .;ound. Antarctica. The Resol~o~te radar is in and will be in routine opet"3tion by summer 
1971; the McMurdo ~:adar is scheduled for ! nstallation in January. 1972. 

In sumaary, the use of sweep-frequency HF radars allows one to detec-ine the mode of propaaation. the 
layer producing the scattet. and the cause of the observed echoes. This claseification can~ot be made with 
single-frequency records. The electron density of the F layer as a function of di6tance is deduce4 from 
groundscatter and slant-F echoes. With this technique it has been found possible to catalog the high lat
itude echoes observed by sweep frequency rad·ars into a nUIIIber <: f distinct aroups. Nearly all of the echoes 
observed on sweep-frequency radars l ocated f rom the mid-latitudes to the fOle can be un~biguously classif
ied into one of these few specific groups of echoes; the definition of each category is baaed solely upon 
the ra .ge-frequency characteristics and the temporal behavior of the echoes. The further classification 
of these ~cho gr~ups as aur0ral or non-auroral was made by correlsting each group with auroral electrons 
precipitating into the region containing the backscattering irregularities--only those echo types that corr~ 
late ~ighly with the aurora are ter~ed 'auroral echoes'. 
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Fig. I    Clutter echoes from the E and F layers.   In line drawing: A denotes auroral echoes from F layer, GS denotes 
ground-scatter, SF denotes slant-F. and VI denotes vertical incidence trace 
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Fig.3    Backscatter ionogram showing discrete sheet echoes. 
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Fig 7    Computed auroral slant-E traces for Colleges for various allowable off-perpendicular angles. 
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The purpose or thie paper ie to illustrate Yarioue aepecte or what ie here called the polar 

Slant E Condition includin« certain criteria tor ita identification on ionocraae, eoae new eta

tietice on ita aorpholo«J and eoae indications on ita poeeible relationship to other phenoaena, 

~•peciallJ the two etre .. or plasma ion wa•• instability. 

The tere ueed berea "Slant E Condition" - SEC - ditrere rroa the claeeical ter.t "Slant Ee" 

(Slant Sporadic E, Slant Ee tJpe e or Eae) aainl7 in, that SEC here ia ueed in a wider eenee. 

The claeeical Slant Ea ter. (Heppner, B7rne and Belon, 1952) wae liaited to characterise a 

special, dirtuae slant trace, whoee Yirtual heicht in a Yirtual heicht-trequencJ ionocraa rieee 

eteadilJ with rrequencJ r r oa the critical trequenc1 and Yiriual height or an E or Ee la7er trace 

at about 3•7 Mhz, loo ka to ab. 8 - 15 Mba, 2oo - 5oo ka. The uchaniea producinc the slant trace 

wae belieYed to be eoae cocbination or ecatterin« and retraction taking place near the loo ka 

leYel at horisontal dietancee rroa the ionoeonde, that increaee with increaeing eoundin« rre

quencJ. The SEC tere ueed in thia report aiae at coaprisinc all occurrence• in the ionouphere 

or the eaae diaturbed condition, recardleee or whether or not the slant trace iteelr happens to 

appear. Thie ie achieYed b7 utilizin« certain secondary criteria tor the SEC identification ae 

described later. 

The reason tor exchanginc the Slant Ee with the SEC ter. ie, that the former ia not adequate 

in the present context due to eeYeral racts1 the slant echo ie not a sporadic l~7er, it ie not 

•••n a la7er i~ th~ normal eenee or the word, or ia it eepeciallJ aeecciated with a sporadic la7er, 

but rrequentlJ with an E laJer, ita occurrence ie not or a aarked sporadic nature and, aboYe all, 

the elant trace iteelr ie not ••ry important, it aaJ not ehow up on the ionocraa tor ••••ral 
irreleYant reaaona. BoweYer, the eecondarJ criteria are or decieiYe iaportance and onlJ when 

these are taken into account, ae they are in the SEC concept, the occurrence• will giYe a coherent 

and phJaicallJ reliable pattern. 

A aore eerioue conaequence or the preYious reatricted definition or the Slan . Ia concept ie, 

that it aicht haYe delayed the sdyance or science in an iaport•nt field. In spite or the tact, that 

the SEC in equatorial regions hae attracted auch attention resulting in reliable evidence or the 

ezietenee or the two etre .. plaeaa inetabilitJ with ion-acoustic waYee and field aliened irrecula

ritiee associated with the equatorial electrojet (Cohen et.al. 1962, ParleJ 196), Buneaan 1963, 

Bowles et.al. 1963), these adYancee haYe not lead to a natural eiailar deYelopaent ae tar ae the 

polar Slant E Condition and electrojet ie concerned. The cauae ie belieYed partl7 to lie in the 

!act indicated abo••• the preYioue too casual recocnition or the polar SEC. Seyeral authora haYe 

noticed iatereeting, extraordinary reaturee associated with the Slant ~· trace and eoae haYe aade 

etatietice on the occurrence, but the reeulte haYe in aoet caeee not «iYen a coherent picture due 

to the inco•pleteneee or the Slant Es concept ueed. Vhen the polar SIC concept, ae described in 

detail later in thie report, ie ueed, ei•ilar to wbat it wae in two pre•ioue report• (Olesen 1957, 
> • 

Olesen and B7bner 1958), the reeulte will be a coherent pattern ot the polar SIC, tbat eeeu to tit 

in with eeYeral or the ezietinc ezperiaental and theoretical reeulte aeeociated with the phJelce 

or the polar rerione and aleo wltb the reeulte oa the equatorial electrojet referred to aboYe. 

Thue the adoption of the SEC coacept can rurnleh oae aore eaellJ obeerYable par ... ter on the 

coaplicated polar recioa phJeice, in a field where a bi« aaount or recordince are aYailable froa 

the world-vide net or ionoeoadee. 
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Summary 

The concept "Slant E Condition" identified on ionograms characterizes a special, disturbed state 

existing in the ionosphere, when high currents flow in the E-region. The term "Slant E Condition" 

- SEC - is analog to, but has a wider sense than the classical term "Slant Sporadic E", and 

sereral secondary criteria are presented for the Identification of the polar Slant E Condition. 

Statistical results from polar stations show, that the polar Slant E Condition is a frequent 

occurring phenomenon - up to 75^ occurrence - with an occurrence pattern, that seems to follow 

the auroral oval. The equatorial and polar Slant E Condition is - according to its nature - highly 

correlated with local magnetic activity and has associations with several other phenomena, such aj 

solar activity, electromagnetic wave scattering, propagation and excitation, and for the polar 

Slant E Condition especially; auroral activity. It seeas likely that the polar Slant E Condition 

is identical to lon-acoustlc plasma waves as the equatorial Slant E Condition has been shown to be. 

In what follows, section 2 will deal with some previous results on SEC and related phenomena, 

succeeded by the decription of the results of the present study, of which section 3 gives an out- 

line of stations and data used, section 4 describes the identification criteria for the polar SEC 

event, section 3 covers the statistical results, section 6 some discussion and section 7 proposed 

conclusions. 

2. PreTious results. 

As to previous work it is not possible to give here a complete review. References shall be 

limited to a summary of a few key reports mainly within the following fieldst the slant trace, 

its propagational and morphological aspects, some of ths scatter propagation subjects and the 

association with other geophysical phenomena Including the two stream plasma instability, while 

subjects such as polar ionosphere and magnetosphere relationships, auroral activity and energetic 

particle radiation, although of great Importance, will not be reviewed here in any great detail. 

The propagation mechanism by which the slant trace is produced was in many earlier papers 

proposed to be a combination of refraction in the E region and scattering from electron density 

irregularities below the E region. Contributions to this and related subjects were made by Bailey, 

Bateman and Kirby (1933) who noticed the association between Slant Es, VHP forward-scatter and 

rayed aurora and showed that a special type of fading, r.putter fading, with a fading frequency 

loo times the normal occurred du-ing Slant Es events in the Alaskan auroral zone. Daily and yearly 

occurrence distributions were also found, which agree only partly with the results of the present 

study. Smith (1955» 1957) and Smith and Knecht (1957) treated the propagational problems and re- 

ferred to several earlier works, suggestion« and private communications, e.g. by Agy, Booker, 

Bowles, Cieminger, Dyce, Eckersley, Forsyth, Knecht, MnNish, Peterson. 

Bates (1959, i960, 1961) and Bates and Albee (1969) emphasized that refraction is a decisive 

factor for direct HF scatter from the arctic F and E regions, and that by taking this into considera- 

tion, supplemented by least-time and aspect-sensitive focusing of signals via randomly distributed 

field aligned irregularities, it is possible to explain all the main characteristics of the slant E 

configuration as they appear on vertical and oblique ionograms. 

Bowles and Cohen (1962) and Cohen, Bowles and Calvert (1962), who refer to some of the above 

authors and also to papers by Balsley, Egan, Ochs, Henau, Skinner, Whale and Wright,showed, that 

the equatorial Slant Sporadic E configuration (including the equatorial sporadic E type q) is due 

to a thin stratum of magnetic field-aligned irregularities, which are embedded in the equatorial 

E-layer, which at times may extend above the E layer, but never below it, and which seem to be 

closely associated with the equatorial electrojet in time and location. 

The temporal and morphological features of the Slant Es and the SEC have been dealt with in most 

of the above papers only to some extent. A few more details will be mentioned in the following. 

■ - ■ ■ - ■ ■     '   ■ ■- ■     ■  in  ■ -■ -■ - '■-■ -   
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M*t«uehita (1936) inrestigated the correlation of slant Es with poaltlre magnetic bays In the 

«Tenlng and negative bays In the noming at College, and found that all substantial bays in April 

1955 had Slant Es associated with them, but the converse vaa not quite true. The daily occurrence 

distribution agrees with the results of the present study. 

Smith and Knecht (1957) refer to an unpublished work of Agy and Bryan with Slant Es occurrence 

data for some months of 1951 - 52 from Alaska. However, as stated by the authors, the data are 

incomplete, so that this might explain, why the results do not agree with those of the present 

study. Probably the statistics referred to cover only the visible slant traces, in which case a 

correspondance could hardly be expected. 

Olesen (1957) and Olesen and Rybner (1958) give the results of a study in which data from parts 

of the 5 year period 1952 - 56 were Included, with a date reduction based upon, not merely the 

presence of the slant trace Itself, but also upon the inclusion of outlined secondary criteria for 

the presence of the Slant E Condition, in particular a frequency gap and spreadinese in echoes from 

the upper E and lower Fl regions. This work showed, that at Godhavn (So N geom.) the Slant E Condi- 

tion was a very regular-occurring phenomenon - up to 75^ occurrence at the dally maximum period - 

closely associated, also on an event basis, with high, day-type magnetic activity, both phenomena 

having a maximum of occurrence near noon, in the SUIT <er and in years of high solar activity. The 

latter of the two reports also gives some short highlights on the occurrence in 1957 - 58 at an 

auroral zone station, Narssarssuaq (71 N geom.), where there were two daily maxima of occurrencei 

at ab. 15oo and ab. o}oo hr. local time (geogr. and geom.). The variations with season and solar 

activity mentioned above for Godhavn were similar for Narssarssuaq, ant «hese conclusions are con- 

firmed by the more comprehensive data shown later in this report. 

Oksman (1965) reports on the characteristics of Slant Es at SodankylS (64 N geom.) in the auro- 

ral zone for the three year period 1958 - 60. An investigation of the scattering and propagation 

mechanism gives preference to refraction combined with single and double scattering within and be- 

low the E region. Two types of Slant Eo echoes at Sodankylä are designated the equatorial and the 

high-latitude type. The distinction was based upon the slant trace originating from an E trace 

(day or night E layer) or fron an Es trace, respectively. Both types had an early morning and late 

afternoon maximum of occurrence. The equatorial type seemed to be more frequent in the summer, the 

hi^h-latltude type In the winter, possibly a natural consequence of the definition of the two types. 

Fjr both types there was an association with high currents. The association with auroras and par- 

ticle precipitation was also commented. 

Aasoclations between the SEC and other geophysical phenomena were mentioned occasionally 

above, in particular the association with geomagnetic activity and auroral sputter fading. A few 

more relationships will be mentioned in the following. 

Lpbeau(ly6i) In a polar cap magnetic study reports on a special study of F region echo 

dinappearance as it was observed at Dujiont d'Urvllle (75.6 S geom.) by 3, Cartron. The author 

relates this phenomenon to the Slant Ks phenomenon, a correlation which is in accordance with the 

existence of the E-F frequency gap described In litt. 7 and 8 and In the present report (see 

Fig. 4) as the most reliable secondary criterion on the polar SEC. Also, as to the reported sta- 

tistics on daily and yearly occurrence pattern there is agreementi a maximum near noon and in 

local summer at high magnetic activity, except that the occurrence seems to increase during the 

years 1956 to 1962. This ia not in agreement with solar activity variation, and the author sug- 

gests the movemer.t of the dip-pole au a possible explanation, 

Farley (1963, 1963), Buneman (1963) and Bowles, Balsley and Cohen (1963) reported on the two 

stream or ion wave plasma instability and its possible relationship to certain conditions in the 

equatorial electrojet. The subject was also studied by Kato and Hirata (I967), and others. It 

was shown theoretically and experimentally that the equatorial Slant Es configuration seen on 

^^ ■ ■ ■ -  1 
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ionograms might be explained by the presence of the two atream Instability and that similar con- 

ditions might be expected in the auroral electrojet. The Instability can occur in Ionospheric 

regions, where strong ionospheric currents of two interpenetrating streams of charged particles, 

electrons and ions, flow normal to the «arth's magnetic field, as they may in the equatorial and 

auroral electroJets. The instability takes the form of plane acoustic plasma waves with field- 

aligned wave fronts of electron density irregularities, which can be exited when the velocity of 

the electrons relative to that of the ions Is somewhat greater than the ion thermal velocity - 

of the order of 55o m/sec In the equatorial E region. The waves have a phase velocity of the same 

order of magnitude, and a wave length of the order of about a fraction of a meter to a few meters 

depending upon electron drift velocity and wave direction angle with the magnetic field. The waves 

propagate nearly perpendicular to the earth magnetic field and partly in the direction of the mean 

electron motion. Also, according to the authors cited, theoretical and experimental results on the 

electrojets and on baokscatter, including doppler measurements, are in accordance with the above 

theory in many respects. Baokscatter measurements and their relation to ion-acoustic waves were 

studied by Leadabrand, Schlcbohm and Baron (1965), Mooreroft (1966), Gadsden (1967), Unwln and Knox 

(1966), Lyon (1968), Bofstee and Forsyth (1969), Czechowsky and Lange-Hesse (l97o) and others. 

3. Observation sites and data periods for ionoaonde and fixed frequency scatter measuroments. 

The lonosonde data presented in this report are from the following stations and periods 1 

Station Ceogr, Ctord. Geom. Coord. Period 

Thule 77.5°». 69.5
0W 890N Jan. - June 1958 

Godhavn 69.2°», 5J.50W 79.90N,  32.50E Jan. - June 1958 

Event May 26, 1958 

Narssarssuaq    61.2°«, 45.40W    71.20N,  37.60E Jan. - June 1958 

Events June 17, Dec. 15, Jo, 197o 

TromsS 69.70N, 18.90E    67.0oN, 117.0oE Jan. - June 1958 

The map Fig. 1 shows the location of the four stations from which data were usedi Thule near 

the Geomagnetic North Pole, Godhava at a location that, during the earth rotation under the auroral 

oval, passes near the noon part of the auroral oval, Narssarssuaq and TromsS at locations, that 

traverse the oval during local afternoon and morning hours. On the auroral oval and zone concept 

and associated phenomena, see f.ex. Akasofu (1968) and Hartz (1966). 

At Narssarssuaq also a fixed frequency baokscatter equipment has been operated since 1366,  and 

some of the records obtained are included in the present study. 

4. Identification criteria for the polar SEC event. 

In the Introduction it was emphasized, that the appearance of the slant trace Itself, la not 

decisive for the identification of the SEC event. This is fortunate, since the weak slant scatter 

trace may fall to appear for several irrelevant reasons, especially due to absorption or to low 

equipment sensitivity, and it is especially fortunate becauce the lack of proper Identification 

would naturally obscure the consistent nature of the data. For these reasons a careful descrip- 

tion and illustration of secondary criteria for the SEC event seems important. Some of the 

secondary criteria, that were given   previously (litt. 7 and 8), ere repeated below in a more 

systematic way and with the addition of a few, that were not adequately amphasiied previously. The 

presentation below Is in the form of a summary, followed by various detailed remarks to the illu- 

strations In Fig. 2a, b, 3a, b, c with ionograos recorded at Narssarssuaq, and Fig, 4 at Godhavn. 

■ ■' 11 idii ii L'^ 
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Th« criteria for a SEC »vent «ret 

Daytime type (the phaaes of the SEC development are to some extant analog to th« chronological 

order below)i 

A. Early phaae: 

la. No or reduced retardation appears in upper E and lower PI region trace* 

lb. Increased spreadiness appears at upper E and lower Fl region traces 

1c. Oblique constant range E region trace appears at foE 

id. Oblique F1-F2 region traces appear above the critical frequencies, with virtual heighta 

decreasing with increasing sounding frequency 

le. Decrease of foF2, increase of h,F2, increased separation between Fl and F2 traces 

If. Increased spreadiness and oblique echoes appear at upper part of Fl and F2 traces 

B. Main phase - possibly some of above features, and also 

2a.  Visible slant trace appears frok. E region and upwards 

2b  Ho echoes appear from upper E and lover Fl region or higher 

(the E-F frequency gap - a reliable SEC indicator) 

C. Late phase - poesibly some of above features and alsoi 

3a.  Constant range and spread echoes above E and Fl critical frequencies and virtual heights 

Nighttime type (no distinct sequence of development phases)i 

1. Highly ionised E region with plasma frequency often 4-7 Mhs (Night E, Esa or Esr) 

2. Visible slant trace appears starting at E region critical frequency 

3. F region echo traces missing, complete or partial. Possible remaining F traces compli- 

cated by obliques and spreadiness 

4. Severe absorption may be present. 

Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate thn above criteria, showing on an event basis the Slant E  Condition 

as It is observed on lonograms .from Narssarssuaq. A few fixed frequency, azimuth scanned back- 

scatter recordings are Inserted. 

Fig. 2a, b and c show various aspects of a daylight SEC event recorded during the afternoon 

of June 17, 197o at Narssarssuaq. The event starts at 1324 hr (450WMT) as Identified by a short 

piece of a slant trace at the high frequency end of the normal E trace, where It has substituted 

the normal E retardation trace. At 1349 hr, the situation Is similar, but now also a more distinct 

separation between the Fl and F2 traces has occurred, simultaneously with an Increase of P2 layer 

virtual height and a decrease of F2 critical frequency has started. At 1434 hr, a frequency gap 

has developed between upper E and lower Fl echoes, more spreadiness Is observed, and an oblique, 

constant range E region echo appears. Also, characteristic F region oblique echoes above the 

critical Fl and P2 frequencies appear more distinctly than at 1349. and various oblique and spread 

echoes are seen at the foFl and foF2 upturns themselves. The 1436 and 1442 hr registrations are 

backscatter records made by the ionosonde, operating on a fixed frequency of 12.7 Hhz, connected 

to a three element Yagl antenna, which is tilted 5o  from the horizontal plane, and which rotates 

36o in azimuth through E, N, W, S (geographical) in lo? seconds. The backacatter records thus 

show the slant distance to the scatterers for a 12.7 Mhz signal as a function of azimuth. The two 

records show echoes from NNW from an oblique distance of about 33o - Abo  km. In this case, it is 

not possible to tell, whether the backscatter record echoes are Identical to the ionogram slant E 

trace or to the F region oblique traces mentioned above. The event continues through some of the 

records of Fig. 2b and 2c. Special attention is called upon the 1458 hr record, which is a low 

gain ionogram, and which therefore shows how an ionogram looks during a SEC, when the ionosonde 

used has too low sensitivity - a very common defect of many ionosondes around the world. The E-F 

frequency gap seen in this ionogram discloses, that the SEC Is there, as it is proven by the 

visible slant trace on the high gain ionogram at 1457 hr, one minute before. The last part of the 
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SEC event Is characterized by oblique constant range echoes from above E or Fl layer virtual heights 

and frequencies, e.g. 1544 and 1639 hr. The SEC event Is principally over at 1659 hr, at least in 

the E region above the station, as Judged by the reappearance of the distinct retardation traces 

in upper E and lower Fl regions. 

Fig. 3* and b show two morning SEC "vents at Narsaarssuaq on Dec. 13. and }o., 197c, respective- 

ly. Typically, the morning slant trace originates from an Esa or Night E layer trace with a rather 

high plasma frequency 4-7 Mhz, with F region echoes often missing, partly or complete. The inserted 

baolcsoatter records show diffuse echo traces, whose oblique distance correspond to the virtual 

height of the ionogram slant traces. The 0244 ionogram of Fig. 3s shows only the distant part of 

the slant trace, possibly indicating that the SEC Is now found only at some distance from Narssars- 

suaq. This is a rather rare phenomenon, indicating that the SEC configuration usually disappears as 

a unit. 

Fig. 4 shows some ionograms at lo31 - lo44 hr (45 WMT) from a sequence of continuous recordings 

made at Godhavn on May 26, 1958 during a daylight SEC event, that lasted for more than 8 hours. 

The sequence illustrates, that the E-F frequency gap mentioned above can increase, so that no 

echoes at-all are received from the F region (lojl hr), the remaining ionograms illustrate how 

the E region scatter efficiency is probably gradually reduced, allowing lower and lover frequencies 

to be propagated in the normal way to and from the F region. 

5. Statistical results. 

Fig. 3, 6 and 7 show some statistical results from the four stations. 

Fig. 3 shows the percentage occurrence of the SEC at Narssarssuaq during the 24 hours of June 

1966, 1967, 1968, 1969 and 197o, which confirms our previous results (litt. 8)1 the two daily 

peaks of occurrence around early morning and late afternoon local time, and the positive correla- 

tion with solar activity variation through the sunspot cycle. These results are a natural conse- 

quence of the previously established correlation between SEC and local magnetic activity for God- 

havn. This correlation is also present at Narssarssuaq according to an investigation made on an 

event basis, the details of which are not Included here. It showed, that usually the morning cases 

of SEC events were associated with negative deflections of the horizontal magnetic component, while 

afternoon cases of SEC were associated with positive deflections, corresponding to westward and 

eastward currents, respectively. 

Fig. 6 shows the monthly number of full hour SEC occurrences during the 24 hours of each of 

the 6 months January - June, 1958, and the sum of these, at 4 stationsi Thule, Godhavn, Narssarssuaq 

and Tromsfl. The time scale is local standard time, LST, or 750WKT for Thule, 45 WMT for Godhavn 

and Narssarssuaq and 15 FMT for TromsS. The arrows indicate geomagnetic noon time. The dally occur- 

rence variation shows two daily maxima, morning and afternoon, at the two arctic lower latitude 

stations Narssarssuaq and TromsS,and one maximum before noon at the high latitude stations Godhavn 

and Thule. The seasonal variation of the SEC occurrences shown, indicates a local summer maximum, 

which, on the present monthly sum basis, may be modified by casual high solar activity in one month 

or another, e.g. April 1938« No attempt should be made to draw final conclusions as to relative 

occurrence frequency of SFC at the four stations, since the Thule data were obtained, not from 

original ionograms, but freu published 1GY f-plots made at the station (litt. 31), and the TromsS 

data were obtained from Ionograms produced by equipment with rather low sensitivity for this special 

purpose. However, for dally and yearly variation investigation, the data used were satisfactory. 

Fig. 7 shows the total 6 month SEC occurrence data for the 4 stations of Fig. 6, but now ar- 

ranged in a polar diagram, with dlpole latitude and time coordinates. The figure illustrates the 

auroral oval character of the SEC occurrence. This pattern has been further confirmed by the in- 

clusion, not shown here, of published results on Slant Es occurrence at College (litt. 31) snd 
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SodMikjrll (litt. 19) • Concerning the oocurrenc« of SEC at Thule It 1B not yet possible to decide, 

whether this la due to the auroral oral extending this far polewards, or If auroral oral return 

currents «ay be responsible. 

6. Discussion. 

Although the morphology  and general nature of the SEC seem pretty well established In the pa- 

pers referred to above and In the present report, and automatically associate It with seTeral 

known auroral phenomena and their characteristics. It might be worthwhile to summarise some specific 

observational results on SEC correlation with other phenomena, and to add a few others. 

The close correlation of the SEC events with magnetic activity has been established In 

published reports as far as College, Godbavn, Dumont d'tJrvllle, Sodankyll and Huancayo are 

concerned (litt. 2, 6, 6, 17, 18, 19, 2o, 26). For TromsS we have made an Investigation of the 

correlation with th«- local 3 hour K-lndez for the months January and April, 1958, which showed 

that the probability for a SEC event was greatly enhanced, when K reached or exceeded 4-5. 

This fact Is In principle In accordance with the two stream Instability theory and equatorial 

experimental results (see references above), as are the results of Czechowsky and Lange-Hesse 

(litt. 28) on a threshold- and hysteresis-like effect of ragnetic activity in relation to VHF 

auroral backscatter experiments (threshold loo gammas for H-bay). During severe magnetic distur- 

bances, the occurrence of radio black-out often precludes the observation of SEC on the ionogram. 

Still, at some occasions, special, very high gain ionograms have revealed a SEC event, when the 

normal gain ionogram showed a black-out condition. Indicating that, et least In these cases, the 

SEC-magnetic activity correlation is valid, also towards the very highest activity levels. However, 

If the Interpretation of the SEC features, dealt with here, are correct, these observations are 

not very surprising, but rather what one would expect. 

Since the SEC event, as it seems, is associated with the two stream instability and its ion- 

acoustic waves and field aligned irregularities, it is natural, that it has a close relationship 

with results from scatter measurements and theories. This fact is evident from the 5 year period 

of backscatter measurements, that we have made at Narssarssuaq, and of which a few examples are 

shown in Fig. 2 and J of the present report. Also it has been demonstrated in various extensive 

backscatter research papers referred to above, in many of which the ion-acoustic wave theory was 

mentioned as a probable explanation on the results. In this connection special reference is made 

to the work of ünwin and Knox (litt. 25), where E and M spirals for the occurrence of THF back- 

scatter probability have similarity to the pattern of SEC occurrence shown in Fig. 7 of the present 

report. Importance in the present context has also the association between Slant Es, VHF forward- 

scatter sputter fading and rayed aurora observed by Bailey, Bateman and Kirby (litt. 9). 

The SEC association with certain forms of aurora has been dealt with by several workers in 

addition to those mentioned above, e.g. Lassen (1965) in an exteniive study of auroral phenomena 

on the basis of a long series of observations in the polar cap. 

Finally it should be added, that some recent preliminary studies of 1)6 Mhz satellite beacon 

scintillations recorded at Codhavn (Mehlum and Olesen, 1971), and of Pi micropulsatlon activity 

in the polar area, indicate some possibilities for correlations, that require further investiga- 

tions, which we have planned to make In these fields. 

7. Conclusions. 

Based upon the results on the polar Slant E Condition presented in this report, and the gene- 

ral experience gained during the work, and not least upon the results of others referred to here 

in general, and especially regarding the equatorial SEC, the following conclusions may be proposed! 
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I. Tht Slant E Condition - SEC - In the equatorial and auroral regions, is the lonogram manl- 

fe itatlon of the presence of very high currents, slectrojets. In the Ionospheric E region, when 

these exceed a certain threshold level. 

II. The SBC In polar regions can be identified on lonograns through certain secondary criteria, 

when its prime indicator, the slant E trace, is nissing for some reason. 

III. The morphological features of the polar SEC occurrence point towards an auroral oval 

pattern similar to that of magnetic disturbances. The polar SEC is at high solar activity a fre- 

quently occurring phenomenon - up to about 75^ occurrence probability at the daily maxiauo has 

been observed. 

IV. Various circumstances indicate, that not only the equatorial SEC, but also the polar SEC 

la identical to the two stream instability with its ion-acoustic plasma waves In the form of 

field aligned electron density irregularities. 

V. The SEC, due to its nature, has a close association with other ionospheric phenomena 

connected to the equatorial and auroral electrojetsi geomagnetic activity, scatter mechanisms, 

radio wave propagation, electromagnetic wave phenomena, and for the polar SKC especially! auroral 

activity. The SEC is thus believed to be an important tool in connection with other related 

branches of research. 
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;'iK.   1 lolar  map  showing  the   location  of  the  four  station»     Thule,   Gorihavn,   Narssarasun']  and 
Tromso  and   the  auroral   region. 
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1254 hr. 

No 3.E.G. 

Retardation traces 
In E and Fl at  foE 

f T\ 
m 

. .      

m&.tüVMM s. i 4 

1 

-—**■"• 

ä^ h i ^ 1 »mm «yjuiiu^^j 

1324 hr. 

S.E.C.  event  startp 

No foE retardation 
trace. 
PI stratification 

1549 hr. 

S.E.C. early phase 

Oblique F echoes. 
Decrease foF2 starts 
F1-P2 height separa- 
tion increases. 

1454 hr. 

S.E.C. well developed 

No echoes from upper 
E and lower Fl 
(E-Fl frequency gap). 
Oblique E region echo 

mtsu* smmp 
■*• i& -tS, 

1458 hr. 

Backscatter record 

Echo from NNW geogr. 
35o-4oo km. 

■ii^iSi»' 

1442 hr. 

Backscatter record 

Echo NNW geogr. 
4oo-45o km. 

KiR.   ?a      Typical  daytime  Slant  E  Condition  (S.t'.C.)   at  liarasarsoiiaq,   June   17,   1970.   (4b   WMT) . 
lonoprams  are  0.?^  -  20 Mhz,   0-6^0  km. 
1?.7   Mhz  backscatter  record  have  aame  distance   ran^e,   azimuth  in  E,N,W,G  geographical 
from   left   to   ri^ht,   antenna  elevation   5' 

MaMMM^^MHai .,^^^^-11..-  
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1444 hr. 

S.E.C.  continues 

Oblique upper E region 
echoes. 

*UT*mmmmmmmm*i*u^. ^..t 

1457 hr. 

S.E.C.  continues 

High gain-, expanded 
scale-record. 
Note Fl-z-echo. 

  
«M •«k.a»   ^.tmrnamk HÜ. lid 

BH MM ■ 
H I l —— s ■ 

B 1 1 
■—._--__..-             -__._ - 

1458 hr. 

S.E.C. continues 

Low gain record. 
Notice: no slant 
trace but E-P freq, 
gap present. 

--. ..i «,' , ny,,«,»;.,,,.. ,1 : 1 

1554 hr. 

S.E.C. continues 

Constant range 
F-echoes Increase. 

foF2 decrease 
continues. 

1542 hr. 

Backscatter record 
Echoes NW, NNV and 
5E, various distances 

1544  hr. 

Low constant range 
echoes. 

E-Fl  frequency gap 
increase. 

Fig.   ?b       Typlral  daytime  Ijlant  E  Condition 
Text   see   Fit,-.   ?a. 

.S.E.C.)  at  Narsaaraguaq,   June  17,   197C,   continued. 

mi in. ■    
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^ ^^^^^^_ -2 M 1 m 1 
1659 hr. 

S.E.C. ends. Laet 
record with distinct 
slant trace. 
Notice clear Fl trace. 

1754 hr. 

S.E.C.  over at Nars- 
sarssuaq - constant 
range and other 
oblique after-effects 
present. Possibly 
start new disturbance. 

1742 hr. 

S.E.C.  over. 

Backscatter record. 
Echoes NE(  28o-55o km. 

1744 hr. 
S.E.C.  over. 

Constant range and 
other oblique after- 
effects 

1749 hr. 
S.E.C.  over. 

Constant range and 
other oblique after- 
effects. 

1924 hr. 

S.E.C.  over. 

New disturbances 
start 

Fi^.   ?c       Typical   daytimp   Slant  K  Condition  (S.E.C.)   at   Narnsarssuaq,   June   17,   1970,   continued. 
Text  see   Fig.   ?a. 
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Reproduced  from 
best available  copy. 

ol44 hr. 

S.E.C,   event starts 

o234 hr. 

S.E.C.  well develoned 

i i    nr \L 

o258 hr. 

Backscatter record 
Kain echoes  from 
ENE,   37o-43o km 

o242  hr. 

Backscnttcr record 
Main  echoes  from 
ENE,   53o-43o  km 

o244  hr. 

S.E.C.   still   present 
Frequency gap in 
slant  trace 

LT in yiTiiniwmiiiiiiiii-irTi'füfi \\ 

o257  hr. 

S.E.C.   event ends 

High gain-,   expanded 
height  scale-record 

Pig.   5a       Typical   nighttime   Giant   E  Condition   (3.K.C.I   at  T.arssarssuaq,   Eec.   1';,   1970  (4^0WKT), 
Text   see   Fif.   Pa. 
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00I4 hr« 

S.E.C, event starts 

Si? v        <i        A 1: ■..*: 

no: 

V .■■ '"■, > III 
ill 

oo29 hr. 

S.E.C.   with visible 
slant trace and 
various other obli- 
que echoes,  incl. 
constant range E- 
region echoes 

oo38 hr, 

Backscatter record 
Echo W, 52o-4oo km 

oo42 hr. 

Backscatter record 
Echo W,   29o-38o km 

f  »tm \     11 in jWPgji 

^.A JÜfcE, 

oo44 hr. 

S.E.C. with distinct 
slant trace 

o229 hr. 

S.E.C.  ends 

FI^. 5b  Typical nighttime Slant E Condition 
Text see fig.   ?a. 

;s.E.C.) at Naraaarasuaq, Dec. JC, 1970 (45 WMT) 

^ ^— 
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Vie.   4 Typical   daytime  Slant  E  Cor.ri i t i nr.  it  Gnrihavn,   Kay   ?6th,   l^t>8.     ;>quencp   from  cnntinous 
operation   illuntratinsr  prariual   (iocrpann   of  E-rp»/ion   noattPr  pfficipncy   and   corre- 
spond^n« atpearance  of   F-repinn  pchops.     ij.E.C.   Pvent  started   at  0701    hr and   endpd  at 
I'jV  hr  4VVKT. 
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o DAILY MAX. 

Fig. 7 
Total number of full hour pccurrencps of IJlant E Condition in Jan. - June, 19^6 at 
Thule (Til), Godhavn (GO), Narssarssuaq (NA), and TromEÖ (TR), in dipole latitude and 

time coordinates. 
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HIGH FREQUENCY BACKSCATTER OBSERVATIONS 
AT MEDIUM  LATITUDES 

OE HIGH UTITUDE FIELD ALIGNED IRREGUIiARITIES 

H. CROCHET, D. BARRBAU, J.C. de MAIST 7 

Laboritoire de Physique de l'Exosphfre 
Universite de Paris VI 

11 Qua! St Bernard - Paris - 5° 

RESUME 

Des <5ohos anorniaux dus a la presence d' irr^gularitös align^es dans la couche F h haute latitude ont 
et6 fr^querament observes h. la station de Valensole (44° N, 6° E) en utilisant un radar h r^trodiffusion en ondes 
decametriqueo.  La coraparaison   d'un certain nonbre d'enregistrements caracteristiques avec des renultats siraulta- 
n^s de la station de Lindau (51° 30' N, 10° E,1 ou des äcnos analogues sont regulierement obtenus,  met en Eviden- 
ce l'influence de la latitude de la station rur l'observation de ces phenomenes. 

1°) Independamment des conditions particulieres de propagation qui peuvent exister au nord de Yalensole, des 
considerations purement geometriques montreni que les irr^gularitds susceptibles de produire des   -chos a Valensole 
oont situees en general au dessus du maxiraura de la couche F, alors qu'u Lindau elles sont situ^es en densous. 

2°) La presence de gradients horizontaux ou de perturbations itinerantes est a l'origine de mecanismea de gui- 
dage et de fooalioation qui peuvent favoriser des zones d'irregularites bien d^termineos, situees au dessus du 
maximum de la couche F et expliquer lea structures discretes obtenuea frequenment aur les enregistrtments de Va- 
lensole, A Lindau, par centre, la presence, d'ailleurs beaucoup plus rare, de structures disc.-etes eat vraisem- 
blableraent due h l'existence de paquots d'irregularites bien localiaeea en distance. 

ABSTRACT 

Abnormal echoes ascribable to the presence of field aligned high latitude irregularities in the F 
layer have frequently been observed from the Valensole station (44° U, 6° E), by means of decametric wave 
backscatter radar. A ccmpaPiSCü of characteristic recordings with data collected simultaneously at  the Lindau 
station (51° N, 10° E) where such echoes are regularly obtained reveals the influence of the station latitude 
on the observation of such phenomena. 

1. Neglecting any particular propagation conditions likely to exist North of Valensole, purely geometrical 
considerations reveal that the irregularities likely to induce echoes at Valensole are generally located above 
the maximum portion of the F layer, whereas they are located below at Lindau, 

2. The presence of horizontal gradients or travelling disturbances induces guidance and  focusing effects 
which may favour well defined irregularities zone:-,,  located above the maximum portion of the F layer, and may 
account for the discrete structures frequently obtained  in  the Valenscle recordings. At Lindau, however,  the 
presence of such discrete structures - which is far lens frequent than at Valensole - is probably due to the 
presence of patches of irregularities,  localized at well defined ranges. 

1  - INTRODUCTION 

Des Echos anorraaux, dont I'aspect sur dea enregiatrementa Je ritrodiffuaion h frequence variableeet 
inexplicable par une retrodiffuaion au niveau du sol,  ont 4te frequerament observes a la station de Valensole 
(44° N, 6° E) h I'aide d'un radar on ondon decametriques de 100 kw de puissance croto rayonnant vers le nord, 

L'observation siraultanee h Lindau (M0 N, 10° E) d'Echoa analflguea, provenant de la mSrae nigion, et 
dont les aignatures caracteristiques aur lea enregistrementa en balayage de frequence, en retrodiffusion, sont 
mamtenant bien connues (1 et 2) a permis d'attribuer ces anomalies a une retrodiffusion directs our dea irre- 
gularites alignEes. 

Lea signatures relevees dans les deux stations n'Etant toutefois pas identiques,  on a 6t6 amenö h 
utiliaer une methode de aimulation par traeö de rayons pour expliquer les differences obaervEos et on n pu raettre 
ainsi en evidence  l'influence de la latitude de la station. 

On a considEro tout d'abord dea conditiona de propagation normales en faiaant I'hypothfeae d'une ionoa- 
phfere non perturböe,  L'analyse de la atructure d'echoa particuliera observes a Valensole a ensuitc nEcesaitE un 
traitement plus complexc de la propagation, faiaant intervenir des mEcanisnen de giidage ft de focaliaation liEa 
h la preaence de gradients horizontaux au sein de la couche P. 
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CAS D'DHE IONOSPHEBE NOH rEKTURBEE 

L'obtention d'dchos retrodiffus^s direotement par des irrögularit^s alignöes eat li^e au respect de 
la condition de perpendieularitö, au sein de la oouche, des rayons incidents avec lea lignes de force du champ 
magnötique turrestre que l'on assimilera h oelui d'un dipöle tel que l'inclinaison du champ dipolaire pour lea 
latitudes oonaid^r^es soit la m&ne que celle du hhamp r^el. On ae limitera par ailleurs au plan du meridien 
g^omagnötique. Les latitudes g^omagn^tiques des deui stations aont 41° 30' N poiir Valensole et 49° N pour Lindau. 

Si la refraction ionoapherique n^intervient pas (frequence de travail infinie), les lieux des pointa 
ou le rayon eat perpendiculaire au champ magnötique terrestre (3) aont notablement iirferents pour lea deux sta- 
tions (fig. 1)  ;  I'altitude maximum atteinte a Valensole ötant nettement plus grande que raut Lindau. 

2.1. ^I^l3ii£n_d2er^e^3ii«m£n^a_ä_f^£u^n£e_v^iable, 

Pour tenit conpte de la refraction ionosph^rique aux frequences de travail utilisdes, on fait I'liy- 
pothfese d'un profil vertical de couche parabolique et döfini par ses trois paramfeties  : P , fi-equence critique 
de la couche, H  , hauteur du maximum d1 Ionisation et Y    demi-epaisseur de lä oouche. c 

m ra 

La proximity relative des deux stations permet d'utiliser sans grande erreur les mSmeo valeurs des 
paramfetres : on a pris IL = 340 km et Y   = 90 km. Le programme de trace de rayons utilise dans ce oas les ex- 
preaaions analytiques connues de la trajectoire sous forjje de fonctions hyperboliques. A chaque pas du calcul, 
I'angle entre la direction du rayon et le champ magnetique local, est calculi  : le point oorrespondant k la per- 
pendicularity est localise par interpolation lineaire k partir de deux points qui I'encadrent. Aveo les pas qui 
out ete utilises, I'ecart k la perpendicularity est toujours inferieur k 0,05 degre. 

Les resultats du trace de rayons sont resumes pour les deux stations sous forme de diagramm.^ don- 
nant la distance de groupe G k laquelle oe produit la perpendicularity en fonction de la frequence r^duite x 
(rapport de la frequence de travail k la frequence critique)  (fig. 2,a et 2.b), Dans les deux cas, deux reseaux 
de courbes ont eti4 traces oorrespondant a difrtrentes valeurs de I'angle de depart A dos rayons et de I'altitude 
H des points de reflexion sur les irr^gularites. 

On remarque tout d'abord que la frequence maximum theorique d'observation des echos  (definie unique- 
ment par la göom^trie de la jroiagation ) est infinie k Valonsole alors qu'elle est limitee k F^j = 5 Fc k Linda\i. 
Ceci s'interprfete aisdment k partir des resultats de CHAPMAN rappeles pr<§cedeimiient. En effet, pour Valtnsolo, une 
partie de la courbe de CHAPHAH ^tant situee a l'interieur de la couche F,  la perpendicularite est possible dans 
la couche pour une frequence infinie, alors qu'a Lindau il faudrait admettre une couche F plus banse pour rencon- 
trer des conditions analogues. 

En outre, on constate qu'a Valonsole le pinceau d'angles susceptiblen dftre effioaoea est plus eten- 
du qu'ä Lindau  (45° au lieu de 28°) et qu'il intorcepte en general les irregular!t(5s au dessus du miximum d'io- 
nisation alors qu'ä Lindau le bas de la couche est favorise.  II est done theoriquement possible, k partir de c^s 
deux stations distantes de 1000 km, de svivre I'extension en altitude d'irregi.ilaritcs localisdes k une distance 
donnöe. On peut montrer que pour des irrögularites situees a environ 1R00 km de Valensole aoit 900 km de Lindau, 
les altitudes d'observation sont comprises entre 340 et 405 km ä Valensole tandin qu'elles se situcnt cntre 260 
et 345 km pour Lindau. 

2.2. Woultats. ex^erimejiteux 

Dana le cas d'une distribution continue on  1/ititude d'irrögularites de grande extension en altitude, 
on peut o'attendre k obtenir experimentalomont des repartitions d'nohos analoguoa aux diagramnes thi'oriques. 
En fait on n'observe le plus fröquemment qu'une partio des  courbes onveloppes de ces diagr>uiimos.  Le caPcul raontre 
en effet qu'k ce niveau la densitö de rayons est plus elevöe qu'ailleurj. Cette fooalisation do 1'enorgio par les 
cauatiques contribue k la formation d'echos d'amplitude notable oaractorises par une distance quasi  coastante h 
Valensole et un signal en forme de "nez" k Lindau. La zone susceptible do contribuer k la formation de cos öchos 
est alors limit^e verticalemcnt h uno garame d'altitudes voisines de l'jrdre de 320 km pour lea deux stations 
(fig. 2.a et 2.b). 

En dehors de ces öchoc d'aspoct bion oaractoristique  (fig.  3), un certain nombro de structures dis- 
crfetes ont 6t4 observees ä Valensole, Dans certains cas olles peuvent ?trv assooiees a des structures analoguos 
obtenues k Lindau av^c un öcart de distance correspondant h la distance on latitude entre les deux stations 
(fig. 4). On se trouve alors en presence dc piquets d'irri'gulnrites, Lien df'finin en position, dont 1'.extension 
en altitude est importante. Mais on observe auasi ä Vali>niiOle des öchos dont  le  trajot de groupe varir'  rapide- 
mont avec la frequence  (fig. 4) ct qui no peuvent ?tre associes h aucun echo de Lindau. Pour les oxpliquer,  il 
est nöcessaire de faire intervenir dos ph^'nomenes do propagation anomale et d'dtudier 1'inf nonce do gr'idicntn 
horizontaux et de perturbation:; nur le respect do la condition de perpendicularite. 

3 - CAS D'UNE IONOSPHERE lEHTUhBKE 

DEARDEN  (4) a interpröte des öchos a grande distance obtcnus h briobane on retrodiffusion h fniquence 
fixe par uno propagation tniidde au nivoau do la couche  P aurorale, cette demiere ötant aff ct'e de forts gradients 
horizontaux. En n'inapirant de cos resultats on a rechorchö pour diffdrentes froquoncos d'utilisation l'aide du 
programme de  trace de rayon;! do JONLS (5), les conditions de perp"ndicularitö dos rayons avec los  li^jios do for- 
ce du champ magnetique terrestre dans uno coucho parabolique affectoe d'uno perturbation sinusoldale .:i front 
vortical. 
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La validite de la m^thode a et4 oontröl^e par oomparaison avec les r^aultats de DEARDEN en simulant 
lea gradients horizontaui introduits dans ses modeles par une p«rturbatioti de 4000 to de longueur d"onde. Pour 
sirauler lea n^aultats eiperjujentaux obtenus a Valenaole, en particulier ceux de la nuit du 14/15 mal 1969 (fig.5), 
on a consid^ deux Jongueura d'onde de pertiirbation respectivement de 1000 to et 300 to ( oette demifere valsur 
a 6t4 d^duitc de l'analyae desj ächoa. de sol sur I'enregistrement h frequ^noe fixe et sur les balayages en fre- 
quence (20 h 45 et 21  h 00) qui pr^cfedent l'apparition des öchos auroraux (fig. 5). On note en effet sur oea 
enregiatrementa des striations oaraot^ristiques de la presence d'une perturbation (6). 

3.1. Prices3U£ de_guida£e_et^ de_focali3atioii 

Le prooeasus de guidage et de focalisation eat clairement mj.s en evidence aur les figures 6a et 6b 
ou sent repr^senteea, pour diff^rentes frequences d'utilisation,  les distances de groupe G des points oü la con- 
dition de ferpendicularite est aatiafaite, en fonction de l'angle d'^levation des rayons. 

Sur la figure 6a, le gain par focalisation dfl aux gradients horizontaux de 1'ionosphere peut se cal- 
culer ais&nent. A un instant donne, 1'energie retrodiffus^e re?ue provient d'une zone de profondeur AG = C-Jj— 
(tetant la dur^e d'impulaion   utilinee, en general une milliseconde). Le :inceau de rayons correspondants, pour 
une distance G de 2000 km a, en ionosphfere non perturbee,  k 12 Khz, une largeur en ^l^vation de 105. En ionos- 
phere pfrturbee,  la zone correspondante, pour un m§me rayon iioyen di  pinceau, se place vers 2350 km et la lar- 
geur du pinceau devient alors 4°.  Le gain dfl k la focalisation est done de 4 dB. Pour une duree d'impulsion 
plus breve, le gain dfl k la focalisation augmente et peut atteindre 10 db. 

En plus du processus de focalisation, on observe un •necanisme de guidage FM voisinage du maximuin 
de la euuehe P, qui se traduit par un retard important pour les echos acsocies aux rayons guides. Pour une lon- 
gueur d'onde de 1000 km, oe phenomfene s'observe (fig. 5a) a 10 Khz et pour une elevation de 6°. Pour une  longueur 
d'onde de 300 km (fig.  6b), on I'observe pour A = 1°, 4°, 8°,  13°. On remarque que ce ph^noafene de guidage,  en 
dispersant I'energio d'on pinceau de rayons donn^ sur une grande distance, atienue I'ei'fet des fooalications  : 
les dchos lointaina obtenus aux frequences basses auront une amplitude faible ct leur mise en Evidence sera 
oonditionnee par la sensibilite de 1'apparcillage, 

Pour une  longueur d'onde de perturbation donnee, les di,-,tances de focalisation varient avec la fre- 
quence. On peut simuler les diagrammeo obtenus dans les obs-rvations h frequence variable en repnisentant en 
fonction dc la frequence reduite l'evolution de ces distances de groupe (fi^. 7). La variation rapide de la dis- 
tance de focalisation obscrvoe aux frequences basEes est due au m<5oanisae de juidage et le dedoublernent des tra- 
ces au voisinage de la frequence d'apparition des echos correspond au dddoubiement des focalisations qui apparait 
aux frequences de fonctionnoment les plus basses  (fig. 6b  ;  F = 9 Khz  ; G - 2230 to pour A = 6° et G = 2550 to 
pour A = 8C)' 

Le calcul montro Jone que, pour une perturbatxon do  faible longueur  J'ondo, plusieurs pinceaux de 
rayons sent focalises au nivoau d'irregularites situecs au dessus du maxinum de la couche. Or. peut oxpliquer 
ninsi les traces bien definios observees h Valensole (fig.  5),   les retards impo^tants obnervr's aux  frequences 
bassos etant lua au processus de guidage. 

En resume,  on peut considcrer que les gradients horizontaux fnvorisent h Valensole la dcti-ctLon 
d'irröf^ularites aitueea au dessus du Baxijmaa do la pouche F. Par centre, h Lindau, les irregjlarites obser'/oes 
etant situeca en deaaoua du maxiuum, les rayons qui/S¥luminent sont peu afl'ectes par les perturbations deäen- 
sitö  . Bien cntendu cette remarque n'oxcldt pas I'obtrervation aussl bien :i Valensole qu'ä Lindau de poquets 
d'irregularites bien localiiös en distance, mais eile permet d'interprdter ä Valensolfi dos eohos dont les varia- 
tions de temps de groupe swec la f'röqu^nco seraient inexplicables autroment. 

IV - CONCLUSION 

Les signatures trös cararteristique:i observees a Valensole sur los enregistremenUi de retrodiffusion 
h frequence variable, dans la direction du Nord,  inexplicables par une retrodiffusion au sol, peuvent s'inter- 
preter aisenent h partir de  J 'hypothfese dc rötrodil'funion dircete par des irrögularites alignees le  long du 
champ magnötique dans  l'onsemblo de In couche F.  La co.r.p-iraison avec des enregiatrementa analogues do  la station 
de Lindau p}rmi.'t do mettre en övidenco l'inlluence do la latitude sur  I'observation  le cf>G phönomönos et  confinno 
l'irapnrtanco du r8lo dos gradienta horizontaux au nein de la couche lorsquo la distance d'obsorvation auginento. 
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Profil de couche 

VALENSOLE 

Fir,' 1  -      Conditiono de perpendicularity dura ic pl/in du meridien magnetique ,!i Valenaole et a Lindau en 
I'abiienco do rofr-iction.  (Latitudes magnetiques : Valensole 41° 5 j Lindau 49"). 
A : elevation du rayon. G  : distance au  lieu dc perpondicularitf'. 
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Recent studiea of RF backacatter have IIOted the aimilaritiea between the boundary of the F·layer 
irregularity region as determined by acintillation observation~~ and the poaition of the lower latitude 
of HF back•catter froa field aligned irregularitiea. Sugseationa aa to thia poaaibility were advanced 
earlier but were not atudied experimentally; thia is being attempted with observations taken between 
1960 and 1965 by the Sag._re Rill Radio ObMrvatory, Hamilton, Maasachuaetta. In thia time period, a 
19 MH& backacatter unit waa operated along with a aeriea of measurement• of radio star acintillationa 
(30 to 228 MH&) and aatellite beacon recordinga (20 to 136 HHz). 

Between August 1964 and December 1965, a 50 MH& radar was added to the obaerving program. Ita 
recent analyaia of the dual frequency field aligned backscatter a separation into E and F-layer returns 
waa made. It waa found that VHF auroral returna (from E-layer heights) were accompanied 4~ of the time 
by HP returns. The two factors suggested to be reaponaible for the absencP. of a 1:1 correlation were 
probably abaorption at RF and variations in anteDDII launch angle for the two ayatema. RF auroral back
acatter (E and F-layer heights) was accompanied only 11% of the time by VHF backscatter. During the 
17 montha of observation at low solar activity, the percentage of occurrence of 19 HHz field aligned 
scatter was 2%; of SO HHz auroral scatter 0.5%. 

The requirements for F-layer backacatter include (1) adequate electron density in the irregularities 
to support backscatter and (2) orthosonality . The second requirement can be met either through refraction 
or directly. Since the F•layer in thf Sagamore ijill area is 8° to 12° off perpendicularity, maximum 
backacattcr occurrence takes ptace only when the bending or focussing action of the F·layer can achieve 
percendicularity at F-layer heights. The refraction plus the change in latitude of the irregularity 
region accounts for the predominant post sunset occurrence of both the observations reported and those 
from Washington State University. 

In a comparison of HF field aligned scatter and scintillatiorts of caaa A at 1!.3 HHz (with Caas A 
viewed near lower transit in the direction af magnetic north) 907. of the 21 cases of field aligned 
scatter were accompanied by deep fading. Deep fading, however, was not always accompanied by field 
aligned acattP.r since the latter r~quirea orthogonality as well as the presence of irregularities. 

The conclusion in the comparison is that the boundary of the irregularity region forma the lower 
latitude of the field aligned backscatter region. However, the focussing to reach orthogonality, an 
additional requirement for backscatter, is met only during certain hours. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies of the high latitude irregularity region by means of the scintillations of HF and VHF 
signals from radio sta•s· and from satellites has resulted in a model for the lower boundary during both 
quiet and disturbed magnetic conditions (Aarons and Allen, 1971). I n situ measurements of the irregu
larities were made by Dyson (19&9Y and corroborated the general latitude regions where irregularities 
at F-layer heights are observed. Figure 1 ruaps both the quiet (Kfr • 0 , 1) and the disturbed (KFr ~ 4) 
lower irregularity boundaries as shown by scintillation measure~nts. 

The scintillation boundary appears to correlate very well with precipitation cf ev electrons as 
measured by Maier and Rao (1970). They have found that the low latitude boundary lies at about 70° to 
74° on the dayside and 55° to 60° on the nightside in measurements made in t:'e winter of 1965·1966. 

Backscatter observations at HF from Washington State University (h • S4 .4), AFCRL (h • 57°) and 
Stanford (/,-44°) have noted the similarities be.tween scintillation observations and HF backscatter 
in position, diurnal pattern and behavior with magnetic conditions (Malik and Aarons, 1964, Ram:, 1965, 
Au and Hower, 1970). A recent hypothesis advnnced by Bates (1971) is that the small scale irregularit i es 
within the irregularity region are field aligned; these are ~n turn the scatterers of HF which result 
in the backscatter trace named Slant F. According to Bates, phenomena causing Spread F always simui· 
taneously set up small scale field aligned irregularities. He found the latit~dinal variations of 
Slant F and the scintillation boundary in general agreement. 

The aim of this paper is to explore this agreement in detail , using observational material recently 
reanalyzed. 

In order for HF backscatte~ signals from irregularities to be observed at a fixed frequency in the 
HF portion of the radio s~ectrtm, two criteria must be met : 

a . Electron density in the ircegularity sufficient to support measureable scattering . 

b. Orthogonality either a :c E or F-layer heights; this may be met either directly c.r 
through refraction. Figure 2 illustrates simply some possible modes which may result in backscattered 
energy. 
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It might be noted that only the first criterion must be met to produce radio star or satellite 
scintillation. The irregularity electron densities for forward and backscatter differ with few examples 
of F-layer backscatter at UHF noted in the literature; however, satellite scintillations at 136 MKz have 
been recorded from middle to high latitudes. 

2.  HF BACKSCATTER AND SCINTILLATION STUDIES AT AFCRL 

A continuous series of observations were conducted at the Plum Island site of the Sagamore Hill Radio 
Observatory between October 1960 and December 1965. A low powered 1 kw peak power radar was used with a 
yagi antenna continuously rotating at a rate of one revolution every 10 minutes.  Ihe observing frequency 
was 19.4 MHz.  In August 1964 the 19 MHz equipment was Joined by a 49.6 MHz radar operated Jointly with 
ESSA (M. Gadsden). While some of the data has been reported (observations to 1963 by Malik and Aarons, 
1964) the dual frequency observations and correlations with scintillations have not been described. 

The site is situated at 56° invariant latitude (100 km) and 57° (350 km) the latter used as the 
nominal height for F-layer irregularity studies. 

For the Boston area, Mlllman (1969) using theoretical and graphical methods, calculated propagation 
angles at various heights.  Results, using the graphical method, are shown in Figure 3.  The direction 

of magnetic north has an azimuth of 346.5°. While orthogonality in the graphical method is reached at 
100 km at an elevation angle of 2° in the East and 10° In the West, '00 km orthogonality Is not possible. 
At an elevation angle of 8° the propagation angle varies between 99° and 102° (theoretical and graphical 
methods). 

Using an antenna with a beam angle wide in both vertical and horizontal planes, E and F-layer 
returns will show at different ranges.  The range to the E-layer intersection (at 10° elevation in the 

West) is 477 km while that to the F-layer (at 8°) is 1430 km.  In neither case are the effects of 
refraction taken into account. A ray tracing program by Au and Hower (1970) takes into account 
refraction.  Their analysis for February 1964 for the AFCRL site Indicates that more paths for 
meeting aspect sensitivity requirements are available at 1700 hours compared to those at 2000. At 
2400 propagation was essentially straight line.  The sunset period, therefore, affords greater focussing 
posiibllities and more paths than the time period around midnight. 

2.1 19 MHz  Results 

Using the data collected at  Plum Island a new analysis has  been started.     The  results 
can be  summarized with the aid of Figures 4a and 4b: 

a. Auroral backscatter at  ranges  from 7 milliseconds  and  greater  (presumably 
F-layer returns) maximizes in the  sunset  time period at  low local K indicates  (Figure 4a)  but  somewhat 
earlier when the K index increases. 

b. The diurnal pattern of close-in auroral backicatter, predominantly E-layer 
has a broader maximum peaking at 2000 at low K indices (Kpr - 0,1 and Kjr,- = 2,3). At high indices 
a double  peak  is observed,  one at   1700-1800 and  the  second at 0100-0200. 

c. Over  5?o of   the   time  auroral   clutter  is  observed  with  this   low powered   single 
frequency system. 

d. Azimuths of backscatter auroral returns are centered in the magnetic north. 
However,   the dally means varied within plus and minus  20° of  this direction. 

e. Figure  5  indicates   the  ranges  of auroral   backscatter during  the   hour of  maximum 
occurrence during each month.     If 8.6 milliseconds  is   taken as  the mean value,   the  range  to  the   field 
aligned  irregularltleo  is  1300 km,   corresponding at  8° elevation  to a  latitude displacement  of 7.4°. 

2.2 Comparison of   19 and   50 MHz Auroral   Backscatter 

Between August   1964  and  December  1965  simultaneous  observations  of auroral   backscatter 
on  19 and  50 MHz  were  available  with a  high degree  of  reliability.     If  only  the  E-layer   Irregularities 
are   Involved,   it  was expected   that   whenever  backscatter was  noted  at   50 MHz   then   19 MHz   backscatter 
should  have  been observed.     This   turned  ovit   to  be   true A V  of  the   time.      267  of   the  50 MHz  aurora  had 
durations   longer   than  15 minutes   (16  cases)   with  no accompanying   19 MHz   signals.     The  absence  of  perfect 
simultaneity may be due  to  three possibilities; 

a. Absorption affecting  the   lower  frequency  signal.     ihe  cases  of  no  return at 
19 MHz  with  scatter at  50 MHz   tend   to  cluster   In   the  midnight   to morning  period  when auroral   absorption 
Is maximum. 

b. Differences   in antenna  patterns  of  the   two  systems. 

c. Refraction of   the   19 MHz  signals.     This  appears   to  be  unlikely except   perhaps 
for sporadic E effects. 

Although 497. of  the  50 MHz  scatter  periods  had  accompanying  19 MHz  scatter,   only   117  of   the   19 MHz 
scatter  periods  showed   50 MHz   returns.     The   total   time  of occurrence  of   19  MHz   backscatter  was   27   for 
the   17 month  period;   for  50 MHz   the  percentage  of  occurrence was   .5. 

T " 

■ 
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The percentage of occurrence of 19 MHz (all ranges) and 50 MHz scatter Is plotted in Figure 6. 
19 MHz occurrence peaks between 1830 and 2130; 50 MHz occurrence peaks between 1700 and 2100 with a 
secondary peak between 2300 and 0230. 

Several points of minor interest might be noted relative  to the comparison: 

a. Auroral duration longer at 19 MHz 17 cases 

b. Auroral duration the same at both frequencies 21 cases 

c. Auroral duration longer at 50 MHz 6 cases 

d. 50 MHz returns  (duration longer than 15 minutes); 16 cases 
no  19 MHz returns 

e. 50 MHz returns (duration shorter than 15 minutes); 12 cases 
no 19 MHz returns 

3.     OPTICAL AND RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF THE AURORA OF FEBRUARY 7,   1965 

An effort was made to observe  the  simultaneity of events in the D, E,  and F-layers by radio and 
optical  means during an aurora.    This  includes  the  19 and  50 MHz  radars mentioned earlier and optical 
and  radio equipment  located near the  Intersection (from Plum Island) of  the D and E-layers of the radar 
equipment.    At  the  100 km intersection of the  19 and 50 MHz radars,   Bale St.   Paul,  photometers and 
riometers were operated by ESSA.    The  site at UTA^and 70.5oW was located at an A of 61°  (100 km). 
Photometers at 3914A (the N2 + band),  5577A (the green neutral atomic oxygen line),  and 6300A (the red 
neutral atomic oxygen line)  were run  for  two weeks each month.    We shall describe one  series of measure- 
ments for  the aurora    of February 7,   1965. 

Starting at 0305 UT (2205 EST) on February 7, 1965, some faint traces of scattering were noted at 
50 MHz. At the same time the optical emission at 3914A and 5577A increased. No absorption was noted 
and no returns at  19 MHz were seen 

As shown in Figure 7a,   the peak optical emission was recorded at Bale St.   Paul at 0600 simultaneously 
with onset of overhead auroral absorption.    19 MHz auroral backscarter started at 0605 and reached its 
shortest range (farthest point south)  at 0635 to 0705.     Intensive 50 MHz returns were noted from 0610 
to 0715  (Figure 7b).    Absorption to  the  south also peaked  in th*J  time period. 

Thus the ionization producing the backscatter and that producing cosmic noise absorption occurred 
simultaneously.    The absorption did  not eliminate HF backscatter. 

The optical emission appeared earlier  than either  the absorption or the  radar scattering.     Taking 
arbitrary  limits of 7kR for  the 3914Ä  emission,   the peak appears  from 0540  to 0705.    All   three  types 
of observations  (emission,   radar scattering,  and absorption)  show a double  peak.    Auroral  peaks   (shown 
in detail  in Figure  7)  appeared simultaneously with absorption peaks. 

The data from a single aurora is,   of course,   limited.     The details  in time  are correlated only If 
one has sizeable  time blocks.     Yet  the  peak of all events occurred  in the  period  from 0540  to 0735. 
This  includes th(   E-layer absorption as shown in  the rlometer results,   the E-layer radar scattering at 
19 and  50 MHz,  »nd  the optical data.     The general  correlation of the jptlcal  data  in Itself is an 
indication of tiie  simultaneity of events  since  the  3914A and  the  5577k emissions  are  thought  to 
originate  at E-layer  heights  and  the   6300Ä  emission at  F-layer heights. 

If one ascribes   the higher altitude phenomena  to  low energy electrons  (Hartz and  Brlce,   1967)  and 
the   lower altitude  absorption and electron density  irregularities  to  higher  energy particles   then  It 
appears  that during this event an increased  precipitation of both high and  low energy particles  took 
place during one period of  time. 

4.     MAGNETIC STURM OF MARCH 5-6,   1961 

A   rather  clear  example  of  the  simultaneity  of  backscatter HF observations  and   scintillations   is 
illustrated   in a  ajtudy of  the magnetic  storm of  March  5-6,   1961.     March  3 and  4  were   two  of  the   five 
quiet days  of March  1961.     March 5 was  quiet  until   the   yudden commencement  of  a  magnetic   storm 
(1600 EST). 

Almost   precisely at  this   time  auroral   reflections were  noted  on  the  19 MHz   backscatter  equipment. 
Figure  8a  shows  the   reduced  auroral   and   backscatter  data   for March  2-7.     On March  2  and  March 4,   the 
quiet day F-layer  sunset  backscatter  can  he  seen.      It  might   be  noted   that   the   range  on March  2,   for 
example,   decreased   from 1700  to  1900 which  Is  interpreted  as an equatorward  movement  of  the  Irregularity 
region.     On March  5,   the  first  returns  were   from  F-layer  ranges  but   the   range  decreased  at  about   1630. 
Backscatter   is  observed  to 0530 on March  6.     On March  6,   normal   ground  backscatter   falls   to appear  until 
about   1030  EST,   probably because  of  decreased  electron density  in  the  K-layei   following a magnetic   storm. 

Rlometer measurements (Figure 8b) indicate that the absence of returns on March 6 until 1030 was not 
due to absorption since maximum absorption as noted on a Polaris directed 30 MHz rlometer peaked between 
2200 and  2400. 

 ~*t- .  ■ -   .w».—■ 
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Scintillation Index at 109 MHz Increased during the magnetic storms relative  to the quiet day 
observations  (Figure 8c).    Scintillations Increased at about the time of the  start of the magnetic 
storm and continued at a high level until 0600 EST on March 6 approximately the  same time the back- 
scatter disappeared. 

The correlations of HF backscatter and scintillations during this storm are obvious but the 
statistical questions to be answered are  those involved with quiet day backscatter and scintillation 
as well as with storms occurring at other  local times. 

5. COMPARISON OF LOWER TRANSIT OBSERVATIONS OF CASSIOPEIA A AND 19 MHz  BACKSCATTER 

During the period from June 1963 to June  1964 the 150-ft parabola of the Sagamore Hill Radio 
Observatory recorded amplitude fluctuations of the signals from Cass A near lower transit position. 
The angle of elevation of the source was  13°,  the azimuth was 347.5° (magnetic north).    The invariant 
latitude of the 350 km intersection point was 67°.    The range  to the 350 km point was  1100 km.    The 
range to  the point of lowest propagation angle possible at 400 km was approximately 300 km farther 
north (an elevation angle of 8°),   than the  range to the Cass A Intersection. 

Radio sLar observations were made at  30.   63,   113 and 228 MHz.    Scintillation indices  (AP/P, 
Whitney et al,   1969)  at  113 MHz were  used.     fhls  frequency avoided saturation  (deep  fading)  effects 
frequently  found at  the  lower frequencies   in radio star observations and  the very  low excursions 
frequently found  in the 228 MHz  records.     The diurnal  patterns at quiet and disturbed  conditions 
are  shown In Figure 9. 

For comparing backscatter observations and scintillations,  indices were divided  Into two categories, 
indices over 20 and  those less than 20,   the  former  to indicate moderate  to high activity,   the  latter 
low scintillation excursions. 

Between February  1,   1964,  and April  30,   1964,  drifts were  recorded at  times  ranging  from 0100 
(February 1)   to 1900  (April 30)  local  standard  time.     Of 33 days with low scintillation Indices,   617. 
had no auroral  ba;kscatter observed on the  same day (1400 to 0200).    Of 42 days of high scintillation 
index,  67% had backscatter observed on the  same day.    However,  557. of the days  surveyed had backscatter 
during the  1400-0200  time period,  a  large  percentage of occurrence.    The data used was confined  to 
February-April  because during the  fall and  winter  there are   large differences  in  time of occurrence 
of  backscatter and  the  lower transit appearance of Cass A or because of the presence of sporadic  E 
(late  spring and summer). 

For backscatter observations  the  Irregularities must exist at the proper intensity (AN/N)  and 
fulfill orthogonality requirements.     Scintillations,  however,  can occur without orthogonality.    A more 
rigorous question could be asked,  "If auroral  backscatter is present on  the records,  are  the  scintillation 
Indices high?"    Taking scintillation records within plus and minus one hour of backscatter observations, 
in  19 cases  the answer was positive and  in only two cases was backscatter not accompanied by deep fading. 

6. ABSORPTION 

It Is difficult  to assess  the roi? of auroral absorption in blanking out  the  return on low powered 
radar equipment.     In  the examples  given  In Figure  7 and 8 relatively high auroral  absorption did net 
blank  out  the  returns.     It Is believed  that   the     'le of the F-layer refraction Is more Important  in 
not effecting orthogonality and  thus  "blanking" out  auroral  F-layer backscatter. 

7. DISCUSSION 

The  hypothesis   to  be  examined  involves   the   Identification of  the  Irregularity   region and   its   low 
latitude  boundary  as   the   ionospheric   region  producing Slant  F  or  HF auroral   backscatter at  F-layer 
heights.     The diurnal  pattern of the   two phenomena and  the  presence of the  irregularity region as 
determined  by both  scintillations and  auroral   backscatter  on magnetically quiet  days   leads to  the 
probable  Identity of F-layer irregularities as  the scattering centers for both of  these phenomena. 

Hates  (1971)  found a nearly one  to one  correspondence between the occurrence of vertical  Spread F 
and  oblique  Slant  F  at  College,  Alaska. 

It   is  of  interest   to  compare data  from Washington State  University and AFCRL as  Au  and  Hower   (1970) 
have done.     Both groups noted  peak occurrence of auroral backscatter around  sunset.     Stanford  returns 
peaked near midnight  In March 1964 but at  the  peak of the sunspot cycle  In  1958 peaked at  sunset. 

Our hypothesis   to  account   for  the   sunset  maximum at WSU  and AFCRL particularly  during quiet   periods 
Is   that   the   Irregularity  region  reached  a   fairly  low value  at   this  time.     This   factor  combined  with  the 
refraction  at  sunset  was  sufficient   to  produce  orthogonality.      In  1958 with a  probable   lower   latitude 
position of  the  irregularity  region  (the  effect  of high  sunspot  number)  and  greater   refraction, 
Stanford  noted  peaks  near sunset.     However during periods of  low sunspot  number   (1964)  only  the   lowest 
equatorward  placement  of  the  irregularity  boundary  (midnight)   could  show scattering. 

It   should  be noted  that during conditions  of higher electron density within  the   irregularities 
(magnetic  storms)  off-orthogonal  returns  can  be noted.     It  is estimated  that  8-10 dli per degree    off- 
orthogonality  Is   the   loss  In  the  scattered   signal.     During  storm conditions   the  effective   scattering 
area might  be increased and  scattering supported off-orthogonality.    This,   theretore,   is  the explanation 
for  K-layer  returns  in  the midnight   time  period,  even  though  the  signal  experiences  only straight   line 
propagation. 

WMil'WM ^Lm 
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Thus, If one takes into consideration various differences In the mechanisms of HF backseatter and 
scintillation observations it is possible to find in the F-layer field aligned irregularities and Its 
oval diurnal pattern one  source of HF backscatter and  the sole source of scintillations. 

The data is far from definitive. Multistation scintillation observations of a synchronous satellite 
(along a magnetic line intersecting orthogonality at varying F-layer heights) coupled with a backscatter 
system might better perform the correlation study. 
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SCINTILLATION  BOUNDARY  KFr •   O.I 

SCINTILLATION BOUNDARY   K « 4 

Figure   1       Scintillation  Boundrles 

Figure   t       Northern   Irregularity  sensing  using fass A   scintillations   and  auroral   barkscatter  by 
direct   scatter   from E   layer  and   refracted   ray  scatter   from F   layer. 
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Figure   5       Monthly  average  of   the   range  of aurora  during   the   hour of maximum occurrence. 

Figure   6       Percentage   of  occurrence   in  each  hour  of  auroral   returns   for   the   period   10 Aug 6^1   -   10   Dec   65. 
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Figure   7a    Time  sequences of optical  and  ndlo events. 
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Figure   7b     Details  of   the  49.62(1 MHz  auroral   radar   returns:   Feh  7,   1963. 
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Figure 8a    Auroral reflections and backscatter from the Plum Island  19.4 Mcps  radar.    Vertical  lines 
appearing In NE and  NW quadrants  Indicate auroral reflections at  the  local  time on the 
horizontal scale.     Slant  lines  (III)  indicate backscatter  returns.     Range in milliseconds 
is indicated below backscatter returns with 5 to  10 ms indicating auroral heights. 
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113 MHz -150'        JUNE 1963   -   JUNE !964 
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Figure 9       Scintillation indices  for Cass A observations at Sagamore  Hill near  lover  transit.    Data 
was  taken o.i the 150'  parabola at  113 MHz between June  1963 and June   1^64. 
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FM/CW HF BACKSCATTER OBSERVATIONS OF RADIO AURORA 

A.  H.   Katz 
AVCO SYSTEMS DIVISION 

Wilmingtcn, Massachusetts 01887 
U.   S.   A. 

SUMMARY 

Observations of HF backscatter from radio aurora using an FM/CW radar located at field sites near 
Rome,   N.   Y. (43. 20N,   75, 50W) are discussed.    Both wideband (at 6. 5-30 MHz,   3 kW average power) and 
narrowband (fixed frequency soundings at 20 kW average power) backscatter measurements have been made. 
The wideband soundings determine the modes of propagation,  frequency extents,  and time delays of the 
backscattered energy.    The high resolution (»"lO/^s) narrowband soundings indicate the movements that 
occur in the radio auroral regions.    Examples of these motions are presented,  showing events that last for 
5 minutes,  exhibiting range changes which imply apparent velocities near or above the speed of sound at 
F-region heights.    In addition, the wideband backscatter measurements have been processed in a form 
which allows the absolute signal level of the backscattered energy to be determined.    This,   together with a 
knowledge of the other system parameters and the radar range equation, permits an estimation of the radar 
cross section of radio aurora at HF. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes results of a FM/CW HF monostatic backscatter from radio aurora at sites 
located near Rome,   N.   Y.   (43. 20N,   75. 50W).    Wideband FM/CW ionograms (6. 5-30 MHz) at 3 kW average 
power show the modes of propagation and frequency extent of backscatter from radio aurora.     Narrowband 
FM/CW backscatter at 20 kW average power show the temporal changes that occur in the auroral irregu- 
larities as identified by the wideband backscatter ionograms.    The location of the RADC cites near Rome, 
N.   Y.   are shown in Figure 1.    Also shown is the location of the auroral oval (Akasofu,   1967) at 02 UT and 
06 UT. 

2. WIDEBAND FM/CW BACKSCATTER 

Selected examples of wideband FM/CW HF backscatter from high latitude irregulariti' s are described. 
The identification of the modes of propagation follow the outline described by Bates (1968).    The frequency 
range of the backscatter sounder was 6. 5-30 MHz at 250 kJ-L /s sweep rate and 3 kW average power.    The 
wideband sounding was processed to an effected pulse width of 40^s.    The transmitting antenna is a 6-60 
MHz log-periodic oriented at 0oN.    The receiving antenna is a circularly disposed antenna array (4-11 MHz) 
oriented at 0oN. 

Figure 2 shows an example of ground backscatter to the north of the RADC field sites at 2230 UT on 
5 May 1970. Included with each backscatter sample is a schematic representation of the backscatter. The 
IFv, 2Fv, and 3Fv are traces of the vertical ionogram and its multiples. The ground backscatter trace is 
easily identified because it is found to extend out from the 2Fv vertical trace. The next example is at 0511 
UT, 5 May 1970 (Figure 3). In this case, direct F (DF), slant F (SF), one F slant F (1FSF), and two-hop 
ground backscatter (2FGS) returns are observed. Figure 4 shows a schematic representation of the modes 
of propagation identified in Figure 3 and 5.     (T,R is the location of the transmitter-receiver.) 

The last example ot wideband FM/CW backscatter is at 1151  UT on 5 May 1970 (Figure 5).     •   1FGS 
and direct E (DE),   as well as a slant E (SE),   return are identified.    These examples demonstrate the 
observation and identification of the various modes of propagation and their frequency extent observed 
with wideband HF backscatter from radio aurora. 

3. NARROWBAND FM/CW BACKSCATTER 

The wideband ionograms determine the frequency extent,  time delay and mode of propagation of the 
backscatter from radio aurora.    The wideband soundings are not able to determine the movements that 
are known to occur in the auroral region.    Narrowband FM/CW backscatter have been used to investigate 
the temporal changes.    The transmitter is swept over a 100 kHz bandwidth at a sweep rate of 1  MHz/s 
(effectively 10 PRE).    Twenty (20) kW of average power is used for the narrowband soundings.    The 
narrowband frequencies are   .elected on the basis of the wideband soundings.    At 1 MHz/s the time delay 
window is 5 ms which with the 500-line spectrum analyzer implies a IQ^s range resolution.     Figure 6 
shows wideband ionograms at 0217 UT and 0308 UT on 7 August  1970.    The sweep rate is 250 kHz/s with 
the soundings covering 6. 5-28 MHz at 3 kW average power.    From the wideband soundings we find that 
the frequency range and time delay of the backscattered energy is relatively stable between 0200-0300 UT. 
The narrowband data recorded in the time interval between these two ionograms was at 10. 5 MHz (1 MHz/s, 
10 PRF,  20 kW).    The narrowband observations are limited to a 5 ms time delay window and this was placed 
between 8 and 13 ms. 

MaMMt 
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Figure 7 shovs two five-minute segments of the 10. 5 MHz observation (from 0250-0255 UT and 
0255-0300 UT).    The horizontal markers represent 0. 5 ms of time delay compared to the 2 mn time delay 
marker for the wideband soundings.    The narrowband data show individual events which last from up to 
3-4 minutes and are about 0. 1 ms in width.    One event of interest is a linearly decreasing time delay 
event between 0250-0255 UT (10 ms at 0250 UT to 8. 5 ms at 0255 UT).    Changes in time delay can be 
attributed to both velocity and acceleration components. Since the observed signal is a linear change in 
time delay, a simple approximation might be that the change is solely due to a constant velocity.    If 
this were the case,  a minimum velocity of -0. 66 km/s and a frequency shift of -46 Hz at 10. 5 MHz would 
be obtained.    The speed of sound at a height of 200 km is 0. 55 km/a.    Further examples of ihis type of 
signal which illustrates f.he motions of radio aurora are found in the data. 

4.     CROSS SECTION OF RADIO AURORA AT HF 

A wideband auroral backscatter ionogram at 0515 UT on 2 March 1971 is shown in Figure 8.    Included 
is a schematic representation of the modal structure.    A calibrated reference level at -70 dbm is included 
in the recording of this data.    The ionogram in Figure 8 was processed using RADC's DRP (Digital Radar 
Processor).    The analysis process is illustrated in Figure 9.    Figure 9a shows a backscatter signal and its 
relation to the noise floor and a reference signal.    The DRP then sets a minimum threshold level and prints 
out signal levels at this minimum threshold level and at 4 levels above this (a total of 5 levels can be 
utilized).    For example, if the threshold level was 53 db above the noise floor and levels of 55,  57,  59 and 
61 db above the threshold level was printed, the given signal would be divideJ into blocks as illustrated in 
Figure 9b.    The higher amplitude signals would be indicated by a brighter picture en the Cathode Ray Tube 
of the DRP.    The ionogram is replayed through the DRP with successively higher minimum thresholds like 
55,  57 db and so forth.    This is done until the reference signal disappears as is illustrated in Figure 9c 
and the backscatter signals can now be referenced to a known level.    The level at which the signed dis- 
appears is the maximum signal level in db of the backscattered energy above or below the reference level 
(Figure 9d).    Figure 10 shows this process applied to the ionogram in Figure 8.    The threshold levels 
shown are at 53,   57,   61,  and 65 db with 4 levels in 2 db steps printed above each threshold level.    The 
maximum signal disappears at 67 db or about 6 db above the reference level.    The maximum signal level 
of the backscatter is -64 dbm cr -94 dbw and an estimate of the cross section can now be made. 

Transforming the radar equation into its db equivalent form we obtain: 

(S)db   =   (PT>db   +    «Vdb   +   ^R'db   +   «^dbsm   +    2'A)dbm " 4(R)dbm   "  33 db 

The -33 db is obtained from the (47^)-' term.    To obtain the value of each quantity in db,   we use db = 10 log 
(quantity).    The wavelength (^) is given in meters,  the distance (R) in meters and the cross section {&•) 
is calculated as dbsm (db per square meter). 

If  \= 30 m (10 MHz),  R = 1200 km, GT = 7 dh (gain of log periodic antenna), GR =  10 db (gain of 
CDAA),   PT (transmitted power) = 3 kW (35 db),  we find that the maximum cross section is Cdbsm = 
102 dbsm or approximately 10'    sqm.The number presented in this paper is tentative but the discussion 
is meant to be illustrative of the technique which can be used and gives a relative indication of the cross 
section of radio aurora. 

Acknowledgment:     This work was sponsored by the Rome Air Development Center,  Griffiss AFB,   New 
'       ~       York; under Contract No.   F30602-70-C-0086. 
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Figure 1. The approximate location of the auroral oval at 02 and 
06 UT.    The location of RADC is indicated. 
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Figure 2, Example of Ground Backscatter to the North of the RADC 
field sites at 2230 UT on 5 May 1970. 
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Figure 3. Example of Radio Aurora Backscatter (including schematic 
representation of propagation modes) at 0511  UT on 5 May 
1970. 
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Figure 4. Schematic Representation of Modes of Propagation for 
Auroral Backscatter as Identified in Figures 3 and 5. 
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Figure 5. Example of E region Backscatter (including schematic 
representation of propagation modes) at 1151  UT on 5 May 
1970. 
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Figure 6. Wideband FM/CW Backscatter lonograms at 0217 and 0308 UT 
on 7 August 1970. 
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Figure 7. FM/CW Narrowband Backscatter from Radio Aurora at 
10. 5 MHz from 0250-0255 UT and 0255-0300 UT on 7 August 
1970. 
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Figure 8. Example of radio auroral backscatter (including schematic 
representation of modes and a -70 dbm reference level) at 
0515 UT on 2 March 1971. 
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Figure 9.        Schematic representation of analysis of a backscatter signal 
as performed by the Digital Radar Processor. 
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Figure 10.       Sequences of pictures of the backscatter ionogram described 
by Figure 8 processed on the Digital Radar Processor. 
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DISCUSSION 

L Llszka 

I think that an increase of atmospheric temperature at F-iayer height may explain the 
velocity of features observed in your experiment, which thus do not need to be super- 
sonic. 
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ABSTRACT 

31·1 

Radio waves incident on ionization aligned along the lines of force of the earth's 

magnetic field such as encountered In the auroral region are scattert:d back In the 

direction of the transmitter when the direction of propagation Is approximately 

perpendicular to the field lines. 

For VHF and UHF line-of-sight radars, computational techniques ar-. readily avail

able for determining the regions In space from which radar-auroral echoes could 

appear. In the case of HF radars. It Is necessary to take Into account Ionospheric 

refractive bending in the field-aligned geometry computations. 

In this paper. a method is presented which utilizes the concept of the lono~<pheric 

refraction phenomenon In thec a .da tion of the magnetic field-propagation aspect angle. 

An evaluation is marl.;; of the effect of i onospheric refraction at frequencies in the 

HF-UHF band for one location in the Northern Hemisphere. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Radar reflections from the aurora are the result of scattering from electron density 

irregula;:ities aligned along the magnetic field lines . The characteristics of t.he field

aligned scatterers are such that th e radar echoes originate in a small range of angles 

about perpendicular incidence to lhe lines of force of the earth's magnetic field and that 

the echo magnitude is aspect angle sensitiv e (1 , 2 . 3). In a•1ditlon to the orthogonality 

cond itio n, it is essential that this geometr y tak e place at ionospheric heights: i .e .• 

80 km and above, and in reJ;ions of high auroral activit y . 

Althou g h radar r e turns from auroral ioniz atio n at VHF and U HF ar~ normally con

fined toE-layer height s of about 110 km (4. fi. 6. 7). 106-MHz auroral ec ho es have been 

detected as high as 300 km ( ) . 

For HF radar transmissions, auroral r e fl ec tio ns ex t e ndin g up to F-la~· cr heights. 

i.e., 300-400 km altitude, have be e n observed a s well a s i n t h e F.-la ye r (2. 3 . 9. 10 . 

11). HF radar backscatt e r soundings in Ala s ka (12) h ave r eve a l e d th e pr ese n ce of over

the-horizon auroral echoes at regions in space where th e propagati ' n dire ctio n-magnetic 

field line perpendicularity condition is satisfied. 

Computatio n al techniques are available for pr edic ting the r e fl ec tion height an d 

angular coordinates of fi e ld-aligned scatterers as applied to unrelra c tcd line- o f- si~ ht 

VHF-UHF propagation (1:1 . 14). 

Because of th e noni so tropi c ch a racteristics of the troposphere a,;d ion os ph e r e. 

radio waves propagated through the m e dia underg o an angular hending. Thto tropospheric 

effolct is Independent of frequ e n cy while. for the ionosphere. the r e fraction is most 

severe at HF and dim •nish es with increasing frequenc y (15). 
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The  effects  of the   refraction  phenomenon on  magnetic field  geometry   calculations 

have  been  examined by  Bates   (2,   3),   Vershlnin   (16),   Dearden   (17).   and  Unwin   (18). 

In  this  paper,   the stratified  layer   method   (19,   20)  is  used  to evaluate  the  effect of 

ionospheric  refraction  in determining  the  propagation-m agneti c  field  orientation at 

HF-UHF . 

II.     THEORETICAL  CONSIDERATIONS 

The   mathematical  development  of  the   magnetic  field  geometry   necessary  for 

unrefracted  radar-auroral backscatter   reflections   to take place,   i.e.,   the  angular 

orientation of the  direction of propagation  with   respect  to  the  direction  of the   lines   of 

force  of  the  earth's   magnetic  field,   has   been  published   (13,   :4)  and   thus   will   not be 

discussed  in  this   paper.     A summary   of  the  pertinent  equations,   however,   will   be 

presented. 

In  the  case  of  radar-auroral   backscatter,   the   magnetic  fi ti d-as pec t  angle,    9, 

(propagation  angle),   shown in   Figure   1,   can  be   expressed by  the   relationship   (13) 

G =  cos" -cos e sin I - sin e cos I cos (y - D) 

where  I   and  D  are  the  magnetic  inclination  and  declination angles,   respectively. 

(1) 

The   angle  e,   which   is   the  angle  between  the   ray   path   and  the   zenith   at   the   point   of 

magnetic   field   intersection,   is   given   by 

-1 
r   + h 

o 
cos E (2) 

where   r      is   the   radius   of  the  earth,    E   is   the   elevation  angle  of  the   antenna   beam  and  h 

is   the   height   above   the   earth's   surface. 

The   angle y   which   is   the  geographic   azimuth   I) e a r i n g   of  the   radar   location   measured 

with   respect   to  the  subionosphorio   point,    i.e..   the   location  on   the   earth's   surface 

directly   beneath  the   magnetic   fiild   intersection   point,   is  defined   by   (14) 

y -  tan 
sin(A,    -Xp)   cos 0R 

sin 6    cos (i - cos 0    sin ii>    cos (A    - A ̂rJ 
(3) 

where   iJandA   are   the  geographic   latitude   and   east   longitude,    respectively.     The   sub- 

scripts,    R  and   P,    refer   to  the   radar   site   and   the   reflection  point,    respectively. 

The   parameters   I   and   1) ran  be   deduced   from  a   .spherical   harmonic   model   of  the 

earth's   magnetic   field.     The  spherical   harmonic   representation   assumes   that   the   earth's 

main   field,   i.e.,    the   magnetic   f i e 1 rl   that   excludes   such   phenomena   as   magnetic   distur- 

bances   and   diurnal   variations,   can   be   described  by   a   regular  or  dipole   field  and  an 

irregular   field. 

•      „HHHgMUfalü 
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According to  Chapman  and  Bartels   (21),   the  magnetic  inclination and declination 

angles   for the spherical  harmonic  -r.cdel  are defined  by 

I a tan 

(X^Y2) 
1/2 

D* tan It"] 

(4) 

(5) 

where Y,   Y,   and   Z are  the  north-vard horizontal,   the  eastward  horizontal,   and  the 

downward vertical component of the  total  magnetic  intensity. 

The components,   X,   Y,   anrl   Z,   are  related to the  magnetic potential,   V,   by the 

functions 

3V 
dip (6) 

Y   = 1 3V 
rsin0'      9A 

Ü) 

Z   = 3V 
9r (8) 

n=0    rn^D      r 
e      cos(m\)+h      sin(mA> Bnm nm Pm (rns <*') (9) 

where   r  is   the  distance  from   the  center  of  the  earth,    d'   is   the  geographic  colatitude, 

p    (cos   di')  are  th?  associated   Legendre   functions   of  degree   n  and  ordr-r   in,   and  e 

and  h are  the  coefficients   of the  spherical   harmonic  expansion, nm r K 

In  this   analysis,   the   set  of 48  spherical   harmonic   coefficients   derived  by  Jensen 

and  Cain   (22)  for  epooh   1960   was   used  to  specify  the   magnetic  potential   function  defined 

by   Equation   (9) . 

In  determining  the  effect  of  the   ionospheric   refraction   phenomenon   on   the  propaga- 

tion  angle   (0)   computation,    the  basic  assumption  employed   is   that   the   ionosphere  can 

be  considered  to  be  stratified  into   m  spherical   layers   of  thickness,   h     .   and  constant 
m 

refractive index, n  , as illustrated in Figure 2. m " 

When   refraction  effecta   are   taken   into  account,   it   can   he   readily  shown  that   the 

angle,   e.   in   Equation   (1),    is   modified  to  the  general   form   (19) 

(« )• n 
71 -1 

T " C08 
n  r o o .,  cos E n. r, o 

J   J 

fl") 

where   £     is   the  apparent  ground  elevation  angle 

i MIüI-."•-■■ 
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The  radial  distance from  the  center  of the  earth,   r.,   is   merely  the summation of 

the various  layers expressed by 

H 
r.   =   r    + 

J 0 E  S (ID 

Since  the  effects  of tropospheric  refraction are  not considered  in this  analysis,   it 

is   appropriate  to designate h     as   the height of the base of the  ionosphere  above  the 

surface  of the  earth having a  constant refractive  index,   n   ,   of unity. 

The stratified layer  method,   a-though  approximate  in  nature,   can be  greatly 

improved by  merely increasing the   number of layers  In the  medium,   i.e.,   decreasing 

the   thickness   of  each  individual   layer element   (23). 

To  a   first  approximation,   the   index  of  refraction  in  the  ionosphere   can  be  defined 

by  the   relationship 

2 
N e 

f   mu) 
o 

1/2 

=   1 
N e 

e 

2«   mu 
o 

(12) 

3 - 1 9 
where   N     is   the   electron  density   (electrons/m   ),   e  is   the  electron   charge   (1.6   X  10 

e -31 
Coulomb),   m   is   the electron   mass   (9.1  X   10 kg).   <„   is  the  electric permittivity  of 

_ «j 
free  space   (10    ' /.'idTrfarad/meter),   andu   is   the  angular  frequency   of the   incident  wave 

(radians/second). 

It should  be   noted   that  the   ionospheric   refractive   index  is   also   a  function  of both 

the   earth's   magnetic   field  and   the   electron   collision   frequency-     A   slight   error  could 

be   introduced   in   the  evaluation  of  the  magnitude   of  n  for frequencies   at   the   low  end  of 

the   HF band   when  both   parameters   are  neglected.     However,   for  frequencies   in   the 

VHF  band  and  above,   it   is   valid   to   assume   the  definition  of  n  as   given  by   Equation   (12). 

Ill .   DISC USSION 

The   refraction-magnetic   field   geometry  calculations   presented   in  this   pap^r  are 

based   on  a   daytime  and   nighttime   model   of  electron  density. 

For  the  daytime,   the  distribution  of  electron  density  with   height  is   assumed   to 

follow   thü   Cha.jmai.  model   of  the  form 

N      cxn 
m 

h-h r 
i- exp 

-(h-hj 
(13) 

where   N       is   the   electron  density   at   the   level   nf   maximum   lonizafion,   h     ,   and   H     is   the 
m ■ ma 

scale height of i he neutral particles. The values ' f the parameters defining the daytime 

electron de natty profile and the equivalent plasma frequencies of the maximum ionization 

levels   are   presented  in   Tab If1   1. 

The   nighttime   model   of  electron   density   is   the   average   profile   deduced   from 

vertical   incidence   ionospheric   sounding   taken  at   St.   Johns,   Newfoundland,    in   March   1901 

at   0 10 0   hours   local   time,   for   magnetic  activity   index,   k    ,   less   than   4.5. 

L MMUMMMÜHHI 
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According  to   Figure  3   which  contains   a   plot  of  the  daytime  and   nighttime  electron 

density  models,   the  peak of the   F-layer of the St.   Johns  profile  is   centered at  360  km 

altitude having an electron density  maximum  of 1.64 X 10 

sponds   to  a  plasma   frequency  of approximately  3.6   MHz. 

11 electrons/m'    which  corre- 

The   ray   path  computations   were   performed  utilizing  double   precision  computational 

techniques   in  order   to  ensure  a   high   degree  of accuracy.     Layer  thicknesses   of constant 

refractive   index  of  1   km   were   taken  througliouf   thp   ionospheric   medium. 

The contours of perpendicularity with the earth's magnetic field as viewed from 

Boston, Massachusetts, (geographic coordinates: 42 .3°N , 71.0°W) at zero degree 

elevation angle for the daytime ionosphere are shown in Figure 4. It is evident that 

the location of the subionospheric perpendicular contour lines is a function of the trans- 

mission frequency. The unrefractcd ray calculations apply to the condition in which 

the electron density is assumed to be zero. As will be shown later, the unrefracted 

ray   results   are  valid   for  frequencies   above  approximately  400   MHz. 

According  to   Figures   5   and  fi,    for   11F   propagation,   perpendicularity  could  be 

attained   on  both   the   upward   ray   and   the  downward   ray,   i.e.,   after   the   ray   has   under- 

gone   F-layer   reflection.     It   is   of  interest  to   note   that  on  the   upward   ray   the  contour 

lines   minimize  and   maximize  at   an   azimuth   angle  of about   -15°.     This   azimuth   corre- 

sponds   approximately   to  the  direction  of  the   magnetic   meridian,   i.e..   the  dip  pole  and 

the   magnetic  declination   (2).     A   comparison  of  Figures   5  and  6   reveals   that  a   change 

in   the  elevation  angle  of  transmission  would,   for   the   most   part,   alter  the  spatial 

distribution  of the  normality   contours. 

Sample  calculations  of the   propagation  angle  as   viewed  in  an   azimuth  direction  of 

5°   west  of  geographic   north   at   50   elevation  angle,   for  frequencies   in   the   H F  and   VHF- 

UH F  band,   are  presented  in   Figures   7  and   8,    respectively.     It   is   seen  that,   for  the 

unrefracted   ray,   the   propagation  angle   increases   monotonically   with   altitude,   while, 

for   the   rays   undergoing   refraction,   the   reverse  could   take   place. 

According  to   Figure   7,   as   the   frequency   is   increased,   the   altitude   at   which 

ionospheric   reflection   occurs   also   increases.     Perpendicularity   is   attained   at   altitudes 

of a poroxi ma tel y   173   km  and  2 2 >>   km   for   the   30-MHz   upward   ray   and   at   127   km   for  the 

unrefracted   ray. 

If  can   be   readily   shown   utilizing   Sne11' s   law   for  spherically   symmetric  surfaces 

in   conjunction   with   Figure   2   and   Equation   (12)   that   the   maximum   frequency   for   iono- 

spheric   reflection,    f     ,   can   be   represented   bv 1 m ' 

Hfl N 
(14) 

1   - 
o rn 

cos K 

It   follows   that,   at   5*   elevation   angle   for   the   daytime   model,    the   maximum   reflection 

frequency  is   on  the  order of 3 2.3   MHz. 

For   frequencies   greater   than   f     ,    the   difference   between   the   propagation   angles 

computed   for  the  unrefracted  and   refracted   ray   decreases   with   increasing  frequency   as 

shown   in   Figure   8.     For  400-MHz   propagation   at   5°   elcvati' n   angle,    the   difference 

between   the   two   rays   is   less   than   approximately   0.05"   whi'h   Is   quite   insignificant. 
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Figure 9 Is a plot of the perpendicular contours for the nighttime ionosphere. The 

regions in space where normality occurs correspond in some degree to the daytime data 

of  Figure  4. 

As  shown in   Figures  10 and   11,   for low elevation angles  of propagation  in the 

direction of magnetic north,   i.e.,   azimuth angle of -15*,   the orthogonality with the 

magnetic  field is   obtained at an  altitude of approximately  115  km  and in the  280-320  km 

region which is  slightly below  the  peak of the  F-layer nighttime  model. 

In the  case of the daytime  model,   illustrated  in  Figures  5  and  6,   the orthogonality 

region is  spread  out in altitude between approximately  110 and  230  km. 

The geographic locations  of the  contour lines   presented in  F'gure  12  reveal  that, 

for  HF ionospher ical ly  reflected  transmissions  oriented in a  northerly direction  from 

Boston,   the al titude-magnetic  field  aspect angle  functions  formed by   both  the  upward 

and  downward  rays   are  most often double-valued .     An example  of this  is   the  9-MHz 

calculation  shown  in  Figure  13. 

It should be  noted that the  daytime-HF  calculations,   illustrated  in  Figure  7,   also 

indicate  the  presence of both single-  and double-valued functions. 

From   Equation   (14),   it  follows   that,   for  the   nighttime  model,   the   maximum   fre- 

quency  for ionospheric  reflection  to  occur at 5*   elevation angle  evaluates  to  11.1   MHz. 

Pv ..   CONCLUSIONS 

The  effect of  the   refractive  bending  in  the  ionosphere   must  be  taken  into  account 

in  geometric studies   involving  the  orientation of the  earth's   magnetic  field. 

At  VHF  and   UHF,   perpendicularity  with  the  earth's   magnetic   field  can  be  attained 

at  only  one   altitude  along a   ray   path   while  at  HF   multiple  altitudes   are   possible. 

Large  errors   in  estimating   the  spatial   position  of auroral   reflecting   regions   can 

be   introduced,   especially  at  HF,   when   ionospheric   refraction  is   neglected. 

Ionospheric   refraction  effects   are   found  to  be   negligible at  frequencies   in  the   UHF 

range  and  above. 

Although  the  tropospheric   refraction  phenomenon  can be disregarded  at   HF,   its 

effects   could  be  detrimental   at   the   higher  frequencies  and,   in  particular,   a»   the   low 

elevation  angles   of  propagation. 
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TABLE   1 

DAYTIME   ELECTRON   DENSITY   PROFILE 

LAYER II   -(km) 
s 

hin-(km) N     -(clectrons/m) 
m 

Plasma 

Frequency- {MHz) 
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F2 

10 

40 
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100 

200 

3 0 0 

i . r. x i on 

3.0   X   1o11 
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A MODEL FOR THE STUDY AND PREDICTION 
OF AURORAL EFFECTS ON HF RADAR 

Vaughn Agy 

U.   S.   Department of Commerce 
Office of Telecommunications 

Institute for Telecommunication Sciences 
Boulder,  Colorado   80302 

A description is given of an ionospheric propagation model and its application to high latitude HF radar 
propagation.    Computer-simulation of the model makes possible the rapid determination of the area of 
(1-hop) coverage,  and computation of auroral absoi ption and geometrical features of auroral clutter. 
The results are presented in a map on which are shown contours of the appropriate parameter.    The 
operating frequency,   station location,  time,  month,   sunspot number,  and "clutter" height are all 
arbitrary.    The explicit approximations specifying the model can be changed within the basic framework 
of the computer program to bring about better agreement with observations. 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

At high latitudes especially,   wholly acceptable descriptions of the "median ionosphere" are lacking.     In 
part,  this is due (for the ITS prediction model) to a small data base (five years of vertical-ir.cidence 
ionospheric soundings) (Jones and Obitts,   1970)   further reduced by disturbance effects that often 
rendered E- and F-Iayer parameters unscalable (spread F,  blanketing Es,  "abnormal" absorption).    In 
addition,  the present numerical maps (Jones and Gallet,   1962) of the ionospheric parameters show 
conscious emphasis on the lower latitudes.    As a result,   HF circuit predictions at high latitudes tend 
to be poor. 

The approach discussed here,  although by no means a "full" ray trace,   represents a degree of 
precision greater than can readily be justified by an ionospheric model beset by the ills mentioned.     It 
can,  therefore,  be argued that the effort is pointless. 

There is hope for improvement,  however,  in the numerical maps:   they can be derived giving 
greater weight to high latitudes,  the data base can be broadened,  and topside F-layer observations may 
fill in where bottomside soundings are unavailable or unscalable.    The ITS prediction program 
(Barghausen et al,   1968) useB the assumption 01 a uniform ionosphere over the entire path,   so that 
objections can be raised to expending the effort required to apply these remedies.    We end up on dead 
center; a first step is needed. 

The amount of improvement possible (or reasonable) is a fit subject for discussion.    Considering 
the cost and the computation time required for a full ray trace,  and the statistical nature of the "median" 
ionosphere,   complete specification of the ionospheric model,   i. e. ,  electron number density as a 
function of height,   location,  and time,   as offered,   for example,  by Nisbet (1971),   is hardly worth while 
for our purposes.    (For instantaneous or "real time" application,   more or less complete specification is 
of greater interest (Gassmann,   1971) ).    Therefore,  the first step suggested here is the continued 
(temporary) use of the present numerical maps of the ionospheric parameters,   and the application of a 
"modified" ray trace through an ionospheric electron number density profile given as an analytic 
function of height.    In the next section a list of the pssumption^ made to describe the model ip fjiven; in 
section 3 is outlined the computational procedure; and in section 4,  the results are presented as maps on 
which are drawn contours of the parameter of specific interest.    The approach was initially devised for 
the computation of auroral absorption (Agy,   1970),   and is here extended to apply also to auroral clutter 
geometry (Millman,   1969).    Our interest is principally in propagation at auroral latitudes,  hut the method 
has a wider application; we should now be able to develop a consistent program applicable to HF pre- 
dictions at all latitudes. 

2.    ASSUMPTIONS AND APPROXIMATIONS 

The model to be considered is described in terms of a set of assumptions  stated explicitly either here 
or in the references cited. 

The ray-path geometry is determined essentially by a riy trace through a deviative ionosphere con- 
sisting of E and F layers whose parameters are defined (o:   predicted) by the techniquef. developed at 
ITS (BargKausen et al,   1968).    In each layer the electron density distribution with heigh» is assumed to 
be "quasi-parabolic"  (Croft and Hoopnsian,   19^8).     A     valley"  void of ionization  is assumed to separate 
the two layers. 

The starting point for the introduction of "median auroral absorption"   is the  pattern derived by 
Hartz et al (196 3) shown in Fig.   1.    As indicated earlier (Agy,   IQ70) assumptions with regard to the 
following points are required;   (1) extrapolation oi the pattern to higher and lower latitudes,   (2) trans- 
formation of the pattern values from % time to medians,   (3)  changeover to an   'equivalent vertical- 
incidence pattern" (4\ frequency dependence of absorotion,  (S) height of "occurrence    of auroral 
absorption,   (^i)  roirection for obliquity of the radio -ay i'. the absorbing region,   (7'i  seasonal  variations, 
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(8) solar cycle variations.    Each assumption is stated below; it must be emphasized that none oi them 
is the "final word". 

(1) Extrapolation in latitude: we assume that,  at the geomagnetic pole,  auroral absorpfijn does not 
occur,  and write 

Q = 0.25 x [(90 - *0 25)]
Z 

For latitudes below the present 2% contour,  a 1% contour has been drawn and 

Q = [(*, *1)/(*2 *)]7 

where the high expone.it,  7,  has been suggested by Adolph Fejfar of Mitre Corporation to bring about a 
relatively sharper drop in auroral absorption at lower latitudes as compared with that given in the 
earlier treatment (Agy,   I9V0).    Here,  Q is in % time auroral absorption of 30 MHz cosmir noise z  1 dB, 
♦ j  is the geomagnetic lalituje of the i% contour,  and ♦ is that of the D-layer point (below the lower 1% 
contour or above the 0. Z'*7i contour) all at the appropriate local geomagnetic time. 

(2)   Transformation from % time to median:   Hargreaves (1966) has shown that (for a time period 
and set of riometer locations different from those providing the data that led to Fig.   1) median auroral 
absorption,  A^Q,  of 30 MHz cosmic noise,  for vertically aimed riometer antennas 

A30(dB) (Q(%)/2200) 
1/3.5 

(3) "Equivalent vertical incidence" pattern:   Figure 1  is derived from ;',ata takeii willi riometers 
whose antennas were pointed at the celestial pole.    An equivalent pattern for vertically aimed antennas is 
found,   in effect,  by multiplying the median values found in (2) by sinfcprO where <Pp  is the Reographic 
latitude of the D-region point. 

(4) Variation with frequency:   median auroral absorption,  Af,   of radio waves of frequency,  f,  is 
assumed given by 

A30 X ~2 

V    +  (30 + fH) 

v- + (f + fH)' 

where V is the e'ectronic collision frequency (in MHz) and  fu is the gyrofrequency at ü-layer heights. 
A simple approach (probably as satisfactory) could be tpl-.en from Lerfald et at (1964) uüing inverse 
power of frequency (varyinc; between 1.5 and 1.9). 

(5)    Height of occurrence:   the height of the (thin) absorbing region,   hp,  and therefore,  the magnitude 
of the electronic collision frequency, V,   depend on local geomagnetic time (LOT): 

LGT 0800-1600 1600-2000 2000-0400 0400-0800 

hD,  KM l^j H3 9Ü M3 

V,  MHz 1. 913 0. 667 0. 157 0. 667 

(6) Oblit'iity correction:   for the radio ray obliquely incident on the D layer at an angle,  ip,  Af is 
multiplied by 3e<;(i]-)). 

(7) Seasonal variation:   the seasonal variation has not been precisely defined.    There seems to be 
agreement among various workers (e. g. ,   Hargreaves,   1969, and Hook,   196H) that the daytin.e absorption 
is enhanced during winter; and Hook's analysis suggests that at night auroral absorption is more fre- 
quent (intense) during summer.    It is assumed that the pattern in Fig.   1,  depending as it does on (almost) 
two full years of data,  represents the equj^ox and that the ratio of absorption in dB at winter noon 
(6  -   -23, 5°,  LGT = 12 hi) is twice that at summer noon (fl -  + 23. 5°,   LGT =  12 ht).     On the other hand, 
the absorption at summer midnight is assumed twice that at winter midnight.    The correction factor 
(applied to Af) is therefore,   assumed to be 

1.0-0. 8359     sin« ■   c08(15   •   T)0 

where  6  is the solar declination und  T   is focal Geomagnetic Time in hours  (Agy,   1967). 
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(8)  Solar cycle variation:   this is even less well defined than the seasonal variation.    A quick look 
at Hook's results (1968), a comparison with the pattern of Fig.   1,  and determination of a mean sunspot 
number (SSN) for each of the two years considered by Hook (-» 190 for 1958 and ~ 10 for 1964) and for 
the two year period represented by Fig.   1 (~ 100) suggest an additive latitude correction (in degrees): 
1.11  -  .0111 X SSN, and the following frctor to correct % time:  (. 778 +  .00222 X SSN). 

The ITS prediction program (Earghausen et al,   1969) presently requires knowledge of the electron 
gyrofrequency,  for computatic .   of absorption,  and of Rawer's "modified dip",  the latitude coordinate 
used in the numerical maps of the F-layer parameters.    The gyrofrequency is also needed for the 
computation of auroral absorption, Af,  in item (4) above, and the (direction of the) earth's field is 
necessary if we are to treat auroral clutter geometry within the framework of our model.    All of these 
requirements are met through calling on the computer to synthesize the components of the geomagnetic 
field from the coefficients derived by Jensen and Cain (1962). 

3.    PROCEDURE 

Computations of auroral absorption are initiated by making solar cycle corrections (section 2, 
item 8) in the pattern of Fig.   1.    Most of the details of the computational procedure following this have 
been given earlier (Agy,  1970) and will not be repeated here.    In Fig.   2, one of the ray paths is 
represented, the dots along it indicating those points whose geographic locations are required so that 
the appropriate ionospheric parameters may be computed.    The dashed lines in Fig.   2 represent options 
that must be considered:  the radio wave may be returned to earth by the E layer,  it may pass through 
the F layer, or (for the ITS model) it may be reflected upwards from the E layer after F-layer reflection. 
Computations are made for all the ray paths at a specified interval between set limits in vertical take- 
off angle and in azimuth.    Microfilm records of contour (azimuthal equidistant) maps are produced by a 
plotter controlled by the computer.    Each auroral absorption contour may be interpreted as a line 
connecting those points on the surface of the earth from which the radar returns undergo the amount of 
auroral absorption indicated by the contour label. 

Auroral "clutter" affecting the HF radar returns mav be produced by scattering from auroral (field- 
aligned) ionization.    When perpendicularity between the radio ray and the magnetic field direction occurs, 
the wanted signal may be masked by relatively strong auroral backscatterjMts time delay coincides 
with that of the ground-scattered radar returns.    In addition to such direct "interference",  the return 
may be affected by scattering of energy in the radar beam by (perhaps) rapidly changing field-aligned 
irregularities.    In this tas«;,  perpendicularity is relatively unimportant. 

The "target area" maps show the area of the earth's surface reached by the radar beam at a given 
frequency and under given conditions (time,   month,   sunspot number)  for the ionospheric model 
described in section 2.    A contour represents those points on the ground reached by rays making an 
angle with the geomagnetic field (at the clutter level) given by the contour label.     In this case,  however, 
the contours have no particular significance. 

The "location" maps show areas at the clutter height in the ionosphere tnrough which the radar 
beam travels in reaching the "target area" described above.    The areas outlined in the "location" maps, 
then,  are the regions where aurorai scatter may occur to modify the characteristics of the radar 
returns without necessarily masking them.     Some degree of completeness could be achieved here,   if 
time delay information were also given.     For the present,  however,   the contours (near 90 )  represent 
locations from which direct auroral hackscatter may occur,  without regard to its time delay.    (To be 
consistent,  the effective area for the "upgoing"  maps should be larger than that shown in order to 
include energy in the entire antenna beam not ac ually reflected before it reaches the clutter height. ) 
The location of the "auroral oval" (Feldstyn,   19^1) is also indicated,   the boundaries of which are 
plotted as dotted lines. 

4.    RESULTS 

Auroral absorption maps for one hypothetical station (Winnipeg),  for two sunspot numbers (100 ai     ' ), 
two months (June and December),   two greenwich times (0000 and 1200),   and one frequency (12 Mils.) are 
shown in Figs.   4-6.    Figure 4 gives the maps for June,  sunspot number  100,     Figure 4a,   for example, 
indicates that for 0000 GMT (1730 LMT),   12 MHz radio waves are propagated by the E layer for the 
lower takeoff angles,  the uncontoured area nearer the station lying within the E-layer skip zone.    In this 
case,   F-layer coverage is limited,  as shown in Fig.   4b,  to those angles of takeoff allowing the 12 MHE 
radiation to penetrate the E layer.    From Fig.   4c it is seen that (at 0530 LMT) the E-layer propagation 
is not possible toward the west on the daylif side of the terminator (represented by the heavy dashed 
line marked N on one side for "night" and D on the other for "day") and in Fig,   4d the Flayer coverage 
is seen to extend much farther to the west since no E-layer cut-off occurs in that direction.    To the 
east,   however,   the F-layer coverage is quite limited.    For both OOfO GMT and 1200 GMT,   E- and F- 
layer coverage appears to overlap.    June for a sunspot number of 0   gives rr jch more limited propa- 
gation of 12 MHz (in the direction toward midday) as given in Figf.   5a and 5c,   the single heavy 
"boundary" on the right side (east) of Fig.   5c suggesting that E-liyer propagation fails between 0    and 

o 
2.5     take-of' so that the plotted "ares" of coverage becomes a single line.    The effect of the lower 
sunspot number is also evident in Figs.   5b and Sd,   the F-layer skip zone being larger here than for 
Fig.   4 and the coverage to the west being limited by F-layer penetration even for low angles.    The 
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irregular outer boundaries of the F-layer maps are caused by the fact that relatively large incre- 
ments --2. 5° -- in azimuth and take-off angle are used in the computations.    Comparison of contour 
labels on the E-layer (F-layer) maps drawn for the same Greenwich lime for the two different sunspot 
numbers indicate that the solar cycle correction is by no means a major one,   the most serious differences 
between the maps being those caused by the solar cycle effect on the E-layer (F-layer parameters. 
Figure 6 gives the auroral absorption maps for December, all F-layer propagation,  since the E layer 
will not propagate radio waves at 12 MHz.    For sunspot number 100,  afternoon (local time) F-layer 
coverage is "complete" while for early morning,  coverage is limited to a sector to the east of the 
station.    For the lower solar activity.  Fig.   6c,  the complete coverige shown in Fig.   6a no longer occurs; 
it is now limited to a sector to the west.    In early morning for sunspot number of 0  shown in Fig.   6d 
the limitation is more severe than that seen in Fig.  6b. 

For the auroral clutter maps,  the areas of coverage are shown on the "target area" maps in Figs. 
7-10,   and,  of course,  the areas shown are identical for the upgoing and downgoing rays.     These maps 
represent the areas on the ground corresponding to the one-hop radar returns.    The "location" maps, 
on the other hand,  show the ionospheric areas (at the clutter height) through which the radar signal 
passes,  and the dotted lines bound the charted location of the auroral oval.    The total map output for 
the clutter geometry computations will be four times as great as for auroral absorption,  since upgoing 
and downgoing rays must be considered and since for each ray, both target area and location are of 
some interest.    Only some of the more interesting maps are shown here. 

The maps representing propagation by the E layer show no contours,   i.e. ,   none of the rays bent 
back toward the earth by the E layer reach perpendicularity with the field lines (at least,  at the clutter 
height specified).    All the maps shown are for F-layer propagation.    In Fig.   7,   the maps for December, 
sunspot number 100,  0000 GMT are shown.   Fig.   7a shows only two contours --95    and 100   -- 
indicating that for these conditions,  and for the upgoing ray,  perpendicularity is not achieved.    For the 
downgoing ray the pattern is altogether different,  and there is a 90° contour.    Figure 7c indicates that 
the upgoing rays, which eventually reach the earth after reflection by the F layer,  do not pass through 
the auroral oval whose southern boundary is shown cutting across Hudson's Bay.     Figure 7d,  however, 
suggests that the 90*" coitour crosses the anroral oval just west of the 60th west meridian.    On the 
west the perpendicularity condition occurs well south of the auroral oval.     In Fig.   8 "location" maps 
are shown for December,  0 sunspot number for both 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT.     The change in location 
of the auroral oval with time should be noted,  but,  because of the limited coverage,  conditions for a 
"cluttered" return do not occur.    "Location" maps for June,   100 sunspot number and 0 sunspot number 
are shown in Fig.   9 and Fig.   10 respectively.    Slight, but significant,  shifts in location of the contours 
are evident from comparisons among the figures.    The differences that are most evident,  however,  are 
those resulting from the very marked changes in coverage that have already been noted in the auroral 
absorption maps. 

5.    DISCUSSION 

The "modified ray trace" described here is essentially identical to the approach given earlier (Agy,   1970). 
The ionospheric model used is the two-layer model referred to in the ITS  HF circuit performance pre- 
diction program (Barghausen et al,   1969).    The E layer is fixed in height and the distribution of electron 
density with height for both layers is parabolic (quasi-parabolic here --a minor change       The space 
between the layers is un-ionized.    Shimazaki's formula (1955) is used, with a co-rection for retardation 
in the E layer,   to derive hmaxFZ from the M3000F2 factor. 

Desir »ble changes ^.i the ionospheric model include;   filling the valley between the layers (in order 
to make a more realistic correction for F-layer measurements affected by retardation in the ioni'.ed 
space below the F layer) and introduction of the Fl layer.    Consideration of tilts is desirable,  but care 
is needed since a "tilt" is probably best described as a "height-varying horizontal gradient" and the 
direction of the gradient is only rarely in the plane of propagation,    A very complex picture develops 
that has not to date been given the study it requires. 

The aim should be to develop a model that,   first of all,   is consistent with the measurements made 
(or with the values representing these measurements t^ken from the numerical maps (Jones and Gallet, 
1962) ) and that can be handled expeditiously by the computer.    (The computer may reasonably be con- 
sidered a necessity rather than a convenience.)    For propagation via such an ionosphere,   ar. adaptation 
of the ray trace approach commends itself so that for appropriate points along the path,  we may make 
the necessary prediction of ionospheric parameters and use these number» as they arise in order to 
escape the untenable assumption of a uniform ionosphere over the entire path. 

The auroral absorption computations depend,   to some extent,  on the ray path computations,   since 
the location of the D-layer penetration point is determined by the deviative effects of the "propagating" 
layers,   and the amount of auroral absorption computed depends on the location of this point.    In addition, 
however,   there is a need to develop a more credible exploitation of riometer data.     While the pattern 
in Fig.   1  is derived from about two years of data,   Canadian riometer records for almost a solar cycle 
are awaiting reduction.    The transformation from % time to median absorption might be dispensed with 
entirely,   but at the very least,   should be re-examined.    The seasonal and solar cycle variations used 
here (different from those used earlier (Agy,   1970) ) are thought to be based on insufficient information; 
they sould be reformulated.    Magnetic activity is an important consideration.    The existence of 
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geographic variations,  i. e. , variations with longitude,   is debatable.    The additional Canadian data 
will be invaluable. 

Auroral clutter geometry computations will also depend on ti e ray path,  and therefore,  on the iono- 
spheric model used.    More recent sets of geomagnetic field coefficients are avaMable; in particular, 
those derived by Cain and Sweeney (1970) could be used to advantage,  representing,  as they do,  some- 
what greater precision in the field determined.    We may modify the field at ionospheric (clutter) heights 
by devising a suitable model of the auroral elactrojet as a further refinement. 

6.    CONCLUSIONS 

A "modified ray-trace" approach has been developed specifically for application to the problems of HF 
radar at high latitudes.    In particular,  computations have been made of auroral absorption and (as an 
aid in determining the source of auroral clutter) of the angles between radio ray and geomagnetic field 
direction.    The results have been displayed on contoured maps. 

Work is still to be done on the ionospheric model and on the ray trace method with the view to 
obtaining an acceptable computer simulation of the median physical situation,  and eventually,  perhaps, 
of "real time" ionospheric propagation conditions. 

Finally,  automatically drawn maps bearing contours  of arbitrary propagation parameters are 
recommended for wider use in HF predictions at all latitudes and for HF broadcasting,   for example,  as 
well as for HF radar. 
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Fig,3     Ray path geometry,  auroral clutter 
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Fig.5     HF radar auroral absorption,  Winnipeg,   12 MHz,  June,  sunspot number 0. 
a. 00 GMT,  E-layer propagation 
b. 00 GMT,  F-layer propagation 
c. 12 GMT,  E-layer propagation 
d. 12 GMT,  F-layer propagation 
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[ ig.d      HF radar auroral absorption,   Winnipeg,   12 MHz,   December,   F-layer propagation. 
a. Sunspot number 100,  00 GMT 
b. Sunspot number 100,   12 GMT 
t.    Sunspot number 0,  00 GMT 
d.    Sunspot number 0,   12 GMT 
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Fig.7     Auroral «^ut^er (105 km F-layer propagation height),  Winnipeg,   12 MHz,  December,   sunspot 
number 100,  00 GMT. 
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a. Target area,   upgoing 
b. Target area,  downgoing 
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Fig.9     Auroral clutter (105 km F-layer propagation height),   Winnipeg,   12 MHz,  June,   sunspot 
number 100,  location. 
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I'ig.H)   Auroral clutter (105 km F-layer propagation height),  Winnipeg,   12 MH«.  June, 
number 0,   location. 
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SESSION VI 

HF fROPACATION-BACKSC AFTER 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

by Howard F.Bates 

This sumaary represenv.« my  idea* of how the results presented in this session fit 
together and into the overall picture of high latitude HF backscatter. 

Ionospheric backscatter echoes are regularly observed in the high latitudes. All of 
the HF backscatter echoes originating from scatter fro« ionospheric irregularities show 
strong aspect sensitivity to the Magnetic field. Although few quantitative aeaaureaents 
exist, those aade indicate that at HF the aspect sensitive decrease in the backscatter 
cross-section for both E- and F-layer echoes is at least 5 dB per degree of off-perpendic- 
ularity. Strict aspect sensitivity is therefore an excellent assumption to sake when 
analysing HF backscatter fro« the E and F layers.  This result also indicates that, for 
the E region, the aspect sensitivity is nearly constant at a value of the order of 10 dB 
per degree of off-perpendicularity fro« sid-HF through UHF bands, or over a thousand- 
fold in frequency. 

Ray tracing analysis shows that off the «agnetlc «eridian there exists regions of 
perpendicularity between ray and Mgnetic field for which no corresponding region exiats 
on the Magnetic Meridian.  For example, perpendicularity is achieved at E-region heights 
on long-range down-coMing rays at directions off the Magnetic Meridian. Such an echo 
Mode was occasionally identified in the College records, but it was not easy to explain 
because considerable E-layer refraction had to be involved for it to be scatter 
originating on the Magnetic Meridian.  The ray-tracing results suggest, however, that 
the scatter originated soMewhat off the Magnetic Meridian, thereby requiring leas E- 
layer refraction to achieve perpendicularity than for propagation along the Meridian. 

Soae of the ionospheric irregularities producing echoes are closely associated with 
the aurora; others, suc.i as the oblique spread-F echo, are not. 

HF auroral echoes have been found to originate in both the E and F layers| ordinary 
ionospheric refraction in both the E and F layers is utilized to satisfy the aapect 
sensitivity condition, i.e., to bring the ray into perpendicularity with the Magnetic 
field.  E- «<id F-layer irregularities produced by the aurora occur siMultaneoualy, 
the type of echo observed, however, is strongly dependent upon the latitude of the 
observer.  Close to the auroral belt, such as in Alaska or Iceland during the night, 
auroral backscatter fro« the E layer in the for» of slant-E echoes predoainate on the 
records.  FroM sites well away froM the auroral belt, hoever, F-layer or F-supported 
E-layer echoes are the only ones observed.  When this distance dependence is taken 
into account, such of the apparently contradictory auroral backscatter results are 
found to be in actual agreeaent. 

Slant-F echoes (echoes that are directly associated with the occurrence of spread-F) 
correlate poorly, if at all, with the aurora,  "oae evidence exists that the 
irregularities producing the slant-F echo show / sharp equatorward boundary siailar 
to that of the high latitude scintollation ronr.  There is evidence that the high 
latitude scintillation and Mpread-F zones coincide, although further work is necessary 
to show this result. 

It oeesut plausible at this point that, in the near future, realistic Modelling of the 
production and propagation of high latitude backscatter will be possible, at leaat 
on a statistical basis. 

In conclusion, the results presented at this aeeting fit neatly into the current picture 
of high latitude backscattering irregularities in tarn  ionosphere. 

-_ ___ ■swaawi a^ 
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! 
DISCUSSION 

P  Halley 

With the formulations of Agy Hargreaves and the maps of Hartz we can calculate every- 
where at each hour the absorption median value. Have you some means of the upper and 
lower  quartiles or  some  statistical dispersion coefficient. 

T Hartz 

In the study of Auroral Absorption by Hartz et al (Can Journ Phys 41, 581. I963) the 
data were obtained at one absorption level only, namely 1 decibel, and we gavr; the 
percentage of time this level was exceeded. Hargreaves has published value» at several 
other levels. However, we have observed, as have other workers, that the absorption 
at night tends to be higher than at other time of day, but such periods are of quite 
short duration, whereas Tduring the day the absorption period are longer though some- 
what less intense. 

1. Liszka 

We observed also the kind of echoes as described by Dr Olesen.  We ascribed them to 
gradient reflections from the trough.  As it ha^ been shovirn by Bowman there is always 
an E_ patch associated with the trough. Thus both oblique Es echo and F echo may be 
obtained for certain configurations of the station and the trough.  This explains 
two maxima of the occurrence curve of SEC observed by Dr Olesen.  Defialte answer will 
be obtained by measurements of angle of arrival and angle of incidence which are planned 
in Kiruna. 

J Olesen 

I find it difficulat to understand why a condition at the equatorial electrojet which 
give the ionospheric effects of slant E and scattering of other kinds should not be 
of the same nature and have the same effects in the auroral electrojet case.  Also the 
detailed correlation with magnetic and scintilladon recordings seems to me to fit better 
to a ion-acoustic wave theory.  Dr Bates' statement on auroral break up correlation 
with slant E also supports the ion-acoustic model. 

K Toman 

How do we interpret the velocities we are measuring.  Auroral radio echoes could show 
a rate of change of range which might be die to an apparent effect of rapid spatial 
changes in the excitation process. 

W G Chesnut 

Rangerate measurements have at times given velocities of 50 km/s. This reflects the 
motion of the ionizing source. The corresponding Doppler frequency would be outside 
our frequency passband. 

Jm 
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SESSION VII 

SUMMARIES, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS 

A G McNamara 

Radi o Aurora 
The morphology of radio aurora Is being studied in a number of institutions, the results 
of which have been discussed in several   papers at this conference.  Continuing in- 
vestigations will help to provide clues to the ritiio aurora scattering procass through 
the conditions which initiate it.  In particular, associations with energetic  partic- 
les and geomagnetic and electric fields are particularly relevant. 

VHF and UHF studies have 
I believe it is obviou.« 
door in recent years for 
still a Jong way from pa 
Interpretations of obser 
stic waves, chiefly beca 
generation of microstruc 
which provides some phys 
ally. This is a linear 
instability.  As such, i 

been carried out 
that although the 
eventual understa 

ssing through that 
vations are built 
use this is about 
ture small enough 
ical predictions o 
theory and predict 
t is limited in it 

and are continuing in several Institutions, 
field of plasma instabilities has opened the 
nding of the scattering mechanism, we are 
door.  At the present time, most of the 

around the two-stream generation of ion acou- 
the only available theory which easily predict 
to scatter short electrcmagnetic waves, and 
f phenomena which can be tested experiment- 
s only the critical conditions for acoustic 
s  capabilities. 

Both UHF and VIIF scatter observations fail to pass all the tests of the linear twc- 
stream mechanism for excitation of plasma  waves.  However, as might be expected, the l)HF 
results appear to approach asymptotically oome of the two-stream characteristics.  VHF 
observations however, are partially amenable to two-stream interpretation, but fail 
notably in many circumstances.  This is not unexpected since other competing insta- 
bility mechanisms may more readily develop, and since the larger scale sizes will be 
more susceptable to non-linear processes. 

Doppler spectra measurements luve proved particularly powerful in studying the scatter- 
ing mechanism, and have provided direct evidence of ion acoustic wave instabilities. 
However, small un-shifted, non-lino spectra are observed frequently at VHF and occass- 
ionally at UIIF.  (A c w Doppler system is in use at the University of Western Ontario. 
I'uJse Doppler capability is presently being developed for tho backscatter radar network 
of the National Research Council). 

Aspect attenuation has been observed to be a very rapid function of angle at L'HF and 
also in some VIIF situations.  However, many VHF observations show equally positive 
evidence of no very strong aspect sensitivity.  This may well be the result of strong 
non-linear effects in the instability or due to a multiplicity of plasma instability 
mechanisms which could arise in the intense excitation of the auroral zone. 

Only a few papers on polarization measurements of radio aurora have been presented at 
this meeting. However, 1 feel that polarization should provide much valuable inform- 
ation since the polarization characteristics are intimately related to the scattering 
mechanism.  1 believe that these should be pursued more vigorously. 

Kocket flights have provided direct measurements of auroral ionization from rockets 
flown in Canada and Scandinavia.  These techniques provide time and spatial resolution 
unmatched by the ground-based electromagnetic techniques.  An active proei am of rocket 
measurements of radio aurora os continuing in Canada, complementing the ground-based 
radio progrv.m. 

The use o*' barium seeding of the ionosphere is a technique which will see much future 
application in studying ambient electric fields, and for certain instability mechanisms 
particularly those involving strong density gradients. 

Finally, i wish to advocate the laboratory simulation of ionospheric scattering from 
plasma instabilities.  To my knowledge, the program at the HatteJle Institute is tho 
only one of its kind in operation.  The potential value of such experiments, particu- 
larly in quantifying non-linear mechanisms and effects, appears to be enormous. 

W C Chesnut 

Radar   aurora 
1  . er   since   l"S"  when   Uooker   presented   a  theory  based  upon   Horn   approximation   for  scatter- 
ing  of  radar  waves   trom   irregularities   in  electron  density   in   the   auroral   I.-region  there 
has   been  considerable   speculation   and   theoretical   estimations   of   the   detailed   properties 
of  the   scattering environnient.      Recent   mu1tifrequency  radar   measurements  in   the   VHF-UHF 
bands  have   provided   information  concerning  the   structure   of   the-   density   1luctuations. 

mm 
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A report at the meetinc by McNaaara of rockflt measurement of the density fluctuations 
provide the first in situ confirmation of the frequency trends discovered by radar. 
More iaportant, the rocket measurements hav~ also eiven a direc~ me~surement of the 
r m a aaplitude of the density fluctuations. Thoueh much is still unknown about 
details, there can now be little doubt that the observed radar scatterine can be des
cribed by Born approximation. 

Much experimental attention is directed toward makine measurements that will ~eveal the 
processes that cause structurine of the auroral E-region into density irrecularities. 
In view of the success of Doppler measurements in explaininc the auroral electrojet 
scatterinc, auch recent auroral radar work has been similarly directed. Measureaents 
by Hofstee and Forsyth at 40 MHz, Camnit, Tsunoda and Barczys at 143 MHz and 226 MHz, 
Chesnut, Hodces and Leadabrand at many VHF-UHF frequencies, and Hacfors at 1288 MHz 
(see paper no 5 for references) have given results that are consistent- at times - with 
the Farley instability aechanis•. 

However, all experimenters find other characteristics that require irrezularity cene
ratine mechanisms other than that proposed by Farley. lt is clear that further ~op~ler 
measurements should be :ude using, perhaps, other geometries to understand i:'I".JC'Alarity 
eeneratine processes. The measurements aay also help to sort-out incon~nci~s such 
as currently exists recardiaae the source of irregu:i.arities in afternr-on diffuse aurora. 

Research continues into the detailed relationsh~between radar aurora and other auroral 
phenomena. Work was reported :on detailed relationships between radar and visual aurora 
(Bates, Chesnut, Lance-Hesse) radar aurora and macnetic pertubations (Lance-Hesse), and 
radar aurora and particlfl precipitation (Bates, Chesnut and Haefors). It was succested 
that the radartvisual correlations need to be investicated for aurora other than the 
quie~ forms. Comparisons with satellite measured precipitations are just becoaine 
available. The data are too recent to have been well dieested, but ~o indicate that 
there is much that we do not know. 

The basic scatterinc properties of radar aurora at VHF-UHF frequencies arfl probably 
known. There are some questions recardinc aspect sensitivity - how to measure· it 
(Forsyth) - and meaning of large ancle aspect sensitivity measurements (McNamara and 
Chesnut). The reports of a very weak- or nonexistent -frequency dependence of aspect 
sensitivity near specularity over a frequency rang•! from 15 MHz (Bates) to 3000 MHz 
(Chesnut) were very unsettling to some attenders. Clearly more thoueht - if not more 
measurements are needed. 

Recent measur~mettts from the equatorial electrojet scatterine experiments (Balsley) and 
a profusion of new, theoretical explanations for the production of equatorial E-recion 
irrecularities have provided those concerned with the radar aurora with new, possible 
explanations of the aurora observations. The ingredients that are currently lacking 
from the experimentalist's point of view is cuidance by the plasma instability theo
reticians as to what environmental conditions need to be measured to certify or reject 
the theoretical proposals. 

Transmission 
Much experimental work concerning the morpholoe7 of scintillation was presented. This 
information, obtained by satellite beacon and radio-star measurements is directly use
ful in aiding system desisners in determinin~ the frequency of occurrence and locations 
of possible;"propacation difficulties. However, Jhe maenitude of the propacation effects 
does not seem to be well documented. Indeed there is even some controveray whether 
radio star interferometer measurements of propagation perturbations can be directly 
applied .~o estimates of radar measurement errors. 

Some of these proble~~ will be resolved in the next year or two as a result of radar 
tracking experiments that were recently initiated by Lincoln Laboratories usinc the 
Millstone Hill radar. The radar "skin-tracks" satellites at a frequency of 1288 MHz 
while the radar simultaneously measures monopulse ancle errors of a 400 MHz beacon 
carried by the same satellite. It is hoped that the data can also be used ~o validate 
the applicability of radio-star interferometer data that has been aquired over the past 
years. 

The state of understanding of the origin of the intermediate scale iPP~cularities that 
are responsible for scintillations is extremely poor. Plasma interchMn,., instabilities 
in horizontal d~~sity ~adients has been succested for F-recion irrecularities - but not 
enouch is known about instabilities, the environmental conditions, etc, to consider the 
succestion as more than a speculation. It was proposed (Chesnut, Liszka) that the more 
inten- scintillation e1.·ents occur as a result of auroral ionization. It was proposed 
that these intense effe•:ts occur mainly at E- and lower F-region heichts. Suitable 
experimental checks upon this hypothesis seem fairly straicht forward. 

Future investigations 
~c report here the future plans of Stanford Research Institute for use of it~ various 
radar facilities. 
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Homer Radar;   The multifrequency Homer radar,   located en the  south coast  of Alaska, 
probes radar  aurora  over the major  central  regions  of Alaska.     The  instrument will be 
used mainly in conjunction with  other experimental  probes.     The most  exciting joint 
experiment will be the measurement  of radar aurora directly over SRI's Thomson scatters 
facility that was recently moved  from California to a site slightly north of Fairbanks, 
Alaska.     While  radar aurora  is measured by the Homer radar,   the  Thomson scatter radar 
will  probe,   directly above  itself,   the  region from which the  Homer  radar receives its 
echoes. 

Thomson Scatter  Facility:   For  four  years,   SRI  operated a Thomson Scatter  Radar In 
California.     The  characteristics   of  this  instrument  are  as  follows: 

Peak  power 
Frequency 
Antenna 
Antenna  Beamwidth 
Antenna  Feed 
Pulse Length 
Special  pulses 

5 Mega Watts 
1300 MHz 
88 foot  fully  stearable paraboloid 
0.8° 

Four Horn  Monopulse  Tracking 
Variable  up  to  1  millisecond 
10 MHz  chirp  pulse compressed to 0.25 usecond 

In the California ionosphere, electron density profile measurements were made in five 
minutes.  Electron and ion temperature measurements were usually made with fifteen 
minutes of integration.  Ion drift measurements (spectrum assymetries) are measured at 
the same time. 

Over the past year the radar was moved to near Fairbanks, Alaska.  It was located in a 
bowl surrounded by mountains to provide a natural clutter fence.  A valley to the north 
provides a window for the probing of radar aurora - though the minimum aspect angle is 
nearly 4° off specular from this northerly location. 

The radar has been operating successfully for several months.  Early data indicate that 
there are no unforseen problems that would prevent successful acquisition of density, 
drift and temperature data.  The natural ground clutter fence provided by the ring of 
mountains surrounding the site causes ground clutters to disappear into noise at ranges 
correspondii.x to heights of 60 to 70 kilometers.  Excellent E-; ^gion density measure- 
ments have aJready been obtained. 

Over the next year the facility will be operated jointly by SRI (under Mr Murray Baran) 
and by the Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska (Prof Howard (Skip) Bates). 
Present plans call for "shake-down", observations ("see what we can see that may be 
new"), coordinated measurements with tfu Homer Kadar Facility and other, special auroral 
probe events. 

P A Forsyth 

It seems to me that our probl 
The first is the morphologica 
are interested in physics on 
to be doing better than the 1 
mechanism on the local scale, 
playing chess, in this partic 
vidually and we don't play a 
planning our game we make the 
few parameters.  At this meet 
the frequency dependance for 
the question "is the average 
but it does not improve under 

ems relating to the arctic ionosphero are of two kinds. 
1 description of the phenomena.  This attracts people who 
the cosmic scale, 1 am not.  But anyway, those people aei m 
est of us.  The second kind of problem is the study of 

Here we are not doing very well.  If research is like 
ular game Nature seems to be bcüting each one of us indi- 
very good game of cooperative chess.  For example in 
mistake of describing our opponents' strategy with too 
ing we have tried to establish the aspect sensitivity and 
auroral scattering.  We might, just as well try to answer 
person male or female?"  You can average inhomogenous data 
standing. 

Our second mistake is that we fail to concentrate.  In choss and in research that is 
fatal.  If we really are interested i^i finding out the relationship between particle 
precipitation, neutral winds, electric fields, electron and ion motions, acoustic and 
electrostatic waves, photon emissions, scintillations etc..., we should study them all 
in the same area at the same time, not. all in different areas at different times.  It 
occurs to me that the proposal joint II 
provides just such an opportunity. 

/Canadian major incoherent scatter facility 

The main characteristics of the proposal are well known. Present 
will be one transmitter receiver station in the northern UM, wit 
stearable in the place of the magnetic meridian. Two receive-onl 
located in Canada, each with a fully stearable (50 m?) dish. In 
usual things that an incolicie nt scatter system can do such as deter 
tration, ratios of ion species etc., this system will be able to 
the ionosphere in detail. It will be able to measure the not-qui 
components of motion. Jn addition, of cours« , it will be a very 
It's location will allow observations on the south side, middle a 
mid-latitude trough as well as the auroral ionosphere. 

thinking  is  that  that 
h  a   large   (100m?)   dish 
y   stations  will   be 
addition  to  all   the 
mine  electron  concen- 

atudy   the  dynamics  of 
te   orthogonal 
good   auroral   radar. 
rid   north  side   of the 
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Nevertheless, if this facility comes to pass, the principal opportunity it provides 
is that of concentrated research.  Since it prcvides a great deal of information about 
the ionosphere in one region it provides an irresistable incentive to concentrate other 
measurements in the ^sarne area.  Surely, we should plan to fly balloons below the rogicfv 
observe the region from the ground with ionosonds meteor wind radars, VHF auroral radar 
radars, spectrometers, photometers, rlometers , magnetometers, radio interferometers, 
scintillation monitors and just as many other devices as we can devise.  And wo must 
put our data together according to a definite plan, not wait for an ACARD meeting 
3000 miles away from home before we find out what our neighbour is doing.  This, I 
think, is the only way we wJ11 really uncover what Nature is doing in all these comp- 
lecated highlatitudo processes. 

And I hope that if another new-generation incoherent scatter facility is built in 
Europe that it too will become the focus of a concentrated research effort.  If the 
European one gets built and the North-American ones does not, I hope someone vill 
invite us over to participece in the cooperative program.  Certaily, the corresponding 
reciprocal invitation is alrendy a foregone conclusion. 

Money for research is getting scarce everywhere.  Let us maximize the return on the 
money we hav; by concentrating our efforts.  If the Meeting has taught us anything it 
is that we still have very few of the answers rrgarding the high latitude ionosphere. 
Almost every measurement that was described here would have been much more meaningful 
if some other measurement from among those described had been made at the same time and 
the same place. 

Let's not come back to another meeting like this several years from now with another 
set of measurements that just won't fit together" because it was never planned that 
they should fit together. 

G N Taylor 

Listening to this meeting, 1 have been struck by the uncertainity about the detailed 
spatial correlation of various effects, e g is there any definite association between 
scintillation and particlf: precipitation, between the optical aurora and precipitation, 
between the radar and optical aurora?  Is the concept  of the auroral oval a useful one 
for radio propagation purposes?  It would be important to resolve these uncertainties 
before any reliance could be placed in a real time prediction system, which might have 
continuous data imputs from sensors of varied types.  Thanks to topside sounder studies, 
the gross morphology of electron density in the polar upper F-region is now fairly well 
known, but the same cannot be said of the bottoraside polar ionosphere, which is much 
more Important for propagation predictions.  Satellites are unable to move below an 
altitude of about 200 km, and in these regions, we have had to rely on rocket ascents 
or conventional 1 f sounding until recently:  The latter- technique may fail completely 
in the presence of high absorption or blanketing Es  - both of which are quite common 
in polar regions - and may give results which are hard to interpret if the layers are 
sharply tilted or otherwise distorted.  Turning to electron density irregularities, 
there is a great deal of information about their occitrance and geographicaJ distri- 
bution, but when, preparing my own paper I found that their spatial autocorrelation 
function and amplitudes are very poorly known at high latitudes: both of them are 
required to estimate radar scattering cross sections. 

An importart new technique l'H' rolling in some of the gaps is Thomson scatter radar. 
We have been using one of these instruvjnts at Malvern for several years, ■'»nd find that 
it can considerably improve knowledge of bottomside electron density profiles especi- 
ally with respect to a) noiitionotonlc profiles, b) changes in profiles during sudden dis- 
turbances, such es solar fiues, c) investigating the night time b-region.  In all 3 
cases 1 f techniques p-.ovide at best very incomplete information, while incoherent 
scatter can give .'.rv  detailed and complete profiles with excellent time resolution. 
These advantages will be even more important at high latitudes than at mid-la^Atudes. 

Incoherent scatter is of course much more than a profile measuring techn que, as It 
gives more information about the ionospheric plasma, over a greater height range, than 
any other ground-based technique, on routine basis.  It is thus vital to have thin 
method available for any "case-study" approach to particular events in polar regions. 
Case-studies are complementary too, and should be formed in parallell with, statistical 
investigations.  As an example of the type of help that Incoherent scatter can give to 
forecasters there is the well known law that Neac Te~l , which certainly holds at mid- 
latitudes, but is uncertain at high latitudes.  This enables me to predict what changes 
in Ne will follow a sudden r  t input, e g from particle precipitation. 

The recent suggestion that an incoherent scatter station should be built in Northern 
Scandinavia is especially important.  A station here will be at a high magnetic lati- 
tude (l.-o), have an abundance of supporting experiments, and be uniquely accessib e. 
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J Aarons 

Scintillation 
From the morphology point of view the geographical coverage has made considerable 
advances in its delineations of high latitude patterns, more data, normalized and stan- 
dardized, still has to be poured into the pot, then both the physics and the geophysics 
can be studied.  Correlations with magnetospheric phenomena will be more possible. 
With observations in Greenland, Norway, Sweden, Alaska and Canada now going on I would 
expect more definite numbers in five yeara. 

New areas will be explored and expanded. These include statistical analyses of auroral 
fadings, frequency dependence etc. Angular and phase fluctuations will be studied more 
carefully.  More interpretive work is needed. 

Total electron concent 
For needs of radar and navigation systems it is necessary to determine the morphology 
of total electron content (to measure group path delay).  It will be necessary to 
predict it to be of assistance in accurately dcterming satellite position, the high 
latitudes represent a challenge in this area. 

Backscatter 
To determine the upper and lower latitude boundary of the F-layer irregularity region 
(if an upper latitude F-layer boundary indeed exists) is a need for the future.  Back- 
scatter measurements together with scintillation data could do this. 

Thus lower latitude probing by backscatter measurements particularly from invariant 
latitudes of 42° - 45° should be undertaken.  Polar backscatter measurements of the 
type being undertaken by Bates and others will give us the backscatter picture of the 
irregularities Greenland, Spitzbergen and other data will give us the scintillation 
morphology. 

Origin of irregularities 
Low energy electron precipitation is attractive in its low latitude boundary, its 
ionization in the F-region and its "localized nature" - all thesa factors correlate 
well with observations of scintillations, field aligned F-backscatter and spread F. 
But the presence of polar cap irregularities is at variance with the absence of low 
energy electron precipitation at the poles (the polar cavity). 

G K Hartmann 

Satellite  beacon  studies 
Propagation  of  electromagnetic     waves  through  an  inhomogeneous  ionosphere  usually 
result in variations  in the amplitud   ,   phase  and angle-of  arrival  of  the waves as 
received  at the  ground.     Generally  chis is  called  scintillation.     Roughly 90   % of the 
now  available   scintillation  data  has  been  obtained  by amplitude  measurements,     1%  by 
phase measurements,   aad  3£  by angle  of arrival  measurements. 

Satellite  beacons  in the  HF-,   VHF-  and UHF  range  seem to  provide  a  good tool   for mea- 
suring the  above mentioned   quantities.     However  it  is  evident  that   only in  very  few 
cases  have  all  three   quantities  been measured   simultaneously  and   -  as   far  as  1   know  - 
never  on  a  routine  basis   over  a   longer  period. 

If  at   least  two  quantities,   e  g  amplitude   -  and  phase   (relative   phase)   measurements 
(Dispers!ve-Doppler)   could  be  simultaneously  obtained  over   a  longer   period  one  can 
expect more  additional  information  about  the   scintillation  producing  irregularities; 
hopefully with  better  resolution  than  now  in  order  to tackle  the   fine   structure  problem 
by  applying specific  correlation  methods. 

The   Ifttter  seems to  be  very  essential  if  one  wants  to decide  whether   soft  protons  or 
soft  electrons  or  both  are  the  cause   of  the   irregularities.      All   these  measurements 
have  to  be  carriud  out   simultaneously with  the  most  reliable  height  measuring method 
which  is  now  available  or  can  be  conceived   for  the   future.      If there   i&  no  actual 
height  information  available  we  have  to  assume   for the most   calculations  a  mean  height 
for  the  scintillation  producing  irregularities.     This  implies  that  a  three  dimensional 
problem is  treated  as  a  two  dimensional  one. 

At   present   there  are  in Burope   -   for  polar  scintillation  studies   -  no   other  beacon 
satellites  obserable  than  the   5   polar   orbiting US-NNSS  satellites,   transmitting  coheren- 
tly  150 MHz and  400 MHz.     Dispersive-Doppler  measurements   (relative  phase measurements 
between  150 MHz  and  400  MHz)   give  the  change   to study  phase   scintillation.     However 
it  has to be  mentioned that   this  type  of  phase  measurement   is  different  from  those 
which  are  under  consideration  for  investigating angle-of-arrival   scintillations.     In 
addition  it   is  also  possible  to  determine  the   total  electron  content   as  a  function  of 
the  geographic   latitude  during the   satRllite   passages  and   so  to  determine  the   gradi- 
ents  in  the  electron  content.     Simultaniously  the  already  well   known   amplitude   scintil- 
lations  can  be   investigated. 

'■'"-"- -■11 -" ■■- 11 I -■  u^____ 
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If a reasonable - In terms of costs and efficiency - and sensitive recording and data 
processing facility can be provided we'll very likely improve our present knowledge to 
a large extent, and proceed from the more phenomenological treatment towarcfe better and 
more reliable geophysical interpretations, e g of the cause of the irregularities.  If 
this cannot be achieved the cost-efficiency factor may approach - within the next five 
years a value such that any fundings of such measurements will cease.  In this context 
it is assumed that at the end of this decade - as a latest date - these measurements 
will have to be stopped.  However in the near future they should be carried out as 
efficient as possible. 

In medium and equatorial latitude the NNSS satellite data can be and should be supple- 
mented by recording the beacons of the geostationary satellite ATS-F, which will be 
launched in 1973 and be visible in Europe at the end of 1973.  Furthermore any other 
available satellite beacons should be taken into consideration. 

Only if we know more about the physical cause of the ionospheric irregularities, can 
we hope to predict much better their occurrence and the maximum possible errors which 
they introduce on navigation and communication systems.  Theoretical work is needed on 
the problem of d_ffraction by a very thick irregular region and by multi-layer-struc- 
tures. 

More totalled comparisons of the now existing theories about ionospheric scintillations 
as treated under geophysicaJ aspect and under communication aspects should be carried 
out.  Hopefully a mutual influence will lead to new theoretical and experimental app- 
roaches to the general scintillation proplem. 

The above proposed more comprehensive and sensitive scintillation measurements will 
yield data which should be compared with those obtained by precipitated particle mea- 
surements, electron density trough measurements, backscatter measurements, etc. - all 
of them also measured with better resolution - in order to explain several of the now 
existing discrepancias and to get a better approach to the actual geophysical processes. 
The scintillation data and the other mentioned ones should be used in a complementary 
way to exploit the advantages inherent in each and thus to proceed from our phenomen- 
ological description to the more desirable detailed geophysical interpretation of the 
ionospheric-magnetospheric interaction in the polar regions. 

H G M0ller 

Backscatter  observations 
By  field  aligned  irregularities  HF communication  is affected  in  respect  to  following 
aspects.' 

Frequency distortion 
Non great circle propagation 
MOF enhancement 

To find out where frequency distortion has to be expected statistics of spread F as 
observed by vertical or topside sounding is a good indicator.  For the two other aspects 
the location of the stronger scattering curtains has to be known.  To do this back- 
scatter observations are superior to vertical or topside sounding by the following 
reason. 

Let us assume two scattering curtains a weak on with a, relative electron density in- 
crease of 5t  and a strong one of 50^.  If both are overhead to a vertical sounding 
station both will be total reflectors on frequencies close to the critical frequency 
fc.  If these two curtains are seen from a great distance they will be observed by 
backscatter on frequencies » fc and according to this it is possible to distinguish 
between strong and weak scattering curtains.  This possibility is of interest not only 
for H F communication problems but also for the physics of the polar ionosphere as the 
spatial movements of these curtains can be traced as a function at time and magnetic 
activity. 

As shown by the backscatter results presented here backscatter with sweep frequency  is 
superior to fixed frequency. 

Also these give different results according to different location with respect to the 
inclination of the earths magnetic field.  This was especially shown by paper 28. 

By the question raised in the discussion following the paper of Agy, it came out that 
we have still not enough information about ahsorbtion.  The basic information are in 
the form of maps of the percentage of occurrence of riometer absorbtion exeeding IdB. 

By an imperical relationship the medium absorbtion can be found.  The variation around 
this mean is still not established. 

ii^miMaii      '          .....*-J-.-——~* 
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H F Bates 

HF scatter and communication 
The joint Stanford Research Institute - University of Alaska, Thomson scatter Radar 
Facility near Fairbanks has now been working for some time and some preliminary results 
have been obtained.  This includes Thomson scatter observations that were probably 
made into an overhead aurorae. 

W^ have had no problem with coherent interference. Photometers, riometers and other 
groundbased equipment are now installed at the site which is only 3 km away from the 
Poker flat rocket range. 

HF clutter 
Most high latitude HF echoes can be unambiguously classified into definite categories. 

Non-auroral echoes 
The high latitude (45° - 90°) non-auroral pnenxjmena are ground scattered F and E re- 
flections, meteor echoes, slant F (oblique spread F), and oblique E and Es echoes. 

Auroral echoes 
Auroral echoes occur as backscatter from the E and F layers. It should be made clear 
that whether you will observe E or F layer echoes is strongly dependant on your lati- 
tude. For example at College during strong aurorae, such as during auroral break up, 
we see only strong E layer echoes, usually slant E. At Thule you would never see slant 
E echoes during an auroral break up, because tlie aurora is too far away - in fact far 
below the horizon in the E layer. Likewise, a radar at 45° or 50° would not see auro- 
ral slant-E echoes. 

HF echoes are highly aspect sensitive, their amplitude decreasing by about 5 dB degree 
of off-perpendicularity for angles near .'lormality with the magnetic field.  While the 
VHF and UHF measurements have been possible only for quiet, stable forms, the HF mea- 
surements for E-layer echoes were possible only on echoes from active aurora during 
auroral breakup.  The F-layer echoes were probably from quiet aurorae, because they 
were obtained from aurorae near 75° on the diyside. 

During a Barium release near College that was observed by HF sweep-frequency radar from 
two sites in Alaska, an aspect sentitivity of about 10 dB/degree was lound.  There 
was a very rapid decrease eith frequency of the amplitude of radar echoes above JO MHz 
indicating that the irregularity size apparantly had a lower limit of about 5 meters. 

HF auroral echoes are closely associated in time and space with aurora.  Again, this 
has been proven only for quiet aurora.  We have been able to check this association 
only grossly for active forms.  When there is aurorae all over the sky there will also 
be echoes from all over, but it does seen that the limits of the  visual and radar aur- 
ora fit within SO or 100 km. 

Problem areas 
The Polar spread F region probably extends from the scintillation boundary to the 
pole.  The irregularities are field aligned.  The polar sounders at Resolute and McMurdo 
should significantly improve the mapping of the distribution of spread-F in the Polar 
regions. 

Information is needed on the disturbance level as a function of latitude and time. 
Scintillation and spread F data seem to indicate that there is not too much variation, 
but these data have been subject to averaging. 

Auroral irregularities are largely located in the auroral belt ( instantaneous location 
of the aurorae).  But some are certainly caused by polar cap aurorae.  The effect of 
these polar cap aurorae needs to be examined. 

We need a  scattering theory.  What produces the F-layer echoes?  It is difficult to 
see a plasma instability in the F-layer with the necessary scale sizes. 

There are indications that there are field aligned currents in the aurorae.  If true, 
this would indicate that there really ase  tubes of ionization in the F-layer, as has 
been suggested for a number of years. 

To ise the data in a practical way for high latitude operational radars or communi- 
cations we need more morphological data.  What do irregularities at different heights 
«•jo to the spectrum of transmissions going through this area?  These are difficult and 
expensive problems to work on.  Some work is being done but there is need for much more. 
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To assist in the interpretütion    of oblique ionograms we need to be able to compute 
theoretical ionograms for any location. In any direction, for different ionospheric 
conditions with irregularities at different altitudes and latitudes. 

In the near future the polar auroral radars at McMurdo and Resolute will be used to 
map the gross position of the Instantaneous auroral belt around each hemlshere.  The 
result will be gross because we are limited to long pulse and large beamwldths. Parti- 
cularily, I would like to see how the auroral belt expands at the onset of a storm. 
The rate of expansion may be a measure for the severity of the storm.  If so, this may 
lead to an activity index which can be obtained much more rapidly than Kp.  By watching 
the expansion in real time, it may be possible to indentify the onset of the storm 
within 30 minutes and to give operational systems short term warning. 

Conjugate effects and the morphology of ionospheric backscatter obtained near both 
poles will be studied with the radars. 

It is Important to note that the polar oblique sounders will not be greatly hampered 
by auroral absorption or Eg.  The probing ray will penetrate the E and D regions  well 
poleward of the regions where these effects are a problem. 

It Is important to use sweep frequency sounders for this type of experiment, because 
the results do not depend, as they do with fixed frequency radars, upon critical 
frequency. 

FINAL DISCUSSION 

I Kanzi 

There  has   been  no  discussion   on  large   scale  travelling disturbances  which  may  have 
thexr  origin  in  the  Auroral   zone.      There  is  some   correlation  between   the   occurrence  of 
low   and  midlatitude  travelling wave   disturbances   and  phenomena   in   the  auroral   zone. 

In  Italy  the  passages  of  large   scale  travelling  disturbances  in  winter  are   observed 
by  backscatter  and   vertical  sounding.     We   observe   that   on  groups   of   days  the  disturb- 
ances   are   more   frequent   than   otherwise.      üy  comparing these   observations  with  data   from 
other  places the   distribution   and  motion  of  the   phenomena  in time   and   space  could   be 
determined   and  give   further  clues   about  the  origin  and  production   of   these  waves. 

W  G   Chesnut >■ 

There may be a connection between the gravity waves you observe and infrasonic waves 
that may be observed near the auroral zone.  There are indications that when an aurorai 
form is moving at a hypersonic velocity it initiates some form of shock wave in the E 
region giving rise to infrasonic waves that may be observed on the ground (CK Wilson, 
JGK, JA,   1512, 1969). 

G Lange-llesse 

In future work emphasis should be placed 011 comparing VIIE and 1.1IF backscatter recordiniLp. 
to watch for the threshold of irregularity formation and the hysteresis effect (see paper 
no 7 and subsequent discussion) to find if this is 1 real effect caused by the insta- 
bility mechanism, or whether (as proposed by Dr Coleman) it is caused by another current, 

.J t'oleman 

[n  the   laboratory   1   have   seen   very   little   evidence   of   the   hysteresis   effect   when   the 
threshold   for  Farley   instabilities   is   onjy  barely   exceeded. 

In  the  equctorial   electrojet  the   hysteresis  effect  does  not   seem   to   be   present.      but 
in   that   region  the   currents  only  exceed  the   threshold   for  onset   of   the   instability   by 
a   small  margin. 

Jn  the   laboratory   and  possibly   in   the   auroral   regions we  can  exceed   the  threshold   much 
lurther  and   observe   non-linear   effects.      The   possibility   of  observing  the   hysteresis 
effect  should  be  more  likely  in   the   auroral   zones   than  at  the  equator   due  to the 
stronger  non-linear  mechanisms   that   are   present. 

MOM _ 
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G H Mllmann 

For system design, we are interested in knowing what is the variation of radar-auroral 
clutter amplitude with height.  The Stanford Research Institute obtained some experi- 
mental data at UHF, during the early 1960's with the Scotland radar, on the height vari- 
ation of clutter amplitude at a constant aspect angle.  It appears that, in the HF re 
region, no experimental measurements have been made in this area. 

W G Chesnut 

Due to aspect angle variations there are fundamental difficulties to this type of mea- 
suraments.  At high frequencies, say above 100 MHz, where refraction is not important, 
one must move the radar beam further and further south to reacli perpendicularity at 
increasing heights.  As a result, the region the radar probes, is moved into a region 
in which aurorae seldom occurs.  In 1957 - 58 we saw from Stanford very strong auroral 
scatter from 300 km altitude at 106 MHz.  This was, however, an outstanding occurrence, 
because aurora seldom occur in the regions where we can probe these heights. 

In equatorial regions the aspect requirement can be met at all heights, 
at 50 MHz these have given auroral like echoes in the F region. 

Observations 

The scattering we observed in Scotland at 180 - 200 km was during a period of not very 
active aurorae.  The scattering had a tendency to be weaker than it is at 110 km. 

If the rms variations of relative electron density is as large at 250 or 300 km as it 
is at 180 km during aurorae then the echoes might be as intense from these regions as 
it is from lower altitudes. 

J Aaroiis 

At 19 MHz we see backscatter from the F region. To find the altitude of the tackscatt- 
ering region we would have to raytrace through a known or assumed electron density dis- 
tribution in the region North of us. From that and from the irregularity statistics 
we know, one can find what the HF backscatter wnuJd be like from different sites. With 
the HF backscatter data now available you would not be able to do this in all the areas 
of interest. 

E Shearman 

In earlier discussions we have taken up the question of why the aspect-sensitivity is 
frequency-independent over 100 to 1 in frequency.  On diffraction grounds we would 
expect a marked change of beamwidth with frequency. 

A rather simple mechanism which might contribute towards understanding the observations 
is the following. 

If we consider reflection from a plane mirror of dimension I), the beamwidth will be of 
tit order of Vo and will be much less than 1° when D>> ö0 .  However if the plane surface 
now becomes rippled, the angular spread of the reflected beam will increase to twice 
the slope of the ripples and will be frequency independent.  In analyzing this situation 
it is useful to represent the reflected waves as an angular spectrum of plane waves 
which interfere together correctly on the rippled surface.  There is a close parallel 
with the problem of backscatter from a medium in which an angular spectrum of plane 
density waves are travelling and it is significant that the Farley instability waves 
are thought of as plane waves travelling within a narrow angular spread of about 1°. 

At most of the frequencies we are considering the reflector is very large compared to 
the wavelength, but at the low frequency end this may not hold so well; this may be why 
some broadening of the beam is observed at h f, (5 dB/dogreo rather than JO dB/degree 
at higher frequencies). 

H F Bates 

The broadening of the scattering beam at lower frequencies may not be reai.  The esti- 
mate of the aspect sensitivity was made without having good amplitude measurements. 
Comparing observed ionograms with computed ones we found the beamwidth to be about 4° 
for strong aurorae.  We assumed the amplitude to be 20 dB above noise but it may well 
have been 40 or 00 dB above noise, and this would give the same aspect sensitivity as 
on higher frequencies. 

iLm ■ ■ • '-■ 
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J  Coleman 

When measuring aspect sensitivity on the lower frequencies you must have included a 
refractive correction.  How was this done? 

H P Bates 

For the F-layer I calculated a quantitative value for refraction from the ground scat- 
ter trace reflected at the same point were backscatter occurred.  Only a very small 
data sample was usuable for this. 

For the E-l«yer I compared the computed ionograms with the observed ones to obtain the 
beamwidth. 

J Kelso 

For HF communication we need more information on possible propagation paths in the 
ionosphere. 

We know that the Thomson  scatter installations can give is information on irregulari- 
ties, on the structure of the ionosphere between the E-and F-layers.  This information 
exists or can easily be obtained but is not published.  Published work from these in- 
stallations is generally on more controversial points, proving or disproving theory. 
I urge you to publish more information on what the ionosphere looks like. 

-■' Hill  I 
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